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Introduction

In the Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

The present book offers you both the translation and commentary of the verses of

nearly two Parts of the Holy Qur’ān, Parts 22 and 23. To begin the book with the

beginning verses of a Sura and to decrease the thickness of this book, some verses of

the 22nd Part of the Qur’ān have been inserted in the previous volume, No. 14, and this

volume (No. 15) has began with Sura Saba’, No. 34 which has been continued up to the

end of Sura Sād approximately the end of Part 23, and the next volume will be began

.with Sura Az-Zumar, No. 39

We mention here, as usual, that for being acquainted with more information about

the source and purpose of providing this endeavour, and that how the dear reader or

readers of it can utilize the text of this commentary best, we may recommend you to

study the introduction detailed at the beginning of book No. one (part one) which will

.surely be helpful

Now, again and again we ask Allah, the Almighty, to help us, as ever before, and to

.assist us to complete this sacred task successfully

May He (s.w.t.) guide and succour all of us by the light of the Qur’ān to pave its

.Straight Path further and further, for we are always in need of His favours

The Scientific and Religious Research Centre

Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) Public Library

Sayyid ‘Abbās Sadr-‘Āmilī

The Translator
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(Sura As-Saba’ (The Sabā

Point

مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

(No. 34 (Revealed at Mecca

Verses in 6 Sections 54

’: The Feature of Sura As-Saba

This Sura has been revealed at Mecca, and contains fifty four verses. For the

explanation of the people of Saba’ mentioned in this Sura, it has been called Saba’
and, like other Meccan suras, most expressions of it are about ideological issues, and

.the Origin and the End (Hereafter) in particular

In the story of Solomon, of course, and his encounter with the people of Saba’, a part

of the Divine bounties and the end of the thankful believers and disbelievers are

.pointed out

:The Virtue of the Sura

Imam Sādiq (a.s.) in a tradition has said: “He who recites the couple of Suras which has

begun with the praise of Allah (suras Saba’ and Fātir) in a night, he will be in the

protection of Allah, the Almighty and in His guard; and if he recites them in the

daytime, no undesirable thing will come to him on that day, and he will be given so

much good of this world and the next that has never come to his mind and which he

(has never desired or thought of.” (1

p: 17
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(Part 22 (continued

’Sura As-Saba

(The Sabā)

(No. 34, (Revealed at Mecca

verses in 6 Sections 54

Section 1: Those given the knowledge

Point

(by Allah)

Allah knows everything in the heavens and in the earth which is recorded and

described in a perspicuous Book – Those who have been given by Allah the

Knowledge, witness what has been sent to the Prophet, of the Omnipotence of Allah

مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

رُیِبخَْلا مُیکِحَْلا  وَهُوَ  هِرَخِلأَا  یِف  دُمْحَْلا  هَُلوَ  ضِرْلأَا  یِف  امَوَ  تِاوَامََّسلا  یِف  امَ  هَُل  يذَِّلا  هَِّلِل  دُمْحَْلا  } 1{

All) praise is (only) Allah’s, to Whom belongs whatever is in the heavens and . “) 1
whatever is in the earth, and to Him belongs also (all) praise in the Hereafter, and He

.” is the Wise, the Aware

p: 18
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Commentary, verse: 1

.We must learn from Allah how to praise Him

.The praises must be for His perfection, power, ownership, awareness, and wisdom

Among the Suras, of the Qur’ān, there are five suras which have been begun with the

Praise of Allah in three of which the praise of Allah is for the sake of the creation of the

.heaven and the earth and other creatures

In one Sure (Sura Al-Kahf) this praise is for the sake of the descent of the Qur’ān on

the pure heart of the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.). And, in another Sura, Al-Hamd, there is a
conclusive meaning which envelops all these affairs. It says: “(All) praise is (only)

.” Allah’s, the Lord of the Worlds

However, Sura Saba’ begins with the praise of Allah for His Ownership, and Wisdom in
.both this world and Hereafter

:It says

All) praise is (only) Allah’s, to Whom belongs whatever is in the heavens and “)
, …” whatever is in the earth, and to Him belongs also (all) praise in the Hereafter

Thus the sovereignty and ownership of both worlds belong to Him. Every bounty,
every merit, every benefit and blessing, and every wonderful elegant, and well-
proportioned creation, all belong to His Pure Essence, and it is for this reason that ‘the

Praise’, the reality of which is a praise for ‘the optional good deeds’ returns to Him.
And if some creatures are also eligible of praise, they are a ray of His Essence and a

.shade of His deeds and attributes, too

Therefore, when anybody in this world praises something, this praise finally returns to

.His Pure Essence

:At the end of the verse, the Holy Qur’ān adds

p: 19
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.” and He is the Wise, the Aware “… 

It is because of His vast wisdom that this surprising system governs over the world,
and it is because of His Knowledge and awareness that everything has been located

(. in its own place, and whatever thing a being needs, it is available for it (him

The commentators have discussed very much about the objective meaning of ‘the

’. praise of Allah in Hereafter

Some of them have said that although there is no duty for people in the Hereafter, the

servants of Allah will eagerly praise Him there and glorify Him, and they will take

.pleasure by praising Him

Some others have said: the people of Paradise will praise Him for His grace, while the

.people of Hell will do it for His justice

Sometimes it is said: the people who are in this world, because of the various curtains

over their hearts and thoughts, mostly have not a sincere praise, but in Hereafter,
where the curtains are removed and according to the sentence: “On that Day the

Sovereignty will be Allah’s; …” and everything will be made manifest for everybody, all

.of them will begin praising Him with a perfect sincere intention

Also in this world human beings may become neglectful and, imagining some beings

as independent of the Essence of Allah, praise them. But in Hereafter, where the

relation of all to His Pure Essence is like the rays of sunshine to the sun and it will be

.made manifest, no one will praise aught but Him

Moreover, the holy Qur’ān has repeatedly said that the people of Paradise will praise

Him there. For example: “… and the close of their cry (will be): ‘(All) praise is (only)
(Allah’s, the Lord of the Worlds’.”(1

p: 20
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In another occurrence, upon the time when the believers enter the eternal gardens of

Paradise, it says: “And they will say: ‘(All) praise is (only) Allah’s Who has removed from

(us (all) sorrow, …”(1

This praise is expressed not only by the tongues of human beings and angels, but also

it can be heard from all the particles of the world of existence, and there is no being

.but praises and glorifies Him

****

p: 21
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رُوفُغَْلا مُیحَِّرلا  وَهُوَ  اهَیِف  جُرُْعیَ  امَوَ  ءِآمََّسلا  نَِم  لُزِنیَ  امَوَ  اهَْنِم  جُرُخْیَ  امَوَ  ضِرْلأَا  یِف  جُِلیَ  امَ  مُلَْعیَ  } 2{

He knows whatever goes down into the earth and whatever comes out of it, and . “ 2
whatever comes down from the heaven and whatever goes up to it; and He is the

.” Merciful, the Forgiving

Commentary, verse: 2

This verse, following the attributes of Allah mentioned in the previous verse as Wise

:and Aware, refers to a part of His infinite knowledge and says

, …” He knows whatever goes down into the earth and whatever comes out of it“

Yes, He is aware of all of the drops of rain which come down from sky and the waves

of floods, the water of which penetrates into the depth of the earth and will be stored

.there for men

He is aware of the seeds of the plants which will be spread in earth by the help of

winds or insects and go under the soil and grow so that one day they are seen as

some green plants. He knows how the roots of trees go down into the depth of the

.ground to seek food and water

Allah knows the electric waves, the different gases and the atoms in the air which

penetrate into the ground. He is aware of the living creatures that go through the land

and give life to it. He knows all treasures and precious things buried inside this vast

ground as well as the corpses of the dead irrespective of men and other animals. Yes,
.He is aware of all of these things

.Also Allah knows all the plants that come out of the earth
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He knows the men who have raised from it; the springs that gush out from it; the

gases come from inside of it; the volcanoes emerge from it; the insects which have

nests in the earth and originate from it; and, in short, He is aware of all the creatures

.that come out of the depths of the ground, whether we know or we do not know

Then the verse adds that He also knows whatever comes down from the sky, and

whatever goes up to it, among them are the drops of rain, the life giving rays of the

sun, the powerful waves of revelation and heavenly religious affairs, the angels who

come down to the earth in order to convey the messengership or to perform other

things, the heavenly rays which come from beyond the atmosphere unto the earth

globe, the piercing flames and wandering meteorites which are attracted toward the

:earth. Allah is aware of all of them. It continues saying

; …” and whatever comes down from the heaven and whatever goes up to it “… 

Allah also knows the servants’ deeds which ascend to the heaven; of the angels, that

after fulfilling their duty, return to the heaven; of the Satans that go to the heavens to

eavesdrop; of the branches of thick tall trees; of the vapours that rise from the sea

and form the pieces of cloud in the sky; of the moan of an oppressed that ascends to

.the heaven. Yes, He knows all of these things

Is there anyone to be aware of these affairs but He? Can the knowledge of all learned

men among human beings dominate a part of His knowledge? So, at the end of the

:verse, it says

.” and He is the Merciful, the Forgiving “… 

Allah being qualified by these two attributes is either for the sake that among the

things ascend to the heaven there are
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the deeds of the servants and their souls, and it is He Who takes them under the

.cover of His mercy and forgiveness

Or it is for the sake that the descent of all the heavenly blessings and merits are

produced by His Mercy; and the righteous deeds of the believing servants, which,
basing on the Qur’ānic sentence: “… it is He Who exalts the righteous deeds …,”(1),

.ascend up and will be involved of His forgiveness

Or, it says that those who so thank for these blessings deserve His mercy, and those

.who are faulty, if do not exceed the limits, will have forgiveness

Shortly speaking, the above verse has a vast meaning in all its dimensions and it must

.not be limited in one side

****
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یِف لاَوَ  تِاوَامـََّسلا  یِف  هٍَّرذَ  لُاقـَْثِم  هُْنعَ  بُزُْعیَ  ـَلا  بِْیغَْلا  مِِلاعـَ  مْکَُّنیَِتأْتـََل  ِ-ي  بّرَوَ یلََب  لُْـق  هُعَاَّسلا  انـَیِتأْتَ  ـَلا  اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلا  لَاقـَوَ  } 3{
نٍیِبُّم بٍاتَکِ  یِف  َّلاإِ  رُبَکْأَ  لآوَ  کَِلذَ  نِم  رُغَصْأَ  لآوَ  ضِرْلأَا 

And those who disbelieve say: ‘The Hour (of Judgment) shall not come upon us.’ . “ 3
Say: ‘Yes! By my Lord, the Knower of the unseen, it shall certainly come upon you,
from Him is not hidden the weight of (even) an atom in the heavens nor in the earth,

.” and neither is aught smaller than that, nor greater, but (all) is in a manifest Book

Commentary, verse: 3

It does not matter that the blasphemous words and expressions may be cited in order

.to criticize or nullify them

The rejecters of the resurrection often merely claim something and they have no - 1
.reasoning for it

The former holy verses, though referred to Unity and the attributes of Allah,
contained something about the subject of Resurrection, because, as we will see later,
the problems of the subject of Resurrection will not be solved except by the way of

:infinite knowledge of Allah. That is why, the verse under discussion at first says

.’ …” And those who disbelieve say: ‘The Hour (of Judgment) shall not come upon us“

.Not only for us, but also for neither of human beings there will be a Resurrection

By this way they wanted to get ‘freedom of action’ and perform whatever they could

.do, hoping that there is no reckoning and no justice at the end
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But, in view of the fact that the evidences of Hereafter are manifest, by means of a
decisive sentence, and in the form of stating the conclusion, the Qur’ān orders the

:Prophet (p.b.u.h.) to declare

,Say: ‘Yes! By my Lord, the Knower of the unseen, it shall certainly come upon you “… 
…”

The emphasis is on the word ‘Lord’, because the Hereafter is one of the affairs of

Lordship. How is it possible that Allah is the cherisher of human beings and makes

them progress alongside the path of development but in the midway He leaves them

and, by death, everything comes to an end, while man’s life becomes aimless and his

.creation would become naught

This very subject has been emphasized on in Sura At-Taqābun, No. 64, verse 7, where

it says: “The unbelievers think that they will not be raised up (for Judgment). Say: ‘Yes,
by my Lord, you shall surely be raised up; then shall you be told (the Truth) of all that

. …” you did

And since one of the objections of the opponents of Resurrection was that when the

man’s body becomes dust and its particles will be scattered around, who can

recognize them, and gather them, and return them to life again? On the other hand,
who can keep the account of all the deeds of the servants, hidden and manifest,
inward and outward, and reckon them in a proper time? So, in the continuation of the

:verse, the Qur’ān adds

from Him is not hidden the weight of (even) an atom in the heavens nor in the “… 
, …” earth

The Qur’ānic word /ya‘zub/ is derived from /‘uzūb/ which originally means: ‘going far

:from the family for finding a pasture’. The verse continues saying
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.” and neither is aught smaller than that, nor greater, but (all) is in a manifest Book “… 

Thus, neither the atoms of the man’s body scattered about in the earth nor their

being mixed with other creatures, nor even the entrance of these parts into the body

of other men by means of food stuffs, none can create any problem for their being

.returned together in Hereafter

Their deeds will remain in this world, too, though their forms change, and He is well

aware of all these things. Similar to this meaning is also recited in Sura Qāf, No. 50,
verses 3 and 4, where the Qur’ān says: “What! When we die and become dust (shall

we live again?) that is a (sort of) Return far (from our understanding)” “We already

know how much of them the earth takes away; with Us is a Record guarding (the full

(.” account

Concerning the objective meaning of the Qur’ānic phrase /kitābun mubīn/ (a manifest

Book), many commentators have said it is ‘The Protected Tablet’. But there is another

question asking: what is the Protected Tablet? As we have said before, the most

probable meaning which can be stated for it is that it is the very tablet of the infinite

.knowledge of Allah wherein everything is recorded, and no change will occur in it

The vast world of existence is also a reflection of this Protected Tablet, because all

the particles of ourselves and all our sayings and deeds will remain protected in it,
.though their appearance will outwardly change, but they will never vanish

****
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مٌیرِکَ قٌزْرِوَ  هٌرَفِْغَّم  مهَُل  کَِئَلوُْا  تِاحَِلاَّصلا  اوُلمِعَوَ  اوُنمَاءَ  نَیذَِّلا  يَزِجْیَِل  } 4{

That He may reward those who believe and do righteous deeds, for such is . “ 4
.” forgiveness and a bountiful provision

Commentary, verse: 4

A bountiful provision is a provision which is given vastly, bountifully, and honourably

.not with reproach and pity

This holy verse states the purpose of the establishment of the Hereafter, or in other

words, it explains the reason of the necessity of such a world after this present world

:for its rejecters. It says

That He may reward those who believe and do righteous deeds, for such is“
.” forgiveness and a bountiful provision

If the righteous believers do not get their reward, is the principle of justice, which is
the most fundamental principle of the creation, not suspended? Can the Divine Justice

have any meaning without it? But we see many of such people in this world who never

receive the compensation of their good deeds. Therefore, there must be another

.world wherein this principle can be performed

The word ‘forgiveness’ has been mentioned before the concept of ‘bountiful

provision’, and it may be for the sake that the most anxiety of the believers is for the

faults that they probably have had, therefore, before anything else by means of the

statement of forgiveness they are given peace of mind. Moreover, they are not

eligible of ‘bountiful sustenance’ and ‘the noble rank’ unless they are cleaned with

.forgiveness
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A bountiful provision’ is in the sense of any worthy sustenance, and the vastness of‘
its concept is so much that it envelops all the Divine merits, even the bounties which

.no eye has ever seen and no ear has ever heard of and nobody has thought of

In other words, Paradise, with all its spiritual and material bounties, is found in this

.word

Some commentators have rendered this Qur’ānic word, /karīm/, as two good and

(painless things, but it seems that its meaning is vaster than that.(1

****
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مٌیِلأَ زٍجْ   ِ نِم رّ بٌاذَعَ  مْهَُل  کَِئَلوُْا  نَیزِجِاعَُم  انَِتایَاءَ  یِف  وْعَسَ  نَیذَِّلاوَ  } 5{

And those who strive hard in invalidating Our signs, challenging (us), for such will be . “ 5
.” a chastisement of a painful wrath

Commentary, verse: 5

Man’s inordinacy is so much so that he wishes to nullify the Divine verses and to

hinder their effects and practical consequence. So in this verse it implies that those

who tried to frustrate and deny Allah’s revelations, and imagined that they could

escape from the realm of Allah’s Power, there will be a chastisement for them which is
:out of the worst and the most painful punishments. It says

And those who strive hard in invalidating Our signs, challenging (us), for such will be a“
.” chastisement of a painful wrath

The words in previous verse were about ‘a bountiful provision’ while this verse speaks

’. about ‘a chastisement of a painful wrath

The Arabic word /rijz/ originally means: anxiety and the lack of power for the

protection of equilibrium. So when a camel is sick and is unable to walk quickly, at the

time of walking, it has to take its steps shortly in order to partly keep equilibrium. This

.state in Arabic is called /rijz/. Then it has been used for any kind of sin and impurity

The epics, poems peculiar to wars, are called /rajaz/ for the sake that they have some

.pauses which are short and close to each other

However, the purpose of the Qur’ānic word /rijz/ here is the worst kind of punishment

which has also been intensified
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with the term of /’alīm/ (painful), and it refers to the kinds of spiritual and bodily painful

.chastisements

Some commentators have paid attention to this point that here at the time of stating

the bounties of the people of Heaven, the Qur’ān has not applied the Arabic word

/min/ (of) to be evidence that those bounties are vast, while this word has been

applied for the chastisement in order to be a sign of a relative limitation and the

.statement of His Mercy

The Arabic term /sa‘aw/ is derived from the word /sa‘y/ in the sense of any effort and

endeavour. Here it means to strive for rejecting and denial of the Divine revelations

.and hindering people from embracing the religion of Allah

The Arabic term /mu‘ājizīn/ is derived from /‘ajaza/ in the sense of ‘to make impotent’,
and in these instances it is used for those who run away from someone in a way that

he cannot have dominance over them. It is evident that this quality mentioned for the

guilty is for the imagination they used to practically show. Their action was similar to

the act of the persons who thought they could commit whatever crime they desired to

.do and they would escape from the realm of the Power of Allah

****
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دِیمِحَْلا زِیزِعَْلا  طِارَصِ  یَلِا  يدِهْیَوَ  َّقحَْلا  وَهُ  ِ-كَ  بّرَ نِم  کَْیَلِا  لَزِنُا  يذَِّلا  مَْلعِْلا  اوُتوُا  نَیذَِّلا  يرَیَوَ  } 6{

And those who have been given the knowledge see that what has been sent down . “ 6
.” to you from your Lord is the truth, and guides to the path of the Mighty, the Praised

Commentary, verse: 6

.Knowledge gives man insight and awareness

The sign of a real knowledge is to find out the legitimacy of the Qur’ān and accepting

.it. Without knowledge and gnosis gratitude is impossible

In former verses the words were about the unaware blind-hearted persons who

decisively denied the Resurrection with those clear evidences, and they tried to belie

.the Divine verses and to make others astray

In this connection, the verse under discussion refers to the scholars and

knowledgeable men who pay to acknowledgement of the Divine verses and

:encourage others to accept them. It says

And those who have been given the knowledge see that what has been sent down to“
.” you from your Lord is the truth, and guides to the path of the Mighty, the Praised

Some of the commentators have rendered the Qur’ānic sentence “Those to whom the

knowledge has been given” mentioned in this verse, into those scholars of the People

of the Book who, by seeing the signs of legitimacy of the Holy Qur’ān, became humble

.before it and confessed its rightfulness

It does not matter that ‘the scholars of the people of the Book’ may be one of the

expansions of the above verse, but
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confining its meaning to them alone has no evidence, but, on the contrary regarding

to the Arabic verb /yarā/ (see), which is in present tense, and also with regard to the

vast concept of the sentence which says: “Those who have been given the

knowledge” it envelops all the scholars and knowledgeable ones in any age and in any

.place

And if we see that in the commentary of Ali-ibn-’Ibrāhīm this sentence has been

rendered into Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.), it is, in fact, the statement of complete and

.perfect expansion of it

Yes, any scholar, who contemplates on the content of this heavenly Book with no

bigotry, consisting of its meaningful gnosis, good ordinances, wise advices, and

abundant shaking admonitions, as well as its wonderful histories, and scientific

miraculous discussions, knows that all of them attest to the legitimacy of these

.verses

Nowadays, there have been published different books about Islam and the Qur’ān by

the eastern and western scholars in which there can be found some very clear and

expressive confessions upon the greatness of Islam and the truthfulness of the

.abovementioned verse

The application of the Qur’ānic phrase /huwal-haqq/ (it is the truth) in the verse is an

inclusive expression which adapts to the whole content of the Qur’ān, because ‘truth’
is the very concrete reality and the external existence, viz., the content of the Qur’ān

is consistent with the laws of creation the realities of the world of existence, and the

.world of humanity

And since it is such, it leads man toward the path of Allah, Who is both the Mighty and

the Praised; that is, in the meantime that He is Mighty and has no failure, He is worthy

of any kind of praise. He is not like the powerful men who
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when they sit on the throne of force, they take the path of cruelty, oppression, and

.monopolistic manner

Similar to this meaning is recited in Sura ’Ibrāhīm, No. 14, verse one which says: “…

(This is) a Book which We have sent down to you so that, by their Lord’s permission,
you lead out the people from the darkness (of ignorance) into the light (of faith), into

(.” the way of the Mighty, the Praised (One

It is clear that the One Who is both Mighty, and worthy of praise, and Aware, and kind,
His way is the most secure ways and the straightest ones, and those who pave His

.path approach themselves to the source of power and all sorts of praised attributes

****
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دٍیدِجَ قٍْلخَ  یفَِل  مْکَُّنِا  قٍَّزمَُم  َّلکُ  مُْتْق   ِ زُّم اذَِا  مْکُُئ  -ِ بّنَُی لٍجُرَ  یلَعَ  مْکُُّلدَُن  لْهَ  اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلا  لَاقَوَ  } 7{

And those who disbelieve say (in ridicule): ‘Shall we point out to you a man who . “ 7
informs you (that) when you are scattered the utmost scattering (even then) you shall

?’” be certainly (raised) into a new creation

Commentary, verse: 7

The disbelievers hinder people to come toward religion. They always introduce

themselves as the leaders and heads of groups of people. (“Shall we point out to

…?”( you

Disbelievers usually despise the religious personalities and sacred things so that they

pave the way for common people to get away. Once more in this verse the Qur’ān

returns to the subject of Hereafter and Resurrection, and completes the former

:discussions in another form. It says

And those who disbelieve say (in ridicule): ‘Shall we point out to you a man who“
informs you (that) when you are scattered the utmost scattering (even then) you shall

?’” be certainly (raised) into a new creation

It seems that their urge on the denial of Resurrection originates from two matters.
The first is that they imagined the Resurrection which the Prophet (p.b.u.h.)
propounded (bodily resurrection) was a damageable subject to which they could

.change the people’s attitude into a pessimistic mood and then negate it easily

The second thing is that the belief in Resurrection and even accepting it as a probable

occurrence, however, creates a kind of responsibility in man, and makes him think in
order to
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seek for the truth. So this was something which was counted very dangerous for the

chiefs of disbelievers; therefore they insisted to wipe out the thought about

Resurrection and the reward or retribution of deeds from the people’s mind in any

.way they could

They used to say: was it possible that those rotten bones and those scattered dusts

that the winds had taken its atoms into different directions one day come together

?and become alive again

Or that they called the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) ‘a man’ with an indefinite form in order to

.despise him

But they had forgotten that, at the beginning, we were also as some separate

scattered articles. Every drop of the existing water in our body had lied in a corner of

the earth. Then, in the same way that Allah gathered them at the beginning, He is also

.capable to do it again at the end

****
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دِیعِبَْلا لِلاََّضلاوَ  بِاذَعَْلا  یِف  هِرَخِلأَاِب  نَوُنِمؤُْی  نَیذَِّلا لاَ  لَِب  هٌَّنجِ  هِِب  مأَ  اًبذِکَ  هَِّللا  یلَعَ  يرَتَْفأَ  } 8{

Has he forged a lie against Allah or there is madness in him? Nay! Those who do not . “ 8
(.” believe in the Hereafter are in torment and are straying far (away from the truth

Commentary, verse: 8

The pagans pave all the deviated ways but they do not believe. This holy verse implies

that it is surprising that they took this statement as a reason for mendacity or insanity

:of its speaker. They used to say

? …” Has he forged a lie against Allah or there is madness in him“

?Else, how is it possible that a truthful person talks such statements

But the Qur’ān answers them decisively that he is neither a madman nor a liar. It says

:as follows

Nay! Those who do not believe in the Hereafter are in torment and are straying far “… 
(.” (away from the truth

What an aberration is more manifest than this that one denies the Resurrection, a

resurrection that he sees its example in front of his eyes everyday in the world of

.nature and in the dead lands to be quickened

It is a Resurrection that if it did not exist, the life of this world would be meaningless

.and empty

And, finally, it is a Resurrection the denial of which is equivalent to the denial of Power,
.Justice, and the Wisdom of the Lord
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?But the question is that why does it say that they are in punishment and straying now

This is for the sake that there are some difficulties and events in the life that, without

.having faith in Hereafter, man cannot tolerate them

Verily if the life were limited to these very few days of the lifetime in this world, the

consideration of the death would be as horrible nightmare for all persons. That is why

the deniers of Resurrection are always in a kind of worrying anxiety and a painful

punishment, while the believers in Resurrection count death as a door to the lasting

world and a means for breaking the cage of this life and being delivered from this

.prison

Yes, belief in Resurrection gives peace and tranquillity to man. It often makes

difficulties tolerable, and causes donation, devotion, and self-sacrificing for man to be

.easy

In principle, those who counted Resurrection as evidence upon mendacity and

insanity, as the result of their disbelief and ignorance, they encountered the

.punishment of moral darkness and far aberration

Some commentators have pointed out that this punishment is a hint to the

punishment in Hereafter, but the apparent of the holy verse shows that just now they

.are in punishment and aberration in this world

****
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ءِآمََّسلا نَِم  اًفسـَکِ  مْهِْیلَعَ  طْقِسـُْن  وْأَ  ضَرْلأَا  مُهِِب  فْسِخَْن  أْشََّن  نِا  ضِرْلأَاوَ  ءِآمََّسلا  نَِم  مهُفَْلخَ  امَوَ  مْهِیدِْـیأَ  نَْیَب  امـَ  یَلِا  اوْرَیَ  مْلَفَأَ  } 9{
بٍیِنُم دٍْبعَ    ِ لّکُِل هًیَلاَ  کَِلذَ  یِف  َّنِا 

Have they not then observed what is before them and what is behind them of the . “ 9
heavens and the earth? If We please We will make them sink into the earth or We

drop down upon them lamps from heaven. Verily in that is a sign to every penitent

.” servant

Commentary, verse: 9

Allah’s Power is ready for any change in the system of existence. Contemplation

.about existence is the source of servitude and plea in the Presence of Allah

Then the Holy Qur’ān refers to another reason concerning Resurrection which is

:accompanied with threat against the obstinate negligent ones. It says

Have they not then observed what is before them and what is behind them of the“
? …” heavens and the earth

This grand sky, with all its wonders, with all these fixed stars and planets, and the

systems governed over them; and also this globe with all its wonders and kinds of

living creatures and its blessings and merits are the most expressive reasons to the

.Power of the Creator

Is the One Who has power over all these affairs unable to bring back man to the world

?of life and living after death

This is the very proof of power by which in the verses of the Qur’ān in the face of the

rejecters of Resurrection has been reasoned. Among them is the last part of Sura

,Yāsīn, No. 36
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verse 82; and also there are Sura Asrā’, No. 17, verse 99; and Sura Qāf, No. 50, verses 6
.and 7

By the way, this sentence is a premise for threatening this group, the zealous dark

:hearted group who insist to shut their eyes unto all the facts. So, next to that, it says

…” If We please We will make them sink into the earth “… 

It can happen that when an earthquake occurs and the earth splits, they may be

:buried inside of it. The verse continues saying

. …” or We drop down upon them lamps from heaven “… 

In this case, those lamps of stone may destroy them, their selves, their houses, and

.their lives altogether

Yes, in this matter, there is a clear sign unto the Power of Allah and His ability over

everything, but this sign is only for every servant who returns toward Allah and

:utilizes his thought. The verse continues

.” Verily in that is a sign to every penitent servant “… 

During his lifetime, everybody has seen some examples of earthquakes, eclipses of

the moon and sinking things down into the earth, or he has heard about them. Some

persons may have seen or heard of the fall of some aeroliths from above

atmosphere, or as the result of falling rocks from the mountains because of thunder

bolts, or volcanoes and the like. Any intellectual person knows that the occurrence of

these affairs is possible in any time and in any place. If the earth is calm and the sky is
safe and sound for us, it is because of the Power and command of Allah. How can we

deny His ability in the erection of Resurrection while we are under His power? Or how

?can we escape from the realm of His Government

****
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Section 2: The destruction of Sabā

Point

The destruction of the people of David and Solomon – The destruction of Saba which

was an ease for Allah – On the Day of Judgment, believers will be distinguished from

.the disbelievers – Satan could beguile mankind except a few who were true believers

دَیدِحَْلا هَُل  اَّنَلأَوَ  رَْیَّطلاوَ  هُعَمَ  یِبوِّأَ  لُابَجِ  ایَ  لاًضْفَ  اَّنِم  دَوُادَ  انَْیتَاءَ  دْقََلوَ  } 10{

And certainly We gave David an excellence from Us, (saying:) ‘O’ mountains! Sing . “ 10
you (the praise of Allah) along with him, and (you) the birds (too), and We softened the

,” iron for him

Commentary, verse: 10

Since in the previous holy verse the words were about the penitent servant, and we

know that this quality has been mentioned in some verses of the Qur’ān (such as Sura

Sād, No. 38, verse 24) about David, the Divine prophet (a.s.), and, Allah willing, we will

explain it later. Therefore, it is better that a part of the story of this great prophet and

his son, Solomon, should be explained as a sample, and the former discussion might

.be completed

By the way, it can be a warning for all those who neglect the blessings of Allah, and

.when they sit on the throne of power, they do not obey Allah

:At first, it says
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, …” And certainly We gave David an excellence from Us“

The Arabic word /fadl/ has a vast concept which envelops all of the bounties Allah

(s.w.t.) had bestowed on David (a.s.), and mentioning it in an indefinite form, is

.evidence upon its greatness

David was bestowed many merits, whether material or spiritual ones, from the side of

Allah that the verses of the Qur’ān explain them. Once it says: “And certainly We gave

David and Solomon knowledge and they both said: ‘Praise belongs to Allah, Who has

(favoured us above many of His believing servants’.”(1

In another occurrence, the Qur’ān emphasizes particularly on their awareness from

animals’ communication and it refers to it as a great favour, where it says: “… ‘O’
people! We have been taught the languages of the birds, and we have been granted

(of everything; verily this is the manifest favour’.”(2

The different miracles, which will be mentioned in the commentary of the verse under

discussion, are a part of those favours. Moreover, the beautiful song, the ability of

judging justly, which is referred to in Sura Sād, are counted as another part of this

divine favour. And most important of all is the favour of prophethood and

.messengership that Allah granted to David

However, after this ambiguous hint, the holy Qur’ān explains it, and a part of the

spiritual favours and some things of the material favours of David are detailed as

:follows

saying:) ‘O’ mountains! Sing you (the praise of Allah) along with him, and (you) the “… )
(, …” birds (too
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The Arabic word /’awibbī/ originally is derived from the term /ta’wīb/ in the sense of

preponderance and turning the sound in the throat of a person. This Arabic term is

sometimes used in the sense of repentance, too, because its reality is returning unto

.Allah

All the particles of the world, of course, entirely say the glorification of Allah and praise

Him, whether someone like David does the same with them, or not, yet the privilege

of David was in this that at the time of singing loudly and changing his inward

murmuring into outwardly singing in the same way that concerning the glorification of

.pebbles in the Prophet’s hand has also been mentioned in the Islamic narrations

Imam Sādiq (a.s.) in a tradition said: “Verily David went out (to the farms and deserts)
while he was reciting Zabūr, and when he was reciting Zabūr there was no mountain,

(no stone, and no bird but murmured it with him.”(1

Next to mentioning this spiritual favour, the Qur’ān refers to a material favour, where

:it says

,” and We softened the iron for him “… 

It may be said that Allah taught David, in a miraculous way, how to soften the iron in a
manner that he could produce some thin but strong iron bars for waving and making a
coat of mail. Or it may be said that before David, in order to defend in the battles, the

plates of iron were used which were both heavy and when they fastened them to

their bodies, they were so stable and inflexible that made the strivers very

inconvenient. Until then, none could make anything like armour from some stable

narrow iron bars that could be put on easily over the
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body like clothing and could be harmonious and soft with the movements of the body.
But the apparent of this holy verse shows that it was by the command of Allah that

iron became miraculously soft in the hand of David. It does not matter that the same

One Who gave the property of softening the iron to the hot furnace, gave the same

property in another form to the David’s fingers. Some Islamic narrations have pointed

(to this meaning, too.(1

In a tradition it is cited that Allah sent revelation to David, saying: “You are a good

servant save that you get your sustenance from public treasury.” Then David wept for

forty days (and asked Allah to lead him somehow). So, Allah softened iron for him and

(he made armour …, and in this way he did not need to use from public treasury.(2

It is true that the use of public treasure is for those who serve the society without

demanding any wage, and remove the important difficulties, but it is better that a

person both deliver this service and, if it is possible for him, subsists through manual

.labour, David wanted to be such a kind of outstanding servant

However, David utilized this ability that Allah had granted him in the best way, i.e.,
making a means used in the Holy war for protection against the enemies. He never

profited from it in the ordinary means of life, but on the contrary, according to some

narrations, besides running his own simple life, he spent a part of his income as a

(charity for the needy.(3

In addition to all of these things, there was another benefit in this job of his which was

.counted as a manifest miracle for him
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Some of the commentators have said that Luqmān came to David when he was

weaving the first armour. David was changing iron into iron bars and formed them as

numerous rings and joined the rings into each other. This scene attracted Loqmān’s
attention very much. He fell into a deep thought while he was still watching and saying

nothing until when David finished weaving the armour. He stood up and put the

armour on and said: “What a good defensive means it is for fighting!” Luqmān, who

had found out the final aim, said: “Silence is wisdom, but there are a few persons who

(do it.”(1

****
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رٌیصَِب نَوُلمَْعتَ  امَِب  ِ-ي  نّإِ اًحِلاصَ  اوُلمَعْاوَ  دِرَّْسلا  یِف  ِ رْ  دّقَوَ تٍاغَِباسَ  لْمَعْا  نِأَ  } 11{

Saying unto David): ‘Make wide coat of mail, and measure well the links, and do . “) 11
’.” righteousness, verily I see what you do

Commentary, verse: 11

Martial technology must be at the service of righteous deed (not for oppression,
(. cruelty and occupying others’ lands

In this holy verse, there is an explanation for David about making armour, and also

:there is a very expressive command from Allah in this regard. It announces

, …” Saying unto David): ‘Make wide coat of mail, and measure well the links “)

The Arabic term /sābiqāt/ is the plural form of /sābiq/ in the sense of ‘a complete wide

coat of mail’, and in Arabic the phrase /’isbāq-i-ni‘mat/ also means ‘affluence of

’. bounty

The Arabic word /sard/ originally means: ‘weaving some rough things such as armour’.
The Qur’ānic sentence: /wa qaddir fis-sard/ means: to observe a suitable measure in
making the rings of the armour and that how it may be weaved. In fact, Allah orders

David that he must be a lesson for all of the people of art and believing workers in the

world. This is an order for firmness, stability and observing exactness in quality and

quality of manufactures in a manner that the users of them can apply them easily and

.comfortably

It implicitly orders David that he should make the armour wide and comfortable in a
state that when the strivers put it on they do not feel that they are in prison. The links

should be
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neither so small and narrow that they lose their flexibility, nor should they be so big

and abnormal that sometimes the sword-point, a dagger, a javelin, and an arrow can

.pass it through. The whole affairs of it must be measured and proportionate

Shortly speaking, Allah not only gave David the main substance regarding to the

sentence “… We softened the iron for him”, but also taught him how to form and

weave the coat of mail in order that he could provide a complete production from this

’. ‘substance’ and ‘form

:At the end of the verse, Allah addresses David and his family and says

’.” and do righteousness, verily I see what you do “… 

At the beginning of the verse the addressee was only David, but at the end of the

verse he and his family, or he and his people, are addressed, because all of these

things are as a preparation for righteous deed, and these are a means alongside that

.path that both David and his family could enjoy them

One of the dimensions of the righteous deed is that carefulness must be observed in
manufactures from every point of view, and a complete and useful product must be

.delivered so that any defective state and imperfection on it might be avoided

This probability also exists that the addressee in this statement had been David and

all those who utilized his hand woven armour, indicating that they should use this

defensive means in the path of righteous deed, not in the way of oppression, cruelty,
.and sin

****
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غْزِیَ نمَوَ  ِ-هِ  بّرَ نِذْإِِب  هِْیدَیَ  نَْیَب  لُمَْعیَ  نمَ    ِ نّجِْلا نَِموَ  رِطْقِْلا  نَْیعَ  هَُل  انَْلسـَأَوَ  رٌهْشـَ  اهَحُاوَرَوَ  رٌهْشـَ  اهَُّودُغـُ  حَـی   ِ رّلا نَا  - مَْیلَسـُِلوَ } 12{
رِیعَِّسلا بِاذَعَ  نِْم  هُْقذُِن  اَنرِْمأَ  نْعَ  مْهُْنِم 

And for Solomon (We made subservient) the wind which travelled in the morning a . “ 12
month’s journey and a month’s journey in the evening. And We made a fountain of

molten copper to flow out for him, and of the jinn, some worked before him by the

leave of his Lord; and whoever of them turned away from Our command, We made

.” him taste of the chastisement of the blazing Fire

Commentary, verse: 12

The Divine prophets have mastership (wilāyah) over the world of existence and the

.world of genesis

.Allah made iron subservient to David and the atmosphere to Hadrat Solomon

Next to the discussion of the merits that Allah had given to David, in this verse the

words relate to his offspring, Solomon. Concerning David, the Qur’ān referred to two

:merits, while concerning his son, Solomon, it mentions of three great merits. It says

And for Solomon (We made subservient) the wind which travelled in the morning a“
. …” month’s journey and a month’s journey in the evening

It is interesting that for the father He made subservient a rough and extraordinary

firm and stable substance, but for the child, his son, He made subservient a very

tender being, while both of them are effective, useful and miraculous. He softens
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the stable substance for David, and for Solomon He causes the tender waves of the

.wind to become active and severe

The smooth of the wind is never a barrier that it performs some important actions. It

is the wind that moves some huge gigantic ships over the surface of the oceans; turns

.millstones, and balloons to float in the sky like aeroplane

Yes, Allah made subservient this tender substance, with this amazing power for

.Solomon

That how the wind moved Solomon’s things, (such as his throne or his carpet), is not

clear to us. We only know there is nothing difficult and complicated for the Power of

Allah. When man, with his very little power, can send balloons, and today the great

gigantic aeroplanes with hundreds passengers and many heavy means can be sent to

?the depth of the sky, how is it difficult for Allah to move Solomon’s things by the wind

Which factor was it that protected Solomon (a.s.) and his means from falling down or

from the air pressure and other difficulties resulted from the movements in the

heavens? This is also among the problems the details of which are not clear for us, but

we know that there have been many of these kinds of supernatural events in the

history of the Divine prophets, though, unfortunately, some ignorant persons, or the

aware enemies, have mixed them with some superstitions in order to change the

main feature of these issues into a bad form. So in this regard we suffice to the same

amount that the Qur’ān has mentioned. (About this matter, we have also hinted out in
(the commentary of Sura Al-’Anbīyā’, No. 21, verse 81

The Arabic word /quduww/ often means the time toward morning, opposite to the

word /rawāh/ which means the time toward evening, when animals return to their

abode in order to rest. But it is understood from relationships in the context that
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in this verse the Qur’ānic word /qudaww/ is the first half of the day while /rawāh/
means the second half of the day. Then the concept of the verse is that from morning

until noon a man could pave a way equal to one month travelling that the travellers of

that time might pave; and in the second half of the day he could travel the same

.distance, too

:Then the Qur’ān refers to the second Divine bounty given to Solomon. It says

, …” And We made a fountain of molten copper to flow out for him “… 

The term /’asalnā/ is derived from /sayalān/ in the sense of ‘to flow’, and the word

/qitr/ means ‘copper’. The objective meaning of it is that Allah made this metal molten

.for him and, like a spring, caused it to flow

Some commentators have meant the word /qitr/ in the sense of brass, and, thus, for

the father, David, iron was softened and for the son, Solomon, metals became

(. molten, (but the first meaning is popular

How was a spring of molten copper, or other metals, under the control of Solomon?

Did Allah teach this prophet the way of melting these metals in a vast measure by the

way of miracle and inspiration? This was also one of graces of Allah unto this great

.prophet

And finally, the verse refers to the third bounty of Allah unto Solomon, i.e., making

:subservient a group of jinn, where it says

; …” and of the jinn, some worked before him by the leave of his Lord “… 

and whoever of them turned away from Our command, We made him taste of the “… 
.” chastisement of the blazing Fire
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As it is also manifest from its name, jinn is a being which is not realized by the sense. It

has intellect and power, and, as it is understood from the verses of the Qur’ān, it is

.responsible to fulfil some divine duties

There are many superstitious stories cited about jinn, but if we omit these

superstitions, the principle of its existence and the proper qualities that have been

said about jinn in the Qur’ān, it is a matter which never contrasts the knowledge and

intellect. More details about this subject will be delivered in the commentary on Sura

.Jinn, No. 72, Allah willing

It is noteworthy that for running a vast government in a very vast country like the

country of Solomon, many factors and agents are needed, but the most important of

:them all are three factors which have been mentioned in the above verse

The first is a means of rapid movement by which the chief of the country can

.constantly go here and there and become aware of all parts of his country

The second is the first original main material staffs which can be used for supplying

.necessary means of people’s life and different manufactures

And, finally, some active human members are needed who can take enough benefit

from those material stuffs and give them the necessary quantity to them so that the

.various needs of the country from this view can be removed

We see that Allah granted these three merits to Solomon, and he, too, took benefit

from them in a good way for people’s welfare, and furnishing the country and its

.security

This subject does not allocate to the time of Solomon and his government, and being

careful of it is necessary not only today but always and everywhere for correct

.running of a country

****
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رُوکَُّشلا يَدِابَعِ  نِْم  لٌیِلقَوَ  اًرکْشُ  دَوُادَ  لَاءَ  اوُلمَعْا  تٍایَسِاَّر  رٍودُُقوَ  بِاوَجَْلاکَ  نٍافَجِوَ  لَیِثامَتَوَ  بَیرِاحََّم  نِم  ءُآشَیَ  امَ  هَُل  نَوُلمَْعیَ  } 13{

They made for him whatever he wished of places of worship and mages and . “ 13
basins (large) like water-troughs and (cooking) cauldrons fixed, ‘Exercise thanks, O

!’” family of David! But few of My servants are grateful

Commentary, verse: 13

Point

This holy verse refers to a part of important productive activities of some jinns who

:accomplished them by the command of Solomon, where it says

They made for him whatever he wished of places of worship and mages and basins“
, …” (large) like water-troughs and (cooking) cauldrons fixed

A part of those things were related to spiritual issues and Divine services, and another

part of them proportionate to bodily needs of men, as well as the members of his

.large troop and workers

The Arabic term /mahārīb/ is the plural form of /mihrāb/ which philologically means

‘house of worship’, or some great buildings and castles which have been built to be

.used as temple

This word is also used in the sense of the highest seat of an assembly, or the first part

.of a mosque

That which today is called /mihrāb/ (prayer niche) is in fact a new meaning that has

.been taken from the main root

However, since this word is derived from the term /harb/ in the sense of fight, the

reason why the worship temples are
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(called /mihrāb/ is that it is the place of fighting against Satan and carnal desire.(1

Or it is derived from the Arabic word /harb/ in the sense of ‘clothes’ which is taken off

from the enemy’s body in the battle field, because in temple, the place of worship,
man must put aside the cover of the worldly thoughts and mind dispersion from

(himself.(2

However, these active clever workers of Solomon used to arrange some great and

glorious temples for Solomon (a.s.) that were appropriate for his divine religious

government so that people could easily perform their own religious worshipping

.duties

The Qur’ānic term /tamāθīl/ is the plural form of /timθāl/ which has been used both in
the sense of ‘portrait’, (picture), and statue. There have been commented differently

on this matter that the features of which beings these pictures or statues were taken,
.and for what purpose Solomon ordered that they should be prepared

It is possible that they had been made as ornament, in the same manner that they are

.now seen in important old buildings, and even in our modern buildings, too

Or they were produced to give some additional glory and grandeur to his

organizations, since the picture of some animals, like lion, is the cause of creation of

.grandeur in the thought of many persons

Upon the commentary of this verse, a narration from Imam Sādiq (a.s.) indicates that

he said: “By Allah, the pictures Solomon wanted to be produced were not the statues

of men
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(and women, but they were portraits of some trees and the like.”(1

The Arabic word /jifān/ is the plural form of /jafnah/ in the sense of container of food.
The word /jawāb/ is the plural form of /jābiyah/ in the sense of ‘pool’, and it is

understood from this application that they provided some great vast containers each

of which was like a pool for Solomon so that a large group could sit around it and eat

food from it. In some rather old times, if we have not forgotten, at the tables of food

some large vessels were used for eating food by a group, and, in fact, their tablecloth

was that very vessel, and it was not customary that some independent separate

.containers to be used as it is done today

The Arabic word /qudūr/ is the plural form of /qidr/ with the sense of a container in

which food is cooked; and the Qur’ānic term /rāsiyāt/ is the plural form of /rāsiyah/ in
the sense of ‘steadfast’ and ‘fixed’, and here its purpose is some cooking-pots that,

.because of their greatness, they were not moveable

At the end of the holy verse, after mentioning these merits, Allah, addressing the

:family of David, says

!’” Exercise thanks, O family of David! But few of My servants are grateful “… ‘

It is evident that using the divine blessings alongside the same path they are created

and granted for is a kind of thanks-giving, and it is certain that those who utilize the

merits of Allah generally in their own places are not so many. Of course, the people of

the truth among human beings have always been very few. You may consider the

number of the believers in comparison with the disbelievers, the guided ones with the

misguided ones, the obedient ones with the zealous ones, the
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pious ones with disobedient ones, the just ones with evil-doers, the immaculate ones

with other than them, the gratitude ones with ingratitude ones. At the end, some

dignitaries have considered three stages for thankfulness: thanksgiving by heart,
which is, (a), having consent and happiness for the blessing; (b) thanksgiving by the

tongue, which is to praise the bestower of the blessing; (c), the thanksgiving of other

.limbs and organs, which is to harmonize the deeds with that blessing

The Qur’ānic term /šakūr/ in Arabic is an amplification form, and denotes the

abundance of thanksgiving that refers to the repetition of thanksgiving and its

.continuation by means of the heart, the tongue, and the limbs

This epithet, of course, has sometimes been mentioned for Allah, too, like what is

cited in Sura At-Taqābun, No. 64, verse 17, which says: “… Verily He is All-thankful,
Most forbearing”, and the purpose of thankfulness of Allah is that as much the

servants pave the path of obeying Him He will involve them in His merits and graces,
and He thanks them, and by His grace, He increases them more than what they

.deserve

****

:A Few Traditions upon Thanksgiving

In a tradition narrated from Imam Sādiq (a.s.) we read that someone asked him

whether there is a limit for the thank of Allah that when a person reaches that limit he

is counted thankful. He (a.s.) answered: “Yes.” The man asked: “How?” The Imam

answered: “He must praise Allah for His whole blessings upon his family and his

(wealth; and if there is any right in the wealth He has given him he should pay it.”(1
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Another tradition from the same Imam (a.s.) indicates: “Thanksgiving of a blessing is
(avoidance from sins.”(1

Again in another tradition the same Imam (a.s.) said: “Allah, the Almighty and Glorious,
revealed to Moses, saying: ‘O’ Moses! Do thank Me which is a due thank.’ Moses said:
‘How can I thank You a due true thank while every time I do thank You, You give me a
new blessing for it?’ He said: ‘O’ Moses! Just now you performed thanksgiving to Me

(since you know that that (success) is from Me’.”(2

This point is also necessary to be noted that being gratitude unto those who are a

means for a bounty for Man is a kind of thanking Him. Imam Sajjād, Ali-ibn-il-Hussayn

(a.s.) says: “When the Hereafter Day comes forth Allah, the Exalted, will say to some

of His servants: ‘Did you thank so and so?’ The servant answers: ‘O’ Lord! I performed

thanksgiving to You’. Allah says: ‘Since you did not thank him, you have not performed

’.” My Thanksgiving

Then, the Imam (a.s.) added: “The one (among you) who thanks Allah the most is the

(one who thanks people (for their bounties and favours).”(3

The Messenger of Allah (p.b.u.h.) said: “Whoever does not thank for a small (bounty)
will not thank for abundant bounties; and whoever does not thank people, will not

(thank Allah either.”(4

It is narrated from Imam Sajjād, Ali-ibn-il-Hossayn (a.s.) who said: “The Messenger of

Allah (p.b.u.h.) said: ‘Verily (when) a believer is satiated from eating food, then he

praises Allah, the Almighty; so He will give him a reward equal to
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that which He gives to him who fasts during the day and keeps vigil at night

establishing prayer. Verily Allah accepts thanks-giving and loves those who are

(gratitude’.”(1

Imam Sādiq (a.s.) said: “Thanksgiving is to avoid the unlawful things, and a complete

(thanksgiving is that one says: ‘The praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds’.”(2

Imam Ali (a.s.) said: “Do continue your thanksgiving, then your blessing will be

(permanent.”(3

We have discussed about the reality of ‘thanksgiving’ and that how it causes the

blessing to be increased and that being ungrateful is the source of its annihilation in
.Sura ’Ibrāhīm, No. 14, verse 7

****
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امَ بَْیغَْلا  نَومُلَْعیَ  اوُناکَ  وَّْل  نأَ  ُّنجِْلا  تِنََّیبَتَ  َّرخَ  اَّملَفَ  هُتَأَسَنِم  لُکُأْتَ  ضِرْلأَا  هَُّبآدَ  َّلآإِ  هِِتوْمَ  یلَعَ  مْهَُّلدَ  امـَ  تَوْمَْلا  هِْیلَعَ  انَْیضـَقَ  اَّملَفَ  } 14{
نِیهِمُْلا بِاذَعَْلا  یِف  اوُثِبَل 

Then when We decreed death for him (Solomon) naught showed them his death . “ 14
except a creature of the earth devouring his staff; and when he fell down, the jinn

came to know that, had they known the Unseen, they would not have tarried in

.” abasing torment

Commentary, verse: 14

The time of death is in Allah’s Power: (“We decreed”). Death meets even those who

.have prophethood and kingdom with together

The words in this verse are about Solomon. It speaks about the wonderful and

marvellous death of this great prophet of Allah. It makes this fact clear that how that

mighty prophet and that powerful ruler with that glory that he had easily gave his soul

to the Creator of the Soul. Even before that his body could get rest in the bed; the

:grips of death seized him. Allah says

Then when We decreed death for him (Solomon) naught showed them his death“
; …” except a creature of the earth devouring his staff

It is understood from both the above verse and numerous narrations that when

Solomon’s death came he was standing, leaning on his staff. It was just then when

suddenly death seized him and his soul went out from his body. For a length of time he

was in the same state of standing until when termite, which the Qur’ān has rendered

’, into ‘a creature of the earth
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ate his staff and, losing his equilibrium, he fell down on the ground. It was then that

the jinn understood that if they had been aware of the Unseen they would not have

:remained in abasing chastisement. The verse continues saying

and when he fell down, the jinn came to know that, had they known the Unseen, “… 
.” they would not have tarried in abasing torment

The Arabic term /tabayyanat/ here is derived from /tabyīn/ which usually means: ‘to be

manifest’ (an intransitive verb), and sometimes it also means ‘To become aware of

something’ (a transitive verb), and here the second meaning is appropriate. It means:
until that time the group of jinn were not aware of the death of Solomon and they

understood that if they had known the secrets of Unseen, they would not have

.remained in trouble and the pain of heavy labours during that time

Some commentators have taken the sentence with the first meaning and have said

that the concept of the verse is such that after that Solomon fell the status of the jinn

became manifest for human being and they understood that the jinn were not aware

of the secrets of the Unseen, and it was not right that some men had such a belief

about them. The application of ‘abasing torment’ may be an indication to the hard

heavy labours that sometimes Solomon, as a forfeit and punishment put on the

shoulder of a group of jinn, else the prophet of Allah would never put anyone under

’. pressure and punishment specially under an ‘abasing torment

By the way, Amīr-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) says: “… If there were anyone who could

secure a ladder to everlasting life or a way to avoid death, it was Solomon, the son of

David (a.s.) who was given control over the domain of the jinn and men along with

(prophethood and great position (before Allah) …”(1
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Animals Work for Allah

A piece of the body of a cow makes a slain person alive and he introduces his killer: - 1
“Verily Allah commands you that you should sacrifice a cow …” (Sura Al-Baqarah, No.

(2, verse 67

A spider protects the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) in the cave: “If you do not help him, yet Allah - 2
(has helped him already …” (Sura At-Taubah, No. 9, verse 40

A raven becomes the teacher of man: “Then Allah sent a raven digging up the - 3
(ground …” (Sura Al-Mā’idah, No. 5, verse 31

A hoopoe is ordered to take the Solomon’s letter to Bilqiys: “Go you with this letter - 4
(…” (Sura An-Naml, No. 27, verse 28

Birds in flocks are told to destroy the possessors of elephants: “And send down (to - 5
(prey) upon them birds in flocks.” (Sura Al-Fīl, No. 103, verse 3

A serpent can be a means to show the legitimacy of Moses: “… it was a clear - 6
(serpent.” (Sura Al-’A‘rāf, No. 7, verse 107

A big fish is commanded to punish Yūnus: “Then the big fish did swallow him …” - 7
((Sura As-Sāffāt, No. 37, verse 142

Termite is the means of divulgement of Solomon’s death. “… devouring his staff …” - 8
((Sura Saba’, No. 34, verse 14

The dog of the Companions of the Cave is ordered to guard. “… and their dog - 9
(stretching out his paws on the threshold …” (Sura Al-Kahf, No. 18, verse 18

Four birds cause the certainty of Abraham. “… Take four of the birds …” (Sura Al- . 10
(Baqarah, No. 2, verse 260
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A donkey causes the certainty of Ezra to Resurrection. “… and look at your ass …” . 11
((Sura Al-Baqarah, No. 2, verse 259

In Hajj, camel, cow and sheep become the symbols of Allah “And (as for) the fat - 12
camels, We have made them for you of the symbols of Allah, …” (Sura Al-Hajj, No. 22,

(verse 36

Animals are a means of theology. “Do they not look at the camels …” (Sura Al- . 13
(Qāshiyah, No. 88, verse 17

Animals become the means of man’s examination. “… Allah will surely try you with - 14
something of the games which your hands and your spears can reach, …” (Sura Al-

(Mā’idah, No. 5, verse 94

An animal can be the miracle of Allah. “… This she-camel of Allah is a sign …” (Sura - 15
(Al-’A‘rāf, No. 7, verse 73

Animals can be the means of the Wrath of Allah. “… The locusts and the vermin - 16
(and the frogs …” (Sura Al-’A‘rāf, No. 7, verse 133

There are several suras in the Qur’ān entitled by the names of animals, such as: Al-
.Baqarah, Al-’An‘ām, An-Nahl, An-Naml, ’Ankabūt, and Fīl

****
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رٌوفُغَ ٌّبرَوَ  هٌَب  -ِ یّطَ هٌدَْلَب  هَُل  اورُکُشْاوَ  مْکُ  -ِ بّرَ قِزْ   ِ نِم رّ اوُلکُ  لٍامَشِوَ  نٍیمِیَ  نعَ  نِاتََّنجَ  هٌیَاءَ  مْهِِنکَسْمَ  یِف  إٍبَسَِل  نَاکَ  دْقََل  } 15{

Indeed there was a sign for the (people of) Sheba in their abode, two gardens in . “ 15
the right and the left; ‘Eat of the sustenance of your Lord and give thanks to Him (that

’.” you have) a pure city and a forgiving Lord

Commentary, verse: 15

Saba’ is the name of the cultivated land

of Yemen. This name, Saba’, had been the name of a great personality in that region

.that was chosen for this land

.The biography of this country is instructive

After the statement of the great bounties that Allah had bestowed on David and

Solomon and that these two Divine prophets acted on the duty of thanksgiving, in this

holy verse there has been referred to another nation who were in a state opposite to

them and they lived perhaps in the same time with them or a little after them. They

were some people whom Allah granted kinds of blessings, but they paved the way of

disbelief and, consequently, Allah negated His blessings from them. Then, they

became so scattered and wandered that the story of their life became a gazing-stock

for the people of the world. This nation was the people of Saba’. The Glorious Qur’ān

has stated their instructive biography in five verses and it has pointed to some

:important details and specialties of their life in these few verses. At first, it says

, …” Indeed there was a sign for the (people of) Sheba in their abode“
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As we will see later, this great Divine sign originated from here that those people by

utilizing the particular spatial conditions and situation of the mountains around that

region, in addition to the abundant God-given talent of those people, they could

control the floods, which had no result save destruction, behind a strong dam, by

which they succeeded to build a very habitable country. What a great sign it is that a
.means of destruction is changed into the most important means of development

The historians are divided in the belief that “Saba’” is whose name and what it is. The

.popular idea is that ‘Saba’” is the name of the father of Arabs of Yemen

According to a tradition narrated from the Messenger of Islam (p.b.u.h.), there was a
man by the name of Saba’, from whom ten children were born, and from every one of

them a tribe from the tribes of Arabs came into being in that land. (Majma‘-ul-Bayān,
(following the verse

Some believe that “Saba’” is the name of the land of Yemen, or a part of it. The

apparent meaning of the Qur’ān in the story of Solomon and hoopoe in Sura An-Naml

also shows that ‘Saba’” had been the name of a place, where it says: “… and I have

(come to you from Sheba with a sure tiding.”(1

The situation here is that the apparent of the verse under discussion shows that

“Saba’” had been a group of people who lived in that region, because the plural

masculine pronoun /hum/ has returned to them. But there is not any inconsistency

between these two commentaries, because it may be that at first Saba’ had been the

name of a person, then all his offspring and his tribe were entitled by that name, and

.later this name was also used for their land
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Then the Qur’ān refers to the explanation of this Divine sign which was given to the

:people of Saba’. It says

; …” two gardens in the right and the left “… 

The story was such that the people of Saba’, by building a great dam between the

magnificent mountains of that region, could store the water of the numerous floods,
which caused only destruction or at least were wasted in the deserts vainly, at the

back of that great dam, and by creating some windows in the dam they could take the

vast store of water behind it under their own control. Thus, they succeeded to plant

and grow different things in the vast lands over there. Fakhr-i-Rāzī has cited a

problem here, saying that the existence of “two gardens” is not an important thing

which can be referred to as ‘a sign’. In our opinion basically this problem is not

something worthy to be discussed, because they were not two ordinary simple

gardens, but they were a series of gardens joined together at two sides of a great

stream which were watered from that lofty dam. These gardens were so bountiful of

fruits and blessed that, as history indicates, if a person would put a large basket on his

head and at the season of fruit, he passed under these trees there he could pour so

.much fruit in it that after a short time the basket would be filled with fruits

Is it not wonderful that a flood which is the source of destruction becomes the cause

of cultivation? Is it not counted as a sign of Allah? In addition, an extraordinary

security existed in that land which itself was counted one of the signs of Allah. This

.fact will later be referred to by the Qur’ān

:Then the verse says that Allah told them as follows

Eat of the sustenance of your Lord and give thanks to Him (That you have) a pure “… 
’.” city and a forgiving Lord

This short sentence has reiterated a collection of material and spiritual bounties in the

most beautiful form. From the
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point of material bounties, they had a pure and clean land. It was clean from the

various pollutions: from thieves and unjust people, from pests and afflictions, from

draught and famine, and from insecurity and terror. It has even been said that their

land was clean from harmful insects, too. Their town had a clean air, a pleasant

.enlivening breeze, and a fertile land with productive trees

From the point of spiritual bounty, they had the forgiveness of Allah. He would

dispense with their short comings and faults and He did not punish them and He did

.not involve their land in misfortune

****
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لٍیِلقَ رٍدْسِ  نِم  ءٍیْشَوَ  لٍْثأَوَ  طٍمْخَ  لٍکُأُ  یْتَاوَذَ  نِْیتََّنجَ  مْهِْیتََّنجَِب  مهُانَْلَّدَبوَ  مِرِعَْلا  لَْیسَ  مْهِْیلَعَ  انَْلسَرْاَفَ  اوضُرَعْأَفَ  } 16{

But they turned away (from Allah), so We loosed on them the Flood of ‘Arim, and . “ 16
We gave them in exchange for their two gardens, two gardens bearing bitter produce

.” and tamarisk-bushes, and here and there a few lote-trees

Commentary, verse: 16

Through this verse, the Qur’ān implicitly says that instead of being thankful of Allah,
they turned away from Him. They counted the bounties of Allah insignificant. They

considered the cultivation and security of their land very simple. They, forsaking the

affluence of bounties, became neglectful of the remembrance of Allah. Their rich

people boasted to the poor and imagined them as some bothers for their own status.
.The explanation of this will be dealt with in commentary of later verses

It was here that the lash of punishment was whipped on their bodies, as the Qur’ān

:says

, …” But they turned away (from Allah), so We loosed on them the Flood of ‘Arim“

The Arabic term /‘arim/ is derived from /‘arāmah/ in the sense of harshness, ill-
temper, and strictness, and flood being modified by it, points to its harshness and

destructiveness, and the application of the phrase /sayl-al-‘arim/ (the Flood of ‘Arim)
.is, so to speak, of the kind of addition of modified to the modifier
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Some commentators have rendered the Arabic term /‘arim/ into field-mice which, as a
.result of making holes in this dam, caused its destruction

Lisān-ul-‘Arab introduces different meanings about the Arabic term /‘arim/ including:
‘a tiresome flood, barriers, which are built between valleys for stopping water, and

(also a big field-mouse’. (Lisān-ul-‘Arab

:Then the Qur’ān explains the later situation of this land as follows

and We gave them in exchange for their two gardens, two gardens bearing bitter “… 
.” produce and tamarisk-bushes, and here and there a few lote-trees

.The Qur’ānic word /’ukul/ means any kind of victuals

.The Arabic term /xamt/ means a bitter plant

’. The Arabic word /’aθl/ is in the sense of ‘tamarisk-bush

And, thus, instead of those masses of green trees there remained only a few wild-
deserted trees with a very low value that, perhaps, the most important of them was

.lote-tree a few of which were found among them

The statement of these three kinds of tree which remained in that ruined region

refers to three different groups of trees a part of which were harmful, some of them

were useless, and some of them were of very little benefit, and on the whole they had

their turning away, ingratitude and Divine punishment as a sequel, and flood,
.earthquake, tempest, thunder and lightning are not casual

****
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رَوفُکَْلا َّلاِا  يزِاجَُن  لْهَوَ  اورُفَکَ  امَِب  مهُانَْیزَجَ  کَِلذَ  } 17{

This We recompensed them for their disbelief; and do We ever recompense any . “ 17
?” but the ungrateful

Commentary, verse: 17

The Divine retributions are Allah’s way of treatment and a godly law against evil

.doers, and they are not allocated to the People of Sheba

As a conclusion, this verse explicitly implies that this was a chastisement that Allah

:gave them for their own infidelity. The verse says

; …” This We recompensed them for their disbelief“

But in order that no one considers that this fate belongs to only this group, but its

:generality unto all those who have similar actions is certain, it says

?” and do We ever recompense any but the ungrateful “… 

****
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نَیِنِماءَ اًماَّیأَوَ  یَِلایََل  اهَیِف  اورُیسِ  رَْیَّسلا  اهَیِف  اَنرَّْدقَوَ  هًرَهِاظَ  يرُق  اهَیِف  انَکْرَاَب  یِتَّلا  يرَقُْلا  نَْیَبوَ  مْهُنَْیَب  انَْلعَجَوَ  } 18{

رٍوکُشَ رٍاَّبصَ    ِ لّکُِل تٍایَلاَ  کَِلذَ  یِف  َّنإِ  قٍَّزمَُم  َّلکُ  مْهُانَْقَّزمَوَ  ثَیدِاحَأَ  مْهُانَْلعَجَفَ  مْهُسَفُنأَ  اومُلَظَوَ  اَنرِافَسْأَ  نَْیَب  دْعِاَب  انََّبرَ  اوُلاقَفَ  } 19{

And We made between them and the towns which We had blessed (other) towns . “ 18
apparent and between them We had appointed stages of journey in due proportion:

’.” ‘Travel therein secure, by night and by day

And they said: ‘O our Lord! Place longer distances between our journeys’; and . “ 19
they were unjust to themselves, so We made them stories and We dispersed them all

.” in scattered fragments. Verily in this there are signs for every patient, grateful one

Commentary, verses: 18-19

.Ingratitude causes the destruction of man’s living

Through these two verses the Qur’ān returns again to the story of Sheba and explains

their story in some more detailed explanation. It refers to their punishment almost

larger than before in such a way that it can be an important and instructive lesson for

anyone. It implies that Allah made their land so cultivated that not only He caused

their cities to become full of bounties but also He appointed between them and the

:cities that Allah had blessed some other manifest cities. The holy verse says

And We made between them and the towns which We had blessed (other) towns “
 …” apparent
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In fact, between them and the blessed land there were some towns joined together

like a chain, and the distances between these towns were so little that from each of

them the other town could be seen; and this is the meaning of the Qur’ānic phrase:
(. /quran zāhirah/ (towns apparent

Some of the commentators have rendered this phrase in another way. They say that

it refers to the towns which were just manifestly alongside the way and passengers

could stay well in them. Or that these towns were upon some high places and they

.were apparent for the wayfarers

As for the purpose of ‘the blessed towns’ that which towns they may be, most

commentators have rendered it as the towns of old Syria (Syria, Palestine and

Jordan), since this very meaning has been mentioned about this land in Sura ‘Isrā’,
.No. 17, verse one, and in Sura Al-’Anbiyā’, No. 21, verse 81

But some other commentators say that the purpose of it may be the towns of “San‘ā”
or “Ma’ārib” both of which have been located in the region of Yemen, and this

commentary is not so improbable; because the distance between Yemen, which is

located in the most southern point of Arabia, and Shāmāt (Syria), which is located in
the most northern point, is so much so, and had been covered with some dry and hot

deserts, that rendering the verse into it seems very improbable, and, it has not been

recorded in history books either. Some commentators have also believed that the

blessed lands may be the land of Mecca, which is improbable, too. This explanation

was from the point of cultivation, but since only cultivation is not enough and security

:is its importance and basic condition, the verse adds

: …” and between them We had appointed stages of journey in due proportion “… 

’.” Travel therein secure, by night and by day “… ‘
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Thus, the towns had an appropriate distance, and from the point of the attack of wild

and fearsome animals of the desert, or thieves and robbers, they were also in utmost

security in a manner that people could travel between them without having any

provision or any mount. They did not need to travel in groups and use some armed

persons with them because of fear due to insecurity of the way, or for the fear of the

.lack of water and food along their way

That who conveyed them the sentence: “Travel therein”, there are two probabilities:
one of them is that it was conveyed to them by their prophet, and the other is that the

mute tongue of that cultivated land and its secure and safe roads were the means of

.conveying the sentence to them

Preceding the word /layālī/ before /’ayyām/ in the verse is for the sake of the

importance of the existence of security at nights both security from the point of

thieves of the way and wild animals of the desert, else providing security during days

.is easier

****

Through the next verse, the Holy Qur’ān implies that these ingratitude people in the

face of those great bounties of Allah, which had encompassed their whole living

thoroughly, like many other nations who lived in pleasure, were involved in pride and

negligence. Affluence of bounties and their scanty of capacity caused them to pave

the way of ingratitude and deviated from the path of Truth and they became heedless

.of the commands of Allah

Among their unwisely demands was that they asked Allah to appoint long distance

.between their journeys. The verse announces

’; …” And they said: ‘O our Lord! Place longer distances between our journeys“
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Their purpose was that Allah would set a distance between their cultivated towns and

there would appear some dry deserts between them, because the rich were not

willing that the poor people could travel like them and travel wherever they wished

without any provision and any mount. As if travelling was among their boasts and it
was the sign of power and wealth and they desired that this privilege and superiority

.should be registered for them for ever

Or comfort and welfare had made them inconvenient, in the same way that Mann and

Salwa (two heavenly foods) had made the children of Israel tired and asked Allah for

.onion, garlic, and lentil

Some have also guessed that the sentence “Place longer distances between our

journeys” may point to this fact they had become so pleasure-seeking that they were

not ready to travel for the purpose of breeding livestock or merchandise and

agriculture, and they asked Allah that they would always remain at home and the time

.between their journeys would be increased

.But the first commentary seems best of all

:However, the verse says

, …” and they were unjust to themselves “… 

Yes, if they imagined that they had been unjust to others, they were wrong. They had

taken a dagger and cut their own chest asunder, and they themselves had to tolerate

.all the hurts

!What an interesting meaning it is

Next to this short sentence, which is stated about their painful fate, the Qur’ān implies

that Allah punished them so seriously and twisted their lives so complex that it

:became as a matter of talk for others. The verse says

 …” so We made them stories “… 
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Yes, from that furnished living and that glorious vast civilization, there remained

nothing but some news talked by tongues, and a remembrance in minds, and some

:lines written on the pages of histories. The verse continues saying

. …” and We dispersed them all in scattered fragments “… 

Their region and towns became so ruined that they had not the ability of living there

and, in order to continue their life, they had to go toward different places in different

groups. Like leaves in the season of fall, which are in the current of storms, everyone

of them was thrown into a corner, in a manner that their division became a ‘proverb’
and whenever people wanted to say, for example, a group was severely scattered,

.” they used to say: “Like the people of Sheba and their bounties, they have scattered

As some commentators have said, the tribe of ‘Qasān’ went to Syria, ’Asad went to

‘Ammān, while the tribe of Khazā‘ah went toward Tahāmah, and the tribe of ’Anmār

went to Yathrib. (Tafsīr-i-Qurtabī, and Tafsīr-i-’Abul-Futūh-Rāzī, following the verse

:under discussion). At the end of the verse, it says

.” Verily in this there are signs for every patient, grateful one “… 

Why can the patient and the grateful ones take lesson from these events? (Specially

that the Arabic words: /sabbār/ (patient) and /šakūr/ (thankful) both are in the Arabic

.( amplification form which indicate the statement of repetition and emphasis

This is for the sake that they can control their ungovernable desire by means of

patience and perseverance, and they stand powerfully against sins, and because of

their thanksgiving in the way obeying Allah they are prepared and vigilant. It is for this

reason that they take an example well. But those who follow their desires and are

?heedless unto the Allah’s merits, how can they take an example from these events
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نَینِمؤْمُْلا نَِم  اًقیرِفَ  َّلاإِ  هُوعُبََّتافَ  هَُّنظَ  سُیِلْبِا  مْهِْیلَعَ  قََّدصَ  دْقََلوَ  } 20{

ظٌیفِحَ ءٍیْشَ    ِ لّکُ یلَعَ  کَُّبرَوَ  ٍّکشَ  یِف  اهَْنِم  وَهُ  نَّْمِم  هِرَخِلأَاِب  نُِمؤُْی  نمَ  مَلَْعنَِل  َّلاإِ  نٍاطَْلسُ  نِم  مهِْیلَعَ  هَُل  نَاکَ  امَوَ  } 21{

And certainly ’Iblīs found true his conjecture concerning them, so they followed . “ 20
.” him, except a party of the believers

And he has no authority over them, save that We would know (distinguished) him . “ 21
who believes in the Hereafter, from him who is in doubt concerning it, and your Lord is

.” the Preserver of all things

Commentary, verses: 20-21

Satan cannot make people force to do something, and that they follow ’Iblīs is based

.upon their authority and their own decision

.Belief in the existence of Hereafter is like a barrier against Satan

These verses are, in fact, a kind of general conclusion from the story of ‘the people of

Sheba’ which was stated in the previous verses, and we realized that how they

involved in all those misfortunes and deprivations as the result of submitting to low

:desires and temptations of Satan. In the first verse, it says

, …” And certainly ’Iblīs found true his conjecture concerning them“

.” so they followed him, except a party of the believers “… 

Or in other words, the Satan’s prophecy that, after denying of prostrating in front of

Adam and being banished from the
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Presence of Allah, ’Iblis said: “… then, by Your power, I will lead them all astray.”
(“Except Your servants amongst them, sincere and purified (by Your grace).” (1

Satan said this sentence by conjecture and guess, but finally this conjecture and

guess became true, and the weak-faith people who were feeble in their will moved

after him group by group. There were a small group of believers who broke the chains

of Satan’s temptations and were not deceived by his traps. They came in freely, they

lived freely, and they passed away freely. Though they were scanty from the point of

number, each of them matched a world from the point of value. Ali (a.s.) says: “… they

(are few in number, but they are great in esteem before Allah …”(2

In relation to the temptations of ’Iblīs and those who go into the realm of his influence

and those who are outside this realm, through the second verse the Qur’ān points to

:two subjects. At first it says

, …” And he has no authority over them“

It is we who let him and issue the permission of his arrival into the country of our mind

.and body

This is the same thing that the Holy Qur’ān in another occurrence from the tongue of

Satan says: “… I did not have any authority over you except that I called you and you

(responded me, …”(3

But it is clear that after accepting his invitation from the side of some faithless and

sensual persons, Satan will not stay motionless, but he will make the foundations of

his domination firm on their selves. So, in the continuation of the verse, the Qur’ān

:adds about the aim of Satan’s freedom, as follows
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save that We would know (distinguished) him who believes in the Hereafter, from “… 
, …” him who is in doubt concerning it

It is obvious that Allah (s.w.t.) is aware of every thing that happens in this world, from

the pre-eternity to the future eternity. Therefore, the Qur’ānic term /lina‘lama/ (We

would know) does not mean that He does not distinguish the believers from those

who are in doubt. The temptations of Satan must come across so that they can be

distinguished, but the purpose of this sentence is the objective accomplishment of the

knowledge of Allah, since Allah never punishes persons from His innate knowledge

and because of their deeds in potency, but there must be provided a sense of trial, the

temptations of Satan and low desires begin so that every body authoritatively and

with complete free will brings out what he has in his inside than the objective

accomplishment of Allah’s knowledge appears, because there will not be any

.deserving of reward and retribution unless an action is fulfilled practically in outside

In other words, no one will be rewarded or punished only because of innate goodness

.or innate evil, unless what is in potency appears in action

:At the end, as a warning to all the servants of Allah, the Qur’ān says

.” and your Lord is the Preserver of all things “… 

It says such so that the followers of Satan do not imagine that any thing of their deeds

or sayings will disappear in this world, or Allah forgets it. No, never. Allah keeps and

.protects them all for the Day of Justice

****
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Section 3: The Holy Prophet Muhammad, the Apostle

Point

for humanity as a whole

The imaginary false deities own nothing anywhere in the Universe – Allah has no

assistants to aid Him in anything – Only the permitted one will be able to intercede for

the sinners on the Day of Judgment – Allah alone sustains everyone – The holy

Prophet Muhammad the Apostle sent for humanity as a whole – the Fixed Term can

.neither be decreed by anyone nor anyone can hasten it on

هَُل امَوَ  كٍرْشـِ  نِم  امَهِیِف  مْهَُل  امَوَ  ضِرْلأَا  یِف  لاَوَ  تِاوَامََّسلا  یِف  هٍَّرذَ  لَاقـَْثِم  نَوکُِلمْیَ  ـَلا  هَِّللا  نِودُ  نِم  مُتمْعَزَ  نَیذَِّلا  اوعُدْا  لُِـق  } 22{
رٍیهِظَ نِم  مهُْنِم 

Say: ‘Call upon those whom you have asserted apart from Allah; they own not the . “ 22
weight of an atom in the heavens nor in the earth, nor for them is any partnership in

.” either (of them), nor for Him is (there) from among them any one to back Him up

Commentary, verse: 22

No one other than Allah is the owner of the heavens and the earth, nor is any one His

.partner and helper

At the beginning of this holy Sura it was said that a considerable part of the verses of

this Sura is about Origin and the End and the true beliefs, so that by joining them

.together there comes into being a collection of true Qur’ānic wisdom
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In this section of verses, in fact, the Holy Qur’ān takes the polytheists into trial and by

some logical questions it knocks them out. It makes manifest their baseless decayed

.logic in the field of intercession of idols

In these verses the Qur’ān addresses the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) for five times and

commands him to say to them something, and every time it propounds a new matter

in connection with the fate of idols and idolatry, in a manner that at the end anybody

feels that there is no empty school worse than the school of idolism, and that it can

.not be called even a school of thought and a religion

By the above verse, it implies that they may call those that they consider (as their

object of worship) other than Allah, but they should know that these idols never

:answer their pray nor do they solve any problem of theirs. It says

; …” Say: ‘Call upon those whom you have asserted apart from Allah“

Then, the Qur’ān refers to the reasoning of this statement and implies that it is for the

sake that these hand-made objects of worship do not own anything. It continues

:saying

they own not the weight of an atom in the heavens nor in the earth, nor for them is “… 
any partnership in either (of them), nor for Him is (there) from among them any one to

.” back Him up

If they were able to solve any problem they would have one of these three qualities:
they owned something in the heavens and the earth; or, at least, they were partner of

Allah in the creation, or, at last, they were assistants of Allah in something of these

.affairs
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While it is clear that ‘necessary being’ is only One and the rest are all ‘possible being

that are dependant to Him, so that if

.He takes His grace from them, all of them will pave the way of destruction

It is interesting that when it says: “… the weight of an atom in the heavens nor in the

earth …” it means that the beings which do not own anything as heavy as the weight

of an atom in the endless heavens and in the vast earth, what kind of difficulty can

?they remove from themselves than from you

****
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رُیِبکَْلا ُّیِلعَْلا  وَهُوَ  َّقحَْلا  اوُلاقَ  مْکُُّبرَ  لَاقَ  اذَامَ  اوُلاقَ  مْهِِبوُلُق  نعَ  ِ عَ  زُّف اذَإِ  یَّتحَ  هَُل  نَذِأَ  نْمَِل  َّلاِا  هُدَنعِ  هُعَافََّشلا  عُفَنتَ  لاَوَ  } 23{

And intercession will not avail with Him except for him to whom He gives leave; till, . “ 23
when terror is lifted from their hearts, they will say: ‘What is it that your Lord said?’

’.” They will say: ‘The truth’; and He is the Most High, the Great

Commentary, verse: 23

In Hereafter, there is the possibility of intercession, but by the leave of Allah.
Therefore, in this verse the Qur’ān implies that there are some intercessors in the

Court of Allah who can intercede only by His leave and command, since; the verse

:says

; …” And intercession will not avail with Him except for him to whom He gives leave“

Therefore, the pretext of the idolaters for worshipping their idols that they said: “…

these are our intercessors with Allah’ …”(1) will be ceased by this statement, because

.Allah has never given any leave to them for any intercession

That whether the sentence “… except for him to whom He gives leave …” refers to the

intercessors or to the interceded ones, commentators have offered two probabilities;

but in relation to the fact that in this verse the words are about idols and those people

’. consider the idols as their intercessors, it is appropriate that it refers to ‘intercessors
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Is the purpose of the word ‘intercession’ mentioned here the intercession in the world

or in the Hereafter? Both of them are probable, but the subsequent sentence shows

.that it is meant the intercession in the Hereafter

So, after this sentence, it implicitly says that in that Day there will be such an anxiety

and horror upon the hearts that both the intercessor and the one who is interceded

will be full of anxiety, and they expect to see to whom Allah gives permission to

intercede, and for whom. (This state of anxiety will continue until when it will be

removed from the hearts and the command from the side of Allah will be issued. The

:verse says

, …” till, when terror is lifted from their hearts “… 

However, on that Day there is a surprising tumult. Those who expect to be interceded

look worriedly at the intercessor and by non-verbal language or by their own tongues,
.they eagerly ask them for intercession

But the intercessors also have waited for the command of Allah to see how and about

whom He gives permission for intercession. This common and general anxiety will

continue until when the command of intercession about those who are eligible for it
.will be issued from the side of Allah, the Wise

It is in this circumstance that the both groups turn their faces to each other and ask

:each other (or the guilty ask the intercessors) as follows

?’ …” they will say: ‘What is it that your Lord said “… 

’; …” They will say: ‘The truth “… 

And ‘the truth’ is not anything save the permission of intercession about those who

had not entirely ceased their relation with Allah, not the polluted ones who had broken

all the links and means of communication, and who had wholly become alien with

.Allah, the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and his friends
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:At the end of the verse, the Qur’ān adds

’.” and He is the Most High, the Great “… 

This sentence is the continuation of the statement of the intercessors and its

complement. Indeed, they say that since Allah is the Most High and the Great,
.whatever command He issues is the exact truth, and any truth adapts His command

Whatever was said in the above is the nearest commentary that is consistent to the

.sentences of the verse

In this regard, commentators have also cited some other commentaries, and it is

wonderful that in some of them the relation and dependence of the beginning and the

.end of the verse, and its before and after, have never been considered at all

****
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نٍیِبُم لٍلاَضَ  یِف  وْأَ  يدًهُ  یلَعََل  مْکُاَّیإِ  وْأَ  آَّنإِوَ  هَُّللا  لُِق  ضِرْلأَاوَ  تِاوَامََّسلا  نَِم  مکُُقزُرْیَ  نمَ  لُْق  } 24{

Say: ‘Who gives you sustenance from the heavens and the earth?’ Say: ‘Allah’. And . “ 24
.” verily we or you are upon right guidance, or in manifest error

Commentary, verse: 24

In training and teaching we should make the conscience of the addressees awaken

by the use of the method of asking questions and cause their thought to work. That is
why, for nullifying the beliefs of polytheists, next to the question of ‘creation’
mentioned in the previous verses, the subject of the act of the giver of sustenance is
questioned. This reasoning is also in the form of ‘question and answer’ in order to

awaken their sleeping conscience by this way, and that by the answer which emerges

:from their inside they find out their mistake. The Qur’ān says

?’ …” Say: ‘Who gives you sustenance from the heavens and the earth“

It is evident that none of them could say that the stone and wooden idols could bring

rain down from the sky, grow plants from the earth and give them the earthly and

.heavenly sources to use

:It is interesting that without waiting for any answer, the Qur’ān immediately adds

’. …” Say: ‘Allah “… 

Tell them it is Allah Who is the Origin of all these bounties. That is, the matter is so

clear and evident that it does not need the opposite party to answer. But the

questioner and
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hearer both say one thing, because even the polytheists knew Allah as the Creator

and Giver of sustenance and, for the idols, they considered only the rank of

.intercession

This point is also noteworthy that Allah’s sustenance, which comes down from heaven

for human beings, is not limited to rain. The light and heat of the sun, the air which

exists in the atmosphere of the earth, are also more important than the life- giving

.drops of rain

Also, the blessings of the earth are not allocated to plants. kinds of water sources in
the ground, various mains some of which had been discovered at that time and some

.others of them were discovered by the pass of time, all are under this title

At last, the verse refers to a matter which itself can form the foundation of a proof, a
true proof accompanied with the utmost justice and reverence, in a shape that

opposite party may come down from the platform of pride and obstinacy and begin to

:think. It says

.” And verily we or you are upon right guidance, or in manifest error “… 

This statement points to this matter that there is clear contrast in our belief and

yours, therefore it is impossible that both of them are right, because never two

opposite things gather with together, therefore one group is upon guidance and the

second group is in error. Now contemplate which group is on guidance and which is on

misguidance. You can see the signs in both groups and observe which group contains

.the signs of guidance and which group has the signs of misguidance

And this is one of the best methods of discussion and dispute which makes the

opposite party contemplate. Some
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.consider it as a kind of precautionary concealment, which is the utmost mistake

It is interesting that in Arabic text of the verse the word ‘guidance’ has been

mentioned with the Arabic word /‘alā/ (upon) and the word ‘error’ is mentioned with

the Arabic word: /fī/ (in), which points to this fact that ‘the guided ones’ seem to be

riding on a calm horse, or are located on a high place and dominate over all things,
.while the misguided ones are in deep error and in the darkness of their ignorance

This is also noteworthy that the holy verse at first mentions ‘guidance’ and the word

‘error’ is cited after it, because at the beginning of the sentence at first it says: ‘We’
and after that it says: ‘you’ in order to have a delicate and colourless hint to the

.guidance of the first group and the lack of guidance of the second group

Some of the commentators of the Qur’ān believe that the modifier /mubin/ (manifest)
refers to /dalāl/ (error), because error consists of different kinds and the error of

.polytheism is the most manifest of all

But there is also this probability that this modifier is used for both ‘guidance’ and

‘error’, because in these circumstances, inside the words of the eloquent, modifier is
not repeated. Thus, both ‘guidance’ and ‘error’ are qualified by ‘manifest’, as in other

(verses of the Qur’ān this qualification is seen for both of them.(1

****
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نَوُلمَْعتَ اَّمعَ  لُأَسُْن  لاَوَ  انَْمرَجْأَ  آَّمعَ  نَوُلأَسُْت  لُق لاَ  } 25{

مُیِلعَْلا حُاَّتفَْلا  وَهُوَ    ِ قّحَْلاِب انَنَْیَب  حُتَْفیَ  َّمُث  انَُّبرَ  انَنَْیَب  عُمَجْیَ  لُْق  } 26{

Say: ‘You will not be questioned as to what we are guilty of, nor shall we be . “ 25
’.” questioned as to what you do

Say: ‘Our Lord will gather us together, then will He judge between us (and you) . “ 26
’.” with the truth, and He is the greatest Judge, the All-knowing

Commentary, verses: 25-26

The divine prophets’ urge on the guidance of people is mostly because of their

sympathy, not for the sake that the recompense of people’s sins might be upon the

.prophets, or vice versa

With the same just tone that the previous verse brought down the enemy from the

:platform of pride and obstinacy, this verse continues and says

Say: ‘You will not be questioned as to what we are guilty of, nor shall we be “
’.” questioned as to what you do

It is surprising that here the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) is ordered to use the word ‘guilty’
concerning him, and concerning the opponent, he is commanded to use the phrase:
“What you do”. Thus, he is to make this fact clear that everybody must be responsible

of his own deeds, since the sequels of the deeds of every person, beautiful or ugly,
.shall reach the same person himself

By the way, the verse also contains a smooth hint to this point that if we urge to guide

you, it is not for the sake that your sin will be written upon us or your polytheism has

any
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harm for us. But we urge on this matter from the view of sympathy, truth-seeking and

.legitimacy

****

In the second holy verse the reality is stated that how the situation of everybody will

be dealt with, right and wrong will be separated from each other, and, according to

:their responsibilities, everyone will be given reward or retribution. It says

Say: ‘Our Lord will gather us together, then will He judge between us (and you) with“
, …” the truth

He will do this and separate us from each other so that the guided ones should be

recognized from the misguided ones, and every one of them receives the fruit of his

.own deeds

If you see that today all people are mixed and everybody claims that he is right and is
the one who will prosper, this situation will not last for ever, and the day of the

separation of the groups will come. The Lordship of Allah requires that finally there

will come a Day when correct will be separated from incorrect, pure from impure and

.right from wrong and each of them will be set on their own place

Now you may think what will you do on that Day? And in which group will you be? And

?have you made ready an answer for the questions of your Lord on that Day

In order to make clear that this scene shall certainly occur, at the end the verse it

:adds

’.” and He is the greatest Judge, the All-knowing “… 

One of these two names, which are among the Most Beautiful Names of Allah, refers

to His Power upon separating the men’s rows, and the next refers to His Infinite

Knowledge, because separating the rows of right and wrong from each other is

.impossible without these two
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The Arabic term /fath/, as Rāqib has said in Mufradāt, originally means: ‘removing

complexity and difficulty’, which is of two kinds: sometimes it is seen by the eye, like

unlocking a lock; and sometimes it is understood by contemplation, like: complexity of

grief, sorrows, and opening the secrets of science, and also judging between two

.persons and solving the problem of their conflict

It is worthy to be noted that in some Islamic narrations the phrase ‘Yā Fattāh’ has

been emphasized on for solving the difficulties, since this great Name of Allah, which

has been mentioned in the form of /fattāh/, which is the Arabic amplification form of

/fath/, refers to the Power of Allah upon opening any difficulty and putting an end to

any grief and sorrow, and providing the means of any conquest and victory. In fact,
nobody is “fattāh” (The Opener) except Him and the key of all closed doors is with

.Him, His Power

****
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هَُّللا وَهُ  لَْب  َّلاکَ  ءَآکَرَشُ  هِِب  مُتْقحَْلأَ  نَیذَِّلا  یَِنورُأَ  لُْق  } 27{

مُیکِحَْلا زُیزِعَْلا 

Say: ‘Show me those you have joined to Him as associates! By no means (can you . “ 27
’.” do it). Nay! He is Allah, the Mighty, the Wise

Commentary, verse: 27

Again in this holy verse the Qur’ān returns to the subject of Monotheism with which it
:had begun the words and by this subject it concludes the discussion. It says

Say: ‘Show me those you have joined to Him as associates! By no means (can you do“
(. …” it

What worth and eligibility do they have? If your objective meaning is this lifeless and

silent mass of stone and wood, what a great misfortune and shame that you take the

same manufacture that you yourselves have chosen from the lowest beings of the

!world of inanimate objects and considered as the great Lord

If you imagine these things as the symbol of souls and angels, it is also a calamity and

.aberration, because they are His creatures, too, and are ready to obey Him

Therefore, in the continuation of the verse, the Holy Qur’ān with a single word nullifies

:their whole conjectures and says

! …” Nay “… 

These material things are never worthy of being the object of worship, and in these

conjectures of yours there is not found anything of reality. Sufficient it is! You should

?become vigilant. How long do you continue this wrong way
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In fact, the word ‘Nay’ is a small word which has encompassed all these meanings.
:Then, at the end of the verse, for emphasis and strengthening this statement, it says

’.” He is Allah, the Mighty, the Wise “… 

His Honour and His Might requires that none finds any way into the realm of His

.Lordship, and His Wisdom also requires that He uses this Might in its correct place

Yes, having these attributes is the sign of His being necessary existence, and the

necessary existence of the world of existence is infinite and can never be more than

One and has no associate and resemblance because every plurality makes him

.limited and possible, but the infinite being is always One

****
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نَومُلَْعیَ سِاَّنلا لاَ  رَثَکْأَ  َّنکَِلوَ  اًریذَِنوَ  اًریشَِب  سِاَّنل  هًَّفآکَ لِّ- َّلاِا  كَانَْلسَرْأَ  آمَوَ  } 28{

And We have not sent you but unto the whole of mankind, a Bearer of glad tidings . “ 28
(.” and a Warner, but most of the people do not know (it

Commentary, verse: 28

.The prophethood of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) is for the whole world

The most important function of the Divine prophets in guiding people is warning and

.glad tiding

This holy verse points to the prophethood of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.), and the

verses after this verse discuss about Resurrection, and regarding to the fact that the

words in the previous verses were also about Unity, they form a complete collection

’. of religious beliefs which are fitting to the Meccan suras, such as Sura Saba

At first, it points to the vastness of the invitation of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and the

:generality of his prophecy over all human beings. It says

And We have not sent you but unto the whole of mankind, a Bearer of glad tidings“
(.” and a Warner, but most of the people do not know (it

The Arabic term /kāffah/ is in the sense of the palm of the hand; and since man takes

things with his hands, or makes them aloof from himself, this term has sometimes

’. been used in the sense of ‘to gather’ and sometimes in the sense of ‘to repel
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The commentators have also suggested the both meanings probable in the verse.
The first is that it may be used in the sense of ‘to gather’, and in this case the concept

of the verse is the same thing which was mentioned in the above; saying: “And We

have not sent you but unto the whole of mankind, …”, which points to the invitation of

.the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) as a universal one

The numerous authentic narrations recorded upon the commentary of this verse by

the way of both Shi‘ites and Sunnites all strengthen this very interpretation, too.
Therefore, the content of the verse is like that of Sura Al-Furqān, No. 25, verse one

which says: “Blessed is He Who sent down the Furqān (the distinction of right and

.” wrong) upon His servant that he may be a Warner to the worlds

And also like Sura Al-’An‘ām, No. 6, verse 19 which says: “… and this Qur’ān has been

, …” revealed to me that I may warn you thereby

In the tradition that some of the commentators have mentioned in relation with the

above verse, the generality of the invitation of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) is understood as

one of his great honours, where he (p.b.u.h.) says: “Allah bestowed on me five things,
and I do not say it as a boast (but I say as the gratitude of the bounty). I was

appointed to all men, white and black, and the earth was appointed for me pure and

purifier and (everywhere of it being) as a mosque. The booties of war are lawful for

me while they were not lawful for anyone before me. I have been aided (by fear and

horror in the hearts of the enemies) so that it paves the way of one month journey in
front of me; and I was given (the rank of) intercession then I have stored it for my

(Ummah in Hereafter.”(1
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نَیِقدِاصَ مُْتنکُ  نِا  دُعْوَْلا  اذَهَ  یتَمَ  نَوُلوقُیَوَ  } 29{

نَوُمدِْقتَسْتَ لاَوَ  هًعَاسَ  هُْنعَ  نَورُخِأْتَسْتَ  مٍوْیَ لاَ  دُاعَیِم  مکَُل  لُق  } 30{

’?” And they say: ‘When will this promise be (fulfilled) if you are truthful . “ 29

Say: ‘You have the appointment of a day from which you cannot hold back any . “ 30
’.” while, nor can you bring it on

Commentary, verses: 29-30

.Hereafter is an important Day and its time of occurrence is not changeable

In view of the fact that in the former verses this meaning was pointed out that Allah

will gather all people in Hereafter and will judge between them, in this verse there has

been suggested a question from the side of some of the deniers of Resurrection in the

:following form

’?” And they say: ‘When will this promise be (fulfilled) if you are truthful“

The deniers of Resurrection used to ask this question very frequently from the

Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) or from other prophets. It was sometimes for perceiving

the matter, and perhaps most often for mockery, implying that when will this

?resurrection that you repeatedly emphasize on come if you are truthful

This matter points to this fact that a truthful person should know all the details of the

matter he informs of. He must be aware of its qualifications, its time, and its place. In

answer to
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them the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) was commanded to say its time is in the Knowledge of

.Allah

And also we recite in many verses of the Qur’ān that no one knows the time of

Hereafter but Allah, and this is of the wisdom of Allah in order that human beings

always spend time in the state of ‘being prepared’ and ready. Moreover, the luck of

knowledge of details is usually not a hinder for the faith in universals. For example,
from the sound of the bell of the house you are acknowledged that someone is at the

door, though you do not know any detail about that person whether the one is a male

or a female, how old he is and how much he knows. The lack of your knowledge unto

these things does not damage your knowledge and faith that a person rang the bell of

the house. Yes, we have knowledge about the Hereafter, though we do not know its

.time

The Qur’ān always restrains to give a clear answer to this question and to define the

time of the occurrence of Hereafter, and it emphasizes that this is one of the things

.the knowledge of which is with Allah and none but He is aware of it

****

:So, in the next verse, this very meaning is reiterated in a different sentence. It says

Say: ‘You have the appointment of a day from which you cannot hold back any while, “
’.” nor can you bring it on

This concealment of the date of the occurrence of the Hereafter, even unto the

Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.), as it was also pointed out before, is for the sake that Allah

desires people to have a kind of freedom of action accompanied with
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the constant state of ‘being ready’, since if the date of Hereafter were defined, and its

time was far, everybody would live in ignorance, pride and unawareness, and when

its time was near, they would lose the freedom of action and their deeds would have

the emergency state, and in both cases the man’s training aims would remain barren

(fruitless). It is for this reason that the date of the occurrence of Hereafter is

concealed to all. It is in the same manner the night of Qadr, the night which has the

virtue of one thousand months, or the date of the reappearance of Hadrat Mahdī

.(. (a.s

The content of Sura Tā-Hā, No. 20, verse 15 which says: “Verily the Hour (of doom) is
coming, (but) I will to keep it hidden so that every soul may be rewarded for its

.endeavour.” is a tender hint to this very meaning

In the meanwhile that they considered that the Prophet (p.b.u.h.), who informed of the

Hereafter should know the exact date of it, was their ultimate mistake, and it was the

reason of the lack of their knowledge from the duty of the prophecy. He was

commanded only to convey the Message and to give warning and glad tidings, but the

question of Hereafter relates to Allah, and it is He Who is aware of all its details, and

He has given to His Prophet (p.b.u.h.) that part of the training issues that He had

.decided to be necessary for him

Here, there arises a question and it is that the holy Qur’ān, threatening the opponents

about the appointed time of Hereafter, says: “… you cannot hold back any while …”,
but why does it also say: “… nor can you bring it on”? What effect does it have in the

?goal of the Qur’ān
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In answer, two points must be noted to. The first is that mentioning these two with

together points to the decisiveness and exactness of the date of something. Just in

the same way that we say so and so matter, sooner or later, has a decisive appointed

.time

The second is that a group of obstinate pagans always put the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) in

pressure that why the Hereafter did not come, and in other words, they made haste

for it, whether in mockery or other than it. The Qur’ān tells them not to haste; its date

.is the same that Allah has appointed

****
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Section 4: The Disbelievers and their Leaders

Point

The disbelievers and their leaders shall throw the blame upon each other – Allah

.amplifies the sustenance to whomsoever He please

مْهُضـُْعَب عُجِرْیَ  مْهِ  -ِ بّرَ دَـنعِ  نَوُفوُقوْمَ  نَومُِلاَّظلا  ذِِا  يرَتَ  وَْلوَ  هِْیدَیـَ  نَْیَب  يذَِّلاِب  لاَوَ  نِاءَرْقُْلا  اذَهـَِب  نَِمؤُْن  نَل  اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلا  لَاقَوَ  } 31{
نَیِنِمؤُْم اَّنکَُل  مُْتنأَ  لآوَْل  اورُبَکْتَسْا  نَیذَِّلِل  اوفُعِضُْتسْا  نَیذَِّلا  لُوقُیَ  لَوْقَْلا  ضٍْعَب  یَلإِ 

And those who disbelieve say: ‘Never will we believe in this Qur’ān, nor in that . “ 31
which is before it, and could you see when the unjust shall be made to stand before

their Lord, bandying words one with another! Those who were despised as weak will

say unto those who had prided: ‘Had it not been for you, we would certainly have

’.” been believers

Commentary, verse: 31

Pagans, in fact, believe in none of the heavenly Books, and because of their obstinacy,
.they are not ready to accept faith and believe

:In this holy verse, the Qur’ān says

And those who disbelieve say: ‘Never will we believe in this Qur’ān, nor in that which“
, …” is before it

The Arabic word /lan/ is used for an everlasting negation. Thus, they intend to say that

if you preach for ever they will not believe, and this is evidence upon their obstinacy.
They
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had made their decision not to believe until future eternity, while if a truth-seeking

person, for any reason, is not convinced can not deny the future probable reasons

.without hearing them and say that he absolutely refuses other reasons, too

In relation to the objective meaning of the Qur’ān sentence: /’allaŏīna kafarū/ (those

who disbelieve), some of the Islamic commentators have rendered it into pagans,
some into the Jews and ‘the People of Book’, but the context of the later verses, which

’. speaks about paganism, is an evidence that the purpose of it is ‘pagans

The purpose of the Qur’ānic phrase: /’allaŏī bayna yadayh/ (that which is before it) is
the heavenly Books which had been sent down before Qur’ān. This meaning has been

applied in many verses of the Qur’ān with the same sense specially after mentioning

the word Qur’ān; and that some commentators have said that its purpose is probably

.‘Resurrection’, or is ‘the content of the Qur’ān’ does not seem so probable

However, the denial of faith in the Books of the former prophets perhaps has been for

the purpose that the Qur’ān prophesies of this matter that the symptoms of the

Messenger of Islam and the Qur’ān have clearly been mentioned in the Torah and the

Bible, so in ordered to negate the prophecy of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.), they

negate other heavenly Books, too, and say that they neither believe in this heavenly

.Book, the Qur’ān, nor in the Books before it

Then the Qur’ān refers to their situation in the Hereafter and, addressing the Prophet

:(p.b.u.h.), it says

and could you see when the unjust shall be made to stand before their Lord, “… 
bandying words

! …” one with another
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Again, it is understood from the above holy verse that one of the most important

’. extensions of ‘injustice’ is that very ‘polytheism’ and ‘disbelief

The application of the Qur’ānic phrase /‘inda rabbihim/ (before their Lord) refers to

this matter that they will attend before the One Who has been their owner and their

Lord; and what a shame is higher than this that a person is summoned to the One that

he has never believed in Him and in Whose commandments, while his whole self has

.been built and covered with His bounties

At this time, the ‘oppressed’, the same unaware persons who blindly followed some

others, will say to the ‘oppressors’, viz., the same ones who used to pave the way of

pride and domination over others, and giving them the line of satanic thought, as

such: if you had not been, and if your satanic beguiling temptations had not existed,
:we would have been in the row of the believers. The verse says

Those who were despised as weak will say unto those who had prided: ‘Had it not “… 
’.” been for you, we would certainly have been believers

By this manner, they want to put all their sins on the shoulder of these cruel

‘oppressors’, though they were not ready to have such a decisive treatment with

them in the world, because in that life weakness and vileness had dominated them

and they had lost their own freedom and frankness. But now that those false

concepts, which separated the oppressors from them, have gone and the fruit of the

deeds of everyone is made manifest, they stand in front of them and speak frankly,
.disputing with them

****
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نَیِمرِجُّْم مُتنکُ  لَْب  مکُءَآجَ  ذْإِ  دَْعَب  يدَهُْلا  نِعَ  مْکُاَندْدَصَ  نُحَْنأَ  اوفُعِضُْتسْا  نَیذَِّلِل  اورُبَکْتَسْا  نَیذَِّلا  لَاقَ  } 32{

Those who had prided shall say unto those who were despised as weak: ‘Did we . “ 32
turn you away from the guidance after it had come to you? Nay! You (yourselves)

’.” were guilty

Commentary, verse: 32

In this holy verse the Qur’ān clearly announces that the oppressors in answer to the

oppressed ones say that: they did not hinder them from the way of guidance after

that guidance came to them and they were preached enough and the prophets said

what they should say, and the oppressors were not responsible of it, but the

oppressed themselves were sinful. They will say: “You, with your free will, submitted

to our baseless words and came to infidelity and theism, while you forgot the logical

:words of the prophets.” The verse says

Those who had prided shall say unto those who were despised as weak: ‘Did we turn“
you away from the guidance after it had come to you? Nay! You (yourselves) were

’.” guilty

It is true that, by their evil temptations, the oppressors had committed a great sin, but

this statement of theirs is also true that these followers should not follow them blindly,
.so, from this point of view, their sins are upon their own shoulders

****
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اَّمَل هَمَادََّنلا  اوُّرسـَأَوَ  اًدادَـنأَ  هَُل  لَعَجَْنوَ  هَِّللاِب  رَفُکَّْن  نأَ  آنََنورُُمأْتَ  ذْإِ  رِاهََّنلاوَ  لِْیَّلا  رُکْمَ  لَْب  اوُربَکْتَسـْا  نَیذَِّلِل  اوفُعِضـُْتسْا  نَیذَِّلا  لَاقَوَ  } 33{
نَوْزَجُْی لْهَ  اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلا  قِانَعْأَ  یِف  لَلاَغْلأَا  انَْلعَجَوَ  بَاذَعَْلا  اوُأَرَ 

نَوُلمَْعیَ اوُناکَ  امَ  َّلاِا 

And those who were despised as weak shall say unto those who had prided: ‘Nay! . “ 33
It was a plot (of yours) by day and by night when you bade us that we should

disbelieve in Allah and set up equals with Him. And they declare (their) remorse when

they see the Penalty; and We will put shackles on the necks of those who disbelieved.
?” Are they requited aught save what they used to do

Commentary, verse: 33

The mental cultural deviation of the people in a society is the consequence of the

.constant effort of the arrogant enemies

:In this holy verse, the Qur’ān says

And those who were despised as weak shall say unto those who had prided: ‘Nay! It“
was a plot (of yours) by day and by night when you bade us that we should disbelieve

. …” in Allah and set up equals with Him

Yes, it was you who did not desist your evil propagation and did not lose any

opportunity during day and night to gain your wrong aims. It is true that we were free

in accepting you, and thus we are sinful, but you, as a factor of corruption, are

responsible and guilty, too. Or, in other words, it was you who set the first base with

your polluted hands, in particular that you always talked to us from the position of

power. (The
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application of the Qur’ānic sentence /ta’murūnanā/ (you bade us) is the evidence for

.( this matter

It is evident that the proud cannot have any answer to this statement and do not deny

.their participation in this great crime

Therefore, both groups will be regretful of their deeds: the proud will be regretful for

making others astray, and the oppressed ones for their unconditionally accepting

:these evil temptations. The verse continues saying

And they declare (their) remorse when they see the Penalty; and We will put “… 
. …” shackles on the necks of those who disbelieved

Some commentators have said that this regret is probably because of the intensity of

the terror they get from seeing the Divine punishment and the chains and shackles on

their necks. This will cause their tongue not to be able to speak though the same ones,
(in other halts of the Hereafter will cry: “… ‘Oh woe to us! Verily we were unjust’.”(1

Some philologists have meant the Arabic phrase /’asarrū/ in this verse in the sense of

‘declare’, in spite of those who have meant it ‘hide’, and said that this term has been

used with two opposite meanings in the Arabic language, and its like is not few, but

regarding to the usages of this term in the Qur’ān, and other than it, this meaning is
not probable, because the Arabic word /sirr/ usually comes as opposite to /‘alan/, and

Rāqib has also stipulated that this meaning is weak. Yet, some of the lexicologists

.have referred to both of them

However, this is the consequence of their own deeds that they have provided from

:before. The verse says

?” Are they requited aught save what they used to do “… 
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Yes, these are the very deeds and behaviour of pagans and evil-doers that will be

shown in the form of shackles of captivity put on their necks, hands and feet. In this

world, too, they were captives of their low desires, money, power, and position, and,
in Hereafter when the deeds will incarnate, the same captivities will appear in another

.form

The above mentioned holy verse once more makes clear the incarnation of deeds,
which has repeatedly been pointed out, because it implicitly says that their

.recompense is, in fact, the incarnation of their own deeds

?And what a meaning is more lively and clearer than this for incarnation of deeds

The application of the Qur’ānic sentence /’allaŏīna kafarū/ (those who disbelieved) is
an evidence that both those who tempted others proudly will be involved in this fact,
and those oppressed who were tempted, and all pagans. And, basically, mentioning

.this quality is a hint to this fact that the cause of their punishment is their paganism

****
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نَورُِفاکَ هِِب  مُتْلسِرُْا  آمَِب  اَّنإِ  آهَوُفرَْتُم  لَاقَ  َّلاإِ  رٍیذَِن  نِم  هٍیَرْقَ  یِف  انَْلسَرْأَ  آمَوَ  } 34{

نَیِبَّذعَمُِب نُحَْن  امَوَ  اًدلاَوْأَوَ  لاًاوَْمأَ  رُثَکْأَ  نُحَْن  اوُلاقَوَ  } 35{

And We sent no Warner into any city except the opulent ones of it said: ‘Verily we . “ 34
’.” are disbelievers in what you are sent with

They also said: ‘We are more (than you) in wealth and children and we shall not be . “ 35
’.” punished

Commentary, verses: 34-35

Opposition with the holy Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) is not a new thing, while former

.people used to oppose other Divine prophets, too

Since the words in previous verses were about the proud people’s temptation

(seduction), the verses under discussion introduce a part of this seduction and, in the

meanwhile it also consoles the holy Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) indicating that if a group

of people oppose you, you may not surprise, because the opposition of the rich

:tyrants against the true prophets has been a constant style of theirs. Allah says

And We sent no Warner into any city except the opulent ones of it said: ‘Verily we are “
’.” disbelievers in what you are sent with

The Qur’ānic word /naŏīr/ means: ‘Warner’. It refers to the Divine prophets who

warned people by Allah’s punishment against their deviations, cruelties, sins, and

corruptions. Here the Arabic phrase /mutrafūhā/ is the plural form of /mutraf/ derived

from /taraf/ in the sense of ‘prosperity’, and /mutraf/ is
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used in the sense of ‘prosperity’. The Arabic word /mutraf/ is applied for the one

whose affluence of bounty and welfare of life has made him proud, and neglectful,
(and has caused him to be disobedient.(1

Yes, those who were in the first row of the opponents of the Divine prophets (a.s.)
were usually from this group of disobedient neglectful people of prosperity. Since, on

one side, they saw the teachings of the prophets as a hinder for their pleasures and

lusts, and on the other side, they were defenders of the deprive that by usurpation of

whose rights had reached to this dazzling life, and on the third side, in order to guard

their wealth and properly, they always used the power of government, and in all these

instances they found the Divine prophets in their opposite situation, then they

.immediately decided to stand against them

It is wonderful that they did not emphasize on a particular divine ordinance or

instruction, but they generally said: “… ‘Verily we are disbelievers in what you are sent

with’ …” They insisted not to be with them even for a step, which itself is the best

.proof for their obstinacy and enmity against the truth

This is an important matter which the Qur’ān has disclosed through different verses:
that the deprived were often the first group of people who accepted the invitation of

the Divine prophets, and the proud people, who were in prosperity, were also the first

.group of people who began opposition

Certainly the deniers of the Divine prophets’ call were not allocated to this group; the

factors of mischief and claimers of polytheism and superstitions were those who

.ceaselessly tried to forcefully drug others towards themselves
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This very meaning is also mentioned in Sura Az-Zukhruf, No. 43, verse 23; Sura Hūd,
.No. 11, verse 116; and also in Sura Mu’minūn, No. 23, verse 33

This group oppose not only against the Divine prophets, but also against any step of

improvement that may be taken from the side of any learned reformer and any

studious scholar. In order to confuse the programs of the reformers, they often

.conspire and commit any crime they can

****

Next verse refers to their futile logic to which they betake all times to prove their

:superiority and to beguile common people. It announces

 …” They also said: ‘We are more (than you) in wealth and children“

They say that Allah has affection to them because He has given them both abundant

wealth and plenty of human power, and this is the evidence for His grace upon them

and the sign for their rank and near position to Him, so He will not punish them, the

:near- stationed ones! The verse continues saying

’.” and we shall not be punished “… 

Does Allah punish His beloved? If we were banished from His presence, why would He

give us so many bounties? In short, our world being bountiful itself is a clear reason

.for the good of our Hereafter

Some of the commentators believe that the Qur’ānic sentence: /wa mā nahnu bi

mu‘aŏŏabīn/ (we shall not be punished) is probably a reason that they denied the

Hereafter and punishment entirely, while the later verses show that this sentence

does not imply this meaning but their purpose has been in this that, for the reason of

.their wealth, they are nigh to Allah

****
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نَومُلَْعیَ سِاَّنلا لاَ  رَثَکْأَ  َّنکَِلوَ  رُدِْقیَوَ  ءُآشَیَ  نمَِل  قَزْ   ِ رّلا طُسُْبیَ  ِ-ي  بّرَ َّنإِ  لُْق  } 36{

Say: ‘Verily my Lord amplifies the sustenance for whom He pleases and straitens . “ 36
’.” for whom He pleases, but most of the people do not know

Commentary, verse: 36

Giving or taking sustenance is inside the rank of Lordship and giving or taking the

blessings is not as a sign of affection or wrath of Allah. (It is possible that He takes it
from a believer and gives it to a disbeliever.) (Verily my Lord amplifies the sustenance

…(

This holy verse answers to their hollow demagogical logic in the best way and knocks

:it out. Addressing the Prophet (p.b.u.h.), the Qur’ān says

Say: ‘Verily my Lord amplifies the sustenance for whom He pleases and straitens for“
, …” whom He pleases

All of these are according to public interests which are for the trial of people and are

necessary for the system of their living, and they do not depend on the man’s rank

.and position with Allah

Therefore, we should never count the amplification of sustenance as a reason for

happiness, and its being straitened as a reason for wretchedness. The verse

:continues saying

’.” but most of the people do not know “… 

Of course, the unaware majority of people are such, else this matter is clear for the

.aware ones

****
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Section 5: Wealth and children shall be of no avail

Point

Wealth and children shall be of no avail to any one on the Day Judgment – None shall

.profit the other in any way when his own belief and conduct will be judged

اوُلمِعَ امَِب  فِعْ  -ِ ضّلا ءُآزَجَ  مْهَُل  کِئَلوْأُفَ  اًحِلاصَ  لَمِعَوَ  نَمَاءَ  نْمَ  َّلاِا  یفَْلزُ  اَندَـنعِ  مْکُُب   ِ رّقَُت یِتَّلاِب  مکُدُلاَوْأَ  ـلآوَ  مْکُُلاوَْمأَ  آمـَوَ  } 37{
نَوُنِماءَ تِافَرُغُْلا  یِف  مْهُوَ 

And neither your wealth nor your children are that which bring you nigh unto us, . “ 37
except for him who believes, and does righteousness, these are (the ones) for whom

is a double recompense for what they did, and they in the exalted places shall be

.” secure

:Commentary, verse

Allah (s.w.t.) has appointed faith, righteous deed, charity, and sincerity as means for

His nearness, while some unaware people think of wealth, children and race as the

.factors of nearness to Allah and having prosperity

:So, in this verse, the Qur’ān pursues this very meaning more explicitly, and says

, …” And neither your wealth nor your children are that which bring you nigh unto us“

This is a great mistake that a group of people imagine that those who are in

deprivation from the point of finance are disfavoured and reprobate in the sight of

Allah, and those who
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.are apparently in welfare with affluence of favours are beloved and accepted by Him

There are many deprived persons who are tried by this means and reach the most

superior ranks; and there are many persons who enjoy the comforts of life but whose

wealth and properties are some pests for them and work as the cause of their

.punishment

Does not the Holy Qur’ān explicitly say in Sura Taqābun, No. 64, verse 15: “Verily your

properties and your children may be but a trial; where as Allah, with Him is the highest

”? Reward

This statement does not mean that man may stop the necessary effort and

endeavour in life, but the purpose is that having financial possibilities and abundant

.human powers are never counted as the criterion of spiritual values of man with Allah

Then the Qur’ān refers to the standard of the values of individuals and that which

:causes the nearness to Allah, and (as a separate exception) says

except for him who believes, and does righteousness, these are (the ones) for “… 
whom is a double recompense for what they did, and they in the exalted places shall

.” be secure

Thus, all these criterions of these two cases return to “Faith and righteous deed” from

any one, in any time, and wherever they may be, and the difference of persons in the

presence of Allah depends on the difference of the degrees of their Faith and

.righteous deeds, and there is nothing else save this

Even having much knowledge and relating to some great persons, even to prophets, if
they are not accompanied with
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.these two criterions do not lonely increase anything to the value of man

It is here that the holy Qur’ān, with its unique explicitness, nullifies all deviated and

superstitious imaginations in the field of the factors of getting nearness to Allah and

the man’s value of existence, and summarizes the noble standard in two things which

all human beings can tolerate and obtain, so that neither anyone’s material

.possibilities nor his deprivation, are effective in them

Yes, if wealth and children also pave this way, they will take this divine colour and will

assume the colour of faith and righteous deed, and they will be the cause of getting

nearness to Allah. But the properties and children that make man aloof from Allah,
and like an idol will be worshipped which cause mischief and corruption, they are the

fuels of Hell, and, as the Qur’ān says, they are the man’s enemy and the enemy of his

happiness. It says: “O’ you who have Faith! Verily, among your wives and your children

(are (some that are) enemies to yourselves so beware of them …”(1

However, as it was also said before, the Arabic term /di‘f/ singly does not mean ‘two

fold’, but it means “many folds”, and it has been used with the same sense in the verse

under discussion, because we know that the reward of each good deed is at least ten

folds with Allah. The holy Qur’ān says: “Whoever brings a good (deed) he shall have

.ten times its like, …”,(2) and sometimes it is much more than that

The Arabic word /qurufāt/ is the plural form of /qurfah/ in the sense of some rooms

which are in the upstairs that have both some lighter and better weather, and the

pests are far
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from them. That is why this meaning has been applied for the best abodes of

.Paradise

.This word is originally derived from /qarf/ in the sense of lifting and taking something

The application of the Qur’ānic term /’āminūn/ (those who are in security), concerning

the people of Paradise, is a very comprehensive meaning which reflects the peace of

their both body and spirit from any point of view, because they have neither the fear

of an annihilation, destruction, and death, nor the fear of the enemy’s attack, nor the

fear of sickness, pest, grief and even the fear of fear; and there is no bounty higher

than this that one passes time in a complete security; in the same way that there is no

.affliction worse than insecurity in different aspects of life

****
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نَورُضَحُْم بِاذَعَْلا  یِف  کَِئَلوْأُ  نَیزِجِاعَُم  انَِتایَاءَ  یِف  نَوْعَسْیَ  نَیذَِّلاوَ  } 38{

هُفُِلخُْی وَهُفَ  ءٍیْشَ  نِم  مُتْقفَنأَ  آمَوَ  هَُل  رُدِْقیَوَ  هِدِابَعِ  نِْم  ءُآشَیَ  نمَِل  قَزْ   ِ رّلا طُسُْبیَ  ِ-ي  بّرَ َّنِا  لُْق  } 39{

نَیِقزِاَّرلا رُْیخَ  وَهُوَ 

And those who strive against Our signs to void them, they shall be arraigned into . “ 38
.” the chastisement

Say: ‘Verily my Lord amplifies the sustenance for whom He pleases of His servants . “ 39
and straitens (it) for him and whatever thing you spend He replaces it; and He is the

’.” Best Sustainers

Commentary, verses: 38-39

In order to wipe out the Truth, enemy always uses his best effort. So, in this verse, the

Qur’ān implies that those who try to nullify Allah’s signs not only they themselves do

not have Faith, but also do not let others pave the path of Truth, while they imagine

that they can escape from the grips of the Power of Allah, while they will be brought

.into the painful chastisement on the Hereafter Day

Since there is no word about future in the sentence: “They shall be arraigned into the

chastisement”, it may point to this sense that in this world they are also involved in

chastisement just now. What chastisement is worse than this prison which
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:he has built for him by his wealth and children? The verse says

And those who strive against Our signs to void them, they shall be arraigned into the“
.” chastisement

There is also this probability that the above meaning is for the sake that this Divine

promise is so certain that as if they are in it just now in the same way that it has been

mentioned in the previous holy verse: “… and they in the exalted places shall be

.” secure

As some philologists have said, the application of the Qur’ānic term /mu‘ājizīn/ means

that they imagine that they can flee from the realm of Allah’s Power and His

.punishment, while this is a mere baseless delusion

****

:Through the next verse, Qur’ān says

Say: ‘Verily my Lord amplifies the sustenance for whom He pleases of His servants “
 …” and straitens (it) for him

:Then it continues saying

’.” and whatever thing you spend He replaces it; and He is the Best Sustainers “… 

The content of the verse is an emphasis on the previous matter, but from two points

of view it is new. The first is that the previous verse the concept of which was the

same as this one was mostly about wealth, children, and disbelievers, while the

application of the Arabic word /‘ibād/ (servants) in the verse under discussion shows

that it refers to the believers. That is, concerning the believers, He sometimes

amplifies the sustenance – where it is good for the believer – and He
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sometimes straitens and limits the sustenance in the place

where it requires. However, the vastness and narrowness of sustenance can cot be

.the evidence for anything

The second matter is that the previous holy verse said about the vastness and

narrowness of sustenance and living concerning two different groups of men, while

the verse under discussion may be a hint to two different states of one person whose

.sustenance is vast and sometimes is straitened and limited

Moreover, what is mentioned at the beginning of this verse is, in fact, a preliminary for

.that which is at the end of the verse, i.e. encouraging to spending in the cause of Allah

The Qur’ānic sentence /fahuwa yuxlifuhū/ (He replaces it) is an interesting meaning

which shows that whatever is spent in the cause of Allah is, in fact, a rich profitable

bargain, because Allah undertakes its recompense; and we know that when a

gracious one undertakes the recompense of something he does not observe equality,
.but he pays it back several folds, and sometimes hundred folds

The promise of Allah, of course, is not limited to Hereafter and next life, which is

certain in its turn, but in this world, too, He gives kinds of favours abundantly instead

.of those godly payments

The Qur’ānic sentence “… and He is the Best sustainers” has a vast meaning which

.can be considered from different dimensions

He is the Best of all sustainers because He knows what to bestow and how much of

provision He may endow that it
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.would not be the cause of mischief and corruption, and He knows everything

Whatever He wills He can grant to whomever He wishes, because He is powerful to

.do everything

Allah does not demand any recompense for what He bestows, because He is self-
.sufficient in Essence

Allah grants the things even without asking them from Him, because He is aware of all

.things, and He is Wise

And none, but He, is the giver of sustenance, since whatever a person has is from

Him, and whatever a person gives to another one the person is the means of

.transferring the sustenance, not the giver of sustenance

This point is also noteworthy that for fleeting properties He gives some lasting

.bounties, and He gives ‘abundant’ recompense for a ‘scanty’ deed

****
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مْکُاَّیِا ءِلآؤُهَأَ  هِکَِئلآَمَْلِل  لُوقُیَ  َّمُث  اًعیمِجَ  مْهُرُشُحْیَ  مَوْیَوَ  } 40{

نَودُُبْعیَ اوُناکَ 

نَوُنِمؤُّْم مهِِب  مهُرُثَکْأَ  َّنجِْلا  نَودُُبْعیَ  اوُناکَ  لَْب  مهِِنودُ  نِم  انَُّیِلوَ  تَنأَ  کََناحَْبسُ  اوُلاقَ  } 41{

And on the Day when He will muster them all together then He will say to the . “ 40
?’” angels: ‘Did these worship you

They (the angels) will say: ‘Glory be to You. You are our Guardian, not they, nay . “ 41
’.” rather, they were worshipping the jinn, (while) most of them were believers in them

Commentary, verses: 40-41

In Hereafter, besides reprimanding the polytheists, Allah asks from the objects of

worship. He asks whether they called them to polytheism, so that it proves that the

objects of worship themselves condemn this action. So, in this verse, the Qur’ān

implies that in Hereafter He musters all, including the worshippers and the objects of

:worship. The verse says

And on the Day when He will muster them all together then He will say to the angels:“
?’” ‘Did these worship you

It is evident that this question is not an inquiry that can disclose an unknown thing for

the Pure Essence of Allah, because He is Omniscient; the aim is that the facts might be

said by the angels’ statements, so that this group of wrong worshippers might

become abashed and ashamed, and know that the angels are completely hateful of

.their action and that they become hopeless for ever
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Mentioning ‘angels’ out of all objects of worship that the polytheists had, is either for

the sake that the angels were the most honoured creatures that they used to

.worship

Or it is for the sake that the idolaters considered the pieces of stone and wood as the

symbol of the heavenly creatures (angels, spirits, and prophets) and they worshipped

them under this title. It is cited in the history of idolatry among Arabs that once when

‘Amr-ubn-Luhā had travelled to Syria saw some people who were worshipping their

idols. He asked them about that action and they answered that they were some gods

that they had made in the shapes of heavenly creatures in order to get help from

them and by means of them they asked for rain. ‘Amr-ubn-Luhā liked it and followed

their idea and he brought an idol with him to Arabia as a present, and since then

.idolatry began there and continued until when Islam came and rooted it out

****

Now we refer to the response of the angel in answer to the question of Allah. They will

:choose the most inclusive and the most polite answer as the verse says

They (the angels) will say: ‘Glory be to You. You are our Guardian, not they, nay “
’.” rather, they were worshipping the jinn, (while) most of them were believers in them

Concerning the kind of the concept of the answer of the angels, commentators have

delivered various ideas and each of them has rendered it differently. But what seems

nearer to the fact is that: the purpose of ‘jinn’ is Satan and other evil beings that

encouraged the idol-worshippers to this action and decorated it in their sight. Thus,
the purpose of ‘worshipping the jinn’ is obeying their commands and accepting their

.temptations
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By expressing their hate and repudiation and announcing their dislike of this action

the angels will say that the main factor of this corruption was Satans, though they

.apparently worshipped the angels, the real feature of it must be made manifest

Similar to this meaning is also recited in Sura Yūnus, where it says: “And the Day We

shall muster them all, then We shall say to those who associated others (with Us): ‘Get

you to your place! You and your associates’, then We shall set a space between them,
(and their associates shall say: ‘It was not us (indeed) that you used to worship!’” (1

That is, you, indeed, used to worship your own low desires, delusions and conjectures,
not us. Moreover, your worship was done neither by our command nor with our

.consent, and such worship is not, in fact, a real worship

****
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نَوُب  ِ ذّکَُت اهَِب  مُتنکُ  یِتَّلا  رِاَّنلا  بَاذَعَ  اوُقوذُ  اومُلَظَ  نَیذَِّلِل  لُوقَُنوَ  ارضَ  لاَوَ  اًعْفَّن  ضٍْعبَِل  مْکُضُْعَب  کُِلمْیَ  مَوْیَْلافَ لاَ  } 42{

So on that Day one of you shall not own for the other any profit or harm, and We . “ 42
will say unto those who did injustice: ‘Taste you the chastisement of the Fire which

’.” you used to deny

Commentary, verse: 42

In Hereafter both sovereignty and ownership belong to only Allah. (None of objects of

worship – the Jinn, the angels, and others – has any power. Neither the object of

worship can do anything for its worshipper, nor can a worshipper do anything for the

(. object of worship

This verse implicitly says that on that Day the hope of the polytheists will change into

despair and this fact will be clearly made manifest for them that their objects of

worship will not be able to work for them the slightest, but, on the contrary, they will

.be hatred of them

So, in the above mentioned holy verse, as an expressive conclusion, the Holy Qur’ān

:says

, …” So on that Day one of you shall not own for the other any profit or harm“

Therefore, neither the angels, who were apparently their objects of worship, can

intercede nor are they themselves able to help each other. It is here that Allah

:announces

and We will say unto those who did injustice: ‘Taste you the chastisement of the “… 
’.” Fire which you used to deny

This is not the first time and verse that the Qur’ān refers to polytheists as ‘unjust’ and

cruel ones, but in many other verses
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of the Qur’ān ‘disbelief’ has been rendered into ‘injustice’ or ‘pagans and polytheists’
have been introduced as ‘the unjust ones’, because, before anything else, they have

done injustice to themselves. They take off the honourable crown of worship of Allah

from their own heads and put the abased shackle of servitude of idols on their necks

.and, thus, they naturally lose their entire honour, personality, and fate

In fact, in Hereafter, they receive both the punishment of their own polytheism and

the punishment of the denial of Resurrection, and both of these meanings are

compiled in the sentence: “… and We will say unto those who did injustice: ‘Taste you

’.” the chastisement of the Fire which you used to deny

****
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کٌْفإِ َّلآإِ  آذَهـَ  امَ  اوُلاقَوَ  مْکُؤُآَباءَ  دُُـبْعیَ  نَاکَ  اَّمعَ  مْکَُّدصـُیَ  نأَ  دُـیرُِی  لٌجُرَ  َّلاِا  اذَهـَ  امَ  اوُلاقَ  تٍاَـن  -ِ یَّب انـَُتایَاءَ  مْهِْیلَعَ  یلَْتُت  اذَإِوَ  } 43{
نٌیِبُّم رٌحْسِ  َّلاِا  آذَهَ  نْإِ  مْهُءَآجَ  اَّمَل    ِ قّحَْلِل اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلا  لَاقَوَ  يرًتَْفُم 

And when Our clear signs are recited to them, they say: ‘This is naught but a man . “ 43
who desires to bar you from that your fathers used to worship’; and they say: ‘This

(Qur’ān) is nothing but a falsehood forged’. And the unbelievers say to the truth, when

’.” it has come to them: ‘This is nothing but a manifest sorcery

Commentary, verse: 43

The Arabic word /bayyināt/ is the plural form of the term /bayyinah/ and it is used for a
proof that its truthfulness is manifest and the word /’ifk/ is used for something which

has been reversed and its original shape has changed. The verses of Allah are clear,
and the denial of disbelievers is because of their obstinacy. That is why the Qur’ān

:says

And when Our clear signs are recited to them, they say: ‘This is naught but a man“
’; …” who desires to bar you from that your fathers used to worship

This is their first reaction in the face of these clear verses that they propounded

among this fanatic tribe in order to move their bigotry. Specially the application of the

term /’ābā’ukum/ (your fathers) instead of ‘our fathers’ is mostly for this very purpose

that they might make those fanatic people understand that the legacy of their

.ancestors was in danger and they should stand against that man and dismiss him
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The application of the phrase: “This is naught but a man who desires to” has been

used for the contempt of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) by means of two elements: one is the

word /hāŏā/ (this), and the other is /rajul/ (a man), in an indefinite form, while all of

.them knew the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) very well and that he had a good background

This is also notable that the Qur’ān qualifies the ‘signs’ by the word ‘clear’, which

means the proofs of their legitimacy are accompanied with them and this fact does

.not need to be explained

Then the Qur’ān refers to their second statement that they expressed in order to

:nullify the invitation of the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.). It says

’. …” and they say: ‘This (Qur’ān) is nothing but a falsehood forged “… 

The Arabic word /’ifk/, as was explained before, means: ‘anything that changes from

its original form’. So, the opposite winds in Arabic are called /mu’tafikāt/, then it has

been used also for any falsehood, accusation, and any incorrect statement. Some

.others say that the word /’ifk/ is used for great lies

Although the application of the word /’ifk/ for accusing the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.)
of falsehood was enough, they emphasized it with the Arabic word /muftarā/ without

.having any document for this claim of theirs

Finally, their third accusation to the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) was the denigration of ‘sorcery’,
:as the last part of the verse under discussion says

And the unbelievers say to the truth, when it has come to them: ‘This is nothing but “… 
’.” a manifest sorcery

It is surprising that this aberrant group used to state these three accusations with the

most explicit emphasis which was restriction. Once they said that it was only a

;manifest sorcery
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in another place they said it was but a lie; and, finally, in the third place they said that

.he only wanted to bar them from the objects of worship of their ancestors

These three undue charges, of course, do not contrast with each other, although they

did not refuse to say contradictory words. Therefore, there is no reason that,
according to the statement of some commentators, we attribute each of these

.accusations to one group of the disbelievers

This point is also notable that: in the first and second stages the Qur’ān has used the

word /qālū/ (they said), but in the third stage, instead of that, it has used the sentence:
/qālallaŏīna kafarū/ (those who disbelieved said), pointing to this fact that all these

miseries originate from disbelief, denial of the Truth, and enmity with reality. Else,
how is it possible that, without having any reasoning, one forges all these accusations,
one after another, to a man that the proofs of legitimacy are clearly seen from his

speech, his deed, and his background? As if, by these three accusations they followed

.(. an accurate program in conflicting against the Prophet (p.b.u.h

On one side, they saw that it was a new religion and had a proper attraction. On the

other side, the Prophet’s threats to Divine punishment in this world and the next,
.willy-nilly, had made some people terrified

On the third side, the Prophet’s miracles (p.b.u.h.) affected on the minds of common

.people

They had devised a way in order to nullify each of these three subjects. So, in

opposition to the new religion, they attached to protecting the heritage of the

ancestors, while their ancestors were, as the Qur’ān says, the extension of verse

(which says: “… had no understanding of anything nor were they guided aright.”(1
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It does not matter that he restrains people from such superstitious customs which are

the devise of the foolish ignorant ones, and that against the Prophet’s threats to

Divine punishment, they had propounded the subject of mendacity in order to make

.people calm

In the face of miracles, they propounded the accusation of ‘sorcery’ so that they could

.justify it thereby and stop people from embracing it

But, as we know and history testifies it, too, none of these Satanic temptations did

.work effectively, and finally people accepted this pure religion in groups

****
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رٍیذَِّن نِم  کَلَْبقَ  مْهِْیَلِا  آنَْلسَرْأَ  آمَوَ  اهََنوسُرُدْیَ  بٍُتکُ  نِم  مهُانَْیتَاءَ  آمَوَ  } 44{

And We had not given them (Arab pagans) any Books which they could study, nor . “ 44
.” did We send unto them before you any Warner

Commentary, verse: 44

:The Holy Qur’ān in this verse answers their all vain claims by one sentence. It says

And We had not given them (Arab pagans) any Books which they could study, nor did“
.” We send unto them before you any Warner

This points to this fact that these claims can be brought forth by the one to whom has

already come a prophet and has brought a heavenly Book for him that he compares

the content of the new invitation with it and he finds it different with and he belies it.
Once he says this new invitation is untrue. Another time he says that the religion of

your ancestors must not be lost. And sometimes he calls the bringer of the new

.invitation a sorcerer

But the one, who relies only on his own thought and without any heavenly revelation

and without having any knowledge, delivers some vanities, has no right to judge like

that. This point is also understood from this verse that by relying only on the power of

his own intellect, one can not pave the difficult path of life successfully, but he must

get help from the power of revelation and with the aid of the leadership of the

Prophet (p.b.u.h.) steps in the way, else there is darkness and he must be afraid of the

.danger of aberration
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رِیکَِن نَاکَ  فَْیکَفَ  یِلسُرُ  اوُبَّذکَفَ  مْهُانَْیتَاءَ  آمَ  رَاشَْعِم  اوغُلََب  امَوَ  مْهِِلْبقَ  نِم  نَیذَِّلا  بََّذکَوَ  } 45{

And those before them rejected (the messengers) and these have not yet . “ 45
attained a tenth of what We had given them but they belied My apostles; so (see) how

(!” was My punishment (unto them

Commentary, verse: 45

Relying on their wealth and power, pagans used to deny the Truth, and Allah said that

.their wealth, comparing that of others, is not a tenth of it

So, this verse has threatened that disobedient group by some effective and

:expressive words, and says

And those before them rejected (the messengers) and these have not yet attained a“
 …” tenth of what We had given them

:But you can see what kind of fate they had! The verse continues saying

(!” but they belied My apostles; so (see) how was My punishment (unto them “… 

Their ruined cities, destroyed because of the Divine punishment, are near to you

alongside your way toward Syria. You may take them as a lesson, and hearken the

necessary admonitions from the tongue of these ruins and guess your fate according

to them, because neither the way of treatment of Allah (s.w.t.) is changeable nor is

.your state higher than theirs

The Arabic word /mi‘šār/ is derived from /‘ušr/ and it is in the same meaning, one

.tenth
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Some commentators have taken it with the sense of one-hundredth, but many Arabic

dictionaries and commentaries have mentioned the first meaning for it. But, however,
these kinds of figures do not refer to the number and they are used to show

scantiness in comparison with the figures like: seven, seventy, one thousand, and the

.like which are used to show multiplicity

Therefore, the concept of the verse is that Allah has vanished some powerful haughty

.persons that comparing them these people have not even a small part of their power

Similar to this meaning is said in other different verses of the Qur’ān, including Sura

Al-’An‘ām, No. 6, verse 6 which says: “Have they not considered how many a

generation We destroyed before them, when We had established in the earth (to the

extent) that We have not established you, and We sent abundant (water down from)
the sky upon them and made the rivers flow beneath them? Yet We destroyed them

.” for their sins, and raised up after them another generation

Again, the like of this very meaning is mentioned in Sura Al-Mu’min, No. 40, verse 21;

.and in Sura Ar-Room, No. 30, verse 9, too

The Qur’ānic word /nakīr/ is derived from /’inkār/ in the same sense, and the purpose

.of denying Allah is the denial of His punishment

****
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Section 6: The Triumph of Truth

Point

The Truth shall always triumph

يدَارَُفوَ ینَْثمَ  هَِّلِل  اوُموقُتَ  نأَ  هٍدَحِاوَِب  مکُظُعِأَ  آمََّنِا  لُْق  } 46{

يْدَیَ نَْیَب  مکَُّل  رٌیذَِن  َّلاِا  وَهُ  نْإِ  هٍَّنجِ  نِم  مکُِبحِاصَِب  امَ  اورَُّکفَتَتَ  َّمُث 

دٍیدِشَ بٍاذَعَ 

Say: ‘I exhort you only to one (thing), that rise up for Allah’s sake two by two and . “ 46
one by one, then ponder: there is no madness in your comrade (the Prophet), he is

’.” only a Warner to you before a severe chastisement

Commentary, verse: 46

Point

.One of the duties of the Divine prophets (a.s.) is giving admonition to people

In this verse, and the next verses, Allah again commands the Prophet of Islam

(p.b.u.h.) that he should invite them to the Truth by means of different proofs, and

dissuade them from aberration. Similar to the contents of the former discussions, the

:Prophet (p.b.u.h.) is addressed for five times and is told to say to them as follows

Say: ‘I exhort you only to one (thing), that rise up for Allah’s sake two by two and one“
by one, then ponder: there is no madness in your comrade (the Prophet), he is only a

’.” Warner to you before a severe chastisement
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Each of the words and meanings mentioned in this verse points to an important

:matter that ten points of which are referred to in the following

The sentence ‘I exhort you’ in fact points to this fact that your goodness and - 1
.interest is considered in this saying, not in any other matter

The application of the Arabic word /wāhidah/ (only one thing), specially with the - 2
term /’innamā/ (only) for emphasis, is a clear indication to this reality that the root of

all individual and social improvements is the utilization of intellects. Whenever the

thought of a nation is inactive, it will be invaded by the thieves and robbers of faith,
religion, freedom, and independence. But when thoughts become active the way will

.be closed to those robbers

The application of the Arabic term /qiyām/ here does not mean ‘to stand on one’s - 3
two feet’, but it means readiness for performing affairs, because when a person

stands on his feet he is almost ready to fulfil different programs of the life. Therefore,
contemplation needs a former preparation which brings a motion and motive into

.being in man so that he willingly and intentionally begins to contemplate

The application of the word /lillāh/ (for the sake of Allah) points to this meaning that - 4
standing and preparation must have a divine godly motive, and the contemplation

.which originates from such a motive is worthy

In principle, sincerity in affairs, and even in thinking, is the cause of deliverance,
.happiness, and beatitude

It is interesting that the faith in Allah has here been taken certain so contemplation for

other issues is an indication to this fact that Monotheism is an innate thing which is

.clear even without thinking
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The application of the Qur’ānic phrase: /maθnā wa furādā/ (two by two and one by - 5
one) points to this fact that pondering and contemplation must be done far from

tumults. People ought to rise singly or maximum two by two and utilize their thoughts,
because contemplation inside a tumult will not be so deep, in particular that the

factors of egotism and bigotry in the path of defending from one’s own belief in front

.of a crowd is rather more evident

Some other commentators also believe that these two meanings are probably for this

purpose that men must learn the ‘individual’ thought and the congregational thought,
i.e., with consultation. A person must both contemplate lonely and enjoy the others’
proper thoughts, because despotism in thought and judgment is often the cause of

destruction; and cooperation in thought and struggle for solving the scientific

difficulties, where it does not stretch to tumult, has a better effect, and it is perhaps

for this reason that the word /maθnā/ (two by two) has been preceded by the word

(. /furādā/ (one by one

The application of the Qur’ānic word /sāhibikum/ (your companion), in respect to - 6
the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.), has an indication to this fact that he is not an unfamiliar

person for you. He has lived among you for many years, and you have known him for

his deposit, perspicacity, truthfulness, and veracity. You have never seen any dark or

weak point in his biography. Therefore, justly all the accusations you attribute to him

.are baseless

The Arabic word /jinnah/ in the sense of madness is originally derived from the - 7
word /jinn/ with the sense of ‘cover’, and in view of the fact that a mad man is such

that as if his wisdom were covered, this meaning has been used about him. However,
the notable point is in this that it seems to say this fact that how is it possible that an

inviter to contemplation
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to be mad himself? And this fact that he is caller to thinking itself is an indication to his

.utmost wisdom and perspicacity

The sentence saying: “… he is only a Warner to you …” summarizes the - 8
messengership of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) in the subject of ‘warning’, that is, to

give warning unto people concerning the responsibilities and the court and retribution

of Allah. It is true that the Prophet has the messengership of glad tiding, too, but that

which mostly makes man move is ‘warning’. So, in some other verses of the Qur’ān,
‘giving warning’ has been mentioned as the only duty of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.); such as

Sura Al-Ahqāf, No. 46, verse 9 which says: “… and I am not but an open Warner.” The

like of this meaning is recited in Sura Sād, No. 38, verse 65, as well as in other verses,
.too

The application of the Qur’ānic sentence “… before a severe chastisement” points - 9
to this meaning that Hereafter is so nigh that as if it is in front of you; and verily, in
comparison with the life-time of this world it is so, too. This meaning has also been

referred to in a few Islamic narrations. The holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “My

appointment (to prophecy) and the establishment of Hereafter are like these two;

(then he put his fore-finger and his middle finger with together and showed the

(audience).”(1

Thus, how is it possible that our religion like Islam be a means of stupefaction or be

resulted by ignorance, while its bringer addresses all human beings, in its best form,
and says that they mobilize for enlivening the asleep thoughts, in a quiet environment

.which is empty of any tumult

It must be in an environment far from sensual desires, and poisonous atmosphere of

.propaganda

.It should be far from bigotries and aloof from obstinacies
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.You must rise for the sake of Allah, and contemplate only for Him

.This is the only admonition of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) to you, and nothing else

Is not this laughable that such a religion, that has repeated this very invitation both

?here and in many other instances, be accused to stupefaction of thoughts

In particular that he says to you to contemplate not only in solitude and individually,
but also you may ponder two by two and with the help of each other. You must

hearken to the content of the invitation of the divine prophets, study their reasoning

.and if they adapt to wisdom, you accept it

The recent events which happened because of the raise of revolutionary Muslims

during our time in different countries against the hellish powers of the East and the

West, and made the world dark in the view of the tyrants and threatened the pillars of

their power, showed that they had understood this point correctly that the noble

religious beliefs work as their severe enemy and is counted a great danger for them;

and it also showed what was the aim of these hostile accusations that they attributed

.to Islam

It is verily wonderful that in the philosophical analysis of the Western sociologists this

subject has been considered certain that there is not any supernatural world, and

religion is an artificial phenomena made by man. Then they quarrel upon this matter

that: what is its cause? Is its cause the economical affairs, or the men’s fear, or the

?man’s lack of cognizance, or some spiritual complexes

But they are not ready to, for a moment, empty their mind of this wrong pre-
judgment and think that there is probably another world beyond the world of nature;

and that they may contemplate about the clear proofs of Monotheism and the
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manifest signs of the prophecy of some divine prophets, such as: Muhammad

.(. (p.b.u.h

These people are not unlike to the pagans of the Age of Ignorance, with this

difference that the pagans were some illiterate zealous and obstinate people, while

these are also zealous and obstinate but are literate, and for this reason, they are

.more dangerous and more seductive

It is interesting that the last part of many of the verses of the Qur’ān contains

.invitation to contemplation, or comprehension, or admonition

(Sometimes it says: “… Verily there is a sign in that for a people who reflect.” (1

(And sometimes it says: “… Certainly there are signs in that for a people who reflect.”(2

(And sometimes it says: “… that they may ponder.” (3

And sometimes the same sentence is stated as addressing the believers: “… Thus

(does Allah make the signs clear to you, in order that you may ponder?” (4

There are a great deal of such meanings in the Qur’ān, like invitation to:
understanding, wise, wisdom, and admiring those who use their wisdom, and

intensively blaming those who do not apply their thought. This meaning has been

(referred to in the verse under discussion (No. 46

There are many explanations in the Qur’ān about men of knowledge, scientists, and

the rank of knowledge that if we try to gather all of them with together and give

.commentary for them, it will become an independent book by itself
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In this respect it is enough to say that the holy Qur’ān has mentioned one of the

qualities of hellish people the lack of contemplation and wisdom, where it says about

them: “They will say: ‘Had we but listened or used our intelligence, we should not be

(among the companions of the Blazing Fire’.”(1

In another occurrence, it implies that, in principle, there are some persons who have

ears but they do not hear, they have eyes but they do not see, they have mind but

they do not ponder. The verse says: “Indeed We have created for Hell many jinn and

humans; they have hearts with which they do not understand, and they have eyes

with which they do not see, and they have ears with which they do not hear. They are

(as cattle, rather they are more astray. These are the heedless ones.”(2

****

:some traditions upon the Importance of Contemplation^

In a tradition Imam Ali-ibn-Musa-ar-Ridā (a.s.) says: “Worship is not by abundant - 1
prayer and fasting. Verily the real worship is contemplation in the work of Allah,

(Almighty and Glorious.”(3

Another tradition indicates that most of the worship of Abūthar was - 2
(contemplation.(4

In a tradition we read that once someone asked Imam Sādiq (a.s.) about the - 3
meaning of the statement of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) who said: “One hour of

contemplation is better than one night of worship” and how should this contemplation

?be done
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The Imam (a.s.), in answer to him, said: “When he passes by a ruin or a (ruined) house

(empty of dwellers) he should say to the house: ‘Where have your dwellers gone?

(What happened to your founders? Why do not you speak?”(1

Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) says: “Contemplation invites to goodness and acting to - 4
(it.”(2

Imam Ali (a.s.) said: “Before making decision do ponder, consult before that you

(regret, and think deeply before you attack.”(3

****
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دٌیهِشَ ءٍیْشَ    ِ لّکُ یلَعَ  وَهُوَ  هَِّللا  یلَعَ  َّلاإِ  يَرِجْأَ  نْإِ  مْکَُل  وَهُفَ  رٍجْأَ  نِْم  مکُُتْلأَسَ  آمَ  لُْق  } 47{

بِوُیغُْلا مَُّلاعَ  قِحَْلاِب  فُذِْقیَ  ِ-ي  بّرَ َّنإِ  لُْق  } 48{

Say: ‘Whatever reward I have asked of you, it is for yourselves; my reward is only . “ 47
’.” with Allah; and He is witness over all things

’.” Say: ‘My Lord hurls the truth (on hearts), the great Knower of the Unseen . “ 48

Commentary, verses: 47-48

The Divine emissaries ought to announce for people that they expect nothing from

them; because if a spiritual leader expect some material thing from people, the

.society may not bear him

In this holy verse and the following verses Allah orders His Messenger for five times

that he should speak with those faithless aberrant people in different ways and shut

.the door of excuse to them

In the previous verse, the words were about invitation to contemplation and about

.(. the negation of any lack of spiritual equilibrium in the Prophet (p.b.u.h

In the first verse under discussion the words are about the lack of asking any reward

:from people for the Messengership. He commands

; …” Say: ‘Whatever reward I have asked of you, it is for yourselves“

; …” my reward is only with Allah “… 
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This matter points to this fact that whatever a wise person does must naturally have a
motive. When my perfect intellect is proved to you and you see that I have no

material motive, you should know that the Divine and spiritual motive has made me

.do it

In other words, I invited you to ponder. Now you do think and ask your own

conscience what has caused me to warn you against the intense punishment of Allah?

What benefit do I get from this, and what kind of material profit does it have for me?

In addition, if your pretext for this turning away from the truth is this that you must

.pay a dear price for it, principally, I have asked no compensate and reward from you

This very meaning is clearly mentioned in Sura Al-Qalam, No. 68, verse 46 which says:
?” “Or do you ask from them a reward, so that they are burdened with debt

Upon the meaning of the Qur’ānic phrase /fa huwa lakum/ (it is for yourselves) there

are two commentaries: the first is that it may be an implicit declaration of the lack of

asking for any kind of reward absolutely; like that we say: “Whatever I have wanted

from you can be yours.” Indicating that, I have wanted nothing from you. The witness

to this statement is the sentence next to it which says: “… my reward is only with

; …” Allah

The second is that: if you see that in some of my words that I have brought from my

Lord I have told you: “… ‘No reward do I ask of you for this except the love of those

near of kin.’ …”(1) The profit of this also returns to you, because the concept of the

sentence: ‘The love of those near of kin’ returns to ‘deposit and Wilāyah’ which is the

continuation of the subject of messengership, that which is also necessary for the

.continuation of your guidance
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The evidence upon this recent statement is the occasion of revelation narrated here

by some commentators. They have said when the verse saying: “… say: ‘No reward do

I ask of you for this except the love of those near of kin …” was revealed, the Prophet

(p.b.u.h.) told the pagans of Mecca: “Do not annoy my relatives” and they accepted this

suggestion, too. But when the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said something bad against their idols,
they said that Muhammad did not treat us justly. From one side he wanted us we

would not annoy his relatives, but on the other side, by saying something bad against

our gods, he annoys us. It was here that the recently mentioned verse was revealed

and told them that whatever the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) wanted from them in this regard

(was for their own benefit, now the pagans may hurt them or not.(1

:And, at the end of the verse, it says

’.” and He is witness over all things “… 

If I ask my reward from him it is for the sake that He is aware of all my deeds and

.intentions

Moreover, He is a witness to my legitimacy, because it is He Who has given me these

.clear signs and miracles

And verily He is the best witness, because the one who knows the facts better than

all, and can deliver it better than anyone, and there comes out of him nothing but the

.truth, he is the best witness, and He is Allah

Regarding to what was said about the legitimacy of the invitation of the Prophet

(p.b.u.h.), the next verse implicitly says that Qur’ān is a reality which is undeniable and

it has been cast on the heart of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) from the side of Allah, and it

:announces

’.” Say: ‘My Lord hurls the truth (on hearts), the great Knower of the Unseen“
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Regarding to the fact that the Arabic word /yaqŏifu/ is derived from /qaŏf/ in the sense

of ‘to throw from a far point’ or ‘to throw from a far distance’, there have been

delivered different commentaries upon this verse which are consistent with each

.other

The first is that: the purpose of ‘hurls the truth’ is casting the content of the heavenly

Books and Divine revelation upon the hearts of the Divine prophets and the

messengers of Allah, because as the result of being ‘Knower of the Unseen’ He knows

the receptive hearts and chooses them and casts the revelation upon them so that it
.penetrates deeply into them

Thus, this statement is not unlike to the tradition which says: “The knowledge is a light

that Allah casts it into the heat of the one He pleases.” The application of ‘Knower of

.the Unseen’ verifies this

Some others have said that its purpose is: ‘casting the Truth on the falsehood and

knocking down the wrong by the ‘Truth. That is, the Truth has such a power that it

removes all the barriers out of its way and none is able to stand against it. So, it is a
threat against the opponents that they might not rise against the Qur’ān, and know

.that the legitimacy of the Qur’ān will defeat them

In this case, it is similar to the matter which is mentioned in Sura Al-’Anbiyā’, No. 21,
verse 18 which says: “Nay! But We hurl the truth against falsehood so that it breaks

. …” out its brain, and behold, falsehood vanishes away

This probability has also been suggested that the purpose of the application of /qaŏf/
here is the penetration of the legitimacy of the Qur’ān in both near and far points of

the world and pointing to this fact that finally this heavenly revelation will be worldly

.and its light will light everywhere

****
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دُیعُِی امَوَ  لُطِابَْلا  ئُدِْبُی  امَوَ  ُّقحَْلا  ءَآجَ  لُْق  } 49{

بٌیرِقَ عٌیمِسَ  هَُّنِا  ِ-ي  بّرَ َّیَلِا  یحِوُی  -ا  مَِبفَ تُْیدَتَهْا  نِإِوَ  یسِْفَن  یلَعَ  ُّلضِأَ  آمََّنإِفَ  تُْللَضَ  نإِ  لُْق  } 50{

Say: ‘The Truth has come, and falsehood neither brings forth anything nor does it . “ 49
(’.” reproduce (it

Say: ‘If I astray, I astray only against my own self, and if I am guided aright, it is of . “ 50
’.” what my Lord has revealed unto me. Verily He is All-Hearing, the (Most) Nigh

Commentary, verses: 49-50

The Truth defeats the falsehood and is victorious over it. In this verse, Allah

:commands

Say: ‘The Truth has come, and falsehood neither brings forth anything nor does it “
(’.” reproduce (it

Thus, falsehood can do nothing against the Truth and it has no function before it:
neither a new function which is initiator, nor a repeated function, because its plans are

entirely destroyed, and that is just why it cannot cover the light of the truth and wipe

.out its effect from the memories

Some commentators have tried to limit the denotation expansions of the ‘right’ and

‘wrong’ in this verse into some few ones, but it is clear that the concept of those two is
very vast. The Qur’ān, the Divine revelation and the whole teachings of Islam are all

gathered in the concept of ‘the Truth’, and polytheism, paganism, misguidance,
injustice, sin, satanic
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temptations, and tyrannical primordial innovation all are simply compiled in the

’. meaning of ‘falsehood

In fact, this verse is like Sura Al-’Isrā’, No. 17, verse 81 which says: “And say: ‘The truth

has come and the falsehood’ has vanished away, verily the ‘falsehood’ is (something)
.” vanishing

Question: Why does falsehood still exist after coming the Qur’ān and the Prophet of

?the Truth

Answer: The logical and scientific sovereignty is different from practical and executive

sovereignty. Whatever relates to Allah is sending the Truth, and that which relates to

us is action and executing the Truth. This is what we practically did not perform. Yes,
the return of the health of a sick person depends on a correct prescription and

consuming its medicine. One of them is the duty of physician and the other is the duty

.of the sick person

****

Then, in order to make clear that whatever he says is from the side of Allah, and that

the entire guidance is from Him, and that there happens no mistake in the Divine

:revelation, in the next verse, He adds

Say: ‘If I astray, I astray only against my own self, and if I am guided aright, it is of“
. …” what my Lord has revealed unto me

That is, if I, too, be left alone to myself, as you claim, I will become astray, because

finding the way of the Truth from among the mass of wrong ways is not possible

except by His help; and the light of guidance in which there is no aberration, is the

.light of His revelation
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Then, you may come nigh toward this light, the Divine revelation, in order that you

.come out from the realm of darkness and arrive into the realm of light

:At the end of the verse, the Qur’ān says

’.” Verily He is All-Hearing, the (Most) Nigh “… 

You should not think that He may not hear our words and yours; or He hears them but

He is far from us. No, He is both Hearing and Nigh. Therefore, nothing of our speaking

.and our demands is concealed to Him

****
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بٍیرِقَ نٍاکَمَ  نِم  اوذُخُِاوَ  تَوْفَ  لاَفَ  اوعُزِفَ  ذِْا  يرَتَ  وَْلوَ  } 51{

دٍیعَِب نٍاکَمَ  نِم  شُوُانََّتلا  مُهَُل  یَّنأَوَ  هِِب  اَّنمَاءَ  اوُلاقَوَ  } 52{

And could you see when they shall become terrified, but (then) there shall be no . “ 51
(,” escape and they shall be seized upon a near place (you will surprise

And they shall say: ‘We believe in it’, and how shall the attaining (of faith) be . “ 52
?” possible to them from a distance place

Commentary, verses: 51-52

The impatience and fear of polytheists and their asking for help do not solve any

.problem out of their problems for them, because polytheists have no place of refuge

Regarding to the discussions about the obstinate polytheists mentioned in the former

verses, the above verses address the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) again and illustrate the

circumstance of this group when they are in the grips of the Divine chastisement,
showing that how they will think of Faith after that they will be involved in it, but their

:faith will not be useful for them. It says

And could you see when they shall become terrified, but (then) there shall be no“
(,” escape and they shall be seized upon a near place (you will surprise

The opinions of the commentators are divided upon that to which time this impatience

.and fear relate

Some of them believe that this status relates to the worldly chastisement or to the

,chastisement at the time of their death
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.while some others say that it relates to the punishment of the Day of Hereafter

But in the last verse of the verses under discussion, there is a meaning which shows

that these verses are all related to this world and the worldly sudden punishment for

incorrigible wrong doers, or the punishment of the time of giving up one’s life,
because in that verse the Qur’ān says: “And a barrier shall be set between them and

(that which they desire, as was done unto the likes of them afore-time, …”(1

This meaning does not adapt to the punishment of the Day of Hereafter, because, on

that Day, all will be gathered with together for Reckoning, as Sura Hūd, No. 11, verse

103 says: “… That is a Day (when) mankind are to be gathered to, and that is a Day that

shall be witnessed (by all).” And Sura Al-Wāqi‘ah, No. 56, verses 49-50 say: “Say: ‘Those

of old and those of later times,” “All will certainly be gathered together for the meeting

.” appointed for a Day well-known

Therefore, the purpose of the sentence: “… they shall be seized upon a near place” is
that these faithless and cruel persons not only cannot escape from the realm of the

.Power of Allah, but also He will seize them from a place which is very near to them

Were not the Pharaohs buried under the waves of the Nile which was the capital of

their honour? Did not Korah sink into the earth with his treasures? Did not the people

of Sheba whose story is referred to in this very Sura afflict from the nearest place, i.e.,
the same great dam which was in the midst of their city and was the cause of their life

,and motion? So
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.Allah afflicts them from the nearest place in order that they see His Power

A great deal of unjust kings were killed or destroyed by their nearest men; and many

.of the cruel powerful men received the last stroke from the inside of their homes

Many Islamic narrations, introduced by the way of the Shi‘ites and the Sunnites, have

adapted this verse to the revolt of Sufyānī. (There are a group of people who follow

the school of thought of Abū-Sufyān, the continuation of the thought of the Age of

Ignorance, who will raise against the adherents of the Truth in the threshold of the

reappearance of Mahdī (a.s.) and his army.) At time when they will be going toward

Mecca to occupy it they will afflict the Divine punishment. A severe earth-quake

causes that the earth will split asunder and they will fall into it. This meaning, in fact, is
the statement of one of the expansions of the Qur’ānic phrase: “… they shall be seized

upon a near place”, that they shall meet the Divine punishment in a place where on

.they are standing

Ibn-’Abbas, Ibn-Mas‘ūd, Abū-Hurayrah, Abū-Hathīfah, Umm-us-Salamah, and

‘Āyishah, according to what has been mentioned in the books of the Sunnites, have

(narrated the content of this tradition from the Messenger of Allah (p.b.u.h.).(1

And many of the commentators of the Shī‘ites have recorded this tradition in their

commentary Books, such as: Qummī, Majma‘-ul-Bayān, Nūr-uth-Thaqalayn, and As-
Sāfī. Also a group of the commentators of the Sunnites such as the writer of the

-Commentary of Rūh-ul-Ma‘ānī and Rauh-ul
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.Bayān, and Qurtubī have narrated it following to the verses under discussion

The Late ‘Allamah Majlisī has narrated a lot of traditions in this regard in Bihār-
ul-’Anwār from Imam Muhammad Bāqir (a.s.) and from the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) which

show that one of the denotation expansions of the verses under discussion is the

revolt of Sufyānī at the time of reappearance of Hadrat Mahdī (a.s.), when Allah will

(seize and destroy them from the nearest place to them.(1

As it has repeatedly been said, the narrations which are mentioned upon the

commentary of the verses of the Qur’ān mostly refer to the clear denotation

.expansions and they are never as a reason for limiting the concepts of them

****

In the next verse, their circumstance, when they are involved in the grips of the Divine

chastisement, is explained. It implicitly says that they will say they believe in the

:Qur’ān, in its bringer, and in Origin and End. It says

’, …” And they shall say: ‘We believe in it“

?” and how shall the attaining (of faith) be possible to them from a distance place “… 

Yes, when the death and the sudden punishment come, the doors of return will

absolutely be closed, and, as if, there will be created a firm dam between man and

recompense of the past wrong deeds. For this very reason, expression of Faith at that

.time is done from a very far distance
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Principally, such a faith which is compulsory, and is because of extraordinary terror of

the punishment they see by their own eyes, is not valuable. Therefore, some other

verses of the Qur’ān say: “… and even if they were returned, they would revert to

(what they were prohibited, and most certainly they are liars.” (1

The Arabic word /tanāwuš/ is derived from /nauš/ in the sense of ‘taking something’,
and some have taken it in the sense of ‘to take easily’, i.e., how can they reach an aim

?easily which is very far

****
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دٍیعَِب نٍاکَمَ  نِم  بِْیغَْلاِب  نَوُفذِْقیَوَ  لُْبقَ  نِم  هِِب  اورُفَکَ  دْقَوَ  } 53{

بٍیرُِّم ٍّکشَ  یِف  اوُناکَ  مْهَُّنِا  لُْبقَ  نِم  مهِعِایَشْاَِب  لَعُِف  امَکَ  نَوهُتَشْیَ  امَ  نَْیَبوَ  مْهُنَْیَب  لَیحِوَ  } 54{

And indeed they did disbelieve in it before, and aim their conjectures about the . “ 53
.” unseen from a distant place

And a barrier shall be set between them and that which they desire, as was done . “ 54
.” unto the likes of them afore-time; for they have been in a disquieting doubt

Commentary, verses: 53-54

Those who were denigrating the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and the Qur’ān yesterday, today

that they have encountered a straiten circumstance, they believe, but what is its

?benefit

In these verses, which are the last verses of Sura Saba’, the Qur’ān implicitly says:
now that every thing has ended, how can they compensate their faults and believe?

While before that when they were in the utmost freedom and authority, they

:disbelieved. The verse says

, …” And indeed they did disbelieve in it before“

They not only disbelieved, but forged kinds of accusations to the Prophet of Islam

:(p.b.u.h.) and his teachings. The verse continues sayings

.” and aim their conjectures about the unseen from a distant place “… 

As we said before, the Arabic word /qaŏf/ means ‘to throw something’, and the

Qur’ānic word /qayb/ means the world of beyond sense, and the Arabic phrase

/makānin ba‘īd/ means ‘a
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distant place’, and totally is a tender allusion of a person who judges about the world

of supper-nature without having any knowledge, in the same manner that throwing

something from a distant place rarely strikes to the target, This conjecture and

.judgment of their does not strike the aim either

Sometimes they called the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) ‘sorcerer’, sometimes ‘mad’, and

sometimes ‘a liar’. Sometimes they considered the Qur’ān as the production of the

thought of a man, and sometimes they entirely denied the Paradise, the Hell, and

Hereafter. All of these were a kind of ‘stoning to unseen’, ‘throwing an arrow in

’. darkness’, and ‘throwing something from a distant place

:Then it adds that finally death separated them from what they desired

And a barrier shall be set between them and that which they desire, as was done“
unto the likes of them

; …” afore-time

In a painful moment, they see that all their wealth and properties, all their castles and

positions, and their desires are separated from them. Those who had clasped to even

a penny and could not leave the least material possibilities, how will they be at the

moment when they must suddenly say farewell to all of them and shut their eyes and

?go toward a dark and terrible future

****

How beautiful says Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) when he illustrates the moments of

death and separation from the bounties of the world through his delightful words in
the clearest form. He (a.s.) says: “… Pangs of death and grief for
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losing (this world) have surrounded them. Consequently their limbs become languid

.and their complexion changes. Then death increases its struggle over them

In one of them, it stands in between him and his power of speaking although he lies

among his people, looking with eyes, hearing with his ears, with full wits and

intelligence. He then thinks over how he wasted his life and in what (activities) he

passed his time. He recalls the wealth he collected when he had blinded himself in

seeking it, and acquired it from fair and foul sources. Now the consequences of

collecting it have overtaken him. He gets ready to leave it. It would remain for those

.who are behind him. They would enjoy it and benefit by it

It would be an easy acquisition for others but a burden on his back, and the man

cannot get rid of it. He would thereupon bite his hands with teeth out of shame for

what was disclosed to him about his affairs at the time of his death. He would dislike

what he coveted during the days of his life and would wish that he who envied him on

account of it and felt jealous over him for it should have amassed it instead of he

.” himself

Finally, in the last sentence of the verse under discussion, it implies that the reason of

all these things is that they always spent their life in doubt and, naturally, such fate

:was waiting for them. The verse says

.” for they have been in a disquieting doubt “…

****
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O’ Lord! Set us among those believers who before losing opportunities awaken and

.try to compensate whatever they had missed

O’ Lord! Appoint us of those who at the time of affluence begin thanksgiving and do

not become proud and neglectful, and that at the time of afflictions they do not

.complain but they take a lesson

****

’The End of Sura As-Saba
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(Sura Al-Fāt�ir (The Originator

Point

مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

(No. 35 (Revealed at Mecca

Verses in 5 Sections 45

:The Feature of Sura Al-Fātir

.This Sura has been revealed at Mecca, and contains forty five verses

Fātir’ is one of the attributes of Allah and it means ‘the Originator’. The name of this‘
Sura has been taken from the first verse of the Sura in which Allah has been

’. introduced as ‘the Originator of the heavens and the earth

Like other Meccan Suras, the main axis of the discussion in this Sura is about Origin,
.Resurrection, and struggle against polytheism

:The Virtue of the Sura

Imam Sādiq (a.s.) in a tradition said: “There are two suras in the Qur’ān which are one

after another and they begin with /alhamd-u-lillāh/ (the praise belongs (only) to Allah):
Sura As-Saba’, and Sura Al-Fātir. Whoever recites them by night, Allah will protect him

in His support, and whoever recites them during the day, there will come to him no

(affliction (on that day) …”(1
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Sura Al-Fātir

(The Originator)

(No. 35, (Revealed at Mecca

verses in 5 Sections 45

Section 1: Humanity exhorted to hold Satan as its enemy

Point

Allah alone, the Creator, the Deputor of Angels – Who adds to His creation whosoever

He pleases – None can ever go against the Will of Allah - The disbelievers warned

against severe punishment and the believers given the glad tidings of the Great

Reward awaiting them

مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

هََّللا َّنِا  ءُآشَیَ  امَ  قِْلخَْلا  یِف  دُـیزِیَ  عَاَبرُوَ  ثَلاَُثوَ  ینَْثَّم  هٍحَِنجْأَ  یِلوُْا  لاًسـُرُ  هِکَِئلآمَْلا  لِعِاجَ  ضِرْلأَاوَ  تِاوَامـََّسلا  رِطِافـَ  هَِّلِل  دُمـْحَْلا  } 1{
رٌیدِقَ ءٍیْشَ    ِ لّکُ یلعَ 

All) praise belongs to Allah, the Originator of the heavens and the earth, Who . “) 1
appointed the angels messengers having wings two, three, and four. He adds to
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.” creation what He pleases; verily Allah is All-Powerful over every thing

Commentary, verse: 1

Point

The Qur’ānic word /fātir/ means: ‘Originator’, and the Arabic word /’ajnihah/ is derived

from /jināh/ in the sense of ‘wing’ which allusively means power. In Persian it is also

.said ‘the wing of so and so is burnt or broken’ which indicates he has no power

Similar to Suras: Al-Hamd, Saba’, and Al-Kahf, this Sura begins with the praise of Allah,
too. His praise is for the sake of the creation of the vast world of existence.
Concerning the fact that all bounties and merits of existence originate from His

:Exalted Being, the Qur’ān says

, …” All) praise belongs to Allah, the Originator of the heavens and the earth “)

The Qur’ānic word /fātir/ is derived from /futūr/ originally means ‘to cleave’ and since

the creation of creatures is like cleaving the darkness of nothingness and it is the

appearance of the light of existence, this meaning has been used in relation to

creation particularly in regarding to the modern science which says that at the

beginning the totality of the world of existence had been a single mass which has

gradually split and some parts have separated from it. The application of the word

.Fātir for the Pure Essence of Allah produces a new and clearer concept

Yes, we do praise Him for His creative Power, because whatever exists is from His

.side and none has anything from him except Allah

And in view of the fact that the management of this world, because of the fact that

this world is the world of means, has
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been given to the angels, the verse immediately speaks about their creation and the

:considerable power that Allah, the Almighty, has bestowed on them. It says

. …” Who appointed the angels messengers having wings two, three, and four “… 

:Then the verse continues saying

.” He adds to creation what He pleases; verily Allah is All-Powerful over every thing “… 

Allah (s.w.t.) adds to the creation whatever His Will and His Wisdom require including

wings and other things. In this regard, the verse is absolute and it contains any kind of

adding, irrespective of tallness of the body, moderation in face and bodily power and

good intellect, and other merits. Some of the commentators say that the purpose of

.‘adding to creation’ is: beautiful face, nice voice, and fair hair

:Note

There are many verses in the Qur’ān that are about the angels’ attributes, specialties,
missions, and duties. Even the Qur’ān has considered the faith in angels in the row of

the faith in Allah, prophets, and heavenly Books, and this is an evidence upon the

fundamental importance of this subject. The Holy Qur’ān says: “The Messenger

believes in what has been sent down to him from his Lord, and (so do) the believers.
((They) all believe in Allah, His angels, His Books and His messengers. …”(1

No doubt the angels are among the Unseen things for proving which by these

attributes and specialties there is no way save the traditional proofs, and because of

.belief in Unseen, we must accept them
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:On the whole, the Qur’ān explains the specialties of the angels as follows

The angels are some wise and intellectual beings of the honourable servants of - 1
(Allah. “… but (angels) are (His) honoured servants.”(1

They obey Allah (s.w.t.) and never commit sin. “They do not precede Him in speech, . 2
(and (only) according to His commandment do they act.”(2

They have been given many important and various duties from the side of Allah: . 3
Some of them bear the ‘Arsh (throne): “… bear the throne of Your Lord above

(them.”(3) A group of them manage the affair: “And those who manage the affair.”(4

A group of them are the angels of taking souls: “… until when Our messengers came

(to them to take them away, …”(5

A group of them are the recorders of the deeds of men: “And surely there are

Watchers over you,” “Honourable scribes:” “They know (and understand) whatever

(you do.”(6

A group of them are the protectors of man from dangers and evil events: “… and He

(sends guardians (to watch) over you until when death comes to one of you, …” (7

A group of them are ordered to punish the disobedient people: “And when Our

messengers (the angels) came to Lot, he was grieved for them and felt straitened to

(protect them. He said: ‘This is a distressful day’.”(8
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A group of them are Divine helpers to the believers in battles: “O you who believe!
Remember Allah’s blessing upon you when hosts came against you, so We sent upon

(them a strong wind and hosts, that you saw not, and Allah sees what you do.” (1

And, finally, a group of them are the bringers of revelation and heavenly Books from

Allah for Divine prophets: “He sends down the angels with the inspiration of His

(commandment upon whomever of His servants He wills …”(2

They are always busy glorifying Allah, as Sura Ash-Shurā, No. 42, verse 5 says: “… - 4
and the angels celebrate the Praise of their Lord and seek forgiveness for those who

, …” are on the earth

Yes, because of talent and potentials of development that man has, he is higher than

and superior to the angels so much so that all angels, with no exception, once for the

sake of the creation of Adam fell in prostration and Adam became their teacher. (Sura

(Al-Baqarah, No. 2, verses 30-34

Some angels appear for prophets and even other than the prophets in the form of - 6
human beings, as we recite in Sura Maryam that the great angel of Allah came to

Mary as a handsome man: “… Then We sent unto her Our Spirit (Holy Spirit) that

”. presented himself to her a perfect man

In other occurrences of the Qur’ān we recite that angels appeared in the form of

some men before Abraham and Lot, (Sura Hūd, No. 11, verses 69 and 77). It is

understood from the verses of this Sura that the people of Lot, too, saw them in the

(. form of some handsome men, (Sura Hūd, No. 11, verse 78

Is the appearance in the form of man a concrete fact? Or is it in the form of

presentation and interfering in the perceptive
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faculty? The outward of the verses of the Qur’ān implies to the first meaning, though

.some great commentators have chosen the second meaning

It is understood from Islamic narrations that the number of angels is so large that - 7
they can never be compared with all human beings. Once Imam Sādiq (a.s.) was

asked whether the number of the angels is larger or that of the human beings, he

said: “By Allah in whose hand is my soul! the angels in heavens are more than the

(number of) whole atoms of the dust of the earth, and there is no place in heaven but

(. an angel is busy glorifying and praising Him therein.” (Bihār-ul-’Anwār, Vol. 59, P. 126

They neither eat nor drink nor marry. Imam Sādiq (a.s.) in a tradition said: “Verily - 8
the angels neither eat, nor drink, nor marry, and they do live only by the breeze of the

((Divine) ’Arsh!)” (Bihār-ul-’Anwār, Vol. 59, P. 174

They have neither sleep nor negligence, nor laziness. Ali (a.s.) in a tradition said: - 9
“There is no cessation between them, nor there is negligence with them, nor there is
sin among them… sleep does not overtake them, their wisdom never involves in

mistake and forgetfulness, their bodies do not tend to laziness, and they do not lie in
(the loins of fathers and in the wombs of mothers.” (Bihār-ul-’Anwār, Vol. 59, P. 175

They have different proper positions and ranks. Some of them are always in the - 10
.state of ‘bowing’ while some others are in the state of prostration

The Qur’ān, from the tongue of the angels, says: “There is not (any one) of us but for

his is an assigned place.” “And verily we are they who range ourselves in order;” “And

(verily we are they who celebrate His glory!” (Sura As-Sāffāt, No. 37, verse 164-166
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Imam Sādiq (a.s.) says: “Verily Allah has some angels who are (in the state of) bowing

until the Day of Hereafter, and verily Allah has some angels who are (always in the

(state of) prostration until the Day of Hereafter.” (Bihār, Vol. 59, P. 174

For more information about the specialties of the angels and their classes, you may

refer to the books entitled: As-Samā’-i-wal-‘Ālam, Bihār-ul-’Anwār, Abwāb-ul-
Malā’ikah, Vol. 59, P. 144-326. also, Nahj-ul-Balāqah, sermons number one and ninety

.one, Sermon ’Ishbāh, sermons 109, and 171

Having these attributes mentioned for the angels in mind, are they abstract or

?material

Certainly, with these specialties, they cannot be formed from the dirty elemental

matter, but it does not matter that they have been created from some tender

matters, some things beyond this ordinary matter which we are acquainted with. Of

course, we know the angels as those who are introduced by the Qur’ān and by the

certain Islamic narrations, and we know them as a great part of the high and

outstanding beings of Allah, without considering any rank for them save the rank of

servitude, and we do not know them as the partner of Allah in creation or worship,
.because this is absolutely polytheism and infidelity

By the way, in many phrases of the Torah the angels are introduced as gods, which is
blasphemous and this is one of the signs of the distortion in the present Torah. But the

Qur’ān is pure and far from these meanings, since it has not considered any rank for

them except servitude and worship, and executing the commands of Allah; and, as we

said before, it is understood from the different verses of the Qur’ān that the rank of a
.complete man is higher than and superior to the angels

****
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کْسِمُْی امَوَ  اهََل  کَسِمُْم  لاَفَ  هٍمَحَّْر  نِم  سِاَّنلِل  هَُّللا  حِتَْفیَ  اَّم  } 2{

هِدِْعَب نِم  هَُل  لَسِرُْم  لاَفَ 

مُیکِحَْلا زُیزِعَْلا  وَهُوَ 

Whatever mercy Allah opens to men, none can withhold and whatever He . “ 2
.” withholds, none can loose after Him, and He is the Mighty, the Wise

Commentary, verse: 2

All people throughout the world are enjoying the favours of Allah, the Almighty, the

.Merciful

Next to the explanation of the creative power of Allah and the mission of the angels,
who are the means of giving favours, this verse refers to His Mercy which is the

:foundation of the whole world of existence. It says

,Whatever mercy Allah opens to men“

 …” none can withhold

and whatever He withholds, none can loose “… 

, …” after Him

.” and He is the Mighty, the Wise “… 

In short, all of the treasures of mercy are with Him, and whomever He sees eligible He

gives it to him, wherever His Wisdom requires, He opens its doors; and if all

humankind may gather with together in order to open the door He has shut, they will

never be able to do. This fact is an important branch of Unity which is the origin of

.other branches
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Similar to this meaning has also been mentioned in some other verses of the Qur’ān,
for example it says: “And if Allah afflicts you with any hurt, none can remove it but Him.
And if He intends any good for you, none can repel His favour. He causes it to reach

(whomsoever of His servants He pleases, and He is the Forgiving, the Merciful.”(1

****
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نَوکُفَؤُْت یَّناَفَ  وَهُ  َّلاِا  هََلِا  ضِرْلأَاوَ لآ  ءِآمََّسلا  نَِم  مکُُقزُرْیَ  هَِّللا  رُْیغَ  قٍِلاخَ  نْم  لْهَ  مْکُْیلَعَ  هَِّللا  تَمَْعِن  اورُکُذْا  سُاَّنلا  اهَُّیأَ  آیَ  } 3{

O’ people! Remember Allah’s favour upon you; is there any creator, apart from . “ 3
Allah, who gives you sustenance from the heaven and the earth? There is no god but

(?” He; whence are you then turned away (from the truth

Commentary, verse: 3

We ought to invite all to contemplation upon the blessings of Allah, because the best

.way of knowing Allah is to be attentive to His favours

In this holy verse the Qur’ān has pointed to ‘the Unity of worship’ based on ‘Unity of

:creative power and giving sustenance’. It says

; …” O’ people! Remember Allah’s favour upon you“

Do think properly! Who and where is the main origin of all these favours, merits, and

blessings? Who has given you all these vital possibilities in which you live? Is there any

?creator, except Allah, who gives you sustenance from the heaven and the earth

Who sends the life giving light of the sun, the enlivening drops of rain, and the

pleasant breezes from heaven toward you? And who brings out the mines and

treasures of the earth, the food stuffs, kinds of plants, vegetables, fruits and other

:blessings from this land for you? In this regard the verse continues saying

is there any creator, apart from Allah, who gives you sustenance from the heaven “… 
? …” and the earth
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Now that you know that Allah is the origin of all of these blessings, then do know that

there is no object of worship but He, and worshipping is eligible only for His Pure

:Essence. It says

(?” There is no god but He; whence are you then turned away (from the truth “… 

The Qur’ānic term /tu’fakūn/ is derived from /’ifk/ which is used for anything that

diverts it from its original state, therefore any hardship which diverts from the Truth is
called /’ifk/ and it is from this very point of view that it is applied in the sense of

falsehood and slander; but some commentators believe that this word refers to the

.great lies and slanders

****
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رُوُملأُا عُجَرُْت  هَِّللا  یَلِاوَ  کَِلْبقَ  نِم  لٌسُرُ  تَْب   ِ ذّکُ دْقَفَ  كَوُب   ِ ذّکَُی نِاوَ  } 4{

And if they belie you, apostles before you have been belied, and to Allah are all . “ 4
.” affairs returned

Commentary, verse: 4

All Divine prophets had some opponents, and rejecting the truth is the permanent

style of the pagans. Pagans, of course, do not do anything against ordinary persons,
they are opposite of the way and aim. Whoever calls to the truth he will be rejected by

.them

This holy verse, at first, teaches the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) to be steadfast along his way,
:and this is the most important lesson for him. It says

, …” And if they belie you, apostles before you have been belied“

This rejection is not a new thing. Those prophets before you also persevered in this

way and they did not stop their activities in their prophecy before when they fulfilled

their mission. You, too, must stand firm and perform your prophecy, the rest is up to

.Allah

He never ignores your troubles in this way, in the same manner that He does not

leave the rejections of the obstinate opponent without retribution. If there were not

the Day of Hereafter, there would be the state of anxiety. But, regarding to the

existence of that great Court and that the entire deeds of people are recorded and

.preserved for that Great Day, there is no room for anxiety any more

****
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ایَْنُّدلا هُایَحَْلا  مُکَُّنَّرغُتَ  لاَفَ  ٌّقحَ  هَِّللا  دَعْوَ  َّنِا  سُاَّنلا  اهَُّیأَ  آیَ  } 5{

رُورُغَْلا هَِّللاِب  مکَُّنَّرغُیَ  لاَوَ 

O’ people! Verily the promise of Allah is true. So let not the life of the world beguile . “ 5
!” you, nor let the arch-deceiver (Satan) deceive you about Allah

Commentary, verse: 5

The promises of Allah are true, but the promises of Satan are chaffy and deceptive. In

:this verse, the Qur’ān states the most important program of men where it says

. …” O’ people! Verily the promise of Allah is true“

Hereafter, Reckoning, Record, the Balance, Retribution, Paradise, and Hell-Fire are all

.the promises which are not changeable from the side of Allah, the Almighty, the Wise

With regard to this true promise, let not the life beguile you and let not the deceptive

Satan deceive you and make you proud of the forgiveness and mercy of Allah. The

:verse says

So let not the life of the world beguile you, nor let the arch-deceiver (Satan) “… 
!” deceive you about Allah

Yes, the amusing factors, and deceptive dazzling glares of this world tend to occupy

.your heart and cause your neglect from that great Divine promise constantly

The Satans from among jinn and men are always busy beguiling you by various

means of deception. They also want to attract your whole thought and attention to

them and deviate it from that great promised Day that you have in front of you. Thus,
if their deception and temptation become effective, all your life will be destroyed and

.the wish of your happiness will fail. So you should be careful of them, too
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The repetition of warning unto people that they should be neither proud of the

Satan’s temptations nor of the world is, in fact, an indication to this that the way of

:penetration of sin in man consists of two ways

The deceptive glories of the world: rank and dignity, wealth and position, and kinds - 1
of lusts, (being proud of the Divine forgiveness and mercy, and it is here that, from

one side, Satan decorates the dazzling glory of this world in the man’s view and

introduces it as a present, attractive, lovely, and valuable thing. And, on the other side,
whenever man decides to control himself, by the remembrance of Hereafter and the

Great Court of Allah, against the charm and intense attraction of the world, Satan

makes him proud of the vastness of the Divine Mercy and, consequently, he invites

.him to sin and disobedience

But man may be neglectful that in the same manner that Allah is ‘the Most Merciful of

all merciful’ in the rank of mercy, in the rank of punishment and retribution, He is

severe in retribution, too. His Mercy never encourages any one to committing sin, as

.His Wrath cannot be the cause of despair

The Qur’ānic word /qarūr/ here means a being which is extraordinarily deceitful, and

the objective meaning of it here may be any deceitful factor, and its purpose may be

.particularly Satan

Of course, the second meaning is more fitting with the next verse specially that, in the

.verses of the Qur’ān, ‘deceit and pride’ has repeatedly been attributed to Satan

****
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رِیعَِّسلا بِاحَصْأَ  نِْم  اوُنوکُیَِل  هَُبزْحِ  ْاوعُدْیَ  امََّنِا  اًوّدُعَ  هُوذُخَِّتافَ  ٌّودُعَ  مْکَُل  نَاطَْیَّشلا  َّنإِ  } 6{

رٌیِبکَ رٌجْأَوَ  هٌرَفِْغَّم  مهَُل  تِاحَِلاَّصلا  اوُلمِعَوَ  اوُنمَاءَ  نَیذَِّلاوَ  دٌیدِشَ  بٌاذَعَ  مْهَُل  اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلا  } 7{

Verily Satan is your enemy, so you (too) take him (as your) enemy. He only invites . “ 6
.” his adherents that they may become companions of the Blazing Fire

Those who disbelieve, for them shall be a severe chastisement, and as for those . “ 7
who believe and do righteous deeds, for them shall be forgiveness and a great

.” recompense

Commentary, verses: 6-7

.The record of enmity of Satan with humankind is ancient

(Imam Sādiq (a.s.) said: “If Satan is an enemy, then why do you neglect him?”(1

This verse is a warning to all believers in relation to the temptations of Satan which

:were referred to in the previous verse. It says

. …” Verily Satan is your enemy, so you (too) take him (as your) enemy“

His enmity began from the first day of the creation of Adam. When Satan was

rejected from the presence of Allah as the result of the lack of submission to the

command of Allah
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concerning prostration to Adam, he took an oath that he would be an enemy to Adam

and his children for ever, and he even asked Allah a respite and length of lifetime for

.this action

Satan persists on his saying and he avail himself of the slightest opportunity for

enmity upon man. Does wisdom let you that you do not accept him as an enemy and

remain neglectful of him even for a moment? Let alone that you wish to follow Satan’s
footsteps, or accept him as a close friend and sincere adviser. The Qur’ān says: “…

Will you then choose him and his seed as your protecting friends instead of Me, when

(they are enemies to you? …”(1

Moreover, he is an enemy who attacks you from every side, as he himself says: “Then

I will certainly come upon them from before them, and from behind them, and from

(their right and from their left; …”(2

Specially that he is in a hiding place where he sees man and man does not see him: “…

(Surely he sees you: he and his Tribe, from where you do not see them. …”(3

Of course, this does not hinder your power to defend yourself against his temptations.
There is an interesting meaning in the teachings of Allah to Moses, the son of ‘Imrān,
as Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) narrates that Allah told Moses: “I have four

recommendations to you in the protection of which you should try: ‘The first is that:
during the time you do not see your sins to be forgiven, do not refer to others’ defects.

The second is that while you do not see my treasures have been
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ended, you might not be sad for your sustenance. The third is that when you do not

see my sovereignty destroyed, you should not be hopeful to anyone except Me. The

fourth is that during the time you do not see Satan as dead, you should not (think to

(be) secured from his deceit (and plots)’.”(1

However, the enmity of Satan unto the children of Adam is a matter which has been

pointed out in many verses of the Qur’ān, and he has even been mentioned

repeatedly in them as ‘a manifest enemy’: (Al-Baqarah, verses 161, 203; Al-’An‘ām,
verse 142; ’Al-A‘rāf, verse 22; Yūsuf, verse 5; Yāsīn, verse, 60; and Az-Zukhruf, verse

(62

.We should always avoid such an enemy

:For more emphasis, the Qur’ān at the end of the verse, says

He only invites his adherents, that they may become companions of the Blazing “… 
.” Fire

The Qur’ānic word /hizb/ originally means: ‘a group or society which has an

organization and intensity in action’; but it is usually used for any group and society

.that follow a special program and aim

The purpose of the Qur’ānic phrase ‘Hizb-ush-Shaytān’ is his adherents and those

.who are on his line

Of course, Satan can never take anybody as a formal member of his party, and invites

him toward Hell. The members of his party are those who are mentioned in some

:other verses of the Holy Qur’ān and they have the following symptoms
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Those who have put the yoke of Satan’s servitude and friendship on their necks are

as such: “His authority is only over those who befriend him, (following him), …”(1)
Those who are qualified as follows: “Satan has gained hold on them, so he makes

them forget the remembrance of Allah; they are Satan’s party. Beware! Verily, the

(party of Satan are the losers.”(2

It is interesting that in three occurrences of the verses of the Qur’ān ‘The Party of

Allah’ has been mentioned, and in three different occurrences ‘The Party of Satan’ is
referred to; so that what persons may enrol their names in this party or may be the

.members of that one

But, however, it is natural that Satan invites his party to corruption, and sins, to

.pollutions of lusts, to polytheism, disobedience, cruelty, and, finally, to the Hell-Fire

****

In the second verse, the Qur’ān refers to the final fate of ‘The Party of Allah’ and the

:painful end of ‘the Party of Satan’ as follows

Those who disbelieve, for them shall be a severe chastisement, and as for those who“
believe and do righteous deeds, for them shall be forgiveness and a great

.” recompense

It is interesting that, concerning those who deserve of Divine punishment, the above

verse suffices to the subject of disbelief, while for gaining ‘forgiveness and a great

,recompense’ it does not suffice to, ‘faith’ alone and adds ‘righteous deed’ to it
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because only infidelity by itself causes a person to dwell eternally in Divine

punishment, but having faith without good action does not cause man to be saved, so,
.from one view, faith and good action are necessarily with each other

At the end of this holy verse, the Qur’ān at first mentions forgiveness, and then

speaks of ‘great recompense’, for, in fact, at first forgiveness washes the spirit of the

believers and then makes them ready to receive ‘a great recompense’. In literary

’. terminology, the first is called ‘dissociation’ and the second is ‘ornamenting

****
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Section 2: The triumph of Truth prophesied

Point

The dead shall be resurrected – ‘The plan of the disbelievers against the Truth shall

be in vain – The Triumph of Truth prophesied

هََّللا َّنِا  تٍارَسـَحَ  مْهِْیلَعَ  کَسُْفَن  بْهَذْتـَ  لاَفَ  ءُآشَیَ  نمَ  يدِـهْیَوَ  ءُآشَیَ  نمَ  ُّلضُِی  هََّللا  َّنإِفـَ  اًنسـَحَ  هُاءَرَفَ  هِِلمَعَ  ءُوسُ  هَُل  ِ-نَ  يّزُ نمَفَأَ  } 8{
نَوعُنَصْیَ امَِب  مٌیِلعَ 

Is he, then, to whom the evil of his deed is made alluring so that he looks upon it as . “ 8
good, (equal to one who is rightly guided)? Now verily Allah makes err whom He

pleases and guides aright whom He pleases, so let not your soul waste away in grief

.” for them; verily Allah is Cognizant of what they do

Commentary, verse: 8

The one who introduces the evil behaviour of a person as a pleasant one, and instead

of criticizing it, he flatters him, is counted a Satan, because, in other verse, the Holy

(Qur’ān says: “… Satan made their deeds fair seeming to them …”(1

Imam Kāzim (a.s.) says: “Seeing bad things as good ones is the premise of

(haughtiness and self-administration.”(2
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In view of the fact that in the previous verses people were divided into two groups: a
believing group and a disbelieving group, or ‘the party of Allah’, who are the enemy of

Satan, and ‘the Party of Satan’, who are the followers of Satan, this verse has stated

one of the important qualities of these two groups, which, in fact, is the origin of their

:other evil programs, where it says

Is he, then, to whom the evil of his deed is made alluring so that he looks upon it as“
(? …” good, (equal to one who is rightly guided

In fact, this very subject is the key of all miseries of the misguided and obstinate

nations whose ugly deeds seem to them as fair because of the fact that they are

.consistent with their lusts and their black hearts

It is also evident that such an obstinate person neither accepts any admonition, nor

does he usually show any fitness for listening to criticisms, nor does he agree to

change his way. He neither tries to experience and analyse his deeds, nor is he

.anxious about their sequels

Further than that when the ugliness and beauty is spoken of, they consider beauties

as theirs, and attribute the true believers with the ugly things. There were many

obstinate pagans who when heard the previous verses about the Party of Satan and

their painful fate they adapted them with the true believers and counted themselves

.as an extension of the Party of Allah. And this is a very great calamity

But, who makes the evil deeds of the wrong doers seem fair in their view: Allah or the

carnal desire or Satan? No doubt the main factor is carnal desire and Satan, but since

Allah has created this effect in their deeds it can be attributed to Allah; because when

people commit a sin at the beginning that their nature is pure, their conscience is

vigilant, and their wisdom
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works fairly well, they become inconvenient from their action, but the more they

.repeat it, the more their inconvenience decreases

Gradually they reach to the stage of indifference, and if they repeat it more, the ugly

things seem beautiful in their views, thus far that they imagine it among their honours

.and virtues, while they have been drowned in the dirty situation of corruption

It is interesting that when the Holy Qur’ān propounds this question, saying: “Is he,
then, to whom the evil of his deed is made alluring so that he looks upon it as good,
…?” it does not clearly express the opposite point of it. As if it intends to give a vast

respite to the hearer that he illustrates in his mind all the different things that he can

consider opposite to it and understands more. It seems it wants to say whether such

.a person is like the truth seekers

Is such a person like the pure hearted persons who are always busy examining their

?own selves

?Is there any hope of felicity for such a person

Then, the Qur’ān refers to the statement of reason of the difference of these two

:groups. It adds

,Now verily Allah makes err whom He pleases and guides aright whom He pleases “… 
…”

If the ugly deeds of the first group are decorated in their views, this is the

consequence of the Divine mislead. It is He Who has put this property in the repetition

of ugly deeds to which the man’s self accustoms itself, he gets the habit of it, and

.harmonizes with it

It is He Who gives some penetrating and kin eyes, together with some hearing ears to

.the pure-hearted believers for understanding the facts as they exactly are
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It is clear that the Divine Will is accompanied with His Wisdom and gives everyone

.whatever he is eligible to

:So, at the end of the verse, the Qur’ān says

; …” so let not your soul waste away in grief for them “… 

This meaning is similar to the content of verse 3 in Sura As-Shu‘arā’, No. 26, which

.” says: “Perhaps you will kill yourself with grief, for that they do not become Believers

The application of the Qur’ānic word /hasarāt/ which is an object for the previous

sentence refers to this fact that not only you grieve for them one regret but also with

.several regrets

They are the regret of losing the bounty of guidance, the regret of wasting the jewel

of humanity, the regret of losing the sense of recognition thus far that they see an

ugly thing as beautiful; and, finally, the regret of their encountering the Fire of the

.Wrath of Allah

But why does Allah say: “… So let not your soul waste a way in grief …”? It is because

Allah is cognizant of their deeds and He gives them what they deserve of. The verse

:continues saying

.” verily Allah is Cognizant of what they do “… 

The extraordinary sympathy of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) unto the misguided and

deviated ones is completely understood from the tone of the verse. And this is the

state of a true Divine leader that, because of the people’s lack of acceptance of the

truth and rejecting the means of their happiness, he pains so much that as if he

.tended to kill himself

****
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رُوشُُّنلا کَِلذَکَ  اهَِتوْمَ  دَْعَب  ضَرْلأَا  هِِب  انَْییَحْأَفَ  ِ-تٍ  یَّّم دٍلََب  یَلِا  هُانَْقسُفَ  اًباحَسَ  رُیِثُتفَ  حَایَ   ِ رّلا لَسَرْأَ  يذَِّلا  هَُّللاوَ  } 9{

And Allah is He who sends the winds that stir up cloud then We drive it to a dead . “ 9
.” land and there with revive the earth, after it is dead. Even so is the Resurrection

Commentary, verse: 9

In the same manner that by the Will of Allah, the Almighty, the movement of the cloud

and winds, and the fall of rain make the dead land alive and plants shoot out of the

soil, with His Will a great earthquake will happen and the dead come out of the ground

.and will be quickened

Regarding to the discussions, which were mentioned in the previous holy verses

about guidance, misguidance, faith, and disbelief, this holy verse talks briefly and

clearly about Origin and Resurrections and by an interesting reasoning it proves both

:of them. It says

And Allah is He who sends the winds“

 …” that stir up cloud

. …” then We drive it to a dead land and there with revive the earth, after it is dead “… 

.” Even so is the Resurrection “… 

The accurate system which runs the movement of winds and then the movement of

the pieces of cloud and after that the descent of the life-giving rain drops and, next to

it, reviving the dead lands, itself is the best proof and the best evidence upon this fact

.the Might of a Wise One exists beyond this system and directs it
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It is also necessary to note this point that the Qur’ānic phrase /tuθīru/ is derived from

/’iθārah/ in the sense of ‘distribute and scatter’, and here it refers to the rising of

pieces of cloud as the result of the blow of winds over the water of oceans, since the

subject of the movement of pieces of cloud has been mentioned in the next sentence,
 …” saying: “… That stir up cloud

It is interesting that we recite in a tradition from the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) that

once one of his companions asked him: “O’ Messenger of Allah! How does Allah

?” quickens the dead and what is the sign of it in the world of creation

The Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “Have you not passed by the land of your tribe while it has

?” been dry and dead, and then you passed by it while it has become green

.” I said: “Yes, O Messenger of Allah

He (p.b.u.h.) said: “In such a way Allah quickens the dead and this is its sign in the

(creation.”(1

****
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مْهَُل تِاَـئ  -ِ یَّّسلا نَورُکُمْیَ  نَیذَِّلاوَ  هُعُفَرْیَ  حُِـلاَّصلا  لُمـَعَْلاوَ  ِ-بُ  یَّّطلا مُِلکَْلا  دُعَصـْیَ  هِْیَلِا  اًـعیمِجَ  هَُّزعِْلا  هَِّلِلفَ  هََّزعِْلا  دُـیرُِی  نَاکـَ  نمَ  } 10{
رُوُبیَ وَهُ  کَِئَلوْأُ  رُکْمَوَ  دٌیدِشَ  بٌاذَعَ 

Whoever desires glory, the glory belongs to Allah wholly to Him do ascend the . “ 10
good words and the righteous deed, He uplifts it; but those who devise evil deeds, for

.” them is a terrible chastisement, and their plot shall come to naught

Commentary, verse: 10

The real glory is with Allah, not with people, and it is found under the light of ‘Faith’
.’ and ‘righteous deed

Following to this monotheistic discussion, this verse points to the great error of the

pagans who asked their glory from their idols and thought that believing in the

Prophet (p.b.u.h.) caused the dispersion of people from around them. They used to

say: “… ‘If we follow the guidance with you, we shall be driven out from our land.’ …”
:The Qur’ān says

Whoever desires glory, the glory belongs to Allah“

 …” wholly

As Rāqib has said in Mufradāt, the Arabic word /‘izzat/ originally means that state that

makes man resisting and mighty. It is for this reason that the hard and firm lands are

.called /‘azāz/ in Arabic

Since it is only the Pure Essence of Allah that is Mighty, else, because of their

limitation, all creatures can be defeated. Therefore, the whole glory belongs to Him,
.and whoever obtains any glory it is from the endless ocean of His blessing
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During the last hours of his lifetime when Imam Hassan (a.s.) was asked by one of his

companions named Junādat-ibn-’Abi-Sufyān to advise him, Imam stated some

valuable and effective admonitions for him, among which was this: “If you wish to be

‘honoured’ without having any tribe, and to have reverence without the power of

government, then come out from the shade of sin of Allah, and settle in the glory of

.” the obedience of Allah

And if we see that some verses of the Qur’ān introduce glory, besides Allah, for the

Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and the believers, (like Sura Munāfiqūn, No. 63, verse 8 which says:
“… Honour belongs to Allah and His Messenger and to the Believers, …”, it is for the

.reason that they have earned glory from the rays of the glory of Allah, too

:Then the verse introduces the way of reaching to glory as follows

; …” to Him do ascend the good words and the righteous deed, He uplifts it “… 

The Qur’ānic phrase: /’al kalimut-tayyib/ means: ‘pure words’, and the purity of a

speech depends on the purity of its content, and the purity of content relates to the

concepts which adapt to the pure, brilliant, objective facts. What reality is higher than

the Pure Essence of Allah and His right and just religion, as well as the pure righteous

ones who pave the way of its distribution? Therefore, this holy phrase has been

.rendered into correct belief in Origin, Resurrection and Allah’s religion

Some of the commentators have rendered the Qur’ānic phrase: /’al kalimut-tayyib/
into: ‘there is no god but Allah’, while some others have rendered it into: /subhān-

/, allah-i-wal-hamd-u-lillāh-i-walā-’ilāha-’illallāh-u-wa-llāh-u-’akbar

and some commentators have rendered it, after mentioning
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there is no god but Allah, into “Muhammad rasūl-ullāh wa ‘Aliyyan waliyyullāh wa

xalīfata rasūlihī”. Or in some Islamic narrations the Qur’ānic phrase /’al kalimut-tayyib/
and /’al ‘amal-us-sālih/ have been rendered into the love of Ahl-ul-Bayt (a.s.) or the

like of it. All of them are of the kind of the statement of clear extensions for that vast

concept, and they do not create any limitation in its concept, because every

statement which has a pure and excellent content is entirely found in this title.
However, the same Lord Who, according to the previous verse, makes the dead land

alive by life-giving drops of rain, furnishes ‘the pure word and righteous deed’, too,
.and causes them to reach to the neighbourhood of His Mercy

:Then the Qur’ān refers to the opposite point of it, where it says

but those who devise evil deeds, for them is a terrible chastisement, and their plot “… 
.” shall come to naught

Although the corruptive persons imagine that, by injustice, cruelty, falsehood, and

plot, they can obtain a kind of glory for them by means of wealth, property, and power

but at the end they shall understand that not only they have provided a chastisement

.for them, but also their efforts in this way will become naught

As the Qur’ān says, there were some people who behaved like this: “And they have

taken gods besides Allah that they might be for them a glory.”(1) And there were some

hypocrites who imagined themselves as some honoured ones and the believers as

the meaner: “They say: ‘If we return to Medina, surely the more honourable (element)
(will expel there from the meaner’ …”(2
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There were some other persons, who considered the deceit of the Pharaohs as their

own glory, or they sought honour from sin, injustice, and cruelty, but all of them were

.defeated. So, it is only faith and righteous deed which go up toward Allah

In philology the Arabic word /makr/ means any kind of device, but in some instances it
is used in the sense of the devices that are accompanied with mischief, and the verse

.under discussion is among those instances

The term /sayyi’āt/, mentioned in the above verse, refers to all ugly and evil things

which occur, irrespective of creedal evils and practical ones, and that some

commentators have rendered it into the pagans’ plots for killing or banishing the

Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) from Mecca is, in fact, one of the expansions of it, not its

.whole concepts

The Qur’ānic word /yabūr/ is derived from /bawār/ and /būrān/ which originally means

excess dullness of market, and since this kind of dullness of market often causes

.destruction, this word has been used in the sense of destruction and annihilation

The whole glory belongs to Allah. Does this state mean something save reaching to

the stage of being Almighty? If it is so, where can glory be sought, and what can give

?glory to man

By a clear analysis we reach this fact that the reality of glory, at the first degree, is the

power which appears in the heart and entity of man and dissuades him from having

humility submission, and collusion in relation with disobedient and rebellious persons

to the command of Allah. It is a power that with having it one never surrenders to

.unlawful lusts and he never obeys his low desires

It is a power which usually elevates him up to the stage of impenetrability before any

.wealth and force
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Does this power originate from any source save from the Faith in Allah, which is the

?main source of power and glory

What was said is only in the stage of thought, belief, soul and spirit; but in the stage of

action, glory originates from some deeds that have correct root and an accurate

program and style. In other words, glory can be found in ‘righteous deeds’. These two

.elements give man honour, greatness, might, and glory

The world loving sorcerers, contemporary to Pharaoh, began their tricks in his name

and glory. “… and said: ‘By Pharaoh’s dignity we shall certainly be the victors.”(1) Yet,
before long, they failed from the shepherd-stick of Moses (a.s.), but when they came

out from the cover of the disgraceful flag of Pharaoh and went under the light of

Monotheism and believed, they became so strong and mighty that the most severe

threats of Pharaoh did not affect on them. They eagerly lost their hands, feet, and

even souls in the cause of Allah and suffered martyrdom. By this action, they proved

that they would surrender neither to money nor to force. They remained mighty and,
.today, their honourable history contains a great deal of instructive lessons for us

****
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اًجاوَزْأَ مْکُلَعَجَ  َّمُث  هٍفَطُّْن  نِم  َّمُث  بٍارَُت  نِم  مکُقَلَخَ  هَُّللاوَ  } 11{

رٌیسِیَ هَِّللا  یلَعَ  کَِلذَ  َّنِا  بٍاتَکِ  یِف  َّلاإِ  هِرِمُعُ  نِْم  صُقَنُی  لاَوَ  رٍَّمعَُم  نِم  رَُّمعَُی  امَوَ  هِمِْلعِِب  َّلاِا  عُضَتَ  لاَوَ  یثَنأُ  نِْم  لُمِحْتَ  امَوَ 

And Allah did create you from dust; then from a sperm-drop, then He made you . “ 11
pairs. And no female conceives nor does she bring forth, save with His knowledge and

none is given long life who is given long life neither is any diminished in his life, but it is
.” in a Book. Verily this, for Allah, is easy

Commentary, verse: 11

The Arabic word /mu‘ammar/ is called to the owners of a long-life. The word /‘umr/ is
derived from /‘imrān/ (flourishing state), and since a person has the ability of

’. flourishing during the time he is alive, the length of his life is called ‘life-time

Some Islamic narrations indicate that charity and visiting one’s kin cause the life-time

to be long, but ‘breaking off connections with one’s kindred’ and to disgrace parents

(cause the lifetime to be shortened.(1

In this holy verse, the Qur’ān states another part of the extroversive and introversive

verses which are, on one side, the evidence over the Power of Allah and, on the other

.side, over His Knowledge

:At first, it points to the creation of man in different stages, when it says
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And Allah did create you from dust; then from a sperm-drop, then He made you“
. …” pairs

These are three stages among the whole stages of the creation of man: soil, sperm-
.drop, and the stage of matrimony

It is certain that man is from dust, not only from this point that all materials that form

the man’s body are derived from dust, and that which man takes food from, or

wherefrom his sperm-drop originates all are finally found in the materials which are in
.soil

Some commentators believe that the concept of ‘the creation of man from dust’
probably refers only to the first creation, while the creation from sperm-drop refers to

later stages. The first one is the stage of men’s compendious creation, (because the

entity of all human beings has been extracted in the entity of Adam); and the second

.is the expansive stages which are separate from each other

However, the stage of person’s matrimony is the stage of continuation of generation

.and man’s reproduction

Then it refers to the fourth and the fifth stage of man’s life, viz., the subject of

:‘pregnancy’ of mothers and their delivery. It says

 …” And no female conceives nor does she bring forth, save with His knowledge “… 

Yes, the subject of pregnancy, and the complicated and very amazing changes of

foetus, then reaching the stage of delivery and the wonderful variations that, at that

sensitive moment, come forth to mothers, from one side, and to the foetus, on the

other side, are so tender and accurate that is not possible save by relying on the

infinite knowledge of Allah. It is done in a manner that if the governing regulation over

it changes, even very slightly, the program of delivery or delivery
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.itself will face with disturbance and confusion, and it will come to destruction

.Each of these five stages of man’s life is more wonderful than the other

The inanimate dust is in one side and the wise, alert, and originative man, the alive, is
!on the other side. How different they are

The sperm-drop which has been formed of a few drops of fetid water is on one end,
and the handsome, beautiful, and talented man equipped with different senses and

.organs is on the other end

Next to this stage, there is the subject of variety of man into two genders: male and

.female

Regarding to the abundant differences in the body and soul, there will come some

physiological problems into being each of which takes its own separate way from the

very beginning of the combination of semen and everyone of them goes toward the

.duty which has been given to them and thus they develop

The next subject is the responsibility of mother which is the acceptance and bearing

of this burden, its protection, its nutrition and its growth, which has attracted the

thoughts of great scientists to them, and they confess that it is one of the most

.surprising subjects of the world of existence

The last stage of this part of foetus is the stage of birth. It is a revolutionary stage and

.completely dangerous, that is accompanied with a great deal of wonders

?What factors command foetus to come out from the mother’s womb

How is the complete harmony arranged between this command and readiness of the

.limbs of the mother for its execution
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How can foetus totally change the situation to which it has been accustomed for nine

months just in a moment: ceases its relation with the mother, uses the fresh air, the

way of his food from umbilical cord is suddenly closed, the new way, i.e., the mouth

begins to work, the dark environment of mother is left and the bright environment full

of light is used, and it resists against all these changes and it immediately adapts itself

?to them

Are these things not the best signs to the endless power and knowledge of Allah? It is
.a complete injustice that man judges so vainly about his own creation

Then the Qur’ān refers to the sixth and seventh stages of this wonderful program. It

:says

and none is given long life who is given long life neither is any diminished in his life, “… 
. …” but it is in a Book

What factors are effective in the length of man’s life? What factors fight against the

continuation of his life? And in short, what factors must gather and help each other in
order that man can continue his living for one hundred years or less and more! And,

?finally, what factors cause the difference in man’s life-time

All of these things have also some complicated and exact computations of which none

is aware but Allah; and whatever we know in these fields today comparing with what

.we do not know is very little and worthless

The Arabic word /mu‘ammar/ is derived from the word /‘umr/ which is originally

derived from /‘imārat/ in the sense of ‘habitation’, and the fact that the length of

man’s living is called lifetime is for the sake that the habitation of his body is in this

.time
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This word, /mu‘ammar/, means a person who has a long life. So, the Qur’ān concludes

:the verse with this sentence , saying

.” Verily this, for Allah, is easy “… 

The creation of this wonderful being from ‘dust’ and the initiation of the creation of a
complete man from ‘sperm-drop’, and also the whole facts concerning ‘genetic state’,
conjugality, pregnancy, delivery, increase and decrease in life-time, whether from the

point of power and from the point of knowledge, and computation of all of them is

entirely easy and simple for Him. These are as a small part of the extroversive verses

that, from one side, they relate and acquaint us with the world of existence, and, on

the other side, they are counted as some valid proofs upon the possibility of

.Resurrection

He Who was able to create a being from ‘dust’ and from sperm-drop for the first time,
?is He not able to revive men

And does He, Who is aware of the minutes of these laws, have any difficulty in

?protecting and reckoning of the deeds of people in the scene of Resurrection

****
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اهََنوسُبَْلتَ هًیَْلحِ  نَوجُرِخْتَسْتَوَ  اًّیرِطَ  اًمحَْل  نَوُلکُأْتَ  ٍّلکُ  نِموَ  جٌاجَأُ  حٌْلِم  اذَهَوَ  هُُبارَشـَ  غٌِئآسَ  تٌارَُف  بٌذْعَ  اذَهَ  نِارَحْبَْلا  يوِتَسـْیَ  امَوَ  } 12{
نَورُکُشْتَ مْکَُّلعََلوَ  هِِلضْفَ  نِم  اوغُتَْبتَِل  رَخِاوَمَ  هِیِف  کَْلفُْلا  يرَتَوَ 

And not are the two seas alike, the one (is) palatable, and pleasant to drink, and . “ 12
the other, salt and bitter. Yet from the both you eat fresh flesh; and you extract

ornaments which you wear, and you see the ships cleave through it that you may

.” seek of His bounty and that you may be thankful

Commentary, verse: 12

Point

The Divine bounties are from His grace and we are not His creditors, but we may gain

something because of our effort and endeavour, so noting to blessings is a premise to

.the growth of the essence of thanksgiving

Another part of the extroversive verses, which are the signs of His greatness and

power in the creation of the seas, blessings, and their benefits are referred to in this

:verse. It says

And not are the two seas alike, the one (is) palatable, and pleasant to drink, and the“
. …” other, salt and bitter

The Arabic word /‘aŏb/, as Rāqib says in Mufradāt, means: pure and cold, while Lisān-
’. ul-‘Arab has rendered it into: ‘Pure water

Although, on the first day, the water of these two seas has been sent down from the

sky in the form of some sweet and wholesome drops of rain, and both of them

originate from one
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source, but they have appeared in two completely different forms and with various

.benefits

:It is also wonderful that

; …” Yet from the both you eat fresh flesh “… 

, …” and you extract ornaments which you wear “… 

Moreover, you can take enjoy both of them, not only for transportation but also for

:carrying your goods, as the verse says

and you see the ships cleave through it that you may seek of His bounty and that “… 
.” you may be thankful

:Some points

As the Lisān-ul-‘Arab says, the Arabic word /furāt/ is the water which is in utmost - 1
.purity and wholesomeness

The Qur’ānic word /sā’iq/ means the water that because of its wholesomeness is

easily swallowed, contrast to the word /milh/ (a salt water) and the word /’ujāj/ (a
bitter water) that as if this kind of water hurts the throat and bars the way of the

.gullet

Some commentators believe that this holy verse is an example to show the lack of - 2
equality between believers and disbelievers, but the verses before and after it all talk

about the signs of creation. Even the last part of this very verse is the evidence over

this fact that this sentence, too, discusses about the secrets of Unity, and it is an

indication to the variety of the seas and their different effects, and their common

.benefits

In this verse three benefits out of abundant benefits of the seas have been - 3
.mentioned: foodstuff, means of ornament, and the subject of transportation

We know that the seas are one of the important sources of man’s foodstuff, and
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every year millions of tons of fresh flesh are taken from them without that man bears

a considerable trouble for it. The system of creation has arranged a proper
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program in this regard so that men can enjoy this vast blessing, the spread Divine

.food table, without the least task

Some different means of ornament, such as: pearl, shell, pearls and coral are drawn

out from the seas. The emphasis of the Qur’ān on this subject is for the sake that,
contrary to the beasts, the man’s self has different dimensions one of which is the

sense of beauty. This sense is the origin of the appearance of some artistic, literary

and taste issues, the satiation of which correctly and far from any kind of excess and

defect, and immoderation and extravagance pleases the self and gives man mirth

.and calmness, and makes him ready for the heavy affairs of life

As for the subject of transportation, which is one of the most important fillers of

human civilization and the man’s social life, regarding the fact that the seas (and

oceans) have covered the main part of the surface of the earth and, that they relate

.to each other, they can do man the best favour in this regard

The amount of the goods that are transported on the seas and the number of the

passengers who are removed from one place to another on them is so large that they

cannot be compared with any other means of vehicle. Sometimes it happens that one

.ship can carry by it the loads as many as the tens of thousand cars

Of course, the benefits of the seas are not limited to what was said in the above, - 4
and the Qur’ān does not tend to limit them in these three aspects. The formation of

pieces of cloud, different medicines, oil, the means of clothing, the fertilizing materials

for the uncultivated lands, having effect on winds, and so on are counted as other

.favours of the seas

The emphasis of the Holy Qur’ān on ‘fresh flesh’ is an expressive indication to the - 5
nutrition benefited from such
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.fleshes comparing the harms of the stale fleshes, the conserves, and the like

There arises a question here: the seas with salt water are spread all over the globe, - 6
?where is the sea with sweet water

In answer it must be said: the seas and lakes with sweet water are not so few in the

earth, like the lakes of sweet water in the United States and the others. Moreover,
some great streams are sometimes called sea, like the great river of Nile which in

Arabic has been called /bahr/ (sea) in the story of Moses. (Sura Al-Baqarah, No. 2,
(verse 50, Sura As-Shu‘arā, No. 26, verse 63, and Sura Al-’A‘rāf, No. 70, verse 38

Moreover, the advance of the water of the great streams into the seas, regarding the

fact that it goes through the salty water therein and does not mix with it for a length

.of time, itself forms some seas of sweet water in different places

The Qur’ānic sentence: ‘That you may seek of His bounty’ contains a vast meaning - 7
.which includes any economical activities which are done by means of sea-ways

The last sentence of the verse: ‘That you may be thankful’, has been mentioned for

awakening the sense of thanksgiving in men and it is a means for theism and

.theology

:Be Careful of the Following Points

The spiritual elements effective in prolongation and, shortening the life-time: In - 1
relation to the discussion stated in the abovementioned verses about the increase

and decrease of lifetime by the command of Allah, paying attention to the Islamic

narrations concerning the prolonging and shortening of lifetime, a group of Qur’ānic

commentators have explained some matters in this regard. There are, of course,
some natural factors effective in increasing and decreasing the length of lifetime

,most of which have been known to human beings yet
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like correct feeding free from excess and defect, being constantly busy working and

moving, avoidance from any kind of narcotic materials and dangerous addictions and

alcoholic liquors, avoiding the permanent excitements, and having a strong Faith

.which can give man peace and power in the difficulties of life and living

But, besides these things, there are some factors that their outward relation with the

question of prolongation of life-time is not so clear to us, while some Islamic

narrations have properly emphasized on it. As a few examples, pay attention to the

:following narrations

The holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) says: “Verily alms-giving (in the way of Allah) and union - 1
(of kindred cause houses to be furnished and prolong the life-times’.”(1

He (p.b.u.h.) also has said: “Whoever desires his sustenance to be increased and his - 2
.” death to be postponed should perform union of kindred

Concerning some of sins, like fornication in particular, Islamic narrations indicate - 3
that such sins decrease the length of lifetime. Among them is the famous tradition of

the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) in which he has said: “O’ Muslims! Do avoid fornication which has

six sequels: Three of them are in this world and three of them are in Hereafter. Those

three which are in the world are as these: it causes the worth (and light) of man to be

(vanished, brings indigence, and decreases the length of lifetime. …”(2

Imam Bāqir (a.s.) says: “Kindness and hidden alms-giving remove poverty and - 4
(increase life-time, and prevent seventy kinds of evil death.”(3
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There are also some indications in Islamic narrations concerning some other sins,
such as injustice, and sins in absolute. Some of the commentators who have not been

able to make difference between the ‘appointed death’ and the ‘sudden death’ have

attacked to these traditions and believe that they are contradictory to the texts of the

Qur’ān which consider the limit of the length of man’s lifetime fixed and

(unchangeable.(1

:Explanation^

’: No doubt man has two kinds of ‘end of life

The appointed term, which is the end of potential ability of man’s body for continuity

.of entity, and by its coming everything will end by the command of Allah

The sudden death that, with the change of circumstances, the length of life-time

changes. For example, someone commits suicide while if he had not committed this

great sin, he would have been alive for longer years. Or as the result of using the

alcoholic liquors and some narcotic materials, and excess sensuality, he loses his

bodily ability in a short time, but if these things were absent in his life, he could live for

.many longer years

These are some vivid things which are experimental and comprehensible for every

.body and none can deny them

Concerning the unexpected events, there are also some affairs which are naturally

.related to the sudden death; this is not deniable, too

Therefore, if a great deal of Islamic narrations indicate that alms-giving in the cause

of Allah, or union of kindred cause the length of lifetime to be prolonged and pests to

.be removed, in fact, they depend on these very factors
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And if we do not separate these two kinds of the term of death from each other, the

comprehension of many of the issues in relation with fore-ordination and destiny, and

.the effect of effort and endeavour in men’s lives will remain insolvable

This discussion can be made clear by a simple example. For instance, a person

provides a new car that, according to the different preparations used in the structure

of it, the car can work for example for twenty years, but upon condition that it would

be treated well and the necessary protections should be applied. In this case the

.appointed term of this car is twenty years, not more than that

But if the necessary protections are not applied, and the car is given to some unaware

experienced and careless persons to ride and they use it beyond its power and

capacity, and every day they take it to work in rough roads, the life-time of the car

.may decrease to half or less than that. This is that very ‘sudden death’ of it

****
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لِْیَّلا یِف  رَاهََّنلا  جُِلوُیوَ  رِاهََّنلا  یِف  لَْیَّلا  جُِلوُی  } 13{

رَمَقَْلاوَ سَمَّْشلا  رََّخسَوَ 

کُْلمُْلا هَُل  مْکُُّبرَ  هَُّللا  مُکُِلذَ  یمسَُم  لٍجَلأَ  يرِجْیَ  ٌّلکُ 

رٍیمِطِْق نِم  نَوکُِلمْیَ  امَ  هِِنودُ  نِم  نَوعُدْتَ  نَیذَِّلاوَ 

He merges the night into the day and He merges the day into the night, and He . “ 13
has made subservient (to you) the sun and the moon, each of them running to

;an appointed time

;such is Allah, your Lord

to Him belongs the kingdom, and those whom you call upon, apart from Him, possess

.” not (so much as) the skin of a date-stone

Commentary, verse: 13

The change of the length of the night and the day, or the gradual transfer of each of

.them to another is not casual, but the nature is subjected to Allah

Again in this verse, the Qur’ān points to another part of the signs of Monotheism and

the infinite blessings of Allah so that, by giving awareness to human beings, it invokes

their sense of thanksgiving alongside the recognition of the real object of worship and

:dissuades them from any partnership and superstitious worshipping. It says

, …” He merges the night into the day and He merges the day into the night“
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The Qur’ānic term /yūlij/ is derived from /’īlāj/ in the sense of ‘to merge’. It may refer

to one of the following two meanings, or both of them: the gradual increase and

decrease of the nights and the days during the year which cause the appearance of

different seasons with all their effects and blessings. The gradual decrease from the

night and adding to the day, and vice versa, is because of the existence of twilight,
which hinders the dangers of sudden transfer from darkness to light and from light to

darkness. It gives human beings enough preparation to quietly and slowly transfer

.from one to another without any danger

Then the verse refers to the subject of making the sun and the moon subservient, and

:says

, …” and He has made subservient (to you) the sun and the moon “… 

What a subservient is higher than this that all of them run in the way of man’s
interests and that they are the source of kinds of favours in the man’s life. The cloud,
the wind, the moon, the sun, and the universe are all busy in order that men can

provide his life well and he would not be in negligence, and he should always

remember the main real origin of these merits. (Concerning the subservient of the sun

and the moon we had a rather detailed explanation mentioned in the commentary of

(Sura Ar-Ra‘d, No. 13, verse 2, and in the commentary of Sura ’Ibrāhīm, No. 14, verse 33

But in the meantime that the sun and the moon in full regularity rotate in their orbits

and they are good servants for humankind, the system which governs over them is
not eternal, and even these great stars, with their much light, will finally become dark

.and will be destroyed
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:So, next to the subject of making them subservient, the Holy Qur’ān adds

; …” each of them running to an appointed time “… 

And according to Sura Takwīr, No. 81, verses 1-2, which say: “When the sun (with its

spacious light) is folded up.” “And when the stars fall, losing their lustre.” All of them

.turn to darkness and will become extinguished

Some other commentators have delivered here another commentary for the Qur’ānic

term /’ajal-im-musammā/ (the appointed term). It refers to the rotations of the sun

(and the moon. The first prolongs one year and the second ends in one month.(1

But, regarding to the different usages of this meaning in numerous verses of the

Qur’ān which have been applied in the sense of ‘the end of life’, it becomes clear that

the said commentary is not correct, and its commentary is that very first one, i.e., the

end of the lifetime of the sun and the moon. (In this relation, you may refer to Sura

An-Nahl, verse 61, Sura Fātir, verse 45, Sura Az-Zumar, verse 43, Sura An-Nūr, verse 4,
(and Sura Qāfir, verse 67

:Then, as a conclusion upon this monastic discussion, the verse continues saying

; …” such is Allah, your Lord “… 

Allah is the Lord Who has assigned the system of light and darkness and the accurate

.movements of the sun and the moon with all their favours

:The verse continues again saying
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to Him belongs the kingdom, and those whom you call upon, apart from Him, “… 
.” possess not (so much as) the skin of a date-stone

The Qur’ānic term /qitmīr/, as Rāqib says in Mufradāt, is the sign which exists at the

back of the date-stone (a small gap), and according to Tabarsī in Majma‘-ul-Bayān,
and Qurtabī in his commentary book, it is a thin white skin which has covered over the

date-stone thoroughly. In any case, it indirectly refers to some very small and

.worthless beings

Yes, these idols are neither the source of any benefit, and harm, nor do they defend

you nor of themselves, nor do they have any authority and possession even over the

skin of a dater-stone. Yet, why do you, the unwise, worship them and demand them

?to solve your problems

****
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رٍیِبخَ لُْثِم  کَُئ  -ِ بّنَُی لاَوَ  مْکُکِرْشِِب  نَورُفُکْیَ  هِمَایَقِْلا  مَوْیَوَ  مْکَُل  اوُباجَتَسْا  امَ  اوعُمِسَ  وَْلوَ  مْکُءَآعَدُ  اوعُمَسْیَ  مْهُوعُدْتَ لاَ  نإِ  } 14{

If you call upon them, they will not hear your prayer; and even if they heard, they . “ 14
would not answer you; and on the Day of judgment they will deny your partnership;

.” and none can inform you like (the One Who is) aware

Commentary, verse: 14

On the Day of Hereafter, the naughty objects of worship will repudiate and hate the

polytheists. They will say to them that you polytheists did not use to worship them (the

.idols) but you were the servants of your own conjectures and your low desires

Man reaches a point where he leaves out the invitation of Allah, the Hearer, the

Responder, “… Call on Me; I will answer your (prayer) …” and goes to some dumb,
blind and useless solid bodies. That is why addressing the polytheists, the Holy Qur’ān

:says

; …” If you call upon them, they will not hear your prayer“

They do not answer you, because they are but some pieces of stone and wood which

are inanimate bodies and have no sense. And supposing they were able to hear your

moan, invocation, and persistence they would never have the ability of answering to

:your needs. The verse continues saying

; …” and even if they heard, they would not answer you “… 

It became clear that they do not own any benefit and harm even as much as the thin

skin of a date-stone in the world of existence, yet how do you expect them to do

?something for you or to solve a problem
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:Moreover, this fact is higher than that

; …” and on the Day of judgment they will deny your partnership “… 

They will say: O’ Lord! these did not worship us, but they, in fact, worshipped their own

.carnal desire

This witness is done by non-verbal language that whoever looks at idols he hears this

statement from them by the ear of his conscience. Or the same Lord Who on that Day

makes the man’s limbs, organs, and skin of the body speak, will order them to talk and

they will bear witness that these deviated polytheists used to worship, in fact, their

.own conjectures and carnal desires

This holy verse is similar to the content of verse 28 in Sura Yūnus, No. 10 which says:
“And the Day We shall muster them all, then We shall say to those who associated

others (with Us): ‘Get you to your place! You and your associates’, then We shall set a
space between them, and their associates shall say: ‘It was not us (indeed) that you

!’ ” used to worship

:For more emphasis, at the end of the verse the Holy Qur’ān says

.” and none can inform you like (the One Who is) aware “… 

:A Notable Point

Through the commentary of the previous verses, it became clear that the purpose of

the sentence: “If you call upon them, they will not hear your prayer, …”, mentioned in
the verse under discussion, is idols which have neither a hearing ear to listen to the

demands of their worshippers, nor if they had,they would not be able to solve any

.problem, nor do they possess anything and any authority
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But in order to cease the communication of the Muslims with the Prophet of Islam

(p.b.u.h.) and the great leaders by the way of seeking supplicating and intercession,
some outwardly Muslims have taken hold of this verse and the like of it and have said

that all those whom you call besides Allah, even the prophets, do not hear your word

and if they heard they would not answer. Or they have seized Sura Al-’A‘rāf, No. 7,
verse 197 which says: “And those whom you call upon other than Him can neither help

.you, nor help themselves.”, and the like

Thus, they negate any supplicating to the souls of prophets and the Imams and count

it contrast to Monotheism. While a simple glance over the verses which are before

these verses and after them are sufficient to perceive this fact that the purpose of the

verse is idols, because the words in all these verses are about idols; the words are

about the pieces of stone and wood that they considered as the partners of Allah. And

.they believed in a power for them in the face of the Power of Allah

But who is the one who does not know that the Divine prophets and the friends of

Allah are like the martyrs in the cause of Allah about whose life the Qur’ān explicitly

speaks, saying that they have the purgatory life, and we know that in the purgatory

life the activity of the soul is vaster and more expanded, because it has been

.delivered from the worldly needs and material curtains. This is from one side

On the other side, no doubt, supplicating to these pure souls does not mean that we

have considered any independence for them against Allah, but the aim is that we get

help from their honour and their position with Allah, and that we seek help from the

reverence and greatness they have in the Court of Allah, and this is the exact Unity

.and servitude of Allah
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Therefore, as the Qur’ān explicitly says in the subject of intercession, they intercede

only by the leave and command of Allah: “… Who is it that can intercede with Him save

.by His leave? …”(1) Also, supplicating to them is from this way and of this kind

Who can reject the clear verses of supplicating? Or may he imagine this act as

polytheism and stands against the Qur’ān and claims Monotheism? They are but

some proud ignorant persons who bring these subjects forth to create separation

.between Muslims

We study in the biography of the companions of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) that for their

difficulties they used to go beside the tomb of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and resorted and

.sought help from his pure soul in the Presence of God

As Biyhaqī, the famous traditionist of the Sunnites, Narrates that there happened a

draught and famine at the time of the second Kalif. Then Bilāl, accompanied with a

group of Companions of the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.), went beside the Prophet’s grave,
and said such: “O’ Messenger of Allah! Seek rain for your Ummah … for verily they

(have annihilated.”(2

Some of the commentators of the Sunnites, like ’Ālūsī, have narrated many traditions

in this regard. After a discussion and strictness concerning these traditions, at last he

:says

Next to all these statements, I do not see any hinder in resorting to Allah by the rank“
of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) whether at the time of his life and after his death.” Then he

also adds the names of some others who have a rank with Allah and confesses to the

(admissibility of resorting to them. (Rauh-ul-Ma‘ālī

****
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Section 3: Every people on earth had a Warner

Point

If Allah wills He will take of any people He pleases and bring a new generation of His

Own choice – None shall bear the burden of another – Alike cannot be the blind and

the seeing, darkness and light, shade and heat or the living and the dead – There is no

people which had not a Warner, thus every people on earth had a Warner

دُیمِحَْلا ُّیِنغَْلا  وَهُ  هَُّللاوَ  هَِّللا  یَلِا  ءُآرَقَفُْلا  مُُتنأَ  سُاَّنلا  اهَُّیأَ  آیَ  } 15{

O people! You are the needy unto Allah; and Allah (alone) is He Who is the Self- . “ 15
.” Sufficient, the Praised

Commentary, verse: 15

None is there to be free from want from Allah (s.w.t.), and all beings are needy, but

.since Man disobeys, he should be controlled

Following to the emphasized invitation to Monotheism and struggle against all kinds of

polytheism and idolatry mentioned in the previous verses, this misconception may

appear in some individuals that what is the need of Allah to our worshipping that He

persists on it and emphasizes it so much? Therefore, in order to state this fact that it is
we who are in need of his worship, and He is not in need of our worship, in this verse

:the Qur’ān says

O people! You are the needy unto Allah; and Allah (alone) is He Who is the Self-“
.” Sufficient, the Praised

What a worthy and important statement it is that makes clear our situation in the

scene of the world of existence before the One Who has given us our existence! The

.verse opens many puzzles in this regard and answers to a great deal of questions
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Yes, the One really free from need and Self-Subsistent in the whole world of

existence is He Who is Allah. All human beings, or it is better to say all beings are

thoroughly needy and they are dependant to that Independent Existence that if their

.relation is ceased from Him, even for a moment, they are nothing

Therefore, none should bow and submit to other than Him, and demand other than

Him to provide his needs, because they all are in need of Him, too. Even dignifying the

Divine prophets and leaders of the Truth is for the sake that they are His messengers

and His deputies and they absolutely have no independence from themselves. Thus

He is both Self-Sufficient and Praised, that is, in the meantime that He is Self-
Sufficient, He is so generous and kind that He is worthy of any sort of praise and

gratitude; and also, in the mid-time that He is gracious and kind to the servants, He is
.Self-Sufficient of all

Being attentive to this fact produces two positive effects on the believing persons.
From one side, it causes them to come down from the horse of pride, selfishness, and

disobedience, and warns them that they have not anything from themselves to boast

for it, and whatever they have they are the deposits of Allah with them. And on the

other side, they should not ask their needs from other than Allah, and they do not put

the yoke of servitude of other than Him on their necks. They must deliver themselves

.from all possessions so that all others become servants of theirs

By this kind of concept and theology, whatever the true believers see in the world

they know them from His source, and no means may cause them to be neglectful

.from the cause of causes

****
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دٍیدِجَ قٍْلخَِب  تِأْیَوَ  مْکُْبهِذُْی  أْشَیَ  نإِ  } 16{

زٍیزِعَِب هَِّللا  یلَعَ  کَِلذَ  امَوَ  } 17{

,” If He pleases, He will take you off and bring a new generation . “ 16

.” And this is not hard to Allah . “ 17

Commentary, verses: 16-17

The statement of the power of Allah is a way for inviting people and threatening the

.disobedient ones. Allah is powerful in creation and His Power has no limit

:For laying an emphasis on this very need and indigence of men, this verse says

,” If He pleases, He will take you off and bring a new generation“

Therefore, He is not in need of you and your worship, but it is you who are in need of

.Him

He neither needs your worshipping nor is he afraid of your sins, and in the meantime,
His vast mercy has encompassed all of you. Neither the destruction of the entire

world decreases anything from His greatness, nor has the creation of this world

.added anything to the rank of His sovereignty

:In the second verse, the Qur’ān, as a repeated emphasis, says

.” And this is not hard to Allah“

Yes, whatever He intends He commands it to be, and immediately it also comes into

being. Not only for the creation of Man, but also this statement is true about the whole

.world of existence

However, if Allah (s.w.t.) commands you concerning Faith, obedience, and worship, all

.are for your own benefit, and the advantages and blessings of them all return to you
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یَبرُْق اذَ  نَاکَ  وَْلوَ  ءٌیْشَ  هُْنِم  لْمَحُْی  اهَِلمْحِ لاَ  یَلِا  هٌلَقَْثُم  عُدْتَ  نإِوَ  يرَخْأُ  رَزْوِ  هٌرَزِاوَ  رُزِتَ  لاَوَ  } 18{

رُیصِمَْلا هَِّللا  یَلِاوَ  هِسِْفنَِل  یَّکزَتَیَ  امََّناِفَ  یَّکزَتَ  نمَوَ  هَلاََّصلا  اوُماقَأَوَ  بِْیغَْلاِب  مهَُّبرَ   َ نوْشَخْیَ نَیذَِّلا  رُذِنُت  امََّنِا 

And no one laden bears the burden of another; and if one heavy-burdened calls . “ 18
for its load to be carried, not a thing of it will be carried, even if he be a near kinsman.
You warn only those who fear their Lord in secret and keep up prayer. And whoever

purifies (himself), he only purifies for his own self. And Unto Allah (alone) is the

(.” destination (of all

Commentary, verse: 18

:Based on justice, everyone must carry his own burden. The verse says

; …” And no one laden bears the burden of another“

In the Hereafter, the Record and Reckoning of everybody is separate from those of

.others

In the Qur’ān we recite that, in order to deceive others, a group of disbelievers say:
“… follow our path and we will certainly bear (the burdens of) your sins’. …”(1) This

.verse is an answer to them

Question: Taking this verse which says in Hereafter the burden of everybody is on

one’s own shoulder and it does not harm others, can we say we should leave alone

,the sinners
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because they themselves will carry the burden of their own sins and it does not relate

?to us

Answer: This verse does not justify the silence before unlawful things, because undue

silence itself is a sin upon those who commit this action. Our duty is to bid the right and

.forbid the wrong, but if they did not follow it, their sin would not be upon us

The Qur’ānic term /wizr/ means the heaviness and a load. The Arabic word /muθqalah/
means the weight of a load. The word /himl/ refers to the load on the back while /haml/

(refers to the load in the womb. (Mufradāt by Rāgib

This Qur’ānic sentence: “And no one laden bears the burden of another. …” is one of

the basic fundamentals in Islamic convictions. In fact, on one side, it relates to the

justice of Allah that He counts everybody pledged in his own action, rewards his

.righteous efforts and endeavours, and gives retribution for his sins

On the other side, it points to the severity of the divine punishment on the Day of

Hereafter when nobody agrees to carry the burden of the sin of another person, even

.though he had been fond of him extraordinarily

Being attentive to this meaning has a great effect in man’s self-improvement,
because whoever is careful of himself he never tends to corruption with the pretext

that his entourage or his environment is polluted. He does not count the pollution of

the environment as a justification for his own pollution, because everybody carries his

.own burden

On the other side, it gives man such a conception and understanding that the

reckoning of Allah with societies is not a total and a lamp reckoning, but everybody will

be reckoned separately and independently. That is, if he has done his duty both in

relation to his purification and struggle against
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corruption, there will be no fear and horror on him, although all humankind totally,
.except him, are polluted with infidelity, polytheism, injustice, and sins

Principally, no training program will be effective without attracting the attentions to

.this basic principle

:This very subject is referred to in the second sentence in another form. It says

and if one heavy-burdened calls for its load to be carried, not a thing of it will be “… 
. …” carried, even if he be a near kinsman

An Islamic tradition indicates that on the Day of Hereafter there will be brought a

mother and a son both of whom have a heavy burden of sins. The mother asks her

son to carry a part of her burden of sin and responsibility instead of those labours she

tolerated in the world for him. The son will say to the mother to get distance from him,
because he is involved in difficulty more than her. (The Commentary of Abul-Futūh,

(Qurtubī, and Rauh-ul-Bayān

Finally, in the third sentence this fact is revealed that the warnings of the Prophet

:(p.b.u.h.) affect only in the receptive hearts, where it says

. …” You warn only those who fear their Lord in secret and keep up prayer “… 

The warnings of Divine prophets and Allah’s friends will not have any effect unless

there is the fear of Allah in the heart, and the one does not feel the observance of a
spiritual power over him inwardly and outwardly, and by establishing the daily prayers

which survives his heart and causes him to remember Allah, he does not help this

.inner feeling

At the beginning of an action, when a person has chosen no faith and has not

believed, if he has not a truth-seeking character and does not feel responsibility

before the cognition
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of the facts, he will not hearken to the invitation of prophets, and consequently he will

.not contemplate over the Divine signs in the world of existence

In the fourth sentence, the verse returns again to this fact that Allah is self-sufficient

:from all. It adds

. …” And whoever purifies (himself), he only purifies for his own self “… 

And, at last, in the fifth and the last sentence, it warns that if the good doers and the

evil doers do not reach the result of their deeds in this world, it does not matter

:because the return of all is to Him. It says

(.” And Unto Allah (alone) is the destination (of all “… 

****
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رُیصِبَْلاوَ یمَعْلأَا  يوِتَسْیَ  امَوَ  } 19{

رُوُّنلا لاَوَ  تُامَُلُّظلا  لاَوَ  } 20{

رُورُحَْلا لاَوَ  ُّل  -ِ ظّلا لاَوَ  } 21{

ءُآشَیَ نمَ  عُمِسُْی  هََّللا  َّنِا  تُاوَْملأَا  لاَوَ  ءُآیَحْلأَا  يوِتَسْیَ  امَوَ  } 22{

رِوُبقُْلا یِف  نَّم  عٍمِسْمُِب  تَنأَ  امَوَ 

رٌیذَِن َّلاِا  تَنأَ  نِْا  } 23{

,” And the blind and the seeing are not alike . “ 19

,” Nor the darkness and the light . “ 20

”Nor the shade and the heat . “ 21

Neither are the living and the dead alike. Verily Allah makes whom He pleases . “ 22
.” hear, and you cannot make those hear who are in the graves

.” You are naught but a Warner . “ 23

Commentary, verses: 19-23

Point

The believers are some heartily and hale persons who enjoy the real life. Faith gives

life to both an individual and society, while disbelief is a factor of spiritual death for

.both an individual and the society

Pursuing the discussions about faith and disbelief in the former holy verses, the

verses under discussion mention four interesting parables concerning the believers

and disbelievers in which the signs of faith and infidelity have been illustrated in the

.most manifest form
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In the first parable, a disbeliever and a believer are likened to a blind person and a

:seeing person. It says

,” And the blind and the seeing are not alike“

Faith is both light and light giver; and it gives light and cognition to man’s whole life in
his world-view, belief, action. But infidelity is darkness in which there is neither a

correct insight for the whole world of existence, nor a proper conviction, nor a

.righteous deed

In this regard, the Qur’ān in Sura Al-Baqarah, No. 2, verse 257 expressively says: “Allah

is the Guardian of those who have faith; He brings them out of darkness into light, and

those who reject faith, their guardians are false-deities (Tāqūt), who bring them out

of light into darkness; they are the inhabitants of the Fire wherein shall they abide

.” forever

Then, it implies that since only the seeing-eye is not enough there must be a light, too,
so that, by the help of these two factors, the things can be observed. The next holy

:verse concerning the equality of them, says

,” Nor the darkness and the light“

The reason of it is that darkness is the cause of mislead. It is the factor of dangers,
but light is the source of life, living, movement, growth, and development. If light were

destroyed, all sources of energy in the world would be wiped out and death would

dominate the whole world of matter. Such is the light of faith in the world of spirituality

.which is the cause of growth, development and life

:In the third sentence, it continues saying

”Nor the shade and the heat“

A believer continues to live in peace, security and safety under the shade of his faith,
but a disbeliever, because of his infidelity, is in inconvenience and pain. Rāqib in

Mufradāt
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(”. says: “The word /harūr/ means: ‘a hot and blazing wind’, (a drying and fatal wind

Zamakhshary in Kashshāf says: “The term /sumūm/ is called to some harmful and

fatal winds which blow during the day, while the Arabic word /harūr/ is called to the

same winds whether they blow during the day or at might.” Anyhow, how different is
?this wind and the cold cheerful shade which gives rest to both soul and body

****

:And finally through the last similitude in the fourth verse, the Qur’ān says

. …” Neither are the living and the dead alike“

The believers are the living ones who usually have effort, endeavour, movement and

growth. They are somehow like plants which have leaves, flowers, and fruits; but

disbelievers are like pieces of dry wood which have neither greenness nor flower, nor

.shade, and they are not useful but for burning

:Then, at the end of the verse, the Qur’ān adds

, …” Verily Allah makes whom He pleases hear “… 

Allah makes him hear in order that he hears the invitation of the truth heartily and

.answers the call of the callers of Monotheism

But the more your cry is loud, and your words are pleasant, and the more your

statement is expressive, the dead do not perceive anything from it; and those who

have lost their human soul as the result of continuously committing sins and being

drowned in bigotry, enmity, injustice, and corruption, certainly are not ready to accept

:your invitation. The verse says

.” and you cannot make those hear who are in the graves “… 
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In the fifth verse Allah implicitly says that the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) should not be worried

and anxious about the lack of faith in them, his duty was to convey it and to warn

:them. The verse says

.” You are naught but a Warner“

****

:Two Points

:The first is the effects of belief and disbelief

We know that the Qur’ān considers no importance for the geographical, racial, and

classical boundaries which separate groups of human beings from each other. The

only boundary in its view is the boundary of ‘Faith’ and ‘blasphemy’. Thus, all of the

.human societies are divided into two groups: faithful and unfaithful

For introducing ‘Faith’, in many occurrences, the Qur’ān has likened it to ‘light’, and

‘disbelief’ into ‘darkness’, and this is the most expressive simile of the Qur’ān for

introducing belief and disbelief. (You may refer to Sura Al-Baqarah, verse 257, Sura Al-
Mā’idah, verses 15 and 16, Ibrahīm, verses 1 and 5, Sura Az-Zumar, verse 22, Al-Hadīd,
verse 9, and At-Talāq, verse 11) Faith is a kind of perceiving and inner insight. It is a
sort of knowledge and cognizance combined with heartily conviction together with

movement. It is a kind of belief which has penetrated into the depth of man’s soul and

.becomes the source of instructive activities

But disbelief is ignorance, unawareness, and the lack of certainty, the result of which

is the absence of feeling of responsibility and the existence of Satanic destructive

.actions

?The second: Do the dead not perceive any reality

Regarding to what has been said in the abovementioned verses, there appear two

questions: the first is that how does
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the Qur’ān say: “… you cannot make those hear who are in the graves”? or that a

famous tradition indicates that on the day of the battle of Badr, the Prophet (p.b.u.h.)
ordered that the dead bodies of the pagans would be cast into a well at the end of the

war. Then he called them and said: “Have you found truth what Allah and His

.” Messenger promised? But I found truth what Allah promised me

Here ‘Umar protested and said: “O’ Messenger of Allah! How do you speak with some

?” bodies in which there is no soul

The Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “You do not hear what I say better than that they do,
(except that they are not able to answer anything.”(1

Or that one of the rites of a dead is that the right beliefs are indoctrinated him (her).
?How does this action adapt to the verses under discussion

With regard to one point, the answer to this question can be made clear. This is a fact

that the verses under discussion speak about the lack of understanding in the dead in
ordinary natural case, while the tradition of the Battle of Badr is different from the

indoctrination of a dead. It relates to some extraordinary conditions by which Allah

(s.w.t.) transfers the sayings of His Messenger (p.b.u.h.) extraordinarily to the ears of

.those dead bodies

In other words, the communication of man in the purgatory world with this world will

be ceased, except in the cases that Allah commands, and then this communication

.occurs. That is why, in ordinary circumstances we cannot communicate with the dead

Another Question is: If our sound does not reach the dead, what is the meaning of our

.( greeting to the Prophet (p.b.u.h
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and to the Imams (a.s.), resorting to them, visiting of their tombs, and asking for

intercession from them before Allah? Some extravagant Muslims, who are generally

known for their thought conventionalism also relying on this very imagination, without

considering other verses of the Qur’ān, and without having any veneration for the

abundant traditions narrated from the Prophet (p.b.u.h.), have negated the subject of

.resorting and, as they think, they have nullified it

****
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رٌیذَِن اهَیِف  لاَخَ  َّلاإِ  هٍَّمُا  نِْم  نِاوَ  اًریذَِنوَ  اًریشَِب    ِ قّحَْلاِب كَانَْلسَرْأَ  آَّنِا  } 24{

رِیِنمُْلا بِاتَکِْلاِبوَ  رُِبُّزلاِبوَ  تِاَن  -ِ یّبَْلاِب مهُُلسُرُ  مْهُْتءَآجَ  مْهِِلْبقَ  نِم  نَیذَِّلا  بََّذکَ  دْقَفَ  كَوُب   ِ ذّکَُی نإِوَ  } 25{

رِیکَِن نَاکَ  فَْیکَفَ  اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلا  تُذْخَأَ  َّمُث  } 26{

Verily We sent you with truth as a bearer of glad-tidings and a Warner, and there . “ 24
(.” was not a people but a Warner having gone in them (in the past

And if they belie you, so indeed did belie those before them; their apostles had . “ 25
come unto them with clear proofs, and with scriptures, and with the enlightening

.” Book

?” Then did I seize those who disbelieved, so how (severe) was My punishment . “ 26

Commentary, verses: 24-26

Allah is true, and He has appointed the training system by the means of prophets in
:the basis of the truth, too. So, in this verse, He says

Verily We sent you with truth as a bearer of glad-tidings and a Warner, and there “
(.” was not a people but a Warner having gone in them (in the past

O’ Prophet! When you fulfil your duty in ‘glad tidings’ and ‘warning’ it is enough for

you. You may convey them your call and give them the glad tidings of the Divine

rewards and warn them of the retributions of Allah, whether they accept them or

.continue their stubbornness and enmity

The Arabic word /xalā/, here, is derived from /xala’a/ which originally means a place

wherein is not any curtain. This term
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is used for both time and place, and since time is always passing the ‘past times’ is

called /’azminah xāliyah/, because there is no trace from them at the present time and

.the world is empty of them

Therefore the Qur’ānic sentence saying: “… and there was not a people but a Warner

having gone in them (in the past)” means that every nation of the ancient nations had

.had a Warner in the past

This point is also noteworthy that according to the above verse all nations had a

Divine Warner, viz., a Divine prophet, though some commentators have taken it with a
.vaster meaning which envelops the scholars, and learned ones who warn people, too

Of course, this statement does not mean that in any town and city a prophet has been

appointed, but when the invitation of Divine prophets and their words reach peoples it
is enough, because the Qur’ān says: “… a Warner having gone in them” (Fīhā) and it

(does not say /minhā/ (among them

****

In the next verse, it implies that if they reject you it is not wonderful and, you should

not be surprised and sorry, because the people who were before them rejected their

prophets, too, while their messengers came to them with clear miracles, books

containing admonitions, and the heavenly Books introducing ordinances, and

:enlightening laws to them. It says

And if they belie you, so indeed did belie those before them; their apostles had come“
.” unto them with clear proofs, and with scriptures, and with the enlightening Book

It is not only you who, with having miracles and heavenly Book, have been rejected by

this ignorant group of people; the former prophets had encountered this difficulty,
too. So you
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should not be sad and do stand firm in your path, and do know that those who must

.accept the truth will accept it

’? What is the difference between ‘Bayyināt’, ‘Zubur’, and ‘The enlightening Book

The Qur’ānic term /bayyināt/ means some clear proofs and miracles which prove - 1
.(. the legitimacy of the Prophet (p.b.u.h

The purpose of Zubur is that part of the prophets’ Books which contained of only - 2
(some admonitions, advices, and supplications, (like supplications of David)(1

The Qur’ānic phrase /kitāb-il-Munīr/ refers to that group of heavenly books which - 3
contain some ordinances, laws, and different social and individual instructions, such

.as Turat, Bible, and Qur’ān

****

In the last verse of the verses under discussion, the Qur’ān, referring to the painful

retribution of this group, implicitly says: It was not such that they could remain safe

from the Divine retribution and would continue constantly their rejections, but Allah

:seized the disbelievers and punished them severely. The verse says

, …” Then did I seize those who disbelieved“

The Arabic word /’axaŏtu/ is derived from /’axaŏa/ with the sense of ‘to take’, but its

application in such cases indirectly means ‘punishment’, because taking and capturing

.someone is the beginning of punishment

However, Allah caused some pagans to be faced with a tempest, another group with

a destructive hurricane, and some
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people were destroyed by the heavenly Blast, lightning, and earthquake. Then at the

end of the verse, for emphasis and stating the greatness and severity of their

:punishment, the Qur’ān says

?” so how (severe) was My punishment “… 

In any case, on one side, these verses console and encourage all those who pave the

path of Allah, particularly the true leaders of any nation in any time that they should

not be despaired of the murmurs of the opponents and know that the Divine

invitations have always been faced with the intensive oppositions from the side of

aberrant zealous ones and cruel profit seekers, and in the meantime, there have been

some sympathetic pure lovers who sacrificed their souls helping the claimers of the

.path of the truth

And, on the other side, it is a threat against these aberrant opponents that they

should know that they cannot continue their disgraceful and destructive deeds

.forever. Soon or late, the divine punishments will encompass them

****
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Section 4: The inheritors of the Qur’ān

Point

Servants of Allah endued with knowledge – Qur’ān inherited by the Chosen Ones of

Allah – The grievous punishment to the disbelievers and the Great Reward which

awaits the believers

بُیِبارَغَوَ اهَُناوَْلأَ  فٌِلتَخُْم  رٌمْحُوَ  ضٌیِب  دٌدَجُ  لِابَجِْلا  نَِموَ  اهَُناوَْلأَ  اًفِلتَخُْم  تٍارَمََث  هِِب  انَجْرَخْأَفَ  ءًآمَ  ءِآمََّسلا  نَِم  لَزَنأَ  هََّللا  َّنأَ  رَتَ  مَْلأَ  } 27{
دٌوسُ

Have you not seen that Allah sends down water from the sky, then We bring forth . “ 27
with it fruits of various colours, and in the mountains are streaks, white and red, of

?” divers hues and (others) intensely black

Commentary, verse: 27

By means of the colourless water and from the earth of one colour, Allah creates

.fruits of different colours

In these verses, the Qur’ān returns again to the subject of Monotheism, and shows a
new section of the book of creation to human beings. This is a severe answer to the

obstinate polytheists and the headstrong rejecters of Monotheism. In this beautiful

section from this large and great book of creation, the variety of soulless beings, and

the different beautiful features of life in the world of plants, animals and human

beings have been regarded to, that how He has brought hundred thousands of

colours into being from the colourless water, and He has created some completely

diverse beings from some defined and
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.limited elements each of which is fairly more beautiful than the other

This skilful painter, by a single pen and ink, has produced kinds of pictures which

:attract the attention of their visitors and charm them. At first, it says

Have you not seen that Allah sends down water“

, …” from the sky, then We bring forth with it fruits of various colours

This verse begins with a confessional interrogation and, besides moving the curiosity

sense of men, points to this fact that this matter is so clear and vivid that whoever

looks at it he seas that from the same water and land, one of which is colourless and

the other has only one colour, there have been created these abundant different

.colours in various fruits, beautiful flowers, leaves and blossoms with diverse features

The Qur’ānic word /’alwān/ (colours) may refer to the apparent colours of fruits that

even in a single fruit, like an apple, there exist different colours, let alone the diverse

fruits. And it may refer to the differences in their different tastes, constructions, and

properties, so much so that even in one kind of fruit you can find various sorts. For

example, there are, perhaps, fifty kinds of grapes and more than seventy kinds of

.date

In the continuation of the verse, the Qur’ān has referred to the variety of roads which

exist in the mountains and these mountains cause the ways to be recognized from

:each other. It says

and in the mountains are streaks, white and red, of divers hues and (others) “… 
?” intensely black

From one side, this difference of colours gives a special beauty to the mountains and,
on the other side, it is a cause for finding ways not being lost in the crooked roads of

the
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.mountains, and, ultimately, it is a proof upon the Power of Allah over everything

’. The Arabic word /judad/ is the plural form of /juddah/ in the sense of ‘road and way

The Arabic word /bayd/ is the plural form of /’abyad/ which means ‘white’; and /humur/
’. is the plural form of /’ahmar/ in the sense of ‘red

The Qur’ānic term /qarābīb/ is the plural form of /qirbīb/ which means ‘black in full’,
and that in Arabic ‘crow’ is called /qurāb/ is also from this quality. Therefore, the

mention of the word /sūd/, which is also the plural form of /’aswad/, next to it is for an

.emphasis upon the ‘intensely black’ colour seen in some mountain roads

However, the construction of the mountains with diverse and completely different

colours, from one side, and the mountain roads with various colours, on the other

side, are some other signs for the Greatness, Power, and Wisdom of Allah which

every moment appear in a form and every time decorate themselves in another

.clothing

****
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رٌوفُغَ زٌیزِعَ  هََّللا  َّنإِ  ءُآمَلَعُْلا  هِدِابَعِ  نِْم  هََّللا  یشَخْیَ  امََّنإِ  کَِلذَکَ  هُُناوَْلأَ  فٌِلتَخُْم  مِاعَْنلأَاوَ    ِ بّآوََّدلاوَ سِاَّنلا  نَِموَ  } 28{

And of the people and beasts and cattle are of various colours likewise; verily only . “ 28
.” those of His servants fear Allah who have knowledge, verily Allah is Mighty, Forgiving

Commentary, verse: 28

The difference of the colours of human beings and animals is one of the signs of the

.Power and Greatness of Allah

Having some knowledge and awareness over the secrets of existence is a

.preparation for reaching the position of fearing Allah

:This verse refers to the variety of colours in men and in other living animals. It says

; …” And of the people and beasts and cattle are of various colours likewise“

Yes, although human beings are all from the same parents, they have diverse races

and colours completely different. Some of them are as white as snow while some

others are as black as ink. Even in one race, there is also difference of colours. If we

look carefully of the twin children who have passed the different stages of foetus with

together and have been in the bosom of each other from the beginning, they are not

sometimes completely in the same form from the point of colour, though they are

from one father and one mother and their life-germ has combined in a single

.moment, and they have fed from one kind of food
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Besides the outward features, their innate colours, their characters, their attributes

and qualities, their talents and tastes may be completely different so that they all with

.together form a single unit with the whole needs

In the world of moving creatures, there are many thousands kinds of insects, birds,
creepers, sea-animals, different desert wild animals that, with all their specialties and

wonders of creations, each of them is a sign of the Power and Greatness and

.Knowledge of the Creator

After stating these signs of Unity, finally, as a conclusion, it implies that the matter is
.like that

And, since enjoying from these great verses of creation is for the wise and

:knowledgeable servants more than others, at the end of the verse, it says

, …” verily only those of His servants fear Allah who have knowledge “… 

Yes, from among all of Allah servants only scholars are those who gain the high rank

of ‘fear’, that is, the fear of responsibility accompanied with perception of the

greatness of the position of their Lord. This state of ‘Fear’ is the result of

contemplation on the extroversive and introversive verses of the Qur’ān, and

.knowing the Knowledge and Power of Allah and the aim of His creation

Rāqib in Mufradāt says: “The word /xašyat/ means a ‘fear’ mixed with veneration, and

it is often used in some instances which originate from knowledge and awareness of

something.” Therefore, in the Qur’ān, this rank is counted specialized to the learned

.ones

We have repeatedly said that this is a fear because of the responsibilities that one has

in front of Allah: a fear that he may not fulfil his own duties well. Furthermore, in

principle, perceiving the greatness, that greatness which is unlimited and
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infinite, for a being that is limited, such as man, causes fear. Upon the commentary of

this verse, Imam Sādiq (a.s.) in a tradition said: “The purpose is that there are some

scholars whose deeds are consistent with their words. The one whose saying and

(deed are not consistent is not knowledgeable.”(1

Another tradition announces: “The most learned one of you is the one whose fear to

(Allah is the most.”(2

Shortly speaking, from the view and logic of the Qur’ān, the ‘learned ones’ are those

scholars and authorities that the light of knowledge has made their whole selves

enlightened with the light of Allah, faith, and piety, and they intensively feel

.responsibility unto their duties and they fulfil them more than the others

At the end of the above verse, as a short reasoning upon what was said, the Qur’ān

:says

.” verily Allah is Mighty, Forgiving “… 

His Veneration and endless Power is the origin of the fear of the learned ones; and His

Forgiveness, which is the sign of His unlimited Mercy, is the cause of their ‘hope’.
Thus, these two holy names keep the servants of Allah between ‘fear’ and ‘hope’. And

we know that the constant movement toward development is not possible without

.being qualified with these two characters

****
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رَوُبتَ نَل  هًرَاجَِت  نَوجُرْیَ  هًیَِنلاَعَوَ  اًرّسِ  مْهُانَْقزَرَ  اَّمِم  اوقُفَنأَوَ  هَلاََّصلا  اوُماقَأَوَ  هَِّللا  بَاتَکِ  نَوُلْتیَ  نَیذَِّلا  َّنإِ  } 29{

رٌوکُشَ رٌوفُغَ  هَُّنإِ  هِِلضْفَ  نِم  مهُدَیزِیَوَ  مْهُرَوجُُا  مْهُیَ  -ِ فّوَُیِل } 30{

Verily, those who recite the Book of Allah and establish prayer and spend (in . “ 29
charity) out of what We have provided them, secretly and openly, hope for a

,” merchandise which will never perish

That He will pay them their rewards fully and increase of His grace unto them; . “ 30
(.” verily He is Forgiving, Thankful (of their good deeds

Commentary, verses: 29-30

The words ‘prayer’ and ‘Book’ (the Qur’ān) have repeatedly been mentioned beside

each other in the Qur’ān, and also prayer must be accompanied with helping the

deprived. In view of the fact that the former verses referred to the state of fear of the

learned ones from Allah, the verse under discussion points to their state of ‘hope’,
because, as we said, it is only by means of these two wings that man can fly high in

:the sky of felicity and pave the path of spiritual development. At first, the verse says

Verily, those who recite the Book of Allah and establish prayer and spend (in charity)“
out of what We have provided them, secretly and openly, hope for a merchandise

,” which will never perish

It is evident that the act of recitation here is not a mere reciting without

contemplation and action. It is a reading which is the origin of thought, a ponder which

is the source of
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righteous deed, an action which, on one side, joins man to Allah the manifestation of

which is prayer, and, on the other side, it relates him to the servants of Allah the

manifestation of which is spending in charity, expending from whatever Allah has

bestowed on a person, including: wealth, knowledge, authority, powerful thought,
.character, experiences, and, briefly speaking, from all merits that Allah has given him

Sometimes this expending is done secretly (/sirran/) to be the sign of a complete

sincerity, and sometimes it is done openly (/‘alāniyah/) in order to encourage others

.and to be the veneration of rituals

.Yes, the knowledge which has such an effect is the source of hope

Regarding the contents of this verse and the verse before it we conclude that the true

.Muslim scholars have the following characteristics

From the spiritual point of view, their hearts are full of fear of Allah mixed with His

.greatness

.From the point of speech, their tongues are busy reciting the verses of Allah

From the point of the spiritual and bodily action, they establish prayer and worship

.Him

And, finally, from the point of aim, the horizon of their thought is so high that they

have left the fleeting material world aside and look for only the Divine beneficial

.merchandise which will neither be dull nor does it vanish

This point is also noteworthy that the Arabic word /tabūr/, mentioned in this noble

verse, means destruction. Thus, ‘the merchandise free of destruction’ is a trade which

.has neither slackness nor degeneration

An interesting tradition indicates that once a man came to the Messenger of Allah

(p.b.u.h.) and said: “Why do I not like
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death?” The Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “Do you have any property?” He answered: “Yes”.
He (p.b.u.h.) told him: “Send it before you.” The man answered: “I cannot.” The Prophet

(p.b.u.h.) said: “Verily the heart of a person is with his property. If he sends it before

(himself, he likes to join it; and if he keeps it (for later), he likes to be with it.”(1

This tradition, in fact, has illustrated the whole content of the above mentioned verse,
because it implies that they establish prayer and spend in charity in the path of Allah

(s.w.t.) and are willingly hopeful of the next world, because they have sent some

.goodness before themselves and they are willing to reach it

****

The next holy verse states the aim of the true believers as follows. They do these

:righteous deeds

That He will pay them their rewards fully and increase of His grace unto them; verily“
(.” He is Forgiving, Thankful (of their good deeds

This sentence, indeed, points to their ultimate sincerity that, in their actions, they look

for nothing but the Divine reward. Whatever they desire they ask it from Him, and

they do nothing for hypocrisy, showing, admiration, and glorification of this one or

.that one, because the most important thing in righteous deeds is the sincere intention

The application of the Arabic term /’ujūr/ (the plural form of /’ajr/) in the sense of

‘wage’ is, in fact, a grace from the side of Allah, as if He sees the servants as His

creditors because of their righteous deeds, while whatever the servants have belongs

to Him; even the strength for performing the righteous deeds has also been given

.from His side
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A more affectionate meaning is the sentence which says: “… and increase of His grace

unto them, …”. This gives them glad tidings that besides the ordinary reward, which

itself sometimes is hundreds or thousands fold of the deed, He increases it of His

grace. And He bestows on them, from some merits which no mind can bear and none

.in this world is able to consider

However, the sentence which says: “… verily He is Forgiving, Thankful …” shows that

the first grace of Allah unto them is that very forgiveness of their sins and the faults

they might have had, since the most anxiety of a person is the anxiety about this

.issue

After having peace of mind from this point of view, He involves them in His

thankfulness, i.e., He thanks for their good deeds and endows on them the best

.reward

It is much to be regretful that a free wise man refuses such a merchandise and refers

.to other than it; and worse than that is that he sells the goods of his self for naught

Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) says: “Is there no free man who can leave this chewed

morsel (of the world) to those who like it? Certainly, the only price for your selves is
(Paradise. Therefore, do not sell your selves except for it.”(1

****
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رٌیصَِب رٌیِبخََل  هِدِابَعِِب  هََّللا  َّنِا  هِْیدَیَ  نَْیَب  امَ  اًق لِّ-  ِ دّصَُم ُّقحَْلا  وَهُ  بِاتَکِْلا  نَِم  کَْیَلإِ  آنَْیحَوْأَ  يذَِّلاوَ  } 31{

And that which We have revealed to you of the Book, it is the truth verifying that . “ 31
.” which is before it, verily Allah, about His servants, is Aware, Seeing

Commentary, verse: 31

In Qur’ān there is not any false word, or any superstitious idle and illogical statement;

.” and even the scale of legitimacy of any word or book is the Qur’ān: “It is the truth

Since the words in former verses were about the believers who recite the verses of

the Book of Allah and actually apply them, the verse under discussion speaks about

this heavenly Book and the evidence upon its legitimacy as well as the true bearers of

the Book. It completes the discussion mentioned in the former verses about

:Monotheism by this discussion which is about prophecy. It says

And that which We have revealed to you of the Book, it is the truth verifying that“
.” which is before it, verily Allah, about His servants, is Aware, Seeing

Regarding this fact that ‘truth’ is in the sense of something which adapts the reality

and is consistent with it, this meaning is a reasoning for proving this idea that this

heavenly Book has been sent down from the side of Allah, because the more we are

.careful in its content the more we find it consistent with realities

There is no contradiction in it; no falsehood or superstition is found in it; its beliefs and

knowledge are consistent with the logic of wisdom; its statements about the ancient

events are far from myths and legends; and its laws agree with the needs of
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human beings. This legitimacy is a clear proof upon this fact that it has been sent

.down from the side of Allah

The holy sentence which says: “… verifying that which is before it …” is another proof

upon the veracity of this heavenly Book, because it adapts with the signs which have

been mentioned in the former heavenly Books about it and its bringer. (In this regard,
(there is a detailed discussion in the commentary of Sura Al-Baqarah, No. 2, verse 41

The Qur’ānic sentence which says: “… verily Allah, about His servants, is Aware,
Seeing” states the cause of legitimacy of the Qur’ān and that it is parallel with the

facts and needs, because it has been sent down from the side of Allah Who knows His

.servants well and is Aware and Seeing unto their needs

As for the difference between the Qur’ānic words /xabīr/ and /basīr/ some

commentators have said that the word /xabīr/ is in the sense of cognizance about

innate things, beliefs, intentions and the man’s spiritual construction, while /basīr/
(means having insight unto the man’s outward things and his bodily phenomena.(1

Some other commentators believe that the word /xabīr/ refers to the principle of the

.creation of man, and /basīr/ refers to his deeds and states

****
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هَِّللا نِذْإِِب  تِارَْیخَْلاِب  قٌِباسَ  مْهُْنِموَ  دٌصِتَْقُّم  مهُْنِموَ  هِسِْفَن  مٌِلاظَ لِّ- مْهُْنمِفَ  اَندِابَعِ  نِْم  انَْیفَطَصْا  نَیذَِّلا  بَاتَکِْلا  انَْثرَوْأَ  َّمُث  } 32{

رُیِبکَْلا لُضْفَْلا  وَهُ  کَِلذَ 

Then We gave the Book (Qur’ān) as inheritance unto those whom We elected of . “ 32
Our servants. But of them are some who wrong themselves, and of them are some

who follow the middle course, and of them are some who outstrip (others) through

!” good deeds, by Allah’s leave. That is the great (Divine) favour

Commentary, verse: 32

To inherit from the Holy Qur’ān is a great favour of Allah. The election of Allah is

wisely. Those are the inheritors of the science of the Qur’ān who are foremost in good

.works

In this holy verse the Qur’ān has referred to an important subject, viz., the bearers of

this great heavenly Book, the same ones who, after the revelation of the Qur’ān upon

the pure heart of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.), protected and preserved this luminous torch

:at that time and during later centuries. It says

Then We gave the Book (Qur’ān) as inheritance unto those whom We elected of Our “
. …” servants

It is clear that the objective meaning of ‘The Book’ here is the same thing that has

been mentioned in the previous verses, (the Holy Qur’ān), and the Arabic signs ‘’Alif’
.and ‘Lām’ are, so to speak, of the kind of ‘Ahd

The application of ‘inheritance’ here, and in some other instances similar to it in the

Qur’ān, is for the reason that this word is used for something which is gained without

bargain
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.and labour or trouble, and Allah gave this very great Book to Muslims in such a way

There is a great deal of traditions narrated from Ahl-ul-Bayt (a.s.) in all of which the

Qur’ānic phrase: ‘the elected servants of Allah’ has been rendered into the

(immaculate Imams.(1

As we have repeatedly said, these narrations are the statement of the clear and first

grade expansions of the case and they do not hinder that the scholars, and learned

ones of the Ummat, and those martyrs and righteous ones who tried hard in the way

of protecting this heavenly Book and continuation of the performance of its

”. instructions, are counted under the title of “those whom We elected of Our servants

:Then the Qur’ān divides them into an important division in this regard. It says

But of them are some who wrong themselves, and of them are some who follow “… 
the middle course, and of them are some who outstrip (others) through good deeds,

!” by Allah’s leave. That is the great (Divine) favour

The apparent of the verse indicates that these three groups among ‘the elected ones

of Allah’ are the inheritors and bearers of the Book of Allah. In a more clear meaning,
Allah has given the protection of this heavenly Book, after His Messenger, upon this

Ummah, the ones who are elected by Allah, but there are different groups among

them. Some of them fail to fulfil their great duty in protecting this Book and

performing its ordinances and, in fact, they did injustice to themselves. These are the

”. extension of “Some who wrong themselves

Another group did a considerable amount of this duty concerning the act of protection

,and practicing on this Book
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although they had some faults and shortcomings in their deeds, too. These are the

”. extension of “Some who follow the middle course

And, finally, there are some distinguished persons who fulfil their heavy duties very

well and, in this race-field they outstrip others. This group, who are foremost in good

deeds, are the same ones whom in the above mentioned verse have been rendered

.” into: “Some who outstrip (others) through good deeds, by the leave of Allah

The Qur’ānic phrase: /sābiqun bil xayrāt/ (outstrip through good deeds), in many

traditions narrated from Ahl-ul-Bayt (a.s.) has been interpreted into Imam and the

Immaculate ones; and the phrase: /zālim-un-linafsihī/ has been rendered into the

ones who have not knowledge unto Imam (a.s.); while the term /muqtasid/ is used for

(those who know Imam (a.s.) and follow him.(1

These interpretations are clear verifications upon what was said in the commentary

of the whole verse, and it does not matter that these three groups can exist among

.the inheritors of the book of Allah

Perhaps it is not necessary to mention that the interpretations in the above

mentioned traditions are from the kind of the statement of clear extensions; that is
the immaculate Imam is in the first row of “Some who outstrip (others) through good

deeds”, and scholars, learned men, and protectors of the divine religion are in other

.rows

The commentary which has been mentioned about /zālim/ and /muqtasid/ in the

traditions are also from the kind of the statement of extension; and if we see that in
some narrations the existence of scholars in the concept of the verse has totally
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been negated, in fact, is for attracting attentions to the existence of Immaculate

.Imam in front of these rows

It is noteworthy that in commenting these three groups some of the former

commentators and the modern commentators have delivered many other

.probabilities that, in deed, all of them are from the kind of the statement of extension

Concerning the Qur’ānic sentence which says: “That is the great (Divine) favour”,
.some commentators have said that it is that very inheritance, the Book of Allah

Some other commentators believe that it is a hint to the success which is given to

those who outstrip (others) through good deeds and pave this way by the leave of

Allah. That is, they outstrip all nations in doing good deeds: they outstrip in learning

knowledge; in piety and morality; in worshipping and serving the servants; in effort

and endeavour; in order and reckoning; in donation and self-sacrifice, and they are

.usually the foremost in all these affairs

.Yes, the bearer of that heritage can be only such persons

****
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رٌیرِحَ اهَیِف  مْهُسُابَِلوَ  اًؤُلؤُْلوَ  بٍهَذَ  نِم  رَوِاسَأَ  نِْم  اهَیِف  نَوَّْلحَُی  اهََنوُلخُدْیَ  نٍدْعَ  تُاَّنجَ  } 33{

Gardens of Eden! They shall enter; therein they shall be adorned with bracelets of . “ 33
.” gold and pearls; and their raiment there shall be of silk

Commentary, verse: 33

.The reward of a temporary deprivation can be a permanent success

This verse is, in fact, a conclusion for what was mentioned in the previous verses. This

holy verse implicitly says that the reward of those who outstrip in good deeds is the

:eternal gardens of Paradise in which all of them will wholly enter. The verse says

; …” Gardens of Eden! They shall enter“

The Qur’ānic word /jannāt/ is the plural form of /jannah/ with the sense of ‘garden’
and /‘adn/ is in the sense of settlement and stability; and ‘main’ is so called because it
is the place of the settlement of metals and the like. Thus, the Qur’ānic phrase:

’. /jannāt-u-‘adn/ means ‘the eternal gardens of Paradise

However, this meaning shows that the great bounties of Paradise are eternal and

stable. And like the merits of the worldly material, they are not mixed with anxiety

originated from the fear of destruction. The people of Paradise not only have a

.garden in Paradise, but also have many gardens at their disposal

Then the verse refers to three parts of the bounties therein, some of which have

material aspect and outward nature; some
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others have spiritual aspect and inward nature; and the third part has pointed to the

:negation of the existence of any kind of hindrance and trouble. It says

therein they shall be adorned with bracelets of gold and pearls; and their raiment “… 
.” there shall be of silk

In this world they were heedless to the dazzling glares and did not make themselves

as captives to the glare of ornaments and when the deprived had not some cheep

pieces of clothing, they did not tend to have expensive garments. To recompense

.these, in the next world, Allah will make them wear the best clothing and ornaments

In this world, they adorned their outward with good deeds, then, in the next world,
which is the world of incarnation of deeds, Allah will adorn them with kinds of

.ornaments, too

We have repeatedly said that our words, which have been formed for the limited life

of this world, never can convey the concepts of the great world of Hereafter. In order

to state those bounties, we need to apply another kind of Alphabet, culture and

dictionary. But, however, in order that an outline of those great bounties could be

shown to us, the prisoners of this world, we must take help from the slight ability of

.these very words to explain those bounties

****
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رٌوکُشَ رٌوفُغََل  انََّبرَ  َّنإِ  نَزَحَْلا  اَّنعَ  بَهَذْأَ  يذَِّلا  هَِّلِل  دُمْحَْلا  اوُلاقَوَ  } 34{

And they say: ‘Praise belongs to Allah, Who has removed from us (all) sorrow; . “ 34
.” verily our Lord is Forgiving, Thankful

Commentary, verse: 34

The motto of the people of Paradise is the Praise of Allah. And there is not any grief or

.sadness inside Paradise

Next to mentioning the material bounty, which was referred to in the previous verse,
:this verse points to a particular spiritual bounty, where it says

; …” And they say: ‘Praise belongs to Allah, Who has removed from us (all) sorrow“

For this great merit which has been endowed on them, and, by the grace of Allah, all

the factors of sadness have gone out from the environment of their living, and the sky

of their spirit has been wiped out from the dark pieces of the cloud of grief, they

praise Allah and thank Him. They have neither a fear from the Divine punishment nor

are they afraid of death and annihilation. There is neither any cause of insecurity of

mind for them, nor do hurt them the harm of malicious ones, the impositions of

.polluted tyrants, and companionship of evildoers and inept persons

Some commentators believe that this grief and sorrow refers to the sadness similar

to that which exists in the world, while some others believe that it refers to the grief

that they will have in Hereafter concerning the result of their own deeds. These two

commentaries do not contrast with each other and both can be considered for the

.meaning of the verse
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The Qur’ānic words /hazan/ and /huzn/, as many books of philology and commentary

indicate, both have the same meaning, and they originally are in the sense of

unevenness and roughness of the earth; and since sorrow cause the man’s spirit to

become uneven and rough, this meaning has been applied in this sense. Then,
:according to the verse, those people of Heaven will add

.” verily our Lord is Forgiving, Thankful “… 

By His forgiveness, He removes the heavy grief of faults and sins, and by the attribute

of His thankfulness, He bestows the eternal merits on us which never will the shade of

sadness fall on them. His forgiveness has covered our abundant sins, and, by His

.thankfulness, He has given us a great deal of rewards for our small and scanty deeds

****
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بٌصََن اهَیِف  انَُّسمَیَ  هِِلضْفَ لاَ  نِم  هِمَاقَمُْلا  رَادَ  انََّلحَأَ  يذَِّلا  } 35{

بٌوغُُل اهَیِف  انَُّسمَیَ  لاَوَ 

He Who, of His grace, has made us to dwell in a house for ever, toil shall not touch . “ 35
.” us therein, nor shall fatigue therein afflict us

Commentary, verse: 35

Paradise is eternal and the people of Paradise know that the bounties are because of

.the grace of Allah, not because of only their deeds

This verse has referred to the bounty of the absence of the factors of toil, pain, and

:fatigue, and from their tongue, it implicitly says that praise belongs to Allah

He Who, of His grace, has made us to dwell in a house for ever, toil shall not touch us“
.” therein, nor shall fatigue therein afflict us

From one side, there is the place of residence and it is not such that before soon and

before the time a person becomes familiar with it and likes it, he is called to come out

.of that place

And, on the other side, although the long life in that world joins to eternity and in such

a long time, principally, pain and fatigue are expected, there is nothing of these affairs

there, at all. Even the length of time does not cause of tiredness and fatigue either,
because every day a new bounty and a fresh manifestation of blessings from Allah is

.shown to the people of Paradise

The Arabic word /nasab/ means toil and trouble, and many of the philologists and

commentators believe that the
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Qur’ānic term /luqūb/ means the same, too; while some others have mentioned a

difference between these two as follows: they say that the word /nasab/ refers to the

(bodily toils, while the term /luqūb/ refers to the spiritual troubles.(1

Also, some commentators have taken the Qur’ānic term /luqūb/ in the sense of

weakness and fatigue resulted from toil and pain, and thus, /luqūb/ becomes the

/. consequence of /nasab

Therefore, in the Heaven, there is neither any factor of bodily toils, nor any means of

.spiritual pain

****
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رٍوفُکَ َّلکُ  يزِجَْن  کَِلذَکَ  اهَِباذَعَ  نِْم  مهُْنعَ  فَُّفخَُی  لاَوَ  اوُتومُیَفَ  مْهِْیلَعَ  یضَْقُی  مََّنهَجَ لاَ  رُاَن  مْهَُل  اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلاوَ  } 36{

And those who disbelieve, for them shall be the Fire of Hell, it shall not be decreed . “ 36
that they should die, nor shall the chastisement of it be lightened to them; even thus

.” do We recompense every ungrateful one

Commentary, verse: 36

Disbelief is a kind of ingratitude of bounties. The Qur’ān, beside promises, usually

refers to threats, and, beside glad tidings, it mentions warnings in order to strengthen

two factors of fear and hope which are the motives of motion, because of the love of

self, man is affected by the instinct of ‘acquiring benefit’ and ‘repelling harm’. So,
following the former verses, which were about the great rewards of the believers

who ‘outstrip in good deeds’, this verse is about the painful punishment of

disbelievers. Here also the words are about the material and spiritual punishments. It

:says

, …” And those who disbelieve, for them shall be the Fire of Hell“

In the same manner that Paradise is an eternal abode for the believers, Hell is also an

:eternal abode for this group. Then the verse adds

, …” it shall not be decreed that they should die “… 

Although all those painful punishments and the blazing Fire of Hell can cause them

their death, since the command of Allah, that everything, including life and death, is in
Whose authority, has not been issued; they will not die. They must be alive, and they

.will not be delivered from this toil, so that they taste the Divine chastisement
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For such persons, death is a way to deliverance, but by the aforementioned sentence

this way has been closed to them. There will remain another way. It is in this that they

should be alive and gradually their chastisement may decrease, or that their

tolerance could be increased so that consequently their pain and toil may decrease.
:This way is also closed by another sentence which says

; …” nor shall the chastisement of it be lightened to them “… 

And, at the end of the verse as an emphasis upon the decisiveness of this Divine

:threat, it says

.” even thus do We recompense every ungrateful one “… 

Those who, firstly, showed ingratitude to the bounty of the existence of Divine

prophets and heavenly Books, lost their Divine given capitals which could help them in
.gaining happiness

Yes, the recompense of such evil-doers is burning in the painful chastisement of Fire,
a Fire which they themselves lit in the life of this world and its fuel was their own evil

.thoughts and deeds

Since the Qur’ānic word /kafūr/ is an amplification form in the Arabic language, it has a
deeper meaning than the word /kāfir/ (disbeliever). Moreover, the word ‘disbeliever’ is
usually used as opposite to the word ‘believer’, while the Arabic word /kafūr/
(ungrateful) is used as for the ingratitude of all blessings. Therefore, it has a vaster

meaning. Thus, the word /kafūr/ refers to those who have been ungrateful to all the

divine bounties, and they have closed all the doors of His Mercy to them in this world.
.Therefore, in Hereafter, Allah will close all the doors of deliverance to them, too

****
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رُیذَِّنلا مُکُءَآجَوَ  رََّکذَتَ  نمَ  هِیِف  رَُّکذَتَیَ  امّ  مکُرْ  -ِ مّعَُن مَْلوَأَ  لُمَْعَن  اَّنکُ  يذَِّلا  رَْیغَ  اًحِلاصَ  لْمَْعَن  انَجْرِخْأَ  آنََّبرَ  اهَیِف  نَوخُرِطَصـْیَ  مْهُوَ  } 37{
رٍیصَِن نِم  نَیمِِلاَّظلِل  امَفَ  اوُقوذُفَ 

And they shall cry aloud therein (for help, saying:) ‘O’ our Lord! Take us out (so . “ 37
that) we will do good deeds other than what we used to do (before).’ (They will be

said): ‘Did We not give you long life enough to remember therein for him who would

remember?’ And (moreover) the Warner came to you. So (now) taste you (the fruit of

.” your deeds), then for the unjust there is no helper

Commentary, verse: 37

That which makes man to be a hellish person is impious deeds, and one day all wrong

.doers will be in powerlessness and seek for help

This verse refers to another part of the painful punishment of the people of Hell and

:emphasizes on some sensitive points in this regard. It says

And they shall cry aloud therein (for help, saying:) ‘O’ our Lord! Take us out (so that) “
(.’ …” we will do good deeds other than what we used to do (before

Yes, by observing the fruits of their evil deeds, they will regret deeply and they will cry

loudly and ask for a respite. They ask Allah to return to this world in order to do

.righteous deeds
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The application of the Qur’ānic word /sālihan/, in an indefinite form, points to this fact

that they did not do the least righteous deed, and its consequence will be those

painful chastisements for these who had let no way for them toward Allah and were

thoroughly full of sin. Therefore, performing some righteous deeds may also cause

.deliverance

The application of the Qur’ānic word /na‘mal/ (we will do), an Arabic verb in the future

form which denotes to the continuation of their action, is also an emphasis on this

.very meaning that they used to do some impious deeds

Yes, because of his pure nature, a sinner, at the beginning, understands the ugliness

of his deeds, but gradually he will be accustomed to them and its ugliness will be

decreased in him. Little by little, it goes beyond that and that ugly action will appear to

him as a good action, as the Qur’ān says: “… The evil of their deeds has been made

fair seeming to them. …”(1) And sometimes the Qur’ān says: “… While they think that

(they are working good deeds.”(2

However, for this request there will be given a conclusive answer to them from the

:side of Allah, as follows

They will be said): ‘Did We not give you long life enough to remember therein for “… )
?’ …” him who would remember

:The verse continues saying

. …” And (moreover) the Warner came to you “… 
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Now that the case is such and all the means of felicity have been available for you, but

:you did not enjoy them, you should be afflicted the chastisement here. It says

.” So (now) taste you (the fruit of your deeds), then for the unjust there is no helper “… 

This holy verse clearly indicates that they had not anything insufficient because they

had enough respite, and there came to them necessary Divine Warners so that these

two elements of awareness and felicity were ready for them, therefore, there was no

excuse or pretext remained for them. If they had not enough respite, it could be an

excuse; and if you had enough respite, but there might not came any teacher, trainee,
leader, and guide to them, they would have a pretext, too; but with the existence of

!these two, what kind of excuse they may have

The Qur’ānic word /naŏīr/ (Warner) in the verses of Qur’ān usually refers to the Divine

prophets and specially to the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.), but some Islamic

commentators have mentioned here a vaster meaning for it which encompasses both

the Divine prophets, and the heavenly Books, and the awakening events like the

death of friends and relations, and senility and weakness, in particular that in the

.Arabic language the word /naŏīr/ has been abundantly used in the sense of senility

This point is also noteworthy that in Islamic narrations there have been mentioned

differently a limit in the lifetime which is enough for the man’s awareness and

admonition. Some of them have rendered it to the age of sixty; as a tradition from the

Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) indicates: “Whomever
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(Allah has given sixty years of lifetime, He has closed the way of excuse to him.”(1

.( This very meaning has also been narrated from Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s

Another tradition narrated from the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) indicates: “When the

Day of Hereafter comes, a caller will call: ‘O people of sixty years old! (Where are

you?) This is the same lifetime about which Allah has said: ‘Did We not give you long

(life enough to remember therein for him who would remember?’”(2

****
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Section 5: Never can anyone see Allah’s plan ever getting altered or changed

Point

The imaginary gods of the Polytheists, own nothing – None else other than Allah is

there to control the Universe – The plans of the Disbelievers shall work against the

planers themselves – the respite given to the sinners, otherwise none will be left on

.the earth, if immediate punishment had to be given to the guilty

رِودُُّصلا تِاذَِب  مٌیِلعَ  هَُّنإِ  ضِرْلأَاوَ  تِاوَامََّسلا  بِْیغَ  مُِلاعَ  هََّللا  َّنإِ  } 38{

Verily Allah is the Knower of the unseen of the heavens and the earth; surely He . “ 38
(.” knows all that is in the breasts (hearts

Commentary, verse: 38

The belief in the fact that Allah knows everything is the best hindrance of man from

committing wrong. This verse answers to the request of the disbelievers who want to

:return from Hell to the world. It says

Verily Allah is the Knower of the unseen of the heavens and the earth; surely He“
(.” knows all that is in the breasts (hearts

The first sentence, in fact, works as a proof over the second sentence. It means: how

is it possible that Allah to be unaware of the secrets of inside the hearts while He is
aware of the whole secrets of the earth and the heavens and the unseen of the world

of existence? Yes, He knows that if the request of the people of Hell were answered

positively and they could return to the world, they would continue the same evil deeds
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they had before. This meaning is clearly mentioned in Sura Al-’An‘ām, No. 6, verse 28
which says: “… and even if they were returned, they would revert to what they were

.” prohibited, and most certainly they are liars

Moreover, the verse is a warning unto all believers so that they try to purify their

sincere intentions and they do not keep anyone in their mind save Allah, because if

there is the least insincerity in their intention and motive He, Who is aware of all the

.Unseen things, surely knows it and compensates it accordingly

****
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دُیزِیَ ـَلاوَ  اًـتْقمَ  َّـلاإِ  مْهِ  -ِ بّرَ دَـنعِ  مْهُرُْفکُ  نَیرِِفاکـَْلا  دُـیزِیَ  ـَلاوَ  هُرُْفکُ  هِْیلَعَفَ  رَفَکَ  نمَفَ  ضِرْـَلأا  یِف  فَِئـَلآخَ  مْکُلَعَجَ  يذَِّلا  وَهُ  } 39{
اًراسَخَ َّلاإِ  مْهُرُْفکُ  نَیرِِفاکَْلا 

He is the One Who appointed you viceroys in the earth, so whoever disbelieves, . “ 39
his disbelief shall be against him, and their unbelief does not increase the infidels with

their Lord in anything except hatred; and their unbelief does not increase the infidels

.” but loss

Commentary, verse: 39

.Stating the dangers of sins is a factor to restrain the sinner from committing it

Following the discussions which were upon the previous verses about the fate of

infidels and polytheists, in the verse under discussion they are called to account in

another way, and the nullification of their style has been made manifest by some

:clear proofs. It says

He is the One Who appointed you viceroys“

, …” in the earth

The Arabic word /xalā’if/, whether it means the viceroys and vicegerents of Allah on

the earth or it means the vicegerents of the former nations, (though the second

meaning seems more appropriate here), indicates to the utmost grace of Allah upon

.human beings for whom He has provided all of the facilities of living

Allah (s.w.t.) has given wisdom, understanding, thought, and intelligence to man. He

has bestowed kinds of bodily powers on him. He has filled the surface of the earth

with
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different sorts of bounties, and He has taught man the way of using these facilities.
Yet, how has man forgotten his main benefactor and refers to the superstitions and

?artificial objects of worship

In fact, this sentence is the statement of ‘the Unity of Lordship’ which itself is a clear

’. proof over ‘the Unity of worship

This sentence, however, is a warning unto all human beings that they should know

that their course is not eternal and everlasting. In the same way that they became the

vicegerents of the former nations, after a few days these people will also pass away

and some others will succeed them. Therefore they must be careful what they do in
their short lifetime. They must consider their future fate, and that what kind of record

will they leave in the history of the world from them? That is why the verse

:immediately says

so whoever disbelieves, his disbelief shall be against him, and their unbelief does “… 
; …” not increase the infidels with their Lord in anything except hatred

:However, their disbelief does not add to them except loss. It continues saying

.” and their unbelief does not increase the infidels but loss “… 

In fact, the last two sentences are as a commentary upon the sentence: “… whoever

disbelieves, his disbelief shall be against him, …”, because this sentence implicitly says

that the infidelity of a person results a loss upon him. Then the Qur’ān brings two

.kinds of reasoning for this subject

The first is that disbelief and infidelity with their Lord, Who is the giver of all bounties,
.does not result aught save Divine Wrath and punishment
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The other is that, besides the Divine Wrath, this infidelity does not give anything to

them except loss. They lose their lifetime and the capital of their own existence and

?take wretchedness, degradation, and darkness for it. What a loss is greater than this

.And either of these two proofs is enough for condemning this incorrect style

The repetition of the Arabic term /lāyazīd/ (does not increase), which is in present

tense, is an indication to the continuation of action and points to this fact that man is
naturally looking for increase and excess. If he paves the path of Monotheism, he will

have the increase of happiness and perfection, but if he paves the path of disbelief, he

.will obtain the increase of Wrath of Allah and loss

****
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مْهُانَْیتَاءَ مْأَ  تِاوَامََّسلا  یِف  كٌرْشـِ  مْهَُل  مْأَ  ضِرْلأَا  نَِم  اوقُلَخَ  اذَامـَ  یِنورُأَ  هَِّللا  نِودُ  نِم  نَوعُدْتـَ  نَیذَِّلا  مُکُءَآکَرَشـُ  مُْتْیأَرَأَ  لُْـق  } 40{
اًضْعَب مهُضُْعَب  نَومُِلاَّظلا  دُعِیَ  نإِ  لَْب  هُْن  تٍَن مِّ- -ِ یَّب یلَعَ  مْهُفَ  اًباتَکِ 

اًرورُغُ َّلاِا 

Say: ‘Have you seen your associates on whom you call, apart from Allah? Show me . “ 40
what they have created in the earth; or have they a partnership in (the creation of)
the heavens? Or have We given them a Book so that they follow a clear argument

from it? Nay, the unjust

.” promise each other nothing but delusions

Commentary, verse: 40

.Islam is a logical religion. It awakens conscience of people by asking questions

.The Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) had a duty to speak with the opponents of Islam

This verse is another decisive answer to the polytheists. It tells them that if a person

follows something, or loves it, he must have a reasonable reasoning from intellect for

it, or a reasoning from conclusive tradition, but you have neither of these two, and you

:have no support save delusion and pride. The verse says

Say: ‘Have you seen your associates on whom you call, apart from Allah? Show me“
what they have created in the earth; or have they a partnership in (the creation of)

? …” the heavens
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Yet, what is the reason of the polytheists’ worship? The act of being object of worship

is a secondary thing to creative power. Now that you know that the creator of the

heavens and the earth is only Allah, and there will be no object of worship except Him,
.because the Unity of divinity is always a reason upon the Unity of worship

Now that it was proved that there is no intellectual reasoning for your claim, do you

?have any reasoning from tradition with you

:Or do you have a heavenly Book for it? The verse says

? …” Or have We given them a Book so that they follow a clear argument from it “… 

No, they have no clear proof from the Divine Books with them. Therefore, their capital

:for it is nothing save guile and delusion. In this regard, the verse says

.” Nay, the unjust promise each other nothing but delusions “… 

In other words, if the idolaters, and other polytheists of any kind and group, claim that

the idols have a kind of power on the earth to provide their needs, they should deliver

.an example of their earthly creation

And if they believe that these idols are the manifestation of the angels and heavenly

sacred beings, as it was the belief of a group of them, they must show their

.participation in creation of the heavens

And if they believe that these are not some partners in the creation, and only the rank

of intercession has been given to them, as some of the polytheists believed, they

.must bring a proof from the heavenly Book for proving this claim

Now that they have none of these proofs, then they are some unjust deceivers who

.tell each other false words
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It is notable that the purpose of ‘the earth and the heavens’ here is the entire

creations on the earth and in the heavens, and the application of the word creation

due to the earth and having a partnership in the creation of the heavens, points to this

.fact that ‘the partnership in the heavens’ should be by the way of creation

And, the application of the Arabic word /kitāban/, in an indefinite form and also

concerned to Allah, is a hint to the fact that there is the least reasoning for their claim

.in neither of the heavenly Books

The Arabic word /bayyinah/ points to this fact that the clear reasoning can be found in
.heavenly Books

The application of the Qur’ānic plural word /zālimūn/ (the unjust) is another emphasis

’. on this meaning that ‘polytheism’ is a clear ‘injustice

The application of ‘the promises of delusion’ is a hint to this fact that the polytheists

used to take these superstitions and delusions from each other in the form of some

hollow vain promises, and some of them transfer them to some others in the form of

.gossips and baseless imitations

****
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اًروفُغَ اًمیِلحَ  نَاکَ  هَُّنإِ  هِدِْعَب  نِم  دٍحَأَ  نِْم  امَهُکَسَْمأَ  نْإِ  آتََلازَ  نِئَلوَ  لاَوزُتَ  نأَ  ضَرْلأَاوَ  تِاوَامََّسلا  کُسِمُْی  هََّللا  َّنإِ  } 41{

Verily Allah holds the heavens and the earth lest they remove (from the orbit); and . “ 41
,did they remove, none would hold them after Him; verily He is the Forbearing

.” the Forgiving

Commentary, verse: 41

The situation of the heavens and the earth, as well as their motions and orbits, are

.with the will of Allah, and it is He Who protects them in every moment

The words in this holy verse are about the sovereignty of Allah over the whole

heavens and the earth. In fact, next to the negation of the partnership of the artificial

objects of worship in the world of existence, it proves the Unity of divinity and

:Lordship. It says

(; …” Verily Allah holds the heavens and the earth lest they remove (from the orbit“

Not only the creation at the beginning is done by Allah, but also their maintenance

providence and protection are in His infinite Power. Moreover, in any moment they

have a new creation, and the grace of being comes down to them from that bountiful

source a moment after another, so that if their communication with that great source

.is ceased for a short moment, they will face with destruction

It is true that the verse emphasizes on the subject of the protection of the superior

system of existence, but, as it has been proved in the philosophical discussions, all

beings are in need of the Origin for their permanence in the same form that
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they are for their temporal origination. And, thus, the protection of the system is not

.anything except the continuation of new creation and Divine emanation

It is worthy to note that, without being fastened by anything, the celestial spheres

have been rotating for millions of years in their places with the same orbs that have

been decided for them without the least deviation, the example of which is seen in

solar system. Our globe, the earth, rotates in its orb round the sum for millions or

milliards of years with an exact order, which originates from the equilibrium of the

power of polarization, and it obeys the command of Allah. Then, as an emphasis, the

:verse says

and did they remove, none would hold them “… 

; …” after Him

.Neither your idols, nor the angels, nor anything other than them is able to do this job

In order not to shut the door of repentance to deviated polytheists and let them

:return in any stage they are, at the end of the verse the Qur’ān says

.” verily He is the Forbearing, the Forgiving “… 

Because of His forbearance, Allah does not hasten in punishing them, and because of

His forgiveness, He accepts their repentance, with its conditions, in any case and

stage it is. Thus, the ending part of the verse refers to the situation of polytheists and

.that His Mercy encompasses them at the time of repentance and returning

Some commentators have taken these two attributes in relation to maintenance of

the heavens and the earth, because their destruction is an affliction and a

punishment, and Allah, because of His Forbearance and Forgiveness, does not let

people get this punishment and affliction, though the sayings and deeds of many of

them require that this chastisement
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should be sent down, as Sura Maryam, No. 19, verses 88 to 90 say: “And they say: ‘The

Beneficent (Allah) has taken (unto Himself) a son’.” “Indeed you have put forth

something hideous!” “At it the skies are about to burst, and the earth to split asunder,
.” and the mountains to fall down crashing

During the length of the history of human beings this event has repeatedly happened

that some of the astronomers have foreseen that, in its way, a particular comet, or

other than it, may pass by the earth and probably it crashes this globe. These

predictions have worried the thoughts of all people in the world. In these

circumstances this feeling appears for everybody that in this problem nobody can do

anything, because if, for example, so and so celestial globe comes towards the earth

and, under their gravity they crash each other, there will remain no trace from the

thousand-year-old civilization of mankind, and even from other living creatures on

.the earth; and no power, except the Power of Allah, can prevent this event

In these cases everyone feels absolute need unto absolute Self-Sufficient Allah; but

when those probable dangers are removed, forgetfulness encompasses human

.beings

Not only the crash of the celestial spheres and planets cause calamity, but also a

.slight deviation of a planet, like earth, from its orb may bring forth a calamity

****
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اًروفُُن َّلاإِ  مْهُدَازَ  اَّم  رٌیذَِن  مْهُءَآجَ  اَّملَفَ  مِمَلأُا  يدَحْإِ  نِْم  يدَهْأَ  َّنُنوکُیََّل  رٌیذَِن  مْهُءَآجَ  نِئَل  مْهِِنامَْیأَ  دَهْجَ  هَِّللاِب  اومُسَْقأَوَ  } 42{

And they swore by Allah with the strongest oaths that if a Warner came to them, . “ 42
they would be more rightly guided than any one of the nations; but when a Warner

(.” came to them, it increased them naught but aversion (unto the truth

Commentary, verse: 42

The polytheists believed in Allah and sanctified Him and used to swear by Him, but

upon the occasion of revelation of this holy verse it is cited in Durr-ul-Manthūr, Rauh-
ul-Ma‘ālī, Mafātīh-ul-Qayb and other commentary books that: whenever the Arab

polytheists heard that some of the former nations, such as the Jews, had rejected the

Divine prophets and killed them, they said that they were not like them. If the

messenger of Allah came to them, they would be the best rightly guided of the

nations. But when the world illuminating sun of Islam appeared in the horizon of their

land and the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) with the greatest heavenly Book came to

them, not only they did not accept it, but also tried to reject it and to play kinds of

.tricks against it

The abovementioned holy verse was sent down and blamed them for these empty

baseless claims. (Most of the commentary books, has been mentioned under this

:verse.) The verse says

And they swore by Allah with the strongest oaths that if a Warner came to them, they“
; …” would be more rightly guided than any one of the nations
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The Arabic term /’aymān/ is the plural form of /yamīn/ which means ‘oath’. Originally it
means ‘right hand’, but since at the time of taking oath and promising people they

shake hands with their right hands and take an oath, this word has gradually been

.used in the sense of oath

The Arabic word /jahd/ is derived from /jihād/ in the sense of ‘struggle and effort’.
Therefore, the application of the Arabic phrase /jahd-a-’aymānihim/ refers to the

.strong oath

Yes, when they were observing the former events recorded in the pages of the

history, saying about disloyalties, ingratitude actions, hindrances and crimes of the

former nations, specially the Jews unto their prophets, they wondered very much,
.while they had every kind of claim and boast about themselves

But when their own trial practically came forth and they wanted to practise it, they

:showed that they were of the same kind, as the Qur’ān in this verse declares

but when a Warner came to them, it increased them naught but aversion (unto the “… 
(.” truth

We must be also attentive to this matter. God forbids those who are waiting for the

advent of Hadrat Mahdī (May Allah hasten his glad advent) and say that if he (a.s.)
.comes they will do so and so, but when he (a.s.) comes they stand against him

****
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هَِّللا تَِّنسـُِل   َ دجـِتَ نلَفَ  نَیِلَّولأَا  تََّنسـُ  َّلاإِ  نَورُظُنیَ  لْهَفَ  هِِلهْاَِب  َّلاِا  ِ-ئُ  یَّّسلا رُکْمَْلا  قُیحِیَ  ـَلاوَ  ئِیِّسلا  رَکْمَوَ  ضِرْـَلأا  یِف  اًرابَکِْتسـْا  } 43{
لاًیدِْبتَ

لاًیوِحْتَ هَِّللا  تَِّنسُِل  دَجِتَ  نَلوَ 

On account of their arrogance in the earth, and devising evil; but evil devising . “ 43
encompasses only the devisers themselves; so do they expect anything except the

way of (Allah against) the former people? For never shall you find any alternation in
.” the course of Allah and never shall you find in the course of Allah any change

Commentary, verse: 43

The origin of escape and hatred from the way of prophets is either arrogance or evil

devising. (Perhaps arrogance is from the side of obstinate pagans and evil devising

.( from the side of hypocrites

This holy verse is an explanation over what was said in the previous verse. The verse

implicitly says that their being aloof from the Truth was for the sake that they paved

the path of arrogance in the earth and they never accepted to surrender to the truth.
And, also, it was for the sake that they used to commit devising evil, but the evil

:devising afflicts none but those who do it. The verse says

On account of their arrogance in the earth, and devising evil; but evil devising“
; …” encompasses only the devisers themselves

The Arabic sentence /lā yahīq/, derived from /haq/ means: ‘it does not descend down,
does not overtake, and does not overcome’. This points to the fact that applying

devises
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may temporarily reach others, but finally they come forth against the devisers

themselves and will make them disgrace before the servants of Allah, and will make

them shameful in front of Allah; and this is the same evil fate that the pagans of

Mecca encountered. In fact, the verse implies that they did not suffice only to get

aloof from this great Divine Prophet, but also they took help from their entire ability

and power in hurting him; and the main motive of it was arrogance, pride, and the lack

.of humility before the truth

In the continuation of the verse, the Qur’ān threatens this arrogant, deceitful and

:treacherous group by an expressive awakening sentence, and says

?so do they expect anything except the way of (Allah against) the former people “… 
…”

This short sentence is a hint to the whole evil ends of the haughty, and disobedient

former nations, such as the people of Noah, ‘Ād, Thamūd, and Pharaoh, each of whom

were afflicted with a great calamity, and the Qur’ān has frequently pointed to some

parts of their painful and evil fates. Here, by this very short sentence, the Qur’ān

.illustrates all of them in front of the eyes of this group

:Then, for a more emphasis, it adds

For never shall you find any alternation in the course of Allah and never shall you “… 
.” find in the course of Allah any change

****
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یِف ءٍیْشـَ  نِم  هُزَجِْعُیِل  هَُّللا  نَاکَ  امَوَ  هًَّوُق  مْهُْنِم  َّدشـَأَ  اوُناکَوَ  مْهِِلْبقَ  نِم  نَیذَِّلا  هُبَِقاعَ  نَاکَ  فَْیکَ  اورُظُنیَفَ  ضِرْلأَا  یِف  اورُیسـِیَ  مَْلوَأَ  } 44{
اًریدِقَ اًمیِلعَ  نَاکَ  هَُّنإِ  ضِرْلأَا  یِف  لاَوَ  تِاوَامََّسلا 

Have they not travelled in the earth and seen how was the end of those before . “ 44
them while they were stronger than them in power? Nor is Allah to be frustrated by

.” anything whatever in the heavens or on the earth; verily He is Knowing, Powerful

Commentary, verse: 44

None should become proud of his power since there have been many more powerful

people than them who have been destroyed; and nothing can overcome the Will of

.Allah

This verse invites the guilty polytheists to study the traces of the former nations and

the fate which they afflicted with. This is for the sake that whatever they have studied

in the history about those nations, they would see by their eyes in the lands belonging

to them, and they would observe those things among their effects so that they

:actually see what they have studied in the statements. It says

Have they not travelled in the earth and seen how was the end of those before them“
…”

If they think that they are stronger than those nations, they are in an earnest error,
:because the Qur’ān continues saying

? …” while they were stronger than them in power “… 

The people of Pharaoh who had taken the land of Egypt under the control of their own

power, the people of Namrūd who were governing over the land of Babylon and some

other
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countries all were so strong that the idolaters of Mecca, compared with them, were

.counted naught

Moreover, the more men are powerful, comparing the power of Allah, their power is
naught, because nothing in the heavens nor in the earth can escape from the realm of

:His Power, and will not frustrate Him. The verse says

;Nor is Allah to be frustrated by anything whatever in the heavens or on the earth “… 
…”

Allah is both Knowing and Powerful. Neither does anything remain concealed from His

.sight nor anything is difficult for His Power, nor can anybody overcome Him

If these blind-hearted, arrogant and deceitful persons think that they can escape

from the grips of His Power, they are in error, and if they do not leave their

committing ugly deeds, at last they will confront the same fatal end of the former

.arrogant ones

We repeatedly recite in the verses of the Qur’ān that Allah invites the faithless and

disobedient persons ‘to travel in the earth’ and see the traces of the nations who have

.afflicted the Divine chastisement

In Sura Ar-Room, No. 30, verse 9 we recite: “Have they not travelled in the earth and

seen how was the end of those before them? …” These are those who had a stronger

power than these and changed the earth, and they made it more populated than the

amount these have done. Their prophets came to them with clear proofs, but they

continued their own egotism, and were encompassed with painful divine punishment.
Never did Allah injustice to them, but they were unjust to themselves. This verse from

Sura Ar-Room continues saying: “… they were stronger than them in strength, and

they ploughed up the earth and cultivated it more than they themselves have

(cultivated it; and their messenger came to them with clear proofs (miracles
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which they rejected to their own destruction); so Allah would never deal with them)
.” unjustly, but they deal unjustly with their own selves

These frequent emphases of the Qur’ān are some proofs upon the extraordinary

effect of these observations in the selves of human beings. They must go to see by

.their eyes that which they have studied in the history or heard from people

They should go and see the former destroyed land of the Pharaohs, the ruined castles

of the ancient kings, the scattered graves of Caesars, the rotten bones of people such

as Numrūd, and the afflicted lands of the people of Lūt and Thamūd from near and

close distance, they can hear the advice of these silent people and pay attention to

the cry of those who are buried under the dust, and watch by their eyes what will

.finally happen to them

****
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هََّللا َّنإِفَ  مْهُُلجَأَ  ءَآج  اذَاِفَ  یمسـَُّم  لٍجَأَ  یَلِا  مْهُرُ  -ِ خّؤَُی نکَِلوَ  هٍَّبآدَ  نِم  اهَرِهْظَ  یلَعَ  كَرَتَ  امَ  اوُبسـَکَ  امَِب  سَاَّنلا  هَُّللا  ذُخـِاؤَُی  وَْلوَ  } 45{
اًریصَِب هِدِابَعِِب  نَاکَ 

And if Allah were to seize the people (to punish them) for what they have earned, . “ 45
He would not leave on the back of it any creature; but He gives them respite till an

appointed term. So when their term expires, then verily Allah is seeing with respect to

.” His servants

Commentary, verse: 45

Allah is patient and He forgives people and gives them respite, and does not

.immediately punish the wrong doers in this world for their evil actions

.Allah’s giving respite to the sinners is a wisely action

The abovementioned verse, which is the last verse of Sura Fātir, concludes the

earnest discussions and serious threats previously mentioned in this Sura with Allah’s
grace and mercy upon the people on the earth, in the same manner that this Sura

.began with the Mercy of Allah on humankind

Thus both the beginning and the end of the holy Sura are consistent in stating the

.Mercy of Allah

More over, the previous verse which threatened the guilty faithless persons to the evil

fate of the formers brings this question forth for many of them, as well as others, that

if the manner of treatment of Allah is the same about all of the arrogant ones, then

.why He does not punish this arrogant polytheistic nation

:In answer to this question, the Qur’ān says
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And if Allah were to seize the people (to punish them) for what they have earned, He“
; …” would not leave on the back of it any creature

In that case, there will be sent down so many frequent punishments, and lightning,
earthquakes and tempests will destroy the unjust ones in a form that the earth will

:not be a suitable place for anyone to live on. Yet, the verse continues saying

. …” but He gives them respite till an appointed term “… 

But this patience and respite of Allah has an account. It lasts until when their

appointed term has not come, but when their appointed term reaches, He will

:recompense everybody, as the verse says

So when their term expires, then verily Allah is seeing with respect to His “… 
.” servants

.He (s.w.t.) both sees their deeds and is aware of their intentions

Here, there arise two questions the answer of which is made manifest by what was

.said

The first is that: Does this general command envelop Divine prophets, friends of Allah,
?and righteous ones, too

The answer of this question is clear, because these kinds of ordinances refer to

almost the mass of people and the decisive majority of them, and surely the Divine

prophets, Imams, and righteous ones, who are in minority, are out of this circle.
Shortly speaking, every ordinance has an exception and such ones are as exceptions

.of this ordinance

The second is that: Does the application of the Qur’ānic term /dābbah/ (creature),
mentioned in the above verse, refer to non-human creatures, too? That is, will they

?be destroyed as the result of the punishment upon human beings
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The answer to this question will be made clear in regard to this point that the

philosophy of the existence of other living creatures is for the benefit of men from

them, and when the human generation is whipped out, their existence will not be

necessary. The Arabic word /dābbah/ is derived from /dabīb/ in the sense of ‘to work

slowly’, but from the philological point of view it refers to any living creature, and

.sometimes the Arabic word /dawāb/ is used for the animals fit for riding, in particular

At last, we put an end to this discussion with a tradition from the Prophet of Islam

(p.b.u.h.) which has been recorded upon the commentary of this verse. According to

this tradition, the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) says: “Allah, the Mighty, the Glorious, has implicitly

said: ‘O’ the children of Adam! It is by My will and desire that you have been created

free and you can wish for yourself whatever you wish; and it is by My Will that you

have possessed a kind of will that you can decide for yourself whatever you will. You

have got strength by means of the bounties I gave you and you have committed sins;

and it was by means of My Power and Safety that I gave you and you could do the

obligations I commanded you. Therefore, due to your good actions, I am prior to you

yourself, but due to your sins, you are prior to Me. By means of the bounties I have

given you, the good things ceaselessly come to you from My side, and the vice and

wretchedness always come to you from yourself because of your treacheries. I have

never neglected you for warning and advising and I did not punish you immediately at

the time of your pride and negligence, but I gave you enough respite that you might

:repent and improve yourselves.” The verse says
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but He gives them respite till an appointed term. So when their term expires, then “… 
.” verily Allah is seeing with respect to His servants

Then, the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said that this is the same thing that Allah says: “And if Allah

were to seize the people (to punish them) for what they have earned, He would not

(leave on the back of it any creature …”(1

****

O’ Allah! Appoint us among those who come forth before lasting the respites and

return to You, and enlighten their dark past course by the light of good deeds and

.attracting Your consent

O’ Allah! If Your Grace had not encompassed us, the fire from inside of our evil deeds

would have swallowed us into its bottom; and if the ray of the light of Your

forgiveness had not been showered on our heart, the army of Satan would have

.occupied it

O’ Allah! Protect us from any kind of polytheism, and lit the torch of sincere Faith and

.Unity in our heart, and increase the light of piety in our speech and deeds

****

The End of Sura Al-Fātir
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Sura Yā-Sīn

Point

مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

(No. 36, (Revealed at Mecca

verses in 5 Sections 83

:The Feature of Sura Yā-Sīn

This Sura has been revealed at Mecca. It contains eighty three verses and has been

.entitled by the name of its first verse, which is from the abbreviated letters, Yā-Sīn

The subjective points of this Sura are based on axis of beliefs. Teaching it to the

.children and gifting the reward of its recitation to the dead have been recommended

This holy Sura begins with Allah’s testifying upon the prophethood of the Prophet of

Islam (p.b.u.h.) and it continues with the statement of the prophethood of three Divine

.prophets

In a part of this Sura, some verses of the greatness of Allah in the world of existence

as the sign of Unity have been pointed out. In another part of it, the matters

concerning to Resurrection, questions and answers in the Court of Hereafter, and

some specialties of Paradise and Hell are mentioned. In some Islamic narrations, this

’. Sura has been introduced as ‘The heart of Qur’ān

****
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:The Virtue of Sura Yā-Sīn

According to numerous Islamic traditions which have been vastly received on this

concern, Sura Yā-Sīn is one of the most important Suras of the Qur’ān, in a manner

’. that it has been introduced in some traditions as ‘The Heart of the Qur’ān

A tradition narrated from the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) indicates he said: “Everything

(has heart (centre) and Yā-Sīn is the heart of the Qur’ān.”(1

This very meaning has been narrated in a tradition from Imam Sādiq (a.s.) who, at its

end, adds: “Whoever recites Sura Yā-Sīn on a day before sun sets, during the whole

day he will be protected and sustained (affluently); and whoever recites it at night

before sleeping, one thousand angels will be for him to protect him from any accursed

Satan and any impediment.” And after it, he (a.s.) mentions some other important

(virtues for it, too.(2

There are so many other Islamic traditions on this regard mentioned in the Sunnites

and Shi‘ites books that if we want to reiterate them, it will be a long explanation. Thus,
it must be confessed that there are few suras of the Qur’ān which have so many

.virtues in them

As we have said, these virtues are not for those who only recite the words of it and

forget its meanings, but this greatness is for the sake of the magnificent content of

.this Sura

The content of the Sura is awakening, faith-giving, giver of responsibility, and

increaser of piety in man, in a manner that when a person contemplates in it and this

contemplation reflects in his deeds, it brings the goodness of this world and the next

.for him

****
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Sura Yā-Sīn

(No. 36, (Revealed at Mecca

verses in 5 Sections 83

Section 1: The Qur’ān, The Apostle and the Manifest Guide

Point

Qur’ān, the Word from the All-Wise – Muhammad the Apostle from Allah sent to warn

mankind – The knowledge of everything accommodated in the Manifest Guide

(. (Imam

مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

سی } 1{

مِیکِحَْلا نِاءَرْقُْلاوَ  } 2{

نَیِلسَرْمُْلا نَمَِل  کََّنإِ  } 3{

مٍیقِتَسُّْم طٍارَصِ  یلعَ  } 4{

(” Yā Sīn (Y.S . “ 1

,” By the Qur’ān, full of Wisdom . “ 2

,” Verily you are of the messengers . “ 3

.” On a straight path . “ 4
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Commentary, verses: 1-4

In spite of the kinds of accusations which were said to the Prophet (p.b.u.h.), like: poet,
soothsayer, sorcerer, and insane, Allah, the Wise, swears by the Qur’ān full of wisdom

:and emphasizes on the messengership of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.). It says

”Yā Sīn“

,” By the Qur’ān, full of Wisdom“

It swears by the Qur’ān which has been sent down from His side. This explains its

.greatness and sacredness

Similar to twenty eight other Suras of the Qur’ān, this Sura begins with abbreviated

(. letters: (Yā Sīn

About the commentary of the abbreviated letters of the Holy Qur’ān, there have been

explained some discussions in details at the beginning of Suras: Al-Baqarah, ’Āl-
i-‘Imrān, and Al-’A‘rāf. But there are some other interpretations about the

:abbreviated letters of Yā Sīn, too, including the following

This term contains: ‘Yā’ (a vocative particle) and ‘Sīn’ viz., the Prophet of Islam

(p.b.u.h.), and thus, the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) is addressed for the statement of the

.later matters

Some Islamic traditions also indicate that this term is one of the names of the holy

.(. Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h

Imam Sādiq (a.s.) in a tradition said: “Yā-Sīn is the name of The Messenger of Allah

(p.b.u.h.) and its evidence is the word of Allah, The Exalted, Who said: ‘Verily you are of

(the messengers’ ‘On straight path’.”(1

Next to these abbreviated letter, like many other Suras of the Qur’ān which have

began with abbreviated letters, the
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words are about the Holy Qur’ān, but here Allah swears by them and says: “By the

.” Qur’ān, full of wisdom

It is interesting that Qur’ān is qualified by the word /hakīm/ while this word is usually

the quality of an alive and wise person. As if it introduces the Qur’ān as a wise, living,
and leading leader that can open the doors of wisdom to human beings, and lead

.them to the straight way that will be pointed out in later verses

Of course, Allah does not need to take any oath, but the oaths of the Qur’ān have

always two important usages. The first is an emphasis on the concerning matter, and

the second is the statement of the greatness of the thing by which is sworn, for

.nobody takes an oath to the worthless things

Therefore, in the next holy verse, the Qur’ān reiterates the thing for which the oath in
:the previous verse has been taken. It says

,” Verily you are of the messengers“

.” On a straight path“

****
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مِیحَِّرلا زِْیزِعَْلا  لَیزِنتَ  } 5{

نَوُلِفاغَ مْهُفَ  مْهُؤُآباءَ  رَذِنُا  آَّم  اًموْقَ  رَذِنُتِل  } 6{

.” A revelation of the Mighty, the Merciful . “ 5

That you may warn a people whose fathers were not warned, hence they are . “ 6
.” heedless

Commentary, verses: 5-6

The origin of the descent of The Qur’ān is Divine Power and Mercy, and whoever

attaches it, reaches honour and grace. This holy verse implies that this is The Qur’ān

:which has been sent down from the side of Allah, the Mighty, the Merciful. It says

.” A revelation of the Mighty, the Merciful“

The emphasis of the holy verse on the fact that Allah is ‘Mighty’ is for the statement of

His power over such a great Book which remains during all centuries as an eternal

miracle, and no power is able to wipe out its greatness from the hearts of the

.believers

The emphasis on mercifulness of Allah is for the statement of this fact that His Mercy

.has required that He bestows such a great bounty on human beings

So, if people try to deny and belie the truth, Allah has threatened them by His Might,
and if they come forth with submission and acceptance, Allah has given them glad

(tiding by His Mercy. (The commentary by Fakhr-i-Rāzī

Therefore, His Might and Mercy, one of which is the symbol of warning, and the other

is the symbol of glad tiding, have mixed with together and He has given this great

heavenly Book to men. Here, there arises a question that why the
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addressee in this sentence has been taken the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.), not the

.polytheist nor the people in general

The answer is that: the purpose has been in this fact that He emphasizes that you are

legitimate and on the straight path, whether they accept it or not. For this very

reason, you should be earnest in the heavy mission of your messengership, and do

not let the least discouragement come to you because of the rejection of the

.opponents

In the next verse, the Qur’ān explains the main aim of the descent of the Qur’ān, as

:follows

That you may warn a people whose fathers were not warned, hence they are“
.” heedless

The purpose of this people is certainly the pagans of Arab, and if someone says that,
as they believe, there has not been any nation without a Warner, and the earth will

never be empty of Allah’s Authority, and, moreover, we recited is Sura Al-Fātir, No. 35,
verse 24: “… and there was not a people but a Warner having gone in them (in the

.past)” there is, of course, an answer for it

In answer we will say that the purpose of the verse under discussion is the manifest

Warner and a great prophet whose name is heard everywhere, else, in any time,
there exists Divine authority for those who eagerly seek him. And if we see that the

course between the time of Hadrat Messiah (a.s.) and the advent of the Prophet of

Islam (p.b.u.h.) has been counted as the course of intermission, it does not mean that

there has not absolutely been any Divine Authority for them, but this interval had

.been from the point of the appointment of great prophets or arch-prophets

Imam Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) in this regard says: “Verily Allah appointed

Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) when neither
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(one of Arabs used to read a heavenly Book, nor (anyone) claimed prophesy.”(1

However, the aim by sending down the Qur’ān was to make the negligent people

aware and to awaken those who were asleep. It intended to remind them the

dangers that had surrounded them, and the sins they were involved in and the

Polytheism and immorality, they were polluted by. Yes, the Qur’ān is the base of

knowledge and awareness, and it is the Book of sanctification of the heart and soul,
.too

****
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نَوُنِمؤُْی مْهُفَ لاَ  مْهِرِثَکْأَ  یلَعَ  لُوْقَْلا  َّقحَ  دْقََل  } 7{

نَوحُمَْقُّم مهُفَ  نِاقَذْلأَا  یَلِا  یَهِفَ  لاًلاَغْأَ  مْهِِقانَعْأَ  یِف  انَْلعَجَ  اَّنِا  } 8{

The word (of punishment) has been realized against most of them, yet they do not . “ 7
.” believe

Verily, we have put chains on their necks, and these reach up to their chins, so their . “ 8
.” heads are raised

Commentary, verses: 7-8

Allah puts chains on the pagans’ necks, but they themselves have provided its

.preparation

:As a prophecy about the chiefs of pagans and leaders of polytheists, this verse says

The word (of punishment) has been realized against most of them, yet they do not“
.” believe

Concerning the purpose of the Qur’ānic word /qaul/ (the word) mentioned here, the

commentators have delivered some probable meanings, but apparently the objective

meaning is the promise of the Hell punishment for the followers of Satans, as Sura As-
Sajdah, No. 32, verse 13 says: “… but the true word (which has gone forth) from Me,

.” certainly will I fill Hell with the jinn and men together

And again Sura Az-Zumar, No. 39, verse 71 says: “… but the Decree of chastisement

.” has been proved true against the Unbelievers

However this state is for those who had ceased all their communication lines with

Allah and had broken all the means of relation. They had closed the entire doors of

guidance to them and had committed the utmost degree of enmity, obstinacy, and

stubbornness. Yes, such people will never
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believe and have no way to return, because they have ruined all the bridges behind

.them

The fact is in this that man will be corrigible and worthy of being guided if he has not

totally ruined his monotheistic nature with his ugly and polluted deeds, otherwise, an

absolute darkness will dominate over his heart and all of the doors of hope will be

.closed for him

By the way, it was made clear by this statement that the purpose of the majority of

the persons who never believe is the chiefs of polytheists and pagans, and that was

why that some of them were killed in the battles of Muslims in the state of polytheism

and idolatry, and those who remained did not have any faith in their hearts until the

end, while after the conquest of Mecca, the majority of the Arab polytheists embraced

Islam groups and groups, as the Qur’ān says: “… the people enter Allah’s Religion in
(crowds.”(1

The verses which are recited after it and refer to the barriers in front of them and

behind them and count their eyes blind, and clearly says that they are alike whether

.they are warned or not, all attest to this very meaning

However, the next holy verse continues explaining this unchangeable group, when it
:says

Verily, we have put chains on their necks, and these reach up to their chins, so their“
.” heads are raised

The Arabic word /’aqlāl/ is the plural form of /qul/ and the word /qalala/ originally

means: something which is in the middle of some things. For example, the flowing

water, which passes through some trees, is called /qalal/ and the Arabic word /qul/
was a ring which was put on the necks or the heads of persons and then it was

fastened with some chains. So, since the hand was put in the middle of it, this word

has been used
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for it. Sometimes the rings which were put on the necks were separately fastened by

a chain, and the rings on the heads were different from them. But, sometimes the

hands were put in a ring and this ring was fastened to the ring which was on the neck,
and, thus, the prisoner or the captive was intensively put in pressure, limitation, and

.torture

If this word is used for the state of thirst or intense of grief and anger, it is called

/qullih/ which is also for the sake of penetrating this state into the man’s heart and

soul. Principally, the Arabic word /qall/ has been applied in both the senses of: ‘to bring

in’ and ‘to enter’, therefore the income of the house, or agriculture, and the like is

(called /qallih/.(1

In any case, sometimes when the ring, which was put on the neck, came up to the

chin and set the head upward, and the captive or prisoner, being extraordinarily

.tortured by it, could not see around him

How interesting is the resemblance which has been made from the state of obstinate

idolaters to such persons. Those have put the ring of imitation and the chain of

superstitious customs on their necks, hands, and feet and their rings are so wide and

vast that they have kept their heads upward and they are deprived from seeing the

facts around them. They are some captives who have neither the power of activity

.and motion, nor the ability of watching

Some commentators have mentioned a few occasions of revelation for the above

mentioned verse and the verse next to it, saying that they have been revealed about

Abūjahl, or a man from ‘Banī Makhzūn’ tribe, or the tribe of Quraysh. They frequently

decided to kill the Prophet
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p.b.u.h.), but Allah, by the way of miracle, hindered them to commit this action, and at)
that sensitive moment when they reached the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and wanted to

(attack him, their eyes could not see, or the power of motion was taken from them.(1

But these occasions of revelation do not hinder the generality of the concept of the

verse and the vastness of its meaning about all chiefs of pagans and those who are

obstinate and zealous. In the meantime it is a confirmation over what was said on the

commentary of the Qur’ānic phrase “They do not believe” that its purpose is not the

majority of polytheists, but the purpose of it is the majority of the chiefs of polytheists,
.pagans, and hypocrites

****
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نَورُصِْبُی مْهُفَ لاَ  مْهُانَْیشَغْأَفَ  اًدّسَ  مْهِفِْلخَ  نِْموَ  اًدّسَ  مْهِیدِْیأَ  نِْیَب  نِم  انَْلعَجَوَ  } 9{

نَوُنِمؤُْی مْهُرْذِنُت لاَ  مَْل  مْأَ  مْهُتَرْذَنأَءَ  مْهِْیلَعَ  ءٌآوسَوَ  } 10{

And We have put a barrier in front of them and a barrier behind them, and . “ 9
.” (further), We have covered them up, so they do not see

And the same is to them whether you warn them or you do not warn them, they . “ 10
.” do not believe

Commentary, verses: 9-10

The feature of the obstinate person has been illustrated very exactly and interestingly

in this verse. The negligent faithless persons neither take an example from the past of

pagans, nor from the miracle and argument which are in front of them. That is why

there is another description about these persons in this verse. By implying that they

are confronted a barrier in their front and a barrier in their behind, the verse

illustrates the expressive hindrances they have, and that they are so surrounded

between these two barriers that they can move neither forward nor backward. It

:says

, …” And We have put a barrier in front of them and a barrier behind them“

In the meantime their eyes have been covered by a barrier and, consequently, they

:cannot see anything at all. It continues saying

.” and (further), We have covered them up, so they do not see “…
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What a wonderful clear illustration it is! From one side, they are like some prisoners

.who are put in ring and chains

And, on the other side, this ring is so wide and vast that it has caused their heads to be

kept upward unto the sky so that they do not see absolutely anything from around

.them

Think carefully about this kind of person who has such circumstances. What can he

do? What thing does he understand? What can he see? And how can he walk? Such is
the status of the self-loving egoistic men of pride, and the blind and deaf imitators,

.who are obstinate and zealous, in front of the face of the facts

:For this reason the Qur’ān explicitly says

And the same is to them whether you warn them or you do not warn them, they do“
.” not believe

The more your speech is influential, and the more the heavenly revelation is fairly

effective, they will not affect unless they arrive into a receptive ground. If thousand

years the world illuminating sun shines on a saline, and the life-giving rains come

down on it, and the spring winds constantly pass over it, this land will not deliver any

product save some thorn, because the receptivity of the recipient beside the activity

.of the agent is its condition

****
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مٍیرِکَ رٍجْأَوَ  هٍرَفِْغمَِب  هُرْ  -ِ شّبَفَ بِْیغَْلاِب  نَمَحَّْرلا  یَشِخَوَ  رَکْ   ِ ذّلا عَبََّتا  نِمَ  رُذِنُت  امََّنإِ  } 11{

You can only warn him who follows the reminder (Qur’ān) and fears the . “ 11
Beneficent (Allah) in secret; so give him the good tidings of forgiveness and a

.” generous wage

Commentary, verse: 11

Qur’ān is the cause of remembrance, and following it is the means of reminding that

which has been forgotten and recalling the man’s passive nature. It is also necessary

that fear and hope come beside each other. In the Qur’ānic sentence: /xašiy-ar-
.rahmān/ (fears the Beneficent (Allah)) there are both fear and mercy

In the previous holy verse, the words were about a group of people who had never

the readiness of accepting the Divine warnings, and warning them or not is the same

for them. But the verse under discussion speaks about another group who are just

opposite of them, so that, by comparing them, as it is the style of the Holy Qur’ān in
:discussions, the subject can be made more manifest. It says

You can only warn him who follows the reminder (Qur’ān) and fears the Beneficent“
; …” (Allah) in secret

And whoever is like that, to him you should give the glad tidings of forgiveness and

:worthy compensation. It continues saying

.” so give him the good tidings of forgiveness and a generous wage “… 

These two qualities, in fact, are readiness and its ‘potential’ aspect. That is, warning

can be effective only upon those who
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have a hearing ear and a receptive heart. Warning leaves two effects on them. The

first is following the contents of the Holy Qur’ān; and the second is to be in awe before

.Allah and for responsibilities

In other words, these two states potentially exist in them, but, after warning, they

become active, in spite of the blind-hearted, obstinate and negligent persons who

.have neither a hearing ear nor are they ready to fear

A great deal of the commentators believe that the objective meaning of the word

/ŏikr/, in this verse, is the Holly Qur’ān, because this word, in this form, has repeatedly

.been used in this very meaning

But it does not matter that the purpose of the word /ŏikr/ is its lexicographical

meaning which is any kind of remembrance that includes the verses of the Holy

.Qur’ān and other warnings of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and those of the Divine leaders

****
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نٍیِبُم مٍامَإِ  یِف  هُانَْیصَحْأَ  ءٍیْشَ  َّلکُوَ  مْهُرَاَثاءَوَ  اوُمَّدقَ  امَ  بُُتکَْنوَ  یتَوْمَْلا  یِحُْن  نُحَْن  اَّنإِ  } 12{

Verily We shall give life to the dead, and We write down that which they send . “ 12
before and (even) their footprints, and We have numbered everything in a clear

.” Register

Commentary, verse: 12

The man’s file of deeds is open even after his death until the Hereafter. Not only the

man’s deeds, but also all his traces will be recorded and will be reckoned in the

Hereafter, whether they are good effects, like: mortmain, remaining voluntary alms,
teaching knowledge to people and so on; or they are evil effects like establishing

.centres of indecency

However, fitting with the explanation of the former holy verse about the

compensation and the valuable rewards of the believers and those who accept the

admonishments of the prophets, this verse refers to the subject of Resurrection and

:recording the man’s deeds for reckoning and compensation, and it says

, …” Verily We shall give life to the dead“

The emphasis on the Arabic word /nahṇu/ points to this fact that with the great

powers that you all know about Allah, there is no room for the discussions and

.debates that how the rotten bones will revive again and continue to live in a new life

Allah not only gives life to the dead but also He writes down whatever people sent

before them and He writes all their effects that they leave behind them. Therefore,
there will
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surely remain nothing save that they will be protected in the record of deeds for the

.Reckoning Day

The Qur’ānic sentence /mā qaddamū/ (that which they send before) refers to the

deeds they have done and there is no trace remained from them; but the application

of the Qur’ānic phrase /wa ’āθārahum/ (and their footprints) refers to the deeds which

remain from a person and their effects are seen in the environment, like: remaining

voluntary alms: (buildings, mortmain properties, and the centres which remain after

(the death of a person and people take benefit from them

There is also this probability in the commentary that the Qur’ānic sentence /mā

qaddamū/ (that which they send before) points to the deeds which have personal

aspect while the Qur’ānic phrase /’āθārahum/ points to the affairs which become

precedent custom and later, after the death of the person, will also be the source of

.public welfare and blessing, or the cause of vice, harm, and sin

The concept of it is vast, of course, and both of these commentaries may be involved

.in its concept

:For more emphasis, at the end of the verse the holy Qur’ān adds

(and We have numbered everything in a clear Register.”(1 “… 
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numbered the knowledge of everything’.” (Ma‘ānī-ul-‘Akhbār, by Sadūq) In the

commentary of Ali-ibn-‘Ibrāhīm it has also been narrated from Ibn-i-‘Abbās, from

Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) himself that he said: “By Allah! I am Al-’Imām-ul-Mubīn. I
make manifest the right from wrong. I have learnt this (knowledge) from the

.(.” Messenger of Allah (p.b.u.h
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The majority of the famous commentators have rendered the Qur’ānic phrase:
/’imām-in-mubīn/ here into ‘Protected Table’. The same Book in which all the deeds of

.men and the whole beings and events of this world are recorded and protected

The application of the word /’imām/ here may be for the sake that in the Hereafter

this book is the guide and a lead for all of the angels of reward and retribution, and it is
.a criterion for evaluation of the value of men’s deeds and their reward and retribution

It is interesting that in some other verses of the Holy Qur’ān this meaning (Imam) has

been used in respect to ‘the Turah’, where the Qur’ān says: “Is he then (like unto him)
who has a clear proof from his Lord and follows him a witness from Him, and before it

((is) the Book of Moses, a guide and a mercy (testifying it)? …”(1

The usage of the word /’imām/ (guide) in this verse, about the Torah, is for the

knowledge, ordinances, and instructions in it. It is also for the signs of the Prophet of

Islam (p.b.u.h.) which have been mentioned in it. In all these affairs it could be guide

and leader of people. Thus, the above mentioned word has a concept in every one of

.them proportionate to it

****
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Section 2: Apostles sent before, referred to

Point

The Mission of Moses and Jesus and how those Apostles were belied, referred to

نَوُلسَرْمُْلا اهَءَآجَ  ذِْا  هِیَرْقَْلا  بَاحَصْأَ  لاًثََّم  مهَُل  بْرِضْاوَ  } 13{

And coin for them a similitude of the people of the town, when the messengers . “ 13
.” came to it

Commentary, verse: 13

The messenger of Allah used to go toward people and they did not wait for people to

.come toward them

Following the former discussions about the Qur’ān, the Prophecy of the Prophet of

Islam (p.b.u.h.), the true believers, and the obstinate rejecters, in the verse under

discussion, in this regard an example of the situation of the former nations is referred

to. Through this verse and a few verses after it, which totally form eighteen verses of

this Sura, the life story of several former prophets who had duty to guide a

polytheistic nation and the Qur’ān has mentioned them as /’ashāb-ul-qaryah/ (the

people of a town), who opposed those prophets and belied them and, finally,
encountered a painful chastisement, is stated, so that it can be both a warning to the

polytheists of Mecca and a solace for the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and the believers of that

day. However, emphasizing on this story which is in the centre of this Sura, which

itself is the heart of Qur’ān, is for the complete similarity which has with success of the

:Muslims of that day. It says
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And coin for them a similitude of the people of the town, when the messengers came“
.” to it

The Arabic term /qaryah/ originally means the name of a place where people gather

(to live); and sometimes the people themselves are called /qaryah/. Therefore, it has

such a vast meaning that it envelops both cities and villages, though in the ordinary

Persian language this term is used for only a village. In Arabic and in the Qur’ān this

,term has frequently been used for the main and important cities, such as: Egypt

.Mecca, and the like

Among the commentators it is popular that this city is meant ’Antākiyyah, which has

been one of the cities of Shāmāt, and it had been one of very famous cities of ancient

Room, and at the present time, from the geographical point of view is in the territory

.of Turkish country

However, it is understood from the verses of this Sura that the people of this city had

been idol worshippers, and these messenger had come to invite them toward

.Monotheism and struggle against polytheism

****
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نَوُلسَرُّْم مکُْیَلِا  آَّنإِ  اوُلاقَفَ  ثٍِلاثَِب  اَنزَّْزعَفَ  امَهُوُبَّذکَفَ  نِْینَْثا  مُهِْیَلإِ  آنَْلسَرْأَ  ذْإِ  } 14{

When We sent unto them two (of Our apostles) they belied them both, then We . “ 14
strengthened (the two) with a third and they said (unto the people): ‘Verily we are

(’.” messengers to you (from Allah

Commentary, verse: 14

:This holy verse says

When We sent unto them two (of Our apostles) they belied them both, then We “
strengthened (the two) with a third and they said (unto the people): ‘Verily we are

(’.” messengers to you (from Allah

.Thus, there came to this aberrant people three messengers of Allah

The ideas are divided among the commentators that who were these messengers.
Some of them have said: the names of those two were ‘Sham‘ūn’ and ‘Yuhannā’ and

the third of them was Polos, while some others have mentioned other names for

them. Also that they were the messengers of Allah or the angels of Jesus (a.s.), (And if
Allah says: “We sent” it is for the sake that the messengers of Jesus are His

messengers, too.) Again the ideas are divided among the commentators, though the

.apparent of the above verses adapts to the first commentary

****
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نَوُبذِکْتَ َّلاِا  مُْتنأَ  نِْا  ءٍیْشَ  نِم  نُمَحَّْرلا  لَزَنأَ  آمَوَ  انَُلْث  رٌشََب مِّ- َّلاإِ  مُْتنأَ  آمَ  اوُلاقَ  } 15{

نَوُلسَرْمَُل مْکُْیَلِا  آَّنإِ  مُلَْعیَ  انَُّبرَ  اوُلاقَ  } 16{

نُیِبمُْلا غُلاَبَْلا  َّلاإِ  آنَْیلَعَ  امَوَ  } 17{

They said: ‘You are not but men like unto us, nor has the Beneficent (Allah) sent . “ 15
’.” down anything. You are speaking only lies

.” They (the messengers) said: ‘Our Lord knows that we have been sent to you . “ 16

’.” And our duty is only to deliver the clear Message . “ 17

Commentary, verses: 15-17

Now we deal with the reaction of those aberrant people in the face of the invitation of

those Divine messengers. The Holy Qur’ān implies that they expressed the same

pretext that many disobedient unbelievers had formerly stated against the Divine

:prophets. The verse says

They said: ‘You are not but men like unto us, nor has the Beneficent (Allah) sent down“
’.” anything. You are speaking only lies

Had it been decided that a messenger came from the side of Allah, he should be a

near-stationed angel, not a mortal like us. They considered this very thing as a proof

.for rejecting the messengers and the denial of the descent of the command of Allah

They said this while they themselves might also know that all the Divine messengers

in the length of history were from
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the generation of Adam including Abraham (a.s.), whom all knew as a prophet, surely

were human beings. Moreover, can anything ever understand the men’s needs,
?difficulties and pains save a human being

That why the significant attribute of Allah’s mercifulness is emphasized on, it may be

from this point that, by narrating their statement, because: how is it possible for Allah,
Whose general Mercy has been spread throughout the world, He does not send some

messengers for training people and for inviting human beings to rectitude and

?development

****

However, these prophets were not hopeless from the severe opposition of that

misguided people and did not let any weakness and debility come to them. Their

:answer to them was as follows

.” They (the messengers) said: ‘Our Lord knows that we have been sent to you“

’.” And our duty is only to deliver the clear Message“

Certainly the messengers of Allah did not suffice to mere claiming, and to only oath,
but, as it is understood from the Qur’ānic sentence /balāq un mubīn/ (the clear

Message), they showed some miracles and proofs from themselves, else their

message, as an expansion of the Clear Message, must be in such a manner that it

conveys the reality to all, and this is not possible but by the help of some firm proofs

.and clear godly miracles

Some Islamic narrations indicate that, like Jesus (a.s.), by the leave of Allah, they

.cured some irrecoverable patients

****
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مٌیِلأَ بٌاذَعَ  اَّنِم  مکَُّنَّسمَ  - یََلوَ مْکَُّنمَجُرْنََل  اوهُتَنتَ  مَّْل  نِئَل  مْکُِب  اَنرَّْیطَتَ  اَّنِا  اوُلاقَ  } 18{

نَوُفرِسُّْم مٌوْقَ  مُْتنأَ  لَْب  مُترْ  -ِ كّذُ نِْئأَ  مْکُعَمَ  مکُرُِئآطَ  اوُلاقَ  } 19{

The pagans told the prophets:) ‘For us, we augur an evil omen from you, if you do . “) 18
not desist, we will certainly stone you, and there shall certainly afflict you a painful

’.” chastisement from us

They said: ‘your evil omens are with yourselves, (should you augur a bad omen) if . “ 19
’.” you are admonished? But you are a prodigal people

Commentary, verses: 18-19

This verse indicates that not only those blind-hearted people did not submit before

that clear logic and those miracles, but also they increased their hardship and went

beyond the stage of rejection and reached the stage of threat and vehemence of

:action, as the Qur’ān says

, …” The pagans told the prophets:) ‘For us, we augur an evil omen from you “)

Perhaps, simultaneous to the time of the advent of these Divine prophets, some

difficulties appeared in the life of the people of that area as the result of their sins or

as a Divine warning, as some commentators have also cited that the rain ceased to

fall for a length of time(1), but not only they did not take a lesson from it, but also they

.related that event to the invitation of the prophets
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They did not even suffice it, but by the manifest threat they showed their evil and ugly

:intentions, and said

if you do not desist, we will certainly stone you, and there shall certainly afflict you “… 
’.” a painful chastisement from us

Yes, when the adherents of wrong and the supporters of injustice and corruption

have not any acceptable logic, they always rely on some threat, pressure, and

hardship. They are neglectful of the fact that those who pave the path of Allah will

never submit because of these threats, but their perseverance will be increased. On

the day when they entered this field, they put their souls ahead and became ready for

.donation

The second verse indicates that it was here that the Divine messengers, by their

:expressive and clear logic, answered their meaningless words, as follows

They said: ‘your evil omens are with yourselves, (should you augur a bad omen) if you“
? …” are admonished

If misery, misfortune, and evil events have encompassed the environment of your

society and the Divine blessings have gone out from amongst you, you must seek its

cause inside yourselves and in your wrong thoughts, and in your ugly and evil deeds,
not in our invitation. It is you who have made the atmosphere of your lives dark in

relation to idolatry, sensuality, tyranny, and voluptuousness, and thus you have

.ceased the bounties of Allah from you

A group of commentators have considered the Qur’ānic sentence: /’a ’in ŏukkirtum/ as

a hinder to an independent matter and said that its concept is this that if the Divine

prophets come and admonish you and warn you its recompense is that you threaten

them to punishment and think of their existence as omen. They have brought light,
guidance, goodness and
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?blessing for you. Is the response of such a service those threats and ugly words

:At last, the last word of these messengers of Allah to them was this that they said

’.” But you are a prodigal people “… 

That is, the main problem of yours is your prodigality and oppression. If you have

denied Monotheism and referred to polytheism, its reason is prodigality and violating

the Truth; and if your society has been afflicted an evil fate, its cause is also

immoderation in sins and polluting to lusts. And, finally, if you threaten the benevolent

.to death for their benevolence, this is also because of your oppression

Next to the commentary of the rest verses of this story, we will explain about the

.historical event of these messengers and the place where these events happened

****
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نَیِلسَرْمُْلا اوعُِبَّتا  مِوْقَ  ایَ  لَاقَ  یعَسْیَ  لٌجُرَ  هِنَیدِمَْلا  اصَْقأَ  نِْم  ءَآجَوَ  } 20{

نَودُتَهُّْم مهُوَ  اًرجْأَ  مْکُُلأَسْیَ  نمَ لاَ  اوعُِبَّتا  } 21{

And from the farthest part of the city there came a man running; he said: ‘O’ my . “ 20
;” people! Follow the messengers

.” Follow those who ask no reward of you, and who are themselves guided . “ 21

Commentary, verses: 20-21

Supporting the truth must be accompanied with severity, speed, logic, and sympathy.
In order to support the leadership of the truth, breaking the silence and shouting in

.the swerved environments is admired by Allah

Another part of the struggles of the messengers, whom are referred to in this story,
has been mentioned in this holy verse. It concerns the accurate and bravely support

of the believers from them, who, with their small number, stood firmly against the

majority of obstinate, polytheistic pagans and defended the Divine prophets with their

:souls! The verse says

And from the farthest part of the city there came a man running; he said: ‘O’ my“
;” people! Follow the messengers

This man, whose name has been introduced as ‘Habīb Najjār’ by most of the

commentators, was one of those who, by their early meetings with the messengers of

Allah, recognized the legitimacy of their invitation and the depth of their teachings,
and proved that he was a decided and steadfast believer. As soon as he was informed

that in the centre of the city people had quarrelled with these messengers and,
,perhaps
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they intended to kill them, he did not count his silence in that occasion permissible

and, as it is understood from the Qur’ānic word /yas‘ā/ (running), he quickly and hastily

.reached himself to the centre of the city and defended the truth as much as he could

The application of the Arabic word /rajul/ (man), in an infinitive form, points to this

matter that he was an ordinary person. He had not so much power and dignity, and he

was alone in his own path. In the meanwhile, the light and the heat of Faith had made

him so light and warn that heedless to the sequels of this severe defence from the

strugglers of the path of Unity, entered the battle-field, so that the believers of the

time of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.), who were not more than a few at the beginning

of Islam, would take an example and know that even a single believer has

.responsibility, too, and silence is not permissible for him

The application of the Qur’ānic phrase /’aqsal madīnah/ (the farthest part of the city)
shows that the invitation of these messengers had reached the far points of the city,
too, and had attracted the receptive heart. Besides this, the far points of the cities are

always the place of the oppressed who are more receptive to accept the truth. On the

contrary, in the centre of cities there usually live some welfare people who are not

.easily absorbed to the truth

The application of the Arabic phrase /yā qaum/ (O’ my people!) indicates to the

sympathy of this simple man unto the citizens and people of that area, and invitation

to obeying and following the divine prophets is a sincere invitation which has no

.benefit in it for him

Now, we refer to the fact that by which logic and proof did this believing struggler

:attract the attention of his fellow citizens? At first he began saying
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, …” Follow those who ask no reward of you“

This is the first sign of their veracity, that they have no material benefit in their

invitation. They do not demand people any wealth, nor any position and rank, nor

.even any thank and gratitude, nor any other reward or recompense

This meaning is the same thing which has repeatedly been emphasized on in the

Qur’ān concerning the great prophets as the sign of sincerity, no request, and purity

of the hearts of prophets. Only in Sura As-Shu‘arā’, No. 26, the sentence “I do not ask

(. you …” has been repeated for five times. (Verses: 109, 127, 145, 164, and 180

Then the verse concerning these prophets implicitly adds that, as it is understood

:from the content of their words and invitation, they are some guided persons. It says

.” and who are themselves guided “… 

This points to this fact that the lack of submission to the invitation of a person is either

for the sake that his invitation is in the way of the truth and drives persons to

aberration; or it is in the way of the truth but those who bring it earn some benefits

under its shade which causes pessimism unto that invitation. But when there is

?neither that nor this, is there any room for hesitation

****
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نَوعُجَرُْت هِْیَلإِوَ  یِنرَطَفَ  يذَِّلا  دُُبعْأَ  یَِل لآ  امَوَ  } 22{

نِوذُقِنُی لاَوَ  اًئْیشَ  مْهُُتعَافَشَ  ِ-ي  نّعَ نِْغُت  ٍّرضُِب لاَ  نُمَحَّْرلا  نِدْرُِی  نإِ  هًهَِلاءَ  هِِنودُ  نِم  ذُخَِّتأَءَ  } 23{

نٍیِبُم لٍلاَضَ  یفَِل  اذًإِ  ِ-ي  نّإِ } 24{

And why should not I worship Him Who brought me into being, and unto Whom . “ 22
.” you all shall be returned

Shall I take (other) gods besides Him, if the Beneficent (Allah) desires affliction for . “ 23
?” me, their intercession shall not avail me aught, neither can they deliver me

.” Verily in that case I shall be in manifest error . “ 24

Commentary, verses: 22-24

Being attentive toward both Origin and Resurrection is the course of servitude. The

:verse says

And why should not I worship Him Who brought me into being, and unto Whom you“
.” all shall be returned

.Those who do not serve Allah are condemned in the court of their conscience

In the second verse it refers to its third reasoning due to idols and it completes the

:affirmation of the servitude for Allah by negating the servitude from idols. It says

Shall I take (other) gods besides Him, if the Beneficent (Allah) desires affliction for“
?” me, their intercession shall not avail me aught, neither can they deliver me

Again, here it speaks of himself in order not to have the form of commandment and

.order, and that others may reckon their own account
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In fact, he has taken the main pretext of the idol worshippers who said they

worshipped idols for the sake that they intercede (the idols) in the court of Allah. The

Holy Qur’ān implies that what kind of intercession may it be? They themselves are in
?need of your help. What can they do for you when you are in afflictions

The application of the Qur’ānic term ‘Ar-Rahmān’ (The Beneficent Allah) here, besides

pointing to the vastness of the Mercy of Allah and that all merits and bounties

returned toward Him, which itself is a proof upon the ‘Unity of worship’, indicates to

this point that the Beneficent Allah does not desire any harm for anyone, unless the

man’s wrong action reaches to its utmost degree. This causes man to be far from the

.vast scope of Allah’s Mercy and inflicts him in the realm of His Wrath

:Then, in order to emphasize on it and to explain it more, this believing champion said

.” Verily in that case I shall be in manifest error“

What error can be more manifest than this that a wise man knees before these

.fatuous idols and puts them in comparison with the Creator of the earth and heaven

****
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نِوعُمَسْافَ مْکُ  -ِ بّرَِب تُنمَاءَ  ِ-ي  نّإِ } 25{

نَومُلَْعیَ یِموْقَ  تَْیَل  ایَ  لَاقَ  هََّنجَْلا  لِخُدْا  لَیِق  } 26{

نَیِمرَکْمُْلا نَِم  یِنلَعَجَوَ  ِ-ي  بّرَ یِل  رَفَغَ  امَِب  } 27{

,Verily I have believed in your lord . “ 25

!” therefore hear me

Finally he became martyr.) It was said (unto him): ‘Enter Paradise.’ He said: ‘O’ . “) 26
,” would that my people had known

.” That my Lord has forgiven me and made me of the honoured ones . “ 27

Commentary, verses: 25-27

.The best way of invitation is a practical invitation

To become martyr in the path of supporting the Divine leader and enjoining the right,
.has a very long background in the history of man

This verse indicates that this believing champion, the struggler, after expressing

these argumentations and effective propaganda, in the presence of a crowd, with a
:loud voice, said

, …” Verily I have believed in your lord“

!” therefore hear me “… 

And do know that I am faithful to the invitation of these messengers.Then utilize my

.statement, too, because it is in your benefit

The question is: who is the addressee of this sentence, and also of the sentence which

says: “Verily I have believed in
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your Lord, …”? The apparent of the previous verses shows that the addressees are

the same polytheists and idolaters who were in that land. This meaning has been used

in many verses of the Qur’ān concerning pagans and at the time of stating the

Monotheistic arguments. (You may refer to Sura Yūnus, verses 3, and 32; Sura Hūd,
(verses 3 and 52, Sura An-Nahl, verse 24; Al-Kahf, verse 29

And also the Qur’ānic sentence /fasma‘ūn/ (therefore hear me!) does not contrast to

what was said, because he has mentioned this sentence to invite them to follow his

own statement. It is similar to what has been mentioned in the story of the believer of

’Āl-i-Fir‘aun, where, addressing the Pharaohs, he says: “O’ my people! Follow me, I

(guide you to the path of guidance.”(1

This makes it clear the fact that some of the commentators have said the addressees

in this sentence are the same messengers who had come from the side of Allah for

the invitation of this group, and they have taken the word ‘rabbikum’ and the

sentence ‘therefore hear me’ as a ‘frame of reference’ for it, for which there is no

.kind of evidence available

But, what did this obstinate group do in respect to this pure believer? The Qur’ān says

nothing about it, but it is understood from the tone of the later verses that they

.rebelled against him and killed him

Yes, the enthusiastic and exiting words of this man which were accompanied with

some strong arguments and some interesting points not only did not affect positively

on those black hearts and on those mind full of deceit and pride, but
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also it lit such a fire of enmity and grudge in their hearts that they sprang and, with

utmost callousness and cruelty, attacked this brave man to kill him. According to a

narration, they stoned him and his body was so harshly thrown by stones that he fell

down and died, while he constantly was saying: “O’ would that my people had known.”
((The commentary book by Qurtabī

According to another narration they trampled him under their feet so violently that his

soul flew to the heaven. (The commentary books: Majma‘-ul-Bayān, Tibyān,
.( Abulfutūh-i-Rāzī and so on

:But the Qur’ān has stated this fact in an interesting and secret sentence

.’ …” Finally he became martyr.) It was said (unto him): ‘Enter Paradise “)

This is the meaning which has been used in other verses of the Qur’ān about the

martyrs in the path of Allah: “And do not think of those who were killed and in the way

(of Allah to be dead. Nay, they are alive, being provided sustenance with their Lord.”(1

It is interesting that this meaning shows that as soon as the martyrdom of this faithful

man happened he entered Paradise. The length of the time between these two

events was so short that the Qur’ān, in its smooth meaning, instead of mentioning his

martyrdom, had mentioned his arrival into Paradise; and how nigh is the way of

!Paradise and the eternal happiness to martyrs

It is clear that the purpose of Paradise here is the Purgatory Paradise, because it is
understood from both the verses of the
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Qur’ān and Islamic narrations that such a Paradise will be of the believers, and in the

.same manner there will be the Purgatory Hell for the wrong doers, too

Thus, there will be another kind of Paradise and Hell in the purgatory world which are

the samples of Paradise and Hell in Resurrection. There is a tradition about grave

narrated from Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) who said: “The grave is either a garden

(from the gardens of Paradise, or it is a cavity out of the cavities of Hell.”(1

However, the pure soul of this man went up to the heavens and hastened toward the

nearness of the Divine Mercy, in the bliss of Paradise, where whose only wish was

:that which the verse continues saying

,” He said: ‘O’ would that my people had known “… 

.” That my Lord has forgiven me and made me of the honoured ones“

He wished that they had had an eye which was not covered with the thick heavy

worldly material curtains and they could see whatever is behind this curtain; that is

they might see these plenty of bounties, generosity and honour from the side of Allah

and that they might know that, instead of their scorns, what the great favour Allah

!had done to him. He wishes they could see and believe. But alas

A tradition indicates that the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “Verily this faithful man not only in
(his life wanted good for his people, but also after his death wished their guidance.”(2

It is noteworthy that at first he emphasized on the forgiveness of Allah and then upon

His generosity, because, at
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first, the man’s soul should be purified from the pollution of sins with the spiritual

water of forgiveness, and when it became purified, he might approach the rank of

.nearness and generosity of Allah

However, this was the end of this man, the true faithful champion, who did not have

any shortcoming in fulfilling his duty and supporting the Divine prophets and, at last,
.he became martyr and succeeded to be admitted to the nearness of Allah’s Mercy

?Now, what was the end of that disobedient cruet nation

The Qur’ān does not say anything about the end of those three prophets who were

sent to that nation, but a group of commentators have written that, besides killing

.that faithful man, that nation killed their own prophets, too

****
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نَیِلزِنُم اَّنکُ  امَوَ  ءِآمََّسلا  نَِم  دٍنجُ  نِم  هِدِْعَب  نِْم  هِِموْقَ  یلَعَ  انَْلزَنأَ  آمَوَ  } 28{

نَودُِماخَ مْهُ  اذَإِفَ  هًدَحِاوَ  هًحَْیصَ  َّلاإِ  تَْناکَ  نإِ  } 29{

And We did not send down upon his people, after him, any host from heaven, nor . “ 28
.” do We ever send down

.” It was no more than a single (heavenly) Blast that suddenly they were still . “ 29

Commentary, verses: 28-29

The angels are the missions of the wrath or affection of Allah, and their coming down

or not depends on the command of Allah. However, the Wrath of Allah comes all of a
.sudden and we should not be neglectful

Former holy verses explained how the people of Antioch opposed the Divine prophets.
:Now, we may refer to their end. In this respect, the Qur’ān says

And We did not send down upon his people, after him, any host from heaven, nor do“
.” We ever send down

.It is not so that for destroying this disobedient nation We betake to these things

We do not need such affairs. Only a single hint is enough that We cause them to be

.quenched and, by ruining their life, We send them to destruction

Only a single command is enough that the factors of their lives changes into the

.factors of their death, and in only a short moment all their lives would be annihilated

****
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:In the second verse, the Qur’ān adds

.” It was no more than a single (heavenly) Blast, that suddenly they were still“

Was this Blast the sound of a thunderbolt which appeared from a piece of cloud and

came down to the earth, shook everything and ruined all buildings, and by means of

the intense terror, they submitted to death? Or was it a blast which, as the result of a
horrible earthquake, came out from the inside of the earth into the atmosphere and

?the waves of its burst brought all to the mouth of death

Whatever it was, it was no more than a Blast happened in a fleeting moment. It was a
‘cry’ which made all cries silent, and it was a shock which caused all to be motionless.
And such is the power of Allah, and this was the fate of a misguided and useless

.nation

****
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نَوؤُزِهْتَسْیَ هِِب  اوُناکَ  َّلاإِ  لٍوسَُّر  نِم  مهِیِتأْیَ  امَ  دِابَعِْلا  یلَعَ  هًرَسْحَ  ایَ  } 30{

Alas for the servants! Never came there unto them a messenger but they used to . “ 30
!” mock him

Commentary, verse: 30

Mocking the Divine prophets has been the constant style of pagans throughout the

.history of man

This verse with a very attractive and effective tone puts the opposition of all arrogant

ones of the history against the invitation of the Divine prophets in a lump under

:discussion. It says

Alas for the servants! Never came there unto them a messenger but they used to“
!” mock him

!Woe to those who shut the doors of Allah’s Mercy to them themselves

!Alas for those who broke their torches of guidance

Miserable and deprived of happiness are those who not only did not hearken to the

call of the Divine leaders, but also tried to mock them, and then, they killed them by

swords, while they had seen the evil fate of those faithless arrogant people before

them and they had heard by their ears or studied in history the painful end of theirs

that they did not take the least example and paved just the same way they had gone

.and, consequently, faced with the same fate

It is clear that this sentence is the word of Allah, since all these verses have been

stated from His side, but, of course, the term ‘Alas’ in the sense of inner annoyance

concerning the events for which man cannot do anything, is meaningless
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about Allah; as ‘Wrath’, ‘anger’ and the like, in their real concepts do not exist in

respect to Allah either. But the purpose is that the status of those wretched people

was so that whoever became aware of their circumstance he would be sad and

stressed that why did they drown in that horrible whirlpool while they had so many

.means of prosperity

The application of the Qur’ānic word /‘ibād/, (the servants of Allah), points to this fact

that it is surprising that the servants of Allah, who are encompassed with the bounties

.of Allah, have committed such crimes

****
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نَوعُجِرْیَ مْهِْیَلإِ لاَ  مْهَُّنأَ  نِورُقُْلا  نَِم  مهُلَْبقَ  انَکْلَهْأَ  مْکَ  اوْرَیَ  مَْلأَ  } 31{

نَورُضَحُْم انَْیدََل  عٌیمِجَ  اَّمَل  ٌّلکُ  نِاوَ  } 32{

Have they not seen how many generations We destroyed before them? Not to . “ 31
.” them will they return

.” And all of them shall surely be brought before Us . “ 32

Commentary, verses: 31-32

The consequence of people’s mocking Divine prophets is annihilation, and when the

Wrath of Allah comes, there is no way for them to return and recompense. We must

:not lose the opportunities. That is why the Qur’ān in these two holy verses says

? …” Have they not seen how many generations We destroyed before them“

These are not the first people who lived on the earth. There have been some other

arrogant people before them who lived in this world and the painful fate of them

which has been recorded in the history and the sorrowful traces which have been

remained from them in the ruins of their habituated cities are in front of their eyes. Is

?this amount of news not enough for them to take example

That to whom does the plural pronoun in the Qur’ānic sentence saying /’alam yarau/
:(have they not seen) return? The commentators have delivered some probabilities

The first is that it returns to the ‘people of the town’ about whom the previous verses

talked. And also its purpose maybe the people of Mecca for whom these verses were

.revealed to be warned of
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But, regarding to the previous verse saying: “Alas for the servants! …” it shows that its

purpose is all human beings, because the Qur’ānic word /‘ibād/ (servants) in that verse

envelops all human being throughout the history, those who, at the time of

appointment of the Divine prophets, belied them and mocked them. However, it is an

invitation to all the people of the world that they may carefully study the story of

former nations, and observe their remaining effects, and use the sense of taking an

example from them to understand them well, and the ruin castles of those arrogant

.people may have an effect on them

:At the end, the verse adds

.” Not to them will they return “… 

That is, the great calamity is here that they have no possibility to return to the world

and recompense their former sins and misfortunes. The bridges behind them have

been ruined so violently that it is impossible for them to return in order to recompense

.these faults

This commentary is just like the word of Hadrat Ali (a.s.) who has said in one of the

sermons of Nahj-ul-Balāqah about taking example from the dead. He said: “There is
neither a possibility that they transfer from their ugly deeds nor are they able to

(increase their goodness.”(1

****

:In the next verse the Qur’ān says

.” And all of them shall surely be brought before Us“

That is, it is not such that if they were destroyed and could not return to this world,
everything is finished. In fact, death is neither the beginning nor the end. Soon all

human beings will be mustered in the scene of Hereafter for reckoning and, after
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that, there will be the painful chastisement of Allah which is waiting for the wrong

.doers

In this case, is it not the time they take example from their condition and do not afflict

themselves in the same fate as theirs and, in this remaining respite, they go aside

.from this terrible whirlpool

Yes, if death were the end of everything, it would be possible to say that it was the

beginning of tranquillity, but also it is not so. If we were left to ourselves when we

died, death would be the cause of rest for all the living people. But when we pass

away, we will be quickened again and after that we wholly will be asked about

.everything

****
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Section 3: Allah’s bounties as signs of guidance to mankind

Point

The earth quickened after it is dead-the alternation of day and night-Respite given to

the disbelievers-The mighty control of the luminaries in the heavens

نَوُلکُأْیَ هُْنمِفَ  اًّبحَ  اهَْنِم  انَجْرَخْأَوَ  اهَانَْییَحْأَ  هُتَْیمَْلا  ضُرْلأَا  مُهَُّل  هٌیَاءَوَ  } 33{

And a sign for them is the dead and; We give life to it and We bring forth from it . “ 33
.” grain so they eat of it

Commentary, verse: 33

.The best way of having faith in Resurrection is carefulness in the created things

The verse under discussion states some signs of Unity and Resurrection with together

in order that it can be a means for the rejecters to become aware and believe in the

.Origin and Resurrection

At first it refers to the revival of the dead lands and the blessings from which reach to

:mankind. It says

And a sign for them is the dead and; We give life to it and We bring forth from it grain“
.” so they eat of it

The subject of life is one of the most important proofs of Monotheism. It is a very

complicated, mysterious and wonderful problem which has caused the intellect of all

scientists to
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surprise. With all great progresses which man has gained in science, none has opened

its puzzle yet. It has not exactly been known to anyone that under what factors at the

.beginning the inanimate beings changed into living cells

Still no one knows how the seeds of plants and their different levels have minutely

been built; and what mysterious laws administer them that they move when the

suitable conditions are provided, and they begin to grow and absorb the atoms of the

dead land into their own being; and, in this way, they change the dead beings into

some tissues of the living creature so that every day it shows some new

.manifestations of life

From one side, the subject of life in the world of plants, animals, and revival of the

dead lands are some clear proofs upon the fact that there have been applied a great

knowledge in the creation of this world; and, on the other hand, they are as a

.manifest sign upon Resurrection

It is clear that the Arabic pronoun /lahum/ (for them) refers to /‘ibād/ (servants) which

has been mentioned in previous verses; and the purpose of /‘ibād/ here is all the

servants who made mistake and deviated in the subjects of Origin and Resurrection,
.and the Qur’ān counts their circumstance as the cause of regret and sigh

The application of the Arabic word /’āyah/ in an indefinite form points to the

.greatness, importance and clarity of this monotheistic sign

The Qur’ānic sentence /fa minhu ya’kulūn/ (so they eat of it), from one side, points to

this fact that man feed from a part of vegetal grains, and some others of them are not

edible for
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man, but they have some other benefits, such as: food for animals, producing the

.colouring matters, medicine, and other things which are utilized in man’s life

And, on the other side, by preceding the word /minhu/ to /ya’kulūn/, which is usually

used for restriction, expresses this point that the most (and also the best) source of

.man’s food is vegetal stuffs, so much so that as if they form all foods of man

****
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نِوُیعُْلا نَِم  اهَیِف  اَنرَّْجفَوَ  بٍانَعْأَوَ  لٍیخَِّن  نِم  تٍاَّنجَ  اهَیِف  انَْلعَجَوَ  } 34{

نَورُکُشْیَ لاَفَأَ  مْهِیدِْیأَ  هُْتلَمِعَ  امَوَ  هِرِمََث  نِم  اوُلکُأْیَِل  } 35{

And We made therein gardens of date-palms and grape vines, and We caused . “ 34
,” springs to flow forth in it

That they may eat of its fruit, and of what their hands have produced; will they not . “ 35
?” then be grateful

Commentary, verses: 34-35

.In man’s nutrition, cereals and grains have the first function and then there are fruits

The man’s duty for bounties is cognition and thanks giving. Allah gives life to the dead

.land and makes plants and fruits available that man eats them and thanks

:This holy verse refers to the life of dead lands. It says

And We made therein gardens of date-palms and grape vines, and We caused“
,” springs to flow forth in it

In the previous verse the words were about grains, but here the strengthening and

nutritive fruits, two outstanding samples of them are date and grapes each of which is
.counted a complete food

As we have formerly said in detail, too, the studies of scholars show that these two

fruits, in particular, have kinds of necessary vitamins and different vital materials for

man’s body. Moreover, these two useful fruits can be kept and used in different forms

.during the year for eating

The Arabic term /’a‘nāb/ is the plural form of /‘inab/ and the term /naxīl/, as Rāqib says

in Mufradāt, is the plural form of /naxl/ but with this difference that the term /‘inab/ is
usually called to ‘grapes’ itself and it is rarely used for a vine, while
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the word /naxl/ is a name for the tree, the fruit of which is fresh date and is called

(. /tamr/ (fresh but dry date

Some believe that this difference of meaning that in one place the Qur’ān says: ‘Tree’
and in another place it says: ‘fruit’ is for the sake that date-palm, as it is popular, all its

parts are useful: its trunk, its branches and leaves are totally used differently, and its

fruit is superior to all of these things, while vine is usually planted for its fruit and its

trunk and branches have not much usage. And that both of them are mentioned in

plural form, this may refer to the different kinds of these two fruits, because each of

them is of more than 10 kinds, with different specialties and suitable for everybody

.and for various tastes

This point is also noteworthy that in the previous verse the meaning was referred to

giving life to the dead lands, which is usually accompanied in the Qur’ān with the

statement of the descent of rain, but in this verse the words are about the flowing

springs, because for a great deal of agriculture only rainwater is not enough and fruit

.trees are usually in need of flowing water, too

The Arabic term /fajjarnā/is derived from /tafjīr/which here means: ‘to create a vast

gap’, and since springs are gushed forth by splitting the land, this meaning has been

.used for coming out spring-water from the land

:The next holy verse states the aim of the creation of these fruitful trees as such

That they may eat of its fruit, and of what their hands have produced; will they not“
?” then be grateful

Yes, the fruits which appeared on the branches of trees, without being in need of any

changes, are eatable when they are picked up from the trees; and this shows the

.utmost grace and greatness of Allah unto humankind
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He has packed this delicious prepared food as well that it can be maintained for a long

time without that it loses its nutritiousness. This is different from the foods man

.makes from natural god-given stuffs that they often become putrid quickly

There is another commentary upon this verse which is noteworthy, too. It says: the

Qur’ān intends to point both to the fruits that are used without any change, and to the

kinds of different foods which are obtained with an action on these fruits. (In the first

commentary the Arabic word /mā/ in the Qur’ānic sentence is a negative sign, while in
’. the second one is a ‘relative pronoun

However, the aim is that this sense of gratitude and thanksgiving of men may be

moved so that, by the way of thanksgiving they can step in the stage of knowing Allah,
.(. in which thanking the Benefactor is the first step of knowing Allah (s.w.t

****
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نَومُلَْعیَ اَّمِموَ لاَ  مْهِسِفُنأَ  نِْموَ  ضُرْلأَا  تُِبْنُت  اَّمِم  اهََّلکُ  جَاوَزْلأَا  قَلَخَ  يذَِّلا  نَاحَْبسُ  } 36{

Glory be to Him Who created pairs (of) all things, of what the earth grows, and of . “ 36
.” their selves and of what they do not know

Commentary, verse: 36

One of the scientific miracles of the Qur’ān is the statement of the law of matrimony

in all things: plants, human beings, and that which people did not know at that time

.and now they know

This holy verse talks about the glorification of Allah and nullifies the polytheism of the

polytheist about which the former verse referred to and shows all human beings the

:way of Monotheism. It says

Glory be to Him Who created pairs (of) all things, of what the earth grows, and of“
.” their selves and of what they do not know

Yes, the Lord, Who created these all pairs in the expanse of the world of existence,
whose Knowledge and Power are infinite, and there is no defect and blemish in His

Essence, has no partner, no like, and no equal. So if some groups of people have

counted some pieces of the stone, wood and other creatures of His like, He is far off

.from these undue attributes

It is evident that Allah does not need to glorify Himself. This is an instruction for the

.servants and it is a prescription for paving the path of development

Commentators have rendered the Qur’ānic term /’azwāj/ (pairs), mentioned here, into

different meanings. What is
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certain is that the term /’azwāj/ is the plural form of /zauj/ which is called to the two

genders of masculine and feminine, whether they are in the world of animals, or other

than them. Then, this word has been expanded and every two beings which are

companions to each other, or even they are opposite to each other, are called /zauj/.
This word is used even for two similar rooms in a house, or two halves of a door, or

.two fellow-members. And, thus, it considers a pair for any being in the world

However, it is not impossible that matrimony here is used with the same specific

sense of masculine gender and feminine gender, and, in this verse, the Qur’ān

informs of the existence of matrimony in the world of all plants, human beings, and

.other beings that people are not aware of

These beings may be plans that the vastness of the scope of matrimony had not been

.discovered yet at that time

Or it may point to the animals in the depth of the seas of which on that day nobody

.was aware and today a part of it has been discovered for human beings

.Or it points to other living creatures that live in other heavenly spheres

Or they are very small living creatures, although the modern scientists do not know

any masculine and feminine among them; but the world of these living creatures is so

mysterious and secret that the knowledge of man has not found a way to this part of

it. Even, as we said, the existence of matrimony in the world of plants was unknown at

the time of the revelation of the Qur’ān, except some special instances, like the trees

of dates and the like, and the Qur’ān uncovered it. In the present centuries, by the

way of science, this meaning has been proved that the subject of matrimony in the

.world of plants is a general and common subject
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This probability has also been delivered that ‘matrimony’ here refers to the existence

of positive and negative particles inside the centre of atom and the electrons which

.rotate around it and which has been proved

Some have also believe that it refers to the combination of the things from ‘matter’
and ‘form’, or ‘substance’ and ‘accident’ while some others consider that it is an

implicit declaration of different kinds of plants, human beings, animals, and other

.beings in the world

But it is clear that when we can adapt these words to the real meaning (masculine and

feminine genders) and there is not any frame of reference contrary to it, why do we

refer to the allusive meanings; and, as was said, there are several interesting

.commentaries for the real meaning of matrimony here

However, this verse is one of the verses that state that man’s knowledge is limited

and which shows that there are a great deal of facts in this world which are not known

(to our knowledge.(1

****
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نَومُِلظُّْم مهُ  اذَإِفَ  رَاهََّنلا  هُْنِم  خُلَسَْن  لُْیَّلا  مُهَُّل  هٌیَاءَوَ  } 37{

مِیِلعَْلا زِیزِعَْلا  رُیدِْقتَ  کَِلذَ  اهََّل  رٍّقَتَسْمُِل  يرِجْتَ  سُمَّْشلاوَ  } 38{

And a sign for them is the night; We strip it of the day and behold they are plunged . “ 37
.” in darkness

And the sun runs unto a resting-place fixed for it; that is the decree of the Mighty, . “ 38
.” the Knowing

Commentary, verses: 37-38

Night is one of the signs of Power and Wisdom of Allah. It is a fixed program in the

length of history which has no disorder. This fact is the sign of the existence of a Wise

.and Knowing Geomancer

These verses state another part of the signs of the greatness of Allah in the world of

existence; and following the discussion mentioned in the former verses about

Resurrection and reviving the dead lands, plants and trees, another form of the forms

:of Monotheism is stated. It says

; …” And a sign for them is the night“

While the light of sun has covered everywhere, and the army of darkness has been

:drawn back, Allah says

.” We strip it of the day and behold they are plunged in darkness “… 

The Arabic term /naslaxu/ is derived from /salax/ which originally means ‘taking off the

skin of an animal’ and it is a tender meaning. As if the light of the day were a white

clothing which has been put on the body of the night. At the
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sunset this clothing is taken off of its body, like the skin, in order that its innate

.becomes manifest

To be careful in this meaning reiterates this point that the main nature of the earth is
darkness, and light is something casual which is given to it from another source. It is
like a shirt put on the body of a person that when he takes it off, the natural colour of

.the body is made manifest

Here, the Qur’ān has emphasized on the darkness of night. It seems it intends to state

the change of the light of the day into darkness of the night, as an example of the

death after life, and this is next to the statement of giving life to the dead lands, which

.was mentioned as a sign out of the Divine signs in the previous verses

However, when man is in the midst of the darkness of night, he remembers the light

and its blessings, the light and its excitements, the light and its source, and, by a

’. comparison he will be acquainted with ‘the Creator of light and darkness

****

In the next verse, which has been pointed out next to the night as a sign, there is the

:light of sun as a sign. It says

; …” And the sun runs unto a resting-place fixed for it“

This verse clearly states the constant motion of the sun, but, concerning the purpose

of this motion, commentators have delivered different discussions. A group of them

say that this motion refers to the apparent motion of the sun round the earth which

will continue until the end of the world and, in fact, is the destination of the sun and it
.is the end of its lifetime
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Some others have rendered it to the declamation of the sun in summer and winter

towards the North and South of the earth, because we know that from the beginning

of spring the sun declines from the moderate line (equator) toward the North and

goes forth as far as 23 northern degree and from the beginning of summer it returns

back until the beginning of autumn when it reaches the moderate line (equator). It

also continues its movement toward the South until the beginning of winter, and from

the beginning of winter it moves toward the line of equinox and it reaches it at the

.beginning of spring

Of course, all these motions, in fact, are because of the movement of the earth and

the inclination of its excess due to the level of its orb, though apparently and as the

.result of the sense it seems relates to the movement of the sun

Some others consider it as an indication to the rotation of the ‘sun globe’, because the

.studies of the scientists have decisively proved that the sun turns round itself

The last and the most modern commentary for the abovementioned verse is the

same thing that scientists have recently discovered. It says that the sun moves with

the solar system in the midst of our galaxy toward an appointed direction and toward

’. a far distanced star which has been called ‘Weca

These meanings do not contrast to each other and the Arabic phrase /tajrī/ may refer

to all these movements and the movements which have not been known to our

.knowledge and that they may be discovered in future

However, to move the sun, this very great globe which is one million and two

thousand times bigger than the earth and
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with an accurate movement in the endless atmosphere, is possible by no one save by

Allah Whose Power is above all powers and Whose Knowledge is infinite. That is why,
:at the end of the verse, the Qur’ān says

.” that is the decree of the Mighty, the Knowing “… 

The last word about this verse is that there is a meaningful hint in its content upon the

system of the solar year which comes into being by means of the movement of the

sun in zodiacs a system that gives order and program to the living of man, and

.arranges its different aspects

****
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مِیدِقَْلا نِوجُرْعُْلاکَ  دَاعَ  یَّتحَ  لَزِانَمَ  هُاَنرَّْدقَ  رَمَقَْلاوَ  } 39{

نَوحُبَسْیَ کٍلَفَ  یِف  ٌّلکُوَ  رِاهََّنلا  قُِباسَ  لُْیَّلا  لاَوَ  رَمَقَْلا  كَرِدُْت  نأَ  آهََل  یغِبَْنیَ  سُمَّْشلا  لاَ  } 40{

And (as for) the moon, We have fixed for it the stages till its returns to be bent like . “ 39
.” an old palm branch

Neither is it expedient for the sun that it should overtake the moon, nor can the . “ 40
.” night outstrip the day; and each swims along in (its own) orbit

Commentary, verses: 39-40

The orb of the movement of the sun and the moon has been arranged in a way that

they never crash each other, and there will not appear any confusion in the creation

.of the night and the day

In spite of the attitude which said the sum was fixed, the Holy Qur’ān says that the

.sun has motion, and a motion with a proper direction

Therefore, in order to complete this discussion, these noble verses of the Holy Qur’ān

speak about the moon and its zodiacal signs, the system of the division of the days of

:the moon. It says

And (as for) the moon, We have fixed for it the stages till its returns to be bent like an“
.” old palm branch

The objective meaning of ‘stages’ is the same twenty eight places at the moon passes

before ‘its absence in the last nights of a lunar month’ and absolute darkness,
because when a lunar month is fully thirty days, the moon is visible in the sky until the

twenty eighth night, but by this night the moon appears very
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narrow with a yellow colour and a little light. It is not visible during the ‘two remaining

nights’ which is called in Arabic /muhāq/. In the lunar months, of course, which

contains twenty nine days, the moon is usually seen in the sky until twenty seventh

(. night, and ‘the two remaining nights’ is /muhāq/ (the absence of the moon

These stages are completely exact and accurate, in a manner that the astronomers,
according to their minute calculations, can foretell them from one hundred years

.sooner

This marvellous system gives order to the men’s living. It is a natural celestial

calendar which everybody is able to study. It is so that if a person is careful in the

situation of the moon in different nights, he can, by looking at its situation, know,
exactly or approximately, which night of the lunar month that night is. This fact has

been experienced, because, at the beginning the tips of the crescent are upward and

gradually the bulk of the moon increases until the seventh night when a complete half

of the moon is fully made manifest. Then its increasing state will continue on to the

.fourteenth night when it becomes a full moon

From this night on, the moon decreases from down side until the twenty first night

when the moon appears in a semicircle form. It continues being decreased until the

twenty eighth night when the moon is seen with a weak colourless crescent the tips of

.which are downward

Yes, the main basis of the men’s living is formed by order, and without defining the

exact time having order is impossible; and Allah has set this exact monthly and yearly

.calendar in the sky for this very aim

It is from this hint that the tender concept of the Qur’ānic phrase /kal ‘urjūn-il-qadīm/
(to the best like an old palm branch) is made clear. As most commentators and

philologists
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have said, the Arabic word /‘urjūn/ means that part of the bunch of dates which is

attached to the tree. The explanation is that: dates appear on the tree in the form of

bunch of dates. The end of this bunch is in the form of yellow wooden arc which is

attached to the tree, and its tip is like a sweep, and the dates, like grapes, are joined

to its strings. When the bunch of dates is cut, that wooden arc branch remains on the

tree. When it dries, it is completely similar to the crescent before /muhāq/, because, as

the crescent of the last nights of the lunar month, which is in the east of the sky,
appears nearly in the morning. It is like arc, yellow and withered, the tips of which is

.downward, and /‘urjūn-il-qadīm/ is also like this

This similarity, in fact, appears in different dimensions. They are from the point of arc

form of the date branch, from the point of yellow colour, from the point of withered

state, from the point of its tips being downward, and from the point of it being inside

the mass of green branches of the palm tree which is not unlike to the crescent of the

.last night inside the dark sky

The moon is qualified as ‘old’ which points to its oldness, because the more old these

branches are, the more narrow, withered, and yellowish they become, and they are

more alike to the crescent of the last lunar month. Glory be to Allah! That how many

!tenders and beauties there are in a short phrase of the Holy Qur’ān

The last verse of the group of verses under discussion speaks about the

perseverance and permanence of this order of year, month, day and night. The Lord

has arranged such a program for them that there appears the least change in their

situation, and it is for this very perseverance that the history of man can be arranged

:fully. It says
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Neither is it expedient for the sun that it should overtake the moon, nor can the night“
.” outstrip the day; and each swims along in (its own) orbit

We know that the sun spends its term in twelve months during one year while the

.moon passes its stages during one month

Therefore, the circular movement of the moon in its orb is twelve times quicker than

the movement of the sun in its orb. That is why it implies that the sun in its own

movement never reaches the moon so that it performs its one-year movement

.during one month and that the one year system varies

Also, the night never outstrip the day so that it brings a part of it into itself and that the

present system alters, but all of them continue their path without the least change for

.millions of years

And, thus, the state of sun and moon swimming in their orbits also comes forth from

.this

There is also this probability that the purpose of the ‘sun swims in its orbit’ is its

movement accompanied with the solar system and accompanied with the galaxy

inside which we are, because it has been proved that our solar system is a part of the

.great galaxy which is rotating round itself

As many known commentators believe, the Qur’ānic sentence “each swims along in
(its own) orbit” refers to each of the sun, the moon and stars that have a separate

orbit for themselves, though the word ‘stars’ has not formerly been mentioned in the

verses, with regard to the mention of /layl/ (night) and companionship of stars with the

sun and the moon, the recognition of this meaning does not seem impossible, in

.particular that the term /yasbahūn/ has been mentioned in plural form
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There is also this interpretation that this sentence refers to each of sun, moon, night

and day, because each of night and day has an orb for itself and exactly they turn

round the earth. Always half of the earth is dark while another half has light and these

.two turn round the earth one complete round during twenty four hours

The Qur’ānic term /yasbahụ̄n/ is derived from /sabāhat/ that, according to Mufradāt by

Rāqib, originally means move ‘speedily’ in water and space, which points to the quick

movement of the heavenly spheres. It has likened them to some intellectual beings

that continue swiftly their rotation. This fact has also been proved today that the

celestial spheres are moving in their path with very surprising speeds, and sometimes

.with extra ordinary speed

****
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نِوحُشْمَْلا کِْلفُْلا  یِف  مْهُتََّی   ِ رّذُ انَْلمَحَ  اَّنأَ  مْهَُّل  هٌیَاءَوَ  } 41{

نَوُبکَرْیَ امَ  هِِلْث  نِم مِّ- مهَُل  انَْقلَخَوَ  } 42{

.” And a sign for them is that We bore their offspring in the loaded ship . “ 41

.” And We have created for them the like of it whereon they ride . “ 42

Commentary, verses: 41-42

Taking benefit from ships and animals has frequently been mentioned as the Divine

.blessings

Former verses were about the signs of Allah in the creation of the sun and the moon

as well as the night and the day, and also the earth and the blessing of the earth. Now,
in the verse under discussion the words are about the seas and a part of the bounties

and merits of the seas, i.e. the movement of ships over them for taking passengers

.and commerce

Moreover, the movement of these ships in the middle of oceans is not unlike to the

:movement of celestial spheres in the ocean of atmosphere. So, at first, it says

.” And a sign for them is that We bore their offspring in the loaded ship“

The Arabic pronoun /lahum/ not only returns to the pagans of Mecca but also to all

.servants and creatures of Allah whom were spoken about in the previous verses

The Arabic term /ŏurriyah/, as Rāqib says in Mufradāt, originally means little offspring,
although it is sometimes used in ordinary speaking for all children, young and old. This

word is used for both singular and plural; and that it implicitly says that Allah bore

their offspring (or their small children) in this
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ships without that it speaks about them, perhaps it is for this sake that offspring need

more to this still amount, since adults are more prepared for walking and paving the

.beaches on foot than little children

.Moreover, this meaning is more fitting for moving their sympathy

The application of the Qur’ānic term /mašhūn/ (full) points to this fact that not only

they themselves embark in the ship but also their goods and their necessary means

.are carried with them

However, the movement of ships is the greatest and the most important means of

transformation for human beings, and their benefit is thousands times more than

other vehicles. This is the result of the particular specialties of water and the specific

.gravity of the materials that an ordinary ship has usually been made therewith

All of these are the might and forces that Allah has made subservient to man and each

.of them, and also their entire existence, is a sign among the Divine signs

****

In order that it should not misunderstand that the only god-given mount is ship, in the

:next verse it adds

.” And We have created for them the like of it whereon they ride“

These are the vehicles which run on land, or in the sky and atmosphere and carry

both men and their heavy means. Some commentators have simply rendered this

holy verse into camel which has been called the ‘ship of desert’. Some others have

rendered it into all beasts, and some others into airplanes and aircrafts which have

been invented in our time; and applying the Qur’ānic phrase /xalaqnā/ (We created)
about them is for
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.this view that their materials and means have been created formerly

But the verse has a vast scope of meaning which envelops all these concepts and

.other than them, too

Of course, in some verses of the Qur’ān the word beasts has numerously been

mentioned beside /fulk/ (ships), like the verse which says: “… and made for you of the

ships and the cattle what you ride on.”(1) And also in Sura Al-Mu’min, No. 40, verse 80
we recite: “… and upon them and upon the ships you are carried.” But these verses do

.not contrast to the generality of the concept of the verse

****
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نَوذُقَنُی مْهُ  لاَوَ  مْهَُل  خَیرِصَ  لاَفَ  مْهُْقرِْغُن  أْشََّن  نِاوَ  } 43{

نٍیحِ یَلإِ  اًعاتَمَوَ  اَّنِم  هًمَحْرَ  َّلاإِ  } 44{

And if We please, We drown them, then there shall be none to help them, nor shall . “ 43
.” they be rescued

.” Save (by) mercy from Us, and enjoyment for a while . “ 44

Commentary, verses: 43-44

It is Allah Who has set water in a form that man can move by ship on it, and this merit

is among the signs of the Power of Allah. Therefore, for making this great bounty

more clear, this verse states the situation which comes into being because of this

:bounty being changed. It says

And if We please, We drown them, then there shall be none to help them, nor shall“
.” they be rescued

We may order a huge wave to drown their ship; or We may command a whirlpool to

take them inside itself; or We may tell a tempest to throw them in the midst of the

.waves like a blade of straw

And if We please, We can alter the property of water, ship, the regularity of the blow

of winds, and the stillness of the sea so that all their things confuse. It is We Who

cause this system to continue in order that they enjoy; and if now and then We sent

some events of this kind, it is for the sake that, by means of them, they know the

.bounty they are inside of it

The Qur’ānic term /sarīx/ is derived from /sarāx/ in the sense of ‘helper’; and the

”. Arabic term /yunqaŏūn/ is derived from /’inqāŏ/ in the sense of “to rescue, to deliver

****
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:At last, in order to complete this meaning, in the next holy verse it says

.” Save (by) mercy from Us, and enjoyment for a while“

Yes, by no means they can deliver, except that Our mercy comes to them and Our

.grace hastens to help them

The Arabic word /hīn/ means ‘time’ and in the above verse it refers to the end of the

man’s life and his death. Some commentators have rendered it into the end of the

.world

Yes, those who have embarked a ship (the old small ships or the huge great modern

ships which run on the oceans) understand well the depth of the meaning of this

verse, that the most gigantic ships of the world are like a blade of straw in the face of

great waves of the sea and terrible storms of oceans, and if the mercy of Allah were

.not upon persons, their deliverance would be impossible

In this narrow way, which is between death and life, He intends to show His Power to

humankind, perhaps the misled ones of the way may find a path toward Him

.therefrom

****
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نَومُحَرُْت مْکَُّلعََل  مْکُفَْلخَ  امَوَ  مْکُیدِْیأَ  نَْیَب  امَ  اوقَُّتا  مُهَُل  لَیِق  اذَإِوَ  } 45{

نَیضِرِْعُم اهَْنعَ  اوُناکَ  َّلاإِ  مْهِ  -ِ بّرَ تِایَاءَ  نِْم  هٍیَاءَ  نِْم  مهِیِتأْتَ  امَوَ  } 46{

And when it is said to them: ‘Be in awe of that which is before you and that which is . “ 45
(.” behind you; haply you will be treated with mercy, (they turn back

And there comes not to them any sign from the signs of their Lord but they turn . “ 46
.” aside from it

Commentary, verses: 45-46

.Piety is the secret of receiving the mercy of Allah

.The signs of Allah are many, but the People's acceptance is little

In the former verses the words were about some important discussions concerning

the Divine signs in the expanse of the world of existence. In the verses under

discussion the reaction of the obstinate pagans against the Divine verses, and also

the invitation of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) and warning to the punishment of Allah

:have been stated. By the first holy verse, it says

And when it is said to them: ‘Be in awe of that which is before you and that which is“
(.” behind you; haply you will be treated with mercy, (they turn back

Concerning the Qur’ānic phrases: “That which is before you and that which is behind

you” and their meanings, commentators have delivered different interpretations the

most important of which is that the purpose of the Qur’ānic phrase /mā bayna

’aydīkum/ (that which is before you) is the chastisements of the world that one

example of which is mentioned in the previous verses; and the purpose of the phrase

/mā xalfakum/ is the chastisements of the Hereafter
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which they have in behind, and the application of ‘behind’ is for the sake that they

have not come yet, as if they are running behind the one’s back and finally they reach

him one day and will encompass him. The purpose of ‘being in awe of them’ is that he

may not create their factors and, in other words, he would not do something that he

.should meet these terrible chastisements

The evidence for this statement is that the application of the Qur’ānic term /’ittaqū/ in
the verses of the Qur’ān is either in concern with Allah, or in concern with Hereafter

Day and Divine punishments that, in fact, both return to one meaning, because to be

.in awe of Allah (s.w.t.) is to be in awe of His punishment

This itself is a proof upon the fact that to be in awe of Divine punishment mentioned in
.the verse under discussion is also the chastisement in this world and the next

****

The second verse emphasizes again on the same meaning, and distinguishes the

obstinacy of the blind hearted people in neglecting the verses of Allah and the

:prophet’s teachings, where it says

And there comes not to them any sign from the signs of their Lord but they turn aside“
.” from it

Neither is the statement of introversive verses effective in them, nor is the

explanation of the extroversive verses; neither threat nor glad-tiding to the mercy of

Allah. They accept neither the logic of intellect nor the command of sympathy and

nature. They are like some blind persons who do not see the nearest things around

.them and do not differ between the light of the sun and the darkness of the night

****
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لٍلاَضـَ یِف  َّـلاإِ  مُْتنأَ  نْإِ  هُمَعَطْأَ  هَُّللا  ءُآشـَیَ  وَْل  نمَ  مُعِطُْنأَ  اوُنمَاءَ  نَیذَِّلِل  اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلا  لَاقـَ  هَُّللا  مُکُقَزَرَ  اَّمِم  اوـقُفِنأَ  مْهَُل  لَـیِق  اذَإِوَ  } 47{
نٍیِبُم

And when it is said to them: ‘Spend out of what Allah has provided you with the . “ 47
sustenance, those who disbelieve say to those who believe: ‘Shall we feed him whom,

’.” if Allah willed, He could feed (Himself)? You are not but in a manifest error

Commentary, verse: 47

Man may reach a point where he considers infidelity and stinginess as a right path,
.and faith and charity as a deviated way

In this holy verse, the Qur’ān refers to one of the important instances of their

:obstinacy and renouncement and, in this regard, it says

And when it is said to them: ‘Spend out of what Allah has provided you with the“
sustenance, those who disbelieve say to those who believe: ‘Shall we feed him whom,

’.” if Allah willed, He could feed (Himself)? You are not but in a manifest error

This is the same very vulgarly logic which is propounded from the side of self-loving

and niggardly persons who usually say: If so and so is poor, he has surely done

something that Allah desires him to remain poor; and if we are rich we have

necessarily done something that we are in the grace of Allah; therefore, neither their

poverty nor our richness is not void of wisdom. They are heedless that the world is the

field of trial. Allah tries someone with poverty and the other with wealth, and

sometimes He puts one person under trial in both of them
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in different times. He tries him whether he performs the rites of deposit, high-
mindedness of nature, and gratitude, or he neglects all of them; and at the time he is
wealthy whether he spends out what he has in his possession in the way of Allah, or

.not

Some commentators have adopted the above verse upon some particular groups,
such as: the Jews, or Arab pagans, or a group of atheists and rejecters of the religions

of the Divine prophets, but the apparent is that the verse has a general concept and in
any time there can be found some examples for it, though the reference of its concept

at the time of the revelation of the verse had been a number of the Jews or

polytheists. This has been a common pretext in the length of centuries that they say: if
the giver of sustenance is Allah then why do you want us to give sustenance to the

poor persons? And if Allah has wished they remain deprived then why do we help the

?one whom Allah has made deprived

They are unaware that sometimes the order of creation chooses something and the

.order of religion another thing

The order of creation has required such that Allah, the wise, puts the earth with all its

merits at the man’s disposal and lets them free in their actions in order that they pave

the path of development, and in the meantime He has set some instincts in him each

.of which leads him toward a direction

And the order of religion has required such that, in order to control the instincts,
purification of the carnal souls, and training men by the way of donation, self-
sacrifice, forgiveness, and spending out, it appoints some laws and causes man to

.reach, by this way, the rank of Allah’s viceroy for which he has potentiality

By the way of Zakāt (alms) they may purify their selves, and by means of charity they

may wipe out miserliness, and
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thereby they dismiss the class division, which is the source of thousands of evils in

man’s life. This is just like that some persons say that what is the necessity in this that

we study or teach others? If Allah desired, He would give knowledge to us all so that

?none was in need of learning knowledge. Does any wise person accept this logic

The Qur’ānic sentence “Those who disbelieve say”, which has emphasized on their

disbelief, points to this fact that these superstitious logics and pretexts originate from

.infidelity

Upon the commentary of the sentence “you are not but in a manifest error” it is said

that its purpose is the speech of the pagans due to the believers. In fact, they wanted

to be paid in their own coin opposite the believers and to attribute them to ‘a manifest

’, error

****
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نَیِقدِاصَ مُْتنکُ  نإِ  دُعْوَْلا  اذَهَ  یتَمَ  نَوُلوقُیَوَ  } 48{

نَوُم -ِ صّخِیَ مْهُوَ  مْهُذُخُأْتَ  هًدَحِاوَ  هًحَْیصَ  َّلاإِ  نَورُظُنیَ  امَ  } 49{

نَوعُجِرْیَ مْهِِلهْأَ  یَلإِ  لآوَ  هًیَصِوْتَ  نَوعُیطِتَسْیَ  لاَفَ  } 50{

?’” And they say: ‘When will this promise come to pass if you are truthful . “ 48

They are not awaiting for aught but a single (fatal) blast which will overtake them . “ 49
.” while they are disputing among themselves

Then they shall not be able to make a bequest, nor shall they be able to return . “ 50
.” unto their families

Commentary, verses: 48-50

Pagans have not any proof for the denial of the Hereafter, and only by asking this

question that ‘When will be Hereafter’ they mock it. When the Hereafter comes

.neither the tongue can speak, nor is the foot able to escape

Following the mentioning the weak and pretext-seeking logic of the disbelievers

concerning expending referred to in the former verses, in these verses the words are

about their mockery unto the establishment of the Hereafter, and with a decisive

.answer, the Qur’ān nullifies their hollow logic about the denial of Resurrection

In addition, the discussions stated through former verses in the field of monotheism

:are completed with the discussions of Resurrection. At first, it says

?’” And they say: ‘When will this promise come to pass if you are truthful“
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They implicitly say: the fact that you can not define a proper time for the

establishment of Hereafter is an evidence upon this matter that you are not truthful in
.your statement

****

In answer to this question, which is accompanied with derision, the Holy Qur’ān firmly

and earnestly implies that the establishment of the Hereafter and the end of this

world is not a complicated matter for Allah and it is not a difficult thing for Him, when it
:says

They are not awaiting for aught but a single (fatal) blast which will overtake them“
.” while they are disputing among themselves

This very single great heavenly Blast is enough to take the soul of every one of them

immediately in any place and any state they are, and to change their material exiting

lives, which contain disputations and constant quarrels, into a silent world, vacant

.from any sound and noise

In Islamic narrations, it has been narrated from the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) that

this heavenly Blast occurs so suddenly that before that the two people who are

bargaining and have spread a cloth can role it, the world will end, and there will be

some people that, at that moment, have taken some food from the plate, but before it
reaches their mouth the heavenly Blast comes and the world finishes. There will be

some people who are busy mending a pool in order that they water their cattle, but

(before that the cattle become satiated the Hereafter comes forth.(1

The Qur’ānic sentence: /mā yanzurūn/ here means ‘they are not awaiting’, because,
as Rāqib says in Mufradāt, the
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Arabic stem /nazar/ means the circulation of thought for observing or conceiving

something. Sometimes it is used in the sense of deliberation and research, and also in
.the sense of knowledge resulted from research

The Arabic term /sayhah/ (blast) originally means cleaving a piece of food or cloth and

arising a sound from it. Then it has been used for any loud sound and cry-like.
.Sometimes, it has also been applied for the length of the body

The Arabic phrase /yaxissimūn/ is derived from /xusūmat/ in the sense of ‘quarrel’ and

‘dispute’; but on what thing do they dispute? This meaning has not been mentioned in
the verse, but it is clear that the purpose is to dispute upon the worldly matter and the

affairs of the material life. But some commentators have taken it in the sense of

disputation upon ‘Resurrection’, while the first meaning seems more fitting, though it
is not improbable that taking a consistent meaning which includes both of them and

.that envelops any kind of disputation is also possible

It is noteworthy that the numerous pronouns existing in the verse all refer to the

pagans of Mecca who were doubtful in the subject of Resurrection, and they

.ridiculously asked that when Hereafter will occur

But it is certain that the purpose is not they themselves, but the purpose is the kind of

them. (It is the kind of those who are neglectful and unaware of Resurrection),
.because they died and did never see this heavenly Blast

However, by this short and decisive statement, the Qur’ān warns them that, firstly,
Hereafter will suddenly be established, and secondly, it is not a complicated matter

that they would be busy disputing and quarrelling about its possibility; everything will

.be ended by a single blast and the world will be finished

****
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Then, in the third verse, it implies that this subject will so quickly and suddenly happen

that they will not be able even to make a bequest, or return to their houses or to their

:families. It says

Then they shall not be able to make a bequest, nor shall they be able to return unto“
.” their families

When an event happens for a person, and he usually feels that the end of his life is
near, wherever he is, he tries to go home in order to be among his family: with his wife

and children; then, by testament, he gives his half-done affairs and the fate of his

remaining persons to others that this or that person would undertake them and

.recommend them to other persons

But the Blast of the end of the world gives no respite to anyone; and supposing there

will be a respite, does anyone remain alive to listen to the recommendations of

people? Or, for example, the wife and children sit by the spouse and father and take

.his head in bosom so that he dies peacefully? Nay, none of these things is possible

And that the word ‘a bequest’ has been used in an infinitive form, it points to this fact

that they will not have even the chance of a small bequest and recommendation,
.either

****
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Section 4: A Scene of the Resurrection

Point

How the dead will be raised and caused to rush toward their True Lord – None will be

dealt with unjustly – The Blissful abode of the righteous and their enjoyment therein –
The fate of the guilty – Their meeting the end of which they disbelieved. The parts of

the body of man shall witness in the individual conduct and character

نَوُلسِنیَ مْهِ  -ِ بّرَ یَلإِ  ثِادَجْلأَا  نَِم  مهُ  اذَإِفَ  رِوُّصلا  یِف  خَفُِنوَ  } 51{

نَوُلسَرْمُْلا قَدَصَوَ  نُمَحَّْرلا  دَعَوَ  امَ  اذَهَ  اَندِقَرَّْم  نِم  انَثَعََب  نْمَ  انَلَْیوَایَ  اوُلاقَ  } 52{

نَورُضَحُْم انَْیدََّل  عٌیمِجَ  مْهُ  اذَإِفَ  هًدَحِاوَ  هًحَْیصَ  َّلاإِ  تَْناکَ  نإِ  } 53{

And the Trumpet shall be blown, then behold, from their graves they shall hasten . “ 51
.” on to their Lord

They shall say: ‘Oh! woe to us! Who has raised us up from our sleeping-place? This . “ 52
.” is what the Beneficent (Allah) promised; and the apostles told the truth

.” There would be naught but a single Blast, when they shall all brought before Us . “ 53

Commentary, verses: 51-53

Hereafter is a scene of awareness, acknowledgement and confession. The

establishment of Hereafter and reckoning is the requisite of the Attribute of Allah Who

.is Beneficent

That which the disbelievers denied in the world, they will confess it on That Day.
(When the name of Rahmān was
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mentioned in the world they used to say: “What is Rahmān?”, but on that Day they will

”. say: “This is what the Beneficent (Allah) promised

In this verse, the Qur’ān points to another stage which is the stage of life after death.
:It says

And the Trumpet shall be blown, then behold, from their graves they shall hasten on “
.” to their Lord

By the command of Allah, the dust and the rotten bones will have life again and come

out from their graves and attend that wonderful court for trial and reckoning. They

will have life again and will be quickened by a single Blast, in the same manner that all

of them died with a single Blast (blown in the Trumpet). Neither their death nor their

being quickened is difficult for Allah. Just like the trumpet which is blown for the

soldiers of the army to gather and be ready, and then, in a short time, they all get up

and come out from their tents and attend in the row, the act of raising the dead is, like

.that, quick for Allah, too

The Qur’ānic word /’ajdāθ/ is the plural form of /jadaθ/ in the sense of ‘grave’. This

meaning shows well that resurrection, besides having the spiritual aspect, has the

bodily aspect, too, and the man’s new body will be made from the same former

.materials

The application of the Arabic term /nufixa/ (shall be blown) in the past tense form is for

the sake that in the Arabic language the certain future affairs are stated in past verb

.form indicating that there is no doubt in it, as if it had happened before

The Arabic term /yansilūn/ is derived from /nasl/ in the sense of ‘walking quickly’. Rāqib

in Mufradāt says: this word originally means: ‘to separate from something’, and that a
person’s children in Arabic are called /nasl/ (offspring) it is for
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the sake that they have separated from father and mother. Therefore, when a person

.quickly gets away and separates, this word is used

The application of the Arabic term /rabbihim/ (their Lord) seems that it refers to this

fact that the Lordship, ownership and training of Allah require that there should be a
.reckoning and Resurrection for the affairs

However, it is clearly understood from the verses of the Holy Qur’ān that ending of

this world and the beginning of the next world both will happen suddenly and with a
revolutionary movement and each of them has been rendered into ‘blowing in the

Tempest’, the full explanation of which will be mentioned in the commentary of Sura

.Az-Zumar, No. 39, verse 68

****

:In the next verse, the Qur’ān adds

They shall say: ‘Oh! woe to us! who has raised us up from our sleeping-place? This is“
.” what the Beneficent (Allah) promised; and the apostles told the truth

Yes, the scene is so expressive and terrible that man forgets all the false and

superstitious matters, and he will not have any way except confessing the facts

explicitly. It likens the graves to sleeping-places, and the Resurrection to getting up

from sleep. This has also been mentioned in a famous tradition which says: “You will

(pass away like that you sleep, and you will be raised as you get up from sleep.”(1

Here they terrify and cry that woe to us! Who did awaken us from sleeping, and rose

?up from our sleeping-place

But soon they will realize and remember that the true prophets in the world have

given them promise of this Day from the side of Allah. They answer themselves that

this is the
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promise of the Beneficent, Allah; the Lord Whose general mercy has enveloped all

and Whose prophets told the truth and made us aware of this Day, but alas we

.mocked them all

Therefore, the Qur’ānic sentence: “… this is what the Beneficent (Allah) promised and

the apostles told the truth” is the continuation of the statement of the rejecters of

Resurrection, but some commentators have considered it as the statement of the

angels or the believers, which contrasts the apparent of the verse, and there is no

necessity upon it, because the confusion of the rejecters on the fact on that Day is not

a matter that is mentioned only in this verse. Sura Al-’Anbiyā’, No. 21, verse 97 says:
“And the true promise has drawn nigh; then behold, staring wide (in terror), the eyes

of those who disbelieve! (They say:) ‘Alas for us! We were heedless of this (Day); nay;

’.” we were unjust ones

However, the application of the Arabic term /marqad/, which is used in the sense of

‘sleeping-place’ and ‘sleep’, denotes to this fact that in the world of purgatory they

are in a state similar to sleep, and as it is said in the commentary of Sura Al-Mu’minūn,
No. 23, verse 100, due to the majority of people, who are in a status between infidelity

and faith, ‘purgatory’ is not unlike to the state of sleeping, where both the excellent

believers and extraordinary vice disbelievers are completely aware and enjoy the

.blessings or are faced with kinds of chastisement

Some of the commentators have given this probability that the terror and grief in

Hereafter is so much that the purgatory chastisement, compared with it, is like naught

.but a peaceful sleep

Then, in order to explain the speed of the occurrence of the blast of the trumpet, in
:the third verse the Qur’ān says
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.” There would be naught but a single Blast, when they shall all brought before Us“

Therefore, there will not need a long time for the dead to be quickened and that they

rise from their graves and attend in the just court of Allah, in the same manner that

there needs not a long time for the death of individuals. The first Blast is a cry for

.death and the second Blast is a cry for life and attending in the court of Allah, the Just

The application of the word ‘Blast’ (a cry) and emphasizing it with the word ‘single’
and then the application of the Arabic term /’iŏā/, which in such instances informs of

the sudden occurrence of something, and the application of “They shall all be brought

before Us” in the form of a nominal sentence all are as evidence to the quick

.occurrence of this part of Resurrection

The conclusive tone of these verses and the piercing influence of them in the men’s
hearts is so effective that as if they hear this cry with their ears saying: O’ men who

are asleep! O’ the scattered dusts! And O’ rotten bones! Stand up! Stand up! And be

ready for Reckoning and recompense! How beautiful the verses of the Qur’ān are,
!and how expressive their warnings are

****
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َّلاإِ نَوْزَجُْت  لاَوَ  اًئْیشَ  سٌْفَن  مُلَظُْت  مَوْیَْلافَ لاَ  } 54{

نَوُلمَْعتَ مُْتنکُ  امَ 

So this day no soul shall be dealt with unjustly in the least, nor shall you be . “ 54
.” recompensed but that which you used to do

Commentary, verse: 54

Allah is just, and the Hereafter is the Day of appearance and manifestation of Allah’s
Justice. The retribution and reward on the Hereafter Day is on the basis of our deeds

.in the world

This verse refers to the end of the righteous believers and the wicked disbelievers. It

implies that on that Day nobody shall be dealt with unjustly. Neither the reward of

:anybody will be decreased, nor will the retribution of anybody be increased. It says

, …” So this day no soul shall be dealt with unjustly in the least“

Then it refers to a statement which, in fact, is a clear and vivid evidence for the lack of

:injustice in that great court. It continues saying

.” nor shall you be recompensed but that which you used to do “… 

In other words, the deeds you do in this world, good or bad, will be with you there on

that Day. The same deeds will be incarnated and in all stations of the gathering place

of resurrection, and after the end of Reckoning, will be with you as your companion. Is

the deliverance of the fruit of someone’s deeds to him contrary to justice? Or is the

carnation of deeds
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and making it as a person’s companion injustice? And by this it is made clear that,
basically, in that sense ‘injustice’ does not have any concept. If here, amongst human

beings, there is sometimes justice and sometimes injustice, it is for the reason that

.they have not the ability of showing and delivering the deeds of everybody to him

Some of the commentators have considered that the recent sentence refers to the

evil doers and pagans who will face with retribution equal to their deeds and it does

not refer to the believers, because Allah will give them the rewards more than their

.deeds because of His Grace and His Mercy

****
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نَوهُکِافَ لٍغُشُ  یِف  مَوْیَْلا  هَِّنجَْلا  بَاحَصْأَ  َّنإِ  } 55{

نَوُئکَِّتُم کِِئآرَلأَا  یلَعَ  لٍلاَظِ  یِف  مْهُجُاوَزْأَوَ  مْهُ  } 56{

نَوعَُّدیَ اَّم  مهَُلوَ  هٌهَکِافَ  اهَیِف  مْهَُل  } 57{

مٍیحَِّر بٍَّّر  نِم  لاًوْقَ  مٌلاَسَ  } 58{

,” Verily the inhabitants of Paradise that ِ ay are busy in rejoicing . “ 55

;” They and their wives shall be in the shades, reclining on raised coaches . “ 56

.” They shall have fruits therein, and they shall have whatever they desire . “ 57

(.” Peace’: is the word from a Merciful Lord (for them . “‘ 58

Commentary, verses: 55-58

In Paradise, there will be life without death, health with no sickness, youth with no

senility, honour with no disgrace, favour with no indebtedness, permanence with no

distraction, joy with no wrath, and intimate ease with no fear. Moreover, in Paradise

there will be received a consent and a significant greeting from the side of Allah. And,
however, this holy verse refers to the part of the rewards of the believers and, before

:anything else, emphasizes on the peace of mind and says

,” Verily the inhabitants of Paradise that Day are busy in rejoicing“

They are busy with the bounties of Allah and are aloof from any annoying thought, so

.they will be in the utmost joy and happiness
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The Arabic word /šuqul/ and the term /šuql/ both are with the sense of events and

.moods that come to man and make him busy to them whether they are happy or sad

But since the Qur’ānic term /fākihūn/ has immediately been mentioned after it, and

this term is the plural form of /fākih/in the sense of joyful, happy, and laughing, it can

be a hint to the affairs which make man so busy to him that he may neglect the

annoying affairs totally in a way that he will be in full rejoicing and no grief or sorrow

dominates him, and he forgets even the horror and fear that he gets at the time of the

establishment of Hereafter and attending in the Divine court of justice. If this horror

does not really go, the shade of anxiety and sorrow will constantly have heaviness on

the man’s heart. Therefore, one of the effects of this business of mind is forgetting

.the terror of the Hereafter

****

However, next to the peace of mind which is the source of all bounties, and it is the

:condition of using all merits, it refers to the explanation of other bounties. It says

;” They and their wives shall be in the shades, reclining on raised coaches“

The Arabic term /’azwāj/here means ‘the heavenly wives’, or it means the faithful

wives whom they had in this world. And that some have said that it may be in the

sense of ‘their associates’, like Sura As-Sāffāt, No. 37, verse 22 which says: “(And Allah

will command the angels:) ‘Gather you together those who were unjust and their

mates and what they used to worship,” that here it seems very improbable, in

/, particular that the Qur’ānic term /’arā’ik/, the plural form of /’arīkah
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according to a group of commentators and philologists is in the sense of some beds

(which are in bridal chamber.(1

The application of the Arabic word /zilāl/ (shades) refers to the shades of the trees in
Paradise amidst which the thrones of the people of Heaven have been erected. Or it
refers to the shades of the castles in Paradise. All of these show that there is sunshine

there, too; but there is not a tormenting sunshine. Yes, they have some other kind of

.pleasure and happiness under the pleasant shades of the Heavenly trees

****

:In addition to that, the verse says

.” They shall have fruits therein, and they shall have whatever they desire“

It is clearly understood from other verses of the Qur’ān that the food of the people of

Paradise is not only fruits, but the abovementioned verse shows that the best food of

the people of Heaven is fruit, the special fruits which are completely different from

the fruits of this world. And, even in this world, according to the confession of the

.specialists of nutriment, fruits are the best and the most suitable nutriment for man

The Qur’ānic term /yadda‘ūn/ is derived from /da‘āyah/in the sense of ‘demand’, i.e.
whatever they demand and desire it will available for them, and they will not have any

.wish which will not be done for them

In Majma‘-ul-Bayān the Late Tabarsī says: “An Arab uses this meaning in respect to

’.” /tamannī/ and he says: ‘whatever you desire you may demand from me
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And thus, whatever today man may think of and whatever does not come into his

mind from among the kinds of merits and the bounties, they will be available and

prepared there, and the entertainment of Allah from His guests will be done in the

.highest possible level

But, the most important of all are the spiritual merits which are referred to in the last

:verse of the verses under discussion. It says

(.” Peace’: is the word from a Merciful Lord (for them “‘

This enlivening and pleasant call, which is full of His love and affection, attracts the

man’s attention to itself so deeply, and gives him joy, happiness and spirituality, that

does not match any other bounty. Yes hearing the call of the beloved one, is a call

filled with love and mixed with grace which causes the people of Paradise to be

thoroughly rejoicing, a moment of which is superior to the whole world and whatever

.exists in it

A tradition narrated from the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) indicates that he said: “While

the people of Paradise are busy enjoying the bounties of Heaven there will appear a
light above them. This is the light of Allah which is cast upon them and at the same

time a call will be heard saying: ‘Peace and greeting on you, O’ the people of Paradise!’
And this is the same thing which has been mentioned in the Qur’ān. It is here that the

view of Allah attracts them so strongly that they neglect His all other things and, in

that state, they forget the whole bounties of Paradise. It is here that the angels come

(out from every door and say: ‘Peace upon you’.”(1

Yes, the ecstasy of the intuition and presence of the Beloved and the visit of the

Lord’s Grace are so delightful and gratifying that a moment of which is not equal with

any
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blessing, even with the whole world. The lovers of visiting Him are so that if this

spiritual gift might be ceased from them, they would die. Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.)
in a tradition said: “If I remain walled from the visit of the Lord for a moment, I will

die.” It is interesting that the apparent of the verse is that this greeting of Allah unto

the believers in Paradise is a direct greeting without any intermediator. It is a greeting

from the Lord, Allah, the greeting which originates from His special Mercy, i.e., the

rank of His specific Mercy, and all grace and favours are gathered in it. Oh, what a

!blessing it is

****

In principle, Paradise is ‘the Abode of Peace’, as Sura Yūnus, No. 10, verse 25 says:
“And Allah does call mankind to the Abode of Peace, …” And the people of Paradise,
who are the dwellers of this abode, will sometimes face with the angel’s greeting. At

the time of arrival into Paradise, the angels arrive to them from every door and say:
“Peace (be) upon you (saying) that you persevered in patience! (And now) how

excellent is the Ultimate Abode.”(1) And sometimes the dwellers of ’A‘rāf call them and

say: “… Peace be upon you! …”(2) And sometimes they will be faced with the angels’
greeting after entering into Paradise: “… and the warders thereof say unto them:
‘Peace be unto you …”(3) Sometimes, at the time of taking their souls, this greeting is
delivered to them from the side of the angels of death. They say: “… Peace be upon

you! Enter the Paradise because of what you used to do.”(4) And sometimes they

.themselves greet each other
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And, in principle, in their greeting there is ‘Peace’, the Qur’ān says: “… their greetings

(therein is: ‘Peace!’.”(1

And, finally, the superior and above all of these is the greeting of Allah: “‘Peace’: is the

(.” word from a Merciful Lord (for them

Briefly speaking, there will be heard there neither a vain word nor a sinful thing. There

will be only ‘peace’ and ‘peace’. The Qur’ān says: “They shall not hear therein vain or

,” sinful discourse

Of course, it is not a greeting in mere pronunciation, but it is a greeting the effect of

which penetrates in the depth of man’s soul and makes it thoroughly full of

.tranquillity, peace, and health

****
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نَوُمرِجْ - مُْلا اهَُّیأَ  مَوْیَْلا  اوزُاتَْماوَ  } 59{

نٌیِبُّم وٌدُعَ  مْکَُل  هَُّنإِ  نَاطَْیَّشلا  اودُُبْعتَ  َّلا  نأَ  مَدَاءَ  یِنَب  ایَ  مْکُْیَلإِ  دْهَعْأَ  مَْلأَ  } 60{

مٌیقِتَسُّْم طٌارَصِ  اذَهَ  یِنودُُبعْا  نِأَوَ  } 61{

نَوُلقِْعتَ اوُنوکُتَ  مْلَفَأَ  اًریِثکَ  لاِبجِ  مْکُنِم  َّلضَأَ  دْقََلوَ  } 62{

!” And (they will be told) get you aside this day O’ you the guilty ones . “ 59

Did I not make covenant with you, O’ children of Adam, that you should not serve . “ 60
;” the Satan, verily he is a manifest foe to you

.” And that you should serve Me? This is the straight path . “ 61

?” And yet he has led astray a great number of you. Did you not then understand . “ 62

Commentary, verses: 59-62

The separation of the guilty ones from the righteous ones is according to the law of

Divine Justice Who said that the faithful and the pagan are not equal. The Qur’ān

says: “Is he then who is a believer like him who is a transgressor? They are not

(equal.”(1

In the verses under discussion, a short part of the fate of the hellish people and the

.followers of Satan is referred to
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The first is that the Qur’ān implies that, on that Day, with a contemptuous tone, it will

:be said to the guilty ones to get aloof from the believers. The Qur’ān says

!” And (they will be told) get you aside this day O’ you the guilty ones“

It was you who, in the world, had substituted yourself deceitfully in the rows of the

believers and sometimes took benefit of their honour and credit. Now you must

.separate your rows from theirs, and appear in your own real feature

This is, in fact, the actualization of the promise of Allah that in Sura Sād, No. 38, verse

28 He says: “Shall We treat those who believe and do good like the mischief-makers in
?” the earth? Or shall We make the pious ones like the wicked

However, the apparent of the verse under discussion refers to the separation of the

rows of the guilty from those of the believers, though the commentators have

delivered some other probabilities, among them is the separation of the rows of the

.guilty from each other, and every group of them will be in a definite line

****

The next verse refers to the expressive rebukes and blames of Allah unto the sinners

:on the Day of Hereafter and says

Did I not make covenant with you, O’ children of Adam, that you should not serve the“
;” Satan, verily he is a manifest foe to you

This Divine covenant has been taken from man in different ways, and He has

.repeatedly mentioned this matter to him

At first, on the day when the children of Adam were living on the earth, they were

addressed by this word of Allah, saying: “O’ children of Adam! Let not Satan seduce

you as he expelled your parents from the Garden, stripping them both of their clothing

that he might expose unto them their shameful
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parts. Surely he sees you, he and his tribe, from where you do not see them. We have

made the Satans the friends of those who do not believe.” (Sura Al-’A‘rāf, No. 7, verse

(27

Then, this very warning was expressed by the tongues of Divine messengers, as Sura

Zukhruf, No. 43, verse 62 says: “And let not the Satan prevent you, surely he is manifest

enemy.” And in Sura Al-Baqarah, No. 2, verse 168 we recite: “… and do not follow the

.” footsteps of Satan surely he is a manifest foe for you

On the other side, this covenant has also been taken in the world of nature with the

tongue of bestowing wisdom on man, because the intellectual proofs clearly testify

that man should not obey the command of the one who has been his enemy from the

first day and has sent him out from the Paradise, and has sworn to seduce the

.children of Adam

From the third side, by the Divine constitution and innate disposition of all human

beings upon Monotheism, and the restriction of obedience for the Pure Essence of

Allah, this covenant has also been taken from man. And thus, not only by one mere

language but also by several languages this Divine recommendation has been

.performed and this promise and covenant has been signed

By the way, we recite in a narration from Imam Sādiq (a.s.) who said: “Whoever obeys

(a person in committing a sin, he has worshipped him.”(1

In another tradition Imam Bāqir (a.s.) said: “Whoever listens to a speaker (and accepts

his statement) he has worshipped him. If the speaker reiterates the ordinance of

Allah, he has worshipped Him, but if the speaker speaks from the side of Satan, he

(has worshipped Satan.”(2
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And in the third verse, for more emphasis and stating the duty of the children of

:Adam, it says

.” And that you should serve Me? This is the straight path“

From one side, He has taken covenant from men that they should not obey Satan,
because he has proved his enmity and hatred from the first day. Which wise person

follows the command of his ancient and manifest foe? And in the opposite side, He

has taken covenant that he obeys Him and He has defined its reason by saying: “This

is the straight path.” This, in fact, is the best motivation for human beings, because,
for instance, when it happens that a person finds himself in the middle of a dry and

hot desert and sees his soul, his wife and children, as well as his wealth, in the danger

of the thieves and wolves, the most important thing he may think of, as finding the

straight way toward the destination, a way which can lead him easier and sooner to

.the point of safety

However, it is understood from this meaning that this world is not the abode of

residence, because the path is shown to the person who passes a passage and he has

.a destination in front of him

****

Again, for being more acquainted with this clear dangerous enemy, in the fourth

:verse, it says

?” And yet he has led astray a great number of you. Did you not then understand“

Do you not see that how many miseries Satan has provided for his followers? Have

you not studied the history of the ancient nations to see how painful and evil fates his

followers had? The ruins of their afflicted cities are in front of your eyes; and their

.sorrowful end is clear for anyone who has the least understanding and thought
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Then, why do not you take earnest the enmity of the one who has repeatedly shown

the examination of his enmity? You make friends with him again, and, even, you

.choose him as your own leader and as your own friend

The Qur’ānic term /jibill/, as Rāqib says in Mufradāt, is in the sense of ‘society’ and

‘group’; and the application of the Arabic term /kaθīr/ is for emphasis concerning the

.followers of Satan who form a great number of people

However, a safe wisdom requires that man should seriously avoid of such a

dangerous foe who shows no mercy to anyone and his prays are seen over the soil of

destruction everywhere, and he should not let himself be in negligence. As Amir-ul-
Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.), the aware leader, in one of his sermons (No. 192, Nahj-ul-
Balāqah), addressing people, attracts their attention to this fact by saying: “Therefore,
O’ the servants of Allah! You should fear lest Satan infects you with his disease (pride),
or leads you astray through his call, or marches on you with his horsemen and foot-
men, because, by my life, he has put the (dangerous) arrow in the bow for you, has

stretched the bow very strongly, and has aimed at you from a nearby position, and he

(Satan) said: ‘O’ Lord! Because you have left me to stray, certainly I will adorn (evil) to

them on the earth, and certainly I will cause them all to go astray’. (Qur’ān, 15:39)”(1)
(While Allah was not the cause of his mislead, but his low desire made him astray.)

!And, really, it is surprising that we choose such an enemy as our friend

****
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نودُعَوُت مُْتنکُ  یِتَّلا  مَُّنهَجَ  هِذِهَ  } 63{

نَورُفُکْتَ مُْتنکُ  امَِب  مَوْیَْلا  اهَوْلَصْا  } 64{

.” This is the Hell which you were promised . “ 63

.” Enter you into it today for what you were disbelieving . “ 64

Commentary, verses: 63-64

Allah has completed the argument to the hellish people and has constantly conveyed

the danger of Hell to them. Yes, on that day, while the blazing and flaming Fire of Hell

is in front of the eyes of the wrong-doers, pointing to it, He addresses the guilty and

:says

.” This is the Hell which you were promised“

One after another the Divine prophets came and made you avoid such a Fire on such

a Day, but you mocked them all. So, in the next verse, it implicitly says: you should

enter it and burn by its blazing Fire, because this is the fruit of the rejection you used

:to have. It says

.” Enter you into it today for what you were disbelieving“

****
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نَوُبسِکْیَ اوُناکَ  امَِب  مهُُلجُرْأَ  دُهَشْتَوَ  مْهِیدِْیأَ  آنَُم  -ِ لّکَُتوَ مْهِهِاوَْفأَ  یلَعَ  مُِتخَْن  مَوْیَْلا  } 65{

Today we set a seal on their mouths, and their hands speak to Us, and their feet . “ 65
.” bear witness as to what they have been earning

Commentary, verse: 65

The mention of the head and of the feet, are as an example, because in other verses

of the Qur’ān we recite that, the ear, the eye, and the heart will be questioned of, too,
.and even the skin will bear witness

In this verse, the Qur’ān hints to the witnesses on the Day of Hereafter. These are

some witnesses that are as parts of the man’s body and there is no room for denying

:their words. It says

Today we set a seal on their mouths, and their hands speak to Us, and their feet bear “
.” witness as to what they have been earning

Yes, on that Day the man’s limbs are not submitted to his wishes any more. They will

separate their account from the entire entity of man and will submit to Allah and obey

Him only, the Sacred Essence, and by their witness they make the facts manifest.
What a wonderful court it is, where its witnesses are the limbs of the man’s body.

.They are the means by which they have committed the sins

Perhaps, the witness of the limbs is for the sake that when these sinners are told their

recompense is Hell for the deeds
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they did, they deny them thinking that it is the worldly court and they can deny the

facts by tricks. Here, the bearing witness of the limbs will begin and wonder

accompanied with terror will overcome their entity thoroughly, and all the ways of

escape will be shut to them. As Sura Fussilat, No. 41, verse 20 says: “Until when they

come to it, their ears and their eyes and their skins shall bear witness against them as

.” to what they used to do

And Sura An-Nūr, No. 24, verse 24 says: “On the day when their tongues and their

.” hands and their feet testify against them as to what they used to do

This point is also noteworthy that in one place the Qur’ān says ‘their tongues testify’
(like Sura An-Nūr), and in the verse under discussion He says: “… We set a seal on

their mouths.” This meaning may be for the sake that at first on the man’s tongue will

be set a seal and his limbs will begin to bear witness. When he sees the witness of the

limbs, his tongue will start speaking, and since there is no room for denials the tongue

.will confess the truth, too

There is also this probability that the objective meaning of the witness of the tongue is
not the ordinary speaking, but it is a speech like the speech of other limbs which

.comes from its inside not from its outside

Concerning the number of witness in that great Court and that how they will testify,
we will explain it in more details when commenting on Sura Fussilat, No. 41, verses 19-

.23, Allah willing

The final word is that the witness of the limbs is about the pagans and sinners;

otherwise, the account of the believers is clear. Imam Bāqir (a.s.) in a tradition says:
“The limbs of a
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believer do not testify against him, but they testify against the one on whom the

command of punishment has been decreed. As for the believer, his record (of deeds)
will be given to his right hand, (and he will recite it himself), as Allah has said: ‘… then

whoever is given his book in his right hand, then these will read their book (joyfully)
(and they will not be treated unjustly in the least’.”(1

****
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نَورُصِْبُی یَّناَفَ  طَارَ  -ِ صّلا اوقُبَتَسْافَ  مْهِِنُیعْأَ  یلَعَ  انَسْمَطََل  ءُآشََن  وَْلوَ  } 66{

نَوعُجِرْیَ لاَوَ  اًّیضُِم  اوعُاطَتَسْا  امَفَ  مْهِِتَناکَمَ  یلَعَ  مْهُانَخْسَمََل  ءُآشََن  وَْلوَ  } 67{

And if We please, We would obliterate their eyes, then they would race to the way, . “ 66
?” but how would they see

And if We please, We would surely transform them in their place, then they would . “ 67
.” not be able to go on, nor will they return

Commentary, verses: 66-67

We should not be neglectful of the wrath of Allah (s.w.t.) and change of His bounties.
.Before the descent of punishment, obstinacy should be put aside

This verse points to one of the punishments which Allah may afflict the guilty group in
:this very present world, and it is a terrible painful punishment. It says

, …” And if We please, We would obliterate their eyes“

In this state, an extraordinary horror will envelop them. They want to go in the path

?they usually used to go and to precede each other, but how can they do

?” then they would race to the way, but how would they see “… 

They will be unable even to find the road toward their houses, let alone they find the

.path of the truth and step in the straight way

:Then, the next verse refers to another painful chastisement. It says
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, …” And if We please, We would surely transform them in their place“

They may be transformed into some motionless statues that have no soul, or into)
:some palsied animals.) The verse continues saying

.” then they would not be able to go on, nor will they return “… 

However, the two abovementioned verses are about the chastisements in the world.
They are as threatening to the disbelievers and the sinners that Allah is able to afflict

them to such painful fates in this very world, but, because of His Grace and Mercy, He

has not done so, haply these obstinate sinners become aware and return to the path

.of the truth

****
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Section 5: The Kingdom of the Universe is Allah’s

Point

Man when he reaches old age is returned to humility – Qur’ān is no poetry but a

Reminder – The bounties of Allah in providing the cattle for man’s use – Men’s
creation from a dirty drop of sperm and man’s revolt – Allah Who created the

Universe can again create similar ones similarly – When Allah intends anything, it

becomes even before he says ‘Be’ – The Kingdom of the Universe is Allah’s

نَوُلقِْعیَ لاَفَأَ  قِْلخَْلا  یِف  هُسْ  -ِ کّنَُن هُرْ  -ِ مّعَُن نمَوَ  } 68{

And whomever We cause to live long, We reverse him to an abject state in . “ 68
?” constitution; do they not then understand

Commentary, verse: 68

Through previous verses Allah implicitly said that if He pleases He may make the eyes

blind and change the features. This verse refers to an example of these changes

concerning the aged persons. It points to the man’s situation at the end of his life from

the point of weakness and inability of both mind and body, so that it can be both a

warning unto those who postpone choosing the path of guidance from today to

tomorrow, and an answer to those who take the short of life as a cause for their

faults, and it can be an evidence for the might of Allah indicating that as He is able to

return a strong and powerful man to the weakness of his childhood, He is able to bring

:forth the Resurrection and also make the sinners blind and unable to move. It says
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And whomever We cause to live long, We reverse him to an abject state in“
?” constitution; do they not then understand

The Qur’ānic term /nunakkishu/ is derived from the Arabic term /tankīs/in the sense of

reversing something in a manner that its top comes down and its down goes up in the

place of the top. Here, there is a metonymy pointing to the complete return of man to

.the circumstances of his childhood

From the very beginning of his creation, man is weak and then gradually he grows

and develops. During the foetus course every day he passes some new stages and

new growth. After his birth he will swiftly continue the path of development from the

point of body and spirit, and the God-given strengths and talents, which are hidden

inside his entity, will appear one after another. The course of youth, and next to it, the

course of expertness approach, and man will be seated in the climax of bodily and

spiritual development. Here, sometimes, the body and the spirit separate their way

from each other. The spirit will continue its path of development, while the body begin

retardation. But, at last, the man’s intellect, too, will begin the downward march, and

little by little, and sometimes quickly, that stages of childhood return. The childish

movements begin, and thinking, and even one’s pretext seeking will be like those of

children. The bodily weakness will also come along with them, with this difference that

these movements and spiritualities are sweet and attractive when they are from the

side of children, because they are some glad-tidings unto their future hopeful lives

and that is why they are completely tolerable. But in relation to the old persons, they

.are pungent, not beautiful, and, sometimes, hateful, or pitiful
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Verily, there will come some days which will be very painful, so much so that the depth

.of its inconvenience is hardly considerable

This meaning has been pointed out in Sura Al-Hajj, No. 22, verse 5, where it says: “…

and some of you are kept back to the worst part of life so that they know nothing

after having known (much), …”. (They will not recognize even their nearest members

.( of their family

However, the Qur’ānic sentence /’afalā ya‘qilūn/ (do they not then understand) gives a
wonderful remark in this regard and it tells men: if this strength and power that you

have were not temporary it would not be taken from you so easy. Do know that there

.is another might over you which is capable of doing everything

You must be careful of yourself before reaching that stage, and before that the mirth

and beauty turns into sadness and withered state, make the best of it and provide the

provision of the path of the next world in this world, since in the term of weakness,
.senility, and wretchedness mostly you are able to do nothing

So, one of the five things that the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) recommended Abūthar to be

careful of this very thing. He (p.b.u.h.) said: “Do avail five things before five things: your

youth before your senility, your health before your sickness, your richness before

(your poverty, your ease before your affliction, and your life before your death.”(1

****
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نٌیِبُّم نٌاءَرُْقوَ  رٌکْذِ  َّلاإِ  وَهُ  نْإِ  هَُل  یغِبَنیَ  امَوَ  رَعْ  -ِ شّلا هُانَمَّْلعَ  امَوَ  } 69{

And We have not taught him poetry, nor would it beseem him; it is naught but a . “ 69
,” Reminder and manifesting Qur’ān

Commentary, verse: 69

One of the accusations that the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) was charged, besides accusing him

of being sorcerer, insane and soothsayer, was the accusation of being a poet.
Contrast to revelation, poetry is the fruit of imagination. Contrast to revelation, poetry

arises from emotions and feelings. Contrast to revelation which is from the side of

Allah and originates from the source of existence and turns on the pivot of realities,
:poetry is usually mixed with exaggeration. It says

; …” And We have not taught him poetry, nor would it beseem him“

The Qur’ān is not anything but a remembrance. It is the remembrance of Power and

Wrath of Allah; the remembrance of His graces and bounties; the remembrance of

His pardon and forgiveness; the remembrance of His way of treatment and His laws;

the remembrance of His whole prophets, saints, and friends; a remembrance of the

instinctive events of history; a remembrance of the factors of dignity and failure of

nations; the remembrance of the righteous and the guided ones; a remembrance of

the evildoers, pagans, mischief mongers, sinners, tyrants and their end; a

remembrance of sincerities, donations, brevities, chastity, patience and their good

end; a remembrance of murders, tortures, hurts, accusations, scorns, injustices,
cruelties, and the evil end of the men of pride; a remembrance of Allah’s

,commandments and prohibitions
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admonishments and wisdoms; a remembrance of the created things in the heaven,
the earth, and the seas; a remembrance of the future of the history, the triumph of

the government of the truth and the world becoming full of justice and condemnation

of the unjust and the cruelty; a remembrance of the purgatory, Resurrection, and the

events before Hereafter, and the state of the scene of Hereafter, the dangers of Hell,
.and the blessings of Paradise

The Holy Qur’ān is the source of admonishments and remembrance. The Qur’ān is a
.clear and understandable word with argumentation

:Yes, with negation of poetry from the Prophet (p.b.u.h.), the Qur’ān adds

,” it is naught but a Reminder and manifesting Qur’ān “… 

****
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نَیرِِفاکَْلا یلَعَ  لُوْقَْلا  َّقحِیَوَ  اًّیحَ  نَاکَ  نمَ  رَذِنُیِل  } 70{

That it may warn him who is alive and the Word may be proved against the . “ 70
.” disbelievers

Commentary, verse: 70

A sign for the heart to be alive is the acceptance of the warnings of the Qur’ān,
because the appointment of the prophets and the revelation to them are the source

of awareness and spiritual intelligence of the godly people, and it is to complete the

:argument for the dead-hearted ones. The aim of this verse is

That it may warn him who is alive and the Word may be proved against the“
.” disbelievers

Yes, these verses are as a Reminder which is the source of remembrance and is the

means of awareness. These verses are from ‘the manifesting Qur’ān’ which states

the truth without any curtain and with conclusiveness and explicitness, and it is why it
.is the factor of awareness, life and living

Once more here we see that the Qur’ān has considered the faith as ‘life’ and the

believers as ‘the living ones’ and the disbelievers as ‘the dead’. From one side, it

mentions ‘living’ and on the other side opposite to it, it mentions ‘disbelievers’. This is
that very spiritual ‘life’ and ‘death’ which is more significant than the apparent life and

death, and their effects are vaster and more expanded. If life and living mean ‘to

breathe’, ‘to eat’, and ‘to walk’ these are those which are common in all animals. This

is not the human life. Human life is the appearance of the effects of intellect, the

,outstanding good habits of man’s spirit, piety, donation, self-sacrifice
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.controlling the self, virtue, and morality; and the Qur’ān grows this life in man’s self

However, concerning the invitation of the Qur’ān, human beings are divided in two

groups. A group of them are alive and alert. These are those who answer its invitation

positively and hearken to its warnings and admonishments. The next group are the

dead-hearted disbelievers who never show any positive reaction to it. But this

warning works to complete the argument upon them and makes the command of

.punishment certain on them

However, man has several kinds of life and death. The first is ‘the vegetation life’
which is the manifestation of the very growth, eating, and reproduction, and from this

.point of view he is rather similar to all of plants

The next is the animal life and death, the clear sign of which is ‘feeling’ and ‘motion’,
.and in these two qualities he is the same as other animals

The third kind of life is specific to human beings. This life separates them from plants

and other animals. This is the human and spiritual life. This is the same thing which

has been rendered as ‘the life of the hearts’ in the Islamic narrations; and the

.objective meaning of ‘heart’ here, is the man’s spirit, mind, and emotions

Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) in his sermons and sayings has emphasized on this

matter very much. Concerning the Holy Qur’ān, in a sermon in Nahj-ul-Balāqah he

(says: “… and understand it thoroughly for it is the best blossoming of the hearts …”(1

In another place, concerning wisdom and knowledge, he (a.s.) says: “Wisdom is a life

(for the dead hearts.”(2
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Sometimes the sickness of the heart is compared with the sickness of the body. Ali

(a.s.) says: “… while worse than bodily ailment is the disease of the heart…”(1) And one

time he (a.s.) says: “… He whose fear of Allah (his piety) is less, his heart dies…”(2)
There are many other expressions of this kind. Imam Zayn-ul-‘Ābidīn (a.s.) in one of

(his supplications says: “A great crime has caused my heart to die”(3

On the other side, the Qur’ān has considered a special kind of apparent insight,
hearing, apprehension, and perception, for man as about the disbelievers it says: “…

(deaf, dumb, and blind (are they) wherefore they do not understand.”(4

In another occurrence, Qur’ān calls the hypocrites as some diseased-hearted people

that Allah increases their disease: “In their hearts is a disease, so Allah has increased

their disease …”(5) It introduces those who do not fear Allah as stone-hearted ones

whose heart is harder than stone: “Then your hearts hardened after that as stones or

(even worse in hardness …”(6

In another place the Qur’ān says: “Only those accept who hearken, and (as for) the

(dead, Allah will raise them up, then unto Him they will be returned.”(7

From all these meanings, and from some abundant other expressions which are

similar to them, it is clearly understood that the Qur’ān counts the pivot of life and

death that very pivot of human and wisdom, because the whole value of man has also

.been put in this very section

****
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نَوکُِلامَ اهََل  مْهُفَ  اًماعَْنأَ  انَیدِْیأَ  تْلَمِعَ  اَّم  مهَُل مِّ- انَْقلَخَ  اَّنأَ  اوْرَیَ  مَْلوَأَ  } 71{

نَوُلکُأْیَ اهَْنِموَ  مْهُُبوکُرَ  اهَْنمِفَ  مْهَُل  اهَانَْلَّلذَوَ  } 72{

Have they not seen that We have created for them of that Our hands wrought . “ 71
?” cattle that of them they own

And then (the cattle) We have subdued to them, and some of them they ride upon, . “ 72
.” and some of them they eat

Commentary, verses: 71-72

In order to recognize the Power of Allah, men can take help by nothing to the animals

.which are always available for him almost every where

Again in these verses the Qur’ān returns to the subject of Monotheism and

polytheism and, after counting some signs of the greatness of Allah in the life of men,
and removing their needs from the side of Allah, it points to the weakness and inability

of idols and, in a clear comparison, it makes manifest the truthfulness of the line of

:monotheism and falseness of the line of polytheism. At first, it says

Have they not seen that We have created for them of that Our hands wrought cattle“
?” that of them they own

Then, in the next verse it implies that in order that they can enjoy these cattle well

Allah has subdued them to them so that not only they ride upon them but also they

:eat from them. It says

And then (the cattle) We have subdued to them, and some of them they ride upon,“
.” and some of them they eat
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If cow and sheep were not tamed, the door of the world of dairy products, which have

many benefits for man, would be shut to him, and if all animals were wild, many of the

.journeys could not be performed

Both the earth: “… has made the earth manageable …”(1) and animals are subdued:
“And then (the cattle) We have subdued …”(2) But man, who is in need of both of them

(is disobedient: “Verily man does transgress all bounds.”(3

****
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نَورُکُشْیَ لاَفَأَ  بُرِاشَمَوَ  عُِفانَمَ  اهَیِف  مْهَُلوَ  } 73{

?” And therein they have benefits and drinks, will they not then be grateful . “ 73

Commentary, verse: 73

The Arabic word /mašārib/ is the plural form of /mašrab/ and it is the place of drinking

’. water, but here the purpose of it is ‘to drink milk

This verse implicitly says that their benefits do not end to only this, but there are some

:other benefits for them in these animals. It says

, …” And therein they have benefits and drinks“

Yet, do they not thank for these blessings, a thank which is the means of Knowing

:Allah and recognizing the Benefactor? It continues saying

?” will they not then be grateful “… 

Among the different blessings which have surrounded man, here the Qur’ān stresses

on the blessing of cattle, because they are permanently present in the daily life of

man, so that man’s life has been mixed with them in a manner that if it may be

obliterated from his life, it will really be difficult for him; but because of their constant

.presence they are less regarded

The sentence “Therein they have benefits” points to many other benefits which man

gets from cattle, including: their wool for kinds of clothing, carpets, and tents; their

skin for clothes, shoes, hats, and different means of life. Even today when the industry

has entirely changed the feature of man’s life, yet the need of men from the point of

.both nutrition and clothes and other means of life to cattle has remained
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Even today, different kinds of serums and vaccines which are the most effective

means for struggling against disease or for prevention, are provided from cattle and

.the materials taken from their blood

Even the most worthless things in the life of cattle, that is, their feces, are used, too.
.By them lands will be fertilized and trees are made fruitful

The application of the Qur’ānic term /mašārib/ refers to the kinds of milk which are

taken from different cattle and a great part of man’s food stuff is usually produced

from it and its productions, so that the milk industries and the products from milk in
the world today form an important part of exports and imports of some countries, the

same milk which is a complete food for man. This wholesome drink comes out from

special parts of the body and causes the pleasure of its drinkers and is the source of

.strength for the weak

****
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نَورُصَنُی مْهَُّلعََّل  هًهَِلاءَ  هَِّللا  نِودُ  نِم  اوذُخََّتاوَ  } 74{

مْهَُل مْهُوَ  مْهُرَصَْن  نَوعُیطِتَسْیَ  لاَ  } 75{

نَورُضَحُّْم دٌنجُ 

.” And they have taken gods besides Allah, haply they might be helped . “ 74

They shall not be able to help them; and yet they (the disbelievers) are their host . “ 75
(.” (who in Hereafter) shall be brought forth (in Hell Fire

Commentary, verses: 74-75

Polytheism and idolatry both are counted as ingratitude of blessings. The incentive of

idolaters is based on imaginations and conjectures. This verse refers to the status of

:polytheists, where it says

.” And they have taken gods besides Allah, haply they might be helped“

What a false conjecture and vain thought they have that they put these powerless

creatures, that cannot even defend themselves let alone the others, beside the

Creator of the earth and the sky and the giver of those abundant merits and that they

.expect them to help them in the problems of life

:And, in the next verse, regarding the worshippers of idols, the Qur’ān says

They shall not be able to help them; and yet they (the disbelievers) are their host“
(.” (who in Hereafter) shall be brought forth (in Hell Fire

How painful it will be that on that Day these followers march at the back of idols and

their hosts, and all of them will
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attend the Court of Justice of Allah and after that they entirely will be sent into Hell

.without that the idols can solve any problem of their own host

In principle, the Arabic word /muhdarūn/ (shall be brought forth) is a sign of contempt

everywhere, and bringing persons forth without that they themselves be willing to it is
.the sign of their humiliation

****
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نَوُنِلْعُی امَوَ  نَوُّرسُِی  امَ  مُلَْعن  اَّنإِ  مْهُُلوْقَ  کَنزُحْیَ  لاَفَ  } 76{

Therefore, let not their speech grieve you. Verily We know what they do in secret . “ 76
.” and what they do openly

Commentary, verse: 76

As the console of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and strengthening his spirit against those

many hindrances, temptations, and superstitious thoughts and deeds, this holy verse

:says

, …” Therefore, let not their speech grieve you“

Sometimes they call you a poet, sometimes a sorcerer, and sometimes they accuse

you with some other things, but Allah knows all what they hide in their hearts or they

:reveal by their tongues. The verse continues saying

.” Verily We know what they do in secret and what they do openly “…

Neither are their intentions concealed to Us nor their hidden plots, nor their belies, nor

their open naughtiness. We know them all and We have kept their full account for the

.Reckoning Day, and We secure you in this world from their vice, too

Not only the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) but also every believer can be animated by this

statement of Allah, because everything in this world exists in the Presence of Allah,
and nothing of the devices of the enemies are concealed to Him. He will not leave His

friends alone at the violent moments and He will always be their supporter and

.protector

****
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نٌیِبُّم مٌیصِخَ  وَهُ  اذَإِفَ  هٍفَطُّْن  نِم  هُانَْقلَخَ  اَّنأَ  نُاسَنلإِا  رَیَ  مَْلوَأَ  } 77{

مٌیِمرَ یَهِوَ  مَاظَعِْلا  یِحُْی  نمَ  لَاقَ  هُقَْلخَ  یَسَِنوَ  لاًثَمَ  انََل  بَرَضَوَ  } 78{

Has not man seen that We created him of a sperm-drop? Yet behold! He is an . “ 77
.” open disputant

And he has struck for Us a similitude and forgotten his creation; he says: ‘Who . “ 78
?’” shall quicken the bones when they are decayed

Occasion of Revelation, verses: 77-78

In the majority of the concerning commentary books it has been cited that: A man

from among the polytheists by the name of ’Ubay-ibn-Khalaf, or ’Umayyat-ibn-
Khalaf, or ‘Ās-ibn-Wā’il found a piece of rotten bone and said that by that firm proof

he would stand with entity against Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) and he might nullify his

speech about Resurrection. He took that piece of stone and came to the Prophet of

Islam (p.b.u.h.). (Perhaps, he made a part of it as powder at the presence of the

Prophet (p.b.u.h.)) and said: “Who can give life again to these decayed stones? (And

which intellect may believe it?)”. Then the abovementioned verses together with four

verses after them were revealed and gave a logical firm answer to him and those who

.thought like him

Commentary, verses: 77-78

The various discussions related to Origin, Resurrection, and prophethood, have been

mentioned in Sura Yā-Sīn in
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different sections. This Sura began with the name of the Holy Qur’ān and the subject

of prophethood, and it ends with seven related verses which contain the strongests

.statement about Resurrection

At first, the Qur’ān takes man to the beginning day of his life, the day when he was not

:more than a worthless sperm-drop, and makes him think. It says

Has not man seen that We created him of a sperm-drop? Yet behold! He is an open “
.” disputant

What an expressive meaning it is! At first it emphasizes on the word ‘man’, that is,
every man with any belief and school of thought and with any amount of knowledge

.can find out this truth

Then it speaks of the Arabic word /nutfah/ which originally means: the naught

worthless water; so that this proud and egoistic man thinks a little and knows that

what he was on the first day. And, yet, the entire of this naught drop of water has not

been the source of his entity, but a very small living cell, which cannot be seen by the

ordinary eyes, among thousands cells which were floating in that drop of water,
combined with a very small living cell which was in the woman’s womb, and then, from

.that very small being, man came into being

This creature passed the developing stages one after another, that according to the

statement of the Qur’ān, at the beginning of Sura Al-Mu’minūn, six stages of them are

inside the womb: (the stages of: sperm, then clot, then a lump of flesh, then the

appearance of bones, then they being covered
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(with flesh, and, finally, the appearance of sense and movement in it.)(1

After his birth, when he was a weak and unable child, he quickly passed the stages of

development, too, until when he reached the stage of his puberty: the bodily and

mental growth. Yes, this weak and unable creature became so strong and powerful

that he let himself stand against Allah and forget his both past and future and become

”. the clear example of “an open disputant

It is interesting that the Qur’ānic phrase /xasīm-un-mubīn/ (an open disputant) has an

aspect of ‘strength’ and an aspect of ‘weakness’ that, apparently, here the Qur’ān

.refers to both of them

From one side, this action is not done save by a human being that naturally has

intellect, thought, understanding, and independent will, authority, and power. (And we

know that the most important thing in the man’s life is his ability of speaking, the

contents of such speeches will formerly be provided in his thought, then they will be

put together in the form of sentences and, like bullets of a gun, these sentences come

out of the mouth and will be shot at the aim one after another. This is the marvellous

.action that no living creature can do except man

And, thus, the holy verse illustrates the power of Allah in this great strength that He

.has given to this apparently insignificant drop of water

But, on the other side, man is a forgetful and proud being, and he uses these bounties,
,that He has bestowed on him
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against Him and disputes inimically against Him. What an unaware and stubborn

!being he is

****

The next holy verse implicitly announces that for man’s unawareness this is enough

that he struck a similitude for Allah and as he thought he had found a firm proof while

he, forgetting his first creation, said: ‘Who can quicken these bones when they are

:decayed?’. The verse says

And he has struck for Us a similitude and forgotten his creation; he says: ‘Who shall“
?’” quicken the bones when they are decayed

The purpose of ‘striking similitude’ here is not an ordinary proverb or a simile and an

allusion, but the purpose is the statement of a reasoning and mentioning an extension

.in order to prove a general matter

Yes, he (’Ubay-ibn-Khalaf, or ’Umayyat-ibn-Khalaf, or ‘Ās-ibn-Wā’il) finds a rotten

bone in the desert. It was not known to whom that bone belonged. Whether he had

died by a natural death, or he had been killed badly in one of the battles of the Age of

Ignorance, or he had died because of hunger. However, he thought he had found a
very firm proof. With an anger accompanied with happiness, he takes the piece of

bone of a dead person and says: “By this firm proof I stand with enmity against

.” Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) So that he can not give any answer

He came hastily to the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and shouted saying: “Who can give life to this

rotten bone?” Then he crushed a part of the bone into powder and scattered it on the
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.ground. He thought the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) would not have any answer for that logic

It is interesting that the Qur’ān has given his whole answer in a short sentence,
saying: “… and forgotten his creation …” although next to it, the Qur’ān has also

mentioned some more explanation with more reasoning so it implies that if he had not

forgotten his creation, he would not have attached such a weak and vain reasoning.
O’ forgetful man, return back and look at your creation that you were an insignificant

sperm and every day He put a new cloth of life on you. You are always in the state of

death and resurrection. You were changed from the state of clot into an animal and

you came out from that world and became a human being. But you, O’ forgetful man!
?Did you forget all these states and ask who gives life to these decayed bones

When this bone decays completely, just it will become dust. Were you not dust at

?first

****
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مٌیِلعَ قٍْلخَ    ِ لّکُِب وَهُوَ  هٍَّرمَ  لََّوأَ  آهاَشَنأَ  يذَِّلا  اهَیِیحُْی  لُْق  } 79{

Say: ‘He will enliven them who created them for the first time, and He knows all . “ 79
,” creation

Commentary, verse: 79

Being attentive to the creation of man from sperm, may strengthen the faith of man in
.Resurrection

Resurrection needs two things: the Power of Allah in recreation of man; and His

cognizance to the people’s deeds. This verse refers to both of them. The sentence

which says: “… who created them for the first time …” is the sign of His power, and the

.sentence saying: “… He knows all creation” is the sign of His knowledge

In this verse He commands the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) to tell this obstinate, proud,
and forgetful man that He gives life to him again Who created him on the first day.

:Here is the commandment

, …” Say: ‘He will enliven them who created them for the first time“

If today there is a rotten bone available from him, once even this rotten bone did not

exist either, and there was not also even any dust. Yes, He Who created him of

.nothing, enlivening the decayed bones is easier for Him

And if you think that when this rotten bone became dust and was scattered

everywhere, who could recognize those parts and gather them from different places?

The answer to this question is also clear. He is aware of every creature and knows all

:his specialities. The verse continues saying

,” and He knows all creation “…
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He Who has such a ‘Power’ and ‘Knowledge’ will have no difficulty for the subject of

Resurrection and enlivening the dead. If we turn a magnet amongst a heap of dust

which contains scattered pieces of iron, it will quickly gather all these pieces of iron,
while it is not more than an inanimate being. By a single command, Allah can easily

.gather all the particles of every man’s body in any place of the earth it may be

He is aware of not only the principle of the creation of man, but also of their intentions

.and actions, and the account and reckoning of them is clear with Him

****
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نَودُِقوُت هُْنِم  مُتنأَ  آذَإِفَ  اًراَن  رِضَخْلأَا  رِجََّشلا  نَِم  مکَُل  لَعَجَ  يذَِّلا  } 80{

He Who made for you fire from the green tree, and behold! from it you kindle . “ 80
(.” (fire

Commentary, verse: 80

Point

Allah gathers the opposites. He can gather water and fire, which do not have

.consistency with each other

In this verse, the Qur’ān brings some more discussions about the subject of

:Resurrection, and follows it by three or four interesting ways. At first, it says

(.” He Who made for you fire from the green tree, and behold! from it you kindle (fire“

Allah is also able to give life to these rotten bones. What a wonderful and interesting

meaning it is! that the more we contemplate about it, the more and deeper concepts it
.delivers to us

In principle, many of the verses of the Qur’ān contain several meanings. Some of

them are simple for all people, in any time and any place, while some others are deep

for the elect, and, finally, some of them are completely deep which are for the elites of

.the elect, or for other times and centuries in far distanced future

In the meantime, these meanings do not contrast with each other; and in the same

.moment they are gathered in an expressive concept

The first interpretation that many of the earlier Islamic commentators have

mentioned for it, and it is a simple and clear meaning which is understandable for all

people, is that: in ancient times, it was a custom among Arabs that for
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kindling fire they used the wood of some special trees called ‘Markh’ and ‘‘Afār’, which

.grew in the deserts of Arabia

The Arabic terms /marx/ and /‘afār/ were the names of two kinds of kindling wood, the

earlier was put in the below and the latter was put over it, and like a kindling stone, a
spark came out from them and, in fact, they were used instead of today match. The

Qur’ān implicitly says: that the Lord, Who can bring out fire from these green trees, is
.also able to give life to the dead

Water and fire are two opposite things. The One Who can put them beside each

’. other, has the ability to put ‘life’ beside ‘death’ and ‘death’ beside ‘life

Praise upon the Creator of existence Who keeps ‘fire’ inside ‘water’ and holds ‘water’
in the middle of ‘fire’. It is certain that giving life to the dead people is not a difficult

.thing for Him

If we step out beyond this meaning, we reach a more punctilious commentary, and it
is that the property of kindling fire by the wood of trees is not limited to the wood of

‘Marakh’ and ‘Afār, but this property exists in all trees and in all of the materials of the

world, (although the wood of the abovementioned two trees, because of their

(. materials and their specific gravity, are more appropriate for this action

In short, if any piece of wood of any trees strikes hard to another piece, they produce

.spark, even it is the wood of the green trees

It is for this reason that sometimes there happen some vast and horrible fire

accidents inside forests that nobody has been their factor; their only factor has been

the strong blow of winds and storms that has caused the branches of trees to crush to

each other and from between them a spark has come to burn dry leaves and then the

blow of wind has helped it, and this
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has been the main factor. This is the very spark of electricity which appears by friction

and rubbing. This is the same fire which is hidden inside of all particles of the beings of

the world and, at the time of friction and rubbing, it shows itself in such a way, He

’. creates ‘fire’ from ‘a green tree

This is a vaster commentary which makes the perspective of gathering of opposites in
.creation vaster, and which shows subsistence in ‘destruction’ more clear

But, here, there is a third commentary which is deeper than that, which has been

found out by the help of modern science and we have called it ‘the resurrection of

’. energies

Explanation: One of the important actions of plants is the subject of ‘taking carbon’ from air^
’. and making vegetal-cellules, the main parts of which are: ‘Carbon’, ‘Oxygen’ and ‘Hydrogen

Now, we may see how is this cellule made? The small parts of trees and plants take

the carbonic gas from air and analyse it. Then, they release its oxygen and keep its

carbon in themselves. They combine it with water and make the wood of trees from it.
.For more information, you may refer to the books written in this regard

At the end, the action of kindling fire by using the wood of trees, though it is a simple

matter in our view, a paying careful attention to it makes it clear that it is one of the

most surprising matters, because the most part of materials of which a tree is formed

is water and some particles of the soil, and neither of them is combustible. What a

power is this that has made this energetic matter from water, soil, (and air) which has

.been used closely in the life of men for thousands years

****
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مُیِلعَْلا قَُّلاخَْلا  وَهُوَ  یلََب  مهُلَْثِم  قَُلخْیَ  نأَ  یلَعَ  رٍدِاقَِب  ضَرْلأَاوَ  تِاوَامََّسلا  قَلَخَ  يذَِّلا  سَْیَلوَأَ  } 81{

Is not He, Who created the heavens and the earth, able to create the like of them? . “ 81
.” Yes, (He can!) And he is the Creator (Omnipotent), the Knower

Commentary, verse: 81

In speaking with the disbelievers, we ought to begin with the insignificant subjects

and then we refer to greater subjects. (The first parable was sperm, the next parable

.( was green tree, and the third parable was the creation of heavens

Now, this verse beings by the way of the infinite Power of Allah, and implicitly says

that whether the One, Who has created the heavens and the earth with those

abundant glories, wonders, and amazing regular systems, can not create the like of

these men who have become rotten (and return them to a new life). Yes, He can and

:He is the Omnipotent Creator, the Knower. The verse says

Is not He, Who created the heavens and the earth, able to create the like of them?“
.” Yes, (He can!) And he is the Creator (Omnipotent), the Knower

This sentence, which has been started with ‘a positive interrogation with a negative

sense’, in fact propounds a question for the vigilant consciences and alert wisdoms

that whether you do not look at this splendid sky with all its wonderful planets and

fixed stars and the numerous systems and galaxies in it, that any piece of it is a vast

world? The One Who is able to create such extraordinary great and regular
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?worlds, how is it possible that He would not be able to enliven the dead

And since the answer of this question is present in the heart of any vigilant person, it
does not wait for its answer, and immediately implicitly says: Yes, He has such a

power. And next to it, the Qur’ān emphasizes on these two great attributes of Allah,
which must be noted in relation to this subject, viz., the attribute of Creativity and His

infinite Knowledge, which, in fact, is an evidence upon the former statesment, saying

that if you are in doubt concerning His Power in relation with creation “He is the

Creator”. And if the act of gathering these particles needs knowledge, He is

.Omnipotent and, from any point of view, is Aware and Knower

By the way, the Arabic antecedent of the Qur’ānic term /miθlahum/ (the like of them)
returns to human beings, that is, the Creator of the heavens and the earth is able to

.create the like man

****
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نُوکُیَفَ نکُ  هَُل  لَوقُیَ  نأَ  اًئْیشَ  دَارَأَ  آذَإِ  هُرُْمأَ  آمََّنإِ  } 82{

نَوعُجَرُْت هِْیَلإِوَ  ءٍیْشَ    ِ لّکُ تُوکُلَمَ  هِدِیَِب  يذَِّلا  نَاحَْبسُفَ  } 83{

.” His command, when he intends anything, is only to say to it ‘Be’, so it is . “ 82

So glory be to Him, in Whose hand is the domination of everything, and unto . “ 83
.” Whom you shall be returned

Commentary, verses: 82-83

In the creation of existence, Allah needs neither a means nor any help, nor anyone

.who removes the barriers

This holy verse is an emphasis upon what was said in the former verses. It is an

emphasis on this fact that for His Will and Power, every creation is easy. It is the same

for Him to create the lofty skies and the earth, or that He creates a small insect. The

:verse says

.” His command, when he intends anything, is only to say to it ‘Be’, so it is“

Everything depends on His only single command, and about the One Who has such a
.Power there is no room of doubt that He can give life to the dead

It is evident that the command of Allah, here, is not a command in expression, and

also the Arabic phrase /kun/ (Be) is not a phrase that states by utterance, because

neither has He utterance nor is He in need of expressions, but the purpose is His Will

upon the direct creation of something; and the application of the word /kun/ (Be) is for

.the sake that there is not a shorter, smaller and quicker than this one in consideration

.Yes, as soon as His intention comes to something, that thing comes into being
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In other words, when Allah intends something, it will immediately come into being, so

that there is no distance between ‘His Will’ and the existence of the things. Therefore,
the application of ‘command’, ‘saying’ and the phrase: ‘Be’ all are an explanation for

the subject of creation and making men understand His Power, and, as we said

before, the command in expression, utterance and the word containing ‘B’ and ‘E’ are

not necessary. All of them indicate the rapid existence of the things after the Will of

.Allah. He does not need any utterance and words

And again in other more clear words, there are no more than two stages in the deeds

of Allah: the stage of Will, and the stage of creation. In the abovementioned verse, the

second stage has been referred to as ‘command’, say, and the phrase ‘Be’. How

beautifully Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) says in one of his sermons: “When He intends

to create something He says ‘Be’ and there it is, but not through a voice that strikes

(the ears) is that call heard. His speech is an act of His creation. His like never existed

(before this. If it had been created it would have been the second god.”(1

In other words, every call needs an addressee, and when a thing has not been

existed, how does Allah addresses it by the phrase ‘Be’? Is a non-existent thing

?addressable

This very meaning has been mentioned in some other verses of the Qur’ān. For

instance, Sura Al-Baqarah, No. 2, verse 117 says: “… and when He decrees a matter to

(be, He only says to it ‘Be’ and it is.”(2

****
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In the next verse, which is the last verse of Sura Yā-Sīn, in a general conclusion on the

:subject of Origin and Resurrection it ends beautifully this discussion, where it says

So glory be to Him, in Whose hand is the domination of everything, and unto Whom“
.” you shall be returned

Regarding to the fact that the Arabic word /malakūt/is derived from /mulk/ in the

sense of ‘government and ownership’ the additional Arabic letters ‘wāw’ and ‘tā’ in

the Qur’ānic form of /malakūt/ are for emphasis and exaggeration. Then the concept

of the verse is such: the unconditioned sovereignty and ownership of everything is in
the hand of Allah, and such a Lord is far from any inability, and, in this case, giving life

to the dead and quickening the rotten bones and their scattered dust will not bring

any difficulty for Him, since certainly all of you will return to Him, and the Resurrection

.is true

****

The End of Sura Yā-Sīn
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Sura As�-S�āffāt

Point

مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

(The Rangers)

(No. 37 (Revealed at Mecca

Verses in 5 Sections 182

:The Feature of the Sura

This Sura, containing one hundred and eighty two verses, was revealed at Mecca. The

name of this Sura has been taken from its first verse which begins with an oath by

.Sāffāt, a group of angels who are arrayed to perform the command of Allah

This Sura is the first Sura of the Holy Qur’ān which begins with an oath. Like most of

other Meccan Suras, many of the verses of this Sura are also about Origin and

.Resurrection accompanied with some warnings and admonitions

:The Virtue of Reciting Sura As�-S�āffāt

Imam Sādiq (a.s.) said: “Whoever recites Sura As-Sāffāt every Friday, he will be saved

from every pollution and disease, and every contamination will be removed from his

worldly life, and Allah will provide him with the most abundant sustenance and He

does not afflict him, his children and his body with the harms of the cursed Satan and

the hostile haughty ones. And if he dies on that day or night, Allah will cause him to die

as a
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martyr, and He will raise him among martyrs, and He will set him in the same grade

(with the martyrs in Paradise.”(1

These abundant rewards are given for reciting the Sura if the person performs the

content of the Sura and the Qur’ān accordingly, and these are required but the

.barriers must be removed, too

****
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Sura As-Sāffāt

(The Rangers)

(No. 37, (Revealed at Mecca

verses in 5 Sections 182

Section 1: Unity shall ultimately triumph

Point

Allah the Lord of the Heavens and the Earth is One – The mockers at the prophets of

Allah will one day be mocked at – The Day of Requital shall suddenly dawn

مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

اًفّصَ تِاَّفاَّصلاوَ  } 1{

اًرجْزَ تِارَجِاَّزلافَ  } 2{

اًرکْذِ تِایَِلاَّتلافَ  } 3{

,” By those who range themselves in ranks . “ 1

,” And those who drive away (the evils and temptations) with reproof . “ 2

(,” And the reciters of a Remembrance (Qur’ān . “ 3
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Commentary, verses: 1-3

It is necessary that there should be some impedimental factors of sins and forbidders

.of indecencies in the society

This Sura is the first Sura of the Qur’ān that the beginning verses of which begin with

oaths. They are some expressive oaths which take the man’s thought with them

.toward different directions of this world and make it ready for accepting the facts

It is true that Allah is more truthful than all truthful ones and He does not need to take

any oath. Moreover, if the oath is for the believers, they are submitted without any

oath, and if it is for the rejecters, they do not believe in the oaths of Allah. But noting to

two points will solve the problem of oaths in all verses of the Qur’ān upon which we

.will deal with henceforth

The first point is this that oaths are always made by the worthy and important things.
Thus, the oaths of the Qur’ān show the importance and greatness of the things that

the oaths are made by, and this very matter causes the more contemplation upon the

thing that the concerning oaths are made by, a contemplation which makes man

.acquainted with some new facts

The other point is that: oath is always for emphasis, and it is a proof upon this fact that

the things for which the oath is made are among the completely earnest and

.emphasized affairs of creation

Besides, when a speaker states his speech decisively, it will psychologically affect

more on the addressee’s heart, strengthens the believers more, and makes the

.deniers of that speech milder

However, at the beginning of this Sura, we find three groups by whom oaths are

:made. At first, it says
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,” By those who range themselves in ranks“

****

:Then, it says

,” And those who drive away (the evils and temptations) with reproof“

****

(,” And the reciters of a Remembrance (Qur’ān“

Who are these three groups? And whom are these qualities about? And what is its

final aim? The popular and known commentary is that these are some qualities for

some groups of angels. These are some groups of angels who have stood in rows in
the world of existence and are ready for performing the command of Allah. They are

some groups of Divine angels who restrain men from sins, and nullify the temptations

of Satans in their hearts. Or they are arranged for the cloud in sky to take them to

.different sides and make them ready to water the dry lands

And, finally, there are some groups of angels who, at the time of revelation of the

.verses of the heavenly Books, recite them to the Divine prophets

It is noteworthy that the Qur’ānic term /sāffāt/ is the plural form of /sāffah/ which in
term has a plural sense, and it refers to a group who have ranged themselves in rank.

.Therefore, the term /sāffāt/ indicates some numerous rows

The Qur’ānic term /zājirāt/ is derived from /zajr/ in the sense of driving away

something with sound and shout. Then it has been used in a vaster scope of meaning

which envelops any repel and prohibition. Therefore, the term /zājirāt/ means some

.groups who act in prohibition, repelling, and driving others away
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The Arabic term /tālīyāt/ is derived from /talāwat/, the plural form of /tālī/, and means

.some groups who take action on reciting something

And, regarding to the vastness of the concepts of these words, it is not surprising that

commentators have mentioned different interpretations for them that, in the

meantime, they do not contrast each other, and all of them may be found in the

concept of these verses. For example, the purpose of ‘Sāffāt’ is all the rows of the

angels who are ready to perform the Divine commands in the world of creation, and

also the angels who are ordered to bring the revelation down to Divine prophets in the

atmosphere of religion; and also the rows of strivers and strugglers in the path of

.Allah, or the rows of keepers of prayer and worshippers

Although the frame of references show that the purpose of it is mostly the angels, this

(meaning has been referred to in some Islamic narrations.(1

Also, it does not matter that the Arabic term /zājirāt/ refers to both the angels who

drive away the Satanic temptations from the men’s hearts, and the men who perform

.the duty of forbidding from doing evils

And the term /tālīyāt/ points to all Divine angels and groups of the believers who

.constantly recite the Divine verses and the name of Allah

However, the oath of Allah made by all these groups shows the greatness of their

rank with Allah, and in the meantime inspires this fact that those who pave the path of

the Truth also for reaching the destination must pass these three stages. Firstly, they

must arrange their rows and every group stand in their own row. Then they must

.remove the barriers from the way and repel the troubles by shout and a loud voice
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And, after that, they must continually recite the Divine verses and the commands of

.Allah to the receptive hearts and try to actualize their contents

The strugglers of the path of the truth have not any way but passing these three

stages, either. In the same manner, the truthful scholars, in their collective efforts,
.must also follow the same program

It is notable that some of the commentators have rendered these verses into

‘strugglers’ and some others into ‘scholars’, but restricting the concept of these holy

verses to those two groups seems improbable, while the generality of verses is not

improbable; and we also consider them particular to the angels, again others can be

.inspired in their lives by the program of these angels

In the first sermon of Nahj-ul-Balāqah, where the angels are spoken of, Amir-ul-
Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.), dividing them into different groups, says: “… some of them

(angels) are in array and do not leave their position. Others are extolling Allah and do

not get tired. The sleep of the eye or the slip of wit, or languor of the body, or the

effect of forgetfulness does not affect them. Among them are those who work as

trusted bearers of the message, those who serve as speaking tongues for His

 …” prophets

****
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دٌحِاوََل مْکُهََلإِ  َّنإِ  } 4{

قِرِاشَمَْلا ُّبرَوَ  امَهُنَْیَب  امَوَ  ضِرْلأَاوَ  تِاوَامََّسلا  ُّبرَ  } 5{

,” Verily your God is One . “ 4

Lord of the heavens and the earth and all between them, and Lord of the rising- . “ 5
(.” places (of sun

Commentary, verses: 4-5

Among the signs and proofs of Unity is the agreement between the heaven, the earth,
and other creatures of the world of existence. Therefore, in these holy verses, the

:Qur’ān says

,” Verily your God is One“

Lord of the heavens and the earth and all“

, …” between them

Here, there arises a question that: after mentioning the words heavens and the earth

and what is between them, what is the need of mentioning ‘rising-places (of sun)’
?which is also a part of them

By noting to one point, the answer to this question will be made clear. The Qur’ānic

term /mašāriq/ (rising-places (of sun)) whether points to the rising-places of the sun

during the year, or the rising-places of different stars in the sky, they have a

particular program and order that their system, besides the system of the heavens

and the earth, is the sign of the infinite Power and Knowledge of their Creator and

.their Administrator

During the year, everyday the sun rises from a point in the sky which is different from

the points where it rises the previous day and the next day, and the distance between

these points is so exact and regular that they do not decrease or increase even one

thousandth of a second during a year and for
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ever, and the order of the rising-places of the sun has been the same in thousands of

.thousands years

.This very order is also seen in the rising and setting of other stars, too

Moreover, if the sun did not gradually pave this path, the different blessings that are

produced because of four seasons of the year would not exist. This is itself another

sign upon the greatness and administration of Allah. Besides, one of the other

meanings of /mašāriq/ is that for the earth being globular, every point of it, comparing

another point, is counted east or west. And, thus, the above verse attracts our

.attention to the globular shape of the earth and its different places of east and west

:The verse is concluded as follows

(.” and Lord of the rising-places (of sun “… 

****
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بِکِاوَکَْلا هٍنَیزِِب  ایَْنُّدلا  ءَآمََّسلا  اَّنَّیزَ  اَّنِا  } 6{

دٍرِاَّم نٍاطَْیشَ    ِ لّکُ نِم  اًظْفحِوَ  } 7{

.” Verily We have adorned the lower heaven with the adornment of the stars . “ 6

;” And to preserve against every rebel Satan . “ 7

Commentary, verses: 6-7

.The adornment of the heaven of the world is a reflection of the Lordship of Allah

The man’s willing to adornment and beauty is among his natural inclinations, and the

:Qur’ān has verified it. This holy verse says

.” Verily We have adorned the lower heaven with the adornment of the stars“

Verily, a look at the sky at night, when it is dark and the stars are seen, will show man

.a very beautiful scenery that it fascinates him to itself

As if they speak with us by dumb language and reiterate the secrets of Divine

creation. It seems all of them were poets and constantly made the most beautiful

.amatory and gnostic poems

Their nictitating express some secrets that exist nowhere but between a lover and a
.beloved

Truly the scenery of the stars of the sky is so beautiful that never the eyes become

tired from seeing them, on the contrary, they send out fatigue from the man’s body,
although in our Age when the citizens of large cities are living in the smoke of the

factories, and the like, and naturally they have a dark and
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black sky, these interesting subjects are not so meaningful. But the villagers can still

observe the concept of this verse of the Qur’ān which says that the lower heaven is
.adorned with the adornment of the bright stars

It is interesting that, in this verse, He says: “… We have adorned the lower heaven

with the adornment of the stars.” While the hypothesis which dominated the thoughts

of the scholars at that time said that only the higher sky was the sky of stars and

(. planets: (according to hypothesis of Ptolemy, the eighth sky

But as we know, the nullification of this hypothesis has been proved and that the

Qur’ān did not follow the wrong famous hypotheses of that time is itself a living

.miracle delivered by this heavenly Book

Another interesting point is that from the view point of the modern science it is certain

that the beautiful nictitating act of stars is as a reason of the air which has covered all

around the earth and makes them to do so, and this meaning completely fits with the

Qur’ānic phrase /as-samā’-ud-duniyā/ (the lower heaven). But outside the

.atmosphere of the earth, the stars gaze and they lack sparkle

****

The next verse refers to the protection of the sky from the penetration of Satans. It

implicitly says that Allah preserves the heaven from every corrupt Satan who is far

:from any benevolence. It says

;” And to preserve against every rebel Satan“

The Arabic word /mārid/ is derived from /mard/ which originally means ‘a high land

empty of any kind of plant’. A tree that is bare of its leaves, in Arabic, is called /’amrad/,
that
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is why for the young man on whose face has grown no hair this word is usually used.
Here, in this verse, the purpose of /mārid/ is the one who has no benevolence, or, in

’. other words, ‘has nothing

We know that one of the ways of protecting the sky from Satans is by a group of stars

.called in Arabic /šuhub/ which will be dealt with in later verses

****
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بٍِناجَ   ِ لّکُ نِم  نَوُفدَْقُیوَ  یلَعْلأَا  لأِمَْلا  یَلإِ  نَوعَُّمَّسیَ  َّلا  } 8{

بٌصِاوَ بٌاذَعَ  مْهَُلوَ  اًروحُدُ  } 9{

بٌِقاَث بٌاهَشِ  هُعَبَْتأَفَ  هَفَطْخَْلا  فَطِخَ  نْمَ  َّلاإِ  } 10{

They cannot listen to (the secrets of) the exalted assembly and they are thrown at . “ 8
,” from every side

,” To be) driven off, and for them is an everlasting chastisement . “) 9

.” Except him who snatches a fragment, and he is pursued by a piercing flame . “ 10

Commentary, verses: 8-10

Satans are some responsible beings who will be called to account and will be given

:retribution by Allah. So, here the Qur’ān says

They cannot listen to (the secrets of) the exalted assembly and they are thrown at“
,” from every side

The next verse implies that they will seriously be driven back and will be sent off from

:the scene of heaven, and there is a permanent punishment for them. It says

,” To be) driven off, and for them is an everlasting chastisement “)

The Qur’ānic term /lā yassamma‘ūn/ (which is used in the sense of /yatasamma‘ūn/)
means that: they want to listen to the news of the exalted assembly (High council), but

.they are not allowed

The Arabic phrase /mala’-il-’a‘lā/ means the angels in the high world, because /mala’/
originally means ‘community and group who have the same attitude and, by this

agreement and
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unity, they fill the eyes of others. And superiors, notables, and entourage of the

centres of power are also called /mala’/ because their outward situation is

considerable, but when it is qualified by /’a‘lā/ (high), it refers to the high ranked

.angels of Allah

The Arabic term /yaqŏifūn/ is derived from /qaŏf/ in the sense of ‘throw’ and ‘shooting

to a distanced place’, and the purpose here is ‘repelling Satans’ by ‘flames’, which will

be explained later. This shows that Allah does not let them even approach the realm

’. of ‘High Council

The Arabic term /duhūr/ is derived from /dahr/ in the sense of ‘drive off’. And the term

/wāsib/ originally means ‘chronic diseases’, but, in general, it means: permanent and

.lasting, and sometimes it has also been used with the sense of pure

Here, it points to this meaning that not only Satans are prohibited from approaching

the scene of heaven, but also they will finally be involved with the permanent

.chastisement, too

****

This, verse refers to a group of rebellious and insolent Satans who intend to ascend to

:the high expanse of heaven. It says

.” Except him who snatches a fragment, and he is pursued by a piercing flame“

The Qur’ānic term /šihāb/ originally means: a flame which comes up from a burning

fire. It is also called to the fiery flames which are seen in the sky like an extended line.
We know that these are not stars, but they are alike to stars. They are some small

pieces of stone which are scattered in the sphere, and when they come into the

gravity realm of the earth, they will be attracted toward the earth, and as the result of
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.speed and their intense of strike with the air around the earth, they burn

The Arabic word /θāqib/ means: penetrating and piercing, as if, because of an intense

.light, it pierces the face of the eye and burns it

Therefore, there are two barriers for the influence of Satans into the expanse of

heavens: the first barrier is ‘throwing from every side’, which is also apparently done

by /šuhub/. The second barrier is a special kind of flame which is called: ‘a piercing

flame’. It waits for them that when they, now and then, approach ‘High council’ for

.eavesdropping, they will be struck by them

Similar to this meaning is mentioned is Sura Al-Hijr, No. 15, verses 17 and 18, where He

says: “And We have guarded them against every accursed Satan” “Save him who

steals the hearing, so there pursues him a clear flame.” Again, Sura Al-Mulk, No. 67,
verse 5 says some meaning like this. It says: “And We have adorned the lower heaven

, …” with lamps, and We have made them missiles for the Satans

****
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بٍزَِّلا نٍیطِ  نِم  مهُانَْقلَخَ  اَّنإِ  آنَْقلَخَ  نَّْم  مأَ  اًقْلخَ  ُّدشَأَ  مْهُأَ  مْهِِتْفتَسْافَ  } 11{

نَورُخَسْیَوَ تَْبجِعَ  لَْب  } 12{

Then ask their opinion whether they are stronger in creation or (the others) whom . “ 11
.” we have created. Verily We created them of a sticky clay

.” Nay! you wonder while they mock . “ 12

Commentary, verses: 11-12

We can adjust the mockers and proud persons by reminding them their own source of

.creation

These two verses also pursue the subject of Resurrection and the opposition of the

obstinate rejecters, and following the previous discussion about the Power of Allah

:over everything, Who is the Creator of the heaven and the earth, the first verse says

Then ask their opinion whether they are stronger in creation or (the others) whom“
.” we have created. Verily We created them of a sticky clay

Yes, Allah has created them of a simple thing, from a piece of sticky clay. It seems that

the polytheists, who had denied Resurrection, after hearing the former verses

concerning the creation of the heavens, the earth and the angels, stated that their

.creation was more important than them

In answer to them the Holy Qur’ān implies that the men’s creation compared with the

creation of the earth and the vast heaven and the angels, which are in these worlds, is
not such a
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.significant thing, because the creation of man was from a little amount of sticky dust

The Arabic phrase /’istaftihim/ is derived from /’istiftā’/ which originally means ‘asking

for some new news’. And that a young man is called in Arabic /fatā/ is because of the

(. freshness of his body and soul. (Rauh-ul-Ma‘ālī, following the verse

This application points to this fact that if they really know their creation more

important and stronger than the creation of the heaven and the angels, they say a

.new word which is void of example

The Arabic term /lāzib/, as some have said, originally has been /lāzim/ the ‘m’ of which

has changed into ‘b’ and now it is used in this form. However, it means some mud

which is sticky, since the source of the creation of man at first was ‘dust’, then it was

mixed with water and, little by little, it changed into a bad smell slime, and then it

became a sticky mud. (And, thus, by this statement the different meanings in various

(verses of the Qur’ān are gathered here

****

Then, the Holy Qur’ān implicitly says: you wonder of their denial concerning the

:Resurrection while they mock it. It says

.” Nay! you wonder while they mock“

By your pure heart, you see the matter so clear that you surprise of their denial, but

.these impure hearted people count this matter so impossible that they begin to mock

****
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نَورُکُذْیَ اورُ لاَ  -ِ كّذُ اذَإِوَ  } 13{

نَورُخِسْتَسْیَ هًیَاءَ  اوْأَرَ  اذَإِوَ  } 14{

نٌیِبُّم رٌحْسِ  َّلاإِ  آذَهَ  نْإِ  اوُلاقَوَ  } 15{

,” When they are admonished, they mind not . “ 13

,” And when they see a sign (miracle) they invite one another to scuff . “ 14

.” And they say: ‘This is nothing but an open sorcery . “ 15

Commentary, verses: 13-15

.Admonishment is not usually effective for the hard-hearted persons

The cause of these ugly actions is not only ignorance, but it is obstinacy and enmity.
That is why when they are reminded the evidences, the argumentations of

Resurrection and Divine punishment, they never mind and continue their own way.
:The verse says

,” When they are admonished, they mind not“

****

:Then even they go beyond this, as the verse says

,” And when they see a sign (miracle) they invite one another to scuff“

****

:In the third verse, it says

.” And they say: ‘This is nothing but an open sorcery“

They use the Arabic word /hāŏā/ (this) in order to despise it and to show that the

.miracles and Divine verses are worthless
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And the application of ‘sorcery’ had been for the sake that, from one side, the

supernatural deeds of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) were not deniable, and, on the

other side, they did not want to submit before them and accept them as a miracle.
The only word, which could show their wickedness and quench their desires, had been

this very word: ‘sorcery’, which, in the meantime, shows the confession of the enemy

upon the wonderful and extraordinary influence of the Qur’ān and the miracles of the

.(. Prophet (p.b.u.h

****
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نَوُثوعُْبمََل اَّنِاءَ  اًماظَعِوَ  اًبارَُت  اَّنکُوَ  انَْتِم  اذَِاءَ  } 16{

نَوُلَّولأَا اَنؤُاَباءَ  وَأَ  } 17{

نَورُخِادَ مُْتنأَوَ  مْعََن  لُْق  } 18{

They say:) ‘When we are dead and have become dust and (rotten) bones, shall . “) 16
(?’” we (then) be raised up (again

?’” And also our forefathers . “ 17

’.” Say: ‘Yes, (you all shall be raised) while you will be brought low . “ 18

Commentary, verses: 16-18

The rejecters of resurrection, instead of reasoning, consider it as improbable. This

:holy verse introduces the improbability of the deniers of Resurrection as follows

They say:) ‘When we are dead and have become dust and (rotten) bones, shall we “)
(?’” (then) be raised up (again

****

:And worse than this, they say

?’” And also our forefathers“

Verily there has not remained from them aught but a little rotten bone or some

scattered dust. Who can gather these scattered particles? And who can give life again

?to them

But those blind-hearted persons had forgotten that on the first day all of them were

dust and they were created from dust. If they were doubtful upon the Power of Allah,
they should know that once He had shown them His Power, and if they were doubtful

about the receptivity of dust, it would also have been proved once. Moreover, the

creation of the heavens
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and the earth, with all their greatness, has left no room for doubt upon the infinite

.Power of Allah in anybody

It is noteworthy that they strengthened their statements upon denial with kinds of

.emphasises, which was an evidence on their ignorance and obstinacy

****

The third verse contains a very harsh answer to them. It, addressing the prophet,
:says

’.” Say: ‘Yes, (you all shall be raised) while you will be brought low“

The Arabic term /dāxir/ is derived from /daxr/ and /duxūr/ both of which mean:
’. ‘disgrace’ and ‘humiliation

****
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نَورُظُنیَ مْهُ  اذَإِفَ  هٌدَحِاوَ  هٌرَجْزَ  یَهِ  امََّنإِفَ  } 19{

نِی  ِ دّلا مُوْیَ  اذَهَ  آنَلَْیوَایَ  اوُلاقَوَ  } 20{

نَوُب  ِ ذّکَُت هِِب  مُتنکُ  يذَِّلا  لِصْفَْلا  مُوْیَ  اذَهَ  } 21{

Then it (the Resurrection) will only be a single cry, and behold, they begin to see . “ 19
(!” (the scene of Hereafter

.” And they shall say: ‘Woe for us!’ This is the Day of Judgment . “ 20

They will be told:) ‘This is the Day of Separation (of right and wrong), which you . “) 21
.” used to belie

Commentary, verses: 19-21

.Man becomes dust and it is not a barrier for his being quickened again

.The obstinately denying the Resurrection causes humiliation in the Hereafter

This holy verse indicates that you think that quickening you and your forefathers is

difficult for Allah, the Mighty, the Omnipotent. But by a single great cry, ordered from

the side of Allah, all will suddenly come out of their graves, and, being alive, they all

will see the scene of Resurrection by their own eyes, the thing which they would have

:been denying until that Day. The verse says

Then it (the Resurrection) will only be a single cry, and behold, they begin to see (the“
(!” scene of Hereafter

The Arabic word /zajrah/ is derived from /zajr/ and, as we pointed out before,
sometimes it means ‘drive away’, and sometimes means ‘cry’, and here the second

.meaning is meant
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It points to the second Blast, which will be done by Seraph: the explanation about it
.will be stated in the commentary of the verses of Sura Az-Zumar, Allah willing

The Arabic sentence /yanzurūn/ (they begin to see) refers to their look at the scene of

Hereafter awaiting for the punishment. And, however, its purpose is that not only they

will be quickened, but also will gain again their senses of understanding and seeing by

that one single cry. Regarding to the content of these two Arabic words: /zajratan

wāhidah/ (a single cry) the verse refers to the speed of the event and that

Resurrection will happen suddenly, and it is easy for the Might of Allah that by a

.commanded cry of ‘the angel of Resurrection’ everything will be arranged

****

It is in this place that the moaning of these obstinate proud polytheists, which is the

:sign of their weakness and disgrace, is heard, as the verse says

.” And they shall say: ‘Woe for us!’ This is the Day of Judgment“

Yes, when they observe the just court of Allah, the witnesses and the judgment of this

court, and the sings of chastisement, they involuntarily cry moaning and thoroughly

confess the truthfulness of Resurrection, a confession that cannot solve any problem

.for them, or create the least mitigation in their sentence

****

The third verse indicates that it is here that from the side of Allah or His angels they

:will be addressed, as the holy verse says
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They will be told:) ‘This is the Day of Separation (of right and wrong), which you used “)
.” to belie

This means: the separation of the right from the wrong, the separation of the rows of

.the wrong doers from the good doers, and the Day of arbitration of Allah, the Exalted

Some other verses of the Qur’ān contain a similar meaning like this very verse which

have introduced the Hereafter Day as the Day of separation: /yaum-ul-fasl/. What a
wonderful, expressive and horrible meaning it is! It is noteworthy that on the Day of

Hereafter when the pagans speak about that Day they render it as the Day of

Judgment. But Allah refers to it as ‘the Day of separation’. This difference of meaning

may be from this view that the guilty think only about their own retribution and

sentence, while Allah points to a vaster meaning, one of which is the subject of

sentence and it is one of its dimensions, and that the Day of Hereafter is the Day of

separations. Yes, it is the Day of separation of the rows of the ugly doers from the

righteous ones, as Sura Yāsīn, No. 36, says: “And (they will be told) get you aside this

day O’ you the guilty ones!”.(1) And how painful this is that they observe that their

faithful children and relatives separate from them and go toward Paradise! Moreover,
that Day is the Day of separation of the truth from false. The opposite schools and

lines, and the true programs and false ones are not mixed with each other, like this

.word, Everyone of them must be set in their own position

Besides all, that Day is the Separation Day, that is, the Day of Judgment, and the Lord

of the Worlds, the Just, in the rank of judgment, will issue the most exact judgments

about His
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.servants, and it is here that there will be a complete disgrace for the polytheists

Shortly speaking, the nature of this world is with the mixture of right and wrong, while

the nature of Hereafter is the nature of separation of these two from each other. That

is why one of the names of Hereafter in the Qur’ān, which has been numerously

repeated, is /yaum-ul-fasl/ (the day of separation). In principle, on the day when all

.the hidden things are made manifest, the separation of the rows is unavoidable

****
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Section 2: The Sufferings of the Guilty

Point

The guilty shall be punished – Reward for the virtuous and the punishment for the

guilty – The enjoyment of the virtuous in Paradise

نَودُُبْعیَ اوُناکَ  امَوَ  مْهُجَاوَزْأَوَ  اومُلَظَ  نَیذَِّلا  اورُشُحْا  } 22{

مِیحِجَْلا طِارَصِ  یَلإِ  مْهُودُهْافَ  هَِّللا  نِودُ  نِم  } 23{

نَوُلوؤُسَّْم مهَُّنِا  مْهُوفُِقوَ  } 24{

And Allah will command the angels:) ‘Gather you together those who were unjust . “) 22
,” and their mates and what they used to worship

’.” Besides Allah, and lead them (all) unto the path of Hell . “ 23

:” And stop them, for verily they must be questioned . “ 24

Commentary, verses: 22-24

He, who does not accept the Divine guidance in the world, will be lead to the Hell on

the Day of Hereafter. Therefore, Allah will command the angels, who are responsible

:to send the guilty toward the Hell, as follows

And Allah will command the angels:) ‘Gather you together those who were unjust “)
,” and their mates and what they used to worship

This is enough for the wretchedness of man that he should be mustered together with

.inanimate idols
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And in the next verse the noble Qur’ān implies that whatever they worshipped,
besides Allah, should be lead to the Hell. Thus, the wrong objects of worship not only

.are not able to solve any problem, but also they themselves will have difficulty

The Qur’ānic term /’uhšurū/ is derived from /hašr/, and as Rāqib says in Mufradāt, it
means to excel a group of people from their place and to send them to a battle-field,
and the like. In many instances, this word has been used in the sense of: ‘gathering

javelins’. However, this statement is either from the side of Allah or from the side of a
group of angels unto another group who are responsible to gathering and moving the

.guilty toward the Hell, and the consequence is the same

The Arabic word /’azwāj/ (wives) here refers to their guilty wives who are idol

worshippers, or to those who have the same opinion and manner with theirs, because

this word has been used in both of these two meanings; as we recite in Sura Al-
.” Wāqi‘ah, No. 56, verse 7: “And you shall be sorted out into three classes

Therefore, the polytheists together with polytheists, and wrong doers together with

.people and things like them, will be sent into the Hell in some rows

.Or the purpose is the Satans who had the same shape and the same action as theirs

In the meanwhile, these three meanings do not contrast with each other, and they all

.may be found in the concept of the verse

The Qur’ānic sentence ‘… and what they used to worship’ refers to the polytheists’
object, of worship, irrespective of idols, Satans, and the cruel people such as

Pharaohs and Namrūds. And this meaning may be for the sake of this that
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.their objects of worship were some inanimate things that had no intellect

The Qur’ānic word /jahīm/ means Hell and is derived from /jahmah/ with the sense of

’. ‘violence of the burning fire

:The Qur’ān says

’.” Besides Allah, and lead them (all) unto the path of Hell“

It is interesting that the Qur’ān renders it into ‘lead them (all) unto the path of Hell’.
What a wonderful sentence it is! One day they were lead unto the Straight Way, but

they did not accept it, but today they must be lead unto the path of Hell, and they have

.to accept it. This is a heavy blame which burns their souls deeply

****

:The next verse implies that the command will be issued saying

:” And stop them, for verily they must be questioned“

Yes, they must be stopped and answer some different questions. But, what will they

be questioned of? Some commentators have said that they will be questioned of the

.innovations they have left

Some other commentators of the Holy Qur’ān have said they will be questioned of the

.ugly deeds and sins they have committed

’. Some have added that they will be asked of Unity, and of ‘there is no god but Allah

A group of them have said they will be questioned of different bounties: the bounties

of their youth, health, lifetime, wealth, and the like. A well known tradition narrated by

the Sunnites and Shi‘ites indicates that they will be questioned of ‘the friendship

(Wilāyah) of Ali (a.s.)’. This matter has also been narrated in Sawā‘iq from Abū Sa‘īd
Khidrī, from the
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Prophet (p.b.u.h.); and also in Shawāhid-ut-Tanzīl by Hākim Abul-Ghāsim Huskāni it

has also been narrated from him (p.b.u.h.). It has also been recorded in ‘Uyūn

(’Akhbār-ur-Ridā narrated from Ali-ibn-Mūsar-Ridā (a.s.)(1

These commentaries, of course, do not contradict with each other, because on that

Day everything will be questioned of: of beliefs, of Unity, of friendship (Wilāyah), of

.sayings and deeds, and of the bounties and merits that Allah has bestowed on man

****
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نَورُصَانَتَ مْکَُل لاَ  امَ  } 25{

نَومُِلسْتَسُْم مَوْیَْلا  مُهُ  لَْب  } 26{

نَوُلءَآسَتَیَ ضٍْعَب  یلَعَ  مْهُضُْعَب  لَبَْقأَوَ  } 27{

?’” They will be told:) ‘How now, that you help not one another . “) 25

.” Nay! this day they make full submission . “ 26

.” And some of them shall turn to the others questioning each other . “ 27

Commentary, verses: 25-27

On the Day of Hereafter, the guilty cannot help anything to each other. These

miserable hellish people can do nothing when they will be leading in the path to Hell.
They will be told that they used to refuge to each other in the world forgetting help in

:their difficulties, but in Hereafter, the verse says

?’” They will be told:) ‘How now, that you help not one another “)

Yes, all the supports they imagined for themselves in the world have been ruined

here. They can neither get help from each other, nor their object of worship come to

.aid them, because they are themselves helpless

It is said that on the day of the Battle of Badr, Abū-Jahl shouted, saying: “We all help

each other (and will overcome Muslims).” This statement has been reiterated in the

Qur’ān, Sura Al-Qamar, No. 54, verse 44 saying: “… We are a host allied together to

help each other.” But in Hereafter the people who are like Abū-Jahl, and those who

have such qualities, will be asked why they do not help each other, while they have
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.no answer to this question, and they can do nothing save having a disgraceful silence

****

The next holy verse adds implying that they will submit the command of Allah (s.w.t.)
:and will not be able to do anything let alone opposition. It says

.” Nay! this day they make full submission“

****

It is here that they begin to blame each other and everyone of them tries to put his sin

on the shoulder of another. The followers count their chiefs and leaders guilty and

:vice versa; as in the next verse, it says

.” And some of them shall turn to the others questioning each other“

****
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نِیِم - یَْلا نِعَ  انََنوُتأْتَ  مُْتنکُ  مْکَُّنإِ  اوُلاقَ  } 28{

نَیِنِمؤُْم اوُنوکُتَ  مَْل  لَب  اوُلاقَ  } 29{

.” They will say: ‘Verily you used to come unto us, from the right side . “ 28

.” They answer: ‘Nay! you (yourselves) were not believers . “ 29

Commentary, verses: 28-29

One of the current styles of the leaders of the infidels and polytheists for beguiling

.others is using force or pretending to benediction

In this verse, the aberrant followers tell their perversive leaders that through the way

of advice and benevolence and sympathy and as guidance, and leading, you came to

:us, but you had nothing except plot and delusion. The verse says

.” They will say: ‘Verily you used to come unto us, from the right side“

Because of our nature, we were seeking for benevolence, purity, and happiness that

we accepted your invitation. We were unaware that under your benevolent feature

there is hidden a Satanic feature which drives us to the valley of wretchedness. Yes,
all our sins originate from you. We had no capital save good intention and purity in

.heart, but you, the satans, the liars, had no means but deceit and illusion

The Arabic word /yamīn/ which means ‘right hand’, or ‘right side’, is sometimes used

ironically by Arabs in the sense of goodness, blessing, and advice. And Arabs,
basically, used to whatever comes to them from the right side take as a ‘good omen’.

That is why, as we said in the above, many of the
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Islamic commentators have commented the Qur’ānic sentence: /kuntum ta’tūnanā

‘anil yamīn/ (you used to come unto us from the right side) ‘showing benediction and

’. advice

However, this is a common culture that the right limb and the right side is considered

‘honoured’, and the left side rather ‘dishonoured’, and this very thing has caused

.‘right’ to be used in good things and charitable deeds

A group of commentators have mentioned here another interpretation and said that

the purpose is that ‘you came to us by relying on your force’, since the right side is

usually stronger. It is for this reason that most people do their important actions by

their right hand, and therefore, this application has been ironically understood as

.power

However, in the second verse it implies that their leaders will not be silent, either, and

:as the verse says

.” They answer: ‘Nay! you (yourselves) were not believers“

If your innate state were not receptive of deviation and if you yourselves were not the

seeker of vice and Satanic actions, how would you come to us? Why did you not

answer to the invitation of the prophets, the sages, and the purified ones, and as soon

as we hinted you hastened to us? Thus, it is certain that the fault is in you, yourselves.
.You must blame yourselves, and send all your curses to yourselves

****
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نَیغِاطَ اًموْقَ  مُْتنکُ  لَْب  نٍاطَْلسُ  نِم  مکُْیلَعَ  انََل  نَاکَ  امَوَ  } 30{

نَوقُِئآذََل آَنإِ  آَن  -ِ بّرَ لُوْقَ  انَْیلَعَ  َّقحَفَ  } 31{

And there was not for us any authority over you. Nay! You were a rebellious . “ 30
!” people

So, now the word of our Lord has been proved against us that verily we shall taste . “ 31
(.” (the chastisement

Commentary, verses: 30-31

The leaders of infidelity both confess to their own aberration and accept the

responsibility of deceiving and misleading their followers, but they do not accept the

:responsibility of force and authority over others. In this verse they say

!” And there was not for us any authority over you. Nay! You were a rebellious people“

How painful is that a person sees that the leader, in whom he believed for a life-long-
time, has provided the causes of his wretchedness and then he repudiates from him

.like that! He puts the whole sin and fault on his shoulder and acquits himself entirely

The fact is that each of these two groups is right from one point of view. Neither these

nor those are sinless. Those were seductive and evil, and these were practically

.submissive to their seductions

So, the second holy verse implies that these debates result nothing and, at last, these

aberrant leaders confess this fact and say that for this reason the command of Allah

has been fixed
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against all of them and the order of punishment has been issued about them and they

:all shall taste it. The verse says

So, now the word of our Lord has been proved against us that verily we shall taste“
(.” (the chastisement

You were disobedient and this is the end of the disobedient persons (to the command

.of Allah), and we were both pervertible and perversive

****
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نَیوِاغَ اَّنکُ  اَّنإِ  مْکُانَْیوَغْاَفَ  } 32{

نَوکُرِتَشُْم بِاذَعَْلا  یِف  ذٍِئمَوْیَ  مْهَُّنإِفَ  } 33{

.” So we misled you, for verily we were ourselves astray . “ 32

.” So verily they (both) on that Day are sharers in the (Divine) chastisement . “ 33

Commentary, verses: 32-33

In the world, the leaders and chiefs of polytheists have heard the promise and

.warning of Allah, but they have denied it intentionally

In the above verses and in some other verses of the Qur’ān there are some

expressive hints to the enmity between the aberrant leaders and their followers in

:Hereafter or in the Hell. The verse says

.” So we misled you, for verily we were ourselves astray“

This is an instructive warning to all of those who put their intellect and religion in the

.authority of aberrant leaders

On that Day, when everybody tries to acquit from another, and even puts his own sin

.on that one’s shoulder, yet neither of them can prove his innocence

Therefore, this verse implies that, on that Day, everyone irrespective of obedient and

obeyed, follower and leader, all are sharers in the punishment of Allah. The verse

:says

.” So verily they (both) on that Day are sharers in the (Divine) chastisement“

****
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نَیِمرِجْ - مُْلاِب لُعَْفَن  کَِلذَکَ  اَّنإِ  } 34{

نَورُِبکْتَسْیَ هَُّللا  َّلاِا  هََلِا  مْهَُل لآ  لَیِق  اذَإِ  اوُناکَ  مْهَُّنإِ  } 35{

نٍوُنجَّْم رٍعِاشَِل  انَِتهَِلاءَ  ْاوکُرِاتََل  اَّنِئأَ  نَوُلوقُیَوَ  } 36{

.” Verily thus do We deal with the guilty . “ 34

’.” Verily they used to be proud when it was said to them: ‘There is no god but Allah . “ 35

?” And said: ‘Shall we give up our gods for the sake of a mad poet . “ 36

Commentary, verses: 34-36

The first verse indicates that Allah implicitly says that He will deal with the guilty

seriously by His punishment. This is the everlasting way of treatment of Allah; a way

:of treatment that has originated from the law of justice. The verse says

.” Verily thus do We deal with the guilty“

The sign of a guilty is that he has proud manner concerning Monotheism. So, this

:verse says

’.” Verily they used to be proud when it was said to them: ‘There is no god but Allah“

Yes, the root of all their deviations was mostly pride, self-admiration and assumption,
refusing the clear right, having obstinacy and often insisting on the wrong customs

.and false imitations, and looking at everything contemptuously

The opposite point of pride is humbleness and submission to the Truth, and the true

Islam is only this. That pride is the cause of wretchedness, and this humbleness and

.submission is the source of happiness
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****

And in the next holy verse the Qur’ān implies that for this great sin of theirs the

:polytheists brought a clumsy excuse, and always they murmured

?” And said: ‘Shall we give up our gods for the sake of a mad poet“

They called him a poet because his statements influenced so deeply in the hearts and

attracted the people’s emotions that as if he made the most rhythmical poets, while

.his ordinary talk was never poetry

They called him mad, because he did not follow the current custom of his

environment, and he stood against the superstitious beliefs of the crowd of zealous

obstinate people. From the view of some groups of aberrant people, this action was a
kind of self-murder and insanity. But this was the greatest honour of the Prophet

.(p.b.u.h.), and he did not submit to those circumstances

****
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نَیِلسَرْمُْلا قََّدصَوَ    ِ قّحَْلاِب ءَآجَ  لَْب  } 37{

مِیِللأَا بِاذَعَْلا  ْاوقُِئآذََل  مْکَُّنإِ  } 38{

نَوُلمَْعتَ مُْتنکُ  امَ  َّلاإِ  نَوْزَجُْت  امَو  } 39{

.” Nay: he has come with the Truth and verified the (former) messengers . “ 37

(.” Verily you will taste the painful punishment, (too . “ 38

.” And you are not requited except (for) what you were doing . “ 39

Commentary, verses: 37-39

The teachings of all Divine prophets are the same, and all prophets invite to Unity and

.the Truth, and the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) has verified them, too

In this verse, in order to negate these baseless words and to defend the rank of

:revelation and prophecy of the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.), the Qur’ān adds

.” Nay: He has come with the Truth and verified the (former) messengers“

But you, O blind-hearted people! And you, O’ aberrant and foul-mouthed ones! You

will surely taste the painful chastisement of Allah, because the retribution of those

who intentionally called the content of the Holy Qur’ān poems, and considered the

.holy Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) mad is a painful punishment

(.” Verily you will taste the painful punishment, (too“

****
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This verse implies that they should not imagine that Allah is taker of vengeance and

:He wants to take vengeance from them. It is not such, as the verse says

.” And you are not requited except (for) what you were doing“

In fact, it is the result of your own deeds that incarnates in front of you and remains

.with you and hurts you. Your retribution is that very deed of yours

****
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نَیصِلَخْ - مُْلا هَِّللا  دَابَعِ  َّلاإِ  } 40{

مٌوُلْعَّم قٌزْرِ  مْهَُل  کَِئَلوُْا  } 41{

نَوُمرَکُّْم مهُوَ  هُکِاوَفَ  } 42{

مِیعَِّنلا تِاَّنجَ  یِف  } 43{

نَیِلِباقَتَُّم رٍرُسُ  یلَعَ  } 44{

,” Save the servants of Allah, the purified ones . “ 40

,” For them is a known sustenance . “ 41

,” Kinds of) fruits, and they shall be highly honoured . “) 42

,” In the gardens bountiful . “ 43

.” Upon thrones facing each other . “ 44

Commentary, verses: 40-44

:In this holy verse the Qur’ān says

,” Save the servants of Allah, the purified ones“

For the relation of this group to Allah, only the phrase /‘ibād-allah/ (servants of Allah) is
enough, but when the word /muxlasīn/ (the purified) comes beside it, the phrase will

earn another kind of depth in its meaning. The Arabic word /muxlas/ is in passive

participle form, which means: ‘the one whom Allah has purified’. He is purified from

any kind of polytheism and hypocrisy, and also from any kind of Satanic temptation

.and blemishes of low desire

Yes, it is only this group whose deeds will not be simply rewarded, but Allah (s.w.t.) will

.treat them with His Grace and generosity and will give them innumerable rewards

****
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In the second verse under discussion, the Qur’ān mentions the numerous merits and

blessings that Allah bestows on the purified servants. They can be referred to shortly

:in a few divisions. At first, it says

,” For them is a known sustenance“

Is this an extract of the bounties which will be explained in later verses of the Qur’ān,
or it refers to the unknown spiritual and unexplainable blessings which are at the top

?of the blessings of Paradise

According to the interpretation of a group of commentators, the proportion of

discussion and totality of blessings are more consistent with the second meaning,
and, thus, the first blessing from the blessings which have been mentioned in the

verses under discussion, are spiritual merits, spiritual pleasures, and apprehension of

the splendour of the Pure Essence of Allah, and being drunk from the pure wine of His

.love. The same pleasure which none knows unless he sees it

And that the material merits of the Paradise have been mentioned frequently in the

verses of the Holy Qur’ān, but the spiritual merits and the pleasures of soul have been

stated ambiguously is for this very sake that the former ones are explainable and the

.latter ones are not explainable

Concerning the Arabic phrase: /rizqun ma‘lūm/ (a known sustenance) there have been

delivered many statements: whether its time is known; or its duration, or its other

qualifications. But, based on what was said in the above, the Arabic word /ma‘lūm/ is
.an ambiguous sense for these unexplainable merits

****

In the third verse, the Qur’ān has referred to stating other blessings, and before

anything else, it has mentioned the
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blessings of heaven. They are the blessings which will be given to the people of

:Paradise with the utmost respect. It says

,” Kinds of) fruits, and they shall be highly honoured “)

They will be entertained honourably as some dear guests who are received with

.utmost esteem, not like some animals that food is poured in front of them

And in the fourth verse, after mentioning the blessings: the colourful fruits and

respecting and honouring the purified servants, the words are about their position in
:the green, bountiful gardens. The verse says

,” In the gardens bountiful“

Whatever blessing they wish they can find there, and whatever they intend to have

.will be ready in front of them

In view of the fact that the greatest delight of man is enjoying the meeting of sincere

friends, this bounty is pointed out in the fourth stage. It says about the people of

:Paradise that they sit therein

.” Upon thrones facing each other“

They look each other, and speak about everything. They sometimes talk about their

past deeds in the world, and sometimes about the great bounties of Allah in

Hereafter, sometimes about the attributes of beauty and dignity of Allah, and

sometimes about the ranks of the saints and their extraordinary acts, and some other

affairs the information upon which is not conceivable for us, the prisoners of this

.world

The Arabic word /surur/ is the plural form of /sarīr/ which is called to the thrones on

which people sit in the meetings of pleasure and intimacy; though it has also been

used in a vaster scope of meaning, so far that sometimes the shroud of a dead has

been called /sarīr/, perhaps for the hope that it may be a mount of happiness for him

.toward he Divine forgiveness and His eternal garden
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نٍیعَِّم نِم  سٍأْکَِب  مهِْیلَعَ  فُاطَُی  } 45{

نَیِبرِاَّشل هٍَّذَل لِّ- ءَآضَْیَب  } 46{

نَوُفزَنُی اهَْنعَ  مْهُ  لاَوَ  لٌوْغَ  اهَیِف  لاَ  } 47{

,” Round will go unto them a cup (of wine) from a clear spring . “ 45

,” Crystal-white, delicious to the drinkers . “ 46

.” Free from headiness, nor will they suffer intoxication from it . “ 47

Commentary, verses: 45-47

Being entertained in Paradise is not limited to a particular side, but the bounties are

.turned round from every side of the people of Paradise

In the fifth stage of the statement of the merits of the people of Paradise, the words

:are about their purified drink. It says

,” Round will go unto them a cup (of wine) from a clear spring“

Whenever they decide they can be satiated from its cup and can feel its world of mirth

.and spirituality

These cups are not set in a corner or a place that they come and ask for one of them,
.but these cups will be turned round unto them

The Arabic word /ka’s/ philologically is called to a cup which is completely full, and if it
is rather empty it is called ‘goblet’. Rāqib in Mufradāt says: “Cup is a container which is

.” full of beverage
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The Qur’ānic term /ma‘īn/ is derived from /ma‘n/ in the sense of ‘flow’. It points to this

fact that there are some flowing springs therein which have purified wine out of which

every moment the cups are filled and turned round among the people of Paradise. It

is not such that this purified wine finishes or that it may need any trouble, pain, and

.task to be provided, or that it may become old, decayed, and imperfect

****

:Then, the second holy verse explains these cups of purified wine. It says

,” Crystal-white, delicious to the drinkers“

The pleasures in Heaven have no hidden and manifest evil sequels. The heavenly

.wine is delicious, but it has not the intoxication and other sequels of the worldly wine

****

The third holy verse, by mentioning a short and expressive sentence, explaining that

:purified wine, says

.” Free from headiness, nor will they suffer intoxication from it“

.And there is nothing in it but spiritual intelligence, mirth, and joy

The Arabic word /qaul/ originally is in the sense of a corruption which penetrates into a
thing in a hidden manner and it is for this reason that, in the literature of Arab, the

/. hidden murders and terrors are called /qīlah

The Arabic term /yunzafūn/ originally is derived from /nazf/ in the sense of ‘to destroy

something gradually’. When this word is used for the water of a well, its concept is

.that the water is gradually taken out from the well until when it finishes
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However, the purpose of it in the verse under discussion is that the gradual

destruction of intellect does not absolutelyexist in the purified wine of Paradise. It

.neither decreases the intellect, nor does it cause any infection

These two meanings are implicitly very thin and exact about the worldly wines and

alcoholic materials which gradually influence in man’s body and cause destruction and

decadence in it. It not only spoils intellect and the system of nerves, but also it has an

undeniable destructive effect on all systems of man’s body, irrespective of heart,
blood vessels, stomach, kidneys, and liver. As if it destroys man. And also like the

water of a well, it gradually decreases the man’s intellect and intelligence until when it
.empties it

.But, in Hereafter the purified wine of Allah is free from all these qualities

****
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نٌیعِ فِرَّْطلا  تُارَصِاقَ  مْهُدَنعِوَ  } 48{

نٌوُنکْمَ ضٌْیَب  َّنهَُّنأَکَ  } 49{

,” And with them will be chaste women; restraining their glances . “ 48

.” As if they were (as white as) eggs (secured) hidden . “ 49

Commentary, verses: 48-49

Among the characteristics of the women in Paradise is that they restrain their eyes

from other than their husbands. The women in Paradise are not only beautiful and

.charming, but also chaste and covered

And finally, in the sixth stage, the Qur’ān points to the chaste women in Paradise, who

do not make love to anyone save their husbands, and do not look at anybody except

:them. They have beautiful large eyes. It says

,” And with them will be chaste women; restraining their glances“

The Arabic word /tarf/ originally means eyelids, and since at the time of looking the

eyelids move, this word ironically refers to the act of looking. Thus, the Qur’ānic

phrase /qāsirāt-ut-tarf/ means the women who have a short glance; and in

commenting it, there have been delivered different numerous probabilities of

.meaning which, at the meanwhile, can be gathered with together

The first meaning is that: they look only at their husbands, and restraining their eyes

from anything, they look at them alone. The second meaning is that: this application

canonically shows that they make love only to their husbands, and except their love,
they have no other love in their hearts. This is one
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of the greatest privileges of a wife that she does not think of anyone but her husband

.and makes love to none but to him

The Arabic word /‘iyn/ is the plural form of /‘iynā’/ in the sense of ‘a large-eyed

’. woman

The next verse explains these very women in Paradise in another form of statement,
:and introduces their chastity and the sanctity of their bodies as follow

.” As if they were (as white as) eggs (secured) hidden“

Indicating that: from the point of intense of purity, delicacy, whiteness, and serenity,
their bodies are like some eggs that neither the hand of a man has touched, nor has

any dust covered them, but they have been as if covered and hidden under the wing

.and feather of a hen

The Arabic word /bayd/ is the plural form of /baydah/ with the sense of ‘egg’, (the egg

’. of any bird); and the term /maknūn/ is derived from /kin/ in the sense of ‘covered

This resemblance of the Qur’ān will exactly be made clear when a person sees closely

the egg of a hen at the time when it separates from the hen and no man’s hand has

still touched it and it is under the wing and feather of the hen. At this time, it has a

.wonderful transparency and pleasantness

Some commentators have taken the Qur’ānic term /maknūn/ in the sense of the

content of an egg which is concealed under the egg-shell and, in fact, the above

resemblance refers to the time when the egg has been cooked and its shell has been

entirely separated. In that state, besides its whiteness and its brightness, it has a

special delicacy and smoothness. However, the Qur’ānic meanings in stating the facts

are so deep and comprehensive that in a short and tender expression it conveys a lot

.of matters with a particular delicacy

****
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نَوُلءَآسَتَیَ ضٍْعَب  یلَعَ  مْهُضُْعَب  لَبَْقاَفَ  } 50{

نٌیرِقَ یِل  نَاکَ  ِ-ي  نّإِ مْهُْن  لٌِئآقَ مِّ- لَاقَ  } 51{

نَیِق  ِ دّصَمُْلا نَمَِل  کََّنءِأَ  لُوقُیَ  } 52{

.” Then shall some of them advance to others, questioning each other . “ 50

(,” One of them will say: ‘Verily I had an intimate companion (in the world . “ 51

(?’” Who used to say: ‘Are you really among the believers (of Hereafter . “ 52

Commentary, verses: 50-52

In the feast of the people of Paradise, where they have sat on the thrones in front of

.each other, they begin questioning about their worldly companions

Through this verse the Qur’ān implies that the sincere servants of Allah who,
according to the previous verse, are in the spiritual and material bounties of Paradise,
including the kinds of fruits of Paradise, from one side, and with the maidens (a
nymph) of Paradise, from the other side, and the cups of the purified wine turned

round them while they are leaning against the thrones in Paradise busy speaking with

their sincere friends, suddenly some of them think of their past and their friends in the

world, the same friends who separated their way and they are missed in Paradise and

among them. They want to know what their destiny is. Yes, while they are busy

:speaking and talk about everything, as the verse says

.” Then shall some of them advance to others, questioning each other“
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****

Then, in the second and third verse, the Qur’ān implicitly says that one of them

:remembers some events and then he turns to the others, talking as follows

(,” One of them will say: ‘Verily I had an intimate companion (in the world“

But unfortunately, he was led astray and paved the way of the rejecters of

Resurrection. He repeatedly used to ask me whether I had really believed this word of

:theirs and confirmed it. The verse says

(?’” Who used to say: ‘Are you really among the believers (of Hereafter“

****
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نَوُنیدِمََل اَّنءِأَ  اًماظَعِوَ  اًبارَُت  اَّنکُوَ  انَْتِم  اذَءِأَ  } 53{

When we die and have become dust and bones, shall we then in fact be brought in . “ 53
?” account

Commentary, verse: 53

Pagans never have any proof upon their saying of lack of Resurrection. Whatever

they have in this regard is mostly improbability and wonder, so, concerning the

:disbelievers, this verse says

When we die and have become dust and bones, shall we then in fact be brought in“
?” account

.They say this and strengthen it by announcing that they do not believe in it

****
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نوعُِلَّطُم مُتنأَ  لْهَ  لَاقَ  } 54{

مِیحِجَْلا ءِآوَسَ  یِف  هُاءَرَفَ  عَلََّطافَ  } 55{

?’” He says: ‘Can you take a look . “ 54

.” Then he looks and sees him in the midst of Hell . “ 55

Commentary, verses: 54-55

The people of Paradise get information about the state of the people of Hell that the

rejecters of Hereafter are in the midst of Fire. So, the first verse from the tongue of

:him about his friend, says

?’” He says: ‘Can you take a look“

****

Then, the second holy verse implies that it is here that this friend also begins

searching about him and looks toward the Hell and suddenly he sees his friend in the

:middle of Hell. The verse says

.” Then he looks and sees him in the midst of Hell“

****
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نِیدِرُْتَل َّتدکِ  نِا  هَِّللاتَ  لَاقَ  } 56{

نَیرِضَحْ - مُْلا نَِم  تُنکَُل  ِ-ي  بّرَ هُمَْعِن  لاَوَْلوَ  } 57{

;” He says: ‘By Allah! You had almost caused me to perish . “ 56

And had it not been the bounty of my Lord, certainly would I have been brought . “ 57
(’.” into (the Hell

Commentary, verses: 56-57

The Qur’ānic term /turdīn/ is derived from /’idā’/ in the sense of ‘to fall from a height

’. which is accompanied with destruction

:In these two verses the Qur’ān implies that he addresses his deviated friend and

;” He says: ‘By Allah! You had almost caused me to perish“

And also it was nigh that your temptations would affect on my pure heart and bring

:me into the same deviated path that you were in. The verse says

And had it not been the bounty of my Lord, certainly would I have been brought into“
(’.” (the Hell

It was the Divine success which helped me in my way and it was the grace of Allah

.that came to me and guided me aright

****
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ِیمَِب نَیِتّ نُحَْن  امَفَأَ  } 58{

نَیِبَّذعَمُِب نُحَْن  امَوَ  یَلولأُا  انَتَتَوْمَ  َّلاإِ  } 59{

مُیظِعَْلا زُوْفَْلا  وَهَُل  اذَهَ  َّنإِ  } 60{

نَوُلِماعَْلا لِمَْعیَْلفَ  اذَهَ  لِْثمِِل  } 61{

,” Is it that we do not die . “ 58

?” Save our first death; and we shall not be chastised . “ 59

,” Verily this is the mighty triumph . “ 60

.” And for the like of this let the workers work . “ 61

Commentary, verses: 58-61

In the first two verses in the above, the Qur’ān implicitly says that the believing

:person turns to his hellish friend and, as a blame, reminds this word to him, saying

,” Is it that we do not die“

****

And that, except the first death in the world, there is not any death and life again after

:it, and there will not be any punishment. The verse says

?” Save our first death; and we shall not be chastised“

Now you may look and see that what a great mistake you made. After death, there is
such a life and such reward, recompense, and retribution. Now all the facts have been

.made manifest for you, but alas, there is no way to return
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According to the commentator of these two holy verses, by the statement of the

faithful person to his hellish friend, he reminds him his words upon the denial of

.Resurrection

But some other commentators have mentioned another probable commentary on

these two verses. It says that the talk of the man in Paradise with his hellish friend has

finished and the people of Paradise speak again with each other. One of them happily

cries: “Is it then that we do not die,” “Save our first death; and we shall not be

chastised?” Do we have an eternal life here and does this grace of Allah remains for

?ever and we will not be chastised

These words, of course, are not said doubtfully, but they are expressed because of

joy and happiness. Just like the person who, after a long time of expectation, gains a
vast and comfortable house. He surprisingly says: “Is this mine? O’ Lord! What a

?” blessing it is! Will it not be taken from me

****

However, in the next two verses, this debate finishes with an expressive, meaningful

:fall of feelings and is emphasized by kinds of emphasis. It says

,” Verily this is the mighty triumph“

What a triumph is greater than this that a person is given an eternal bounty and a

permanent life that has kinds of Divine bounties? What can be considered better and

?more superior than this

And, finally, by an expressive, awakening and short sentence, Allah, the Great, puts an

:end to this discussion
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.” And for the like of this let the workers work“

Some commentators have thought that the recent verse may also be said by the

people of Paradise. But it seems very improbable, because on that Day there is no

deed to be done. And, in other words, on that Day there is not any program that

by this sentence people may be encouraged to it, while the apparent of the verse

shows that the aim is that, by mentioning this sentence, all the former verses can be

concluded and people may be driven toward faith and action. Therefore, it is suitable

.that this word of Allah comes at the end of this discussion

****
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مِوُّقَّزلا هُرَجَشَ  مْأَ  لاًزُُّن  رٌْیخَ  کَِلذَأَ  } 62{

نَیمِِلاَّظل هًنَْتِف لِّ- اهَانَْلعَجَ  اَّنإِ  } 63{

مِیحِجَْلا لِصْأَ  یِف  جُرُخْتَ  هٌرَجَشَ  اهََّنإِ  } 64{

?” Is that the better entertainment or the Tree of Zaqqūm . “ 62

.” Verily We have appointed it as a trial for the unjust . “ 63

.” Verily, it is a tree that grows in the bottom of the Hell . “ 64

Commentary, verses: 62-64

We must compare the examples of the grace of Allah with His wrath so that we may

act better. The tyrants, who cause others to feel smarting grief in the world, will be

.entertained with a blazing food in the Hereafter

After stating the pleasant and worthy bounties of Paradise, the verses under

discussion refer to the painful and grievous chastisement of the Hell, and illustrate

them in such a way that, comparing the aforementioned Divine bounties, they affect

deeply on the receptive persons and restrain them from performing any ugly and

impure action. At first, I implicitly ask whether these eternal and pleasant bounties

with which the people of Paradise are entertained are better or the Tree of Zaqqūm.
:The verse says

?” Is that the better entertainment or the Tree of Zaqqūm“

Regarding to its concept, the application of the Arabic term /nuzul/ is called to

something which is prepared for the entertainment of a guest. Some commentators

have said that it is the first thing by which a guest is entertained. This shows
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.that the people of Paradise will be entertained as some dear and respectful guests

.The Holy Qur’ān asks whether this is better or the Tree of Zaqqūm

The application of the word ‘better’ is not any evidence that the tree of Zaqqūm is a
good thing and the bounty of the people of Paradise is better than that. These

meanings are sometimes used in the Arabic language for the aspects that, from one

side, they have no goodness at all. But there is this probability that this is a kind of

allusion. It is just like this that a person, as the result of being polluted by kinds of sins,
has become seriously disgrace among people and we tell him whether this disgrace is

.better or honour and honesty

As for the Arabic word /zaqqūm/ according to the philologists, it is the name of a plant

which has some small leaves that are bitter with bad smell. It grows in the land of

Tahāmah and polytheists were acquainted with it. (Tafsīr-i-Rouh-ul-Bayān, Vol. 7, P.
464). And it is also said in Tafsīr-Rauh-ul-Ma‘ānī that this plant has a sap that when it

(reaches the body of a person, it swells.(1

.Rāqib in Mufradāt says that Zaqqūm is any kind of hateful food for the people of Hell

However, the Arabic word does not always mean ‘Tree’. Sometimes it is also used in
’. the sense of ‘plant’, and the context shows that its objective meaning here is ‘plant

****

:Then, in the second verse, referring to some qualities of this plant, the Qur’ān says

.” Verily We have appointed it as a trial for the unjust“
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The Qur’ānic term /fitnah/ may be used in the sense of punishment, or with the sense

of trial, as the Qur’ān has often applied it in this meaning. Thus, it points to this

concept that when they heard the name of Zaqqūm, they began to mock and,
.therefore, it became a mean of trial against the unjust

:In the next verse, the Qur’ān says

.” Verily, it is a tree that grows in the bottom of the Hell“

But these proud unjust people continued mocking and said that: “Is it possible that a
tree grows in the bottom of Hell?” “How different is between Fire and a tree and

plant?” Therefore, hearing the name of this plant and its qualities is the source of their

trial in this world, and the tree itself is the source of their pain and punishment in

.Hereafter

It seems that they were neglectful of this fact that the principle governed on the life of

the next world is very different from that of this world. The plant and tree which

grows in the bottom of Hell is of the same nature of Hell, and it has grown up with the

conditions of Hell. It is not a plant like the plants that grow in the gardens of this world.
.And perhaps they are unaware of this point; but their aim is only mock and ridicule

****
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نِیطِایََّشلا سُوؤُرُ  هَُّنأَکَ  اهَعُْلطَ  } 65{

نَوطُُبْلا اهَْنِم  نَوؤُِلامَفَ  اهَْنِم  نَوُلکِلأَ  مْهَُّنإِفَ  } 66{

مٍیمِحَ نِْم  اًبوْشََل  اهَْیلَعَ  مْهَُل  َّنِا  َّمُث  } 67{

مِیحِجَْلا یَللإِ  مْهُعَجِرْمَ  َّنإِ  َّمُث  } 68{

,” The shoots of its fruit-stalks are like the heads of devils . “ 65

.” Then verily they eat from it and fill (their bellies with it . “ 66

.” Then verily on Top of it they will have a mixture made of boiling water . “ 67

.” Then verily their return shall be unto the Hell . “ 68

Commentary, verses: 65-68

Like the people of Paradise, the people of Hell have also some things to eat and to

drink, but the latter not only is not delicious and pleasant, but also they are ugly,
.distasteful, and injurious

.For being far from the foods of Hell, there is no way to escape, nor any way to evade

The people of Hell are so hungry that they fill their bellies with the worst food. (… and

.( fill (their) bellies with it

:The first verse says

,” The shoots of its fruit-stalks are like the heads of devils“

The Arabic word /tal‘/ is usually used for the shoot of some white strings that later

they change into a cluster of dates. This term is derived from /tulū‘/, because it is the

.first fruit that appears on the tree as if it rises
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Here, there comes forth a question asking whether people had seen the heads of

.devils that the Qur’ān likens the shoots of Zaqqūm to it

The commentators have answered this question by different answers. Some of them

have said: one of the meanings of ‘Satan’ is a kind of ugly snake that the shoots of

.Zaqqūm have been likened to it

Some have said that it is a kind of ugly plant. It is cited in Muntah-il-Adab: /ra’s-uš-
.šaytān/ or /ru’ūs-uš-šayātīn/ is an ugly plant

But what is more correct is that this likening is for the statement of the utmost

.ugliness and its hateful shape

****

Then, in the second verse, the Qur’ān implies that these proud unjust people will

:certainly eat of this plant and fill their bellies from it. The verse says

.” Then verily they eat from it and fill (their bellies with it“

This is the same punishment and trial which was mentioned on the previous verse.
Eating from this hellish plant, with that bad smell and bitter taste, and with that sap,
the touch of which with the body causes hurt and swelling, and specially eating

.abundantly, is a painful chastisement

****

It is evident that eating this bitter and unwholesome food brings thirst, but what do

:they drink when they become thirsty? The Qur’ān in the third verse says

.” Then verily on Top of it they will have a mixture made of boiling water“
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The Arabic word /šaub/ means something which is mixed with something else; and the

Qur’ānic term /hamīm/ is ‘hot blazing water’. So, the hot water they drink is not

.unmixed, but it is polluted

****

That is the food of the people of Hell and this is their drink, but where do they go after

:this entertainment? The Qur’ān in the fourth verse says

.” Then verily their return shall be unto the Hell“

Some of the commentators have understood from this meaning that this hot polluted

water comes from a spring from outside of Hell. The people of Hell are formerly taken

there like animals that are taken to a pond, and after drinking from it, they are

.returned into the Hell

As we pointed out before, neither the blessings of Heaven are available for us in this

world as they are, nor the chastisements of the people of Hell. Only by some short

sentences their outline from a far distance are partly illustrated in our mind. (O’ Lord!
.( Protect us, by Your grace, from these punishments

****
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نَی -ِ لّآضَ مْهُءَآَباءَ  اوْفَْلأَ  مْهَُّنإِ  } 69{

نَوعُرَهُْی مْهِرِاَثاءَ  یلَعَ  مْهُفَ  } 70{

.” Verily they found their fathers on the wrong path . “ 69

.” So in their footsteps they are being hastened on . “ 70

Commentary, verses: 69-70

One of the qualities of the people of the Hell is blindly imitation from their fathers and

ancestors, while imitation in beliefs is not permissible and one’s beliefs should be

.based on the basis of intellect and reasoning

In these two verses, the Qur’ān states the main cause of the inflection of the people

of Hell in the grips of these painful punishments through two short and expressive

:sentences. It says

.” Verily they found their fathers on the wrong path“

:Yet, involuntarily they hasten to follow them. The Qur’ān says

.” So in their footsteps they are being hastened on“

It is interesting that the Arabic term /yuhra‘ūn/ is mentioned in the passive form

derived from /’ihrā‘/ which means ‘to run swiftly’. It indicates that they have so

believed in imitating from their ancestors that as if they had not any act of willing from

their own selves. And this is a sign of their utmost bigotry and being interested in their

.ancestors’ superstitions

****
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نَیِلَّولأَا رُثَکْأَ  مْهُلَْبقَ  َّلضَ  دْقََلوَ  } 71{

نَیرِذِنُم مهِیِف  انَْلسَرْأَ  دْقََلوَ  } 72{

نَیرِذَنمُْلا هُبَِقاعَ  نَاکَ  فَیکَ  رْظُنافَ  } 73{

نَیصِلَخْ - مُْلا هَِّللا  دَابَعِ  َّلاإِ  } 74{

.” And indeed most of the ancient went astray before them . “ 71

.” And certainly We sent among them warners . “ 72

,” Then see how was the end of those warned . “ 73

.” Except the servants of Allah, the purified ones . “ 74

Commentary, verses: 71-74

In the atmosphere of deviation, the most important dusty is ‘warning’. Allah has sent

.some warners for the deviated nations

Through these verses, the Qur’ān prepares the ground for the life story of many

former nations, the information of whose states is an expressive proof for the former

discussions. These are nations such as: the peoples of Noah, Abraham, Moses and

:Aaron, Lot, Yūnus, and the like. At first, it says

.” And indeed most of the ancient went astray before them“

It is not only the polytheists of Mecca who, imitating their ancestors, are involved in a
deep corruption, but before them, the majority of the ancient nations were involved in
the same fate, too, and the number of their believers comparing those who went

astray were very small. This is a solace for the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and the believers of

.Mecca whose number was small and were surrounded by the enemy from every side

****
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Then, in the second verse, the Holy Qur’ān adds that their aberration was because of

:having no leader or guide. So, He says

.” And certainly We sent among them warners“

These warners were the Divine prophets who used to warn them from polytheism,
disbelief, injustice, tyranny, and blindly imitation from others, and made them

.acquainted with their responsibilities

It is true that the Divine prophets had the letter of warning in one hand and the letter

of glad tiding in the other hand, but since the great pillar of their teaching, specially for

.such a corrupt and rebellious nation, was ‘warning’, it has been emphasized on here

:And, in the third verse, through a short and meaningful sentence, it says

,” Then see how was the end of those warned“

The addressee in the Qur’ānic sentence /fanzur/ (then see) may be the Prophet

.(p.b.u.h.) himself, or any other wise and aware person

This sentence, in fact, is a hint to the end of the nations whose explanation will be

.expressed in the coming verses

****

:Through the fourth verse, as an exception, it says

.” Except the servants of Allah, the purified ones“

In fact, this sentence points to this fact that you may see the end of these nations that

how Allah caused them to be involved in a painful punishment and destroyed them,
.except the purified faithful servants who were saved from this destruction
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It is noteworthy that in this Sura ‘the purified servants of Allah’ are emphasized on

five times in different verses, and this is a sign upon the greatness of their rank. And,
as we pointed out before, they are those who have been so victorious in the path of

Knowledge, faith, and struggle against carnal soul that Allah has elected them and

purified them, and that is why they have become secured from deviations and faults.
Satan cannot influence in them and, from the first day, hopelessly he expressed his

.inability before them

The uproar of the environment, the temptations of the seductive factors, the imitation

from ancestors, and the wrong and oppressive cultures can never mislead them from

.their way

And this, in fact, is a message for the persisting believers of that day in Mecca, and for

us, the Muslims of the world of today that we should not be afraid of the abundance of

the enemies and try to stand in the row of the purified servants of Allah, because it is
only the purified servants of Allah who take the warnings of the prophets earnest.
“Then see how was the end of those warned,” “Except the servants of Allah, the

.” purified ones

****
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Section 3: The Great Sacrifice Shifted

Point

The deliverance of Noah and Abraham, and the punishment to their enemies –

Abraham dealing with the idols and the idolaters – Abraham tested with the Great

Sacrifice – The Great Sacrifice shifted to the later generations

نَوُبیجِ - مُْلا مَْعِنلَفَ  حٌوُن  اَنادَاَن  دْقََلوَ  } 75{

مِیظِعَْلا بِرْکَْلا  نَِم  هُلَهْأَوَ  هُانَْیَّجَنوَ  } 76{

نَیِقابَْلا مُهُ  هتََّی   ِ رّذُ انَْلعَجَوَ  } 77{

نَیرِخِلأَا یِف  هِْیلَعَ  انَکْرَتَوَ  } 78{

نَیمَِلاعَْلا یِف  حٍوُن  یلَعَ  مٌلاَسَ  } 79{

And indeed Noah did call upon Us, and the most excellent answerer (of prayer are . “ 75
(.” We

,” And We delivered him and his people from the great distress . “ 76

.” And We made (only) his progeny the survivors . “ 77

.” And We perpetuated to him (praise) among the later generations . “ 78

.” Peace be on Noah among the nations . “ 79

Commentary, verses: 75-79

.If a person calls Allah sincerely, his supplication will be accepted and answered
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From here on, the story life of three great prophets, which was secretly pointed out in
the former verses, begins. At first, Noah, the chief of the Divine prophets, and the first

arch-prophet, is referred to and, before anything else, his pungent prayer, when he

:became disappointed from the guidance of his people, is pointed out. It says

And indeed Noah did call upon Us, and the most excellent answerer (of prayer are“
(.” We

This call may point to the same thing which is mentioned in Sura Noah: “And Noah

said: ‘O’ my Lord! Leave not of the unbelievers, a single one on the earth!” “For, if You

do not leave (any of) them, they will but mislead Your devotees, and they will breed

(none but wicked ungrateful ones.”(1

Or it is the prayer which he asked Allah before embarking on the Ark. He said: “… ‘My

Lord! Cause me to land with a blessed landing, for You are the Best to cause to

(land’.”(2

Or it is the prayer which is mentioned in Sura Al-Qamar, No. 54, verse 10, saying: “Then

(!’” he called on his Lord: ‘I am one overcome; do You then help (me

Of course, there is no problem that the verse under discussion might be a hint to all of

.these prayers and Allah answered them all in the best way

****

:So, in the next verse, it immediately says

,” And We delivered him and his people from the great distress“

’. According to Rāqib in Mufradāt, the Arabic term /karb/ means ‘a severe grief
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Which grief has been this great grief that troubled Noah seriously? It may refer to the

mockeries of the proud faithless people, and their oral hurts, such as their violation

and affront to him and his followers. Or it may refer to the consecutive denials of this

.obstinate nation

They hurt this patient Divine prophet, Noah, and acted so impolitely unto him and said

that he was mad, that as the Qur’ān says: “He (Noah) said: ‘My Lord help me against

(what they belie’.”(1

However, a group of these unwholesome events and harsh sarcasms presses his

heart violently until when the flood came, and Allah delivered him from the grip of that

.cruel nation and that great distress

Some of the commentators have said that the probable purpose of the Qur’ānic

phrase /karbin ‘azīm/ has been that very Flood in which none delivered except Noah

.and his followers, but this meaning seems improbable

:Then, in the next verse, it adds

.” And We made (only his progeny the survivors“

Are really all the human beings, who are living on the earth at the present time, from

among the progeny of Noah? And does the above verse say the same meaning? Or

did great group of prophets, saints, and righteous ones remain from his seed, though

?all human beings are not from his seed

Some of the great commentators have said that all the members of humankind after

Noah have come into being from his generation and, just now, all people are the

.Children of Noah
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A great deal of the historians have cited that there have remained three sons from

Noah, by the names of: Sām, Hām, and Yāfith, and all the present nations living on the

earth terminate to them. The races of Arab, Persian, and Roman are called Semitic

(races). The Turkish race and another group of people are considered as the progeny

of Yāfith. The races in Sudan, India, Nubia, Ethiopia, Qibt, and Barbary are counted as

.the progeny of Hām

The discussion is not upon this matter that, for example, this race is from which son of

Noah, because there are many different ideas delivered by the commentators and

historians upon this subject. The discussion is upon this matter that do all the human

?races terminate to these three ones

This question arises here that: did not some other believers embark in the Ark with

Noah? Then, what fate did they have? Did they all pass away without having any

offspring after them? Or, if they had some children, would they be girls who married

with Noah’s sons? This problem is not so clear from the point of history, but it can be

understood from Some Islamic narrations that, in relation with the hints in the verses

of the Qur’ān, there remained some children from them on the earth and there exist

.some people from those children, too

Upon the explanation of the above holy verse, there is a tradition recorded in the

Commentary of Ali-ibn-’Ibrāhīm narrated from Imam Bāqir (a.s.) who said: “The

purpose of Allah from the verse saying: ‘And We made (only) his progeny the

survivors’” is that the Truth, prophethood, the (heavenly) Book, and Faith remained in
the progeny of Noah, but the entire people who are living on the earth from the

.(, children of Adam are not from the offspring of Noah (a.s
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because Allah, the Exalted, says in His Book: ‘… We said: ‘Embark therein, of each kind

a pair and your family (a part from your wife and a son) except for those against

whom the Word has already passed – and whoever believed. And there believed not

with him but a few.”(1) And also He, the Almighty, (addressing the Children of Israel,)
says: ‘(O’ you!) the offspring of those whom We embarked along with Noah (on the

Ark). …’(2)”(3) And thus, whatever is known about the whole races on the earth

.terminating to the Noah’s sons is not fixed

****

:In the Next verse, the Qur’ān says

.” And We perpetuated to him (praise) among the later generations“

Noah is known as a steadfast, brave, patient, sympathetic, and kind prophet, and he is
’. called ‘the chief of the Divine prophets

Noah’s life story is usually the example of persistence and perseverance, and his

manner and program is as a sample for all those who pave the path of Truth against

.the hard hindrances of the enemies

****

:In the last verse of this group of verses, the Qur’ān says

.” Peace be on Noah among the nations“

What an honour is higher than this that Allah, the Exalted, sends greeting to him? It is
a greeting that remains in the world
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among the nations of the world and will be stretched until the Hereafter. Allah’s
greeting is accompanied with the beautiful praise and good mention of the servants

.of Allah

It is interesting that there is hardly a greeting in the Qur’ān about anyone as vast as

this one, specially that the Qur’ānic word /‘ālamīn/ (nations), which is in plural form and

(. with the Arabic signs (of definite article

It contains such a vast meaning that it may envelop not only all human beings but also

.the whole angels and those who are in the entire Universe

****
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نَیِنسِحْ - مُْلا يزِجَْن  کَِلذَکَ  اَّنإِ  } 80{

نَیِنِمؤْمُْلا اَندِابَعِ  نِْم  هَُّنإِ  } 81{

نَیرِخَلأَا انَْقرَغْأَ  َّمُث  } 82{

.” Verily thus do We recompense the doers of good . “ 80

.” Verily he was (one) of Our faithful servants . “ 81

.” Then We drowned the others . “ 82

Commentary, verses: 80-82

The reward of Allah for the righteous ones is a course and an Allah’s way of

treatment, not a temporary event and an eventual happening. Therefore, in this holy

:verse the Qur’ān clearly says

.” Verily thus do We recompense the doers of good“

That is why, when there comes a Divine chastisement in the world, only believers and

the righteous ones may be delivered and the others will be punished whether they are

:disbelievers or inattentive. And in the next holy verse, concerning Noah (a.s.), it says

.” Verily he was (one) of Our faithful servants“

In fact, the rank of servitude and submission as well as Faith accompanied with

kindness and benevolence, which have been referred to in the recent two verses, are

the main evidence of the grace of Allah unto Noah and delivering him from the great

grief, and the greeting of Allah unto him. If this program is followed by others, too,
they will be inside the same mercy and grace that Noah (a.s.) was in, since the

criterions of Allah’s graces are unchangeable and they have not a personal and

.private aspect
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In the third verse, through a short and awakening sentence, the Qur’ān states the

:fate of that unjust, vicious, and anonymous nation, where it says

.” Then We drowned the others“

There came a flood from the sky, water gushed out from the earth, and all over the

sphere of the earth turned to a rough ocean. It ruined the castles of the tyrant ones,
and their corps remained floating over the face of water. It is interesting that He

states His favours unto Noah in several verses, but He mentions the chastisement of

that rebellious people through a short sentence heedlessly and contemptuously,
because the rank of stating the honours and victories of the believers, and the aid of

Allah unto them, is the rank of explanation, while the rank of stating the circumstance

.of the disobedient ones is the rank of heedlessness

****
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مَیهِارَْبلإِ هِِتعَیشِ  نِم  َّنإِوَ  } 83{

مٍیِلسَ بٍْلقَِب  هَُّبرَ  ءَآجَ  ذْإِ  } 84{

.” And verily Abraham was of his persuasion . “ 83

.” When he came unto his Lord with a sound (pure) heart . “ 84

Commentary, verses: 83-84

We ought to purify inside of ourselves at first, and then we may try to purify the

society. The necessary condition of the success of the religious leaders is to have a

.sound pure heart

In these verses a considerable part of the life story of ’Ibrāhīm, the iconoclastic hero

(a.s.), together with some parts of the adventurous history of Noah (a.s.) are referred

.to

Here, at first it begins with the event of Abraham’s idol-breaking and the harsh

reaction of the idolaters against him, and in another part, it speaks about the greatest

scene of Abraham’s self-sacrifice, sacrificing his son. This part of the event has

.exclusively been mentioned only in this section of the Qur’ān

:The first verse relates the event of Abraham with the event of Noah as this

.” And verily Abraham was of his persuasion“

Abraham paved the same way of Unity and Justice, the same path of piety and

sincerity that Noah paved, since all divine prophets were the preachers of the same

school and the teachers of the same university, and every one of then continued and

.completed the program of the previous one

What an interesting meaning this is! Abraham was one of the followers of Noah!
Though there was a long time between
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them, (according to some commentators, about (600 years), but we know that time

.has not any effect on the relation of religious schools

****

:In the second verse, it says remember the time

.” When he came unto his Lord with a sound (pure) heart“

The commentators of the Qur’ān have delivered different meanings for the Qur’ānic

term /qalb/ (heart), each of which refers to one of the dimensions of it: a heart which is
free from polytheism; the sincere heart which is far from sins, grudges, and

hypocrisies; a heart empty of the love of the world, because the love of the world is
.the source of faults, and, finally, a heart which contains nothing but Allah

The fact is that the Qur’ānic term /salīm/ is derived from /salāmat/ (health), and when

healthy is propounded in its absolute state, it envelops health from all kinds of ethical

.and creedal sicknesses

Concerning the hypocrites, the Qur’ān implies that there is a disease in their hearts

and, as the result of their obstinacy and sins, Allah will increase this sickness: “In their

(hearts is a disease, so Allah has increased their disease …”(1

Imam Sādiq (a.s.) has stated the best commentary on the Qur’ānic phrase /qalbin

salīm/ where he says: “A sound heart is the one which meets his Lord while there is
(none in it except Him.”(2

.This clear commentary is conclusive of all aforementioned qualities

Again, in another authentic tradition narrated from Imam Sādiq (a.s.) he said:
“Whoever has a truthful intention is the
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possessor of a sound heart, because the soundness of the heart from polytheism and

(doubt, purifies the intention for Allah in all affairs.” (1

This is sufficient about the importance of the sound heart that the Qur’ān counts it as

the capital of safety in Hereafter, as in Sura As-Shu‘arā, No. 26, verses 88 and 89 from

the tongue of this very prophet, Abraham (a.s.), we recite: “The Day whereon neither

.” wealth nor sons will avail,” “Except for him who comes to Allah with a pure heart

In a tradition from Imam Sādiq (a.s.) we recite he said: “The heart is the sanctuary of

.” Allah; do settle no one in the sanctuary of Allah, except Him

****
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نَودُُبْعتَ اذَامَ  هِِموْقَوَ  هِیِبلأَ  لَاقَ  ذْإِ  } 85{

نَودُیرُِت هَِّللا  نَودُ  هًهَِلاءَ  اًکْفِئأَ  } 86{

نَیمَِلاعَْلا   ِ بّرَِب مکُُّنظَ  امَفَ  } 87{

?’” When he said to his father and his people: ‘What is it that you worship . “ 85

?” Is it a falsehood – gods other than Allah that you desire . “ 86

?” What is then your idea about the Lord of the Worlds . “ 87

Commentary, verses: 85-87

In invitation to Monotheism, clarity, explicitness, bravery, inattentiveness to the tribal

and genealogical considerations, are the sings of a firm Faith. In this regard, Abraham

.condemned the creed of the father

Yes, Abraham was ordered to struggle against idolatry with a sound pure heart, a

pure spirit, a strong will, and a firm decision. He began from his father (uncle) and his

:own relatives, as the Qur’ān says

?’” When he said to his father and his people: ‘What is it that you worship“

Is it not a pity that man, with his natural honour and his good intellect, stands in front

?of some worthless pieces of stone and wood and bows? Where is your wisdom

****
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Then, in the next holy verse, the Qur’ān completed this meaning, which was a clear

:contempt, with another sentence, saying

?” Is it a falsehood – gods other than Allah that you desire“

Regarding to the fact that the Arabic term /’ifk/ means a great lie or the ugliest lies the

.decisiveness of Abraham’s talk about the idols will become more clear

:He concluded his speech in this regard with another severe sentence, and said

?” What is then your idea about the Lord of the Worlds“

You consume His sustenance, His merits have surrounded your selves thoroughly, yet

you have worshipped some worthless things instead of Him, and yet do you expect

Him to have mercy on you, and that He would not give you retribution with a terrible

!chastisement? What a great mistake, and what a dangerous aberration you have

The application of the Qur’ānic phrase /rabb-il-‘ālamīn/ (the Lord of the worlds) points

to this fact that the whole universe is being managed under the Lordship of Allah, but

you have left Him and attached to some conjectures and illusions which have no

.source of effect

****
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مِوجُُّنلا یِف  هًرَظَْن  رَظَنَفَ  } 88{

مٌیقِسَ ِ-ي  نّإِ لَاقَفَ  } 89{

نَیرِِبدُْم هُْنعَ  اوَّْلوَتَفَ  } 90{

نَوُلکُأْتَ لاَأَ  لَاقَفَ  مْهِِتهَِلاءَ  یَلإِ  غَارَفَ  } 91{

نَوقُطِنتَ مْکَُلامَ لاَ  } 92{

,” Then he glanced, casting glance at the stars . “ 88

(.” Then he said: ‘Verily I am sick (and I cannot participate in your festival . “ 89

.” So they went away from him, turning back . “ 90

Then he turned unto their gods secretly and (mockingly) said: ‘Why do you not . “ 91
?’” eat

?” What is the matter with you that you do not speak . “ 92

Commentary, verses: 88-92

The logic of Divine prophets is negation of idolatry, and it is very clear, natural, and

.rational

History and commentary books indicate that every year the idolaters of Babylon had

some special festival ceremonies when they used to cook and prepare some food, in
idol temple, and put them there imagining that the foods would become blessed. Then

they went out from the city and returned back in the evening when they went into

.their idol temple in order to worship and to eat food

That day, the city became empty of people, and it was a good opportunity for

Abraham to break idols. It was an opportunity for which Abraham was waiting for a
long time
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and he did not like to lose it easily. So, at night, when he was invited to participate in
:their ceremonies, the verse says

,” Then he glanced, casting glance at the stars“

(.” Then he said: ‘Verily I am sick (and I cannot participate in your festival“

:And in this way, Abraham (a.s.) excused himself, and the verse says

.” So they went away from him, turning back“

:Here, there come forth two questions

The first: Why did Abraham look at stars? What was his aim of this glance? The

second is that whether he was really sick when he said: ‘Verily I am sick’? And What

?ailment did he have

The answer to the first question: Regarding to the beliefs of the people of Babylon,
and their customs, its answer is clear, because they had some studies in astronomy,
and even it is said that their idols were in the shape of stars, and they respected them

.because they were the symbols of stars

Beside their astrologic information, of course, there were also many superstitions in
this field current among them, including that they believed stars were effective in

their fates, and asked goodness and blessing from them. They reasoned their

.situation for the future events

In order to make them convenient, according to their custom, Abraham (a.s.) cast a
glance to the stars in the sky in order that they thought he had foresighted his

sickness by studying the situations of the stars, and they might be convinced, some of

the great commentators have also offered this probability that he wanted to find out

exactly the time of his sickness from the movement of the stars; because there was a
kind of sickness, like fever, which came to him between some particular points of

time. But, regarding to the condition
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.of the thoughts of the people of Babylon, the first probable is more fitting

Some other commentators have also said that perhaps his glance to the sky was, in
fact, a glance of study in the secrets of the creation, though they considered his

glance as the glance of an astronomer who wanted to foresight the future events by

.the situations of the stars

Concerning the second question, there have been delivered numerous answers,
including that he was really sick, although if he had been safe either, he would not

have participated in the ceremonies of the festival of idols. But his sickness was a

good excuse for his absence in that festival and utilizing the golden opportunity for

breaking the idols, and there is no evidence for us to say he equivocated, because

.equivocation is not suitable for prophets

Some others have said that Abraham had not really a bodily ailment, but as the result

of the wrong actions of those people and their infidelity, polytheism, injustice, and

corruption, his soul was sick. Thus, he stated a fact though they thought differently

.and considered him bodily sick

So, in the fourth holy verse the Qur’ān implies that only Abraham remained in the city

and the idolaters, leaving the city empty, went outside of it. Abraham cast a glance

around him, there appeared a light of happiness in his eyes, because the moments, he

had been waiting for from a long time ago, had come. He thought he should begin

fighting against idols lonely and strike a hard blow on their bodies, a strike that might

:shake the minds of the idolaters and awaken them from their sleep. The Qur’ān says

?’” Then he turned unto their gods secretly and (mockingly) said: ‘Why do you not eat“
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Abraham implicitly said to the idols that their worshippers had prepared those sweet,
?” various, delicious and colourful foods: “Why do you not eat

Then, in the next verse he, addressing the idols, tells them why they do not speak, as

:if they were dumb. The above verse says

?” What is the matter with you that you do not speak“

In this way, Abraham mocked all their superstitious beliefs. No doubt he knew well

that the idols did neither speak nor eat food and they were not anything but some

inanimate beings. He wanted, in fact, to give the reason of his breaking idols in this

.beautiful and tender form

****
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نِیِم - یَْلاِب اًبرْضَ  مْهِْیلَعَ  غَارَفَ  } 93{

نَوُّفزِیَ هِْیَلإِ  اوُلبَْقاَفَ  } 94{

.” Then he turned against them in secret, striking (them) with the right hand . “ 93

.” So they (people) advanced towards him hastening . “ 94

Commentary, verses: 93-94

There are some stages in the act of ‘forbid from doing evil’, if the first stage, which is
speaking, did not affect, the second stage would be the practical action. According to

this verse, Abraham decided to begin the action. He took the axe in his hand and

moved it with strength and intentionally struck a severe stroke on their bodies. The

:verse says

.” Then he turned against them in secret, striking (them) with the right hand“

The objective meaning of the Arabic word /yamīn/ is really here ‘right hand’ that man

often does his most actions with it, or it ironically means ‘power’ and ‘force’, (both of

(. the meanings can also be used

However, before soon, he made that beautiful furnished idol temple as a terrible

ruined place. The idols were totally turned into pieces, and each of them, with broken

hands and feet, was fallen in a corner, and, verily, they got a state of sad, grievous,
.and heart-rending scenery for the idol-worshippers

Abraham did what he should do, and silently, and calmly he came out from the idol

temple and went toward his home, while he was preparing himself for the future

.events

He knew that he had created a great explosion not only in the city but also throughout

the country, Babylon, the news of
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which would be heard later. Because of anger he began walking since he was alone in
the midst of that tempest! But he had Allah with him and that very One was enough

.for him

****

And, the next holy verse implicitly denotes that the idol worshippers returned to the

city and went into the idol temple. They encountered a horrible view and astonished,
as if they had been fixed there as statues. They could not think for some moments

and were gazing, looking at those ruined scattered idols. They saw that the idols,
which they imagined as the shelter of their day of wander, were defenceless over

.there

Then their amazing motionless state changed into the state of shouting, crying, and

roaring. They protested saying: “Who has done this? Which unjust one has committed

?” it

And before long, they remembered that there was a young theistic man in that city by

the name of Abraham, who mocked idols and had threatened that he had designed a
:dangerous plan for their idols. They thought it might be his action. The verse says

.” So they (people) advanced towards him hastening“

The Arabic term /yaziffūn/ is derived from /zaf/ which has originally been applied for

the blow of the wind, and fast motion of the ostrich, which is a mixture of walking and

flying. Then this word has ironically been used in the sense of taking bride toward the

house of bridegroom. However, the purpose is that the idolaters came hastily toward

.( Abraham. (The rest of the event will be mentioned through later verses

****
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نَوُتحِْنتَ امَ  نَودُُبْعتَأَ  لَاقَ  } 95{

نَوُلمَْعتَ امَوَ  مْکُقَلَخَ  هَُّللاوَ  } 96{

مِیحِجَْلا یِف  هُوقُْلأَفَ  اًنایَْنُب  هَُل  ْاوُنْبا  اوُلاقَ  } 97{

نَیِلفَسْلأَا مُهُانَْلعَجَفَ  اًدْیکَ  هِِب  اودُارَأَفَ  } 98{

?’” He said: ‘Do you worship what you (yourselves) hew out . “ 95

.” While Allah has created you and what you make . “ 96

’.” They said: ‘Build for him a furnace, then cast him into the burning fire . “ 97

.” So they desired a plot against him, but We made them lower ones . “ 98

Commentary, verses: 95-98

Everything in the world must be devoted to Monotheism and Monotheistic thought.
Imam Hussayn (a.s.) is sacrificed in order that false deity might no dominate over

people. All the troubles, and even the souls of the Divine prophets, were devoted for

Monotheism. Here Abraham risked and did a dangerous action in order to root out

.idolatry

At last, after the event of breaking idols, Abraham was taken to the court with the

.same accusation

Abraham was inquired, and he was ordered to explain who accomplished the horrible

.event of the idol temple

The Holy Qur’ān has explained this event in Sura Al-Anbiyā’, No. 21, and, in the verses

under discussion, it suffices to one sensitive point of it which is the last statement of
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:Abraham with them about the falsehood of idolatry. The verse says

?’” He said: ‘Do you worship what you (yourselves) hew out“

Does any wise man worship his own handicraft? Does any intellectual person knee

before his own created thing? Which intellect and logic have given you such a

?permission

In the next verse, the Qur’ān implies that the heavens and the earth all are created by

Allah and the entire time and place belong to him. Such a Creator must be worshipped.
:The verse says

.” While Allah has created you and what you make“

.This is a very strong proof. They had no response to give against it

****

Oppressors and tyrants have never been familiar with logic and reasoning. It was for

the same reason that the evident and strong argumentation of Abraham (a.s.) did not

affect on the hearts of the cruel rulers of Babylon, though it awakened a group of the

oppressed people of the time. But, the proud tyrants, who found out the advance of

this Monotheistic logic as a barrier for their own benefits, came in with the logic of

force, weapon, and fire: a logic except which they understood nothing. They relied on

:their own power and, the verse says

’.” They said: ‘Build for him a furnace, then cast him into the burning fire“

It is understood from his meaning that, at first it was ordered that a large place with

four walls to be built. Then inside of it some fire was made ready. Perhaps for the

purpose that not only they could control the fire from scattering and
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from probable dangers, but also they might practically prepare a hell fire by which

.Abraham threatened the idolaters

It is true that for burning a man like Abraham only a small load of wood was enough,
but in order to quench the fire of their hearts resulted by breaking the idols and so to

speak, to take their vengeance in utmost level, and, by the way, to give a glory and

greatness to the idols in order that their lost honour might be returned, and also to

use severity upon all their opponents so that that event would not happen again in the

history of Babylon, they prepared that vast, huge fire. (Be careful that the Arabic word

.( /jahīm/ philologically means: ‘Some fires which are heaped up with together

Some commentators have rendered the Qur’ānic word /bunyān/ here into catapult

(mangonel), which was a means of throwing heavy things from a distance. But most of

.the commentators have chosen the first interpretation

The fourth holy verse, in a condensed and interesting conclusion, states the end of

:this event as follows

.” So they desired a plot against him, but We made them lower ones“

The Arabic word /kayd/ means any ‘thinking of a mean’ whether it is in a correct way

or a wrong one, though it is often used for an evil aspect; and regarding to the form of

the word here as an indefinite article which indicates to greatness and importance, it
refers to the vast plot that they had designed for the annihilation of Abraham and

.wiping out the effects of his oral and practical propagation

Yes, Allah set them the lower ones, and set Abraham in a ‘high rank’, like his logic

.which had superiority

In the event of burning and fire, Allah gave him superiority, too, and caused his

powerful enemies to be low. He made the
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fire cold and safe for him, and without that even his hair burnt, he came out safely

.from that huge heap of fire

One day He delivers Noah from being drowned, and on the other day He delivers

Abraham from being burnt, in order to make it clear that both water and fire obey His

.command and whatever Allah says to do they do accordingly

****
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نِیدِهْیَسَ ِ-ي  بّرَ یَلإِ  بٌهِاذَ  ِ-ي  نّإِ لَاقَوَ  } 99{

نَیحِِلاَّصلا نَِم  یِل  بْهَ    ِ بّرَ } 100{

مٍیِلحَ مٍلاَغُِب  هُاَنرَّْشبَفَ  } 101{

یِندُجِتَسـَ رُمَؤُْت  امَ  لْعَْفا  تَِبأَ  آیَ  لَاقَ  يرَتَ  اذَامَ  رْظُنافَ  کَحَُبذْأَ  ِ-ي  نّأَ مِانـَمَْلا  یِف  يرَأَ  ِ-ي  نّإِ َّینَُب  ایـَ  لَاقـَ  یَْعَّسلا  هُعَمَ  غَلََب  اَّملَفَ  } 102{
نَیرِِباَّصلا نَِم  هَُّللا  ءَآشَ  نإِ 

’.” And he said: ‘Verily, I am going unto my Lord, He will guide me . “ 99

(!” My Lord! Grant me a righteous (son . “ 100

,” So We gave him the glad tidings of a forbearing boy . “ 101

And when he (the son) reached (the age of working) with him he said: ‘O my son! . “ 102
Verily I see in a dream that I shall sacrifice you. Now see what is your view. He said:
‘O’ my father! Do what you are commanded; you will find me, Allah willing, of the

’.” patient ones

Commentary, verses: 99-102

A righteous son is one of the Divine remittals, and one of prophets’ supplications is for

it, and he is the best helper along side the path of the movement of the family toward

.Allah

The former verses indicated that, after fulfilling his duty of prophecy in Babylon,
Abraham emigrated from that place. His first beseech from Allah was that He would

.give him a righteous son, because he had had no child until that day
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The first verse of the verses under discussion talks about the acceptance of this

:prayer of Abraham. It says

’.” And he said: ‘Verily, I am going unto my Lord, He will guide me“

(!” My Lord! Grant me a righteous (son“

,” So We gave him the glad tidings of a forbearing boy“

In fact, there are three glad tidings in this sentence: the glad tiding of a son, the glad

tiding of reaching the son to the age of adolescence, and the glad tiding of the good

.quality of being for bearing

Upon the commentary of the Arabic word /halīm/ it is said that he is the one who does

not haste in any action before its proper time, while he has its ability; and does not

haste in the retribution of the guilty. He has a great spirit, and can control his

emotions. Rāqib in Mufradāt says that: the term /hilm/ means: forbearing at the time

of commotion of anger, and since this status originates from wisdom, it has

sometimes been used in the sense of intellect, too, else the real meaning of /hilm/ is
the same thing which was said at the beginning. By the way, it is understood from this

quality that Allah has given the glad tiding of the existence of this son until he reaches

an age that he can be qualified by ‘forbearing’. As we will recite in the following

verses, he proved the rank of his being forbearing at the time of the event of

‘sacrifice’. Also, Abraham showed his being forbearing both at that time and at the

.time of the fire accident

It is interesting that the word /halīm/ (forbearing) has been used fifteen times in the

Qur’ān, and is often used as an attribution for Allah, except in two cases which has

been mentioned in the word of Allah as a quality for Abraham and his son, and in one

.occurrence it is a quality for Shu‘ayb from the tongue of others
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As some commentators believe, the Arabic word /qulām/ (boy) is used for any child

before reaching the age of adolescence, while some others have used it for the child

.who is more than ten years old and has not reached the age of puberty

By the different meanings which have come in the Arabic language, it can be

understood that /qulām/ is an age between childhood and youth that is usually meant

.into adolescence

****

Then, in the next verse, the Qur’ān implies that at last according to the glad tiding of

Allah, the promised son of Abraham was born, and enlightened the heart of the father

who was waiting for a righteous son and was expectant for many years. This child

:passed his childhood and reached the age of adolescence. Here, the Qur’ān says

 …” And when he (the son) reached (the age of working) with him“

That is, he reached a stage in which he could work and struggle in the different affairs

.of life, accompanying his father and helping him

Some commentators believe that the Qur’ānic word /sa‘y/ here means worship and

working for Allah. This term, of course, has a vast meaning and encompasses this

concept, too, but it is not restricted to it. And the application of the Arabic word

/ma‘ahū/ (with him) shows that its purpose is his assistance to the father in the affairs

.of life

However, as some of the commentators have said, at that time his son was thirteen

years old when Abraham sees a wonderful dream which denotes the beginning of

another great trial in respect to this respectable prophet. In his dream he sees
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that he was ordered from the side of Allah to sacrifice his only son by his own hand

.and to cut his head

Being very terrified, Abraham awoke. He knew that the prophets’ dream was true and

it was far from the Satanic temptations. Yet the same dream was repeated two times

.more, which was an emphasis on the necessity of that action as well as its urgency

It is said that at the first time Abraham saw this dream in the night of ‘Tarwiyah’ (the

eighth night of Zil-Hajjah), and on the night of ‘Arafah and the night of Feast of

Sacrifice (the ninth and tenth of Zil-Hajjah) the dream was repeated, so there

.remained no doubt for him that it was the decisive command of Allah

Abraham, who had repeatedly become successful in the hard trials of Allah, this time

again he must obey the command of Allah, either, and kill the son for whom he waited

.for a lifetime and now he was a handsome adolescent by his own hand

But, before anything else, he ought to make the son prepared for this action. So,
:Abraham, addressing him, informed him as follows

he said: ‘O my son! Verily I see in a dream that I shall sacrifice you. Now see what is “… 
. …” your view

The son, who was as a copy of the father, the donator, and had learnt the lesson of

patience and perseverance, and faith in his father’s school during his short lifetime,
happily and eagerly accepted that Divine commandment, and explicitly and with

:conclusiveness, answered as follows

He said: ‘O’ my father! Do what you are commanded; you will find me, Allah willing, “… 
’.” of the patient ones
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How expressive and meaningful the sentences of the father and son are! And how

!many delicate things there are inside them

From one side, the father suggests the subject of sacrifice to his thirteen-year-old

son and asks his view about it. He considers independent personality and freedom of

decision for him, because he does never intend to deceive his son and blindly invites

him to this great field of trial. He wishes that the son may also participate in this

excellent struggle willingly and, like the father tastes the pleasure of submission and

.contentment

On the other side, the son intends that the father would be firm in his decision, then he

does not say ‘sacrifice me’, but he says: ‘Do what you are commanded’ and that he

submits to His commandment. The son specially addresses the father by the phrase:
‘O my father!’ in order to show that this subject does not decrease the least from the

affection between father and son, since the commandment of Allah (s.w.t.) prevails

.over everything

And, on the third side, he keeps the state of courtesy at the presence of Allah in the

best form. He never relies on the power of his own faith, will, and decision, but he

relies on the divine will and providence of Allah and, through this sentence, he seeks

.success, perseverance and steadfastness from Him

And thus both father and son (a.s.) pass completely and successfully the first stage of

.this great examination

****
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نِیِبجَْلِل هَُّلتَوَ  امَلَسْأَ  آَّملَفَ  } 103{

مُیهِارَْبإِ آیَ  نأَ  هُانَْیدَاَنوَ  } 104{

نَیِنسِحْ - مُْلا يزِجَْن  کَِلذَکَ  آیَؤُّْرلا  تَْقَّدصَ  دْقَ  } 105{

نُیِبمُْلا ءُلآبَْلا  وَهَُل  اذَهَ  َّنإِ  } 106{

So when they both submitted (to Our command) and he (Abraham) laid him (the . “ 103
(,” son) prostrate on his forehead (for sacrifice

!’” And We called out to him: ‘O Abraham . “ 104

Indeed you have proved true the dream; verily thus do We reward the doers of . “ 105
!” good

.” This is indeed the manifest trial . “ 106

Commentary, verses: 103-106

The commandments of Allah (s.w.t.) are sometimes for trial. Allah wanted that

Abraham would detach his heart, not that the Ishmael’s blood might be shed. In these

:holy verses, the Qur’ān says

So when they both submitted (to Our command) and he (Abraham) laid him (the son)“
(,” prostrate on his forehead (for sacrifice

Again here the Qur’ān explains shortly and lets the hearer pursue the story with the

.waves of his affections

Some commentators have said that the objective meaning of the Qur’ānic phrase

/tallahū lil jabīn/(1) was that Abraham put
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the forehead of Ishmael on the dust according to the son’s own suggestion, lest his

eyes might see the son’s face and the fatherly affections would be exited and might

(hinder the fulfilment of the command of Allah/.(1

However, Abraham put the son’s face on the dust and moved the knife and, swiftly

and powerfully, put it on the child’s throat, while his soul had been filled with

excitement, and it was only the love of Allah which forwarded him undoubtedly

alongside his way. But the sharp knife left the least effect on the smooth throat of his

.child

Abraham was in full surprise. He tried again and used the knife, but for the second

time it affected naught. Yes, Abraham, the friend, says: “Cut it”, but Allah, the Majestic,
.says: “Do not cut”; and the knife obeyed only Allah’s command

****

In the next verse, the Qur’ān with a short and expressive sentence, puts an end to all

:expectations and says

!’” And We called out to him: ‘O Abraham“

Indeed you have proved true the dream; verily thus do We reward the doers of“
!” good

That is, We give them both the success of triumph in trial, and We do not let his

beloved child be lost for him. Yes, he who submits thoroughly to Him and has one

.goodness in its highest degree will not have any recompense, but this

****

:Then, in the next verses it adds
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.” This is indeed the manifest trial“

To sacrifice a child by his own hand, a young child who is worthy enough, for a father

who has been expecting such a son, is not simple action. How can he detach his heart

from such a child? And more important than that without showing any frowning, but

with the utmost submission and contentment, he hastens to fulfil this commandment.
He accomplished all the primary affairs up to the last stage, so that he would not

neglect anything from the point of psychological and practical preparations. And more

wonderful than that, there was the absolute submission of this lad before this

command, who eagerly and with certainty of mind, by the grace of Allah and

.submitting to His will, hastened to receive the sacrifice

Some Islamic narrations indicate when this action was done, Gabriel (surprisingly)
shouted: ‘Allahu Akbar! Allahu Akbar’ (Allah is the greatest! Allah is the greatest). And

Abraham’s son cried: “There is no god but Allah. Allah is the greatest!” And the devoted

(father, the hero, also said: “Allah is the greatest and the praise belongs to Allah.”(1

****
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مٍیظِعَ حٍْبذِِب  هُانَْیدَفَوَ  } 107{

نَیرِخِلأَا یِف  هِْیلَعَ  انَکْرَتَوَ  } 108{

مَیهِارَْبِا یلَعَ  مٌلاَسَ  } 109{

نَیِنسِحْمُْلا يزِجَْن  کَِلذَکَ  } 110{

نَیِنِمؤْمُْلا اَندِابَعِ  نِْم  هَُّنإ  } 111{

نَیحِِلاَّصلا اًّیِبَن مِّ-نَ  قَاحَسْإِِب  هُاَنرَّْشَبوَ  } 112{

نٌیِبُم هِسِْفنَِّل  مٌِلاظَوَ  نٌسِحُْم  امَهِِتَّی   ِ رّذُ نِموَ  قَاحَسْإِ  یلَعَوَ  هِْیلَعَ  انَکْرَاَبوَ  } 113{

.” And We ransomed him with a great sacrifice . “ 107

.” And We left (praise) for him among generations (to come) in later times . “ 108

.” Peace be on Abraham . “ 109

,” Thus do We recompense the doers of good . “ 110

.” Verily he was (one) of Our believing servants . “ 111

.” And We gave him the glad tidings of Isaac, a prophet among the righteous ones . “ 112

And We bestowed Our blessings on him and on Isaac, and of their offspring are . “ 113
.” the doers of good, and (also) those who are clearly unjust to their own selves

Commentary, verses: 107-113

The act of sacrifice is one of Abraham’s way of treatment. A sincere action turns to be

a great current in the history, and
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every year hundreds of thousand sheep, cows, and camels are sacrificed in the altar

.of Ishmael in his remembrance

This holy verse indicates that in order that Abraham would complete the program of

his sacrifice at the presence of Allah and attain his wish, Allah sent a big sheep for him

to sacrifice it instead of the child and that could be a manner left from Abraham for

:the coming generations in the rites of Hajj and the land of Munā, as the Qur’ān says

.” And We ransomed him with a great sacrifice“

There are different ideas among the Islamic commentators concerning the greatness

of this sacrifice and that from which point of view it was great: from the bodily and

appearance point, or from this point that it became the ransom of Abraham’s child, or

from the point that it was for the sake of Allah and in the path of Allah, or from this

point that this sacrifice was sent for Abraham from the side of Allah? But it does not

matter that all these aspects can be found in the ‘great sacrifice’, and that it has

.greatness from different points of view

One of the signs of the greatness of this sacrifice is that by the past of time every year

its scope increases, and now more than one million sacrifices are ransomed each

.year, and its remembrance is kept alive

The Arabic phrase /fadaynah/ is derived from /fadā/ which originally means:
‘appointing something as alms and designed to avert evil from a person or something

else. That is why the sum which is paid for manumission of a captive is called /fidyah/
(ransom). And also the atonement which some sick people pay instead of fasting is

.called by this name

Upon the idea that how was this big sheep given to Abraham, many commentators

believed that Gabriel brought it? Some believe that it came down from the sides of the

hills
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.of Munā, but whatever it was, it was done by the command of Allah and by His will

The next holy verse implies that not only Allah praised the victory of Abraham in this

:great trial on that day, but also He made its remembrance eternal. The verse says

.” And We left (praise) for him among generations (to come) in later times“

Abraham (a.s.) became an example for all the coming generations and as a paradigm

for all the lovers of Allah, and Allah made his program eternal as a rite of Hajj during

the future centuries until the end of the world. He was the father of the great

.prophets, the father of the Ummah of Islam, and the father of the Prophet of Islam

****

:Then, in the third and fourth verses, the Qur’ān says

.” Peace be on Abraham“

,” Thus do We recompense the doers of good“

It is a recompense as great as the world; a recompense eternal throughout the time;

!a recompense fit for the peace of Allah, the Almighty

It is interesting that the sentence: “Thus do We recompense the doers of Good” one

time has been mentioned here and another time in former verses. This repetition

.certainly contains a proper point

Its reason may be in this that in the first stage Allah verifies Abraham’s victory in his

great trial, and He approves his success. This is a great reward and recompense, and

this was the most important glad tidings that Allah gave Abraham. Then there is the

subject of ‘the great sacrifice’ and that it and his name remained as ever lasting. And

the greeting of Allah
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to him which is another great merit and Allah introduces it as the recompense of the

.righteous

By the way, there are many authentic narrations stated in the commentary books

such as Majma‘-ul-Bayān and Nūr-uth-Thaqalayn recorded under these verses which

.you can refer to

:The fifth verse says

.” Verily he was (one) of Our believing servants“

This sentence, in fact, is a witness upon what was said, and also stated this reality

that if Abraham sincerely gave his entire entity and his dear son in a lump and

sacrificed them in the path of his Lord, it was because of his deep faith and his

.promise. Yes, all of these have a wonderful manifestation

However, this meaning expands and generalizes the act of Abraham, and separates it
from a personal and private form, and shows that wherever there is faith, you can

.find donation, love self-sacrifice, and remittal

Abraham liked whatever Allah liked, and he wanted the thing that Allah wanted; and

.every believer can be like that

****

:The sixth verse refers to another merit of Allah bestowed on Abraham. It says

.” And We gave him the glad tidings of Isaac, a prophet among the righteous ones“

Regarding to the holy verse saying: “Verily thus do We recompense the doers of good”
which has been mentioned at the beginning of this event (verse 80), it is made clear

that these two glad tidings relate to two children. If the recent glad tidings according

to the explicit mentioning of the verse under discussion relates to Isaac, then the

Qur’ānic holy phrase
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forbearing boy’, the patient adolescence, surely refers to ’Ismā‘īl, and those who‘
urge to consider Isaac as ‘the sacrificed one’ have taken both verses referring to one

thing, with this difference that they think of the first verses as the statement of the

main glad tidings and the second verse as a glad tiding to the prophethood; but this

meaning is very improbable, and the abovementioned verses clearly say that these

(two glad tidings relate to two offspring. (Be careful

Moreover, the glad tiding of prophethood shows that Isaac should remain alive and

.perform the duties of prophethood, and this does not adopt to the subject of sacrifice

It is interesting that here again we confront the greatness of the rank of the

righteous, and for the qualification of Isaac it implies that he must become a prophet

and become one of the righteous and how excellent is the rank of the righteous with

!Allah, the Almighty

****

And in the seventh verse the words are about the blessing that Allah bestowed on

:Abraham and his sin, Isaac. It says

, …” And We bestowed Our blessings on him and on Isaac“

But there is not any explanation saying in which thing the blessing was given, and We

know that when a verb is usually said absolutely and there is not any condition in it,
has a general sense. Therefore, it concludes blessing in every thing: in lifetime and in

.living, in the coming generations, in history and school of thought, and in all things

Here, it is clear that the verse under discussion points to prophethood, and all Divine

blessings unto Abraham and Isaac (and their family). One of the blessings that Allah

granted to
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Abraham and Isaac was this that all the Divine prophets of the Children of Israel came

into being from the progeny of Isaac, while the great Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) was

from the progeny of ’Ismā‘īl. But in order that there does not come forth an

imagination that the existence of this blessing in the family of Abraham has the aspect

of genealogy and race, but it is in relation with religion, school of thought, and faith, at

:the end of the verse it adds

and of their offspring are the doers of good, and (also) those who are clearly “… 
.” unjust to their own selves

The Arabic term /muhsin/ here means: a believer and the one who is obedient to Allah

!(s.w.t.); and what a kindness and goodness can be considered better than this

The term /zālim/ is in the sense of disbeliever and sinful, and the application of

/linafsihī/ points to this fact that disbelief and sin are at the first degree of being unjust

to oneself, a clear injustice. And thus, the above verse answers to a group of the Jews

and the Christians who boasted that they were from the progeny of the prophets, that

only the relative relation is not an honour unless it comes under the shelter of mental

and religious relation. The reference of this statement is the tradition narrated from

the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) who, addressing Banī Hāshim, said: “O Banī Hāshim! Let it
not be that on the Day of Hereafter people come to me with their deeds and you

come with your relations and relatives, in a manner that they may have religious

(relation and you may have bodily relation.”(1

****
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Section 4: Allah’s blessings on Moses

Point

How Allah delivered Moses, Aaron, Elias and Lot and punished the disbelievers

نَورُاهَوَ یسَوُم  یلَعَ  اَّننَمَ  دْقََلوَ  } 114{

مِیظِعَْلا بِرْکَْلا  نَِم  امَهُمَوْقَوَ  امَهُانَْیَّجَنوَ  } 115{

نَیِبِلاغَْلا مُهُ  اوُناکَفَ  مْهُاَنرْصََنوَ  } 116{

.” We bestowed Our favour on Moses and Aaron . “ 114

.” And We delivered them both and their people from the great distress . “ 115

(.” And We helped them so that they were the victors (over their enemies . “ 116

Commentary, verses: 114-116

The remembrance of the graces and favours of Allah to the former Divine prophets

(a.s.) was the cause of peace, comfort, encouragement and consolation of the

.Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) and the Muslims in the terrible circumstances of Mecca

These verses refer to a part of the Divine favours unto Moses and his brother, Aaron,
and there are some discussions consistent with what was formerly said about Noah

and Abraham in the previous verses. The contents of these verses are fairly similar to

each other, and the words are somehow
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.harmonized so that they may arrange a firm training program about the believers

Again in these verses for the explanation of many events the style of ‘epitome and

:expansion’, which is the style of the Qur’ān, has been used. At first, it says

.” We bestowed Our favour on Moses and Aaron“

In Philology and the uses of the Qur’ān, the Arabic term /minnat/ has a vast meaning

.which includes bestowing the divine heavy bounties, too

However, in these verses Allah secretly gives the news of some worthy and great

favours which he granted to these two brothers; and in the later verses He explains a
few of these favours each of which is worthier than the other. In the second verse,

:Allah says

.” And We delivered them both and their people from the great distress“

What grief was greater than this that the Children of Israel were captured in the grips

of the cruel, blood-thirsty people of Pharaoh who used to slaughter their sons and

spared alive their females to serve them and make their men work hard for them?

Yes, losing freedom and being involved in the grips of a cruel king who had mercy

neither on the children nor on the adults, and he even misused the honour of the

females of a nation, was a great distress and a heavy grief. This was the first favour

.that Allah bestowed on the Children of Israel

****

Then, in the third verse, the Qur’ān implies that Allah helped Moses and Aaron and the

Children of Israel so that they
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could win their powerful enemies, on the day when the great blood-thirsty army of

Pharaoh, and in front of them Pharaoh himself, forcefully attacked them, the Children

of Israel were very weak and had not enough fighters and means of war to fight

against them, but the grace of Allah came to help them and buried the troops of

Pharaoh in the waves of the sea. So the Children of Israel were delivered from great

.distress and He gave the Pharaohs’ castles, wealth, gardens, and properties to them

****
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نَیِبتَسْمُْلا بَاتَکِْلا  امَهُانَْیتَاءَوَ  } 117{

مَیقِتَسْمُْلا طَارَ  -ِ صّلا امَهُانَْیدَهَوَ  } 118{

نَیرِخِلأَا یِف  امَهِْیلَعَ  انَکْرَتَوَ  } 119{

.” And We gave them both the Book making things clear . “ 117

.” And We guided them both on the right way . “ 118

.” And We left (praise) for them both among the later generations . “ 119

Commentary, verses: 117-119

The first is deliverance from that tyrant ruler, and then there is invitation to the Book

.and Path of Allah

These verses point to the favours and spiritual merits that Allah gave to this group of

:people. The Qur’ān says

.” And We gave them both the Book making things clear“

Yes, the Torah, the clear Book, was a Book which made things clear, and answered all

the religious and worldly needs of the Children of Israel at that time; as in Sura Al-
Mā’idah, No. 5, verse 44 we recite: “Verily We have sent down the Torah, wherein is

, …” guidance and light

And in the next verse it points to another spiritual merit, the merit of guidance to the

:Straight Way, when it says

.” And We guided them both on the right way“

It is the same right way which is far from any crookedness and deviation and which is
the way of the Divine prophets and there is not any line of deviation, aberration and

fall in it: It is interesting that in all our prayers, when we ask Allah to guide us to the

straight Path, we say: “The path of those upon whom
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You have bestowed Your bounties, and not (the path) of those inflicted with Your

.wrath, nor (of those) gone astray.”(1) And this is the path of prophets and saints

In the third verse, it refers to the duration of the religious school and their good name

:(praise) and says

.” And We left (praise) for them both among the later generations“

This is the same meaning that the Qur’ān mentioned in the former verses about

Abraham and Noah. In principal, the history and the names of all men of Allah and

those who pave the great path of the right, are eternal and it must be so, because

they do not belong to a proper people or nation, but they belong to the whole world of

.humanity

****
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نَورُاهَوَ یسَوُم  یلَعَ  مٌلاَسَ  } 120{

نَیِنسِحْ - مُْلا يزِجَْن  کَِلذَکَ  اَّنإِ  } 121{

نَیِنِمؤْمُْلا اَندِابَعِ  نِْم  امَهَُّنإِ  } 122{

.” Peace be on Moses and Aaron . “ 120

.” Verily thus do We reward the doers of good . “ 121

,” Verily they were both of Our faithful servants . “ 122

Commentary, verses: 120-122

.The godly men are alive and receive Allah’s greetings

These verses refer to the greeting and peace of Allah to Moses and Aaron, a

salutation from the side of Allah, the Exalted, the Merciful, a greeting which is the

secret of health in religion and faith, in belief and religious school, and in the right line

and doctrine. It is a greeting which denotes to the deliverance and security from the

:Divine punishment in this world and the next. It says

.” Peace be on Moses and Aaron“

****

Through the next verse, Allah refers to the recompense and to His great reward to

:them, and says

.” Verily thus do We reward the doers of good“

If they obtained these honours, it is not undue. They were righteous. They were

.faithful, sincere, and benevolent, and such ones must be given all these rewards

****
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Finally, in the third verse, the Qur’ān points to the same proof that was formerly

mentioned in the story of Abraham and Noah. So, concerning Moses and Aaron, it

:says

,” Verily they were both of Our faithful servants“

It is faith that makes man’s spirit so clear and strong that he goes after kindness,
benevolence, purity and virtuousness, a kindness which opens the doors of Divine

.mercy to man, and brings kinds of blessings down to him

****
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نَیِلسَرْمُْلا نَمَِل  سَایَْلإِ  َّنإِوَ  } 123{

نَوقَُّتتَ لاَأَ  هِِموْقَِل  لَاقَ  ذْإِ  } 124{

نَیقِِلاخَْلا نَسَحْأَ  نَورُذَتَوَ  لاًْعَب  نَوعُدْتَأَ  } 125{

.” And verily Elyās was of the apostles . “ 123

(?’” When he said to his people: ‘Will you not be in owe (of Allah . “ 124

?” Do you call on Ba‘l and abandon the best of the creators . “ 125

Commentary, verses: 123-125

The fourth life story, which is mentioned in Sura, out of the life stories of the former

:prophets, is the short biography of Elyās. It says

.” And verily Elyās was of the apostles“

There is no doubt that Elyās (a.s.) is one of the prophets of Allah, and the verse under

.discussion has explicitly stated this matter

The name of this Divine prophet has been mentioned in two verses of the Qur’ān,
once in this very Sura, As-Sāffāt, and the other one is mentioned is Sura Al-’An‘ām,
No. 6, verse 85. However, there are different stories and various matters about this

Divine prophet recorded in books. You may refer to the commentary books of

Majma‘-ul-Bayān, Al-Mīzān, Rauh-ul-Bayān, Al-Kabīr by Fakhr-i-Rāzī, Fī-Zalāl,
.’A‘lām-ul-Qur’ān, and Encyclopaedia by Dehkhudā

In the second verse, it implicitly announces that they ought to remember the following

:event
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(?’” When he said to his people: ‘Will you not be in owe (of Allah“

This statement points to the subjects of godliness, avoiding from polytheism and

idolatry, from sins, injustice, and corruptions and from whatever drives man into

.destruction

:With a more precision, in the third verse it says

?” Do you call on Ba‘l and abandon the best of the creators“

It is understood from this verse that they had a famous idol by the name of Ba‘l, in

front of which they fell themselves in prostration, and Elyās dissuaded them from that

.ugly action and invited them toward the great Creator of the world and pure Unity

It is for this reason that some commentators believe that the centre of the activity of

Elyās was Ba‘labak, one of the cities of Syria since the name of that special idol was

Ba‘l, and /bak/ meant ‘city’ and with the combination of those two parts the word

Ba‘lbak had been formed. It has been said that this long idol had been so big that the

length of it was nearly twenty one meters and it had four faces with a few guards. But

some other commentators have not considered Ba‘l as the name of a definite idol and

they have taken it as the absolute name of idol, while some others use it as the

concept of Rabb (lord) and object of worship. Rāqib in Mufradāt says: “Originally /ba‘l/
means husband, but Arabs use the objects by which they drew nigh to God called

.” Ba‘l

****
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نَیِلَّولأَا مْکُِئآَباءَ  َّبرَوَ  مْکَُّبرَ  هََّللا  } 126{

نَورُضَحْ - مَُل مْهَُّنإِفَ  هُوُبَّذکَفَ  } 127{

نَیصِلَخْ - مُْلا هَِّللا  دَابَعِ  َّلاإِ  } 128{

نَیرِخِلأَا یِف  هِْیلَعَ  انَکْرَتَوَ  } 129{

.” Allah is your Lord and the Lord of fathers of old . “ 126

(.” But they belied him, therefore they shall certainly be brought (to Hell . “ 127

;” Except for Allah’s sincere servants . “ 128

.” And We left (praise) for him among the later generations . “ 129

Commentary, verses: 126-129

The comparison of an idol and Allah makes any conscience awake, Elyās seriously

reprimanded this idol worshipping nation, and reminded them that they had left the

Lord Who is their Lord and the Lord of their fathers. He told them He had been the

Owner and Lord of all of them, and any blessing they had was from Him, and solution

of any problem is possible by His Might, and besides Him, there is neither any source

of goodness and favour nor any remover of vice and impediment. It seems that,
similar to the idol worshippers of the time of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.), the idol

worshippers of the time of Elyās, in order to justify their own deed, relied on the

:tradition of their ancestors, and in answer to them, Elyās says

.” Allah is your Lord and the Lord of fathers of old“

The application of the Arabic word /rabb/ is the best motive for contemplation and

thinking, since the most important
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matter in a man’s life is this fact that he knows from the side of whom he has been

.created and now who is his authorized one, his lord, and his benefactor

****

In the next verse the Qur’ān implies that this obstinate and self-loving group of

people did not hearken to the reasonable advices and clear guidance of this Divine

:great prophet and they belied him. The verse says

, …” But they belied him“

So, Allah has stated their punishment in a short sentence where the Qur’ān continues

:saying

(.” therefore they shall certainly be brought (to Hell “… 

In Hereafter, they will be called in the Divine court of Justice and then brought into the

chastisement of the Hell where they will receive the retribution of their ugly and evil

.deeds

****

The third verse indicates that a small group of people, who were sincere, pure and

righteous, believed in Elyās, and in order that their right would not be wasted. The

:verse immediately after it says

;” Except for Allah’s sincere servants“

:And in the fourth verse, Allah says

.” And We left (praise) for him among the later generations“

Later generations will never forget the utmost efforts of these great prophets in

guarding the line of Monotheism and growing the seed of faith, and their

.remembrance and their school of thought will be alive as long as the world exists

****
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نَیسِایَ لْإِ  یلَعَ  مٌلاَسَ  } 130{

نَیِنسِحْ - مُْلا يزِجَْن  کَِلذَکَ  اَّنإِ  } 131{

نَیِنِمؤْمُْلا اَندِابَعِ  نِْم  هَُّنإِ  } 132{

(.” Peace be on ’Ilyāsin (Elyās . “ 130

.” Verily thus do We reward the doers of good . “ 131

.” Verily he was (one) of Our faithful servants . “ 132

Commentary, verses: 130-132

We must learn from Allah (s.w.t.) how to greet to Divine prophets, the great friends of

:Allah. This verse says

(.” Peace be on ’Ilyāsin (Elyās“

The application of the term ’Ilyāsīn instead of Elyās is either for the sake that ’Ilyāsīn

was a word inside the term Elyās and both of them have the same meaning; or it

.refers to Elyās and his followers which has been used in this total form

.” Verily thus do We reward the doers of good“

Here the purpose of righteousness and kindness is in their vast meaning which

envelops both performing all His laws and commandments and then struggling

.against any kind of polytheism, deviation, sin and mischief

And in the third verse it refers to the main root of all of these things which is faith.
:Concerning Elyās, it says

.” Verily he was (one) of Our faithful servants“

Faith and servitude is the origin of kindness, and kindness causes that one may be

.involved in the row of the sincere ones and be addressed with the greeting of Allah

****
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نَیِلسَرْمُْلا نَمَِّل  اًطوُل  َّنإِوَ  } 133{

نَیعِمَجْأَ هُلَهْأَوَ  هُانَْیَّجَن  ذْإِ  } 134{

نَیرِِباغَْلا یِف  اًزوجُعَ  َّلاإِ  } 135{

نَیرِخَلأَا اَنرَّْمدَ  َّمُث  } 136{

.” And verily Lot was (one) of the Envoys . “ 133

.” When We delivered him and his people all . “ 134

.” Except an old woman among those that tarried . “ 135

.” Then We destroyed the rest . “ 136

Commentary, verses: 133-136

The life story of the people of Lot is a gazing-stock for all. In these verses the life story

of Lot (a.s.) has been reiterated as an instructive lesson. According to the explicit

statement of the Qur’ān, Lot was contemporary with Abraham and he was one of

great prophets of Allah. Lot’s name has been mentioned in many verses of the

Qur’ān, and both he and his people have repeatedly been discussed in it, and the

painful fate of this deviated nation, in particular, has been explained in the clearest

:form. The first verse says

.” And verily Lot was (one) of the Envoys“

In the second verse, after this short statement, base on the style of epitome and

expansion that the Qur’ān has, it refers to a part of his event in order to be

:remembered, and says

.” When We delivered him and his people all“

:And, in the third and fourth verses, it continues saying

.” Except an old woman among those that tarried“
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.” Then We destroyed the rest“
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The above mentioned short sentences point to the history of every adventure of this

nation the explanations of them were stated in the verses of Suras: Hūd, No. 11, Ash-
.Shu‘arā, No. 26, and Al-‘Ankabūt, No. 29

Like other Divine prophets, Lot began his invitation with Monotheism, and then he

applied his utmost struggle against the corruptions of the society, specially against

the same famous ethical deviation, their act of homosexuality, the disgrace of which is
.known throughout of history

This great prophet suffered very much and he did his best for the improvement of this

deviated nation and he did whatever he could to hinder them from their ugly shameful

deeds, but he failed and got no positive result. There were, of course, a few people

.who believed in him and very quickly they went out from that polluted environment

At last, Lot became hopeless of them and decided to pray and asked for the

deliverance of his own self and his family from Allah. So He accepted his invocation

and delivered that small group save his wife, the same old woman who not only did

.not follow his teachings but also helped his enemies

Allah sent the most grievous punishments for that nation. At first, He destroyed their

cities and then He caused a rain of pebbles to be rained over them in a form that all of

.them were annihilated and even their bodies were effaced

****
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نَیحِِبصُّْم مهِْیلَعَ  نَوُّرُم  - تََل مْکَُّنإِوَ  } 137{

نَوُلقِْعتَ لاَفَأَ  لِْیَّلاِبوَ  } 138{

.” And verily you pass by them in the morning . “ 137

?” And at night; do you not then understand . “ 138

Commentary, verses: 137-138

.Both deliverance and destruction are in the power of Allah

This verse declares that every morning you usually pass by their ruined cities and you

:see what kind of fate they afflicted with. The verse says

.” And verily you pass by them in the morning“

Of course, these things are as a preparation for awakening the proud neglect ones.
:And, in the next verse, it says

?” And at night; do you not then understand“

This statement is for the sake that the cities of the people of Lot were located

alongside the way of the caravans of the people of Arabia toward Syria and, in their

.travelling, these people used to pass by them both day and night

If they had a spiritual ear they would hear the painful cries of this sinful afflicted

people, because the ruins of their cities, by a mute tongue, teach all the passengers

and make them aware of being afflicted in the grips of some other events similar to

.them
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Yes, there are a lot of lessons for taking example, but those who may take an

example are few. Ali (a.s.) says: “How many are the objects of lessons, but how few

(the taking of lessons.”(1

There is a narration from Imam Sādiq (a.s.) who, in answer to the question about the

commentary of these verses, said: “When you are reciting the verses of the Qur’ān

(you pass by them. The Qur’ān reiterates the news which Allah has stated for you.”(2

****
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Section 5: Jonah’s Delivery from Distress

Point

Jonah delivered from distress – the triumph of the Holy Prophet Muhammad

prophesied

نَیِلسَرْمُْلا نَمَِل  سَُنوُی  َّنإِوَ  } 139{

نِوحُشْمَْلا کِْلفُْلا  یَلإِ  قََبأَ  ذْإِ  } 140{

نَیضِحَدْمُْلا نَِم  نَاکَفَ  مَهَاسَفَ  } 141{

,” Verily Jonah was (one) of the Envoys . “ 139

.” When he ran away to the laden ship . “ 140

,” So he cast lots, and was of the rebutted . “ 141

Commentary, verses: 139-141

:To become familiar with the history of prophets is a lesson for us today. It says

,” Verily Jonah was (one) of the Envoys“

The last life story of the Divine prophets and the former nations, which has been

mentioned in this Sura is the life-story of Yūnus (Jonah) and his repentant people who,
by seeing the signs of Divine punishment, came out of their negligence and repented.
Therefore Allah showered His favours over them and caused them to enjoy His

material and spiritual blessings. Even Yūnus (Jonah) (a.s.) encountered some

difficulties and problems because of the leaving the better he performed in hastening

for emigration from among his people. And even the
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Qur’ānic word /’abaq/ (ran away), which is usually used for the run-away servants, is
used for him. This meaning refers to this fact that whether the pagans of Arab and the

polytheists in the length of history want to be like the people of Jonah. Do they seek

.for that evil and painful end or a happy prosperous fate? It depends on their decision

However, like other prophets, Jonah began his invitation from Monotheism and

struggled against idolatry and then he referred to struggling against the corruptions

.which were current in the society

But those zealous people, who blindly used to follow their ancestors, did not accept his

invitation. Like a kind father, Jonah (a.s.) sympathetically and benevolently continued

admonishing that deviated nation, but in spite of this wise logic he did not hear from

those enemies anything save fallacy and sophistry. Only a very small group, who were

perhaps no more than a few persons, believed in him. There was a servant of Allah

and a knowledgeable man among them. Jonah (a.s.) preached so much that he

.approximately became disappointed from them

Some Islamic authentic narrations indicate that, considering the circumstances of

that aberrant nation, he decided to curse them. This decision was performed and

Jonah cursed them. It was revealed to him that the Divine punishment would come to

them at so and so time. When the appointed time of punishment was approaching,
Jonah accompanied the servant of Allah went out from among those people while he

was angry. He went as far as he reached the shore. Over there he saw a ship full of

.people and laden with loads. He asked them to take him with them, too

The next verse implies that this is the same thing which the Qur’ān points to, and

announces that you do remember
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:when he ran away toward the ship full of loads and people. It says

.” When he ran away to the laden ship“

The application of the Qur’ānic term /’abaqa/ is derived from /’ibāq/ in the sense of ‘to

run away a servant from his master’ which here is a wonderful application. It shows

that how much important a very small ‘leaving the better’ from the side of the high

rank stationed prophets is with Allah and is taken so hard from His side that He calls

’. His prophet ‘a ran away servant

No doubt Jonah was an immaculate prophet, and never did he commit a sin, but it was

better that he would tolerate more again and remain among people until the last

.moment, perhaps they could awaken

It is true that according to some narrations he preached for forty years, but it was

better for him to add some more days or hours to it, and since he did not so, he was

.likened to a run away servant

****

The third verse implies that Jonah embarked a ship and, according to some Islamic

narrations, a great fish, opening his mouth wide, came across the ship and

intercepted its way as if it demanded its food. The people in the ship said it seemed

there was a sinner among them, and he had to become the bait of that fish. They

.could not help it save casting lots

Here they cast lots and the lot fell upon Jonah. According to a narration the lot was

repeated three times and every time the lot fell upon Jonah’s name. Therefore, they

took Jonah and threw him into the mouth of the great fish. Through a short sentence

:the Qur’ān points to this event where it says
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,” So he cast lots, and was of the rebutted“

The Qur’ānic term /sāhama/ is derived from /sahm/ which originally means ‘arrow’
and the term /sāhama/ has been used in the sense of ‘lottery’, because at the time of

lottery the names were written on the end of the arrows rejected out and everyone

.whose name was fallen by the lot he was involved in it

The Arabic term /mudhad/ is derived from /’idhād/ in the sense of: ‘to nullify, to wipe

.out, and to overcome’, and here the purpose is that the lot fell upon his name

****
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مٌیِلُم وَهُوَ  تُوحُْلا  هُمَقَتَْلافَ  } 142{

نَیحِ -ِ بّسَمُْلا نَِم  نَاکَ  هَُّنأَ  لآوْلَفَ  } 143{

نَوُثعَْبُی مِوْیَ  یَلِا  هِِنطَْب  یِف  ثَِبلََل  } 144{

;” Then the fish swallowed him while he blamed himself . “ 142

,” So had he not been of those that glorify Allah . “ 143

.He would have tarried in its belly until the Day of Resurrection . “ 144

Commentary, verses: 142-144

.Sometimes animals are ordered from the side of Allah to do something

:So, the great fish swallowed Jonah while he deserved to be blamed. The verse says

;” Then the fish swallowed him while he blamed himself“

The Arabic term /mulīm/ originally is derived from /lawama/ in the sense of ‘blame’ and

.when it is conjugated in this Arabic form it means: to be deserved of blame

It is certain that this blame and scorn was not because of a lesser sin or a heinous sin

but its cause was only the leaving the better which he committed. That he hastened in
going out and emigrated from among his people. But the Lord Who makes fire safe

inside water and glass beside stone, ordered this great animal that it would not hurt

his servant, Jonah, the least hurt. Jonah should pass an unprecedented term in prison

.in order to note his own ‘leaving the better’ and to try to recompense it
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An Islamic narration indicates that Allah inspired the fish not to break any bone and

(not to cease any join of him.(1

****

In the second and third verses, the Qur’ān implies that Jonah realized the situation

very soon and thoroughly he turned to Allah and asked Him forgiveness for his

:‘leaving the better’. So, in this verse, through a short sentence, it says

,” So had he not been of those that glorify Allah“

.He would have tarried in its belly until the Day of Resurrection“

Thus, this temporary prison would be changed into a permanent prison, and that

permanent prison would be changed into his grave. Or the fish might remain alive

.forever and Jonah would be kept prisoner in its belly until the Hereafter

****
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مٌیقِسَ وَهُوَ  ءِآرَعَْلاِب  هُاَنذْبَنَفَ  } 145{

نٍیطِْقیَ نِم  هًرَجَشَ  هِْیلَعَ  انَْتبَنأَوَ  } 146{

نَودُیزِیَ وْأَ  فٍْلأَ  هَِئْاِم  یَلإِ  هُانَْلسَرْأَوَ  } 147{

,” But We cast him forth on the naked shore while he was sick . “ 145

.” And We caused to grow over him a plant of gourds . “ 146

.” And We sent him to a hundred thousand (people) or more . “ 147

Commentary, verses: 145-147

Allah protected four prophets in relation with water in different forms: Jonah was

protected under the water; Noah on the water; Moses and Yūsuf beside the water. In

a tradition Imam Bāqir (a.s.) said: “Jonah was kept prisoner in the belly of a fish for a
few days where his hairs went away and the skin of his body became thin. Then he

came out from the belly of the fish. He sucked the bush of gourd and rested under the

:shade of the gourd.”(1) The verse says

,” But We cast him forth on the naked shore while he was sick“

The great fish approached the dry shore where there was no tree or plant and, by the

command of Allah, it threw out the morsel which was extra inside it. But it is clear that

this wonderful prison disturbed the bodily health of Jonah and he was delivered from

.that prison while he was sick
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The second verse indicates that again the grace of Allah came to him. Since his body

was sick and he was bodily tired

and feeble, the shore sunshine hurt him and his tender face. It was necessary for him

:to rest under the shade of the wide leaves of that plant. The Qur’ān says

.” And We caused to grow over him a plant of gourds“

As many of the philologists and commentators have said, the Arabic word /yaqtīn/ is
called to every plant which has not a stalk and has wide leaves, such as the bush of

melon, cucumber, watermelon and the like. But a great deal of commentators and

Islamic narrators here have stipulated that the purpose here is particularly gourd. It

should be noted that the Arabic word /šajarah/ is used for both the plants which have

stalk and branches, and those without stalk and branches, and in other words, it is

irrespective of tree and plant. There has been narrated a tradition from the holy

Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) that someone asked him whether he liked gourd, and he

((p.b.u.h.) answered: “Yes, it is the plant of my brother Jonah.”(1

By the way, besides that a gourd has some wide leaves full of water which can be

.used as a good shady recess, flies and other insects do not approach it

****

When Jonah left his people angrily, and the sign of the Divine Wrath was also going to

appear to them, they were shocked severely and came to themselves. They went

toward the learned man who was among them and by his leadership they decided to

repent. Some Islamic narrations denote that they entirely moved toward the desert

and they caused a separation between men and women, and their children, and
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also between animals and their children. Then they began crying loudly and for the

sins and wrongs they had performed against the prophet of Allah, Jonah, repented

.sincerely

It was then that the Divine punishment went away and was poured on the mountains,
(and the faithful people who had repented returned safely by the mercy of Allah.(1

After this event Jonah came back to his people to see what the punishment had done

upon them. When he came he wondered that how they were all idol worshippers on

the day of his emigration and now they were wholly worshippers of Allah. The Qur’ān

:says

.” And We sent him to a hundred thousand (people) or more“

****
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نٍیحِ یَلإِ  مْهُانَْعَّتمَفَ  اوُنمَأَفَ  } 148{

.” And they believed, so We gave them enjoyment for a while . “ 148

Commentary, verse: 148

Repentance for the past actions accompanied with sincere faith is a ground for the

future success. Jonah’s people repented and Allah took back His Wrath and made

:them successful. So, this verse says

.” And they believed, so We gave them enjoyment for a while“

Their beginning faith and repentance were formerly existed, but their detailed faith in
Allah and His prophet Jonah and his teachings and instructions performed when

.Jonah (a.s.) returned back among them

It is noteworthy that it is understood from the verses of the Qur’ān that this second

return has been toward that very former people and that some commentators have

considered this return as a new duty for him does not adopt to the verses of the

Qur’ān, because from one side, we recite here that these people, whom Jonah was

.appointed to guide, believed and Allah gave them enjoyment for a certain time

This makes it clear that the purpose of ‘for a while’ is the same as the end of their life

and their natural death. There is a question that why in the previous verses it has

been said ‘a hundred thousand people or more’ the apparent state is that these kinds

of meanings are for emphasis and the greatness of something, not for the sake of the

.doubt of the speaker

****
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نَوُنبَْلا مُهَُلوَ  تُانَبَْلا  ِ-كَ  بّرَِلأَ مْهِِتْفتَسْافَ  } 149{

.” Then ask them whether your Lord has daughters and they have sons . “ 149

Commentary, verse: 149

.Asking from conscience is the key to contemplation and warning of people

A group of the polytheists theists of Arab, because of the lack of knowledge and

degradation of thought, compared Allah with their selves, and considered child, and

.sometimes wife, for Him

Among them there were mainly the tribes of Jahīnah, Salīm, Khuzā‘ah, and Banī Malīh

who believed that the angels were Allah’s daughters, and also a great deal of Arab

polytheists imagined jinn as His offspring, or some of them believed that Allah had a
wife from jinn. These baseless and superstitious imaginations had completely

deviated them from the path of truth in a manner that the signs of Monotheism and

.Oneness of Allah had disappeared from among them

It is said in a tradition that an ant thinks that its Lord has two small feelers, like an

(ant.(1

Yes the low thought drives man into gossip. The comparison of the Creator with the

creature is the worst factor of aberration in recognizing Allah. However, at first the

Qur’ān refers to those who considered the angels as the daughters of Allah and

answers them in three various ways: experimental, intellectual, and traditional. It

:says
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.” Then ask them whether your Lord has daughters and they have sons“

The Qur’ānic phrase /’istaftihim/ is derived from /’istiftā’/ which is taken from /fatwā/
.’ which is in the sense of ‘the answer to difficult problems

However, it implicitly asks them how they consider for Allah that which they do not

desire for themselves. This statement is according to their wrong belief who severely

hated daughters and were seriously interested in sons, since sons had a very

effective function in their lives, their fights, and their robberies while daughters could

not help them in these affairs. No doubt, from the point of value and being a ‘human’,
a daughter and a son are the same with Allah and the criterion of both of them is

piety, but the reasoning the Qur’ān here, in terminology, is for mentioning the certain

issues of the enemy in which the subjects of the opposite party is taken and they are

.returned to him again

The like of this meaning has been mentioned in some other Suras of the Qur’ān: such

as Sura An-Najm, No. 53, verses 22-23 where it says: “What! For you the male sex and

.” for Him the female?” “Behold, such would be indeed a division most unfair

****
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نَودُهِاشَ مْهُوَ  اًثاَنإِ  هَکَِئلآَمَْلا  انَْقلَخَ  مْأَ  } 150{

نَوُلوقُیََل مْهِکِْفإِ  مهَُّنإِ مِّ-نْ  لآأَ  } 151{

نَوُبذِاکََل مْهَُّنإِوَ  هَُّللا  دََلوَ  } 152{

?” Or did We create the angels females while they were witnesses . “ 150

.” Beware! Verily it is of their own lie that they say . “ 151

.” Allah has begotten, and verily they are liars . “ 152

Commentary, verses: 150-152

.Those who consider the angels as pregnant women will be called to account by Allah

In this verse, it refers to a sensible proof of the subject and, again by the way of

appositive interrogative with a negative sense, the Qur’ān asks whether Allah created

the angels as girls and those people were as witnesses over it. No doubt their answer

in this regard will be negative because none of them can claim that they were present

:at the creation of the angels. The verse says

?” Or did We create the angels females while they were witnesses“

In the second and third verses the Qur’ān returns to the rational proof which has

:been taken from their certain mental issues and says

.” Beware! Verily it is of their own lie that they say“

.” Allah has begotten, and verily they are liars“

****
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نَیِنبَْلا یلَعَ  تِانَبَْلا  یفَطَصْأَ  } 153{

نَومُکُحْتَ فَْیکَ  مْکَُل  امَ  } 154{

نَورَُّکذَتَ لاَفَأَ  } 155{

نٌیِبُم نٌاطَْلسُ  مْکَُل  مْأَ  } 156{

?” Has He chosen daughters in preference to sons . “ 153

?” What has happened to you, how is it that you judge . “ 154

?” Will you not then receive admonition . “ 155

?” Or have you a clear authority . “ 156

Commentary, verses: 153-156

Man may reach a point that, basing on a wrong opinion, he considers daughter bad

and son good. Then, it happens that he may imagine daughters for Allah (s.w.t.) and

sons belonging to him. So, with the sense of blame and reprimand, in these four

verses the Holy Qur’ān implies whether they have preferred daughters to sons. What

is the matter with them and how do they judge? Do they understand what they say?

Is it not the time they would leave these vanities and ugly superstitions, because

these words are so vain and baseless that if a person has a little intellect and

:contemplates he will realize its vanity. Here are the verses

?” Has He chosen daughters in preference to sons“

?” What has happened to you, how is it that you judge“

?” Will you not then receive admonition“

?” Or have you a clear authority“
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After the nullification of their superstitious claim, by a sensible reasoning and a

rational reasoning, it refers to the third evidence which is a reasoning stated in

tradition. It indicates that if the thing you say is correct, there must be a remark or

?symptom from it in the former Books. Do you have any clear evidence in this regard

****
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نَیِقدِاصَ مُْتنکُ  نإِ  مْکُِباتَکِِب  اوُتأْفَ  } 157{

.” Then bring your book if you are truthful . “ 157

Commentary, verse: 157

The heavenly Books are mostly proofs and documents for judgment about Allah, and

in neither of these Books there is any word saying that Allah has child. So, in this

verse, the Qur’ān says if you have anything in this regard and you are truthful, bring

your Book and show in which Book, in which writing and in which heavenly revelation

such a thing has been mentioned and to which prophet it has been revealed. The

:verse says

.” Then bring your book if you are truthful“

No, these are not the things found in the heavenly Books. These are some

superstitions which have been transferred from one ignorant generation to another

.ignorant generation and have no acceptable source

****
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نَورُضَحْ - مَُل مْهَُّنإِ  هَُّنجِْلا  تِمَِلعَ  دْقََلوَ  اًبسََن  هَِّنجِْلا  نَْیَبوَ  هُنَْیَب  اوُلعَجَوَ  } 158{

نَوفُصِیَ اَّمعَ  هَِّللا  نَاحَْبسُ  } 159{

نَیصِلَخْ - مُْلا هَِّللا  دَابَعِ  َّلاإِ  } 160{

And they have set up a kinship between Him and the jinn, while the jinn know . “ 158
(.” (quite well) that they shall surely be brought up (to account

(!” Glory be to Allah! (He is free) from what they ascribe (to Him . “ 159

.” Except for Allah’s sincere servants . “ 160

Commentary, verses: 158-160

The beliefs of polytheists are artificial and false. Beliefs should be based on intellect,
nature, and tradition. This verse refers to another superstition of polytheists. They

believed in a kinship between Allah and the jinn. The Qur’ān changes the form of the

statement from the kind of ‘address’ to the form of absent one, as if they were so

:worthless that they had not the eligibility of being spoken to face in face. It says

And they have set up a kinship between Him“

, …” and the jinn

What kind of kinship was it that they believed between Allah and the jinn? In answer

to this question it has been said that the purpose of it is any kind of kinship and

relation although they have no relationship. And we know that a group of pagan Arabs

used to worship the jinn and considered them
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as partners of Allah and thus they believed in a communication between them and

.Allah

However, the Qur’ān seriously rejected this superstitious idea and implies that the

jinn whom the superstitious idol worshippers imagine as their objects of worship, or

they believe in a kinship relation between Allah and them, themselves know well that

these superstitious idol worshippers will be brought up to the court of justice of Allah

:for reckoning and punishment. It continues saying

(.” while the jinn know (quite well) that they shall surely be brought up (to account “… 

:In the next verse, the Qur’ān says

(!” Glory be to Allah! (He is free) from what they ascribe (to Him“

And in the third verse, it implicitly says: except for the explanation that the sincere

servants of Allah have about Him knowingly, there is no other explanation suitable for

:the Pure Essence of Allah. It says

.” Except for Allah’s sincere servants“

Thus, every qualification that man may have about Allah from himself is incorrect and

Allah is free from it, except for that which the sincere servants have about him. These

are the true servants who are quit of any kind of polytheism, low desire, ignorance,
and aberration. They do not qualify Allah save that which He Himself has allowed

them to explain. For obtaining more knowledge in this regard, we must refer to the

words of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.), the sermons of Ali (a.s.) in Nahj-ul-Balāqah, and the

comprehensive supplications of Imam Sajjād (a.s.) in Sahīfah Sajjādiyyah, and know

Allah under the light of the explanations of these servants of Allah. Imam Amir-ul-
(Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) says: “… He has not informed (human
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wit about the limits of His qualities. Nevertheless, He has not prevented it from

(securing essential knowledge of Him …”(1

In another place, upon qualifying Allah, he (a.s.) says: “… Imagination cannot reach

Him so as to assign Him quantity. Understanding cannot think of Him so as to give him

shape. Senses do not perceive Him so as to feel Him. Hands cannot touch Him so as to

rub against Him. He does not change into any condition. He does not pass from one

state to another. Nights and days do not turn Him old. Light and darkness do not alter

him. He is not qualified by anything of the limbs, nor by the parts of the body, nor by

the length and width. It cannot be said that He has a limit, extremity, or end, or

termination, nor do things control him so as to raise Him or lower Him, nor anything

(carry Him …” (2

Ali-ibn-il-Hussayn (a.s.) in Sahīfah Sajjādiyyah says: “Praise belongs only to Allah

Whose Existence is the source of creation, an Essence that the eyes of the lookers

cannot see Him and the understanding and thought of the explainers are not able to

(explain His qualities …”(3

The cognition and knowledge of Allah must be learnt from the school of the leaders of

.the religion

****
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نَودُُبْعتَ امَوَ  مْکَُّنإِفَ  } 161{

نَیِنِتافَِب هِْیلَعَ  مُْتنأَ  آمَ  } 162{

مِیحِجَْلا لِاصَ  وَهُ  نْمَ  َّلاإِ  } 163{

,” So verily you and what you worship . “ 161

.” Can never excite (anyone) against Him . “ 162

.” Except such as are (themselves) going to the blazing Fire . “ 163

Commentary, verses: 161-163

Through the first and second verses, the Qur’ān implies that the temptations of idol

worshippers do not affect on the hearts of the pure and righteous ones, and only the

polluted hearts and hellish souls, which tend to their mischief, surrender themselves

:to these temptations. It says

,” So verily you and what you worship“

.” Can never excite (anyone) against Him“

It indicates that neither you nor what you worship can deceive anyone by it and

.separate them from Allah, or deviate them by means of delusion and mischief

:In the third verse the Qur’ān says

.” Except such as are (themselves) going to the blazing Fire“

These verses are as a hint to this fact that none can consider himself excused before

deviations and claims that he has been deceived and driven to idol worship. The

Qur’ān implies that you idol worshipper have not the ability of deceiving persons

except for those who choose the path of Hell willingly. The evidence for this meaning

is the phrase: ‘going to the blazing
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Fire’, since the Arabic word /sālī/ has originally been in the form of ‘active participle’,
and usually when an active participle form is used for an intellectual being its concept

is that the accomplishment of an action is done willingly and with authority like the

Arabic words: /qātil/ (murderer), and /dārib/ (striker). Therefore, the Arabic phrase

/sāl-il-jahīm/ means a person who is willing to burn himself in the Fire of Hell. Thus, the

.Holy Qur’ān shut the way of pretext to every deviated one

By the way, it is necessary to note to this point that the word /sālī/ is derived from

/saly/ in the sense of candling fire and entering into fire, or being burnt and roasted by

.it

The Arabic term /fātin/ is an active participle derived from /fitnah/ in the sense of

.tempter

****
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مٌوُلْعمَ مٌاقَمَ  هَُل  َّلاإِ  آَّنِم  امَوَ  } 164{

نَوُّفآَّصلا نُحْنََل  اَّنإِوَ  } 165{

نَوحُ -ِ بّسَمُْلا نُحْنََل  اَّنإِوَ  } 166{

And (the angels say:) ‘There is not (any one) of us, but for him is an assigned . “ 164
,” place

.” And verily we are they who range ourselves in order . “ 165

.” And verily we are they who celebrate His glory . “ 166

Commentary, verses: 164-166

In the world of angels, there is a rank, position, special responsibility and hierarchy for

every one of them, the same angels whom the idol worshippers used to imagine as

the daughters of Allah. It is interesting that the Qur’ān narrates this statement from

:their own tongue, and says

,” And (the angels say:) ‘There is not (any one) of us, but for him is an assigned place“

And, in the second and third verses the Qur’ān announces that they said they were all

ready to obey the command of Allah and waiting to receive His order while celebrating

.His glory

Yes, they say that they are some servants who are always ready, with their whole

entity, to perform His order. They say they are far off to be Allah’s offspring and they

count Him free from these kinds of ugly and false attributes, and that they hate these

.superstitions and delusions of the polytheists

The abovementioned three verses, in fact, refer to three qualities of the angels. The

first is that each of them has a
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proper rank which they do not exceed. The second is that they are always ready to

obey the command of Allah in the expanse of creation and execute His orders in the

whole world of existence. The third is that they constantly celebrate the glory of Allah

.and exempt Him from whatever is not suitable for him

It is noteworthy that, concerning these verses, a group of the commentators have

narrated a tradition from the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) who said that in all heavens there is no

room, even as large as a span, except that an angel is over there busy praying and

(glorifying Allah.(1

Another narration indicates that: one day the prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) was sitting

with some of his companions when he said: “Once the heaven began moaning

(because of its heavy burden), and it is right to moan because there is no space in it
even as large as a footstep save that an angel is bowing or prostrating there”, then he

(recited these verses.(2

These different meanings are as a tender hint to the fact that the world of existence is
.full of the obedient beings of Allah and those who glorify Him

****
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نَوُلوقُیََل اوُناکَ  نإِوَ  } 167{

نَیِلَّولأَا نَِم  اًرکْذِ  اَندَنعِ  َّنأَ  وَْل  } 168{

نَیصِلَخْ - مُْلا هَِّللا  دَابَعِ  اَّنکَُل  } 169{

:” And verily they used to say . “ 167

.” If we had had but a reminder from the men of old . “ 168

.” We would certainly have been Allah’s sincere servants . “ 169

Commentary, verses: 167-169

The history of the past should not be taken as a pretext against logic and reasoning.
So in the above three verses the Qur’ān announces that the polytheists used to say if
they had had one of the old heavenly Books with them, they would have been among

the sincere servants of Allah. This statement is just like the words of the lazy students

who have failed in their examinations and in order to cover their own laziness they

say if they had had some good and clever teachers they would have certainly been

:some first grade students, too. Here are the concerning verses

:” And verily they used to say“

.” If we had had but a reminder from the men of old“

.” We would Certainly have been Allah’s sincere servants“

****
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نَومُلَْعیَ فَوْسَفَ  هِِب  اورُفَکَفَ  } 170{

.” Then they disbelieved in it, so soon they will know . “ 170

Commentary, verse: 170

We must be careful of the end of the affairs, because being neglectful unto the future

.can be the cause of disbelief and denial

There has been narrated from Imam Bāqir (a.s.) who said that the polytheists of

Mecca and the pagans of Quraysh used to curse the Jews and the Christians who

belied their prophets. They swore by Allah that if they had had one of the heavenly

Books of old with them, they would have believed in it, but when the holy Prophet of

Islam, Muhammad, (p.b.u.h.) was appointed as a Divine prophet, they disbelieved in

:him and denied him. The verse says

.” Then they disbelieved in it, so soon they will know“

****
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نَیِلسَرْمُْلا اَندِابَعِِل  انَُتمَِلکَ  تْقَبَسَ  دْقََلوَ  } 171{

نَورُوصُْنمَْلا مُهَُل  مْهَُّنإِ  } 172{

نَوُبِلاغَْلا مُهَُل  اَندَْنجُ  َّنإِوَ  } 173{

:” And certainly Our word has already gone forth for Our servants, the apostles . “ 171

.” Verily they shall be the assisted ones . “ 172

.” And verily Our host alone shall be the victorious ones . “ 173

Commentary, verses: 171-173

The prophets of Allah being helped is Allah’s way of treatment. The future will also

witness the victory of the Divine prophets and the failure of their enemies. The

prophets and their followers are the troops of Allah, and certainly the army of Allah is
victorious in all sense. Therefore, these three verses indicate that the conclusive

promise of Allah about the sincere servants of Allah has already been confirmed that

they will be helped and the army of Allah is always victorious in all scenes. What an

explicit and expressive sentence, and what an enlivening and pleasant promise this is!
:Allah says

:” And certainly Our word has already gone forth for Our servants, the apostles“

.” Verily they shall be the assisted ones“

.” And verily Our host alone shall be the victorious ones“

Yes, the victory of the army of truth over the troops of falsehood and the help of Allah

unto the sincere servants is among the certain promises of Allah and is one of His

decisive
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treatments which has been mentioned in the above verses as an Allah’s way of

.treatment done from the beginning

It is evident that Allah, Who is Mighty over everything, and there has not been any

failure in His promises, can fulfill these great promises and, like the unchangeable

precedent custom of the world of existence, will make the men of truth completely

.victorious

This Divine promise is one of the most important issues by which the people of the

.way of truth are encouraged and take spirit from it whenever they become tired

****
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نٍیحِ یَّتحَ  مْهُْنعَ  َّلوَتَفَ  } 174{

نَورُصِْبُی فَوْسَفَ  مْهُرْصِْبأَوَ  } 175{

نَوُلجِْعتَسْیَ انَِباذَعَِبفَأَ  } 176{

,” So turn you away from them for a time . “ 174

(” And see them, for they soon shall see (their retribution . “ 175

?” Do they seek to hasten Our chastisement . “ 176

Commentary, verses: 174-176

At first there must be warning, admonition, and ultimatum and after that there comes

punishment. In these verses, both for the condolence of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and the

believers, and for emphasis on their victory, and also for threatening the neglectful

:polytheists the Qur’ān says

,” So turn you away from them for a time“

This is an expressive and frightful threat which originates from the certainty in final

Divine victory, specially that it has ambiguously been said ‘for a time’. The length of

this time is not known, whether it is the time of migration, the time of the Battle of

Badr, the time of the Conquer of Mecca, or the exact time when the conditions of

ultimate and common raise of Muslims against these blind-hearted people will be

.provided

Similar to these threats, of course, are seen in some other verses of the Qur’ān, such

.as Sura an-Nisā’, No. 4, verse 81, and Sura Al ’An‘ām, No. 6, verse 91

This sentence is emphasised with another threat in the second verse where it

implicitly points to their situation to be seen that it is empty of content: their obstinacy,
their lies, their
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superstitions, and their pertinacities; but they will see the result of their evil deeds

:soon. The verse says

(” And see them, for they soon shall see (their retribution“

Soon they will see the victory of you and the believers over them and their humiliating

.failure in this world and the Divine punishment in the next world

Since those obstinate shameless people used to repeat this word that what happened

to the promise of Allah about His punishment, and if you, the Prophet, are truthful why

do you hesitate? So, in the third verse, the Qur’ān with a threatening tone answers

:them, saying

?” Do they seek to hasten Our chastisement“

Sometimes they say: “… ‘When will this promise be, if you are truthful?’”(1), and

sometimes they say: “… ‘When shall be this victory, if you are truthful?’”(2) They

.should know that the chastisement of Allah will seize them soon

****
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نَیرِذَنمُْلا حُابَصَ  ءَآسَفَ  مْهِِتحَاسَِب  لَزََن  اذَإِفَ  } 177{

نٍیحِ یَّتحَ  مْهُْنعَ  َّلوَتَوَ  } 178{

نَورُصِْبُی فَوْسَفَ  رْصِْبأَوَ  } 179{

But when it shall descend in their courtyard, how evil will be the morning of them . “ 177
!” that are warned

.” And turn you away from them for a time . “ 178

(.” And see you, for they shall soon see (their fate . “ 179

Commentary, verses: 177-179

Against the heedlessness of the pagans to the threats of Allah, repetition is

necessary. The Qur’ānic commandments: /tawalla ‘anhum/ (turn you away from

them) and /wa ’absir fasaufa yubsirūn/ (and see you, for they shall soon see) have

.been repeated two times

The first verse indicates that when the punishment of Allah will come down in the

courtyard of their houses and their circumstances become dark for them, that time

they will understand how bad and dangerous the morning of those who are warned is.
:It says

But when it shall descend in their courtyard, how evil will be the morning of them that“
!” are warned

The application of the Arabic word /sāhat/ (courtyard) is for the sake that it may

illustrate the descent of the punishment inside their life and living, and that it shows

them that the centre of their peace and tranquillity changes into a terror and terrible

.centre

The application of the Qur’ānic phrase /sabāh ul munŏarīn/ (the morning of them that

are warned) points to this meaning
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that the chastisement of Allah upon this cruel nation, like in many ancient nations, will

come in the morning. Or that morning is the time of awakening and they will awaken

.when there has been no way to salvation and everything has been done

The subject discussed in the second and third verse is the same thing which was

mentioned formerly, too, and it is repeated here again for emphasis. The Qur’ān, with

:a threatening tone, says

.” And turn you away from them for a time“

(.” And see you, for they shall soon see (their fate“

As we said before, this repetition is for emphasis, so that they know that this is a

decisive subject that they will meet the painful results of their evil deeds, and that the

.believers are surely victorious either

Or it is for the sake that, at first, it threatens them to the worldly punishment, and in
the second time it threatens them to the chastisement and retribution of Allah in

.Hereafter

****
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نَوفُصِیَ اَّمعَ  هَِّزعِْلا    ِ بّرَ ِ-كَ  بّرَ نَاحَْبسُ  } 180{

نَیِلسَرْمُْلا یلَعَ  مٌلاَسَوَ  } 181{

نَیمَِلاعَْلا   ِ بّرَ هَِّلِل  دُمْحَْلاوَ  } 182{

Glory be to your Lord, the Lord of Honour, far above that which they ascribe . “ 180
(.” (unto Him

,” And peace be upon the messengers . “ 181

.” And (all) praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds . “ 182

Commentary, verses: 180-182

The world of creation is the manifestation of the Lordship of Allah. The Lordship of

Allah is the doorway to the praise of Allah. The attributes that the polytheists ascribed

to Allah do not agree with the rank of honour and Lordship of Allah, because He is the

:Owner and Manager of the whole world of existence. This verse says

Glory be to your Lord, the Lord of Honour, far above that which they ascribe (unto“
(.” Him

They sometimes call the angels as the daughters of Allah, and sometimes they

consider a communication between Him and the jinn, and sometimes they put some

worthless things, such as pieces of stone, and wood, in a row with Allah. The emphasis

on the honour and might of Allah, in fact, is in the sense of nullifying all these

.imaginary objects of worship

The verses of this Sura have sometimes spoken of the glorification of the sincere

servants of Allah, and sometimes the glorification of the angels are referred to, and

.here the words are about the glorification of Allah due to His Pure Essence
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In the second verse Allah has involved all the messengers in His endless grace and

:favour and says

,” And peace be upon the messengers“

This is a greeting which is the sign of health and security from any kind of punishment

and retribution in Hereafter. It is a peace that is security against failures and is an

.evidence to victory over the enemies

In the third verse the Qur’ān concludes the words with the praise of Allah when it

:says

.” And (all) praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds“

These three recent verses can be a short review over all the materials of this Sura,
because an important part of this Sura is about Unity and struggling against kinds of

polytheism. The first verse, by glorifying Allah, nullifies all the undue qualities that the

.polytheists attribute to Him

Another part of this Sura is the statement about the states of former seven great

prophets; and the second verse refers to them. And, finally, another part of this holy

Sura is about the Divine bounties, specially the kinds of blessings in Paradise, and the

victory of the army of Allah against the troops of the pagans. The praise of Allah,
.mentioned at the end, is an indication to all of them

Numerous traditions narrated from the holy Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.), from Amir-ul-
Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.), and sometimes from Imam Bāqir (a.s.) indicate that whoever

desires that on the Day of Hereafter his container of reward would be filled and given

fully with the great container, his last word in any meeting he participates should be

this, saying: “Glory be to your Lord, the Lord of Honour, far above that which they

ascribe (unto Him).” “And peace be upon the
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(messengers,” “And (all) praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.”(1

Yes, our meetings must be concluded by the glory to the Pure Essence of Allah, and

peace to his prophets, and praises and thank to Him for His blessings, so that if we

have done something wrong or said some undue words in this meeting they may be

.recompensed

****

O Lord! You have promised to help Your messengers and to make Your army

victorious; set us in the line of Your messengers and in the rows of Your army, and

make us victorious over the blood-thirsty enemies who have raised from the east and

!west of the world against the Qur’ān to vanish it and to quench its light

O Lord! Protect and secure us from being polluted to any polytheism and deviation

!from the way of Monotheism

O Lord! Those difficulties which the appointed prophets faced with during the length

of history against the troops of infidelity and polytheism, have just now appeared in
our Islamic society, may You involve us in the same peace that was the cause of the

!health of the appointed messengers in these events

.Amin, O’ the Lord of the Worlds

The End of Sura As-Sāffāt
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مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

Sura S�ād

Point

(No. 38 (Revealed at Mecca

Verses in 5 Sections 88

:The Feature of Sura Sād

.This Sura was revealed at Mecca and contains eighty eight verses

The name of this Sura, which is one of the Qur’ānic abbreviated letters, is taken from

its first verse. Similar to Sura As-Sāffāt, the verses of this Sura are about the

continuation of the current of prophethood during the length of history and the

.opposition of the polytheists and pagans against the belief of Unity and Resurrection

In Sura As-Sāffāt, the names of some Divine prophets such as: Noah, Abraham, Lot,
Moses, Aaron, Elyās (Elija) and Yūnus were mentioned. Here, this Sura mostly refers

(. to the life history of David, Solomon, and ’Ayyūb (Job

The ending part of this holy Sura refers to the event of the creation of man, the

angels’ prostration unto Adam and the disobedience of Satan in order that the

believers recognize the innate greatness of man with Allah and that they avoid

.following Satan

****
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:The Virtue of Recitation of this Sura

In the virtue of this Sura that for its beginning has been called Sura Sād, a tradition

narrated from the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) denotes that he said: “Whoever recites

Sura Sād, will Allah give him reward as much as the weight of every mountain that

Allah had subjected it for David (a.s.), and He protects him from persisting in

(committing sins whether minor or major.”(1

In another tradition Imam Bāqir (a.s.) said: “Whoever recites Sura Sād in the night

before Friday will be given good rewards of the world and the Hereafter (by Allah) as

much that have not been given to anyone of the people save the Divine prophets and

the near-stationed angels, and Allah admits him and all those he loves from among

(his household in Paradise, even the servant who served him.”(2

If we put the content of this Sura beside these rewards, the relation of these rewards

with those instructions will be made clear, and again it is an emphasis on this fact that

the purpose is not a mere dry recitation of the Sura, but it is a recitation that inspires

contemplation and creates decision, a contemplation and decision which leads to

.action, in a manner that the content of the Sura may be practised in man’s living

****
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Sura Sād

(No. 38, (Revealed at Mecca

verses in 5 Sections 88

Section 1: The utter defeat of the clans combined, prophesied

Point

Warning to the Disbelievers – The Disbelievers’ arguments – About the Qur’ān and

the Apostle – The utter defeat of the clans combined prophesied

مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

رِکْ  ِ ذّلا يذِ  نِاءَرْقُْلاوَ  ص  } 1{

قٍاقَشِوَ هٍَّزعِ  یِف  اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلا  لَِب  } 2{

صٍانَمَ نَیحِ  تَلاََّو  اوْدَانَفَ  نٍرْقَ  مهِِلْبقَ مِّ-ن  نِم  انَکْلَهْأَ  مْکَ  } 3{

,” Sād (s). By the Qur’ān, full of admonition . “ 1

.” Nay, those who disbelieve are in false pride and opposition . “ 2

How many a generation We destroyed before them, then they cried, but time was . “ 3
.” none to escape
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The Occasion of Revelation, verses: 1-3

There are some similar occasions of revelation for the beginning verses of this Sura

recorded in the commentary and tradition books. Here we refer to one of them which

is more detailed and more inclusive than others. It is the tradition that the Late

.(. Kulaynī has narrated from Imam Bāqir (a.s

Once Abūjahl and a group of the members of Quraysh came to Abūtālib, the Prophet’s
uncle (p.b.u.h.) and said: “Your brother’s son has annoyed us and has made our gods

inconvenient, too. Call him up and tell him to abandon our gods so that we may not

.” abuse his God

Abūtālib sent a person to the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) to come. At the time when the Prophet

(p.b.u.h.) entered his uncle’s house and looked around the room, he saw that there

was nobody beside Abūtālib save the polytheists; then he said: ‘And peace will be

upon him who follows the guidance!’,(1) and then he sat down. Abūtālib reiterated

.(. their words for the Prophet (p.b.u.h

In answer to him, the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “Do they agree with me in a sentence and

?” by it they precede all Arabs and they will govern

?” Abūjahl said: “Yes, we agree. What is that sentence

The Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “You may say: ‘There is no god but Allah’, (and send away

(.” these idols which are the source of your misery and disgrace

When the audience heard this sentence, they terrified so much that they put their

fingers in their ears and quickly went out of the room while they were saying: “We

.” have not heard such a thing yet. This is a lie
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(It was here that the beginning verses of Sura Sād were revealed.(1

Commentary, verses: 1-3

In the first verse of this Sura again we encounter one of the abbreviated letters of the

Qur’ān, Sād (s), and so the former discussions about the commentary of these letters

come forth that whether they point to the greatness of the Qur’ān meaning that the

Qur’ān has been made up of some simple things such as alphabetical letters, or it

contains something which changes the world of humanity. And this is the great

wonderful might of Allah that by those simple things He has provided such a surprising

.combination

Or it points to the secrets which had been between Allah and His Prophet and is a

message from the side of a familiar One toward a familiar one. Or it is a hint to the

Names of Allah, because many of the Names of Allah begin with the letter ‘Sād’, like:
Sādiq (truthful), Samad, and Sāni‘; or it points to the holy sentence: /sadaqallāh/ (Allah

.is truthful) which has been abridged in one letter, Sād

Some more detailed explanation about the commentary of the abbreviated letters

.can be studied at the beginning of Suras Al-Baqarah, ’Āl-i-‘Imrān, and Al-’A‘rāf

The first verse indicates that by the Qur’ān, which contains the admonition, you are

:on the truth and this Book is the miracle of Allah. It says

,” Sād (s). By the Qur’ān, full of admonition“

The Qur’ān is both itself remembrance and contains remembrance. The Qur’ānic

term /ŏikr/ means: ‘a reminder’ and ‘to remove the rust of negligence from the face of

’. the heart
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The remembrance of Allah is the remembrance of His bounties, the remembrance of

.the Great Court in Hereafter, and the remembrance of the aim of the creation of man

Yes, the important and main factor of Man’s misery is his forgetfulness and

.negligence, and the Holy Qur’ān wipes it out

Concerning the hypocrites, the Qur’ān says: “… They have forsaken Allah, so He has

(forsaken them, (too). …”(1

And in this very Sura, Sād, verse 26 talks about those who go astray: “… (as for) those

who go astray from the path of Allah, they shall surely have a severe punishment,
.” because they forgot the Day of Reckoning

Yes, the great pest of the aberrant people and sinners is that very forgetfulness, so

much so that they forget the value of their own selves, and the Qur’ān is a means for

breaking these curtains of forgetfulness, and it is a light for removing the darkness of

negligence. Its verses cause man to remember Allah and Resurrection, and its

.sentences make man acquainted with the values of his own self

****

The next holy verse implies that if you see that they do not surrender to the

awakening verses of the Qur’ān, it is not for the sake that there has been fallen a

curtain over the words of truth, but the disbelievers have a kind of pride which hinders

them from accepting the truth, and their enmity and disobedience prevent them to

:accept the invitation of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.). The verse says

.” Nay, those who disbelieve are in false pride and opposition“
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As Rāqib says in Mufradāt, the Arabic term /‘izzat/ is a state which hinders man to

defeat, and originally it is derived from /‘izāz/ in the sense of a solid, firm, and

impenetrable land. It is of two kinds: sometimes it is the acceptable and worthy

honour like when we attribute the pure Essence of Allah with the word ‘Azīz (Mighty);
and sometimes it is the blameworthy honour, and it is the impenetrable state against

the Truth and being proud to accept the realities, and this honour is, in fact, an

.abasement

The Arabic word /šiqāq/ from the point of etymology is derived from /šiq/ and originally

means: ‘To cleave’, then it has also been used in the sense of ‘difference’, because

.difference causes that every group to be separated into a section

Here the Qur’ān has counted the subject of impenetrability, pride, and paving the

path of separation dispersion, and disunity as the factor of unhappiness of the

pagans. Yes, these are some ugly and evil qualities which cast a curtain over the

man’s eyes, ears, and understanding and take the sense of recognition from him.
.How painful is that the eye and the ear of man are valid, yet he is blind and deaf

Sura Al-Baqarah, No. 2, verse 206 says: “And when it is said to him: ‘Hear Allah’, pride

.” drives him toward sin. So Hell shall be sufficient for him and it is an evil abode in deed

Then, in order to awaken these proud and negligent people, the Qur’ān takes them to

the past history of man and shows them the evil end of the proud, haughty and

:obstinate nations, perhaps they take a lesson. It says

How many a generation We destroyed before them, then they cried, but time was“
.” none to escape

The day when the Divine prophets and the saints advised them and warned them of

the evil end of their deeds, they not only did not hearken, but also mocked and hurt

the believers
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and even they killed them. They lost their opportunities and all their future

possibilities. So, at the time when the doors of repentance and returning were all shut

for them the worldly sudden punishment came over them to destroy them and their

.shouts of asking for help remained useless

The Arabic word /lāt/ is used for negation and originally it has been /lā/ as a negative

.sign in Arabic, and the letter /t/ is for emphasis added to it

The Arabic term /manās/ is derived from /nawasa/ in the sense of ‘shelter’ and ‘a
reliever’. It is said that when a harsh and very horrible event had happened, specially

in battles, it was customary that Arabs repeated this word and said / manās/. This

word means: ‘where is shelters’. And since this word is accompanied with ‘escape’, it
(has also been used in the sense of ‘the place of escape’.(1

However, when these proud negligent people had respite to refuge to the graceful

mercy of Allah they did not use it, and later, when they lost their opportunities, and the

worldly sudden punishment came to them, their shouts of asking help and their

.struggle for finding a shelter and a way of escape did not assist them

This Allah’s way of treatment had worked in all former nations and it will continue in
.future, too, because there is no change in Allah’s way of treatment

There is a pity that a great deal of people are not ready to use the experiences of

others, and they want to try on the bitter experiences of others themselves. They are

the experiences that sometimes happen only once in the whole lifetime of a person

.and there will not be a turn for the second time

****
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بٌاَّذکَ رٌحِاسَ  اذَهَ  نَورُِفاکَْلا  لَاقَوَ  مْهُْن  رٌذِنُّم مِّ- مهُءَآجَ  نأَ  اوُبجِعَوَ  } 4{

And they did wonder that a Warner from among themselves came to them, and the . “ 4
’.” disbelievers said: ‘This is a lying sorcerer

The Occasion of Revelation, verse: 4

There has been cited an occasion of revelation for these verses similar to what was

stated upon the previous verses, but since this one contains some new matters, we

:narrate it from the commentary written by Ali-ibn-’Ibrāhīm, as follows

When the Messenger of Allah (p.b.u.h.) announced his invitation openly, the chiefs of

Quraysh came to Abūtālib and said: “O Abūtālib! Your brother’s son calls us feeble-
minded, and abuses our gods. He has made our youths corruptible and has dispersed

our community. If this action is because of financial deficiency, we will gather so much

money for him that he can be the wealthiest man among Quraysh, and we are even

.” ready to choose him as a chief

Abūtālib conveyed this message to the Messenger of Allah (p.b.u.h.). The Prophet

(p.b.u.h.) said: “If they put the sun in my right hand and the moon in my left hand, I

would not intend it; but (instead of these promises) they may agree with me in one

sentence so that by which they govern over Arab and also non-Arab come into their

.” religion, and they will be kings in Paradise

Abūtālib sent this message to them, and they said they were ready to accept ten

?( sentences instead of one sentence, (but what is that sentence

The Prophet (p.b.u.h.) told them: “You may testify that there is no god but Allah and

that I am the Messenger of
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Allah.” They terrified very much (from this statement) and said: “Do we leave three

hundred and sixty gods and go to only one God? What a surprising thing is this? (That

(.” God Who can never be seen

:It was here that the following verse was revealed, saying

And they did wonder that a Warner from among themselves came to them, and the“
(disbelievers said: ‘This is a lying sorcerer’.”(1

This very meaning, with a slight difference, has been narrated in Majma‘-ul-Bayān,
and at the end of it there has been added: “While tears were flowing from the

Prophets eyes, he said: ‘O’ my uncle! If they put the sun in my right hand and the

moon in my left hand in order that I abandon this statement, I would never do so;

except that I cause this word to penetrate in the society, or that I would be killed in its

path.” When Abūtālib heard this statement, he said: “You may follow your program. By

(Allah! I will never leave helping you.”(2

Commentary, verse: 4

The most important duty of the Divine prophets is to warn people, but the proud and

self-loving ones are both impenetrable and absolutist. They do not formally assume

anything save what they have perceived by their own limited and deficient thoughts

.and they take the same things as the criterion of the values

That was why when the holy Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) announced Islam in Mecca

and stood against the small and big idols, the number of which was around 360 idols,
sometimes they
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wondered why the Divine prophet, the Warner, had appeared from among them, and

their surprise was because of this that Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) was one person from

:themselves. The verse says

, …” And they did wonder that a Warner from among themselves came to them“

They used to say why there had not been sent an angel from the heaven. They

imagined this great point of strength as a point of weakness. The one who had come

out from among the mass of people, who was aware of their needs and pains, and

was acquainted with their difficulties and the problems of their lives, could be an

example in all things for them. They considered this great privilege as a dark point in
the invitation of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and wondered upon it. And sometimes they

:went beyond this stage, too. The verse continues saying

’.” and the disbelievers said: ‘This is a lying sorcerer “… 

We have repeatedly said that attributing sorcery to the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) was for

observing the undeniable miracles and his extraordinary penetration in the people’s
thoughts; and attributing falsehood to him was for the sake that he stood against the

superstitious customs and deviated ideas which were counted as the certain things of

that environment, and he spoke against them in his claim as a prophet from the side

.of Allah

****
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بٌاجَعُ ءٌیْشََل  اذَهَ  َّنإِ  اًدحِاوَ  اَهَلإِ  هَهَِللأَا  لَعَجَأَ  } 5{

دُارَُی ءٌیْشََل  اذَهَ  َّنِا  مْکُِتهَِلاءَ  یلَعَ  اورُِبصْاوَ  اوشُْما  نِأَ  مْهُْنِم  لأُمَْلا  قَلَطَناوَ  } 6{

قٌلاَِتخْا َّلاإِ  آذَهَ  نْإِ  هِرَخِلأَا  هَِّلمِْلا  یِف  اذَهَِب  انَْعمِسَ  امَ  } 7{

!” Has he made gods (all) into One God? This is indeed a strange thing . “ 5

And the chiefs from them departed, (saying:) ‘Go! and be steadfast to your gods; . “ 6
.” this is a thing to be desired

We never heard (the like) of this in the former creed; this is nothing but a made up . “ 7
.” tale

Commentary, verses: 5-7

The first action of the prophet is the negation of the false objects of worship and

.proving the One God

When the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) openly revealed his theistic invitation, the disbelievers

looked and said to others to come and hear the things they had not heard ever

:before. They said

!” Has he made gods (all) into One God? This is indeed a strange thing“

Yes, sometimes pride, self-loving, absolutism, and the aberration of the environment

change the man’s insight and judgment so violently that he wonders from the clear

.facts while he is seriously bond to some superstitions and vain conjectures

The Arabic term /‘ujāb/, in this verse, denotes to an exaggerative meaning and is used

.for some very strange affairs
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These empty-minded persons used to think the more their objects of worship could

be, the more power and influence of credit they would have, and that was why Allah,
the One, seemed a little thing to them, while we know that, from the point of

philosophy, the numerous things are always limited, and the unlimited Essence is not

.more than One. That is why all the studies in theology end to the line of monotheism

****

In the second verse, the Qur’ān indicates: when the leaders of them become hopeless

from Abūtālib and his mediation, they came out from his place and said that they

should walk away and remain constant to their gods since Muhammad (p.b.u.h.)
wanted to destroy their society and to cease the bounties of the gods from them by

:turning away from their idols and he himself would govern over them. The verse says

And the chiefs from them departed, (saying:) ‘Go! and be steadfast to your gods; this“
.” is a thing to be desired

The Arabic term /’intalaqa/ is derived from /’intilāq/ in the sense of: ‘going out quickly

together with leaving the former affairs’. Here it means: ‘Leaving Abūtālib’s meeting

’. angrily

The Qur’ānic term /mala’/ refers to the nobles and well known members of Quraysh

who came to Abūtālib, and after coming out from that meeting they told each other,
.or their followers, not to leave their idols and to be steadfast to their gods

The Qur’ānic phrase /lišay’in yurād/ means: ‘this issue is something desired’, and since

it is an ambiguous sentence, commentators have delivered many commentaries upon

.it

Among them is that some of them have said: it refers to the invitation of the Prophet

of Islam (p.b.u.h.) and its purpose is that this invitation is a plot the aim of which is we

people. It
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has an appearance which is invitation to Allah, and it has an innate purpose which is to

govern over us and to be a chief upon Arabs and all of these are pretexts for this

matter. So you people go away and be steadfast to your belief, and let us, the leaders,
.analyse about this plot

This is the thing that the leaders of falsehood always refer to in order to make quiet

the sound of the followers of the path of truth and call it ‘plot’, a plot that only

politicians must analyse carefully and arrange a program to struggle against it, but

the common people must pass by it heedlessly, and be careful of what they have in
.their hands

****

In the third verse, the Qur’ān implies that for deceiving people, or for satisfying

:themselves, they said

We never heard (the like) of this in the former creed; this is nothing but a made up“
.” tale

If the claim of Unity and negation of idols were really true, our ancestors, with that

greatness and personality should perceive it and we would hear it from them, but this

.is only a false and baseless statement

The application of the Qur’ānic phrase: /fil-millat-il-’āxirah/ may be a hint to the group

of their fathers who were the last people with respect to them, as we said in the

above. And it may be a hint to the People of the Book, specially the Christians who

were counted as the last nation and had the last religion before the advent of the

Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.). This sentence means that there is nothing about the words

of Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) in the Book of the Christians, because they believe in trinity

.(three gods) and the monotheism of Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) is a new matter
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But as the tone of the Qur’ān in other different verses shows, the Arab of the Age of

Ignorance did not rely on the Books of the Jews and Christians. All their reliance was

on the custom and religion of their ancestors, and this is a good reference for the first

.commentary

The Qur’ānic word /’ixtilāq/ is derived from /xalaqa/ which originally means the

creation of something with no trace. Afterward, this word has been used for

‘falsehood’, too, because, in many cases, falsehood refers to some matters that have

no trace. Therefore, the objective meaning of the word /’ixtilāq/ mentioned in the

verse under discussion is that the claim of Unity which Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) refers to,
is a new claim with no former trace, and it had been completely unknown to the

.former nations, and this itself is a proof for its falseness

****
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بِاذَعَ اوُقوذُیَ  اَّمَّل  لَب  يرِکْذِ  نِم  ٍّکشَ  یِف  مْهُ  لَْب  انَِنْیَب  نِم  رُکْ   ِ ذّلا هِْیلَعَ  لَزِنءُأَ  } 8{

بِاَّهوَْلا زِیزِعَْلا  ِ-كَ  بّرَ هِمَحْرَ  نُِئآزَخَ  مْهُدَنعِ  مْأَ  } 9{

بِابَسْلأَا یِف  اوقُتَرْیَْلفَ  امَهُنَْیَب  امَوَ  ضِرْلأَاوَ  تِاوَامََّسلا  کُْلُم  مهَُل  مْأَ  } 10{

بِازَحْلأَا مٌوزُهْمَ مِّ-نَ  کَِلانَهُ  اَّم  دٌنجُ  } 11{

Has the Reminder been sent down (only) on him out of us all? Nay, they are in . “ 8
.” doubt about My Reminder, nay, they have not yet tasted My chastisement

Or have they the treasures of the Mercy of your Lord, the Mighty, the Greater . “ 9
?” Bestower

Or is theirs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and what is between them? . “ 10
.” Then let them ascend by any means

.” A defeated host are the factions that are there . “ 11

Commentary, verses: 8-11

The doubt of some of pagans in the prophecy of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.)
originates from the doubt in the principle of the possibility of revelation. Alike them are

some of those who have pretext on the ordinances of the religion. They, in deed, do

:not accept the religion itself. The verse says

? …” Has the Reminder been sent down (only) on him out of us all“
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When the pagans of Mecca saw that their own unlawful benefits were in danger, the

fire of enmity and jealousy was lightened in their hearts, so in order to deceive people

and also to satisfy themselves, as for opposition against the Prophet of Islam

:(p.b.u.h.), they resorted to various logics, including with surprise and denial they said

? …” Has the Reminder been sent down (only) on him out of us all“

Was not anybody else among these many old men and the wealthy ones, the well

known ones, except Muhammad, the poor and the orphan, that Allah sent His Qur’ān

?to him

This logic was not allocated only to that time, but every time, and even in our age, too,
when an important responsibility is given to someone, the mood of jealousy appears,
the eyes become astonished, the ears become sharp to hear, and some grumbles,
murmurs and seeking pretexts begin, and some persons say that was not there a

proper man among people that this job was given to so and so who is from an

?unknown and poor family

Yes, mammonism from one side, and jealousy from other side caused that the People

of the Book (the Jews and the Christians), who were in common against the Muslims,
to get distance with Islam and the Qur’ān and to go to the idol worshippers and tell

them that their way was better than the way of Muslims, as Sura An-Nisā’, No. 4,
verse 51 says: “Have you not seen those who were given a portion of the Book? They

believe in Jibt (idol) and Tāqūt (false deities) and they say about the infidels: ‘These

(’.” are better guided on the way than those who have believed (in Islam

It is evident that these wonders and denials which, besides jealousy and mammonism

had another source, that is mistake in ‘recognizing the values’, could never be a

logical criterion
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for judgment. Is the personality of man found in name, wealth, rank, and his age? Has

?the mercy of Allah been divided among people according to these criterions

:So, in the continuation of the verse, the Qur’ān says

, …” Nay, they are in doubt about My Reminder “… 

The objection to Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) personally was not more than a pretext, and

this doubt of theirs in the matter was not for the sake of the existence of ambiguity in
the Holy Qur’ān, but its origin was mainly their low desires, mammonism and

.jealousies

:And, finally, the Qur’ān threatens them by this sentence, saying

.” nay, they have not yet tasted My chastisement “… 

They have not tasted the chastisement of Allah that they have stood so boldly against

the messenger of Allah, and by these vain words they go to fight against the

.revelation of Allah

Yes, there are always some persons whose ears do not hearken logical and proper

statements and nothing dissuade them from pride save the lashes of punishment.
.They must be punished because their remedy is only Divine punishment

****

In answer to them, through the next verse the Holy Qur’ān implicitly inquires whether

the treasures of the mercy of your Lord, the Mighty, the Beneficent are with them so

that whomever they desire appoint to be a prophet and whomever they do not like

:can deprive of it. The verse says

Or have they the treasures of the Mercy of your Lord, the Mighty, the Greater“
?” Bestower

For the case that Allah is the Lord (and is the Owner and Cherisher of the world of

(existence and the whole humanity
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will choose the one for His messengership that can train and lead people alongside

the path of development; and for the case that He is Mighty, he does not overcome to

the desire of anyone so that He gives the rank of Messengership to an ineligible and

incompetent person. And, principally, the rank of prophethood is a rank so great that

only Allah is able to give it to someone, and the case of His being the Bestower, He

.gives whatever He wants and to whomever He intends

It is noteworthy that the Qur’ānic term /wahhāb/ in Arabic is an amplification form and

means the All-giving. This points to the fact that prophethood is not only a mere merit,
but it is a combination of numerous merits that come together so that a person can

undertake that position, including the merits of knowledge, piety, infallibility, bravery,
.and manliness

Similar to this Qur’ānic statement is also recited in Sura Az-Zukhruf, No. 43, verses 31-
32, saying: “… ‘Why was not this Qur’ān revealed to a man of importance …” “Will they

?’…” distribute the mercy of your Lord

By the way, it is understood from the application of the word ‘mercy’ that prophecy is
a mercy of Allah upon the world of mankind, and it is verily so, because if there were

not prophets, human beings would lose both the way of hereafter and spirituality, and

the path of this world; and those who are far of the school of Divine prophets have

.lost both of them

****

:The third verse pursues the same meaning, where it says

Or is theirs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and what is between them?“
.” Then let them ascend by any means

This statement, in fact, is a complement to the former discussion. In that occurrence it
implicitly said that the treasures
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of the mercy of Allah are not in your hands to give them to anyone who is harmonious

to your desires. Now it implies: now that these treasures are not in your hands and

they are only in the power of Allah, the only way that you can choose is that you

ascend to the heaven and hinder the revelation to come down to him; and you

.yourself also know that you can never do it

Thus, neither ‘expedient’ is in your authority, nor you are able to create ‘a barrier’.
Then what can you do? You may die because of jealousy and do whatever you are

.able to do

Therefore, as some commentators have said, these two verses do not reiterate a

.single matter, but each of them refers to one of the dimensions of the subject

****

The fourth verse, which is the last verse of this discussion, as a state of despising

:these proud feeble-minded persons, says

.” A defeated host are the factions that are there“

The Arabic term /hunālika/ in the sense of ‘there’ is used for pointing to a distanced

thing. That is why some of the commentators consider it as a hint to the defeat of the

.pagans in the Battle of Badr which happened in a rather far point from Mecca

The application of the Qur’ānic word /’ahzāb/ in the verse apparently points to all the

groups who worked against the Divine prophets and Allah destroyed them. These

pagans are a small group out of those groups who will have the same fate as theirs.
(The evidence for this statement is the coming verses which have mentioned this

.( matter

We should not forget that this Sura is one of the Meccan Suras, and the Qur’ān stated

this statement at the time when
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Muslims were in such a hard minority that pagans might destroy them easily. “… and

(were fearful that people would snatch you away, …”(1

That day there was not any sign of victory seen for the Muslims. On that day the great

victories of the Battles of Badr, Ahzāb, and Hunayn had not happened, but the Holy

Qur’ān decisively said that these violent enemies were a small army that would be

.defeated

Today, too, the Qur’ān gives the same glad tiding to the Muslims of the world who are

surrounded from every side by the powers of the cruel oppressors, saying that if they,
like the early Muslims, stand firm on the covenant of Allah, He will also fulfil His Own

.promise concerning the defeat of the army of the disbelieving parties

Therefore, in Sura ’Āl-i-‘Imrān the Qur’ān says: “… but if you are patient and be pious,
their plotting will not harm you in any way; …”(2) and the Qur’ān has depended the

.help of Allah on patience, perseverance and piety

****
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دِاتَوْلأَا وذُ  نُوْعَرِْفوَ  دٌاعَوَ  حٍوُن  مُوْقَ  مْهُلَْبقَ  تَْبَّذکَ  } 12{

بُازَحْلأَا کَِئَلوْأُ  هِکَْیئَْل  بُاحَصْأَوَ  طٍوُل  مُوْقَوَ  دُومَُثوَ  } 13{

بِاقَعِ َّقحَفَ  لَسُُّرلا  بََّذکَ  َّلاإِ  ٌّلکُ  نإِ  } 14{

Before them, the people of Noah, and ‘Ād, and Pharaoh, the lord of stakes, belied . “ 12
(,” (messengers

And Thamūd and the people of Lot, and the dwellers of the Thicket, these were . “ 13
(.” the parties (who also rejected the messengers

.” There was none of them but belied the messengers, so just was My retribution . “ 14

Section 2: Allah’s Blessings on David

Point

David blessed with Wisdom as well as with physical strength – Warning to those who

.follow their vain desires going astray from Allah’s way

قٍاوَفَ نِم  اهََلاَّم  هًدَحِاوَ  هًحَْیصَ  َّلاإِ  ءِلآؤُهَ  رُظُنیَ  امَوَ  } 15{

بِاسَحِْلا مِوْیَ  لَْبقَ  انََّطِق  انََّل  ِ-ل  جّعَ انََّبرَ  اوُلاقَوَ  } 16{

And these (infidels) do not wait aught but a single blast, which (when it comes) will . “ 15
.” brook no delay

And they (ridiculously) say: ‘O our Lord! Hasten on to us our portion before the Day . “ 16
.” of Reckoning
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Commentary, verses: 12-16

Point

These verses refer to the evil end of the peoples of six prophets who lived before

Islam, so that both the pagans of the time of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) may take a
lesson, and the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and the believers know that rejecting prophets has

an old background and it is not a new thing and they should also know that if there

.comes a punishment there will not be given any respite to the disbelievers

Following the last verse which was explained and informed of the defeat of the

polytheists in future, and introduced them as a small army out of the ‘defeated

parties’, now, it introduces a group of the parties who belied the prophets and

:afflicted a bad fate. It says

Before them, the people of Noah, and ‘Ād, and Pharaoh, the lord of stakes, belied“
(,” (messengers

:And in the next verse it says

And Thamūd and the people of Lot, and the dwellers of the Thicket, these were the“
(.” parties (who also rejected the messengers

Yes, these were six groups out of parties of Ignorant and idolaters who opposed

:against the prophets

.The people of Noah against this great prophet

.The people of ‘Ād against Hūd, the prophet

.(. Pharaoh against Moses and Aaron (a.s

.The people of Thamūd against Hadrat Sālih

.The people of Lot against Hadrat Lot

.The dwellers of the Thicket against Shu‘ayb, the prophet
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They did their best in belying, hurting and vexation of both Divine prophets and

believers. But, finally, the Divine punishment came over them and, like a dry farm, it
reaped them. The people of Noah were destroyed by means of Storm
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and heavy rains; the people of ‘Ād by a strong wind; Pharaoh and his people by the

waves of Nile; the people of Thamūd by heavenly Blast (and great Thunderbolts); the

people of Lot by a horrible earthquake accompanied with the rain of heavenly

pebbles; and the people of Shu‘ayb were also destroyed by an annihilating

thunderbolt which came down over them from a piece of cloud, and thus, the water,
wind, dust, and fire which form the means of life for man were ordered to destroy

.them, and they vanished them so violently that there remained no trace of them

These polytheists of Mecca should think that, comparing these parties, they were not

?more than a small group, why did they not awake from the sleep of negligence

The attribution of /ŏul’autād/ (the lord of stakes) for Pharaoh which is mentioned

clearly in these verses and also in Sura Al-Fajr, No. 87, verse 10 is ironically used to

show firmness. It is said, for example, the nails of so and so are firm; or the nails of

this job have been fastened; or it has been fastened with four nails, because for

.firmness of a building or the tents the nails are always used

Some commentators have considered it as a hint to the great troops of Pharaoh,
.because an army usually uses tents and for holding tents nails are used

Some other commentators say that it refers to the horrible tortures of the Pharaohs

unto their enemies that so to speak, they crucified them and fastened each of their

hands and feet with nail to the ground, to a gallows-tree, or to a wall and left them to

.die

And, at last, some commentators have said that probably the Arabic word /’autād/ is
the same as /’ahrām/ (pyramids) in Egypt which are fixed into the ground like a nail,

and since
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pyramids are from the specialties of the Pharaohs, this quality in the Qur’ān is used

.inclusively about them

In the meanwhile, these probabilities are not contradictory with each other and they

.may gather in the concept of this word

The Arabic word /’aykah/ means ‘tree’ and the Qur’ānic phrase /’ashāb-ul-’aykah/ are

the very people of Hadrat Shu‘ayb who used to live in a land with abundant water and

trees located between the lands of Syria and Mecca and Medina. In the commentary

.of Sura Al-Hijr, No. 15, verse 78 we have talked enough in this regard

****

In the third verse, the Qur’ān implies that each of these groups belied the Divine

:messengers and the chastisement of Allah came to them. It says

.” There was none of them but belied the messengers, so just was My retribution“

History shows that how each group of them died by a pest and their cities were

.changed into ruins during a short time and their members turned to be some corpses

****

In the fourth verse, the Holy Qur’ān implicitly says whether these polytheists of

Mecca, by these bad actions can have a better fate than them, while their deeds are

the same as theirs and Allah’s way of treatment is the same. So, as a decisive and

:hard threat, it says

And these (infidels) do not wait aught but a single blast, which (when it comes) will“
.” brook no delay
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This blast may be similar to the blasts which came upon the former nations. It was a
horrible thunderbolt, or an earthquake with a tremendous sound which wiped out

.their livings

However, these neglectful people, by their rejections and denials of the Divine

revelations, and their undue accusations unto the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and their

persisting and obstinacy on idolatry, cruelty, and corruption, seemed that they had

been waiting for the Divine punishment, a punishment which would burn the stack of

their lifetime, or a blast that would put an end to the life of the world and take them to

.a way which was not returnable

As many of the commentators and philologist have said, the Arabic word /fawāq/
originally means the length of time between two times of milking milk from the udder,
because when the milk is fully milked, it needs waiting a while until the milk gathers in
the udder again, and since after milking the milk the udder rests, this word has also

.been used in the sense of resting and calmness

And also since this distance of time is for returning milk to the udder, this meaning has

been used in the sense of ‘return’, too, and that is why the convalescence of a sick

.person in Arabic is called /’ifāqah/ since health turns back to him

However, there is no return of rest, calmness, and peace in this horrible blast, and

when it happens all the doors will be shut to them. Neither regret is useful nor there is
.possibility of recompense, nor are shouts of avail

****

The last verse of the verses under discussion points to one of other statements of the

:pagans and rejecters who spoke mockingly as follows
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And they (ridiculously) say: ‘O our Lord! Hasten on to us our portion before the Day of“
.” Reckoning

Those blind hearted proud persons were so haughty that even they used to mock the

punishment of Allah and His just court. They used to say why He delayed in the

.portion of their punishment

Among the former nations, these kinds of self-loving feeble-minded persons were not

scanty either, but at the time of being captured in the grips of the Divine punishment,
.they cried like animals and nobody came to help them

The Arabic term /qitt/ originally means something which is cut from its width, and the

.word /qadd/ means something which is cut from its length

And since the certain portion of everybody is similar to something broken and cut, this

word has been used in the sense of portion. Sometimes it is in the sense of a piece of

paper on which something is written, or the names of persons and their prizes are

written on it. So, some of the commentators have said upon the commentary of the

above mentioned verse that the purpose is this: ‘O’ Allah! Give us the record of our

deeds before the day of Judgment.’ They said this statement when the above verses

informed that on the Day of Judgment a group of people will have the record of their

deeds in their right hand and another group in their left hand. The disbelievers

mockingly said that how well was it that their records of deeds were given to them

.that they would read them and see their own position and fate

****

However, ignorance and pride are two qualities which are very ugly and blameworthy

and they often do not separate from each other. They are the ignorant proud ones,
and the
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proud ignorant ones, and the effects of these two are seen in the polytheists of the

.Age of ignorant abundantly

****

:Note the Following Traditions

Imam Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) said: “The utmost ignorance is that a person is - 1
(happy for his ignorance.”(1

Again he (a.s.) said: “The utmost of wisdom is confession to what he does not - 2
(know.”(2

Again he (a.s.) said: “The utmost of knowledge is the awe of Allah, Glory be to - 3
(Him.”(3

****
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بٌاَّوأَ هَُّنإِ  دِْیلأَا  اذَ  دَوُادَ  اَندَْبعَ  رْکُذْاوَ  نَوُلوقُیَ  امَ  یلَعَ  رِْبصْا  } 17{

قِارَشْلإِاوَ   ِ یّشِعَْلاِب نَحْ  -ِ بّسَُی هُعَمَ  لَابَجِْلا  اَنرَّْخسَ  اَّنِا  } 18{

بٌاَّوأَ هَُّل  ٌّلکُ  هًرَوشُحْمَ  رَْیَّطلاوَ  } 19{

بِاطَخِْلا لَصْفَوَ  هَمَکْحِْلا  هُانَْیتَاءَوَ  هُکَْلُم  اَندْدَشَوَ  } 20{

Bear patiently what they say, and remember Our servant David, the possessor of . “ 17
(.” power, verily he ever turned (to Allah

Verily We subjected the mountains to give glory with him at the evening and the . “ 18
,” sunrise

;” And the birds assemble together, every one to him reverting . “ 19

.” And We strengthened his kingdom, and gave him wisdom and a clear judgment . “ 20

Commentary, verses: 17-20

The requisite of leadership is tolerance and patience in the face of the bitter words of

.others

David used to turn to Allah very much, and in all his affairs in his life he turned to Him.
This permanent attention was the cause of his power. David (a.s.) was one of the

great prophets of the Children of Israel who had a very large government, and his

.high rank has been praised in many verses of the Qur’ān

Following the discussions mentioned in the former verses about the hindrances of

polytheists and idolaters and their undue accusations to the Prophet of Islam

(p.b.u.h.), in order to console the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and the small group of the
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believers of that day, here the Qur’ān explains the story of David, the one to whom

Allah gave those many forces and He even made the mountains and birds subjected

to him, in order to show that when His favour comes to someone, the mass of

.enemies can do nothing

But this great prophet, with those many apparent forces, was not secure from the

people’s sarcasm, so that he would be a comfort and solace for the Prophet (p.b.u.h.),
because this matter was not only for him but the great men of the world had had a

:share of it. At first, it says

Bear patiently what they say, and remember Our servant David, the possessor of“
(.” power, verily he ever turned (to Allah

The Qur’ānic word /’ayd/ has been used both in the senses of ‘power’ and ‘bounty’,
and David had both of them. His bodily power was so that he could defeat Jālūt, the

tyrant, in the battle-field by a strong strike that he left the stone by his sling toward

.him and Jālūt fell bloody on the ground

.Some writers have written that the stone cleft his chest and came out from other side

And from the point of political power, he had a powerful government so that he could

stand with full power against the enemies. And from the point of spiritual and ethical

power and the strength of worship, it was such that he was vigilant a great part of the

.night busy worshipping Allah, and half of the days of the year he was fast

From the point of the bounties of Allah, he had been bestowed kinds of apparent and

hidden bounties. In short, David was a strong man in fights, in worship, in knowledge,
.and in government, and also he had abundant bounties

The Arabic word /’awwāb/ is derived from /’aub/ with the sense of voluntary return

toward something, and since the
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word /’aub/ is an Arabic amplification form, it indicates that he turned to his Lord very

.much and repented for the slightest negligence and leaving the better

****

Then in the second verse, after shortly referring to the Divine bounties to David, in

:order to explain a part of them, He says

Verily We subjected the mountains to give glory with him at the evening and the “
,” sunrise

In the third verse He implicitly says that not only the mountains were subjected to

:him, but also the birds did in order that they glorify Him with him. It says

;” And the birds assemble together, every one to him reverting“

All the mountains and birds obeyed the command of David and joined in singing with

.him

The pronoun in the Arabic word /lahū/ may refer to David. If so, the meaning of the

sentence is the same which was said in the above. It is also probable that it refers to

the Pure Essence of Allah, which means all the particles of the world return to Him and

.are obedient to Him

Concerning the quality of the act of birds and mountains joining in singing with David

(a.s.), it has been said that this glorification of God had been together with the

apparent sound accompanied with a kind of understanding which is in the innate of

the particles of the world. According to this idea all of the beings of the world have a
kind of wisdom and understanding, and when they heard the delightful sound of this

great prophet at the time of his worship, they accompanied him and the sound of their

.glorification were heard with together
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And this is not far from the power of Allah. It was a murmur which was always current

in the inside of the innate of the beings of the world, but Allah caused it to be appear

for David by the power of miracle, in the same way which was seen in respect to the

.(. glorification of the pebbles in the hand of the Prophet (p.b.u.h

****

:The fourth verse again continues mentioning the bounties of Allah unto David. It says

, …” And We strengthened his kingdom“

This was in a way that all the haughty ones, disobedient persons and the enemies

.would take heed of him

Besides that, Allah gave him wisdom; the same wisdom about which the Qur’ān says:
“… and whoever has been granted wisdom, indeed has been given abundant good;

:…”(1) The verse says

 …” and gave him wisdom “… 

The Qur’ānic term /hikmat/ here means knowledge and the ability of managing the

affairs of country, or the rank of prophecy, or all of them. This word has sometimes

the scientific aspect which is rendered into ‘excellent sciences’; and sometimes it has

the practical aspect which is rendered into ‘ethic and righteous deed’, and David had

.enjoyed all of them abundantly

The last bounty of Allah unto David was that he was given the knowledge of correct

:and just judgment. The holy verse continues saying

.” and a clear judgment “… 

The application of the Arabic phrase /fasl-ul-xitāb/ as an attribute for judgment is for

the sake that the word /xitāb/ is
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Sura Al-Baqarah, No. 2, verse 269 - 1
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’. the debate of two parties of quarrel, and /fasl/ means: ‘cut and separation

And we know that the talks of a person who quarrels may be ceased when a correct

judgment is done between the two parties, therefore this phrase has been meant in
.the sense of a just judgment

There is also this probability in the commentary of this phrase that Allah gave David a
strong logic which contained an excellent thought and deep meditation. Not only in the

occasion of judgment, but also everywhere David would say the last word and the

.best statement

Truly, with the existence of such a Lord Who is able to give an eligible man so many

powers and abilities, there is no room for anybody to be despair from His grace, and

this was not only the cause of comfort for the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) and the believers who

were under a hard pressure on those days, but it is the cause of solace for the whole

.captured believers in all centuries

****

Some commentators have extracted ten great Divine merits from the above

mentioned verses for David which clear both the high rank of this prophet and the

.specialties of a complete man

The Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.), with that great glory, is ordered to imitate David in - 1
patience and to get help from his history: “Bear patiently what they say and

 …” remember Our servant David

Allah qualifies him by the rank of servitude and, in fact, He counts his first specialty - 2
:this very rank of his servitude

Our servant”. Similar to this meaning is said concerning the holy Prophet of Islam“
(p.b.u.h.) relation to the subject of
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Muhammad’s ascension to Heaven where the Holy Qur’ān says: “Glory be to Him Who

(took His servant by night from Masjid-ul-Harām to Masjid-ul-’Aqsā …”(1

 …” Having power: “Verily We subjected the mountains to give glory with him - 3

Returning to Allah and his turning to Him constantly: “… Verily he ever turned (to - 4
(.” Allah

The mountains being subjected to him and that they gave glory with him: “… to give - 5
 …” glory with him

Allah counts the birds’ glorification with him as one of his god-given merits: “And the - 6
 …” birds assembled together

.” That all of them joined in singing with him: “… every one to him reverting - 7

. …” Sovereignty and government: “And We strengthened his kingdom - 8

 …” The Divine wisdom: “… and gave him wisdom - 9

His ability of giving just judgment and putting an end to the conflicts: “… and a - 10
.” clear judgment

And verily the bases of no government are firm without these qualities: knowledge,
power, logic, godly piety, ability of controlling the carnal desire, and also approaching

.the rank of servitude to Allah

By the way, David was one of the prophets who had had prophethood and kingdom

.with together

****
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بَارَحْ - مِْلا اورَُّوسَتَ  ذإِ  مِصْخَْلا  ْاؤُبََن  كَاتَأَ  لْهَوَ  } 21{

یَلِا آَندِـهْاوَ  طْطِشـُْت  لاَوَ    ِ قّحَْلاِب انَنَْیَب  مکُحْافَ  ضٍْعَب  یلَعَ  انَضـُْعَب  یغََب  نِامَصـْخَ  فْخَتَ  ـَلا  اوُلاقـَ  مْهُْنِم  عَزِفَفَ  دَوُادَ  یلَعَ  اوُلخَدَ  ذْإِ  } 22{
طِارَ -ِ صّلا ءِآوسَ 

And has the story of the litigants come to you when they climbed the wall into the . “ 21
((David’s

?” prayer chamber

When they entered to David, and he was frightened of them, they said: ‘Fear not, . “ 22
(we are) two litigants, one of us has exceeded against the other, so decide between

.” us with truth, and treat not unjustly, and guide us unto the right way

Commentary, verses: 21-22

The act of judgment in the prayer room increases its value and sanctity. Hadrat Ali

(a.s.) used to judge among people in Kūfah Mosque, and the place of David’s
.judgment was often in his prayer chamber

Following to the previous verses which stated the special qualities of David and the

great merits that Allah gave him, the Holy Qur’ān explains the event which happened

.for him in a judgment

:At first, addressing the holy Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.), the Qur’ān says

And has the story of the litigants come to you when they climbed the wall into the“
?” (David’s) prayer chamber
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The Arabic word /xasm/ originally means: ‘To quarrel’ but it frequently happens that

each of the parties of a quarrel is called /xasm/ (enemy). This word is used for both

singular and plural forms, but sometimes its Arabic plural form has been used in the

/. shape of /xusūm

The Qur’ānic phrase: /tasawwarū/ is derived from /sūr/ in the sense of a high wall

which has surrounded around a house or a city; but it must be noted that this word

’. originally means: ‘to jump and climb

The Arabic term /mihrāb/ means: the highest seat of an assembly, or the rooms in

upstairs; and since the place of worship had usually been there it has gradually been

used in the sense of ‘temple’, and in daily usages it is particularly used for the place

.where the prayer leader stands for performing the congregation prayer

It has been narrated in Mufradāt that the prayer niche of a mosque is called such

.because it is the place of fight against Satan and the carnal desire

****

The second verse denotes that though David had numerous protectors, the two

parties of quarrel climbed the wall of his prayer chamber and, through an unusual

way, they entered his castle and suddenly they appeared in front of him. In the

continuation of this discussion, the Qur’ān implicitly says that they suddenly entered

David’s room and, without previously informing him or getting permission, they stood

in front of him. Therefore, by observing them, David terrified, because he thought

:they had an evil intention about him. The verse in this regard says

, …” When they entered to David, and he was frightened of them“
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:But soon they removed his terror by their manner. The verse continues saying

they said: ‘Fear not, (we are) two litigants, one of us has exceeded against the “… 
other, so decide between us with truth, and treat not unjustly, and guide us unto the

.” right way

The Qur’ānic term /tuštit/ is derived from /šatat/ which originally means: ‘much

remoteness’, and since injustice and cruelty keeps man aloof very much from the

truth, the word /šatat/ has been used in this sense. It is also called to the speech which

.is far from reality

The two parties of a quarrel must demand the execution of the truth, not the

.protection of their profits

****
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بِاطَخِْلا یِف  یِنَّزعَوَ  اهَیِنْلفِکْأَ  لَاقَفَ  هٌدَحِاوَ  هٌجَْعَن  یَِلوَ  هًجَْعَن  نَوعُسِْتوَ  عٌسِْت  هَُل  یخِأَ  اذَهَ  َّنإِ  } 23{

Verily this my brother has ninety nine ewes, and I have (only) one ewe, but he . “ 23
.” says: ‘Give her into my charge’ and he overcame me in the argument

Commentary, verse: 23

This verse indicates that they did not give so much respite to David and one of them

:preceded the other to tell him their complain. He said

Verily this my brother has ninety nine ewes, and I have (only) one ewe, but he says:“
.” ‘Give her into my charge’ and he overcame me in the argument

The Arabic word /na‘jah/ means ‘ewe’; it is also used for female wild cow and wild

.sheep

The Qur’ānic term /’akfilnīhā/ is derived from /kifālat/ which here ironically means ‘to

abandon’. (The sentence means that you do abandon the charge of it to me, or give it
.( to me

The Arabic term /‘azzanī/ is derived from /‘izzat/ in the sense of ‘overcome’, and the

’. concept of the sentence is: ‘He overcame me

However, man is usually greedy and solicitous, and he never satiates from the wealth

.of the world

****
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اوُلمِعَوَ اوُنمَاءَ  نَیذَِّلا  َّـلاإِ  ضٍْعَب  یلَعَ  مْهُضـُْعَب  یغِْبیََل  ءِآطـَلَخُْلا  اًریِثکـَ مِّ-نَ  َّنِاوَ  هِجِاعـَِن  یَلإِ  کَِـتجَْعَن  لِاؤَسُِب  کَمـَلَظَ  دْقـََل  لَاقـَ  } 24{
بَاَنأَوَ اًعکِارَ  َّرخَوَ  هَُّبرَ  رَفَْغتَسْافَ  هُاَّنتَفَ  امََّنأَ  دُوُادَ  َّنظَوَ  مْهُ  امَ  لٌیِلقَوَ  تِاحَِلاَّصلا 

بٍأَمَ نَسْحُوَ  یفَْلزَُل  اَندَنعِ  هَُل  َّنإِوَ  کَِلذَ  هَُل  اَنرْفَغَفَ  } 25{

David) said: ‘Indeed he has been unjust to you in demanding your ewe to add her . “) 24
to his own ewes; and verily many of the associates are wrongfully unto one another,
save those who believe and do good deeds, and few are they!’ And David perceived

that We had tried him, so he sought forgiveness of his Lord, and he fell down bowing,
.” and he repented

So We forgave him that (lapse), and verily for him, with Us is a nearness and an . “ 25
.” excellent resort

Commentary, verses: 24-25

Man can own a lot of properties. David (a.s.) did not criticize for having ninety nine

ewes, but he criticized the brother’s oppressive avariciousness. The verse indicates

that before hearkening to the statement of the opposite party, as it is understood

from the apparent of the verses of the Qur’ān, David turned to the complainant and

:spoke as follows

David) said: ‘Indeed he has been unjust to you in demanding your ewe to add her to “)
; …” his own ewes

But this is not a new thing and many of the friends and persons who work with

:together are unjust to each other. The verse continues saying
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and verily many of the associates are wrongfully unto one another, save those “… 
!’ …” who believe and do good deeds, and few are they

Yes, those who observe the right of others perfectly in association and friendship and

do not have the least oppression to their friends are few, and only those who have got

enough share of the capital of faith and righteous deed can usually pay the rights of

.their friends and familiar ones perfectly and justly

However, it seems that the two parties of conflict were convinced by hearing this

.statement and left the David’s meeting

But here David began thinking, and though he knew he had made a just judgment,
and his silence was the best evidence that the problem was the same that the

complainant had mentioned, yet the manners of the meeting of judgment required

that David would not hasten in his speech, and first he should personally ask the

opposite party and then arbitrated. Therefore, because of this action of his, he

:became regretful very much and, as the verse says

And David perceived that We had tried him, so he sought forgiveness of his Lord, “… 
.” and he fell down bowing, and he repented

The Qur’ānic term /xarra/ is derived from /xarīr/ in the sense of ‘falling from a height

accompanied with a sound’, like the sound of a waterfall, and since the persons who

fall in prostration are as if they fall from a height, and at the time of prostration they

.pronounce glorification, this meaning has been used as to prostrate

The application of the Arabic word /rāki‘an/ in the verse under discussion is either for

the sake that the Arabic word
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rukū‘/ (bowing) has also been used in vocabulary in the sense of prostration, or/
.bowing is a premise for prostration

In the second verse the Qur’ān implies that Allah favoured His mercy over him and

:forgave his lapse in this leaving the better, as the Qur’ān in this verse says

So We forgave him that (lapse), and verily for him, with Us is a nearness and an“
.” excellent resort

The Arabic term /zulfā/ is in the sense of ‘rank and nearness with Allah’, and the

Qur’ānic phrase /husna ma’āb/ refers to

.Paradise and bounties in Hereafter

****
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نَوُّلضـِیَ نَیذَِّلا  َّنِا  هَِّللا  لِیِبسَ  نعَ  کََّلضـُِیفَ  يوَهَْلا  عِِبَّتتَ  لاَوَ    ِ قّحَْلاِب سِاَّنلا  نَْیَب  مکُحْافَ  ضِرْـَلأا  یِف  هًفَیِلخَ  كَانـَْلعَجَ  اَّنإِ  دُوُادَ  ایـَ  } 26{
بِاسَحِْلا مَوْیَ  اوسَُن  امَِب  دٌیدِشَ  بٌاذَعَ  مْهَُل  هَِّللا  لِیِبسَ  نعَ 

O David! Verily We have appointed you a vicegerent in the earth, so judge . “ 26
between the people with justice and do not follow (vain) desire for it will mislead you

from the way of Allah; (as for) those who go astray from the path of Allah, they shall

.” surely have a severe punishment, because they forgot the Day of Reckoning

Commentary, verse: 26

Point

Religion is not separate from politics. Allah has given the administration of His

servants’ affairs to the prophets. The administration of people’s affairs is Allah’s right

which He gives to whomever He desires. Governing over people is a great bounty the

.gratitude of which is the execution of justice among people

Following the story of David, and as the last saying, this verse addresses David, while

stating his high rank, it explains his heavy duties and responsibilities through a

:decisive tone and some expressive statements, where it says

O David! Verily We have appointed you a vicegerent in the earth, so judge between“
the people with justice and do not follow (vain) desire for it will mislead you from the

way of Allah; (as for) those who go astray from the path of Allah, they shall surely

.” have a severe punishment, because they forgot the Day of Reckoning
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The content of this verse, which refers to the high rank of David and his important

.duty, contains five sentences each of which pursues a fact

The first is the rank of vicegerency of David in the earth. Is the purpose of it the

replacement of the former prophets, or the Divine vicegerency? Here the second

meaning seems more fitting, and it is more consistent with Sura Al-Baqarah, No. 2,
verse 30 which says: “When your Lord said to the angels: ‘Verily I am appointing on the

’, …” earth a deputy

Of course, vicegerency, with its real meaning, in respect to Allah does not have any

meaning, because it is meaningful and correct for only those who are absent or have

died. Then, its purpose is His deputation among His servants and performing His

.commands in the earth

This sentence denotes that government on the earth must originate from the

government of Allah, and any government that works other than this way is verily an

.unjust and undue government

In the second sentence it commands: now that this great merit has been given to you,
your duty is to judge among people with justice. In fact, the result of the Divine

vicegerency is the government of Truth. It can be understood from this sentence that

.the government of Truth originates only from vicegerency and it is its direct product

The third sentence points to the most important danger which threatens a just

governor. It says: “… do not follow (vain) desire …”. Yes, vain desire puts a thick

curtain over the truth-seeking eyes of man and it causes a distance between him and

.justice

So, in the fourth sentence it implies that if you follow the low desire, it hinders you

.from the path of Allah, which is the same as the path of truth
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Thus, wherever there is stray, there exists the low desire; and wherever the low

desire exists, it ruins the rights of people, and, for this reason, his government is

ephemeral and will face with failure. Here, vain desire may have a vast meaning

which encompasses both the vain desire of man himself, and the vain desire of

people. And thus the Qur’ān nullifies the schools which follow the common thoughts,
whatever they may be, and count them necessary for the governments, because the

.result of both of them is misled from the path of Allah and the straight way

Today we see the effects of this kind of thought in, so to speak, the civilized world.
They have passed the worst deeds as a law for the sake of people’s desires and they

.have reached the notoriety to its utmost limit, so that pen shames to explain it

It is true that the bases of government must be on the shoulder of people and it forms

with the association of common people, but this does not mean that the criterion of

right and wrong in everything and everywhere is the desires of the majority of people.
A government must have a framework of the Truth (Allah), but in practising this

framework it must get help from the power of society, and the Islamic Republic, which

we demand, is made up of the words: Republic and Islamic, also means the same

thing. In other words, the principles are taken from the religious school, but people

(execute them. (Be careful

Finally, in the fifth sentence the verse points to this fact that going astray from the

path of Allah originates from forsaking ‘The Day of Reckoning’ and its fruit is the

.severe punishment of Allah

Principally, forgetting the Day of Hereafter is always the source of aberrations, and

each aberration is mixed with this
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forgetfulness, and this principle makes clear the training effect of being regardful to

.the Resurrection in the lives of men

The narrations cited in this regard in Islamic sources are very notable. Among them is
the tradition which has been narrated from both the holy Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.)
and Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) who said: “O people! Verily the most terrible things

about which I fear on you are two things: following the low desire, and long hopes.
Then, following low desire restrains you from the truth, and extending of hopes

(causes you to forget the Hereafter”.(1

It is suitable that this sentence to be written excellently and put in the sight of all,
.specially that of the rulers, judges, and the responsible officials of the affairs

In another tradition Imam Bāqir (a.s.) has said: “There are three things which destroy

(man): the miserliness that is obeyed, the low desire which is followed, and the state

(of man’s being content with his own self.”(2

:A few Traditions upon Low Desire

Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) said: “The intellect is the possessor of the army of Allah, - 1
the Beneficent, and the low desire is the leader of the troops of Satan, and the man’s
self is under the pressure of the attractions of these two. Then, every one of them

(overcomes, the self will follow it.”(3

Imam Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) said: “There are many intellects which are - 2
(captive with the soul that bids to evil.”(4
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Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) said: “The one whose intellect overcomes his low desire - 3
will be prosperous, and the one whose low desire overcomes his intellect will be

(ignominious.”(1

(Ali (a.s.) said: “… Unfortunate is he who fell victim to his desires and his pride. …”(2 - 4

Imam Jawād (a.s.) said: “He who obeys his low desire, he has caused his enemy to - 5
(reach his hope.” (3

Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) said: “Make the intellect superior to the low desire, - 6
because intellect owns the time but the low desire makes you the servant of the

(time.”(4

(Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) said: “There is no enemy like the low desire.”(5 - 7

****
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Section 3: Allah’s Blessings on Solomon

Point

The heavens and the earth are not created in vain – Alike can never be the Believers

and the Mischief-Mongers or the Pious and the Wicked – Qur’ān sent to ponder over

its contents and be mindful of the warnings therein – Solomon tried, and pardoned –
Allah’s blessings on Solomon

رِاَّنلا نَِم  اورُفَکَ  نَیذَِّلِل  لٌْیوَفَ  اورُفَکَ  نیذَِّلا  ُّنظَ  کَِلذَ  لاًطِاَب  امَهُنَْیَب  امَوَ  ضَرْلأَاوَ  ءَآمََّسلا  انَْقلَخَ  امَوَ  } 27{

رِاَّجفُْلاکَ نَیقَِّتمُْلا  لُعَجَْن  مْأَ  ضِرْلأَا  یِف  نَیدِسِْفمُْلاکَ  تِاحَِلاَّصلا  اوُلمِعَوَ  اوُنمَاءَ  نَیذَِّلا  لُعَجَْن  مْأَ  } 28{

And We did not create the heaven and the earth and what is between them in . “ 27
vain; that is the opinion of those who disbelieve; then woe to those who disbelieve

(!” on account of the Fire (of Hell

Shall We treat those who believe and do righteous deeds like the mischief makers . “ 28
?” in the earth? Or shall We treat the pious like the wicked

Commentary, verses: 27-28

In the Divine world-view, creation is done with an aim. Since the system of existence

is based on the truth, then arbitration must be based on the truth, too, so that the

.system of law and the system of creation can be in the same path
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Therefore, following the life story of David and his Divine Deputy in the earth, this

verse talks about this fact that the world of existence pursues an aim so that the

:direction of the government on the earth, which is a part of it, can be specified. It says

And We did not create the heaven and the earth and what is between them in vain;“
that is the opinion of those who disbelieve; then woe to those who disbelieve on

(!” account of the Fire (of Hell

The important issue, from which all rights originate, is the existence of aim in creation.
When we accept this matter in our world-view that this vast world has not been

created in vain from the side of Allah, the Exalted, we immediately look for its aim, the

aim which is summarized in the short but expressive words of: ‘development,
education, training’. It is from this line that we conclude that governments must also

pave this very line. They must make the foundations of education and training firm

.and cause men to be spiritually developed

In other words, the foundation of the world of existence is based on truth and justice,
and governments must also be consistent with the whole world, i.e. they should act

.according to the criterions of right and justice

By the way, the last sentence of the previous verse, which was about the man’s
forgetfulness of the Day of Reckoning, is completely consistent with the content of

this holy verse, too, because the aim of the creation of the world requires that there

should exist a Reckoning Day, as it was said in the discussions about Resurrection (at

the end of Sura Yāsīn) that if there were not a Reckoning Day, the creation of this

.world would be rather useless, meaningless, and ambiguous

It is interesting that at the end of this holy verse the Qur’ān points to one of the clear

lines which separates the school of
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belief from infidelity. It is the belied of the futility of the world in atheistic schools the

kinds of which we encounter today, too. They explicitly announce that this world is

futile and aimless. By this way of world-view, how can they execute the right and

?justice in their governments

Only that government can execute the right and justice which originates from a Divine

world-view that believes an aim for the world and has an accurate system in whose

path the government runs, too. And, if the modern atheistical world has reached to a
blind lane in its government, in its peace and war, and in its economy and culture, its

main root must be sought in this very matter. And that is why that they base their own

activities on ‘force’ and domination, and they think that everybody can gain it by force.
.How horrible is the world which is founded and controlled upon this form of thinking

However, Allah is Wise and it is impossible that He creates this world without any aim.
This aim will be safeguarded in the case that this world can be a premise for a vaster

.world, a world which connects to eternity and justifies the legitimacy of this world

****

:In the next verse, the Qur’ān adds

Shall We treat those who believe and do righteous deeds like the mischief makers in“
?” the earth? Or shall We treat the pious like the wicked

There exists neither the possibility of aimlessness in the creation nor the equality of

the righteous and the mischief makers, because the first group take steps alongside

the path of godly aims and go forward unto the destination, but the second group are

.in the opposite side
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In fact, the discussion of the subject of Resurrection with all its dimensions has

reasonably been stated both in this verse and its previous verse. From one side it

indicates that the Wisdom of Allah requires that the creation of the world to have an

aim (and this aim is not acquired without other world because the few days of the life

of this world, is not so worthy that can be the aim of this great creation. On the other

side, wisdom and justice require that the good ones and the bad ones, or the just and

the unjust, should not be equal, and this is the whole collection of: resurrection,
.reward, retribution, and Paradise and Hell

Moreover, when we look at the human society in this world, we see that the mischief-
makers and believers are in the same row; and the evildoers are beside the good

doers. And, in many cases, we see that the wrong doers are in a better welfare. If

there were not another life next to this fleeting world in which justice will be executed,
the circumstance of this world is both against ‘wisdom’ and against ‘justice’, and this

itself is counted another proof for the existence of Resurrection. In other words, for

proving the Resurrection sometimes it is reasoned from the way of ‘wisdom’ and

sometimes from the way of ‘justice’. The former verse refers to the first reasoning

.and the next verse to the second reasoning

****
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بِابَْللأَا ْاوُلوُْا  رََّکذَتَیَِلوَ  هِِتایَاءَ  اورَُّبَّدیَِل  كٌرَابَُم  کَْیَلِا  هُانَْلزَنأَ  بٌاتَکِ  } 29{

The Qur’ān) is a blessed Book which We have sent down unto you, that they may . “) 29
.” meditate on its verses and that men of understanding may receive admonition

Commentary, verse: 29

Point

The Holy Qur’ān is surely blessed. (Its recitation, reflection, history, reasoning, story,
the samples of sciences, hidden news, similes, bids and forbids, all in all are full of

.mysteries and secrets

Qur’ān is for contemplation and it is not merely for taking a good omen to its

apparent. And contemplation in the Qur’ān is for admonition, else there may happen

that a person perceives the scientific secrets and subtle essences of the Qur’ān, but it
.causes his pride

This verse points to a matter which, in fact, is the provider of the aim of creation. It

:says

The Qur’ān) is a blessed Book which We have sent down unto you, that they may “)
.” meditate on its verses and that men of understanding may receive admonition

Its instructions are eternal, its commandments are really deep and expressive, and its

programs are refreshing and leading for human beings on the way of the aim of

.creation

The aim of the descent of this great Book has not been that the believers suffice to its

mere recitation by the tongue, but its aim has been in a manner that its verses

become the source of contemplation and cause conscience to become vigilant, and it,
’. in its turn, brings a fairly movement alongside the path of ‘action
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As we know, usually the application of the Qur’ānic word /mubārak/ means something

which has a continuous and constant good, and the usage of this meaning for the

Qur’ān points to the permanent usage of the human societies from its teachings; and

since this word has been used in an absolute form, it involves any kind of goodness

.and the prosperity of both this world and the next

Shortly speaking, in it there is all kind of goodness that you want, upon condition that

.you contemplate in it, and get inspiration from it

:Now, pay attention to these two traditions

In the commentary upon these verses we study that the Qur’ānic phrase: “Those - 1
who believe and do righteous deeds” refers to Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) and his

followers, while the Qur’ānic phrase: “The mischief makers in the earth” points to the

(opponents of them.(1

In another tradition that Ibn-i-‘Asākir has narrated from Ibn-i-‘Abbās, it is said that - 2
the purpose of the Qur’ānic phrase: “Those who believe” is Ali (a.s.), Hamzah, and

‘Ubayd who stood against ‘Uqbah, Walīd, and Shaybah from the troops of polytheists

in the Battle of Badr and in their battles that they overcame upon them. The purpose

of the mischief makers in the earth is those three persons of the army of polytheists

.who stood against the three above persons of Islam

****
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بٌاَّوأَ هَُّنإِ  دُْبعَْلا  مَْعِن  نَا  - مَْیلَسُ دَوُادَِل  انَْبهَوَوَ  } 30{

دُایَجِْلا تُانَِفاَّصلا    ِ یّشِعَْلاِب هِْیلَعَ  ضَرِعُ  ذْإِ  } 31{

بِاجَحِْلاِب تْرَاوَتَ  یَّتحَ  ِ-ي  بّرَ رِکْذِ  نعَ  رِْیخَْلا  َّبحُ  تُْببَحْأَ  ِ-ي  نّإِ لَاقَفَ  } 32{

قِانَعْلأَاوَ قِوُّسلاِب  اًحسْمَ  قَفِطَفَ  َّیلَعَ  اهَوُّدرُ  } 33{

And We gave to David Solomon, an excellent servant (he was)! Verily he was a . “ 30
.” penitent

,” When there were brought before him in the evening light-footed courses . “ 31

Then he said: ‘Verily I love the love of good things, (these horses), for the sake of . “ 32
the remembrance of my Lord, (the watching of parade continued) until they (the

.” horses) got hidden in the veil

Then he ordered:) ‘Bring them (horses) back to me’. And he began to rub (their) . “) 33
.” legs and necks

Commentary, verses: 30-33

Holding review of an army and its possibilities and strivers is a praise-worthy action. A
leader must personally review of the troops and to be aware of the quality and

.quantity of the troops and possibilities is the condition of leadership

In the continuation of the discussion about David, the first verse of this group of

verses informs of giving a noble child, Solomon, to him who was the one who

:continued his Divine government and prophecy. It says
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And We gave to David Solomon, an excellent servant (he was)! Verily he was a “
.” penitent

What a good servant he was! because he always used to return to Allah and to the

.bosom of the truth

The application of the Qur’ānic term /wahabnā/ (we gave), from one side, and the

application of the Qur’ānic phrase /ni‘mal ‘abd/ (an excellent servant), on the other

side, and saying its reason /’innahū ’awwāb/ (he who constantly returns to the

obedience and command of Allah and repents from the slightest negligence and

errs.), and from the third side all of these are the signs of the greatness of the rank of

.this great prophet

The application of the Qur’ānic phrase: /’innahū ’awwāb/ is just the same meaning

which was recited about his father David in verse 17 from this very Sura. Regarding to

the fact that the word /’awwāb/ which is an Arabic amplification form and its meaning

is ‘a very returning one’ and there is no condition in it, can be in the sense of the one

who returns to the obedience from the commandment of Allah, returning to the truth

.and justice, returning from negligence and leaving the betters

****

:Through the next verse, the Qur’ān says

,” When there were brought before him in the evening light-footed courses“

The Arabic term /sāfināt/ is the plural form of /sāfinah/, as many commentators and

philologists have recorded, it is used for the horses which stand on three legs at the

time of standing and slightly raise only one hand and they put only the front top of the

hoof on the ground, and this state is mostly particular to
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.the swift horses which, if necessary, every moment are ready to move

The Arabic word /jiyād/ is the plural form of /jawād/ which here is in the sense of swift

horses and originally it has been taken from /jūd/ (remittal), but remittal in human

beings is done through the way of granting wealth and in horses through speed in

.running

Thus, the above mentioned horses both at the state of standing showed their

.readiness for moving, and at the time of moving by quick action

It is understood from this verse entirely, and with different contexts which exist

around it, that one day in the evening Solomon was parading his quick ‘horses’ that he

had prepared for the battle-field of Holy Struggle and the officers, riding their horses,
were passing by in front of him. And since a just and influential king must have a

powerful army, and one of the important means of an army had been quick horses,
this quality has been mentioned in the Qur’ān, after pointing to the rank of Solomon,

.as one of the samples of his deeds

****

In the third verse, in order that none thinks that his interest to these quick powerful

horses is for worldly affairs, Solomon said that he loved them for the remembrance of

his Lord and His command. He said he wanted to use them in war and the battlefield

:of Holy Struggle against His enemies. The Holy Qur’ān says

Then he said: ‘Verily I love the love of good things, (these horses), for the sake of the“
remembrance of my Lord, (the watching of parade continued) until they (the horses)

.” got hidden in the veil
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It is a custom among Arabs that they render the Arabic word /xayl/ (horse) into /xayr/
(goodness). And an Islamic tradition indicates that the Holy Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.)
said: “Goodness has been tied on the forehead of the horse until the Day of

(Hereafter.”(1

In the fourth holy verse, it indicates that the scene was so interesting and beautiful

for a great commander such as Solomon that he ordered that those horses would be

.returned again for him

When his officers obeyed this command and returned the horses, Solomon personally

:soothed them and touched their legs and necks. The verse says

Then he ordered:) ‘Bring them (horses) back to me’. And he began to rub (their) legs “)
.” and necks

And by this way he both encouraged their coaches, and appreciated them, because it
is customary that when they want to appreciate a horse, they touch the head, face,
neck and legs of the horse; and such an action for a useful means which helps man in

.his excellent aims done by a great prophet like Solomon, is not surprising

The Arabic term /tafiq/ means to start something. The Arabic word /sūq/ is the plural

form of /sāq/, and the Arabic word /’a‘nāq/ is the plural form of /‘unuq/ (neck). So the

’. whole sentence means: ‘Solomon began touching and soothing their necks and legs

****
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بَاَّنأَ َّمُث  اًدسَجَ  ِ-هِ  یّسِرْکُ یلَعَ  انَْیقَْلأَوَ  نَامَْیلَسُ  اَّنتَفَ  دْقََلوَ  } 34{

بُاَّهوَْلا تَنأَ  کََّنإِ  يدِْعَب  نِْم  دٍحَلأَ  یغِبَْنیَ  اًکْلُم لاَ  یِل  بْهَوَ  یِل  رْفِغْا    ِ بّرَ لَاقَ  } 35{

And certainly We did try Solomon, and We cast on his throne a (mere) body; then . “ 34
.” he repented

He said: ‘My Lord! Forgive me and grant me a dominion such as shall not be fit . “ 35
(.” anyone after me, verily You are the Bounteous (without measure

Commentary, verses: 34-35

.Trial is a means for polishing the soul and getting nigh to Allah

These verses explain another part of Solomon’s life story, and show that how much

high the power of a man may grow, again he has nothing from his own and whatever

:exists is from the side of Allah. Here, the Qur’ān says

And certainly We did try Solomon, and We cast on his throne a (mere) body; then he “
.” repented

The Arabic word /kursī/ means a throne with short legs. It seems such that the ancient

kings had two kinds of throne: one was for ordinary times, which had short legs, and a
throne for their formal meetings and official ceremonies which had long legs. The

/. former was called /kursī/ and the latter was called /‘arš

The Arabic word /jasad/ means a body without soul, and as Rāqib says in Mufradāt, it
has a concept more limited than the concept of body, because the word /jasad/ is not

used for
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.anything other than man (but scarcely) while the word /jism/ (body) is general

It is understood from this verse that Solomon’s trial had been through a soulless body

which was on his throne before his eyes, the thing which he did not expect, and he

hoped for something other than it. The Qur’ān has delivered no more explanation on

.this matter

The commentators and traditionists have mentioned some news and commentaries

on this field. The most fitting and clear of all of them is that Solomon desired to have

some brave and fruitful children who could help him in running the country and

specially in struggling against the enemy, but since he did not say the holy phrase: ‘If

Allah wills’, the same sentence which shows the man’s reliance to Allah in all

circumstances, at that time, he got no child from his wives except a handicapped child

like a soulless body that was brought and put on his throne. Solomon thought very

much and became inconvenience that why he neglected Allah for a moment and

.relied on his own power. Then he repented and returned to Allah

In the next verse, the Holy Qur’ān reiterates Solomon’s repentance in more details. It

:says

He said: ‘My Lord! Forgive me and grant me a dominion such as shall not be fit“
(.” anyone after me, verily You are the Bounteous (without measure

****
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بَاصَأَ ثُْیحَ  ءًآخَرُ  هرِْمأَِب  يرِجْتَ  حَی   ِ رّلا هل  اَنرَّْخسَفَ  } 36{

صٍاَّوغَوَ ءٍآَّنَب  َّلکُ  نَیطِایََّشلاوَ  } 37{

دِافَصْلأَا یِف  نَیِنَّرقَُم  نَیرِخَاءَوَ  } 38{

بٍاسَحِ رِْیغَِب  کْسِْمأَ  وْأَ  نُْنْمافَ  اَنؤُآطَعَ  اذَهَ  } 39{

بٍأَمَ نَسْحُوَ  یفَْلزَُل  اَندَنعِ  هَُل  َّنإِوَ  } 40{

So We made subservient unto him the wind; that it ran at his command, softly, . “ 36
,” wherever he desired

,” And the Satans, every builder and diver . “ 37

.” And others (of the Satans) fettered in chains . “ 38

.” We said:) ‘This is Our free gift, therefore bestow or withhold without reckoning . “) 39

.” And verily for him unto Us is a nearness and an excellent resort . “ 40

Commentary, verses: 36-40

In these verses, Allah points to the favours He had given to Solomon (a.s.), among

them are the wind made subservient to him, his taking benefit from the power of the

jinn, controlling the destructive powers, and having the authority and the rank of

nearness to Allah with a bright future. These bounties are a part of the sample

government that Solomon had asked for. So this verse hints to another merit that

:Allah had bestowed on Solomon (a.s.). The verse says

So We made subservient unto him the wind; that it ran at his command, softly,“
,” wherever he desired
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He was also given the act of controlling the disobedient beings for performing some

:positive activities, as the second verse announces

,” And the Satans, every builder and diver“

Allah made them subservient to him so that a group of them would accomplish every

.building he desired in the land, and a group of them would work in the sea

Thus Allah gave Solomon some ready-made powers for some positive actions, and

made the Satans, whose nature is to be disobedient and rebellious, so subservient to

him that they worked for him in buildings on the land and extraction of precious things

.from mines

Not only in this verse, but also in some other numerous verses of the Qur’ān this

meaning has been pointed out that Satans were made subservient to Solomon and

they did some positive activities for him. In these verses as well as Sura An-Naba’, No.
78, verse 82 the word ‘Satans’ has been used while in Sura Saba’, No. 34, verse 12 they

’. have been called ‘Jinn

As we have also said before, jinn is a being which is concealed to us, but it has

intellect, understanding, and power. They are also divided into believers and

disbelievers. It does not matter that under the command of Allah they should be used

by a divine prophet and be busy in some useful jobs. This probability exists, too, that

the Qur’ānic word ‘Satans’ has a vast meaning which encompasses both the

rebellious human beings and other than them, and this vast meaning for Satan has

been used in the Qur’ān (Sura Al-’An‘ām, No. 6, verse 112). Thus, Allah gave such a

.power to Solomon that he could make all rebellious ones submit

****
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In the next verse, another merit of Allah to Solomon is mentioned that he controlled a
group of the destructive forces, because, in any case, there were some members

among Satans who were not counted as a useful and constructive power, and there

was no way save that they should be in fetter in order that the society could be in

:security from their vice, as the Qur’ān says

.” And others (of the Satans) fettered in chains“

The Qur’ānic term /muqarranīn/ is derived from /qarana/ in the sense of ‘resistance’
and nearness, and here it points to the act of putting hand and foot or neck in chain

.and fetter

The Arabic word /’asfād/ is the plural form of /safad/ in the sense of chain and fetter,
(like the fetters put on the hands and feet of prisoners). Some commentators have

rendered the Qur’ānic phrase: /muqarranīna-fil-’asfād/ into a complete yoke and it

has been a chain which fastened the hands on the neck. This fits to the concept of the

’. Qur’ānic term /muqarranīn/ which contains the meaning of ‘nearness

****

The fourth merit of Allah to Solomon was the abundant abilities he had and they let

:him to give or restrain things, as the next verse says

.” We said:) ‘This is Our free gift, therefore bestow or withhold without reckoning “)

The application of the phrase ‘without reckoning’ refers either to this that: for the

sake of the rank of your justice Allah has given you a vast authority which will not be

reckoned or asked about; or it is in the sense that the Divine bestowal on you is so

.much that whatever you grant it will not be counted in it
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Some commentators have considered this meaning only related to the fettered

Satans, meaning that whoever you desire you may let him go, and whomever you

.want you may keep in fetter

****

In the fourth verse, the fifth and the last merit that Allah had given to Solomon is

referred to. It was his spiritual rank that Allah had bestowed on Solomon because of

:his eligibilities. In this verse, Allah says

.” And verily for him unto Us is a nearness and an excellent resort“

This sentence, in fact, is an answer to those who, following to what is mentioned in

the present Torah, polluted the sacred realm of this great prophet by kinds of undue

and superstitious attributes. And, thus, it counts him free from all these wrong

accusations, and honours his position with Allah, specially with the holy phrase: ‘an

’. excellent resort

A tradition from the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) indicates he said: “Have you heard that how

much of property and government Allah gave Solomon, the son of David? Yet, with all

these merits, it did not increase in him (anything) except to his humility, in a manner

that because of intense humility and discipline he did not look at the sky because of

(humility for his Lord.”(1

****
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Section 4: Job’s Patience Rewarded

Point

Job tried and rewarded for his patience – The righteous ones are rewarded – The

goodness of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Ishmael, Elisha, and Zulkifl commended –

.Wickedness shall be punished – The wrangling of the wicked in Hell

بٍاذَعَوَ بٍصُْنِب  نُاطَْیَّشلا  یَِنَّسمَ  ِ-ي  نّأَ هَُّبرَ  يدَاَن  ذْإِ  بَوُّیأَ  آَندَْبعَ  رْکُذْاوَ  } 41{

بٌارَشَوَ دٌرِاَب  لٌسَتَْغُم  اذَهَ  کَِلجْرِِب  ضْکُرْا  } 42{

And remember Our servant Job, when he called to his Lord ‘Verily, Satan has . “ 41
’.” afflicted me with toil and torment

’.” We told him:) ‘Stamp with your foot, here is a cool washing-place and a drink . “) 42

:Commentary, verse

The history of the great men should not be forgotten. The history of the Divine

prophets is instructive even for the friends of Allah: because being acquainted with

.others’ difficulties may strengthen patience and perseverance

In the former verses the words were about Solomon and his glory which showed the

god-given power and this itself was a glad tiding for the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) and

the Muslims of Mecca who were in a serious pressure at that proper time. These

verses are about Job, the sample of patience
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and perseverance in order to teach the Muslims of that day, today, and tomorrow to

show perseverance in the face of difficulties of life, and to invite them to assistance

.and to make the good end of this patience clear

Job is the third prophet a part of whose life story has been mentioned in this Sura, and

our great Prophet was enjoined to remember his life story and to reiterate it for the

Muslims so that they would not fear from tiresome difficulties and never become

.hopeless from the grace and favour of Allah

The name or the life story of Job has been mentioned in several Suras of the Qur’ān:
in Sura An-Nisā’, No. 4, verse 163; and in Sura Al-’An‘ām, No. 6, verse 84 where only his

name has been mentioned in the row of other Divine prophets in order to confirm the

rank of his prophethood. It is contrary to the existing Torah which has not counted

him among the Divine prophets, but it introduces him as a rich righteous servant of

.Allah who had a lot of properties and children

There is a short explanation about his life in Sura Al-’Anbiyā’, No. 21, verses 83 and 84,
but his biography has been mentioned in the verses under discussion through four

:verses more in details than any other place of the Holy Qur’ān. The verse says

And remember Our servant Job, when he called to his Lord ‘Verily, Satan has afflicted“
’.” me with toil and torment

.The Qur’ānic terms /nusb/ and /nasb/ both mean: toil and torment

By the Arabic phrase /‘abdanā/, mentioned in this verse, firstly, the high rank of Job

with Allah is clearly understood. Secondly, the holy verse ambiguously refers to the

severe and
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.tiresome afflictions of Job and that he had too much pain and toil

The explanation of this affliction has not been mentioned in the Qur’ān, but it has

:been said in the well known commentary books and traditions as follows

Someone asked Imam Sādiq (a.s.): ‘What was the affliction for that Job tolerated?’“
(And he thought Job had probably done a wrong action that Allah caused him to be

so.)” In reply to him, Imam Sādiq (a.s.) gave a detailed answer the summery of which

:is as follows

Job was not afflicted with those great calamities because of ungratefulness to

blessings, but, on the contrary, it was for the gratitude to the blessings, since Satan

said to Allah: ‘If You find Job grateful, it is because of the abundant bounties You have

given him. It is certain that if these bounties are taken from him, he surely will not be a
’. thankful servant

In order to make the sincerity of Job clear to all, and to set him be grateful to Allah at

the time of both bountifulness and pain, He let Satan dominate his whole world. Satan

asked Allah that Job’s abundant wealth, his tilth, his sheep and his children would be

entirely annihilated. Then the pests and calamities destroyed them all in a short length

of time; but not only the status of the thankfulness of Job did not decrease, but also it
.was increased

This time Satan asked to dominate over Job’s body and he should be so sick that he

.would twist in bed as the result of pain and sickness

This bodily sickness did not decrease anything from his state of thankfulness, either.
But there happened something that annoyed Job and hurt his spirit very much. This

event was that a group of the monks of the children of Israel came to
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meet him. They said: ‘What have you done that you were afflicted with painful

?’ punishment

In answer to them Job said: ‘By my Lord! There has not been any wrong, and I have

always been studious in the obedience of Allah. Whenever I ate a little food, there

.’ have been an orphan and an indigent present at my table

It is true that Job became worried from this taunt of the friends more than any other

calamities, yet he did not lose his patience and did not polluted the pure sincere

thankfulness with ungratefulness. He only turned to Allah and uttered the

abovementioned sentences. Since he had passed the Divine examinations

successfully, He opened the doors of His favour again to him, this patient servant, and

He returned the last bounties to him one after another and even more than before so

(that everybody might know the good end of patience and gratitude.(1

Some commentators believe that the pain and hurt of Satan to job might be from his

different temptations. Sometime he said to Job that his sickness had become long and

his Lord had forgotten him. Sometimes he said: “How great bounties you had! What a
safety, power and strength you had and He took them all from you! Do you yet give

thank to Him?” Perhaps this commentary is for the sake that they have considered the

domination of Satan on a prophet like Job and on his soul, property and progeny

impossible. But, regarding to the fact that firstly this domination had been done by the

,command of Allah, secondly it had been limited and temporal, and, thirdly
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it had been done for the trial of this great prophet and electing his degree, it brings no

.problem

However, it is said that the sickness, pain, and hurt of Job prolonged seven years, or,
according to another narration, it lasted eighteen years, and his circumstances

changed to a state that his closest friends and companions left him. It was only his

wife who showed steadfastness in loyalty to Job. This is itself an evidence for the

.loyalty of some wives to their husbands

But among all these calamities and pains what hurt the Job’s spirit most was the

taunts of the enemies. So, a narration indicates that next to the time Job regained his

health and the doors of Divine mercy were opened to him, he was asked what his

(worst pain was, and he said: “The taunt of the enemies.”(1

****

:Through the next verse Job was ordered as follows

’.” We told him:) ‘Stamp with your foot, here is a cool washing-place and a drink “)

The Arabic term /’urkud/ is derived from / rakd/ in the sense of ‘to stamp on the earth’
.and sometimes it means ‘to run’, and here it has been used in the first meaning

The same Lord Who caused the spring of Zamzam to gush in that dry hot desert

under the foot of Ishmael, that little baby, and the same Lord from Whose side is

every motion, every stop, every bounty, and every merit, also issued this command

for Job (a.s.). The spring began gushing cold and wholesome water and cured his

.inside and outside sicknesses
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Some commentators believe that this spring had a kind of mineral water which had

been both wholesome for drinking and the effects of remedy for the sicknesses.
,Whatever it was

.it was the grace and mercy of Allah, the Almighty, for a patient Divine prophet

The Arabic word /muqtasil/ means the water with which washing is done, while some

others have taken it in the sense of the place of washing, but the first meaning is

more correct. However that water being qualified with ‘coldness’, perhaps is a hint to

the special effect of washing with cold water for health and bodily welfare, as it has

.been proved in the medicine of today

It is also a tender hint to this fact that the perfection of water is in this thing that from

the point of purity and cleanliness it should be like drinking water. The reference of

this statement is that in Islamic recommendations we also recite that before having a
(ritual ablution, you do drink a little of its water.(1

****
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بِابَْللأَا یِلوْلأُ  يرَکْذِوَ  اَّنِم  هًمَحْرَ  مْهُعَمَ  مهُلَْثِموَ  هُلَهْأَ  هَُل  انَْبهَوَوَ  } 43{

اًرِباصَ هُاَندْجَوَ  اَّنإِ  ثْنَحْتَ  لاَوَ  بْرِضْافَ بِّ-هِ  اًثْغضِ  كَدِیَِب  ذْخُوَ  } 44{

بٌاَّوأَ هَُّنِا  دُْبعَْلا  مَْعِن 

And we gave him his family and the like of them with them as a mercy from Us, . “ 43
.” and a reminder for those with understanding

And (We said to him:) ‘Take in your hand a bunch of (thin) stick and strike (your . “ 44
wife) with it, and do not break your oath. Verily We found him patient, an excellent

.” servant. Verily he was a penitent

Commentary, verses: 43-44

In hardships never be hopeless of the mercy of Allah. The first and the most important

Divine blessing, which was health, convalescence, and safety, came back to Job and it
:was the turn of returning other merits and blessings. In this regard, the Qur’ān says

And we gave him his family and the like of them with them as a mercy from Us, and a“
.” reminder for those with understanding

There are various commentaries said upon the question that how Job’s family were

returned to him. It is said that they had passed away and Allah returned them again to

.the life of the world

But some other Qur’ānic commentators say that as the result of the prolonged

sickness of Job they went away from around of him and when Job gained back his

.health, they gathered around him again
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This probability has also been suggested that all, or at least some of them, had also

been afflicted by kinds of sicknesses. So, the mercy of Allah enveloped them, too, and

.all of them gained their health back and gathered kindly around the father, Job

The additional phrase ‘The like of them with them’ refers to this matter that Allah

caused his family gathering to become warmer than before and He, the Merciful,
.granted him some more children

There is nothing said in these verses about Job’s wealth, but the context shows that

.Allah returned his properties back to him in a richer form, too

It is interesting that, at the end of this verse, the aim of returning the Divine merits to

Job is mentioned two things: one is the mercy of Allah to him, which has a personal

aspect, and it is, in fact, a prize and reward from the side of Allah given to this patient

servant; and the other is giving a lesson to all those who possess intellect and

understanding throughout of the history, so that they do not lose their patience when

facing with difficulties and terrible events and they may always be hopeful to the

.mercy of Allah

****

The next verse indicates that the only problem that Job had was the oath he had

taken in respect to his wife. It was so that he saw a wrong which she did and, at the

time of his sickness, he swore that if he got his power, he would strike one hundred

whips, or less than that, on her. But after his convalescence, as a reward for her

loyalties and services to him, he wanted to forgive her, but the problem of oath and

.the name of Allah hindered him
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:Allah solved this problem for him, too, and as the Qur’ān says

And (We said to him:) ‘Take in your hand a bunch of (thin) stick and strike (your wife) “
. …” with it, and do not break your oath

The Arabic term /diqθ/ means a bundle of (thin) stick formed of stems of wheat and

.barely, or some branches of date strings or bundle of flower and the like

The name of Job’s wife, according to some narration, was Layā, the daughter of

Jacob. Concerning her wrong action to Job, there have been different ideas cited

.among the Qur’ānic commentators

It has been narrated from Ibn-‘Abbās, the famous Islamic commentator, who said

that Satan, or a wicked person, appeared to Job’s wife and said that he would treat

her husband but the only condition he had was that when Job had got his

convalescence she would tell him (a.s.) that he (the one) had been the only factor of

.his convalescence and he would demand no other wage

The wife of Job, who was much inconvenienced for the continuation of the sickness of

her husband, accepted it and she offered this suggestion to Job. Job, who knew the

.trap of Satan, became very angry and made an oath that he would punish his wife

And, finally, in the last sentence of the holy verse under discussion, which, in fact, is an

:extract of this story from beginning to the end, it says

.” Verily We found him patient, an excellent servant. Verily he was a penitent “… 

It is evident that Job’s invocation to the presence of Allah and that he asked Him to

remove the temptations of Satan and the pain and affliction of his sickness does not

contradict with
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the rank of patience, tolerating pain, sickness and poverty for about seven years, or

.according to another tradition for eighteen years and yet being thankful

It is noteworthy that in this sentence Job (a.s.) has been qualified with three

qualifications which whoever possesses is a complete human: 1- The rank of

.servitude; 2- Patience and perseverance; and 3- Constant returning to Allah

When the waves of calamities and painful events surround a person from every side,
he must not become hopeless and disappointed, but he should think of it as the sign

and premise for the entrance of the Divine bounties. Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) says:
“At the extremity of hardship comes relief, and at the tightening of the chains of

(tribulation comes ease.” (1

****
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رِاصَبلأَاوَ يدِْیلأَا  یِلوْأُ  بَوقُْعیَوَ  قَاحَسْإِوَ  مَیهِارَْبإِ  آَندَابَعِ  رْکُذْاوَ  } 45{

رِاَّدلا يرَکْذِ  هٍصَِلاخَِب  مهُانَصْلَخْأَ  آَّنإِ  } 46{

رِایَخْلأَا نَْیفَطَصْمُْلا  نَمَِل  اَندَنعِ  مْهَُّنإِوَ  } 47{

رِایَخْلأَا نَِم  ٌّلکُوَ  لِْفکِْلا  اذَوَ  عَسَیَْلاوَ  لَیعِامَسِْا  رْکُذْاوَ  } 48{

And remember Our servants Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, men of might and . “ 45
.” insight

.” Verily We purified them by a pure quality, the remembrance of the Abode . “ 46

.” And truly they are with Us of the elect, the good ones . “ 47

.” And remember Ishmael and Elisha and Zulkifl, they all were of the good ones . “ 48

Commentary, verses: 45-48

We must keep the history of the pure, the prophets, and the saints alive because the

.origin of all virtues of Divine prophets is servitude

Following the former verses which explained some details about the lives of David,
Solomon, and a shorter explanation about the life of Job and the outstanding points of

the life of this great Divine prophet, the verses under discussion mention the names

of six other great Divine prophets and have briefly referred to their outstanding

.qualities which can be as examples for all human beings

It is interesting that the Qur’ān has mentioned six different specifications for these

.great prophets each of which contains a special meaning
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:At first, the verse addresses the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) and says

,And remember Our servants Abraham, Isaac“

, …” and Jacob

The rank of servitude is the first quality which has been mentioned for them and verily

it contains everything. The servitude of Allah means having absolute dependence on

Him. It means to have no will against His will, and obeying His command in all

.conditions

The servitude of Allah means to be self-sufficient from other than Him and being

heedless to what is other than Allah and being hopeful to only His grace. This is the

very summit of man’s perfection and it is his highest dignity and honour. Then, the

:Qur’ān implies that they possessed some strong hands and mighty eyes. It adds

.” men of might and insight “… 

The Arabic word / ’aidī/ is the plural form of /yad/, and /absār/ is the plural form of

’. /basar/ in the sense of ‘eye’ and ‘insight

For gaining his aims, man needs two powers: the power of discrimination, and the

power of work and activity. In other words, he must get help from knowledge and

.strength so that he reaches his aim

Allah has qualified these prophets with having ‘the strong ability of comprehension,
’. discrimination, and insight’ and ‘enough might for performing actions

They were not some unaware persons. The level of their religious knowledge was

high. They had some considerable acknowledgment of the religion of Allah, the

.secrets of creation and the mysteries of life

From the points of will, decision, and the power of action, they were not some feeble,
despicable, weak and unable
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persons, but they were some wilful and powerful persons with strong decisive

.decisions

This is an example for all those who pave the path of the truth that, after the rank of

.servitude of Allah, they must be equipped with these two effective arms

It was made clear by what was said that the terms ‘hands’ and ‘eyes’ here do not

mean the two particular limbs, because there are many people who have these two

limbs, but they have neither an enough apprehension, nor power of making decision,
nor ability of action. So, these two wards indicate to the two qualities of ‘knowledge’

’. and ‘power

****

:For their fourth quality, in the next verse, Allah says

.” Verily We purified them by a pure quality, the remembrance of the Abode“

Yes, they were always in the remembrance of the next world. Their sight in the life

was not limited to the few days of living in this world with its few pleasures. Beyond

this temporary life, they saw the perpetual abode with its infinite bounties, and they

.always tried and struggled for it

Therefore, the real purpose of the Arabic term: /’ad-dār/ (abode), which has been

mentioned absolutely, is the abode in the next world. It seems there is no abode other

.than that, and whatever exists other than that is a pass way towards Him

Some of the commentators have suggested this probability that the purpose of the

Qur’ānic word /’ad-dār/ mentioned here is the abode of this world, and the application

of the Qur’ānic phrase: /ŏikr-ad-dār/ refers to the good name which has remained

from these prophets in this world. But this probability seems very improbable specially

regarding to the
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absoluteness of the term /’ad-dār/, and it does not so consistent with the word /ŏikrā/
.(remembrance), either

However, others may sometimes remember the abode of the next world, specially

when one of their friends passes away, or they attend in the ceremonies of funeral, or

remembrance meeting, of one of their dear relatives, but this remembrance is not

pure and sincere, it is mixed with the remembrance of the world. But the godly men

have a sincere, deep, constant and continual attention to the next world, as if it is

always present before their eyes, and the application of the Qur’ānic word /xālisah/ in
.the verse refers to this very meaning

****

In the third verse the words are about the fifth and sixth qualities of theirs which have

:been mentioned in the next verse, too. It says

.” And truly they are with Us of the elect, the good ones“

Their faith and righteous deeds have caused that Allah would elect them from among

His servants and honoured them to the rank of prophecy. Their righteousness had

reached to an extend that they earned the title of ‘’Akhyār’ (the goodness) in its

absolute meaning. Their thoughts were good, their temper, behaviour, and programs

throughout their lives were good. That is why some of the commentators have taken

this meaning that Allah, without any condition, has called them /’axyār/ and used the

rank of ‘innocence’ for the Divine prophets, because if a person is ‘absolute good’ he

(is certainly innocent.(1

The application of the Arabic phrase /‘indanā/ (with us) is a very expressive meaning.
It points to this fact that their being elected and their goodness is not with only people

who sometimes commit kinds of negligence and sparing in their
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assessments, but the qualification with these two qualities by the phrase ‘with us’ is
certain that this assessment has been done with full accuracy and from their outward

.and inward

****

After pointing to the outstanding ranks of three prophets, the turn comes to other

:three prophets, and it says

.” And remember Ishmael and Elisha and Zulkifl, they all were of the good ones“

Each of these prophets had been the example of patience perseverance, and

obedience to the command of Allah (s.w.t.), specially Ishmael who agreed to sacrifice

his life in the way of Allah and that was why he was called /ŏabīhallah/ (the sacrificed

in the cause of Allah). He, accompanied with his father Abraham, helped in building the

House of Ka‘bah and furnishing this great centre, which survives the spirit of piety,
sacrifice, and donation in human beings, and makes them resisting against the

.difficulties and horrible events

The application of the clause: ‘they all were of the good ones’, regarding that this very

quality (good ones) was exactly used for Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as the last quality

of theirs, may refer to this fact that these three prophets have had the whole qualities

of the former three prophets, because ‘the absolute good’ has a vast meaning which

envelops both prophethood, and attention to the next world, and the rank of

.servitude, knowledge and power

Among these three prophets, Ishmael is the most famous and known. But Elisha,
whose name has been mentioned two times in the Qur’ān (here and Sura Al-’An‘ām,

No. 6, verse 86) as the Qur’ān indicates, is one of the great prophets of
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Allah, and he is among those about whom Allah says: “… and everyone (of them) did

(We prefer above all beings.”(1

Some commentators believe that he (Al-Yasa‘) is the same as Yusha‘- Ibn-Nūn, the

famous prophet of the Children of Israel to whose name the Arabic ‘Alif’ and ‘Lām’
have been added and the letter Shīn (š) has been changed into Sīn (s), while adding

’Alif and Lām to a non-Arabic name (and here Hebrew) is not a new thing, in the same

’. way that Arabs know ‘Alexander’ as ‘Al-Alexander

Some others think that ‘Al-Yasa‘’ is an Arabic word which is derived from /yasa‘a/ (a
verb in future tense taken from /wus‘at/), and after that it was used as a noun, the

letters ’Alif and Lām, which an Arabic noun is qualified with, were added to it. The

verse No. 86 of Sura Al-’An‘ām shows that Elishā was from the progeny of Abraham,
but it does not make clear whether he had been one of the prophets of the children of

.Israel, or not

In Torah in the book ‘The Kings’ his name has been recorded ‘Al-Yasha‘’, the son of

Shāfāt; and the word Al-Yasha‘ in the Hebrew language means: ‘deliverer’ and the

’. word ‘Shāfāt’ means: ‘Judge

Some commentators have taken him and Khidr the same, but there is not a clear

evidence available for this meaning. Some others say that he is the same as Zulkifl but

this contrast the explicit text of the verse under discussion because the word ‘Zulkifl’
has been added to Al-Yasa‘. However, he is a high-ranked and resisting prophet, and

.this is enough for us to take inspiration from his life

It is known that Zulkifl had been one of the prophets and the existence of his name in
Sura Al-’Anbiyā’, No. 21, verse
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in the row of the names of prophets after the names of Ishmael and Enoch (’Idris) 85
.is an evidence for this meaning

Some commentators believe that he is one of the prophets of the Children of Israel. It

is said that he was Jacob’s son whose main name was ‘Bushr’, or Bashīr, or Sharaf,
while some others say that he is the same as Hizqīl (Ezekiel) for whom Zulkifl has been

(chosen as nick name.(1

That why he has been called Zulkifl, regarding to the fact that /kafl/ has been used in
the sense of both ‘share’ and surety ship (to stand bail), there have been delivered

different probabilities. Sometimes they have said: since Allah had given him a large

share of rewards and of His mercy he has been called Zulkifl, the owner of sufficient

.share

Sometimes they have said: Since he had promised that he would get up for worship at

nights, to be fast during the days, and would never be angry at the time of judgment,
.and kept this his promise, this nickname was given to him

And sometimes they have said since he stood bail a group of the prophets of the

children of Israel and protected their lives against the cruel king of the time he was

.called by this name

However, this very amount that we know about his life today is an evidence upon his

steadfastness in the path of obedience and servitude of Allah and resistance against

the tyrant which can be as an example for us now and our future, though because of

.long length of time we can not judge minutely about the details of their lives

****
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بٍأَمَ نَسْحَُل  نَیقَِّتمُْلِل  َّنإِوَ  رٌکْذِ  اذَهَ  } 49{

بُاوَْبلأَا مُهَُل  هًحََّتفَُم  نٍدْعَ  تِاَّنجَ  } 50{

بٍارَشَوَ هٍرَیِثکَ  هٍهَکِافَِب  اهَیِف  نَوعُدْیَ  اهَیِف  نَیِئکَِّتُم  } 51{

.” This is a reminder; and verily for the pious there is an excellent resort . “ 49

.” Gardens of perpetuity, whereof the gates are open to them . “ 50

.” Wherein they recline, and wherein they call for fruits abundant, and drink . “ 51

Commentary, verses: 49-50

The Qur’ānic term /ŏikr/ has different dimensions: Qur’ān is the Reminder: “Verily, We

Ourself have sent down the Reminder …”.(1) Prayer is /ŏikr/ (remembrance): “And

establish prayer for My remembrance.”(2) The history of the elites is also /ŏikr/
(reminder): “… This (Qur’ān) is a blessed Reminder …”(3) The history of the elites is a
means of: vigilance, remembrance, and learning lessons; while piety is the means of

.having a good end

From here on, there begins another variety of theme of the verses of this Sura where

the pious ones are compared with the disobedient ones. These verses, explaining the

fates of these two groups in Hereafter, on the whole complete the discussions in the

former verses. At first, as a conclusion from the life
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:stories of the past prophets and pointing to the instructive points of their lives, it says

; …” This is a reminder“

Yes, the purpose of pointing to some parts of their glorious history was not merely

telling stories. Its aim was a remembrance and admonition, as this issue has been

being emphasized from the beginning of this Sura: “Sād (S). By the Qur’ān, full of

”admonition

The aim is to awaken the negligent thoughts, elevating the level of knowledge and

cognizance; increasing the strength of perseverance and steadfastness in Muslims

.for whom these holy verses have been sent down

Then the issue is changed from stating about the private form of the lives of the

prophets into a general form, and the destiny of the pious ones is discussed in

:general. It says

.” and verily for the pious there is an excellent resort “… 

****

After this short ambiguous sentence which illustrates their welfare briefly, the second

verse, by using the style of epitome and expansion, which is the style of the Qur’ān,
:explains it (their resort) in details. It says

.” Gardens of perpetuity, whereof the gates are open to them“

The Qur’ānic term /jannāt/ refers to the gardens of Paradise; and the term /‘adn/ is in
the sense of ‘stand still’ and ‘perpetuity’, and the Arabic word /ma‘dan/ (mine) is so

called because metals and some precious materials are settled there. However, the

.usage of this meaning here is a hint to the perpetuity of the gardens of Paradise

The application of the Qur’ānic phrase: “The gates are open to them” points to this

that there is not even the trouble of
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opening the doors for the people of Paradise. It seems Paradise is waiting for them,
.and when Paradise meets them, it opens its bosom and invites them to enter

****

This peace and special reverence of the people of Paradise is stated in the third verse

:in this form

.” Wherein they recline, and wherein they call for fruits abundant, and drink“

Whenever they desire anything of them, immediately it comes to them. But whether

the servants of Paradise bring them before them or only their will is enough that they

.come to them, both probabilities exist

The emphasis on ‘fruit’ and ‘drink’ may refer to this matter that the utmost food of the

people of Paradise is fruit, though, according to the verses of the Holy Qur’ān other

kinds of food are also available there. It is in the same way that the best and the

.healthiest food of man in this world is fruit, too

The application of the word ‘abundant’ points to the kinds of fruit in Paradise; as its

drink and its ‘purified drink’ are in various kinds, too. These facts have been pointed

.out in different verses of the Qur’ān

****
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بٌارَْتأَ فِرَّْطلا  تُارَصِاقَ  مْهُدَنعِوَ  } 52{

بِاسَحِْلا مِوْیَِل  نَودُعَوُت  امَ  اذَهَ  } 53{

دٍافََّن نِم  هَُلامَ  انَُقزْرَِل  اذَهَ  َّنإِ  } 54{

And beside them will be chaste women restraining their glances, (companions) of . “ 52
.” equal age

.” This is what you are promised for the Day of Reckoning . “ 53

.” Verily this is Our sustenance for which there is no end . “ 54

Commentary, verses: 52-54

Reclining on the thrones, eating fruits, drinking pure drinks, and having spouse all are

.signs that the Resurrection is of the bodily resurrection

:The words in this verse are about the chaste women in Paradise. It says

And beside them will be chaste women restraining their glances, (companions) of“
.” equal age

The Arabic word /tarf/ means eyelid, and it has also been used in the sense of ‘to look’.
The women of Paradise qualified by: “restraining their glances, (companions) of equal

age” indicates that those women look only at their husbands and they are in love of

only them and they do not think of anyone other than them, and this is one of the

greatest advantages of a wife. Some of the commentators have also rendered it into

the state of languish of the eye which is an attractive state. The combination of these

.two meanings is also possible
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The Arabic term /’atrāb/ in the sense of ‘of equal age’ is another attribute for the

women of Paradise comparing their husbands, because the equality of age increases

the attraction between two spouses. Or it is a description for those women

themselves that they are all of the same age and they are young. The word /’atrāb/ is
/. the plural form of /tirb

****

In the next verse of the verses under discussion, all the great blessings of the people

:of Paradise, which were mentioned in the previous verses, are pointed out. It says

.” This is what you are promised for the Day of Reckoning“

It is a promise which does not fail, it is pleasant, and is a promise from the side of

.Allah

****

:In order to emphasize on the eternity of these merits, Allah adds

.” Verily this is Our sustenance for which there is no end“

Therefore, the sadness of destruction, which we have for the blessings of this world,
does not exist in the next world. Those blessings are always helped by the Divine

sources and there is no limit for them, and there will not appear even any decrease in
.them, because they exist under the Will of Allah

****
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بٍأَمَ َّرشََل  نَیغِاَّطلِل  َّنإِوَ  اذَهَ  } 55{

دُاهَمِْلا سَْئِبفَ  اهََنوْلَصْیَ  مََّنهَجَ  } 56{

قٌاَّسغَوَ مٌیمِحَ  هُوُقوذُیَْلفَ  اذَهَ  } 57{

.” This (for the righteous), and verily for the wicked ones there is an evil resort . “ 55

,” Hell, wherein they enter, an evil is the place . “ 56

.” This water is boiling and pus, so let them taste it . “ 57

Commentary, verses: 55-57

Piety is at the top of all virtues, while contumacy and despotism is at the top of all

.vices, and contumacy is the cause of an evil end

The verses which are under discussion, by using the style of opposition and

comparison, which the Qur’ān applies much, point to the evil end and various

:punishments of the wicked and disobedient ones against Allah. At first, it says

.” This (for the righteous), and verily for the wicked ones there is an evil resort“

The excellent resort of the pious was pointed out before (verse 49) and now the

.wicked ones have an evil resort

****

The next holy verse, by using the style of epitome and expansion, explains this

ambiguous sentence by saying: this evil resort, into which they will enter and will be

:burnt in its Fire, is Hell

,” Hell, wherein they enter, an evil is the place“
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It seems that the Qur’ānic phrase: /yaslūnahā/ (they will enter Hell and will be burnt) is
for the statement of this that no one imagines that they only see Hell from a far

distance, or they will be beside it, no, they will enter into its inside; and also that

nobody imagines that they will be accustomed to the Fire of Hell and will be able to

.tolerate it; no, they will be constantly burning in it

The Qur’ānic term /mihād/, as was mentioned before, means a bed which is stretched

.for sleep and rest. It is also used for the cradle of a child

Bed is the place of resting and from any point of view it must be fitting and pleasant

?for a person. But how will be the situation of those whose bed is the Fire of Hell

****

:The third verse refers to other kinds of their punishment. It says

.” This water is boiling and pus, so let them taste it“

The Qur’ānic word /hamīm/ means: ‘Some hot and boiling water’. It is one of the drinks

of the people in Hell, opposite to the ‘purified drink’ which was mentioned for the

.people of Paradise in former verses

The Qur’ānic term /qassāq/ is derived from /qasaq/ in the sense of the intense dark of

night. Ibn-Abbās has rendered it into a very cold drink which because of intense of

coldness burns the man’s inside and hurts it. But there is not anything in the meaning

of the root of this word which denotes to this meaning except its opposition with the

word /hamīm/ which means ‘hot blazing water’ and this may have been the origin of

.such understanding
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Rāqib in Mufradāt has rendered it into the drops that come out from the skin of the

(. body of the people of Hell (the pusses of their body

The dark colour of it necessarily has caused this word to be used, because the

products of that blazing Fire are not anything but some burnt bodies with some black

.exudations in the Hell

However, it is understood from some of the words that /qassāq/ (pus) has a very bad

.sharp smell which hurts everybody

Some others have rendered it into a kind of penalty that none knows it save Allah,
because they have committed some great sins and grievous tyrannies that none has

been aware of them except Allah and their retribution must be such, too. It is in the

same manner that the pious people of Paradise used to do some righteous deeds

which knew none except Allah, and, therefore, they have been promised some

rewards which knows none save Allah; the Holy Qur’ān says: “And no person knows

what (important reward) is hidden for them of the joy of the eyes, in recompense for

(what (good) they were doing.”(1

****
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جٌاوَزْأَ هِِلکْشَ  نِم  رُخَاءَوَ  } 58{

رِاَّنلا اوُلاصَ  مْهَُّنإِ  مْهِِب  اًبحَرْمَ  مْکُعَمَ لاَ  مٌحِتَْقُم  جٌوْفَ  اذَهَ  } 59{

رُارَقَْلا سَْئِبفَ  انََل  هُومُُتْمَّدقَ  مُْتنأَ  مْکُِب  اًبحَرْمَ  مُْتنأَ لاَ  لَْب  اوُلاقَ  } 60{

رِاَّنلا یِف  اًفْعضِ  اًباذَعَ  هُدْزِفَ  اذَهَ  انََل  مََّدقَ  نمَ  انََّبرَ  اوُلاقَ  } 61{

!” And other punishments of a similar kind to match them . “ 58

To their leaders it shall be said:) ‘This is a group (of your followers) rushing in with . “) 59
’!” you.’ (They say:) ‘There is no welcome for them! Verily they shall enter the Fire

They say: ‘No, it is you have no welcome: you forwarded it for us; how evil is the . “ 60
’.” abode

They say: ‘Our Lord! Whoever has forwarded this for us, increase him a twofold . “ 61
’.” chastisement in the Fire

Commentary, verses: 58-61

.On the Day of Hereafter, the followers of corruption will hate their leaders

By the way, the others’ invitation to sin does not remove the responsibility of the

.sinner

Again these holy verses refer to other kinds of their painful punishments. The Qur’ān

:says

!” And other punishments of a similar kind to match them“

The Arabic word /šakl/ means ‘like’, and the Qur’ānic term /’azwāj/ here means ‘kinds,
sorts’, and this is a slight hint to some other kinds of punishment like the

aforementioned punishments which have been stated here ambiguously, and
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maybe they are not explainable and understandable for the prisoners of this world of

.material

This, in fact, is the opposite point of ‘abundant fruits’ which was mentioned in the

.former verses and pointed to the kinds of different bounties and fruits in Paradise

.However, this similarity may be in severity, and in troublesome, or in all aspects

****

The next holy verse points to their last punishment. This punishment is their

companions, bad language with full of scorn. The verse implies that when the leaders

of mischief arrive into Hell and by their eyes see that their followers are being brought

:into Hell, too, they shall say to each other as follows

To their leaders it shall be said:) ‘This is a group (of your followers) rushing in with “)
’!” you.’ (They say:) ‘There is no welcome for them! Verily they shall enter the Fire

The Qur’ānic sentence saying: “This is a group (of your followers) rushing in with you

…”, with the context of the later sentences and verses, is from among the statements

of the leaders of corruption. When they see their followers are going to enter into Hell,
they tell each other that these will be with you, too. Some commentators have also

said that this is a sentence from the side of the angels addressing to the leaders of

.infidelity and disobedience; but the first meaning is more suitable

The Arabic word /marhabā/ is a word which is said to a guest when he is welcome, but

the Arabic word /lā marhabā/ is opposite to it. This word is derived from infinitive

/rahb/ in the sense of the vastness of place; it means: ‘You are welcome that you have

’. arrived in a vast and suitable place’. The equivalent of it is ‘welcome
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The Qur’ānic word /muqtaham/ is derived from /’iqtihām/ in the sense of arriving into a
hard and horrible deed; and it is often used in the case of arriving into some things

.without previous thought and study, too

This application shows that the followers of mischief will arrive into the severe and

horrible Fire of Hell because of only their carnal desires and blind limitations without

.formerly thought and study

****

However, those followers hear this sound and they become very angry because of

the leaders of mischief’s saying ‘no welcome’ for them. They will address them and

:say, as the verse says

They say: ‘No, it is you have no welcome: you forwarded it for us; how evil is the“
’.” abode

This recent sentence: ‘How evil is the abode’ is, in fact, the opposite point to ‘Gardens

of perpetuity’ (verse 50) which was mentioned about the pious ones, indicating that

.the great calamity is that Hell is not a temporary abode, but it is a permanent abode

The purpose of ‘the followers’ from this meaning is that they want to say whatever it
is, it has this goodness that you, the leaders of mischief, are in the same thing that we

are, and this is the remedy of our heart. Or it points to this matter that your crimes,
the leaders, unto us, are some great ones, because Hell is not a temporary abode for

.all of us, but it is our permanent abode

****

Yet, the followers do not suffice to this saying, because they thought that the chiefs of

mischief, who were the main
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factor of the crime, were more deserving than them. So they turn to Allah and express

:as the verse says

They say: ‘Our Lord! Whoever has forwarded this for us, increase him a twofold“
’.” chastisement in the Fire

There must be a punishment for their aberration, and the second punishment must be

.for making us aberrant

This verse is similar to what is said in Sura Al-’A‘rāf, No. 17, verse 38 which says: “…

‘Our Lord! These are they who led us astray. Therefore give them a double

chastisement of the Fire.’ …”. Though the same verse continues saying that both of

them will have double chastisement, because the followers were also the executive

factors of the leaders and the grounds of mischief and astray were provided by them,
and if people do not help the tyrant they will not have power to do anything. But, in
any case, there is no doubt that the leaders will have a more grievous punishment,

.though both of them have double chastisement

Yes, this is the end of those who made friend with each other and promised to lead

others astray, and when they see the result of their evil deeds they will become the

.enemy of each other and curse each other

It is noteworthy that the blessings of the pious are more various than the

punishments of the disobedient: (there are seven merits mentioned for the former

and five punishments for the latter.). This may be for the sake of preceding Allah’s
.” Mercy to His wrath. We say: “O’ He Whose mercy precedes His wrath

****
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رِارَشْلأَا نَِم  مهُُّدعَُن  اَّنکُ  لاًاجَرِ  يرََن  انََل لاَ  امَ  اوُلاقَوَ  } 62{

رُاصَْبلأَا مُهُْنعَ  تْغَازَ  مْأَ  اًّیرِخْسِ  مْهُاَنذْخََّتأَ  } 63{

رِاَّنلا لِهْأَ  مُصُاخَتَ  ٌّقحََل  کَِلذَ  َّنإِ  } 64{

And they say: ‘What has happened to us that we do not see the men whom we . “ 62
?’” counted among the wicked ones

?” Did we take them (wrongly) for a laughing-stock or have our eyes missed them . “ 63

.” Verily the disputing of the inhabitants of the Fire is a Fact . “ 64

Commentary, verses: 62-64

In Hereafter everybody seeks for an accomplice in crime in order to put his sin on his

.shoulder

These verses continues the discussions of the people of Hell, which were referred to

in the former verses, and states one of their other debates which denotes to a deep

tiresome regret of theirs that causes them a spiritual torture. It implies that when the

:chiefs of astray look around them in Hell they ask this question, as the verse says

And they say: ‘What has happened to us that we do not see the men whom we“
?’” counted among the wicked ones

Yes, when persons such as Būjahl, Būlahab and the like see that there is no sign of the

existence of the persons like ‘Ammār-i-Yāsir, Khabāb, Sahab, and Bilāl in Hell, they

come to themselves and will ask each other: ‘Then, what happened to such people?’
We counted them as a group of vicious people, some mischief-mongers in the earth,

and the
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wicked ones who used to try to confuse the calmness of the society and to destroy

.the honour of our ancestors. It seems that we were wrong

****

Some Islamic narrations indicate that once a group of the Shi‘ites came to Ahl-ul-Bayt

(a.s.) and complained that there were a group who called them Rāfidī and considered

them worse than idolaters and pagans. Imam (a.s.) made an oath that the Shi‘ites will

be involved in their intercession and those people will seek them in Hell, and then he

recited this verse, saying: “And they say: ‘What has happened to us that we do not see

(the men whom we counted among the wicked ones?’”(1

****

:In the next verse the Qur’ān says

?” Did we take them (wrongly) for a laughing-stock or have our eyes missed them“

Yes, they will say that they took these great men, who were of the personality, for

laughing, and used to wrongly call them some wicked people; and sometimes they

even came lower than this and considered them as some despised persons. But it

became known that their carnal desires, ignorance, and pride had put a curtain over

their eyes so that they could not see that they were some near-stationed persons

.with Allah and now Paradise is their abode

Some other Islamic commentators have suggested another probability for the

commentary of the above verse. They have said the issue of mockery points to the

situation of this world and the sentence: “… or have our eyes missed them” refers to

the situation of the Hell. That is, their eyes can not see them in
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the midst of flames of fire and smoke. But, of course, the first meaning seems more

.proper

This point is notable that one of the lacks of understanding the facts is not to take the

issues earnest and mocking the facts. The fact must always be dealt with an earnest

.decision so that the fact can be made clear

****

As a conclusion to the debates between the people of Hell, and an emphasis on what

:was said, the third verse says

.” Verily the disputing of the inhabitants of the Fire is a Fact“

The people of Hell are involved in enmity and quarrel in this world, too, and the status

of quarrelsomeness and disputation predominate them. Every day they make quarrel

with a person, and in Hereafter, where the inner things manifest, whatever they had

in their inside will appear and they will dispute in Hell with each other. The friends of

yesterday will be the enemies of today, and the followers of yesterday become the

opponents of today. It is only the line of faith and monotheism which is the line of unity

.and sincerity both in this world and the next

It is interesting that the inhabitants of Paradise are sitting on the thrones, busy

speaking friendly, as the verses of the Qur’ān denote, while the inhabitants of Hell are

.disputing and quarrelling. That itself is a great merit, and this is a painful punishment

****
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Section 5: The Great Tiding

Point

The holy Prophet Mohammad a Warner to Mankind – There is no god but the Only

True God, the Almighty – The Great Tiding – Man’s creation and Iblis’ refusal to pay

obeisance to Man – Iblis was cursed and became outcast but was given respite – Iblis

and his followers shall enter Hell

رُاَّهقَْلا دُحِاوَْلا  هَُّللا  َّلاإِ  هٍَلإِ  نِْم  امَوَ  رٌذِنُم  ْاَنأَ  آمََّنإِ  لُْق  } 65{

رُاَّفغَْلا زُیزِعَْلا  امَهُنَْیَب  امَوَ  ضِرْلأَاوَ  تِاوَامََّسلا  ُّبرَ  } 66{

مٌیظِعَ ْاؤٌبََن  وَهُ  لُْق  } 67{

نَوضُرِْعُم هُْنعَ  مُْتنأَ  } 68{

’,” Say: ‘I am only a Warner and there is no god but Allah, the One, the Almighty . “ 65

Lord of the heavens and the earth, and what is between them two, the Almighty, . “ 66
.” the Most Forgiving

,” Say: ‘It is a message of (great) importance . “ 67

’.” From which you are turning away . “ 68

Commentary, verses: 65-68

The Arabic word /qahhār/ is in the sense of the supreme Power that all powers are

.overpowered and condemned by it

All the previous discussions, whether those which speak about the painful punishment

of the people of Hell or those which discuss the worldly chastisement of the former

,sinful peoples all are as warnings and threats for the polytheists
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:arrogant ones, and oppressors. This very matter is pursued in these verses, saying

 …” Say: ‘I am only a Warner“

It is true that the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) is the giver of glad tidings, too, and the verses of

the Qur’ān refer to both of them, but since ‘glad tidings’ is for the believers and

‘warning’ is for the polytheists and mischief- mongers, and here the words address

.the recent group, then only warning is emphasized

:Then the Qur’ān continues saying

’,” and there is no god but Allah, the One, the Almighty “… 

The emphasis on His Wrath is also for the same purpose so that none might be proud

of His Grace and counts himself far from His Wrath and enters in the course of

.infidelity and sin

****

As the mentioning of the reason for Monotheism and worship of Allah, the next verse

:immediately adds

Lord of the heavens and the earth, and what is between them two, the Almighty, the“
.” Most Forgiving

In this verse, in fact, three qualifications of the attributes of Allah have been stated,
each of which is for proving a separate purpose. The first issue is His Divinity unto the

whole world of existence. He is the Owner of this world entirely, a Possessor Who

trains and directs them. The only One is worthy of being worshipped that is such, not

.the idols which have nothing of their own

The second issue is his Might. We know that the Qur’ānic word /‘azīz/ from the point of

meaning is called to a person unto whom none can overcome, and whatever he wills

.is doable; and, in other words, he is always victorious and never is defeated
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The one, who has such qualities, how is it possible to escape from his might? And how

?can a person be safe from his retribution

The third quality is His Rank of Forgiveness, the All-Forgiving. He is the One Who

opens all the doors to the sinners and showers the rain of His Mercy over them, so

that they do not think that if He is Almighty and Powerful it does not mean that He

.shuts the doors of mercy and repentance to His servants

In fact, one of them is the statement of ‘fear’ and the other is the statement of ‘hope’
that without the equality of these two the status of the man’s development is not

possible: he either will be involved in pride and negligence, or dives into the whirl pool

.of despair and hopelessness

In, other words, qualifying Him with ‘Almighty’ and ‘most forgiving’ is another proof

over His Divinity, because He is worthy of being worshipped since, besides Lordship,
and having the Power of punishing, the doors of His mercy and forgiveness are also

.open

****

In the third and fourth verses, the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) is addressed by two short but

:expressive sentences

,” Say: ‘It is a message of (great) importance“

’.” From which you are turning away“

Which message is this that the Qur’ān has pointed out and counted it important? Is it
the Holy Qur’ān? Or is it the prophecy of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.)? Or is it Hereafter and

the fate of the believers and disbelievers? Or is it the Unity and singleness of Allah? Or

?are they all
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In view of the fact that the Qur’ān envelops all of these things the rejection of the

disbelievers has also been upon it, the first meaning, i.e. the Qur’ān, is the most fitting

.one

Yes, this heavenly great Book is an important message, as great as the whole world

of existence, which has been sent down from the side of the Creator of this world,
Who is Almighty, Most Forgiving, and the One. It is a message that a lot of people did

not find out its greatness at the time of its revelation. A group of them mocked it, and

some others called it a sorcery, while some of them counted it poetry, but it did not

last so much that this ‘great news’ showed its inside. It changed the way of mankind,
and it was stretched over the expanse of the world. It created a great bright

civilization in all fields. And it is interesting that the announcement of this ‘great news’
is in this Meccan Sura, at the time when the Muslims were apparently in utmost

.weakness, and the doors of victory were all shut to them

Even today the greatness of this important message is not completely clear to human

beings and even to the Muslims themselves, and future must show it. (By the way,
according to some Islamic narrations, the purpose of /naba’-un-‘azīm/ ‘a great News’

.(( is Ali (a.s

It has been recorded in Atyab-ul-Bayān, the commentary, concerning the above holy

verse that in the narrations of the immaculate Imams (a.s.) the phrase /naba’-
un-‘azīm/ (the great news) has been rendered into Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.); as

Kulaynī has narrated from Imam Bāqir (a.s.) who said: “It is about Amir-ul-
Mu’mineen”. And Imam Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s.) said: “There is no sign for Allah

which is greater than me, and there is no message for Allah greater than me!” And it
has been narrated from Muhammad-ibn-il-Hassan-is-Saffār
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”. documented from Hadrat Sādiq (a.s.) who said: “And ‘message’ means Imamate

The explanation of this saying is that the sacred religion of Islam is complete, beyond

entire and perfect, which contains all the true beliefs, excellent ethics, scientific and

social aspects, and righteous deeds. It is free from any blemish and defect which exist

in incorrect beliefs, corrupt epithets, and wrong deeds; but all of them are as the body

of Islam which are perfect from any kind of view. But the body is without spirit and it is
not more than a statue. The spirit of Islam is ‘Wilāyah’ (guardianship), and the faith is
not faith save with guardianship. All worships and good deeds depend on the

’. acceptance of the person’s ‘guardianship

The evidence for this that the purpose of /naba’-il-‘azīm/ (great message) is

guardianship, not in what the commentators have said that the holy verses: “Say: ‘It is
a message of (great) importance,” “From which you are turning away” address the

Muslims, because pagans and polytheists turn away from Islam, religion and the

Qur’ān entirely and they turn away even from Monotheism and messengership, not

only from the ‘great message’ in particular, and it is the Muslims who turn away from

guardianship. Moreover in the verse of Sura An-Naba’, pagans and polytheists do not

differ in Islam but they completely deny Islam and difference exists in Muslims in

(relation to the matter of guardianship and Imamate.(1

Of course, this statement of the Qur’ān which says: “From which you are turning

away” is still true, and this very turning away of Muslims has caused that they are not

able to be satiated fully from this gushing spring of the blessing of Allah, and go

.forward under the light of it and occupy the peaks of honour and dignity
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نَومُصِتَخْیَ ذْإِ  یلَعْلأَا  لأِمَْلاِب  مٍْلعِ  نِْم  یَِل  نَاکَ  امَ  } 69{

نٌیِبُم رٌیذَِن  ْاَنأَ  آمََّنأَ  َّلآإِ  َّیَلإِ  یحَوُی  نإِ  } 70{

.” I had no knowledge of the High Council when they disputed . “ 69

.” Naught is revealed to me save that I am a clear Warner . “ 70

Commentary, verses: 69-70

The purpose of the Qur’ānic phrase: /mala’-il-’a‘lā/ (High Council) is the same thing

that is said in Sura An-Najm, No. 53 verse 7: “While he was in the highest part of the

horizon”. And the aim of Mi‘rāj (Muhammad’s ascension to Heaven) was the elevation

of the level of the knowledge of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) “… that We show him (some) of

(Our signs …”(1

In this holy verse, as a premise for mentioning the event of the creation of Adam and

the high value of the Essence of Man so much so that all angels prostrate before him,
:it says

.” I had no knowledge of the high Council when they disputed“

In the next verse he announces that his knowledge is only by the way of revelation.
:The verse says

.” Naught is revealed to me save that I am a clear Warner“

Though the angels had no dispute and enmity with Allah, yet as soon as He,
addressing them, said: “Verily I am appointing on the earth a deputy’, …” They began

debating with each other and “… they said: ‘Will you place therein one
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who will make mischief therein and shed blood, …?” Then, in answer to them, He said:
“… ‘Assuredly I know what you know not.”(1) These debates have been called

‘dispute’ which is a permissible action, and, as we pointed out, this, in fact, is a

premise for the coming verses which talk about the creation of Adam. There is also

another probability that the Qur’ānic phrase: /mala’-il-’a‘lā/ has a vast meaning which

envelops even Satan, because at that time Satan was in the row of the angels and

then he disputed with Allah and protested Him, and for this very reason he was sent

.out from the presence of Allah. But the first commentary is more suitable

In several Islamic narrations recorded by both Sunnite and Shi‘ah, we recite that once

the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) asked one of his companions: “Do you know about what the

”. angels of the High Council dispute?” He answered: “No

The Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “They disputed about Kaffārāt (the things compensate the

sins) and Darajāt (whatever increase the man’s degrees). So ‘Kaffārāt’ include: taking

ablution with cold water in winter, going toward the congregation prayer, and waiting

for a prayer after another prayer, while ‘Darajāt’ refers to much greeting, feeding

(food to others, and establishing midnight prayer when people’s eyes are asleep.”(2

Of course, this point is also notable that the lack of Prophet’s knowledge does not

mean he did not know anything from him in this regard, but it means that he knew

.whatever was revealed to him

Regarding the verse “I had no knowledge of the high council when they disputed.”
:Some Islamic commentators have said
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I was unaware of the above world when people were disputing about Ali’s“
guardianship, but in the voyage to Mi‘rāj, the guardianship of Ali-ibn-Abītālib was

discussed and was confirmed. Then do not think that his Imamate is my own personal

(attitude, whatever is it is the Divine revelation.”(1

****
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نٍیطِ نِم  اًرشََب  قٌِلاخَ  ِ-ي  نّإِ هِکَِئلآَمَْلِل  کَُّبرَ  لَاقَ  ذْإِ  } 71{

نَیدِجِاسَ هَُل  اوعُقَفَ  یحِورُ  نِم  هِیِف  تُخْفََنوَ  هُُتْیَّوسَ  اذَإِفَ  } 72{

نَوعُمَجْأَ مْهُُّلکُ  هُکَِئلآَمَْلا  دَجَسَفَ  } 73{

نَیرِِفاکَْلا نَِم  نَاکَوَ  رَبَکْتَسْا  سَیِلْبِا  َّلآإِ  } 74{

.” When your Lord said to the angels: ‘I am about to create a mortal out of mire . “ 71

When I have completed him and breathed into him of My spirit, fall you down in . “ 72
.” prostration unto him

,” Then the angels did fall prostrating all together . “ 73

.” Save Iblis, he was proud and he was of the disbelievers . “ 74

Commentary, verses: 71-74

It has been narrated from the Messenger of Allah (p.b.u.h.) who said: “Allah created

Adam and set Ahl-ul-Bayt in his progeny and it was for honouring us that He issued

the command of prostration. Then the fact that Adam was prostrated it was servitude

.” to Allah and respect for Adam, because we were in his loin

As we said before, these verses are as an explanation upon “The dispute of the High

Council” and Iblis, as well as a talk about the creation of Adam and, on the whole, the

aim of the statement of this event is that, firstly, to remind humankind that their entity

is so valuable that all angels fell themselves in prostration for their grand father,
Adam (a.s.). With this great dignity, how man becomes captive in the grips of Satan

and
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the carnal desire? How does he leave his own great value, or prostrate before a piece

?of stone and wood

In principle, one of the effective methods in training, is to give personality unto the

persons who are being trained, or, in a more correct meaning, their high and valuable

personality should be remind them and it is in such circumstances that man feels that

.lowliness and deviation is not suitable for his rank, and spontaneously he abdicates it

Secondly, the obstinacy, pride, haughtiness, and envy of Satan caused him to fall

down from the peak of honour forever and to encounter the curse of Allah. This can

be a warning for all obstinate and proud persons so that they take a lesson and

.abandon the Satan’s manner

Thirdly, it informs of the existence of such a great enemy who swore to beguile man,
.so that everybody be aware not to fall in his trap

All these clear matters are as a complement to the former discussions. However, the

:first verse mentioned in the above says you may remember

.” When your Lord said to the angels: ‘I am about to create a mortal out of mire“

But in order that it would not be considered that the man’s entity is the same as the

:dimension of his being from soil, in the next verse, it says

When I have completed him and breathed into him of My spirit, fall you down in“
.” prostration unto him

****

In the third verse it indicates that in this way the creation of man ended and the spirit

of Allah and the dark clay (mire) both were mixed with together and a wonderful

being, whose ascent and descent were both limitless, was created. He was an
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extraordinary talented being who could be worthy of the rank of Allah’s deputy, who

:came into the world of existence. The verse says

,” Then the angels did fall prostrating all together“

All angels without an exception fell in prostration and found that the Creator is worthy

of being worshipped Who is Mighty in all things and can produce such a beautiful

.being from some fluid and clay

****

:Then in the fourth verse it adds

.” Save Iblis, he was proud and he was of the disbelievers“

Yes, the worst calamity of man is this very pride which casts the dark curtains of

ignorance over his seeing eyes and deprives him from understanding the facts. It

makes him disobey and causes him to be sent out from the row of the believers,
which is the row of the obedient servants of Allah, and sets him in the row of the

.pagans, which is the row of disobedient ones, in the same manner that He set ’Iblīs

****
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نَیِلاعَْلا نَِم  تَنکُ  مْأَ  تَرْبَکْتَسْأَ  َّيدَیَِب  تُْقلَخَ  امَِل  دَجُسْتَ  نأَ  کَعَنَمَ  امَ  سُیِلْبإِ  آیَ  لَاقَ  } 75{

نٍیطِ نِم  هُتَْقلَخَوَ  رٍاَن  نِم  یِنتَْقلَخَ  هُْنِم  رٌْیخَ  ْاَنأَ  لَاقَ  } 76{

مٌیجِرَ کََّنإِفَ  اهَْنِم  جْرُخْافَ  لَاقَ  } 77{

نِی  ِ دّلا مِوْیَ  یَلإِ  یِتنَْعَل  کَْیلَعَ  َّنإِوَ  } 78{

Allah) said: ‘O’ Iblis! What prevented you from prostrating yourself to one whom I . “) 75
?’” have created with My hands? Are you proud or are you of the exalted ones

Iblis) said: ‘I am better than he: You created me from fire and You created him . “) 76
’.” from clay

’.” Allah) said: ‘Then get out of it for verily you are driven away . “) 77

.” And verily on you shall be My Curse till the Day of Judgment . “ 78

Commentary, verses: 75-78

According to what the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.) said, the objective meaning of the

Qur’ānic term /‘ālīn/ is a group of beings who are higher than the angels and who

originate from another rank, stage, and place.(1) Perhaps, the purpose of the holy

Prophet (p.b.u.h.) is the same thing that in Jāmi‘ah Supplication, addressing Ahl-ul-
Bayt (a.s.), we recite: “Allah created you as lights and set you in His ‘Arsh and He even

favoured on us by
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you, and for making human kind able to reach your guidance, He set you in some

(. “ parts of the earth to be the cite of the call of Monotheism, (Allah knows

:However, in this holy verse, Iblis was taken to task and questioned. The verse says

Allah) said: ‘O’ Iblis! What prevented you from prostrating yourself to one whom I “)
? …” have created with My hands

It is evident that the application of the Arabic word: /yadayy/ (two hands) does not

mean the bodily hands, because He is far from being a ‘body’, but hand here denotes

to power, since man usually uses his power by hands. So, this word is used abundantly

in daily conversations in the sense of ‘power’. It is sometimes said that the so and so

country is in the hand of so and so group; or and so temple or great building has been

built by the hand of so and so person. Sometimes it is said: ‘My hand is short’ or ‘your

hand is full’. According to Imam Sādiq’s statement (a.s.), the purpose of ‘two hands’ is
the hands of power and knowledge.(1) And in neither of the usages, hand does not

mean the special limb of the body, but all of these ironically mean Power and

Sovereignty. And since man does the important actions by his two hands, and using

the two hands is the sign of man’s utmost attention and interest to a thing,
mentioning this meaning in the above mentioned verse indicates to the special regard

:of Allah and applying His absolute power in the creation of man. Then, it continues

?’” Are you proud or are you of the exalted ones “… 

No doubt none can claim that his honour and position is above this that he prostrates

for Allah (or for Adam by the
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command of Allah). Therefore, there remains only the second probability, that is,
.pride

Some of the commentators have rendered the Qur’ānic word /‘ālīn/ here in the sense

of those who are always in the way of pride, and therefore the sentence means: ‘Are

you proud only just now, or have you ever been so?’ but the first meaning seems

.more suitable

****

The second verse implies that, with utmost surprise, Satan chose the second item,
and he believed he was better than this that he would be ordered such a command.
Therefore, with a full insolence, he tried to reason his disobedience to the command

:of Allah by this statement

Iblis) said: ‘I am better than he: You created me from fire and You created him from “)
’.” clay

:Indeed, he wanted to negate, as he thought, the command of Allah by three premises

The first is that he said he was created from fire while Adam was created from clay,
and this has been a fact, as the Qur’ān testifies it: “He created man from dry clay like

(earthen vessels,” “And He created the jinn of a flame of fire.”(1

The second premise is that whatever is created from fire is better than whatever was

.created from clay, because fire is more superior than clay

The third premise is that never a superior being should be ordered to prostrate in

front of a non-superior being. And the whole mistake of Iblis was in these two recent

premises, because, firstly, Adam (a.s.) was not from only clay, but his
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greatness was because of the Divine spirit which was inspired in him, else how clay

.could be compared with those honours, talents and developments

Secondly, not only soil is not lower than fire, but also it is very higher than it. The entire

elements of life, living, and main sources come from soil. Plants, flowers, and all living

creatures get help from soil. All precious mines are hidden in the soil, and, shortly

speaking, soil is the origin of kinds of blessings, while fire, with all the importance

which has in man’s living, never reaches the position of soil. It is only a mean for

taking benefit from the earthly mines, a dangerous and distractive means. Moreover,
(. the kindling matters are often produced by soil: (wood, coal, oil, and the like

Thirdly, the subject of obeying Allah and performing His commandments is a duty for

.all servants and they should be obedient to His orders

However, if we cleave the Iblis’ reasoning we will reach a wonderful infidelity. By this

statement, he wanted both to negate the knowledge of Allah and to count His orders

invalid. This state of his denotes to his utmost ignorance, because if he said his carnal

desire hindered him, or pride did not let him, and the like, he would confess to only one

sin, but now that for adjusting his disobedience he negates the infinite Wisdom and

Knowledge of Allah, the circumstance shows that he has fallen to the lowest stage of

.infidelity

Moreover, a created being has no independence from himself before the Creator.
.Whatever he has is from Him

And the tone of Iblis shows that he had considered a sovereignty and independence

for himself in the face of the sovereignty of Allah, and this is one of other sources of

.infidelity
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However, the cause of Satan’s aberration had been a mixture of self conceit, pride,
ignorance and envy. These satanic qualities worked with together and brought him

down from the peak of honour, the one who was the companion and even the teacher

of the angels for many years. How dangerous are these ugly qualities wherever they

are found? Ali (a.s.) in one of his sermons said: “You should take a lesson from what

Allah did with Satan; namely He nullified his great acts and extensive efforts on

account of the vanity of one moment, although Satan worshipped Allah for six

thousand years … but he lost it for the sake of pride in one moment. Then how is it
possible that a person does the same thing that Iblis did and be safe from the

(punishment of Allah?”(1

Yes, an important and glorious building may be built during some long years but it can

.be ruined in a moment by a strong bomb

****

The third verse indicates that it was here that this foul being should be sent out from

the rows of the angels of the high world. So, addressing him, Allah ordered him as

:follows

’.” Allah) said: ‘Then get out of it for verily you are driven away “)

Yes, the one, who is within forbidden degree, must go out from here because it is not

its place anymore. Here is the place of the purified ones and the near-stationed ones

.not the cite of disobedient and polluted ones
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The Arabic word /rajīm/ is derived from /rajm/ in the sense of ‘to stone’, and since its

.necessity is exclusion, sometimes it is used in this sense, too

****

In the fourth holy verse Allah denotes that Satan is always banished from His mercy,
:where He says

.” And verily on you shall be My Curse till the Day of Judgment“

****
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نَوُثعَْبُی مِوْیَ  یَلإِ  یِنرْظِنأَفَ    ِ بّرَ لَاقَ  } 79{

نَیرِظَنمُْلا نَِم  کََّنإِفَ  لَاقَ  } 80{

مِوُلْعمَْلا تِْقوَْلا  مِوْیَ  یَلإِ  } 81{

نَیعِمَجْأَ مْهَُّنیَوِغْلأُ  کَِتَّزعِِبفَ  لَاقَ  } 82{

نَیصِلَخْ - مُْلا مُهُْنِم  كَدَابَعِ  َّلاإِ  } 83{

,” He said: ‘O’ Lord! Then respite me till the Day they shall be raised . “ 79

.” Allah) said: ‘Verily you are of the respited ones . “) 80

’.” Until the day of the known time . “ 81

’,” Iblis) said: ‘Then by Your glory, I shall pervert them all together . “) 82

.” Except Your servants among them that are sincere . “ 83

Commentary, verses: 79-83

Imam Ali (a.s.) says: “The reason of Allah giving respite to Iblis was in this that his trial

(had been completed and he had had no vacant place any more.”(1

However, it was here that Satan’s envy was changed into enmity, a serious and deep

:enmity, as the Qur’ān says

,” He said: ‘O’ Lord! Then respite me till the Day they shall be raised“

He asked for a respite in order that he might take revenge from the children of Adam

and to lead them astray, though the
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.aberration of each of them was a new burden of sin on his shoulder

In fact, he wanted to tempt the children of Adam until the end of the possible time,
because the Day of Resurrection is the end of the course of duty and from then on

temptation and seduction are meaningless. Besides that he wanted to send death

away from him and to survive until the Hereafter, though all the human beings pass

.away

****

The next holy verse indicates that, because of some reasons which will be pointed out

later, the Divine will required that this question of Iblis would be answered but not in
an absolute form but in a conditioned form, as the Qur’ān in the second and third

:verses says

.” Allah) said: ‘Verily you are of the respited ones “)

’.” Until the day of the known time“

This respite is not given until the Day of Resurrection and raising the creatures, but

.until a definite time

.The commentators have delivered different ideas upon this day

Some of them consider it as the end of this world, because on that Day all the living

creatures will die and only the Pure Essence of Allah will remain; as we recite in Sura

Al-Qasas, No. 28, verse 88: “… Everything is perishable but He. …” And, thus, a part of

.Iblis’ request was fulfilled

Some others have said its probable purpose is the Day of Hereafter. There is also this

probability that the above mentioned holy verse points to a time that none knows it
save Allah. A tradition narrated from Imam Sādiq (a.s.) indicates
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(that Iblis will pass away between the first and the second Blasts.(1

The fourth verse denotes that it was here that Iblis revealed his intention and showed

:his ultimate aim from his request for an everlasting life. the Qur’ān says

’,” Iblis) said: ‘Then by Your glory, I shall pervert them all together “)

An oath (by glory) is for emphasizing on power and expressing the ‘ability’, and these

frequent emphasises (oath from one side, the sign of emphasis: Nūn, on the other

side, and the word /’ajma‘īn/ (all together), from the third side, show that he had the

.utmost persistence on his decision and he will stand firmly on his speech until the end

The fifth verse implies that Satan knew this fact that a group of the special servants of

Allah will never come in the realm of his penetration and temptation. Therefore,
:helplessly he mentioned them as an exception from the above statement, and said

.” Except Your servants among them that are sincere“

You have also accepted them and You have made them pure and have put them in
the realm of Your protection. It is only this group that I cannot penetrate in them; else

I will put the others in my trap. Occasionally this Iblis’ guess became true and

everybody was captured in his trap in some way and did not come out from it save the

sincere ones, as the Qur’ān in Sura Saba’, No. 34, verse 20 says: “And certainly Iblis

found true his conjecture concerning them, so they followed him, except a party of

!” the believers

****
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لُوُقأَ َّقحَْلاوَ  ُّقحَْلافَ  لَاقَ  } 84{

نَیعِمَجْأَ مْهُْنِم  کَعَِبتَ  نَّمِموَ  کَنِم  مََّنهَجَ  َّنلأَْملأَ  } 85{

,” Allah) said: ‘Then it is the truth; and the truth do I speak . “) 84

Certainly I will fill Hell with you, and with whoever of them follows you, all . “ 85
’.” together

Commentary, verses: 84-85

Both Allah and His statement are true. These two verses are in answer to Iblis who

threatened he would beguile all humankind except the sincere ones. Here are the holy

:verses concerning this matter

,” Allah) said: ‘Then it is the truth; and the truth do I speak “)

’.” Certainly I will fill Hell with you, and with whoever of them follows you, all together“

Whatever was said from the beginning of this Sura up to here, and whatever for

which Divine great prophets struggled, a part of whose life story has been mentioned

.in this Sura, all have been true

The words about the Hereafter, the painful chastisement of the disobedient ones, and

the kinds of merits for the inhabitants of Paradise which have been referred to in this

Sura all are true. The end of the Sura is true, too, and Allah swears in truth. He speaks

true when He says He will fill Hell with Satan and his followers. Allah says so in answer

to the statement of Satan, who decisively said about the temptation of humankind,
.and He also speaks decisively and makes the circumstance of all clear
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However, these two verses contain different emphasises. The first verse has

emphasised on the word ‘true’ for two times and oath has been made. The Qur’ānic

sentence: /la’amla’anna/ (I will fill) has also another emphasis. The word ‘all together’
is also a repeated emphasis over all of these so that no one may have the least doubt

in this regard, because there is no way of salvation for Satan and his followers and

(. their way will be led to Dār-ul-Bawār (one of the names of Hell

****
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نَیِف -ِ لّکَتَمُْلا نَِم  ْاَنأَ  آمَوَ  رٍجْأَ  نِْم  هِْیلَعَ  مْکُُلأَسْأَ  آمَ  لُْق  } 86{

نَیمَِلاعَْلِل رٌکْذِ  َّلاإِ  وَهُ  نْإِ  } 87{

نٍیحِ دَْعَب  هُأَبََن  َّنمُلَْعتََلوَ  } 88{

.” O Prophet!) say: ‘No reward do I ask of you for it, nor am I of the impostors . “) 86

,” It is naught but a Reminder unto the Worlds . “ 87

’.” And you shall certainly know its tiding after a while . “ 88

Commentary, verses: 86-88

Point

A preacher must announce his unexpected demand to people. The condition of

succession in preaching is the lack of expectation from people. The Divine prophets

not only had no material expectation but also had not any kind of wish from people

:and they were not a bore over people either. So, the first verse says

, …” O Prophet!) say: ‘No reward do I ask of you for it “)

And thus he (p.b.u.h.) puts an end to the pretexts of the pretext-seekers, and makes

clear that he wishes only their prosperity and happiness. He demands no material

reward nor spiritual one from government, and his reward is only on Allah, as it is

explicitly mentioned in other verses of the Qur’ān, including: Sura As-Saba’, No. 34,
, …” verse 47 which says: “… reward is only with Allah

This by itself is one of the proofs of the truthfulness of the Prophet (p.b.u.h.), because

a false claimer suggests his claim for some things and his demands, however, will be

.clear through his statements
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And in the second stage he implies that he is not of the impostors, his statements are

based on proof and logic and there is no adulation in them. His sentences are clear

and his speech is free from any ambiguity and complication. The verse continues

:saying

.” nor am I of the impostors “… 

The first sentence, in fact, is about the qualities of the inviter, and the second

.sentence is about the kind of invitation and its content and, indeed, it proves itself

In the third stage, which is found in the next verse, it indicates that the main aim of

this great invitation is the descent of this heavenly Book. It implies that this Qur’ān is
:only a means of admonition and awareness for all the worlds. It says

,” It is naught but a Reminder unto the Worlds“

Yes, it is important that people come out of negligence and do contemplate, because

.the way is clear and its signs are manifest

There is a pure nature inside the man’s entity which leads him and attracts him to the

line of Monotheism and piety. The important thing is awareness, and the main duty of

.prophets and the heavenly Books is this very thing

This application, the like of which is not so few in the Holy Qur’ān, shows that the

content of the invitation of prophet, in all stages, is consistent with the God-given

.nature and these two go forward with together

****

Through the third verse, the Holy Qur’ān threatens the opponents by some short but

:expressive sentences. It says

’.” And you shall certainly know its tiding after a while“
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You may take these words insignificant and pass by them heedlessly, but soon the

truthfulness of these words will be made manifest. You will see them both in this

world: in the battle-fields of Muslims and pagans, in the social and mental realms, in
the Divine punishments, and in the other world by means of painful punishments of

Allah. In short, whatever I told you, you will observe by your own eyes in its

appropriate time. However, the lash of Allah is ready and soon it will come down on

.the back of oppressors and the proud ones

?Who Is an Imposter

In the above verses (verse 86) we recited that one of the honours the Prophet

’. (p.b.u.h.) counted for himself was that he was not of the ‘Impostors

In Islamic narrations there are a lot of discussions about the signs of impostors and

their qualities, including the tradition recorded in the Commentary of Jawāmi‘-ul-
Jāmi‘ narrated from the Prophet (p.b.u.h.). it says: “An imposter has three signs: He

always quarrels with those who are above him, he follows some affairs to which he

(never reaches, and he speaks of some matters about which he has no knowledge.”(1

In another tradition in the Prophet’s recommendations (p.b.u.h.) to Hadrat ‘Ali (a.s.) we

recite: “An impostor has three signs: 1) He flatters at one’s presence, 2) He backbites in
(one’s absence, 3) At the time of calamity, he begins taunting.”(2

However, it is understood from some of the narrations recorded in Nūr-uth-
Thaqalayn that at the end an imposter will not have any consequence save meanness

.and humility, and just today he has also no share but pain, trouble, and disquiet
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The apparent of an imposter is hypocrisy, and his innate is sedition and he always flies

.with these two wings

****

O’ Allah! Grant us a success that we can repel all traces of adulation, sedition, and

.disobedience from us

O’ Allah! Set us in the row of the sincere ones whom You support and protect and

.Satan, the tempter, is hopeless of them

O’ Allah! Give us that kind of awareness that we can stand to survive the content of

this Great Qur’ān, to be able to gather all the powers of the Muslims throughout the

world, and to step forward firmly in Your path, so that we can overcome the enemies

.of the truth. Amen, O the Lord of the Worlds

****

The End of Sura Sād
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451, 471, 549, 650

The Court of, P. 270 - 

The nature of, P. 423 - 

The scene of, P. 312 - 

The terror of, P. 354 - 

Holy Spirit, P. 157

Holy struggle, P. 604
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Hskīm Abul-Ghāsim Huskānī, P. 427

Hūd, the Prophet, P. 575

Hydrogen, P. 394

I

Iblis, P. 74, 75, 657, 661

Ibn-‘Abbās, P. 145, 638

Ibn-‘Asākir, P. 604

Ibn-Mas‘ūd, P. 145

India, P. 469

Isaac, P. 500, 629

Ishmael, P. 495, 629

Ismā‘īl, P. 501

J

Jahīnah, P. 529

Jesus, P. 292, 293

Jews, P. 502, 543, 569

Jibt (Idol), P. 563

Job, P. 616, 617, 618, 619, 621, 622, 629

Jonah (Yūnus), P. 519, 520, 523, 524, 525, 527

People of, P. 528 - 
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Jordan, P. 70

Junādat-ibn-’Abi-Sufyān, P. 179

K

Ka‘bah, P. House of, P. 629

Kaffārāt, P. 653

Kashshāf, P. 212

Khabāb, P. 644
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Khuzā’ah, P. 73, 529

Korah, P. 144

Kufa Mosque, P. 587

L

Legitimacy of the Qur’ān, P. 32

Lisān-ul-‘Arab, P. 67, 189

Lot, P. 157, 463, 515, 516, 553, 576

Luqmān, P. 44, P. 45

Lūt, P. 265

M

Ma‘ārib, P. 70

Mafātih-ul-Qayb, P. 259

Mahdī (a.s.), P. 146, 260

Majlisī, ‘Allah, P. 146

Majma‘-ul-Bayān, P. 304

Markh, P. 393

Mary, P. 157

Masjed-ul-‘Aghsā, P. 586

Masjed-ul-Harām, P. 586

Mecca, P. 70, 270, 279, 463, 465, 503, 553, 562, 576, 577, 615
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Idolaters of, P. 264 - 

People of, P. 311 - 

The conquer of, P. 546 - 

Medina, P. 577

Messiah (a.s.), P. 276

Mi‘rāj, P. 652, 654

Monotheism, P. 132, 378

Moses, P. 60, 553, 463, 467, 504, 503, 525, 575

Legitimacy of, P. 60 - 
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Mufradāt, P. 88, 197, 207, 211, 224, 317, 331, 332, 347, 363, 426, 443, 467, 490, 511, 559, 588, 609

Muhammad-ibn-il-Hassan-is-Saffār, P. 650

Munā, P. 499

N

Namrūd, P. 426

Noah, P. 262, 463, 469, 472, 488, 503, 507, 553, 575

The Children of, P. 468, 469 - 

The history of, P. 474 - 

The people of, P. 575 - 

Nubia, P. 469

Numrūd, P. 265

Nūn, P. 666

O

Origin, P. 385

Oxygen, P. 394, 399

P

Paradise, P. 29, 270, 304, 357, 401, 424, 441, 446, 447, 454, 456, 551, 602, 634, 635, 641, 646

People of, P. 20, 181, 229, 263, 240, 356, 442, 444, 448, 459, 539 - 

An eternal abode, P. 242 - 

The castles in, P. 355 - 
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Gardens of, P. 633 - 

Palestine, P. 70

Pharaoh, P. 262, 575, 576

Pharaohs, P. 426, 505

Polos, P. 292
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Protected tablet, P. 27

Purgatory, P. 304, 305

Q

Qāf, Sura, P. 40

,Qibt, 469

Quraysh, P. 280, 551, 560

Pagans of, P. 543 - 

The chiefs of, P. 561 - 

Qurtabī, P. 208

R

Rafidī, P. 646

Rāqib, p. 88, 197, 207, 211, 224, 317, 331, 332, 347, 363, 426, 443, 467, 490, 511, 559, 609

Rauh-ul-Ma‘ālī, P. 259

Reckoning, P. 206, 350

The Day of, P. 384, 558, 596, 600 - 

Reminder, P. 375, 632

Republic, Islamic, P. 596

Resurrection, P. 32, 35, 38, 39, 61, 93, 179, 314, 315, 323, 344, 348, 385, 388, 390, 399, 417, 421,
422, 449, 602

Discussion of, P. 602 - 
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Its possibility, P. 187 - 

Problems of, P. 25 - 

Room, P. 290

S

Saba’, P. 62, 63

Sacred essence, P. 365
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Sahīfah-Sajjādiyah, P. 536

Sālih, P. 575

Sālim, P. 529

Sām, P. 469

San‘ā, P. 70

Sawā’iq, P. 427

:Sepatation

The Day of, P. 523 - 

Seraph, P. 421

Shāfāt, P. 630

Shāmāt, P. 70

Shaqāhid-ut-Tanzīl, P. 427

Shebā, P. 73, 74

Shu‘ayb, P. 575

The people of, P. 576, 577 - 

Solomon, P. 48, 49, 50, 51, 58, 59, 60, 62, 605, 607, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 625

The country of, P. 51 - 

Workers of, P. 53 - 

The history of, P. 553 - 

Sudan, P. 469
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Sufyānī, P. 146

Syria, P. 70, 73, 117, 126

The lands of, P. 577 - 

Sahab, P. 644

T

Tabarsī, P. 197, 355

Tamarisk, P. 67

Taqūt, P. 569

Tarwiyah, P. 492

Thamūd, P. 262

The people of, P. 265, 575 - 
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Tibyān, P. 304

Torah, P. 288, 614

:Turkish

Country, P. 290 - 

.(: Traditions narrated from the Immaculate (a.s

.(: The holy Prophet (p.b.u.h

Verily (when) a believer is satiated from eating food, then he praises Allah, the“
Almighty; so He will give him a reward equal to that which He gives to him who fasts

during the day and keeps vigil at night establishing prayer. Verily Allah accepts

thanks-giving and loves those who are gratitude.” P. 56

Allah bestowed on me five things, and I do not say it as a boast (but I say as the“
gratitude of the bounty). I was appointed to all men, white and black, and the earth

was appointed for me pure and purifier and (everywhere of it being) as a mosque. The

booties of war are lawful for me while they were not lawful for anyone before me. I
have been aided (by fear and horror in the hearts of the enemies) so that it paves the

way of one month journey in front of me; and I was given (the rank of) intercession

then I have stored it for my Ummah in Hereafter.” P. 92

One hour of contemplation is better than one night of worship” P. 134“

In such a way Allah quickens the dead and this is its sign in the creation.” P. 177“

Verily alms-giving (in the way of Allah) and union of kindred cause houses to be“
furnished and prolong the life-times’.” P. 192

Whoever desires his sustenance to be increased and his death to be postponed“
should perform union of kindred.” P. 192

Verily the heart of a person is with his property. If he sends it before himself, he likes“
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to join it; and if he keeps it (for later), he likes to be with it.” P. 228

Whomever Allah has given sixty years of lifetime, He has closed the way of excuse to“
him.” P. 246

p: 685
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When the Day of Hereafter comes, a caller will call: ‘O people of sixty years old!“
(Where are you?) This is the same lifetime about which Allah has said: ‘Did We not

give you long life enough to remember therein for him who would remember?’” P. 247

Everything has heart (centre) and Yā-Sīn is the heart of The Qur’ān.” P. 271“

Verily this faithful man not only in his life wanted good for his people, but also after“
his death wished their guidance.” P. 305

Do avail five things before five things: your youth before your senility, your health“
before your sickness, your richness before your poverty, your ease before your

affliction, and your life before your death.” P. 372

O Banī Hāshim! Let it not be that on the Day of Hereafter people come to me with“
their deeds and you come with your relations and relatives, in a manner that they may

have religious relation and you may have bodily relation.” P. 502

Once the heaven began moaning (because of its heavy burden), and it is right to“
moan because there is no space in it even as large as a footstep save that an angel is

bowing or prostrating there”, P. 541

Whoever recites Sura Sād, will Allah give him reward as much as the weight of every“
mountain that Allah had subjected it for David (a.s.), and He protects him from

persisting in committing sins whether minor or major.” P. 554

You may say: ‘There is no god but Allah’, (and send away these idols which are the “
source of your misery and disgrace).” P. 556

If they put the sun in my right hand and the moon in my left hand, I would not intend“
it; but (instead of these promises) they may agree with me in one sentence so that by

which they govern over Arab and also non-Arab come into their religion, and they will

be kings in Paradise.” P. 561

You may testify that there is no god but Allah and that I am the Messenger of Allah.” “
P. 561
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O’ my uncle! If they put the sun in my right hand and the moon in my left hand in “‘
order that I abandon this statement, I would never do so; except that I cause this

word to penetrate in the society, or that I would be killed in its path.” P. 562
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Goodness has been tied on the forehead of the horse until the Day of Hereafter.” P.“
608

An imposter has three signs: He always quarrels with those who are above him, he“
follows some affairs to which he never reaches, and he speaks of some matters

about which he has no knowledge.” P. 671

.(: Imam Amir-ul-Mu’mineen Ali (a.s

Do continue your thanksgiving, then your blessing will be permanent.” P. 57“

If there were anyone who could secure a ladder to everlasting life or a way to “… 
avoid death, it was Solomon, the son of David (a.s.) who was given control over the

domain of the jinn and men along with prophethood and great position (before Allah)
…” P. 59

Contemplation invites to goodness and acting to it.” P. 135“

Before making decision do ponder, consult before that you regret, and think deeply“
before you attack.” P. 135

Pangs of death and grief for losing (this world) have surrounded them. “… 
Consequently their limbs become languid and their complexion changes. Then death

increases its struggle over them. In one of them, it stands in between him and his

power of speaking although he lies among his people, looking with eyes, hearing with

his ears, with full wits and intelligence. He then thinks over how he wasted his life and

in what (activities) he passed his time. He recalls the wealth he collected when he had

blinded himself in seeking it, and acquired it from fair and foul sources. Now the

consequences of collecting it have overtaken him. He gets ready to leave it. It would

remain for those who are behind him. They would enjoy it and benefit by it. It would

be an easy acquisition for others but a burden on his back, and the man cannot get rid

of it. He would thereupon bite his hands with teeth out of shame for what was

disclosed to him about his affairs at the time of his death. He would dislike what he

coveted during the days of his life and would wish that he who envied him on account
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of it and felt jealous over him for it should have amassed it instead of he himself.” P.
149
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Is there no free man who can leave this chewed morsel (of the world) to those who“
like it? Certainly, the only price for your selves is Paradise. Therefore, do not sell your

selves except for it.” P. 229

Verily Allah appointed Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) when neither one of Arabs used to read a“
heavenly book, nor (any one) claimed prophesy.” P. 276

The grave is either a garden from the gardens of Paradise, or it is a cavity out of from“
the cavities of Hell.” P. 305

There is neither a possibility that they transfer from their ugly deeds nor are they“
able to increase their goodness.” P. 312

If I remain walled from the visit of the Lord for a moment, I will die.” P. 357“

Therefore, O’ the servants of Allah! You should fear lest Satan infects you with his “
disease (pride), or leads you astray through his call, or marches on you with his

horsemen and foot-men, because, by my life, he has put the (dangerous) arrow in the

bow for you, has stretched the bow very strongly, and has aimed at you from a

nearby position, and he (Satan) said: ‘O’ Lord! Because you have left me to stray,
certainly I will adorn (evil) to them on the earth, and certainly I will cause them all to

go astray’. (Qur’ān, 15:39)” P. 363

and understand it thoroughly for it is the best blossoming of the hearts …” P. 376 “… 

Wisdom is a life for the dead hearts.” P. 376“

while worse than bodily ailment is that disease of the heart…” P. 376 “… 

He whose fear of Allah (his piety) is less, is heart dies…” P. 377 “… 

When He intends to create something He says ‘Be’ and there it is, but not through a : “
voice strikes (the ears) is that call heard. His speech is an act of His creation. His like

never existed before this. If it had been created it would have been the second god.”
P. 398
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some of them (angels) are in array and do not leave their position. Others are “… 
extolling Allah and do not get tired. The sleep of the eye or the slip of wit, or languor of

the body, or the effect of forgetfulness does not affect them. Among them are those

who work as

p: 688
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trusted bearers of the message, those who serve as speaking tongues for His

prophets …” P. 406

How many are the objects of lessons, but how few the taking of lessons.” P. 518“

He has not informed (human) wit about the limits of His qualities. Nevertheless, He “… 
has not prevented it from securing essential knowledge of Him …” P. 536

Imagination cannot reach Him so as to assign Him quantity. Understanding cannot “… 
think of Him so as to give him shape. Senses do not perceive Him so as to feel Him.
Hands cannot touch Him so as to rub against Him. He does not change into any

condition. He does not pass from one state to another. Nights and days do not turn

Him old. Light and darkness do not alter him. He is not qualified by anything of the

limbs, nor by the parts of the body, nor by the length and width. It cannot be said that

He has a limit, extremity, or end, or termination, nor do things control him so as to

raise Him or lower Him, nor anything carry Him …” P. 537

The utmost ignorance is that a person is happy for his ignorance.” P. 580“

The utmost of wisdom is confession to what he does not know.” P. 580“

The utmost of knowledge is the awe of Allah, Glory be to Him.” P. 580“

O people! Verily the most terrible things about which I fear on you are two things:“
following the low desire, and long hopes. Then, following low desire restrains you

from the truth, and extending of hopes causes you to forget the Hereafter.” P. 597

The intellect is the possessor of the army of Allah, the Beneficent, and the low desire“
is the leader of the troops of Satan, and the man’s self is under the pressure of the

attractions of these two. Then, every one of them overcomes, the self will follow it.” P.
597

There are many intellects which are captive with the soul that bids to evil.” P. 597“
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The one whose intellect overcomes his low desire will be prosperous, and the one“
whose low desire overcomes his intellect will be ignominious.” P. 598

Unfortunate is he who fell victim to his desires and his pride. …” P. 598 “… 

Make the intellect superior to the low desire, because intellect owns the time but the“
low desire makes you the servant of the time.” P. 598

There is no enemy like the low desire.” P. 598“

At the extremity of hardship comes relief, and at the tightening of the chains of“
tribulation comes ease.” P. 624

You should take a lesson from what Allah did with Satan; namely He nullified his “
great acts and extensive efforts on account of the vanity of one moment, although

Satan worshipped Allah for six thousand years … but he lost it for the sake of pride in
one moment. Then how is it possible that a person does the same thing that Iblis did

and be safe from the punishment of Allah?” P. 662

An impostor has three signs: 1) He flatters at one’s presence, 2) He backbites in one’s“
absence, 3) At the time of calamity, he begins taunting.” P. 671

.(: Imam Sajjād, Zaynul-‘Ābidīn Ali-ibn-il-Hussayn (a.s

When the Hereafter Day comes forth Allah, the Exalted, will say to some of His“
servants: ‘Did you thank so and so?’ The servant answers: ‘O’ Lord! I performed

thanksgiving to You’. Allah says: ‘Since you did not thank him, you have not performed

My Thanksgiving’.” P. 56

The Messenger of Allah (p.b.u.h.) said: ‘Verily (when) a believer is satiated from eating“
food, then he praises Allah, the Almighty; so He will give him a reward equal to that

which He gives to him who fasts during the day and keeps vigil at night establishing

prayer. Verily Allah accepts thanks-giving and loves those who are gratitude’.” P. 56

A great crime has caused my heart to die” P. 377“
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Praise belongs only to Allah Whose Existence is the source of creation, an Essence“
that the eyes of the lookers cannot see Him and the understanding and thought of the

explainers are not able to explain His qualities …” P. 537
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.(: Imam Bāqir (a.s

Kindness and hidden alms-giving remove poverty and increase life-time, and prevent“
seventy kinds of evil death.” P. 192

Whoever listens to a speaker (and accepts his statement) he has worshipped him. If“
the speaker reiterates the ordinance of Allah, he has worshipped Him, but if the

speaker speaks from the side of Satan, he has worshipped Satan.” P. 361

The limbs of a believer do not testify against him, but they testify against the one on“
whom the command of punishment has been decreed. As for the believer, his record

(of deeds) will be given to his right hand, (and he will recite it himself), as Allah has

said: ‘… then whoever is given his book in his right hand, then these will read their

book (joyfully) and they will not be treated unjustly in the least’.” P. 366

The purpose of Allah from the verse saying: ‘And We made (only) his progeny the“
survivors’” P. 469

Jonah was kept prisoner in the belly of a fish for a few days where his hairs went“
away and the skin of his body became thin. Then he came out from the belly of the

fish. He sucked the bush of gourd and rested under the shade of the gourd.” P. 525

Glory be to your Lord, the Lord of Honour, far above that which they ascribe (unto“
Him).” “And peace be upon the messengers,” “And (all) praise belongs to Allah, the

Lord of the Worlds.” P. 551

Whoever recites Sura Sād in the night before Friday will be given good rewards of“
the world and the Hereafter (by Allah) as much that have not been given to anyone of

the people save the Divine prophets and the near-stationed angels, and Allah admits

him and all those he loves from among his household in Paradise, even the servant

who served him.” P. 554

There are three things which destroy (man): the miserliness that is obeyed, the low“
desire which is followed, and the state of man’s being content with his own self.” P. 597
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.(: Imam Sādiq (a.s

He who recites the couple of Suras which has begun with the praise of Allah (suras“
Saba’ and Fātir) in a night, he will be in the protection of Allah, the Almighty and in His

guard; and if he recites them in the daytime, no undesirable thing will come to him on

that day, and he will be given so much good of this world and the next that has never

come to his mind and which he has never desired or thought of.” P. 17

Verily David went out (to the farms and deserts) while he was reciting Zabūr, and“
when he was reciting Zabūr there was no mountain, no stone, and no bird but

murmured it with him.” P. 43

By Allah, the pictures Solomon wanted to be produced were not the statues of men“
and women, but they were portraits of some trees and the like.” P. 53

He must praise Allah for His whole blessings upon his family and his wealth; and if“
there is any right in the wealth He has given him he should pay it.” P. 55

Thanksgiving of a blessing is avoidance from sins.” P. 56“

Allah, the Almighty and Glorious, revealed to Moses, saying: ‘O’ Moses! Do thank Me“
which is a due thank.’ Moses said: ‘How can I thank You a due true thank while every

time I do thank You, You give me a new blessing for it?’ He said: ‘O’ Moses! Just now

you performed thanksgiving to Me since you know that that (success) is from Me’.” P.
56

Thanksgiving is to avoid the unlawful things, and a complete thanksgiving is that one“
says: ‘The praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds’.” P. 57

One hour of contemplation is better than one night of worship” P. 134“

There are two suras in the Qur’ān which are one after another and they begin with“
/alhamd-u-lillāh/ (the praise belongs (only) to Allah): Sura As-Saba’, and Sura Al-Fātir.
Whoever recites them by night, Allah will protect him in His support, and whoever

recites them during the day, there will come to him no affliction (on that day) …” P. 152
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By Allah in whose hand is my soul! the angels in heavens are more than the (number“
of) whole atoms of the dust of the earth, and there is no
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place in heaven but an angel is busy glorifying and praising Him therein.” P. 158

Verily the angels neither eat, nor drink, nor marry, and they do live only by the breeze“
of the (Divine) ’Arsh!)” P. 158

Verily Allah has some angels who are (in the state of) bowing until the Day of“
Hereafter, and verily Allah has some angels who are (always in the state of)

prostration until the Day of Hereafter.” P. 159

If Satan is an enemy, then why do you neglect him?” P. 167“

The purpose is that there are some scholars whose deeds are consistent with their“
words. The one whose saying and deed are not consistent is not knowledgeable.” P.

225

Whoever recites Sura Yā-Sīn on a day before sun sets, during the whole day he will“
be protected and sustained (affluently); and whoever recites it at night before

sleeping, one thousand angels will be for him to protect him from any accursed Satan

and any impediment.” P. 271

Yā-Sīn is the name of The Messenger of Allah (p.b.u.h.) and its evidence is the word of“
Allah, The Exalted, Who said: ‘Verily you are of the messengers’ ‘On straight path’.” P.

273

Whoever obeys a person in committing a sin, he has worshipped him.” P. 361“

Whoever recites Sura As-Sāffāt every Friday, he will be saved from every pollution“
and disease, and every contamination will be removed from his worldly life, and Allah

will provide him with the most abundant sustenance and He does not afflict him, his

children and his body with the harms of the cursed Satan and the hostile haughty

ones. And if he dies on that day or night, Allah will cause him to die as a martyr, and He

will raise him among martyrs, and He will set him in the same grade with the martyrs

in Paradise.” P. 401

A sound heart is the one which meets his Lord while there is none in it except Him.” P.“
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475

Whoever has a truthful intention is the possessor of a sound heart, because the“
soundness of the heart from polytheism and doubt, purifies the intention for Allah in

all affairs.” P. 475

The heart is the sanctuary of Allah; do settle no one in the sanctuary of Allah, except“
Him.” P. 476
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When you are reciting the verses of the Qur’ān you pass by them. The Qur’ān“
reiterates the news which Allah has stated for you.” P. 518

Someone asked Imam Sādiq (a.s.): ‘What was the affliction for that Job tolerated?’“
(And he thought Job had probably done a wrong action that Allah caused him to be

so.)” P. 617

And ‘message’ means Imamate”. P. 651“

.(: Imam Mūsabn-i-Ja‘far, Imam Kāzim (a.s

Seeing bad things as good ones is the premise of haughtiness and self-“
administration.” P. 172

.(: Imam Ali-ibn-Mūs-ar-Ridā (a.s

Worship is not by abundant prayer and fasting. Verily the real worship is “
contemplation in the work of Allah, Almighty and Glorious.” P. 134

U

Umar, P. 214‘

Ubay-ibn-Khalaf, P. 385, 388’

Umayat-ibn-Khalaf, P. 385, 388’

Ubayd, P. 604

Ummus-Salamah, P. 145

Unity, P. 91

Universe, P. 471

Unseen, P. 59, 139, 155

V
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Veneration, P. 225
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W

Walīd, P. 604

Wecā, P. 325

West, P. 132

Wisdom, P. 222

Y

Yāfith, P. 469

Yasha‘, P. 630

Ibn-Nūn, P. 630 - 

Yathrib, P. 73

Yemen, P. 62, 70

Yūhannā, P. 292

Yūnus, Sura, P. 200, 463, 525, 519

Z

Zabūr, P. 43

Zakāt, P. 340

Zamakhshary, P. 212

Zaqqūm, P. 456, 459, 460

The tree of, P. 457 - 

Zil-Hajj, P. 492
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Zul-Kifl, P. 629, 630, 631
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A Presentation to Muslims

مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

 " مْکُْنِم رِْملأا  یِلوُاوَ  لَوسَُّرلا  اوعُیطِأَوَ  هََّللا  اوعُیطِأَ  اوُنمَاءَ  نَیذَِّلا  اهَُّیأَ  آیَ  یلاعتَ " : هّللا  لَاق 

هیلآا 59 ءاسنلا 4 - هروس 

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful

O you who have faith! Obey Allah, and obey the Apostle, and those charged with “ 
(authority among you …” (Sura Nisa, No. 4, Verse 59

Those charged with authority’ are only the twelve sinless Imams (a.s.) and, at the )‘
time of occultation, Sources of Imitation, who are learned, pious, and just, should be

.( referred to

نْمَفَ هَُلوسُرَ ، هَّللا وَ  انَْفرَعَ  هِّللا  لَوسُرَ  ای  تُْلُق : لَاق : يّراصْناَْلا  هِّللا  دِْـبعَ  نِْبرِِباـج  نْعَ  یفْعجُْلا  رِِباـج  نْعَ  ثٍیدحـَ  یِف  نِیدّـلا  لِاـمکِْا  یِف 
، بٍِلاط یباَ  نُْب  ُّیِلعَ  مْهُُلَّوأ  يدْعَب ؛ نِْم  نَیمِلسـْمُْلا  هُمَِئاَ  وَ  رُِباج ، ای  یئافلَخُ  مْهُ  ص )  ) لَاقفَ کَِتعَاطِب ؟ مْهُتَعَاط  هُّللا  نَرَقَ  نَیذَّلارِْماَْلاوُلوُا 

یِّنِم هُْئرِْقأَفَ  هُتَْیقََل  اذاِفَ  رُِباج ، ای  هُکُرِدُْتسَو  رِِقابْلاِب ، هِاروَّْتلا  یِف  فُورُْعمَْلا  یٍّلعَ  نُْب  دَُّمحَُم  َّمُث  نِیسَحُْلا ، نُْب  ُّیِلعَ  َّمُث  نُیسـَحُْلا ، نُسَحَْلا وَ  َّمُث 
نُْب نُسَحَْلا  َّمُث  دٍمَحَُم ، نُْب  ُّیلعَ  َّمُث  یٍّلعَ ، نُْب  دُمَحَُم  َّمُث  یسوُم ، نُْب  ُّیلعَ  َّمُث  رٍفَْعجَ ، نُْب  یسَوُم  َّمُث  دٍمَحَُم ، نُْب  رُفَْعجَ  قُدِاصّلا  َّمُث  مَالََّسلا ،

هِْیدَیـَ یلَعَ  هُرُکْذِ  یلاـعتَ  هُّللا  حُتـَْفیَ  يذَِّلا  كَاذَ  یٍِّلعَ ، نِْب  نِسَحَْلا  نُْبا  هِدِاـبعِ  یف  هُُتَّیقَِب  وَ  هِضِرْأَ ، یف  اللهِا  هَُّجحُ  یّیِنکَ  یّیمِسـَ وَ  َّمُث  یٍِّلعَ ،
لَاق .نِامیاْلِل  هُبَْلقَ  هُّللا  نَحَتَْما  نِمَ  لْهَفَ  هِّللا  یلَعَ  اهیِف  تُُبْثیَ  هًبَْیغَ لا  هِِئایلواَ  هِِتعَیـش وَ  نْعَ  بُیغیَ  يذَّلا  كَاذ  اـهِبرِاغمَ ، ضِرْاَْـلا وَ  قَرِاشـَمَ 

نَوعُفِتَْنیَ هِرِوُنِب وَ  نَوؤُیَضتَسْیَ  مْهَُّنِا  هَِّوُبُّنلاِب  ینثَعََب  يذَّلاوَ  يا  لَاقفَ  هِِتبَْیغَ ، یف  هِِب  عُآفِتْناِْلاَ  هِِتعَیـشِل  عُقَیَ  لْهَفَ  هِّللا ، لَوسُرَ  ای  هَُل : تُْلقُفَ  رٌِباج :
 ... بٌاحسَ اهلََّلجَتَ  نِْا  سِمَّْشلاِب وَ  سِاّنلا  عِافِتْناِکَ  هِِتبَْیغَ  یف  هِِتیَلاوِِب 

هحفص 253 دلج 1 ، نیدلا  لامکا 
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In ‘Ikmāl-ud-Din’ a tradition, through ‘Jābir-il-Ju‘fī’, is narrated from ‘Jābir-
ibn-‘Abdillāh’ thus: " I said: ‘ O Messenger of Allah, we have known Allah and His

Apostle; then who is ’Ulul-’Amr, those that Allah has made their obedience the same

as your obedience?’ Then, the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: ‘O Jābir! they are, after me, my

successors and the Guides of Muslims; the first of them is Ali-ibn-Abītālib; then

(Imam) Hassan, and (Imam) Hussayn; then Ali-ibn-il-Hussayn; then Mohammad-ibn-
Ali; known in the Turah as Bāqir, whom you will see. O Jābir! when you visit him, give

my regards to him. After him, there is Sādiq, – Ja‘far-ibnMuhammad; and after him

Mūsa-ibn-Ja‘far; then Ali-ibn-Mūsā; then Muhammad-ibn-Ali; then Ali-ibn-
Muhammad, then Hassan-ibn-Ali; and after him (there comes) Al-Ghā’im, whose

name and sir-name is the same as mine. He is Allah’s Authority on the Earth and His

(. Remainder amongst His servants. He is the son of (Imam) Hassan-ibn-Ali (al-‘Askarī

This is the very personality by whose hands Allah will open the Easts and the Wests of

the worlds, and this is the very personality who will be absent from his followers and

his lovers in which his mastership can not be proved by a statement of anyone except

." for the one whose heart Allah tests for Faith

Jābir said: " I asked him: ‘O’ Messenger of Allah! Will his followers avail of him during

his occultation?’ He answered: ‘Yes. By the One Who appointed me to prophethood,
they will seek brightness from his light and will avail by devotion in his absence the

’…" same as the availing of people from the (glow of) sun when clouds cover it

Ikmal-ud-Dīn, Vol. 1, p. 253’ with nearly similar meaning in Yanābī‘-ul-Mawaddah, p. )
(117

 " یحَوُی یٌحْوَ  َّلاإِ  وَهُ  نْإِ  يوَهَْلا ☼  نِعَ  قُطِنیَ  امَوَ  یلاعتَ " : هّللا  لَاق 

هیلآا 3 و 4 ( – 53  ) مجنلا هروس 

Nor does he (the Apostle) speak out of desire. It is naught but revelation that is " 
"revealed

(Sura An-Najm, No. 53, verses 3,4)
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مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

هیآ 174) ءاسن 4  هروس   ) اًنیبُم اًروُن  مْکُْیَلِا  انْلزَْناَ  مْکُِّبرَ وَ  نِْم  نٌاهرُْب  مْکُ  ءَاج  دْقَ  سُاّنلا  اهٌَّیاَ  ای 

O mankind! Verily there has come to you a convincing proof (the Messenger and the“
Qur’ān) from your Lord: for We have sent unto you a light (that is) manifest.” (Holy

(Qur’ān, 4: 174

هیآ 9) رجحلا 15  هروس   ) نَوظُِفاحَل هَُل  اّنِا  رَکْذِلا وَ  انَْلَّزَن  نُحَْن  اّنِا 

We have, without doubt, sent down the Message and We will assuredly Guard it“
((from corruption).” (Holy Qur’ān, 15: 9

هیآ 124) هط 20  هروس   ) یمعْاَ هِمَیقِْلا  مَوْیَ  هُرُشُحَْن  اکْنضَ وَ  هًشَیعمَ  هَُل  َّناِفَ  يرکْذِ  نْعَ  ضَرَعْاَ  نْمَ  وَ 

But whosoever turns away from My Message (the Qur’ān), verily for him is a “ 
straitened toilsome life, and We shall raise him up blind on the Day of Judgment.”

((Holy Qur’ān, 20: 124

هیآ 82) ءارسا 17  هروس   ) نَینِمؤْمُْلِل هٌمَحْرَ  ءٌافشِ وَ  وَهُ  ام  نِآرقُْلا  نَِم  لُزِّنَُن  وَ 

And We send down (stage by stage) of the Qur’ān that which is a healing and a mercy“
(to those who believe …” (Holy Qur’ān, 17: 82
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(: ص  ) هللا لُوسرَ  لَاق 

فَیطَّللا َّنِا  یتْیَب وَ  لُـهْاَ  یترَْتعِ  ضِرْـَلاا وَ  یَلِا  ءِامسـَلا  نَِم  دٌودُمـْمَ  لٌْـبحَ  اللهِا  بَاـتکِ  یترَْتعِ ، اللهِا وَ  بَاـتکِ  نِْیلَقَثَلا  مْکُیف  كُرِاـت  یّنِا  ”
“ ینوفُُلخْتَ اذامِب  اورُظُْنافَ  ضَوْحَْلا  َّیلَعَ  ادرِیَ  یّتحَ  اقرِتَْفیَ  نَْل  امهَُّنآَ  ینرَبَخْاَ  رَیبخَْلا 

“ امهِِب مُْتکَّْسمَتَ  نِْا  ام  اوَّلضِتَ  : ” رخَا ثٍیدحَ  یف  وَ  ص :)  ) یبَّنلا لَاق 

هحفص 17 دلج 3  ، لبنح نبدمحا  دنسم  هحفص 90 و  رابخلاا ، یناعم 

The Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “ I leave behind me two weighty (very worthy and

important) things: The Book of Allah (i.e. the Qur’ān), which is a stretched string from

the heaven to the earth, and my progeny, my Ahl-ul-Bayt; for verily Allah, The

Merciful, The Aware, informed me that never, never, will these two get separated

from each other until they meet me at the Houd of Kauthar (the Pond of Abundance).
Therefore, be careful and contemplate on how you will treat them (after me).” And, in
another tradition it is added: “Never, never, shall you get astray if you attach

.” yourselves to these TWO

Ma‘ānī-ul-Akhbār, p. 90, tradition 2, Musnad Ahmad-ibn-Hanbal, vol. 3, p. 17, and other)
books from the Sunnite school and Shi‘ah school mentioned in Ihqāq-ul-Haqq, vol. 9,

(p. 309 to p. 375

****

: ملاسلا هیلع  اضرلا  ماملاا  لاق 

انوعبت انملاک لا  نساحم  اولمع  ول  مهناف  سانلا  اهملعی  انمولع و  ملعتی  لاق  مکرما  ییحی  فیک  هل و  تلقف  انرما  ایحا  اًدبع  هللا  محر 

هحفص 207 دلج 1  اضرلا  رابخا  نویع  هحفص 80 - رابخلاا  یناعم 

:Abul-Hassan-ir-Ridā (a.s.) said

May the Mercy of Allah be upon the servant who Keeps alive our commandment.” I“
asked him (a.s.) how the one could keep your commandment alive. He (a.s.) said: “He

(can) learn our sciences and teach them to people. In fact, if people knew (the merits)
.” and goodnesses of our speech, surely they would follow us
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(Ma‘ānī-ul-Akhbār, p. 80; ‘Uyūn-i-Akhbār-ur-Ridā, vol. 1, p. 207)
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The Rank and Importance of the Qur’ān

هِقِلخَ یلعَ  اللهِا  لِضْفَکَ  مِلاکَْلا  رِِئاس  یلعَ  نِآرقُْلا  لُضْفَ  ص :)  ) اللهِا لُوسُرَ  لَاق 

The holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “The superiority of the Qur’ān unto other words is like

.” the superiority of Allah (s.w.t.) unto His creatures

هحفص 182 لوا  دلج  راثلاا  رابخلاا و  عماج 

رِودُُّصْلا ءُافشِ  رِوُّنلا وَ  حُیباصمَ  هِیف  نَآرقُْلا  اذَه  َّنِا  ع :)  ) یٍّلعَ نُْبا  نُسَحَْلا  لَاق 

Imam Hassan-ibn-Ali (a.s.) said: “Verily in this Qur’ān there are some bright lights (of

(.” guidance) and also a healing (remedy) for the hearts (minds

هحفص 164 لوا  دلج  راثلاا  رابخلاا و  عماج 

هُمََّلعَ نَآرقُْلا وَ  مََّلعَتَ  نْمَ  مْکُ  رُایخ  ص :)  ) اللهِا لُوسُرَ  لَاق 

The holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “The best of you is the one who learns the Qur’ān and

.” teaches it

هحفص 177 دلج 92  راونلاا  راحب 

هُعَِبتَ نْمَِل  هٌاجَن  هِِب وَ  کََّسمَتَ  نْمَِل  هٌمَصْعِ  كُرَابمُْلا وَ  ءُاوَّدلا  عُِفاّنلا وَ  ءُافشِّلا  هَُّناِفَ  نِآرقُْلاِب  مْکُیلَعَ  ص :)  ) یُبَّنلا لَاق 

The holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: “Be aware of the Qur’ān! Verily it is a useful healing,
and an auspicious remedy; and it is the protector of the person who holds fast to it,

.” and a rescue for the one who follows it

هحفص 492 لوا  دلج  راثلاا  رابخلاا و  عماج 

****
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(: ص  ) هُّللا لُوسُرَ  لَاق 

ضِوْحَْلا َّیلَعَ  ادرِیَ  یّتحَ  اقرِتَْفیَ  نَْلوَ  یٍّلعَ ، عَمَ  نُارْقُْلا  قُحَْلا وَ  وَ  نآرقُْلاوَ ، قِّحَْلا  عَمَ  ٌّیلعَ 

:The holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said

Ali (a.s.) is with the truth and the Qur’ān, and the truth and the Qur’ān are with Ali. " 
They will never get separated from each other until they meet me at the Houd of

(Kauthar (the Pond of Abundance)." (1

(: ص  ) هُّللا لُوسُرَ  لَاق 

بٍِلاط یباَ  نِْب  یِّلعَ  نِْم  زٍاوجَِب  ءَاج  نْمَ  لاِّا  هََّنجَْلا  لُخُدْیَ  ضِوْحَْلا لا  یلَعَ  هِمَایقِْلا  مَوْیَ  ٌّیلعَ 

:The holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said

On the Day of Resurrection, Ali (a.s.) will guard the Houd of Kauthar (the Pond of " 
Abundance). None will enter Paradise except the one who comes with the

(admissibility of ‘Ali-ibn-’Abītālib (a.s.)." (2

p: 701

a- Tārīkh-i-Dameshq, by Ibn ‘Asākir, part Imam Ali, vol. 3, p. 153, No. 1172 b- - 1
Manāqib-i-Khārazmī, p. 176, No. 214 c- Farā’id-us-Samtayn, Vol. 1, p. 177, No. 140,
narrated from ’Umm-us-Salamah. d- Rabī‘-ul-Abrād by Zamakhsharī, vol. 1, p. 828. e-

Yanābī‘-ul-Mawaddah, chapter 20, vol. 1, p. 269
a- Manāqib-i-Ibn-Maqāzily, p. 119, narrated by Ibn-‘Abbās. b- ’Arjah-ul-Matālib, p. - 2
550. c- Musnad-Ahmad-Hanbal, vol. 4, p. 165. d- Sunan-i-Tarmathī, No. 3719. e- Sunan-i-
IbnMājih, No. 119. f- Mu‘jam-i-Kabīr, by Tabarānī, vol. 4, pp. 19, 20. g- ’Aqānī, by Abul-
Faraj, vol. 18, p. 39. h- Al-Firdous Diylamī, vol. 3, p. 61, No. 4172, narrated from ’Umm-us-
Salamah. i- Khnūz-ul-Hāqayiq, by Manāwī, p. 98. Jesus- Miftāh-un-Najāt, by

Badakhshī, p. 61, (the index of ’Ihqāq-ul-Haqq, v. 7, p. 299). K- Al-Manāqib-ul-
Murtazawiyyah, by Muhammad Salih Tarmathī, p. 113, printed in Bambay. L- Yanābī‘-
ul-Mawaddah pp. 180 and 237, narrated from ’Umm-us-Salamah, and p. 257 narrated

from Ibn-‘Abbās, printed in Istambul; and also printed by ’Uswah, Qum, vol. 2, pp. 78
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The list of publications of the library

Publications of the Scientific and Religious Research Center

Imam Ali (a.s.) Public Library

Languages Which Each Title Is In: A = Arabic; F = Farsi

Tafsīr-i-Shubbar (A Commentary of the Holy Qur’ān ) – A . 1

Ma‘ālim-ut-Touhīd fī Qur’ān-il-Karīm (The Unity of Allah in the Holy Qur’ān) – A . 2

Kholāsi-ye-‘Abaqāt-ul-’Anwār (A summary of a Tradition on Imamate) – A . 3

Khutūt-i-Kullī-yi-’Iqtisād-dar Qur’ān wa Riwāyat (Main Points of Economy in the . 4
Qur’ān and Traditions) - F

Al-Imam Mahdī (a.s.) ‘inda Ahl-us-Sunnah, Vol. 1-2 (Imam Mahdī (a.s.) Accordint to . 5
traditions) – A

Ma‘ālim-ul-Hukūmah-fī-Qur’ān-il-Karīm (Lessons on Government in the Holy . 6
Qur’ān) – A

Al-Imam-is-Sādiq wal Mathāhib-il-’Arba‘ah (Imam Sādiq and Muslims’ Issues) – A . 7

Ma‘ālim-un-Nubuwwah fī Qur’ān-il-Karīm, Vol. 1-3 (Prophethood in the Holy Qur’ān) . 8
– A

Ash-Shu‘ūn-il-Eqtisād fī-Qur’ān was-Sunnah (Ways of Economy in the Qur’ān and . 9
Tradition) – A

Al-Kāfī fī Fiqh by Abis-Salāh al-Halabī (Subjects on Jurisprudence and Ordinances) . 10
– A

Asn-al-Matālib fī Manāqib-i-‘Ali-ibn-Abī-Tālib by Shams-ud-Dīn al Juzarī ash- . 11
Shāfi‘ī (The Merits of Imam ‘Ali (a.s.): the Successor of the Prophet of Islam (p.b.u.h.)) –

A
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Nuzul-ul-Abrār bimā Sahha min Manāqib-i-Ahlul-Bayt-il-Athār by Hafiz . 12
Mohammad al-Badakhshanī (Subjects on the Successors of the Prophet of Islam

(p.b.u.h.)) – A

Ba‘z-i-Mu’allifāt by Shahīd-ash-Shaykh Murtadā Mutahharī (Some works on . 13
Islamic Education) – F

Al-Qaybat-il-Kubrā (The Greater Occultation of Hazrat Mahdī (a.s.)) – A . 14

Yaum-ul-Mau‘ūd (The Promised Rise of Hazrat Mahdī (a.s.)) – A . 15

Al-Qaybat-is-Suqrā (The Lesser Occultation and the Deputies of Hazrat Mahdi . 16
(a.s.)) – A

Mukhtalaf-al-Shī‘ah by ‘Allāmah al-Hillī (Judgement through Jurisprudence in . 17
Islam) – A

Ar-Rasā’il-il-Mukhtārah by ‘Allāmah ad-Dawānī wal-Muhaqiq Mīrdāmād (A Book . 18
on the Theoloty and Philosophy of Islam) – A

As-Sahīfat-ul-Khāmisat-us-Sajjādiyyah (The Psalms of Islam as Stated by the . 19
Fourth Imam (a.s.)) – A

Nimūdārī az Hukūmat-i-‘Ali (a.s.) (An Outine on the Government of Hazrat ‘Ali (a.s.)) . 20
– A

Manshūrhā-yi Jāvīd-i-Qur’ān (The Eternal Lights of the Qur’ān; An Objective . 21
Commentary) – F

Mahdī-yi-Muntazar (a.s.) dar Nahjul-Balāqah (The Awaited Mahdi (Guide) in Peaks . 22
of Eloquence) – F

Sharh-il-Lum‘at-id-Damishqiyyah, 10 Vols. (Some Subjects on Islamic . 23
Jurisprudence and Ordinances) – A

Tarjamah wa Sharh-i-Nahjul-Balāqah, 4 Vols. (Translation and Explanation of the . 24
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Statement of Imam ‘Ali (a.s.)) – F

Fī Sabīl-il-Wahdat-il-Eslāmiyyah (The Need of Islamic Unity) – A . 25

Nazarāt-un-fī-Kutub-il-Khālidah (Opinions on Islamic Matters) – A . 26

Kitāb-al-Wāfī, 30 Vols. (Traditions on Different Subjects) – A . 27

Dah Risālah by Feyd-i-Kāshānī (Ten Articles on Islamic Education) – F . 28

Majmoo‘ih Test-hāy-i-Bīnesh wa Ma‘ārif Islamī (A Collection of Test Questions on . 29
Islamic Knowledge and Culture) – F

Darīcheh-’ī bar ’Ahkām (Elementary Religious Questions for the Coming . 30
Generation) – F

An Enlightening Commentary into the Light of the Holy Qur’ān – English . 31
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A Bundle of Flowers from the Garden of Traditions of the Prophet Ahlul-Bayt (a.s.) – . 1
Arabic – English

There are 272 Arabic/Farsi Commentaries (Tafsir) Available at the Imam Ali (a.s.) Public

.Library as Sources for This Commentary

:Among Them are the Following

Tafsīr - ul - Qur’ān - il - Karīm by ‘Allāmah as - Sayyid ‘Abdullāh Shubbar, Dār-u- . 1
Ihyā’-it-Turāth-il-‘Arabī. Beirut, Lebanon –A

Tafsīr-ul-Qummī by Abil-Hassan ‘Alī ibn Ibrāhīm-il-Qummī, Dār-ul-Kitāb, Qum, . 2
Iram, 1968/1387 A.H. –A

Fī-Zilāl, Sayyid-i-Qutb; Dār-u-Ihyā’-it-Turāth-il-‘Arabī, Beirut,Lebanon, 1967/1386 –A . 3

At-Tafsīr-ul-Kāshif by Muhammad Jawād Muqniyah, Dār-ul- ‘ilm lil-Malāyīn, Beirut, . 4
Lebanon, 1970 –A

Tafsīr-is-Sāfī by al-Fayd-il-Kāshānī, al-A‘lamī lil-Matbu‘āt, Beirut,Lebanon, . 5
1979/1399-A

Manhaj-us-Sādiqīn by Fathullāh Kāshānī, ‘Ilmiyyah Islāmiyyah Bookshop, Tehran, . 6
Iran -F

Tafsīr-i-Abulfutūh Rāzī by Ash-Shaykh Abulfutūh Rāzī, Islamiyyah Bookshop, . 7
Tehran, Iran, 1973/1393 A.H. –F

Tafsīr-i-Rūh-ul-Ma‘ānī by al-’Ālūsī al-Baqdādī, Dār-u-Ihyā‘-it-Turāth-il-‘Arabī, . 8
Beirut, Lebanon 1985/1405 –A

Tafsīr - i - al - Manār (Tafsīr - ul - Qur’ān - il - Hakīm), by Mohammad Rashīd Ridā, . 9
Dār-ul-Ma‘rifat, Beirut, Lebanon –A

Tafsīr-ut-Tabarī (Jāmi‘-ul-Bayān fī Tafsīr-il-Qur’ān) by Mohammad-ibn-Jarīr at- . 10
Tabarī, Dār-ul-Fikr, Al-Qāhirah, Egypt, 1988/1408 –A
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Nafahāt-ur-Rahmān fī Tafsīr-il-Qur’ān by ash-Shaykh Muhammad an-Nahāwandī, . 11
Iran, 1937/1357 –A

At-Tafsīr-ul-Hadīth by Mohammad ‘Izzat Darūzat; Dār-u-Ihyā’-il-Kutub . 12
Al-‘Arabiyyah, al-Qāhirah, Egypt, 1962/1381 –A

At-Tebyān fī Tafsīr-il-Qur’ān by Mohammad-ibn-il-Hassan Tūsī, Dār-u-Ihyā’-it- . 13
Turāth Al-‘Arabī, Beirut, Lebanon –A

Ālā’-ur-Rahmān fī Tafsīr-il-Qur’ān by Muhammad Jawād Albalāqī, Wijdānī . ’ 14
Bookshop, Qum, Iran –A

Al-Isra’īliyāt fī-Tafsīr wal Hadith by Dr. Muhammad Husayn Al-Thahabī, Dār-ul- . 15
Īmān, Damascus, 1985/1405 –A

Al-Bayān fī Tafsīr-il-Qur’ān by Sayyid Abulqāsim Khu’ī, al-Matba‘at-ul-‘ilmiyyah, . 16
Qum Iran, 1966/1385 –A

At-Tafsīr wal-Mufassirūn by Muhammad Husayn Al-Thahabī, Dār-ul-Maktab Al- . 17
Hadiīthah, al Qāhirah, Egypt, 1976/1396 A.H. –A

Al-Jawāhir fī Tafsīr-il-Qur’ān-il-Karīm, by Tantāwī Juharī, Mustafā Bāb-il-Halabī . 18
Printing Office, Egypt, 1930/1350 –A

Fathul-Qadīr by Muhammad-ibn-‘Ali al-Shoukānī; ‘Ilmul Kutub; Beirut, Lebanon, . 19
1981/1401 –A

Al-Mabādi’-ul-‘Āmmah li Tafsīr-il-Qur’ān by Dr. Muhammad Husain-‘Ali-al-Saqīr; . 20
Maktab-ul-A‘lām-il-Islāmiyyah, Qum, Iran, 1993/1413 –A

Tafsīr-ul-Baqawī (Ma‘alim-ut-Tanzīl fī Tafsīr wat-Ta’wīl) by Husayn-ibn Mas‘ūd al- . 21
Baqwī ash-Shāfi‘ī; Dār-ul-Fikr, al-Qāhirah, Egypt 1985/1405 A.H. –A
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مِیحَِّرلا نِمَحَّْرلا  هَِّللا  مِسِْب 

هِظَعِوْمَْلا هِمَکحِْلاب وَ  کَِّبرَ  لِیبسَ  یلِا  عُدُْا 

کََّبرَ َّنِا  نُسَحْاَ  یَهِ  یِتّلاِب  مهُْلدِاج  هِنَسَحَْلا وَ 

مُلَعْاَ وَهُ  هِِلیبسَ وَ  نعَ  َّلضَ  نمَِب  مُلَعْاَ  وَهُ 

نیدِتَهْمُْلاِب

****

In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, The Merciful

Invite (all) to the Way of your Lord with wisdom and beautiful exhortation; and debate

with them in a way which is the best; surely your Lord knows best who have strayed

.from His path and knows best who are (rightly) guided

.( Sura Nahl (the Bee), No. 16, verse 125)
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About center
In the name of Allah

نَومُلَْعیَالَنَیذَِّلاوََنومُلَْعیَنَیذَِّلایوِتَسْیَْلهَ
?Are those who know equal to those who do not know

al-Zumar: 9

:Introduction

Ghaemiyeh Computer Research Institute of Isfahan, from 2007, under the authority of

Ayatollah Haj SayyedHasanFaqihImami (God blesses his soul), by sincere and daily

efforts of university and seminary elites and sophisticated groups began its activities

. in religious, cultural and scientific fields

:Manifesto

Ghaemiyeh Computer Research Institute of Isfahan in order to facilitate and

accelerate the accessibility of researchers to the books and tools of research, in the

field of Islamic science, and regarding the multiplicity and dispersion of active centers

 in this field

and numerous and inaccessible sources by a mere scientific intention and far from

any kind of social, political, tribal and personal prejudices and currents, based on

performing a project in the shape of (management of produced and published works

from all Shia centers) tries to provide a rich and free collection of books and research

papers for the experts, and helpful contents and discussions for the educated

generation and all classes of people interested in reading, with various formats in the

. cyberspace

:Our Goals are

(propagating the culture and teachings of Thaqalayn (Quran and Ahlulbayt p.b.u.t-
encouraging the populace particularly the youth in investigating the religious issues-

 replacing useful contents with useless ones in the cellphones, tablets and computers-
providing services for seminary and university researchers-

spreading culture study in the publich-
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paving the way for the publications and authors to digitize their works-

:Policies

acting according to the legal licenses-
relationship with similar centers-

avoiding parallel working-
merely presenting scientific contents-

 mentioning the sources-
.It’s obvious that all the responsibilities are due to the author

:Other activities of the institute

Publication of books, booklets and other editions-
Holding book reading competitions-

Producing virtual, three dimensional exhibitions, panoramas of religious and tourism-
places

.Producing animations, computer games and etc-
Launching the website with this address: www.ghaemiyeh.com-

 Fabricatingdramatic and speech works-
Launching the system of answering religious, ethical and doctrinal questions-

Designing systems of accounting, media and mobile, automatic and handy systems,-
web kiosks

 Holding virtual educational courses for the public-
Holding virtual teacher-training courses-

Producing thousands of research software in three languages (Persian, Arabic and-
English) which can be performed in computers, tablets and cellphones and available

and downloadable with eight international formats: JAVA, ANDROID, EPUB, CHM, PDF,
HTML, CHM, GHB on the website

Also producing four markets named “Ghaemiyeh Book Market” with Android, IOS,-
WINDOWS PHONE and WINDOWS editions

:Appreciation

We would appreciate the centers, institutes, publications, authors and all honorable

. friends who contributed their help and data to us to reach the holy goal we follow
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: Address of the central office

Isfahan, Abdorazaq St, Haj Mohammad JafarAbadei Alley, Shahid Mohammad

HasanTavakkoly Alley, Number plate 129, first floor

Website: www.ghbook.ir
Email: Info@ghbook.ir

Central office Tel: 03134490125
021 Tehran Tel: 88318722 ـ 

Commerce and sale: 09132000109
Users’ affairs: 09132000109

Introduction of the Center – Ghaemiyeh Digital Library
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